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Abstract

Diese Arbeit hat das Ziel, Verben des Arabischen anhand von syntaktischen Alternationen, auch Diathesenalternationen genannt, zu
klassifizieren und am Beispiel des englischen VerbNets (Kipper Schuler,
2005) ein Verblexikon für das Arabische zu bilden.
Als Ausgangpunkt gelten zwei Hauptannahmen: die erste besagt, dass
die syntaktischen Alternationen die Bedeutung von Verben bewahren
(Levin, 1993), so dass Verben, die am selben Set von Alternationen
teilnehmen, auch die selben Bedeutungselemente haben. Die zweite
Annahme besagt, dass diese Alternationen und die daraus resultierenden Verbklassen Sprachenübergreifend identifiziert werden können
(Jackendoff, 1990a,b; Talmy, 1987), sodass die etablierten Alternationen und Klassen einer Sprache zum großten Teil in anderen Sprachen
zu identifizieren sind.
Das hier ausgeführte Klassifikationsverfahren erfolgt demnach in drei
Schritten. Im ersten Schritt werden die syntaktischen Alternationen
des Arabischen in drei Etappen identifiziert: a. Levins Alternationen
fürs Englische (Levin, 1993) werden auf ihre Präsenz im Arabischen
getestet, b. arabischspezifische syntaktische Alternationen werden
identifiziert, c. syntaktische Alternationen, die klausale Komplemente
involvieren, werden indentiziert, da sie in Levin’s Alterationen nicht behandelt werden. Im zweiten Schritt, werden sogenannte Superklassen,
generische Klassen wie die Klasse der psychologischen Verben, Verben
der Zustandsänderung, Verben des Kontaktes, gebildet. Jeder dieser
Klassen wird eine generische semantische Beschreibung zugeteilt, die
aus semantischen Prädikaten wie [CAUSE], [STATE] und [MOTION],
thematischen Rollen und anderen Spezifikationen besteht. Ziel der

Superklassen ist, das Inventar der Arabischen Verben in limitierten
und anschaubaren Gruppen zu unterteilen, um den nächten Klassifikationsschritt zu erleichtern. Die feineren Klassen werden aus den
Superklassen nach zwei Kriterien gebildet: a. wie diese Klassen die
Bedeutungskomponenten der Superklassen lexikalisieren und b. wie
sie diese Komponenten in der syntaktischen Ebene in Form von syntaktischen Alternationen realisieren. Im dritten Schritt werden die
resultierenden Verbklassen in einer elektronischen Format kodiert, die
die morphologischen, syntaktischen und semantischen Eigenschaften
reflektieren, aufgrund deren sich Verbklassen von einander unterscheiden. Eine Klasse in AVN enthält eine Liste von Verben (Mitglieder),
eine Liste von thematischen Rollen, eine Liste von Framen und, gegebenenfalls, Subklassen. Ein Frame enthält eine allgemeine Beschreibung
seiner syntaktischen Eigenschaft oder der Alternation, in der er teilnimmt, einen Bespielsatz und eine syntaktische Beschreibung gekoppelt
mit einer semantischen Beschreibung. Die semantische Beschreibung
verbindet jede thematische Rolle mit dem entsprechenden Argument
und liefert eine Beschreibung der Eventsstruktur des Frames sowie
seiner zeitlichen Struktur. Die zeitliche Struktur gibt Informationen
darüber, in welchem Zeitintervall der Event oder seine Teile stattfinden.
Obwohl das arabische VerbNet (AVN) die generelle Architektur des
englischen VerbNets adoptiert, fügt es neue Elemente hinzu, um arabischspezischen Eigenschaften gerecht zu werden, wie den VSO Satzbau,
den spezifischen Satzstrukturen wie den propositionalen Phrasen mit
einen Objekt als klausalen Komplement, der produktiven Morphologie, die Verben in vielen syntaktischen Alternationen markiert, sowie
der Haufigkeit von deverbalen Strukturen. Beispiele der neuen Elementen sind neue lexikalische Einträge wie Deverbale, Partizipien und
Verbstämme, neue selektionale Restriktionen wie [+/-DUAL], neue
Phrasetypen, neue semantische Predikate wie juridical state als spezifikation der generischen Prädikat state in Verben der Zustandsänderung,
und nicht zuletzt ein neuer Type von Klassen, genannt Geschwisterklassen (sibling classes). Eine Geschwisterklasse beherbergt Verben,

die in Alternationen teilnehmen, die eine morphologische Markierung
des beteiligten Verbs erfordern. Viele der Geschwisterklassen werden
automatisch mit einer Methode gebildet, die die internen Informationen
der Klassen sowie die morphologische Struktur des Verbes ausnutzt.
Die Evaluation von AVN erfolgt durch den Vergleich mit einem, vom
Informationsgehalt her, ähnlichen Lexikon, dem Arabischen PropBank
(APB) (Palmer et al., 2008). Der Vergleich hob AVN gegen APB im
Bezug auf den Umfang (Zahl der Einträge, Zahl der Framen, Zahl
der thematischen Rollen pro Klasse) hervor. Er zeigt gleichzeitig eine
große Übereinstimmung in der Bedeutungszuweisung von klassen in
beiden Lexika (Zahl und typen von Bedeutung pro Eintrag), in der
Zuweisung von thematischen Rollen und im Type und der Zahl der
Framen pro Klasse.

Abstract

This dissertation aims at classifying verbs in Arabic using syntactic
alternations for the purpose of a large coverage verb lexicon inspired
by the work of Kipper Schuler (2005) on English VerbNet. The main
assumption is that the diathesis alternations are meaning preserving
(Levin, 1993) and can be identified cross-linguistically.
The classification schema includes three steps. First, building an
alternation collection for Arabic to be used as filter for classifying
verbs by a. testing the availability of Levin’s alternations in Arabic, b. collecting Arabic-specific alternations, c. building a set of
alternations involving complement clauses, which are not concidered
by Levin. Second, building coarse-grained classes (super-classes) and
providing them we generalized semantic descriptions composed of semantic predicates, thematic roles and other specifications and building
finer-grained classes of verbs out of them considering two main criteria:
a. how verbs lexicalize the meaning components of the super-classes
and b. how they realize these components in the syntactic level (as
diathesis alternations). Third, encoding the resulting classes into a
computer readable form to reflect the morphologic, syntactic and semantic properties by virtue of which classes are distinguished from
each others. The resulting lexicon, Arabic VerbNet, adopts the general
architecture and the information elements of the English VerbNet,
however, it adds many features to reflect the Arabic-specific properties
such as the word order which is predominantly VSO, specific phrase
structures such as PPs with clausal or deverbal objects and the productive derivational behavior of verbs which forces them to be marked
in some alternations. Examples of new features are new entry types

such as deverbals and participles, new selectional restrictions, new
phrases types, new semantic predicates and a new class type called
“sibling class”. Sibling classes accommodate verbs that participate in
a type of alternations, that requires a morphological marking. Many
of them are built automatically using the root-pattern morphology of
Arabic in combination with the semantic information provided by the
main classes.
The evaluation of Arabic VerbNet against a concurring resource, Arabic PropBank, shows a supremacy of Arabic VerbNet with respect to
the coverage (e.g. number of entries, number of frames, number of
roles per class) and a high degree of matching in features like polysemy
(types and number of meanings per entry), role assignment (type of
roles assigned) and the frames of each class/frameset.
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Transcription

Consonants: Orthographic1

@
H.
H
H
h.
h
p
X
X
P
P





¨
¨
¬

¼
à
1

Transcription
P

Description
(glottal plosive)

b
t
t
¯
j
h
˙
x

(unvoiced interdental)
(as in “joke”)
(pharyngeal)
(velar fricative)

d
d
¯
r

(voiced interdental)

z
s
š

(like sh in English)

s
˙
d
˙
t
˙
d
¯˙

(emphatic s)

c

(pharyngeal fricative)

ġ

(voiced velar fricative)

(emphatic voiced dental)
(emphatic unvoiced dental)
(emphatic voiced interdental)

f
q
k
n
This transcription is taken from (Fassi Fehrri, 1993)

(velar glottalized plosive)

h

è
ð
ø

w
y

Vowels: Orthographic

@
@
@
@
ø
ð

Transcription
a

Description
(central open)

i

(front closed)

u

(back closed (rounded))
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long a

ii

long i

uu
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Morphemic Glosses
1
2
3
CAUS
CUR
DEF
DU
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FUT
GEN
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INTR
M
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NOM
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PL
PRS
RECP
REFL
TR
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second person
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curative
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dual
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feminine
future
genitive
imperative
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indefinite
intensive
intransitive
masculine
middle
nominative
nunation
passive
perfective
plural
present
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reflexive
transitive

Chapter 1
Introduction: a scheme for verb
classification
This dissertation proposes a scheme for classifying verbs of Modern Standard
Arabic (MSA) in a manner similar to Levin (1993) with the purpose of building a
verb lexicon based on VerbNet (Kipper Schuler, 2005).
Verb lexica that provide key information about the syntax and semantic of verbs
have proven themselves to be particularly valuable in a variety of natural language
tasks including machine translation, document classification (Klavans & Kan,
1998), semantic role labeling (Bauer & Rambow, 2011; Das & Smith, 2009; Gildea
& Jurafsky, 2002; Giuglea & Moschitti, 2006; Merlo & Van der Plas, 2009), word
sense disambiguation (Dang et al., 2000), subcategorization acquisition1 (Korhonen & Briscoe, 2004) and question-answering (Bobrow et al., 2007), etc. This
is due to the central role verbs play in natural languages. However, whereas a
language like English disposes of a multitude of lexical resources such as FrameNet,
VerbNet, PropBank, Cyc, WordNet, etc., less resourced languages like Arabic
are less well equipped. The available resources, for instance Arabic WordNet,
either do not have large-scale coverage (as yet) or do not provide the necessary
information. Therefore many important NLP tasks turn out to be unfeasible.
Thus, this work contributes to the state of the art by providing a VerbNet based
1
Although subcategorization acquisition and verb classification are two closely related tasks,
they are different in that the first one is concerned with collecting sets of arguments structures
of individual verbs without classifying them. In contrast, verb classification is concerned with
building classes of verbs on the basis of their syntactic and semantic properties.
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resource for Arabic.
Different studies have been performed on different languages to prove the theoretical premises underlying the verb class approach and its cross-linguistic validity.
They assert that verbs of a language can be grouped into semantically coherent
classes according to shared linguistic properties such as the set of possible arguments structures. Many of these classes can be identified cross-linguistically
(Dixon, 1991; Fillmore, 1970; Jackendoff, 1990a,b; Viberg, 2010).
Work on German, Bengali, Korean (Jones et al., 1994), and recently Arabic (Diab
& Snider, 2006), Chinese (Liu & Chiang, 2008), French (Sun et al., 2010) and
Urdu (Hautli & Butt, 2011) has transferred a limited number of Levin classes
to their respective languages. In some of them the transferred classes are used
as a gold standard to classify verbs automatically using unsupervised clustering
methods (Diab & Snider, 2006; Sun et al., 2010). However, none of these studies
have resulted in a large coverage verb lexicon similar to the English VerbNet.
Based on the same theoretical background (the possibility of classifying verbs and
the cross-linguistic validity of verb classes), I assume that with some adaptations
to the syntactical and morphological properties of Arabic, a predefined set of verb
classes such as Levin’s classes (Levin, 1993) can be exploited to classify Arabic
verbs.
Levin classified about 3000 English verbs based on their syntactic behavior as
reflected in diathesis alternations. Diathesis alternations are assumed to be meaning preserving. Therefore, verbs which participate in the same set of diathesis
alternations are assumed to share the same meaning aspects and accordingly
belong to the same class. Levin’s verb class collection was refined, expanded,
enriched and finally made available as referential database for English verbs under
the name VerbNet (Kipper Schuler, 2005).
In this database each class belongs to a super-class. A super-class defines the
general properties of the verbs such as the type of event they encode and the
semantic predicates that constitute their meaning. Classes are differentiated
according to the manner in which these properties are realized.
The super-classes in Levin’s collection are an especially good candidate for Arabic
because they provide a high degree of generalization that allows them to be
identified in many languages. Compare the claim of Jackendoff, who points out
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that the conceptual structure is “common to all natural languages: translation
preserves conceptual structure” (Jackendoff, 2010, 7). Thus, it is less probable that
a human language lacks basic concepts like change of state, change of possession,
motion, contact and emotional state. Moreover, in many cases some of these
concepts impose certain surface realizations cross-linguistically.
For instance, the super-class of psych-verbs populates the entire set of verbs describing psychological states by virtue of the general semantic predicate psych-state
and two main participants; the experiencer and the stimulus. These elements
can be identified in verbs like amuse, marvel, admire or appeal. In this sense, the
super-class of psych-verbs can be easily found in Arabic and in other languages.
Considering finer-grained classes to be language specific realizations of general
meaning structures of super-classes, we shall not expect them to be identical
in all languages. Thus, in English, the super-class of psych-verbs is subdivided
into four classes according the whether they are transitive of intransitive (amuse
vs. marvel), to which arguments the two participants are assigned to (amuse vs.
admire, marvel vs. appeal).
This to say that languages vary from each other in
1. how they combine meaning from components of super-classes;
2. how they lexicalize each of these components (Talmy, 1987);
3. how they realize them at the syntactic surface;
4. which set of diathesis alternations they allow for.
These four points are responsible for identifying finer-grained classes within a
language (Levin, 2010). These same points make the exploitation of Levin’s classes
for languages other than English a task which is more than a simple translation.
The effort that has to be done can be subdivided into three major tasks: The
first task consists of identifying diathesis alternations for Arabic, which is of
fundamental importance since, as Levin has claimed, diathesis alternations act
as filters which help to identify verb groups (classes) in the lexicon as well as in
super-classes. Taking in consideration that some alternations used by Levin to
classify English verbs can also be found in Arabic, our task will consist of testing
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each of these alternations for their availability in Arabic (see chapter 3). However,
considering the fact that Arabic does not show all diathesis alternations of English,
the subsequent task involves the identification of Arabic-specific alternations (see
chapters 6 and 7).
The second task consists of using the resulting alternation sets to build finergrained classes for Arabic out of the super-classes provided for English verbs. Here
again, we proceed in a manner similar to building alternation sets. At first, verbs
that may show meaning structures provided by super-classes are collected. In a
second step, the finer-grained Levin classes are tested for their ability to classify
verbs of the resulting verb collections. Verbs are considered to be transferable
into a Levin class if they show a similar lexicalization pattern of the meaning
structures (Talmy, 1987) inherited by the super-class and ideally if they show a
similar realization of thematic participants on the syntactic level with a maximum
number of common diathesis alternations. In the third and last step, verbs which
cannot be mapped into a Levin class are classified recursively using the same
criteria (lexicalization strategy, realization of thematic roles in the syntactic surface
and diathesis alternations). This phase results in a number of new Arabic-specific
classes.
The third task consists of building a verb lexicon on the basis of the resulting
classes. For this, we adopt the general architecture and the information structure
provided for each class in English VerbNet (Kipper Schuler, 2005). The verb
lexicon has to make explicit the information according to which verbs are assigned
to a certain class. This information consists of verbs entries, the list of thematic
roles assigned by the verbs, a number of frames with syntactic descriptions,
sentence examples, shallow syntactic structures as well as semantic structures
with temporal representations in a manner similar to Moens & Steedman (1988).
Each class can have subclasses to populate verbs with properties that deviate
slightly from verbs of the main class (see chapter 8).
In the three tasks one faces the following challenges related to:
1. The nature of classes proposed by Levin and expanded by Kipper Schuler
(2005) are tailored to a language (English) that has different typological and
structural properties in comparison to Arabic (see chapter 4 for an overview
of the structural properties of Arabic).
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2. The difference between the two languages in composing meaning elements,
in encoding these elements in the lexical and syntactic level and to organize
the lexicon on this base.
3. The sparsity of theoretical work on Arabic lexical semantics (especially in
the verbal domain).
4. The nature of the data base architecture needed to build a verb lexicon that
reflects the properties of the Arabic language.
The notion of verb classes used by Levin and in subsequent work seems to be
strongly related to the property of the morphological system of English, which is
known to be one of the poorest morphological systems cross-linguistically. The
surface morphology of English verbs is often insensitive to changes in the deep
semantic structure of the verbs and to the meaning compositionality (for instance
the causative and the inchoative often have the same surface form as in the case of
the verb melt). This fact is reflected in the nature of the classes of verbs proposed
by Levin. An English verb class is a generic construct with the ability to contain
frames which –in term of compositional semantics– are very distinct from each
other and for which a language like Arabic requires more than one class –since they
are encoded in term of lexically different entries. The challenge lies in proposing
a new class model which reflects the richness and the dynamics of Arabic verb
morphology, which is very sensitive to the meaning compositionality and tends to
produce new, but derivationally related entries. The same model has to reflect
the organization of the lexicon of Arabic which is mainly root-based (Bohas, 1991;
McCarthy, 1981) and features a high derivative connectivity.
Similarly, Levin’s classes record some syntactic phenomena which are either not
available in Arabic or are of such abundance that considering them pose the risk
of giving this work an impracticable dimension. An example for the first case
is the conative alternation, which is not existent in Arabic. An example for the
last issue are alternations related to the free word order in Arabic such as with
transitive verbs which allow for more than 4 argument permutations: VOS, VSO,
SVO, OVS, etc. (see chapter 5). In the same context, some of Levin’s classes are
strongly correlated with the way English speakers see their world and are based
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on the specific cultural and historical context in which verbs are coined. Similarly
many verbs in Arabic reflect the very specific way Arab speakers conceptualize
their world view in the language. For instance, there are no verbs in Arabic that
correspond to verbs of the class vehicle in Levin’s classes. This class is constituted
of verbs of motion using specific vehicles where the vehicle is not realized as
argument but is zero-related to the verb such as balloon, boat, bus, ferry, etc.
(Levin, 1993, 267–268). Another case are verbs of communication like kabbara ‘to
claim: God is great’, sabhala ‘to claim: Glory be to God’ and hamdala ‘claim:
˙
˙
Praised be the Lord’, which are not expected to have corresponding verbs in
English. These verbs are strongly related to a cultural particularity of Arabic
speaking societies, especially the Muslim part of them (see section 8.3.21.10 for
more details about this class). The challenge here consists of avoiding the transfer
of English-specific world conceptualization strategies to Arabic and in reflecting
those concepts specific to Arabic in an appropriate manner.
The next challenge is related to the lack of theoretical work dealing with lexical
semantics of Arabic in general and verbal semantics in particular. Whereas Levin’s
classifications are informed by a large amount of previous theoretical work, our
classification unfortunately does not have this privilege. Faced with this problem,
the researcher is condemned to basically start from zero: from gathering verbs of
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) from different recourses over to their classification
into super-classes and later into finer-grained classes. As a consequence, a large
part of time and effort spent on this dissertation involved taking decisions about
individual entries of a collection of about 8000 verbs on the basis of theoretical
claims developed as part of this dissertation about the alternation system of
Arabic (chapter 5), the derivational behavior of verbs, the organization of an ideal
verb lexicon (chapter 4) and other claims about syntactic and semantic properties
of Arabic. Further work consisted of profiling, refining and expanding verb classes
(chapter 8).
In addition, encoding classes of Arabic verbs in a computer readable format by
adopting the database architecture and the features used for English VerbNet
reveals itself to be not free of difficulties since again the database was tailored for
a language with different properties than Arabic. The rigid hierarchical structure
of the classes and the top-down inheritance relation between subparts hinders
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putting verbs and their derived forms into the same class, although they share the
same meaning and participate in the same alternation. To handle this problem,
we adopt a database architecture and class structure which reflects the natural
organization of the lexicon of Arabic. Thus, verbs are not classified in single
autonomous classes, but as sets of interrelated classes. Each class may have one
or more satellite or sibling classes which populate the set of derived verbs
participating in diathesis alternation, where a sibling class can contain its own
sibling classes (see chapter 8).
In addition, we add new information to verb the entries. Thus, a verb entry in
Arabic VerbNet is not represented as the infinitive verb form only, but as a tuple
containing the verb itself, its root, its deverbal form and one participial form.
Pairs of verbs that are derivationally related (i.e. belong to two sibling classes)
are linked to each other. Encoding the verb roots has the effect of linking verbs
with the same root across classes.
Moreover, although annotation features used in English VerbNet can to some
extent be used for other languages, one has to adapt them to cover language
specific phenomena. Thus, whereas the thematic roles used to describe participants
are adopted entirely for Arabic, the set of syntactic and semantic restrictions,
frame descriptions, sentence structures and semantic predicates are modified such
that they reflect:
a. the specific word order of Arabic which is mainly VSO.
c. Syntactic selectional restrictions like dual, nunation1 and a number of Arabicspecific complement clause types with their respective restrictions.
d. Arabic-specific conceptualization strategies and semantic predicates like
juridical state, olphactic state, etc. (see chapter 8).
The set of classes that were built following the steps described above were then
automatically expanded using a number of rewrite rules. These rules use a
combination of morphological information on the verb and semantic information
provided by the class. Since the derivational behavior of Arabic verbs is to a
1

The nunation in Arabic is the addition of the letter n at the end of nouns, adjectives or
adverbs to mark indefinites in association with other grammatical and semantic phenomena.
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large extent regular, especially when it comes to morpho-semantic phenomena
like causativization, decausativization and reciprocalization, one can predict and
automatically generate the derived form based on the root pattern structure of the
base verb and the semantic structure of the class it belongs to. The rewrite rules
take the verb and its semantic description as input and infer the verb pattern using
a decision tree based on regular expressions. They then generate the pattern of the
derived verb and subsequently the surface form. In the next step a new semantic
structure and other information associated with the final class is generated (new
thematic role list, new frames, etc.). For instance, the transitive causative change
of state verb maPsasa ‘institutionalize’ with the pattern maCCaCa generates the
intransitive inchoative form ta-maPsasa ‘INCH-institutionalize’ using the causative
pattern ta-maCCaCa. The generation of the derived form is triggered by the
presence of the predicate CAUSE in the semantic structure of the class that the
input verb belongs to. A rewrite rule produces a new semantic structure of the
intransitive form, in this case by omitting the causative predicate CAUSE (see
chapter 4).
The final result is a verb lexicon for Arabic called Arabic VerbNet (AVN) with about
8000 verb entries in 326 classes and sibling classes and 230 subclasses with about
1368 frames. The resource is available online at http://ling.uni-konstanz.de/
pages/home/mousser/files/Arabic_VerbNet.php.
Regarding to evaluation, it was decided to use a similar evaluation method as
the one used to evaluate English VerbNet (Kipper Schuler, 2005). This method
compares VerbNet with other resources which provide similar information. One of
these resources is PropBank, a lexical resource constituted of a corpus annotated
with verbal propositions and their arguments and a verb lexicon providing syntactic
and semantic information organized in terms of frames and framesets (Palmer
et al., 2005a). Since 2009, the state of the art of Arabic NLP has been enriched
with a similar resource, Arabic PropBank (APB) (Palmer et al., 2008; Zaghouani
et al., 2010). The importance of APB for our evaluation lies in the fact that it is
based on a corpus of “real live” Arabic and its development was performed on the
basis of rigid empirical methods. The comparison/evaluation covers the following
points:
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1. Testing the coverage of AVN against APB wich includes the number of verb
entries, the number of deverbals and participles and the number of frames
and framesets.
2. Testing the accuracy of information provided by AVN which includes the
accuracy of thematic role labeling in AVN, the affiliation of verbs to their
respective classes and the accuracy of frames (argument structures) and
framesets.
3. Testing of other features such as: the behavior of deverbal predicates, the
polysemy of verbs and the synchronicity of AVN entries, especially of those
generated automatically.
To summarize, this dissertation presents a scheme for classifying verbs in Arabic
with a large coverage verb lexicon: Arabic VerbNet. This is similar to VerbNet for
English using Levin’s verb classes. In the first step Levin’s diathesis alternations
were identified in Arabic. In the next step Arabic-specific alternations were
collected. The combination of both alternation sets were used together with
Levin’s super-classes to build verb classes for Arabic. Challenges were related to
the lack of theoretical work treating Arabic verbal semantics, the English-specific
structure of classes as well as the architecture of the English VerbNet. Thus,
many new features are added to Arabic VerbNet alongside with a new class type:
the sibling class. The evaluation is performed by comparing Arabic VerbNet to
competing resources such as Arabic PropBank.
Chapter 2 presents the theoretical and historical background of relevant approaches
to verbal semantics in general and the relation between syntax and semantic in
particular and its importance for the test of verb classification. It also presents
an overview of the basic meaning elements adopted to describe verbs in this
dissertation and of the semantic features used in Arabic VerbNet.
Chapter 3 elaborates on the motivation and previous work.
Chapter 4 presents an overview of important typological properties of Arabic
particularly those related to verbs
Chapter 5 tests the set of alternations used by Levin for their availability in Arabic
with an overview of the type of alternations and their role in classifying verbs.
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Chapters 6 and 7 investigate Arabic-specific alternations. These alternations are
then used as part of the system that classifies verbs of Arabic.
Chapter 8 presents an overview of the method used to build classes for Arabic
using the alternations set built in chapters 5, 6 and 7 with a detailed example.
The larger part of this chapter presents 122 verb classes for Arabic that were
established by following the method described in the previous sections. Each of
these classes is described by the verbs it populates, the frames it is found with
and a brief comment describing the main properties.
Chapter 9 provides more insight into the process of building an electronic verb
lexicon for Arabic. It describes the architecture of Arabic VerbNet, the structure
of the classes, the novel features and the method to expand the available verbs
classes using a combination of morphological and semantic information.
Chapter 10 presents the method used to evaluate Arabic VerbNet together with
results and an overview of the challenges related to this operation.
Chapter 11 present an summary of the whole work and a final discussion of the
results and future applications.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical background
This chapter is neither thought to be an exhaustive overview of the stand of the
art of verbal semantics nor a chronological time line of the achievements in this
domain. We restrict ourselves to presenting the work that serve as background to
VerbNet. This work is mainly about the concept of verb classes and classification,
the compositional representation of meaning and the representation of the event
structures of verbs.

2.1

Fillmore’s verb classification

Describing verbs in term of their shared semantic properties and similar syntactic
behavior promised to shed new light on a significant part of the lexicon since
Fillmore’s article The Grammar of Hitting and Breaking (Fillmore, 1970). Fillmore’s study concentrates on two English verbs: the verb hit and the verb break
as members of two distinct classes: the class change of state which contains verbs
like bend, crack, fold, shatter, split and the class surface contact which contains
verbs like bash, bump, kick, pound. At the syntactic level the two verb classes
share some properties such as their ability to subcategorize for a subject, an object
and instrument prepositional phrase, as well as the ability to alternate in given
syntactic structures. Thus, both verb classes appear with the following argument
structures:
(1) NPSUBJ V NPOBJ
Break: John broke the window.
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hit: John hit the window.
(2) NPSUBJ V OBJ PPINSTR
Break: John broke the window (with a rock).
Hit: John hit the window (with a hammer).
(3) NPSUBJ V NPOBJ
Break: The rock broke the window.
Hit: The hammer hit the window.
However, they diverge in that the class of hit verbs does not allow for the intransitive reading in (4), whereas the class of the verb break does (5).
(4) NPSUBJ V
Hit: *The window hit.
(5) NPSUBJ V
Break: The window broke.
Additionally, the two verb classes diverge with respect to the presence or absence of
the body-part possessor ascension alternation (6) and the with/against alternation
(7).
(6) a. Break: I broke his leg./*I broke him on the leg.
b. Hit: I hit his leg./I hit him on the leg.

(Fillmore, 1970, 126)

(7) a. Perry broke the fence with the stick. 6= Perry broke the stick against the
fence.
b. Perry hit the fence with the stick. = Perry hit the stick against the fence.
(Fillmore, 1977a, 74–78)
The different behavior of the two verbs on the syntactic level is assumed to reflect
differences in their core semantic meaning. Change-of-state verbs involve a change
of state of an entity and do not allow for a sentence extension like (9). Verbs
of surface-contact on the other hand involve an (often forceful) contact with an
entity without implying a change in its physical state/integrity. Consequently, (8)
in contrast to (9) is semantically well formed.
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(8) I hit the window with a hammer; it didn’t faze the window, but the hammer
shattered.

(Fillmore, 1970, 125)

(9) * I broke the window with a hammer, it didn’t faze the window, but the
hammer shattered.
(Fillmore, 1970, 125)
Fillmore concludes that similar meanings exhibit characteristic argument realization patterns. This suggests that these patterns can be attributed to aspects of
meaning shared by all class members.
Classes are, since that time, considered to be a good device for describing verbs
in a compact manner. They allow for an investigation of the organization of a
considerable part of the lexicon. They also have the power to establish different
types of relations between verbs inside one or more classes and between verbs and
other part-of-speech items such as nouns and adjectives.
The verb classes identified by Fillmore are an example of the evolution in understanding the lexicon and its organization. However, the level of description
detailed in his work is just one of many possible levels and the two classes cited
here can be subdivided into finer-grained classes that allow for capturing more
specific meaning aspects of the verbs. For instance, the class surface-contact can
be subdivided into at least two classes according to whether the verbs incorporate
(are zero-related to) the nouns that refer to the instrument used in the hitting
action (Dowty, 1991; Fillmore, 1977b; Jackendoff, 1990b; Levin, 1993) such is the
case in belt, birch, bunk, cane etc. (10), or whether they allow the experiencer to
be a body-part of the agent such caress, fondle, touch (11).
(10) Spank: Paula spanked the naughty child.

(Levin, 1993, 152)

(11) Touch: Carrie touched his shoulder.
Additional classes can be formed with respect to restrictions that verbs impose on
their roles. Thus, whereas verbs of surface contact like touch, swat and hit impose
the restriction [+solid] on the instrument, only verbs like touch allow the reading
in sentence (11) and set the restriction [+body-part] [+refl] (a part of the angent’s
body) to their objects.
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2.2

Subsequent work on classes

Many subsequent studies on verb semantics and verb classes hypothesis and went
further in identifying more classes for English and other languages.
One prominent work that concretise the classes theory is FrameNet, a lexicon
based on Fillmore’s frame semantics which groups about 10.000 lexical units
organised into 800 semantic frames with about 120.000 sample sentences (see
chapter 3 for more details). The frame semantics extends the concept of classes by
associating the mere linguistic knowledge of words to the encyclopaedic knowledge.
A meaning of a word is contributed not only by its lexical information or by
the sentence in which it occurs, but essentially by the encyclopaedic knowledge
associated with it. Thus, in order to understand a verb like “sell”, one have to be
aware of the situation in which the act of selling takes place, namely, the situation
of commercial transfer as well as the elements that are associated with it such as
the seller, the buyer, the money, the good, etc., and the relations between each
one of these elements. A frame is then a structure of these conceptual elements
and their relations and can groups more than one word. Each if this words may
evoke the frame from a different perspective. Thus the verb ‘sell’ evokes the frame
“commercial transfer” from a different perspective than the verb “buy”.
Whereas FrameNet concerns the main parts-of-speech (noun, verbs, adjective, etc.),
the work of Levin (Levin, 1993) is concerned mainly with verbs. A preliminary
investigation has shown that there are sufficient correlations between some facets
of the semantics of verbs and their syntactic behavior to allow for the formation
of classes. Levin first describes different forms of syntactic behavior of verbs as a
set of alternating structures. These alternations figure as the main condition for
assigning verbs to classes. Verbs which participate in the same set of diathesis
alternations are assumed to share facets of meaning. Divergence in no-central
meaning aspects are dealt with by creating subclasses. Levin creates about 200 verb
classes covering the most frequent verbs of English. Each class belongs together
with other classes of the same nature to a super-class. For instance, the super-class
of emission verbs contains the finer-grained classes light emission, sound emission,
smell emission and substance emission. These classes are distinguished according
to the nature of the substance emitted. Furthermore, the class sound emission
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is subdivided into two classes according to the animacy restriction imposed on
the subject. Thus, the verb bark imposes the selectional restriction [+animate] on
its subject and assigns it the role of (a volative) agent. The verb squeak however
does not impose this restriction.
(12) Bark:
a. The dog barked.
b. * The door hinges barked.
(13) Squeak:
a. The door hinges squeaked.
b. ? The dog squeaked.
As one can expect, this distinction has repercussions on the realization of the
argument structures of each of the two verbs as reflected in the set of alternations
they are found with. Thus, the two verbs share a majority of the alternations
(basic intransitive alternation, locative alternation, locative inversion alternation,
there insertion alternation etc.), but only the verb squeak and verbs of the same
class are found with the causative alternation
(14) Causative Alternation: bark
a. The dog barked.
b. * John barked the dog.
(15) Causative Alternation: squeak
a: The door hinges squeaked.
b. John squeaked the door hinges.
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These examples support the idea that diathesis alternations are a meaning preserving factor. However, the relation between the syntactic structure and verb
meaning is by no means a one-to-one entailment relation. That is, one may predict
the argument structure of a verb from its meaning but not vice versa. Trying
to entail the meaning of verbs solely by the systematic identification of sets of
possible argument realisations is a mistaken task, since semantically different
verbs may be found with the same set of diathesis alternations. This suggests that
we need more semantic information in order to build finer-grained classes. This
point is particularly important in the context of the automatic induction of verb
classes, which, according to current work (Korhonen & Briscoe, 2004), requires
much more than a simple collection of verbs from a corpus and their classification
in term of a shared subcategorization behavior.

2.3

Conceptual representation of verb meaning

To provide the needed semantic information to classify verbs Rappaport et al.
(1993, 39–41) proposes a model for the conceptual representation of verbs based on
compositional semantics similar to Jackendoff’s conceptual structures (Jackendoff,
1990a). Rappaport et al. start from a similar theoretical point of view as
Fillmore (1970) and Levin (1993) and claim that research on the lexicon consists
of determining a minimum of information that the lexicon should provide for a
word in order for it to be correctly learned and used by a native speaker. To do
this, idiosyncratic properties of a lexical item should be distinguished from those
shared by all members of the class.
The main assumption is that the information attributed to an item by the class is
relevant to account for what a native speaker knows about that item. Syntactically
relevant lexical representations as adopted in many grammar frameworks such as
GB (Chomsky, 1981/1993) and LFG (Bresnan, 2001), cannot be characterized to
constitute a natural class especially at the level of lexical semantic representation,
since they only define the manner verbs assign theta-roles to their arguments as
can be shown in the predicate argument structure (PAS) of the verb put (16):
(16) PUT:x <y, Ploc z>.

(Rappaport et al., 1993, 40)
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The variable x lies outside the brackets which means that it is the external
argument of the verb. y and z are internal arguments (realized inside of VP). The
underlined y marks the fact that y is assigned a theta-role directly from the verb,
whereas z receives its theta-role by the location preposition.
Despite the descriptive power of PAS, it leads us to assume that syntactic processes
are not sensitive to the semantic content of verbs as reflected in thematic roles
labels, since it does not connect syntactic structures to their corresponding
semantic structures explicitly. This contradicts the evidence that PAS is to a
large extend predictable from the meaning of verbs.
Another way to capture this information consists of building theta-role lists that
caputure the thematic participants of the event or state described by the verb.
For instance, (17) is a lexical semantic structure representation of the locative
variant of the verb load as it occurs in (18a) and (18b).
(17) LOAD:<agent, theme, locatum>.
(18) a. Locative variant
Bill loaded cartons into the truck.
b. With-variant
Bill loaded the truck with cartons.
However, listing thematic roles also fails to capture the subtle meaning difference
between the alternating sentences in (18a) and (18b). Thus, when the location
is linked to a direct object, it is understood to be “wholly affected by the action” and when it is linked to the argument of a preposition, it is understood to
be “partially affected by the action denoted by the verb” (Schwartz-Norman, 1976).
A different way to encode the meaning of verbs with an adequate linking of
theta-roles on the lexical semantic level to arguments on the lexical syntactic level
is the use of lexical conceptual structures (LCSs) (Carter, 1976; Jackendoff, 1976,
1983, 1990a). LCSs represent the verb meaning as a set of primitive elements
such as cause, become, come-to-be-at etc., which can be combined in a certain way.
Arguments are represented as variables. Verbs that belong to the same class are
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assumed to have a common conceptual structure. Thus, representing the sentence
pair in (15a) and (15b) will produce the LCS structures in (19a) and (19b).
(19) a. Locative variant
LOAD:[x cause [y to come to be at z]/LOAD]. (Rappaport et al., 1993,
49)
b. With-variant
[[x cause [z to come to be in STATE]] BY MEANS OF[x cause [y to come
to be at z]/LOAD].
(Rappaport et al., 1993, 49)
In (19a), load involves the change of location of the variable y (theme), whereas in
(19b) it involves a change of state of the variable z (theme or patient) by means of
causing y to change its location. The semantic relation between the two sentences
is captured by subsuming the LCS of one sentence by the other.

2.4

Temporal structure

Describing verbs by conjoining semantic primitives that constitute their core
meaning is not sufficient to exhaustively capture all information they contain.
Temporal and aspectual notions play a crucial role in structuring the lexical semantic representation of verbs. Each verb disposes of internal temporal components
that arise from the intrinsic relation between parts of the event and the time span
in which they are true. For instance, the manner verb hit and the result verb
break not only differ in the ways mentioned before, but also in how the events
they denote take place in time.
The verb hit and most manner verbs describe events that take place without an
inherent temporal endpoint, whereas the verb break and most result verbs describe
events that take place and involve an inherent temporal endpoint, namely the
time when the result state comes about (Dowty, 1979; Krifka, 1998; Verkuyl, 1972,
1993).
Verbs are separated into four major classes according to their temporal properties:
verbs of activity such as hit, verbs of accomplishment such as break, verbs of states
such as believe and verbs of achievement such as arrive (Vendler, 1967). The
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distinction between the four verb classes can be established with a number of
operations which test verbs for their ability to cooccur with certain elements such
as adverbial prepositional phrases or complement-taking verbs like stop (20) or
adverbs like almost (21a-b).
(20) a. Accomplishment: John stopped painting the picture.
b. Activity: John stopped walking.

(21) a. Accomplishment: John almost painted a picture.
b. Achievement: John almost noticed the painting.
A more reductionist classification of verbs on the level of aspect is presented by
Dowty (1972). Different aspectual properties of verbs are described in terms
of a single general class of predicates (stative predicates) and a limited number
of operators and connectives. Stative verbs correspond to the stative predicate
BECOME in the logical structure. Verbs of other categories have logical structures
that embed the stative predicate with appropriate aspectual connective and
operators.
The crucial point here is the association of this predicate with the time function t
which allows to express different movements in time by adding a value (t + 1) for a
forward movement in time, (t - 1) for the backward movement and (t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4 ,...tn )
for successive moments in time. The so-called logic of change (Dowty, 1979, 76)
defines the temporal content of an event with the help of the logical operators
true and false. BECOME is understood as the event which is true at t and false
at t -1. For instance, the sentence the door closed implicates two moments in time:
One with the state of the door being open t-1 and a following moment when it is
replaced by a second state, namely the state of the door being closed. The class
of stative verbs such as love in (22a) include a set of times t1 ...tn where the state
of affair expressed by love is true (22b):
(22) a. John loves Mary for three years.
b. (t:t ∈ three years) AT(t, John loves Mary)
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However, the questions that arise here are: what exactly describes these and
other more or less similar representations? Is it the temporal structure of the
verb itself, the VP, or the whole sentence? These questions reveal themselves to
be particularly important especially in the perspective of a verb lexicon aimed
to reflect the natural organization of verbs as well as their general information
content. That is, the temporal aspect of verbs is highly sensitive to the syntactic
context in which they appear. The same verb can have two temporal structures
depending on the grammatical constituents it selects. For instance, the verb draw
and most accomplishment verbs have different temporal structures according to
the grammatical aspect of the sentence in which they appear. In (23a) the verb
draw involves the coming into existence of a circle. The progressive version of this
sentence in (23b) does not involve this state of affair and there is no way to entail
that a circle comes into existence.
(23) a. John drew a circle.
b. John was drawing a circle.
Additionally, as Dowty (1977) notices, draw in (24a) has a different temporal
structure than in (23b) given the geometrical form of the object being drawn.
Although the two sentences are similar in not involving a accomplishment, they
differ in how many moments in time the agent needs in order to draw the circle
and the triangle: Obviously drawing a circle requires one action in one extended
and related moment of time, whereas drawing a triangle necessitates three actions
over three moments of time.
(24) a. John was drawing a circle.
b. John was drawing a triangle.
One way to neutralize these effects in representing temporal properties of verbs
is to recourse to some level of generalization associated with their respective
classes. This can be done by assuming the existence of two levels of temporal
representation: One basic level consists of the temporal information attributed by
the class to the verbs and a second level that arises as result of changes in the
temporal structures of verbs due to collocational and structural factors introducing
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a shifting or an extension in a way similar to meaning shifting and extension in
metaphors.
A representation of temporal content of verbs that may provide a reasonable
amount of generalization to be used for whole verb classes is given in Moens &
Steedman (1988). Here, the temporal structure of natural language is conveyed
as an ontology which is based on contingency rather than a linear time model.
The basic notion is the nucleus. A nucleus is a structure comprising a preparatory
process, a culmination and a consequent state. Aspectual types are defined
according to the presence or absence of elements of the nucleus in the temporal
structure of the verb. Thus, events, contrary to states, can be atomic or extended.
An atomic event is a culmination involving a final state such as (25) or a point
lacking a final sate such as in (26). Furthermore, an extended event can be a
culminated process, that is, a process involving a consequent state such as in (27)
or a ordinary process without a consequent state (28).
(25) Harry reached the top.
(26) John hiccupped.
(27) Harry climbed to the top.
(28) Harry climbed the Mount Everest.
Since aspectual profiles are properties of sentences in a context, it is common–
as mentioned before– that external linguistic devices such as adverbs, tense etc.
influence the aspectual type of a event by adding, omitting or transforming elements
in the structure of the nucleus. Such modifiers are understood as functions that
”coerce” their input (the inherent nucleus of a verb) to a target type. For instance,
the progressive imposes that the aspectual type of the expression in (26) – which
is atomic and punctual– to be coerced to a process by iterating the event of
hiccuping (29):
(29) Sandra was hiccupping.
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Similarly, the perfective coerces its input to a culmination with a consequent state
in order to fulfill the adequacy condition imposed by the imperfect (28).
The importance of the temporal ontology of Moens & Steedman (1988) lays in
its procedural character. A verb belongs to a basic temporal category assigned
in the lexicon. It is understood as a variable undergoing a number of changes
as a function of external linguistic factors. This lead to the assumption that
capturing the nucleus of each event as assigned in the lexicon will provide a degree
of generalization that allows to describe the temporal aspect not only of verbs but
also of whole classes. Verbs belonging to the same class should share not only the
same set of thematic roles, diathesis alternations and compositional semantics,
but they should share the same temporal nuclei.

Summary
We presented a short overview of the theories serving VerbNet as background
(for details on the concrete usage of these theories in VerbNet see chapter 9).
In particular the concept of verb classes as proposed by Fillmore (1970) and
later by Levin (1993) was discussed, as well as the representation of meaning
through decomposition as proposed by Jackendoff (1990a,b) and others and the
representation of verbal temporal structure as proposed by Dowty (1979), Moens
& Steedman (1988) and others.
The next chapter presents related work on verb lexica for English and Arabic.
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Chapter 3
Arabic VerbNet: Previous work
and motivation
3.1

A model for a verb lexicon

We have reached the point where we should start thinking about a verb lexicon
which allows us to integrate the theoretical achievements outlined in the previous
chapter and taking under account the following requirements:
a. Representing the facets of a speaker’s lexical knowledge.
b. Providing a degree of generality which allows us to capture verb meaning in
terms of classes.
c. Making explicit the correlation between the syntactic surface forms of verbs
as reflected in their argument structure and their semantic content.
c. Representing meaning shifts including temporal and aspectual changes
related to linguistic items such as adverbs.
d. Estabishing a machine-readable and compact large scale knowledge-base for
verbs to be easily used in natural language processing (NLP).
e. Maintaining and updating the knowledge-base in a easy and intuitive way.
The current state of the art offers many lexica that more or less relate to the
criteria outlined above. As we mentioned in the last chapter, most of these
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resources are for English or other well-resourced languages. However, in the last
decade much work has been conducted on similar resources for languages like
Arabic. In most cases, well established resources for English are used as a model.
The next sections present an overview of related work and resources and their
availability for Arabic as well as a discussion on the motivation behind developing
VerbNet for Arabic as part of this dissertation.

3.2

WordNet and Arabic WordNet

WordNet is a lexical database for English developed by George Miller, Christiane
Fellbaum and others at the Cognitive Science Laboratory of Princeton University
(Fellbaum, 1998). It groups words (nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) into
sets of synonyms (synsets). Polysemous words have more than one synset. A
synset is related to other synsets by semantic relations like hypernymy, hyponymy,
holonymy and meronymy. Synsets of verbs are connected using additional relations
such as troponymy, entailment and coordination.
For verbs, WordNet provides generic sentence frames which correspond to the
argument structure in which the members of the synset are allowed to appear. In
addition, each verb entry is complemented by an example sentence illustrating
the concrete realization of its argument structure (1).
(1) Verb eat in WN
eat: (take in solid food) “She was eating a banana”; “What did you eat for
dinner last night?”
Somebody —s something

The development process of WordNet including the Princeton WordNet and Euro
WordNet was used to build similar lexica for other languages. Thus, Arabic
WordNet was developed–and is still in development– using an Upper Merged
Ontology as an interlingua to link Arabic words to synsets of previously developed
WordNets, in particular the English WordNet (Elkated et al., 2006; Fellbaum
et al., 2006).
Although WordNet is an indispensable resource in many NLP tasks, it shows
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several shortcomings especially when it comes to the treatment of verbs. WordNet
is more focused on detecting paratactic semantic relations between words and
provides no lexical information to represent the compositionality of its concept and
the elements such as thematic roles, semantic predicates and temporal structures.
This information turns out to be particularly important for a number of NLP tasks
such as semantic parsing, knowledge representation and reasoning. Additionally,
WordNet provides no information on how semantics and syntax interact to build
a meaning and how the regular syntactic behaviors of words can be exploited to
build classes of words besides the synsets. In addition, it provides no possibility
of representing the temporal structure of predicates and its context-dependent
coercion as proposed by Dowty (1977) or Moens & Steedman (1988).

3.3

FrameNet and Arabic FrameNet

FrameNet is a lexical resource developed at the International Computer Science
Institute in Berkeley under the initial leadership of Charles Fillmore, the creator
of the Frame Semantics (this serves as theoretical basis for the resource) (Ruppfenhofer et al.). In this resource, words are defined in terms of frames describing
essential elements and relations involved in the situation or the interaction described by these words. Each frame names a relation between participants such
as Locative relation, Being born. Thus, the meaning of the verb “sell” is only
accessible when we understand the situation of commercial transfer referred as
commerce sell with its participants: the seller, the buyer, the goods, money and
different relations between seller and buyer, between seller and money, between
buyer and money, etc. A frame is independent of the syntactic realization of a
certain word. Therefor, the two sentences in (2) are described in terms of the
same frame.
(2) a. The child broke the window.
b. The window broke.
FrameNet also specifies different relations between frames. These relations are
(among others): inheritance, subframe, causative of, inchoative of and using. For
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instance, the frame commerce sell inherits properties from the general frame of
giving , is itself inherited by the frame of renting and is used by the two related
frames carry goods and exporting. FrameNet also provides a corpus annotated
with semantic structures representing empirical evidences about the realization
of frames in the syntactic level. It has been developed for other languages such
as for German, Japanese, Spanish and Danish. For Arabic, some work has been
done to provide frame annotation for corpora, but until this moment no serious
results can be reported.
FrameNet has been criticized for being not generic enough to be used in a unified
manner in NLP tasks such as machine learning (Gildea & Jurafsky, 2002). Thus,
elements are dependent on the concepts described by the frames and can appear
or disappear according to the current lexical item (Kipper Schuler, 2005, 23).

3.4

PropBank and Arabic PropBank

PropBank (PB) (?) is a corpus annotated with verbal propositions and their
arguments. It defines a set of underlying semantic roles for each verb and annotates
each of its occurrences in the corpus of the original Penn Treebank (Taylor et al.,
2003). Thematic roles are generic numbered arguments of the kind ARG0, ARG1,
ARG2, where ARG0 corresponds to the roles assigned to the subject, ARG1 to
roles assigned to the direct object, etc. Note that these tags are consistent across
different argument realizations of the same verb in the corpus. They are defined
as two-part descriptions: The first part consists of the argument and the second
part of a verb-specific meaning description. Thus, the two main arguments of the
verb attack have the specifications [attacker] for ARG0 and [attacked] for ARG1.
The total number of argument types in PB is 24 with five primary numbered
arguments (ARG0, ARG1, ARG2, ARG3, ARG4) and 19 adjunctive arguments
(ARG0-STR, ARG1-PRD, etc.).
An argument set or a roleset contributes to defining the frameset, which describes
the broad meaning of a verb and its possible syntactic realizations. It comprises a
roleset and its description, a general meaning description and an example in the
form of a sentence and/or a parse tree extracted from the Penn Treebank (3).
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(3) Attack: to make an attack, criticize strongly
Roles:
Arg0: attacker
Arg1: entity attacked
Arg2: attribute
Example: transitive
...
Mr. Baldwin is also attacking the greater problem: lack of ringers.
Arg0: Mr. Baldwin
Argm-dis: also
Rel: attacking
Arg1: the greater problem : lack of ringers
...
PropBank has been developed for other languages such as Chinese (Palmer et al.,
2005b), Korean (Palmer et al.) and Arabic (Palmer et al., 2008; Zaghouani et al.,
2010).
Arabic PropBank is a semantically annotated corpus developed (and still under
development) at the University of Colorado at Boulder using a similar approach
as in the development of the English and the Chinese PropBanks (Palmer et al.,
2005a,b). It relies on the Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) (Maamouri et al., 2004)
by providing it with dependency structures with argument labels and sense tags.
It does not only consider verbs, but also other predicative elements like deverbals,
adjectives, and in some cases nouns.
Although PB offers a rich resource for verb semantics with a solid empirical base,
it shows some shortcomings which summarise in the following:
1. PB annotates individual items in the corpus without linking them in terms
of common semantic properties or syntactic behavior. This is also the case
for pairs of derivationally related items.
2. PB does not define selectional restrictions for arguments.
4. Features used to describe verb meaning are also associated with individual
verb entries and cannot be used in a general and consistent way.
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3. PB does not define temporal structures of predicates.

3.5

VerbNet

Among the existing lexical resources that are good candidates for the requirements
oulined above, we choose VerbNet (Kipper Schuler, 2005). VerbNet is a large
scale lexical resource that uses the notion of verb classes and integrates the
information described in the last sections better than other resources such as
WordNet, FrameNet or PropBank. It benefits from Levin’s verb classes and
enriches them with novel verb classes extracted automatically from a corpus for
English (Korhonen & Briscoe, 2004). Each class is defined by a set of diathesis
alternations reflecting all possible argument structures of verbs associated with a
more or less stable semantic meaning (see Table 3.1). Each part of the alternation
is a frame providing a description of the typical syntactic structure of the verb
associated with a semantic property. Syntactic structures are defined in terms of
arguments selected by the verbs and complements introduced by some of their
meaning aspects (for instance, the resultative adjective in change of state verbs).
Arguments are constrained according to selectional criteria like [+/− plural] for
collective or [+/− sentential] for sentential complements. Each class defines the
set of thematic roles assigned to its arguments in a manner similar to those
introduced by Fillmore and used in the generative semantics (Fillmore, 1968).
The semantic description of each frame has the form of a compositional semantics
similar to the proposals of Jackendoff (1990a,b) and Rappaport et al. (1993).
They describe the meaning of verbs by conjoining semantic predicates like cause,
state with thematic roles and temporal functions which are inspired by Moen’s
tripartite nucleus structures and which indicate the part of time in which the
event is true. A class is a hierarchical structure which hands down its properties
to its subclasses. The important information of the class resides in the frames that
reflect alternations in which the verbs can appear. Every frame is represented as
an example sentence, a syntactic structure and a semantic structure.
Every class can have subclasses for members which deviate from the prototypical
verb in some non central point. A subclass recursively reflects the same structure
as the main class and can itself have subclasses. A subclass inherits all properties
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of the main class and is placed in such a way that the members in the top level
exclude the information it adds.
Class: Amuse
Members: abash, affect, afflict, affront, aggravate, aggrieve, impress, incense,
inflame, infuriate, irk, irritate, jade, jolt, lull, intimidate, intoxicate, jade, jar,
jollify, madden, menace, mesmerize, miff, molest, . . .
Lexicalization: [EMOTIONAL-STATE], [CAUSE]
Roles and Restrictions: Experiencer [+animate], Causer

Frames

Examples

Roles Assignement

NP
NP
NP
NP

The clown amused the children
Little children amuse easily.
The clown amused.
The clown amused the children
with his antics.
The clown’s antics amused the
children.
That movie bored me silly.

Causer V Experiencer
Experiencer V ADV
Cause V
Causer V Experiencer
{with} Oblique
Cause
<+genitive>(’s)
Oblique V Experiencer
Causer V Experiencer

V
V
V
V

NP
ADV
NP
NP PP

NP V NP
NP V NP ADJ

Table 3.1: The amuse class in English

3.6

SemLink, putting resources together

SemLink is a project that seeks to combine different lexical resources, profit from
their strength and overcome their shortcomings. The need of such a mapping was
dictated by the fact that each the above listed resources has “its own practical
and theoretical idiosyncrasies” ??. Each of them was created (mostly manually)
for a specific task on the base of theoretical frameworks that are not necessarily
compatible. Thus, as we have seen in previous sections, each of them focuses
on one aspect of the lexical knowledge which is not always present in the other
resource. This difference is reflected in the annotation style, the data structure as
well as in the information content and the granularity of the semantic descriptions.
The mapping generally consists on a lexical mapping that define for each entry of
a lexicon (e.g. PropBank) the set of potential mapping entries in the other lexicon.
For a verb like take in ProbBank, two candidate classes in VerbNet are identified,
the class steal-10.5 and the class bring-11.3. The next step of the lexical mapping,
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each argument of a PropBank entry is mapped to the corresponding thematic
roles in VerbNet. The second part of the mapping consists on deciding which
of the possible mappings of a word are applicable in the specific occurrence of
that word. This is done using an instance classifier based on supervised machine
learning methods and annotate training data.
The result is a robust resource that can be used for different tasks like automatic
thematic labelling and other inferencing task.
The SemLink project has been extended to involve the two addional resources:
WordNet and FrameNet.

3.7

LIRICS: Mapping the thematic roles of three
resources

Another effort to map the different resources in a similar way have been undertaken
by a group of researchers involved in the LIRICS1 project. The target is the find
alternative approaches to semantic role annotation in FrameNet, PropBank, and
VerbNet “with respect to their models of description; granularity of semantic
role sets; deinitions of semantic roles concepts; and consistency and reliability
of annotations” ??. Starting from the shortcomings such as the class-specific
thematic roles for VerbNet, the dependency to specific entries for FrameNet and
their over-generalization for PropBank (among others), they set the following
target for and ideal set of thematic roles:
a. they should be related to syntactic nor lexical structures but to semantic
categories;
b. they should be differentiated by virtue of distinctive semantic properties
c. they should not restricted to only a few specic verb (noun, adjective) classes;
d. they should not be primitives but rather as relations that link participants
to an event, and describe the way the participant is involved in an event.
1

Linguistic InfRastructure for Interoperable ResourCes and Systems http://LIRICS.loria.

fr
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These critieria result in a generic and hierarchically structured set of 29 thematic
roles defined by vertue of a list of charteristic entailments such as intentionality,
independent existence, affectedness etc. ??. The hierarchy starts with highlevel roles such as the agent, low-level roles as they occurs in FrameNet such as
communicator or speaker and terminal roles as they occurs in ProbBank, such
as teller, orator (for the verb say). The roles of all these levels have a top-down
inheritance relation, where a low-level semantic role inherits all the properties of
a high-level role but adds additional features and specic entailments. The results
of this project inspired a further refinement of VerbNets’s thematic role set (see
chapter 11).

3.8

Arabic VerbNet: Motivation

The decision to develop a VerbNet for Arabic arose out of a concrete need for
a resource that provides key semantic information for predicates in correlation
with their syntactic structures and a representation of their temporal structures.
The lack of a similar resource confronted me at the start of my PhD with a real
challenge, insofar as the initial project, a question-answering system on the base of
the LFG Grammar and XLE environment similar to the one developed for English
(Bobrow et al., 2007), required, among other resources, VerbNet. In the English
version of the QA-system, VerbNet was among other resources used to provide
grammatical parses with semantic information such as thematic roles and other
compositional elements (Crouch & King, 2005). This information revealed itself
to be particularly useful for the knowledge representation and reasoning tasks
underlying the QA system (Crouch et al., 2008). Thus, I came to the conclusion
that developing a VerbNet for Arabic deserved to be a dissertation project in its
own right.
The result of a first investigation of the transfer possibilities of some VerbNet
classes into Arabic enforced this conviction (Mousser, 2010). It turned out that
the class-based organization of VerbNet offers a real advantage when it comes to
the transfer of entire classes to a target language.
The class-based structure of VerbNet has the advantage of allowing a compact
treatment of verbs and a limitation of error possiblities. Thus, verbs that belong
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to the same class receive their respective semantic and syntactic information not
in terms of individual items, but on the basis of their membership in the class.
This allows for an easy update of the classes either by altering their members
(adding new members, removing others) or by the changing the properties by
virtue of which they belong to class.
The class-based organization of VerbNet would not be possible without a generalized meaning understanding. This generalization is guaranteed by the compositional description which can be used as a form of interlingua for language
generation in other languages (Kipper Schuler, 2005) when it comes to building
verb classes for other languages or to translation. However, one can criticize that
this generalization is insensitive to other important semantic relations such as
synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy, etc. Thus a class may populate two antonym
verbs such love and hate by virtue of their common semantic predicate emotionalstate, without mentioning the antonymy relation. This issue has been resolved by
linking VerbNet to other large-scale resources: WordNet, FrameNet and PropBank
(Crouch & King, 2005; Lei & Mihalcea, 2005).
One other advantage of VerbNet is the strong correlation between semantic structure und syntactic structure and their mutual influence on one another. Thus,
as mentioned, each class of verbs includes all possible syntactic realizations of
semantic meaning. Thematic roles are assigned to their respective grammatical
function with selectional restrictions defining the semantic and semantic properties
of the arguments.
VerbNet also detects cases of meaning shift associated with specific syntactic
structures. For instance, VerbNet encodes the meaning difference of the two
sentences in (4) with the two different semantic compositions in (5), respectively.
(5a) represents the main event of cutting with the subevents contact and degradation material integrity and a manner specification whereas (5b) rather represents
the property of the object than the event of cutting.
(4) a. Carol cut the whole wheat bread.
b. Whole wheat bread cuts easily.
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(5) a. cause(Agent, E), manner(during(E), Motion, Agent), contact(during(E),
?Instrument, Patient), degradation material integrity(result(E), Patient)
b. property(Patient, Prop), Adv(Prop)

3.9

Summary

The verb lexicon for Arabic emerged from a real need to provide key semantic
and syntactic information for multiple NLP tasks. VerbNet reveals itself to be
the best candidate to be developed for Arabic. This is due to its class-based
architecture, which offers a real advantage when it comes to the transfer of entire
blocks of information to a target language. Shortcomings like the insensitivity to
some semantic relations like synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy, etc. can be avoided
by linking the lexicon to external resources like WordNet or PropBank.
The next chapter presents the general properties of the Arabic language with a
detailed treatment of those which are relevant for our work.
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Chapter 4
Properties of the Arabic language
4.1

General properties

Arabic is a language spoken and written by about 300 million people in a region
from Morocco in the west to Yemen in the east. It is also read and learned by
an important number of people in Muslim countries like Indonesia, Pakistan,
Malaysia, Turkey, Iran and Afghanistan, or by some Muslim minorities in nonMuslim countries like China, India and Russia. This is because Arabic is the
language of the Koran, the holy book of Islam. It belongs to the family of Semitic
languages including living languages like Amharic, Hebrew, Tigrinya, Aramaic
and Maltese or extinct languages like Acadian, Ugaritic, Ammonite and Ancient
North Arabian.
The Arabic Alphabet (the Abjad) is constituted of 28 consonants and 6 vowels
(three short vowels and three long vowels) written from right to left. These have
been adopted for other languages such as Persian, Urdu, Pashto and Arabic
Malayalam. Apart from the Koran, texts of the classical Arabic literature and
some schoolbooks, Arabic is written without vowels. This makes it a challenging
language for non-native speakers and also for automatic processing due to the
fact that one word may have more than one reading according to the diacritics
the reader accords to it, for instance, the word ktb can be read (diacritized) as
kataba ‘write’, kutiba ‘has been written’ and kutub ‘books’, among other forms.
Language historians divide written Arabic in two main parts: classical Arabic and
modern standard Arabic. Classical Arabic is the language of the Koran and the
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literary texts used between the 7th and the 9th century. Modern standard Arabic
(henceforth MSA) is the form of Arabic derived directly from classical Arabic
and used in most Arabic countries especially in formal writing and speaking such
as in administration or the media. None of these languages is spoken in every
day live in Arabic countries. Instead, a spoken colloquial variation of Arabic is
used. This situation has been described as disglossia (Ferguson, 1959), a linguistic
situation in which two varieties of a language are used complementarily: the
spoken variant (dialect) is for the informal and intimate use and the written high
variety (MSA) is for the formal use. This does not exclude an interaction between
the two variations of Arabic. Thus, words of the dialect are borrowed and often
integrated into MSA and vice versa.
Note however, that the distinction between classical Arabic and MSA is not
broadly accepted in the Arabic world. Many linguists only acknowledge classical
Arabic. The form of high Arabic (fusha) which used in the media and in ad˙
ministration today builds a continuum of classical Arabic. Differences are rather
stylistic than of a systematic, lexical or structural nature.
Since this dissertation is on verbs of MSA, one has to face the difficulties related
to this special linguistic situation in which dialect, MSA and classical Arabic (or
generally the old form of Arabic) are not strictly separated. Thus, verbs from the
colloquial Arabic used in the MSA are taken under consideration only if there is
enough evidence (frequency, presence in dictionaries of MSA, etc.) that they have
been integrated into MSA. Similarly, verbs of classical Arabic are selected only if
there is enough evidence that they are still in use in MSA.
In the last three years Arabic was the fastest growing language in the web and
especially in social media like Facebook or Twitter.1 Consequently, Arabic natural
language processing is evolving segnificantly (Habash, 2010), but considerable
work still needs to be done to reach the state of the art of languages like English,
German, French or Chinese.
1

http://semiocast.com/publications/2011_11_24_Arabic_highest_growth_on_
Twitter
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4.2

Morphological properties

Arabic exhibits a rich morphology based on a root-pattern system. Apart from
some functional words, words are built on the basis of abstract roots of mostly 2-4
consonants and a finite number of patterns.1 A pattern canonically determines
the alignment of consonants (of the root and affixes) and vowels. In the literature,
these patterns are represented with C for consonants and V for vowels (McCarthy,
1981). Thus, CVCVCA is the pattern of a verb like kataba ‘write’ or its passive
form kutiba. Other more specified pattern representations determine the types of
vowels used. Thus, the verb kataba is represented as CaCaCa whereas its passive
form is represented as CuCiCa. In traditional Arabic grammars, the consonants
in the pattern are canonically represented as f, c , and l, corresponding to the
stem consonants of the verb fac ala ‘do’. They indicate the slots into which the
first, second and third consonant of the actual root is inserted. Thus, the verb
kataba has the pattern fac ala and its passive form has the pattern fuc ila.2 The
combination of root consonants and segments of the pattern results in word stems.
Table 4.1 shows the words generated from the root [k][t][b] and their pattern
representations in the CV and the fc l forms. The stems themselves undergo a
variety of morphological operation which are of two types: Analytic concatenative
operations involve appending single or multiple affixes to the beginning or the end
of the word stem and fusional non-concatenative operations involve apophony,
gemination, insertion or deletion of infixes to mark grammatical functions, semantic
information or a combination of both. Example (1) shows a concatenation of
multiple affixes on the base verb hawaa ‘love’ to produce a complex morphological
unit. Example (2) shows an instance of the so called broken plural in Arabic using
a non-concatenative morphological operation.
1

In this dissertation root consonants are written in brackets to distinguish them from
non-root consonants.
2
In this dissertation we will use both forms of pattern representation: The CV form and the
c
f l form.
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Word
[k]a[t]a[b]a
[k]a[t]ta[b]a
Pa[k][t]a[b]a
[k]aa[t]a[b]a
ta[k]aa[t]a[b]a
Pista[k][t]a[b]
[k]i[t]aa[b]
ma[k][t]a[b]
ma[k][t]a[b]a
[k]aa[t]i[b]
[k]u[t]aa[b]
[k]i[t]aa[b]iy

CV-Pattern
CaCaCa
CaCCaCa
CaCCaCa
CaaCaCa
CaCaaCaCa
CiCCaCCaCa
CiCaaC
CaCCaCaC
CaCCaCaCa
CaaCiC
CuCCaaC
CiCaaCii

fc l-Pattern
fac ala
facc ala
Pafc ala
faac ala
tafaac ala
Pisatafc ala
fic aal
mafc al
mafc ala
faac il
fucc aal
fic aalii

Translation
‘to write’
‘cause to write’
‘cause to write’
‘correspond’ (trans)
‘correspond’ (intr)
‘ask to write’
‘book’
‘office’
‘library’
‘writer/author’
‘Koran school’
‘Christian or Jewish’

Table 4.1: Words with the root [k][t][b] and their patterns
(1) Concatenative morphological operation

  
AÒºJK ñîD
¯
fa-sa-ta-sta-hwiy-a-nna-ku-maa
then-FUT-F-REFL-love-ACC-EMPH-you-DU
‘Then she will (surely) fascinate both of you’
(2) Non-concatenative morphological operation

H. AJ» =⇒ I.J»

kitaab =⇒kutub
A book =⇒Books
Often, these two operations act together on the same stem to express either one
or more pieces of information. As is shown in example (3), the verb ta-kaataba
‘correspond’ is derived from the simple verb kataba ‘write’ by adding the infix aa
to mark the reciprocality and the prefix ta- to express the intransitivity.
(3) Combination of concatenative and non-concatenative morphological operations
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I.J» =⇒ I.KA¾K

kataba =⇒ta-kaataba 1
write =⇒INTR-write-RECP
‘to write’ =⇒‘correspond’
From a semantic point of view, words which are derived from the same root
exhibit a strong semantic overlap as shown in Table 4.1. This fact has been
used as evidence in favor of the semantic content of the root (McCarthy, 1979,
1981). A different account claims that the semantic information is not carried by
the whole root but only by a bi-consonantal morphological unit called etymon
(Bohas, 1991). Thus, verbs of cutting like batara ‘cut’, batala ‘cut off’ and batta
‘sever’ share the same semantic meaning provided by their common etymon {b,t}
which corresponds to causing a degradation in the material integrity of an object
mostly by using a sharp-edged tool (see section 8.1.2 for more examples). In both
cases, the root or the etymon are considered to be the main meaning contributor,
whereas pattern add syntactic information and the phonetic realization.
McCarthy (1979, 1981) identifies three morphemes in word forms called tiers. The
first tier is the root which contributes the main semantic content of the word.
The second is called the skeletal tier: a canonical template of consonants and
unspecified vowel sequences carries information on the timing units of the word.
The third tier is the vocalic tier which specifies the set of vowels available in
the template and convey syntactic information like passive, active, etc. Thus, as
shown in figure 4.1 the verb kataba is constituted of the root [k][t][b], the skeletal
morpheme CVCVCV and the vocalic morpheme {a-a} which introduces the active
voice in contrast to {u-i} which introduces the passive voice. Note that one root
may have two or mor meanings and is therefor used to build different words (4).
(4) Three meanings of the root [b][r][d]
barada ‘to cool’
barada ‘to file’
barada ‘to post’
1

Infixation and gemination will be marked by an underline on the Arabic example and the
glossing
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Noun
saqf ‘roof’
jild ‘leather’
muPassasa ‘institution’

Verb
saqqafa ‘roof’
jallada ‘cover with leather’
maPsasa‘institutionalize’

Adjective
saqfii ‘relative to the roof’
jildii‘leather’
maPassasii ‘institutional’

Table 4.4: Adjective to verb and noun derivation

In category-changing derivations, two different morphological operations are
involved: Analytic, concatenative operations and fusional non-concatenative
operations. In many cases, both operations combine with each other to form new
words, which have to fit one pattern in a set of predefined patterns associated
with the category they belong to. Which pattern is selected to build the new word
depends on the pattern of the base word and its phonological properties. As is
shown in example (5), the derivation of the deverbal form of the verb tac aawana
‘cooperate’ is done using a fusional operation (replacing the third vowel a with u).
The derivation of the participle is done using affixation and infixation (adding the
participial prefix mu- and replacing the third consonant a by the infix i). The
pattern ta-CaaCul used in the derivations of the two items are respectively and
mu-ta-CaaCiC, typically used for verbs with the pattern taCaaCaCa.
(5) Verb =⇒Deverbal =⇒Participle
tac aawana ‘cooperate’ =⇒ tac aawun ‘cooperation’ =⇒ mu-tac aawin ‘cooperator’
A zero-derivation or conversion is not attested in the derivation of a different
syntactic word category.
A derivation which does not alter the syntactic category of a word attests a high
degree of regularity among verbs, but less with nouns and adjectives. For instance,
intransitive base verbs systematically derive transitive counterparts and vice versa
(Tables 4.5 and 4.6).
Similarly, verbs that involve two animate participants often derive reciprocal
verb forms (Table 4.7). Again, the derivation engages analytic and fusional
morphological operations, a combination of both or the process of conversion.
In verb derivation, the affixes used in the derivation add pieces of meaning or
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Intransitive
fariha
˙
hazina
˙jaffa
daaba
¯
šaha/uba
˙
hamiya
˙marida
˙
rac a/iša
saqata
˙
Table
Transitive
kasara
qatac a
˙
mazaja
sahaba
˙ a
fatah
˙
qaada
sabaġa
˙hazama
qalaba

Transitive
Pa-fraha
‘TR-gladden’
˙
Pa-hzana
‘TR-sadden’
˙
jaffafa
‘TR-dry’
Pa-daaba
‘TR-melt’
¯
Pa-šhaba
‘TR-pale’
˙
Pa-hmaa
‘TR-heat’
˙
P-amrada
‘cause to be ill’
Pa-rc as˙a
‘cause to tremble’
Pa-sqat˙ a
‘TR-fall’
˙
4.5: Intransitive-transitive derivation
‘gladden’
‘sadden’
‘dry’
‘melt’
‘pale’
‘heat’
‘fall ill’
‘tremble’
‘fall’

‘break’
‘cut’
‘mix’
‘draw’
‘open’
‘lead’
‘color’
‘defeat’
‘change’

Intransitive
Pin-kasara
Pin-qatac a
˙
Pin-mtazaja
Pin-sahaba
˙ a
Pin-fatah
Pinqaada˙
Pin-sabaġa
˙
Pin-hazama
Pin-qalaba

‘INTR-break’
‘INTR-cut’
‘INTR-mix’
‘INTR-draw’
‘INTR-open’
INTR-lead
‘INTR-color
‘INTR-defeat’
‘INTR-change’

Table 4.6: Transitive-intransitive derivation
delete them from the semantic structure of the base verb. These affixes are
multifunctional and in some cases cumulative (they introduce more than one piece
of meaning). Table 4.8 presents a list of chosen verbal affixes and the meaning
they contribute to different types of verbs.
Verb-to-verb derivation in Arabic also shows cases of conversion where a verb form
is created from a base form without appending any affixal material. Table 4.9
shows examples of a transitive-to-intransitive conversion, where the causativisation
is done without any additional morphological material. It is worth noting that
the conversion concerns not only simple verbs, that is, forms directly derived from
the root and without derivational affixes, but also verbs that already have such
affixes. For instance, the verb Pa-škala with the causativity marker Pa- has the
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Verb
daraba
˙laqiya
sahiba
˙ ˙

‘hit’
‘meet’
‘accompany’

Reciprocal
ta-daaraba
˙
ta-laaqaa
ta-saahaba
˙ ˙

safac a
˙Pahabba
Pa˙c taa
˙

‘slap’
‘love’
‘give’

ta-saafac a
˙ aabba
ta-h
ta-˙c aataa
˙

‘INTR-hit-RECP/hit each other’
‘INTR-meet-RECP/meet each other’
‘INTR-accompany-RECP
accompany each other’
‘INTR-slap-RECP/slap each other’
‘INTR-love-RECP/love each other’
‘INTR-give-RECP/give to each other’

Table 4.7: Transitive-reciprocal derivation
Affix
ta-

Pista-

Pin-

ta- -aa-

Meaning
inchoative
reflexive
reflexive
curative
causative
inchoative
inchoative
reflexive
reciprocal
pretention
iterative
sociative

ta-maddada
ta-c attara
˙ ˙ amma
Pista-h
Pista-˙c lama
Pista-c bada
Pista-qaama
Pin-qalac a
Pin-c azala
ta-c aawana
ta-daahaka
˙ ˙
ta-maayala
ta-raakada
˙

Example
‘INCH-dilate’
‘REFL-perfume’
‘REFL-bath’
‘CUR-informe/ask for information’
‘enslave’
‘INCH-stand’
‘INCH-extirpate’
‘REFL-isolate’
‘cooperate’
‘pretend to laugh/force a laugh’
‘dangle’
run together’

Table 4.8: Verbal affixes and their meanings
meaning of ‘become difficult’ (the base meaning) and ‘cause to be difficult’ (the
derived meaning).

4.2.2

Morphological derivation and semantic derivation

As already mentioned in previous sections, the derivation of Arabic verbs can allows
two different directions according to the morphological and semantic properties
of their base forms. This is particularly the case with pairs of transitive and
intransitive verbs. Thus, the transitive-causative can not only be derived from
an intransitive base form, as is the case with the verb pair šahiba ‘pale’ and
˙
Pa-šhaba ‘CAUS-pale’, but the intransitive can also be derived from an transitive
˙
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Transitive
halaka
‘perish’
badaPa
‘begin’
zaada
‘grow’

Intransitive
halaka
‘CAUS-perish’
badaPa
‘CAUS-begin’
zaada
‘CAUS-grow’

Table 4.9: Intransitive-transitive conversion
base form by adding an intransitivity affix such as with the verb pair sakaba ‘pour’
and Pin-sakaba ‘INTR-pour’ (see (6) and (7)). This fact presents a challenge for
compositional semantics under the assumption that the transitive causative is
derived from the intransitive unaccusative by adding the appropriate semantic
predicate (Chierchia, 1989). On the other hand it violates the general principle of
diagrammatic iconocity which assumes a correlation between the morphological
and the semantic base and derived forms as is attested by derivationally related
pairs such as singular and plural, diminutive and non-diminutive, comparative
and superlative, etc. (Haspelmath, 1993).
(6) Intransitive-inchoative =⇒Transitive-causative (marked)
daaba ‘melt’ =⇒Pa-daaba ‘CAUS-melt’
¯
¯
(7) Transitive-causative =⇒Intransitive-inchoative (marked)
qatac a ‘cut’ =⇒Pin-qatac a ‘INTR-cut’
˙
˙
Studies on the derivational behavior of languages as in Nedyalkov & Silnitsky
(1973), Haspelmath (1993) and Nichols et al. (2004) have shown that there are
specific typological tendencies in the lexicalization of causative and non-causative
verb pairs that separate groups of languages. There are at least four groups:
The first group has the intransitive non-causative as base form and the transitive
causative as the derived and overtly marked form (Mongolian). These languages
mark both verb pairs each with a distinctive marker. The second group adopts
the inverse strategy of intransitivization (Russian), and a third group of languages
marks neither of the verb pairs (English). The examples (6), (7), (8) and (9) show
that all four lexicalization strategies are attested in Arabic, whereby the first two
strategies are more frequent and the two last strategies seem to be an accidental
product.
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(8) Intransitive-inchoative (unmarked) =⇒Transitive-causative
(unmarked)
halaka ‘perish’ =⇒halaka ‘cause to perish’
(9) Intransitive-inchoative (marked) =⇒Transtive-causative (marked)
Pa-škala ‘became difficult’ =⇒Pa-škala ‘make difficult’
The difficulty in these cases arises when one has to decide which one is the base
form and which one is the derived form. Making this decision reveals itself to be
particularly important for our work, since diathesis alternations in Arabic often
involve a morphological marking and the direction of verb derivation decides on
the nature of the alternation. For the causative-non/causative derivation and noncausative-causative, we do not only have one alternation (non-causative/causative
alternation) but also a second one (causative/non-causative alternation) (see chapter 5).
Doron (2003) resolved this problem by considering transitive verbs as well as
intransitive verbs to be directly derived from a basic predicate: the root. A
transitive verb is built by combining the root with a morpheme which contributes
an additional argument, where in the unmarked case this argument is an agent.
Similarly, intransitive verbs are directly derived from the root by combining the
root with a morpheme that blocks the appearance of the agent. This approach,
however has two related shortcomings. First, it treats lexically and semantically
related verbs as different entries. Transitive verbs and their intransitive counterparts are derived from a common root in the same way that nouns, adjectives and
other parts of speech are derived. This entails that intransitive verbs are related
to their transitive counterpart just as nouns are related to verbs. They share the
same root, which is semantically not well-formed, since, as we have seen, they
share the same meaning components and may participate in the same alternations.
Furthermore, this approach leads one to believe that the lexicon is a construct in
which anything appears to be derived directly from root forms and consequently
disconnected from each other. Thus, pairs of derivationally related words like
verbs and their nominalizations and verbs and their participle forms also lose any
connection to each other since they are built by two independent processes. In
addition, it gives the impression that the distinction between derivationally derived
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transitive and intransitive verbs is a matter of regular morphological marking.
That is, there is always a morpheme or a class of morphemes which is exclusively
and unambiguously reserved for marking intransitivity, others are reserved for
marking transitivity. The derivational processes responsible for building verbs in
Semitic languages entails a combination of abstract roots with minimal semantic
content with this class of morphemes.
However, as we have seen in section 4.2.1, one template/marker can fill different
functions according to the verb it is combined with. Concomitantly, one morphological verb form can be assigned two different meanings, a transitive and an
intransitive as is the case with the verb badaPa ‘CAUS-begin/INCH-begin’. This
case challenges Doron’s point of view. By applying her approach to such verb
pairs, one must conclude that they are directly derived from the root, which means
that we have the same process generating two different readings using the same
morphological material. Thus, deriving two or three related verb forms from the
same root in two or three independent processes results in an unnatural degree
of redundancy. It also entails that generating three related verbs like Pinokataba
‘INCH-write’, kataba ‘write’ and Paktaba ‘cause to write’ takes place in three independent processes. In the case of kataba the feature CaCaCa is responsible
for producing a simple transitive verb with two thematic roles: agent and theme
assigned to the subject and the object respectively. In the case of the verb Paktaba
the feature PaCCaCa introduces the thematic structure <cause, agent, theme>,
assigned to subject, object and object2 respectively. The redundancy lies in
the fact that two different morphological templates introduce the same semantic
information. In our case, the same role (agent) is introduced by two different
templates, in the first case by CaCaCa and in the second case by Pa-CCaCa, where
the information introduced by this one subsumes the information introduced by
CaCaCa. This subsumption however is not to be understood as a derivational
relation in Doron’s approach (10c).
(10) a. in-kataba-ti l-qissat-u.
˙
INCH-write-F DEF˙ -storyNOM
‘The story was written.’
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b. katab-a l-muPallif-u
qisat-an.
˙ ACC
wrote DEF-author-NOM story‘The author wrote a story.’
c. Pa-ktaba l-huzn-u
l-muPallif-a
qasiidat-an.
˙
˙ ACC
CAUS-write DEF-sadness-NOM DEF-author-ACC poem‘The sadness makes the author write a poem.’
In contrast, we claim that the derivational behavior of verbs at the level of event
decomposition is reflected on the morphological level. We rely on McCarthy (1979,
1981) in assuming the root carries semantic content. However, we go further in
claiming that the semantic content of the root is not primitive, that is, it can be
constituted of one semantic predicate or of more than one.
Verbal derivation (and derivation in general) is an incremental process in which
only a small number of elements are directly derived from the root and the rest is
recursively derived from these elements at the next levels. The forms derived at
the first level of the derivation in particular includes the parts of speech e.g. nouns,
verbs, adjectives and adverbs, which are themselves subject to other derivational
processes. For instance, the reciprocal verb takaataba ‘correspond’ is the result of
an incremental derivational process that starts with the root [k][t][b] and involves
two intermediary forms: The transitive form kaataba ‘correspond’ is itself derived
from the verb kataba ‘write’, which in turn is directly derived from the root (10).
The first step of this derivational process always produces one simple verb with
simple templates like CaCaCa, CaCiCa or CaCuCa (4.10). These three templates
Template
CaCaCa
CaCiCa
CaCuCa

Verb
[s]a[k]a[b]a ‘pour’
[y]a[?]i[s]a ‘despair’
[m]a[l]u[h]a ‘INCH-salt’
˙

Table 4.10: The three templates of simple verbs
can encode both readings (originally attributed by the root): The causative and
the non-causative reading (inchoative or reflexive). This means that Arabic allows
for a bidirectional derivation on the morphological level: one that derives causative
verb form inchoative verbs and one that derives inchoative verbs from causative
verbs (11).
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Root([k][t][b])
V(kataba)
‘write’

V(Pinkatab)
‘INTR-write’

V(kaataba)
‘correspond’

N(kitaab)
‘a book’

1
V(ta-kaataba)
‘INTR-correspond’

N(mukaataba)
‘correspondence’

N(kitaaba)
‘writing’

ADJ(kitaabii)
‘relative to book’

V(ta-kaatub)
‘INTR-correspondence’

Figure 4.2: A part of the derivation tree of the root [k][t][b]
(11) a. Inchoative =⇒causative
šahiba ‘pale’ =⇒Pa-šhaba ‘CAUS-pale’
˙
˙
b. Causative =⇒Inchoative
sakaba ‘pour’ =⇒Pinsakaba INCH-pour’
The bidirectionality of the derivation of causative and non-causative verbs seems to
reflect a general verbal event property. Thus, by analyzing the semantic properties
of groups of verbs that show this derivational behavior, one finds considerable
differences between them, especially when it comes to the nature of causativity
and the obligatory presence of a real or a presupposed agentive causer.
Verbs that are basic intransitive-inchoative and derive a transitive causative have a
meaning that excludes the agent and involves an event that occurs spontaneously.
Verbs that are basic transitive-causatives and derive an intransitive-non-causative
require an agentive participant who causes the situation (Haspelmath, 1993, 90).
Unlike the inchoative base form, the derived intransitive verb presupposes the
existence of an agent although it is blocked from appearing at the syntactic
and lexical surface. Thus, with the verb daaba ‘melt’, the event of melting is
¯
conceptualized as occurring spontaneously without the intervention of an agent,
whereas with the verb Pin-qatac ‘INCH-cut’ the event of cutting cannot occur
˙
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spontaneously and without the intervention of an external agentive force. Levin
& Hovav (1995) claim that the first type of verb denotes an “internally caused”
event. This type of verb has one event only and there is no explicit element that
controls it. These verbs mark their transitive alternant. The second type denotes
an “externally caused” event, which is constituted of two subevents controlled by
the agent. These verbs mark their intransitive alternant morphologically.
In this dissertation, we will treat both alternations (inchoative/causative) as
distinct. The inchoative/causative alternation has the semantic analysis in (12).
In the inchoative variant no agent role is presupposed and the causative/noncausative alternation generally has the meaning in (13). The non-inchoative
derived form presupposes an agentive force. Note that, this representation style is
taken form English VerbNet (Kipper Schuler, 2005), where the presupposed theme
is marked by the interrogative (?). This style will be used in this dissertation as
well as in the Arabic VerbNet (See section 9 for more details).
(12) Inchoative/causative alternation
daaba ‘melt’ =⇒?a-daaba ‘TR-melt’
¯
¯
change of state(Patient) =⇒cause(Agent, change of state(Patient))
(13) Causative/inchoative alternation
qatac a ‘cut’ =⇒Pin-qatac a ‘INTR-cut’
˙
˙
cause(Agent, change of state(Patient)) =⇒change of state(?Agent, Patient)

4.2.3

Second causative

Another aspect of Arabic worth mentioning here is the second causative. The
second causative is found with verbs that are derived from a basic primary
causative verb in a first step (14) or from a basic inchoative (15).
(14) Pakala ‘eat’ =⇒Pakkala ‘cause to eat/feed’
(15) tac ima ‘eat’ =⇒Pa-tc ama ‘cause to eat/feed’ =⇒Pista-tc ama ‘ask for food’
˙
˙
˙
Languages which attest the second causative use different morphological operations
to express the meaning associated with it. Some languages use a cumulative
affixation, which is also the case in Arabic where the second causative is expressed
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by doubling the causative markers of the primary causative form, such as in
Huallaga and Quechua (16) .
(16) wanũ- ‘to die’ =⇒wanũ-chi ‘to kill’ =⇒wanũ-chi-chi ‘to cause to kill’ (Kulikov, 1993, 123)
Other languages use “doubling with alternation” (Kulikov, 1993). They append
a second causative marker but restrict it to be different from the first one. This
case is found with a variety of Turkish languages (17).
(17) öl- ‘to die’ =⇒ ol-dür- ‘to kill’ =⇒öl-dür-t- ‘to have someone killed’ =⇒öldür-t-tür- ‘to get someone to get someone to kill’
(Kulikov, 1993,
124)
Another type of languages builds the second causative by adding a second causative
marker combined with an alterated form of the first causative maker such as in
Hindi (18).
(18) sun-nā ‘hear’ =⇒sun-ā-nā ‘tell’ =⇒sun-vā-nā ‘cause to tell’ (Kulikov, 1993,
124)
Another type of languages under which Arabic can be categorized are languages
which use for the primary and the second causative different and mutually exclusive
markers. Thus in Arabic, as we have seen in example (15), the second causative
verb Pista-tc ama ‘ask for food’ uses a different marker Pista- than the one used in
˙
the primary causative.
Unlike languages like Turkish (17) which allow a degree of causation higher than
three, Arabic allow only a third-degree-causation. However, it is restricted to a
specific type of causative, namely the curative causation. The curative has the
meaning of “ask somebody to CAUS-V” (19).
(19) c alima ‘know’ =⇒c allama ‘teach’ / Pa-c lama ‘inform’ =⇒Pista-c lama ‘ask/seek
for information/knowledge’
From a grammatical point of view, the second causative is valency increasing.
It introduces a third argument assigned the function of agent or causer. The two
internal arguments are assigned the roles of objects and marked with accusative
(20).
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(20) a kataba saliim-un risaalat-an.
wrote Salim-NOM letter-IND+CAUS.
‘Salim wrote letter.’
c
b Pa-ktaba
aliy-un Saliim-an risaalat-an.
CAUS-wrote Ali-NOM Salim-CAUS letter-IND+CAUS.
‘Ali made Salim write a letter.’

The third causative however is not valency increasing and behaves more like the
reflexive (21).
(21) a Pakala c liy-un l-lahm-a.
ate
Ali-NOM DEF˙-meat-ACC.
‘Ali ate meat.’
b. Pakkala saliim-un c aliy-an l-lahm-a.
ate-CAUS Salim-NOM Ali-ACC DEF˙-meat-ACC
‘Salim made Ali eat meat/ Salim fed Ali meat.’
c Pista-Pkala c aliy-un saliim-an l-lahm-a.
REFL-feed Ali-NOM Salim-ACC DEF˙-meat-ACC
‘Ali asked Salim to feed him meat.
From a semantic point of view, the second causative in Arabic introduces different
meanings. We list the most common ones according to (Kulikov, 1993):
1. The double causative doubles the causative meaning of the primary verb.
This type of causative introduces a second participant realised as the agent
(22).
(22) kataba ‘write’ =⇒Pa-ktaba/kattaba ‘cause to write’
2. Multiplicated causative: The meaning related to this type does not add a
new caustive predicate and consequently a new participant, but multiplies
the causation only of the primary verb. This type can be divided into:
2.1. The intensive causative intensifies the meaning of the primary causative
verb (23).
(23) jamac a ‘to collect, gather’ =⇒jammac ‘amass/accumulate’
Many of these verbs restrict one of their participants to be a plural or
a collective noun such as in (24).
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(24) qatala ‘kill’ =⇒qattala ‘massacre’
2.2. The iterative causative introduces iteration of the event encoded by the
primary causative verb. In most cases, the iteration involves a plural
participant and the form is sometimes difficult to differentiate from the
intensive (25).
(25) naqala ‘transport’ =⇒naqqala‘transport more than one time/more
than one object’
3. Other modifications:
3.1. The permissive causative: This meaning rather indicates a sense a
permission than direct causation and is is often ambiguous with coercive
causation (26).
(26) daxala ‘enter’ =⇒Pa-dxala ‘allow to enter/force to enter’
3.2. The assistive causative modifies the meaning of the primary causative
toward a meaning of “allow x to verb” (27).
(27) c alima ‘know’ =⇒c allama ‘teach’
The second causative is found in many verb classes in Arabic and is accordingly
used as part of Arabic the specific alternations (the second causative alternation) in
section 6.1.3. The different meanings associated with the second causative can be
used as a indicator to differentiate more classes. For instance, the curative second
causative is only found with classes of verbs involving information transfer or
change of possession or with classes of verbs that allow for the role of a beneficiary.
The second causative is a frequent, but not a regular phenomenon in Arabic.
They often interacts with periphrastic causative constructions and in some cases,
the second causative and the periphrastic causative are used in complementarily
manner. Thus, in (28) only the periphrastic causative is allowed, because the
slot of the causative prefix is already occupied by another prefix Pa- (a situation
similar to Korean (Yeo, 2011)). In (29), the second causative is used to express
the permissive causative in cases where the morphological causative is ambiguous
between the permissive and the coercive causative.
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(28) a. Paqlac a kariim-un c ani t-tadxiin-i.
stopped Karim-NOM from DEF-smoking-GEN
‘Karim stopped smoking.’
b. Morphological causation
* Pa-qlac a
d-dawaac -u
kariim-an c ani t-tadxiin-i.
CAUS-stopped DEF-drug-NOM Karim-ACC from DEF-smoking-GEN
‘The drug made Karim stop smoking.’
c. Periphrastic causation
c
jac ala d-dawaaP-u
kariim-an yu-qlic u
ani
made DEF-drug-NOM Karim-ACC he+PRS-stop from
t-tadxiin-i.
DEF-smoking-GEN
‘The drug made Karim stop smoking.’
(29) a. Pa-dxala mudiif-u
d-dayf-a
Pilaa bayt-i-hi.
˙ ˙ -guest-ACC in
CAUS-enter DEF˙-host-ACC DEF
house-GEN-his
‘The host force/permit the guest to enter his house.’
a. jac ala mudiif-u
d-dayf-a
yadxulu Pilaa bayt-i-hi.
˙
˙
˙
made DEF-host-ACC DEF-guest-ACC enter
in
house-GEN-his
‘The host permits the guest to enter his house.’

4.3

Syntactic properties

4.3.1

Word order and case marking

Arabic is considered to be a free word order language with a preference for
VSO (Fassi Fehrri, 1993). This has to do with its relatively rich agreement and
inflection system (see section 5.1.1 for a detailed list of examples). Moreover, it is
a head-marking language and has three grammatical cases:
1. The nominative case indicates the subject of a finite verb and is mainly
marked with the vocalic suffix -u as in al-kitaab-u ‘DEF-book-NOM’.
2. The accusative case indicates the direct and the indirect object and is mainly
marked with the vocalic suffix -a as in al-kitaab-a ‘DEF-book-ACC’.
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3. The genitive case indicates the possessive or the object of a prepositional
phrase and is mainly marked with the vocalic suffix -i as in al-kitaab-i
‘DEF-book-GEN’.
Other features like person, number (including singular, dual and plural), gender,
voice, mode, and tense are marked on the verb, whereby more than one of these
features may be expressed by one single morpheme (cumulation) such as in yaktubu ‘he-write’ where the morpheme ya- expresses the gender and the present
tense at the same time. However, in cases where, for some phonological reasons,
case markers do not show up in the surface form, the constituent order is of crucial
importance in assigning grammatical functions to arguments. Thus, in (30), since
neither the subject qaadii ‘judge’ nor the object raac ii ‘herdsman’ are allowed to
˙
carry the nominative and the accusative marker (in Arabic, nouns ending with a
long vowel do not carry agreement markers), only VSO is permitted. Similarly, in
the sentence (31), raPiis ‘president’ and mudiir ‘director’ are both marked with the
accusative and are semantically equal (animate, agentive, etc.); the only possible
sentence structure is V SUBJ OBJ OBJ2 .
(30) ya-c rifu l-qaadii
r-raac ii
˙
M-knows DEF-judge- DEF-herdsman
‘The judge knows the herdman.’
(31) Pac aara-t š-šarika-t-u
r-raPiis-a
l-mudiir-a.
lent-F
DEF-company-F-NOM DEF-president-ACC DEF-director-ACC
‘The company lent the director to the president.’
Arabic is a pro-drop language, where subject pronouns are omitted in most
cases since they can be inferred from the inflection marker on the verbal head or
from the pargmatic content (32). Subject pronouns are overt when there is a need
for emphasis (33).
(32) qaraPa-t r-riwaayat-a.
read-F DEF-novel-ACC.
‘She read the novel.’
(33) hiya qaraPa-t r-riwaayat-a.
she read-F DEF-novel-ACC.
‘She (and nobody else) read the novel.’
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4.3.2

Verbal and nominal sentences

Sentences in Arabic are either verbal or nominal. Nominal sentences neither have
a verb nor a copula (34).
(34) al-jaww-u
jamiil-un
l-yawm-a.
DEF-weather-NOM nice-IND-NOM DEF-day-ACC
‘The weather is nice today.’
Bakir (1980), Fassi Fehrri (1993) and Bahloul (1994), who work in the GB
frameworl, have claimed that Arabic nominal sentences contain a null or deleted
copula. A nominal sentence is only possible in the present tense, whereas in
the past or in the future tense (36), the presence of an overt verbal copula is
obligatory.
However, this assumption has been challenged by the fact that the overt copula
assigns accusative case on its subject, whereas the covert copula in (35) assigns
the nominative case (Benmamoun, 2000).
(35) al-jaww-u
jamiil-un
l-yawm-a.
DEF-weather-NOM nice-IND-NOM DEF-day-ACC
‘The weather is nice today.’
(36) sa-ya-kuwn al-jaww-u
jamiil-an
l-yawm-a.
FUT-M-be DEF-weather-ACC nice-IND-NOM DEF-tomorrow-ACC
‘The weather will be nice tomorrow.’

4.4

Clausal complements and complementation
strategies in Arabic

In this section, we deal with clausal complements and complementation strategies
in Arabic, since a considerable part of the Arabic-pecific alternations are associated
with Arabic specific complementations strategies (see chapter 6).
Clausal complements are either headed by a declarative (factive), a disjunctive or
an interrogative complementizer. Which category of complementizer is used in
what context is mostly defined by the verb, whereby a single verb can select more
than one category of complementizers. For instance, the verb c arafa ‘know’ can
select a complement clause headed either by a factive complementizer like Panna
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‘that’ or by an interrogative complementizer like maa ‘what’. Other verbs are
more selective and allow only for one category of complementizers. For instance,
the verb šakka ‘doubt’ only selects complement clauses headed by the factive
complementizer Panna ‘that’.
Generally, a clausal complement can appear in the same position as an NP object
and can the function as the object. It can, however, also appear in an object
position without taking an object function. This fact has been acknowledged in
several syntactic frameworks.
In LFG (Lexical-Functional Grammar) (Bresnan, 2001), a clausal complement can
be assigned one of two grammatical functions: OBJ or COMP (Dalrymple, 2000).
Only the clausal complement with the function OBJ can alternate with a normal
NP object, as can be shown in example (37) and the counterexample in (38).
(37) I believe [that the earth is round]/it.

(Dalrymple, 2000)

(38) I hope [that it will rain]/*it

(Dalrymple, 2000)

Languages which provide the two options of clausal complement realization are
called mixed languages, in contrast to languages which assign only an OBJ function
to their clausal complement such as Icelandic, Norwegian and Spanish (Dalrymple,
2000). From this point of view, Arabic reveals itself to be a language with a mixed
complementation system: A clausal complement can alternate with an NP object
(39), whereas in other cases, it can be the only possible internal argument of a
given verb (40).
(39) a. qaala c aliy-un Panna s-sayaarat-a tuc jibu-hu.
said Ali-NOM that DEF-car-ACC please-him
‘Ali said that the car pleases him.’
b. qaala c aliy-un l-haqiiqat-a.
˙ -truth-ACC
said Ali-NOM DEF
‘Ali said the truth.’
(40) a. kaada
s-sabiy-u
Pan
yanaam.
˙
˙
is-on-the-point DEF-child-NOM to/that sleep.
‘The child is on the verge of sleeping.’
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b. * kaada
s-sabiy-u
n-nawm-a.
˙
˙
is-on-the-point DEF-child-NOM DEF-sleep-ACC
‘The child is on the verge of sleeping.’
In addition, complement clauses in Arabic are allowed to appear not only in
alternation with NPs but also with PPs. In terms of LFG, they can not only fill an
OBJ function but also an OBL (oblique) function. For instance, the verb Paamana
‘believe’ subcategorizes for a PP headed by the preposition bi ‘of’ and can be used
alternatively with a complement clause headed by Panna ‘that’, without imposing
the drop of the preposition bi, as is the case in (41).
(41) a. tu-Pominu salmaa bi-Panna l-laah-a
mawjuud.
F-believes Salma in-that DEF-God-ACC existing
‘Salma believes (*in) that God exists.’
b. tu-Pominu salmaa bi-l-laah-i.
F-believes Salma in-DEF-God-GEN
‘Salma believes in God.’
Interestingly, verbs which subcategorize for a single external PP argument (with
an OBL function), allow for both versions of clausal complements: one preceeded
by a preposition and one without a preposition. Thus, the sentence in (41a) can
be reformulated as in (42). Arabic does not impose restrictions on the use of the
two versions and also does not assign a particular meaning to each of them.
(42) tu-Pominu salmaa Panna l-laah-a
mawjuud.
F-believes Salma that DEF-God-ACC existing
‘Salma believes that God exists.’
Languages vary not only in the grammatical functions they assign to clausal
complements, but –from a typological perspective– they also vary in whether
they possess the notion of the clausal complements at all. According to Dixon
(2006), there are languages which have complement clauses and languages without
complement clauses. Languages without complement clauses recourse to different
mechanisms to fill their functions. Dixon calls these mechanisms “complementation
strategies”. These strategies are:
a. The serial verb construction strategy (SVC), where two or more verbs are
used in a manner similar to a (single) complex predicate
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b. The Relative clause strategy, where relative clauses are used as complement
clauses
c. The nominalization strategy, where some kind of verb nominalization fills
the function of a regular verb in a normal complement clause (Dixon, 2006,
32-34).
However, some languages employ both clausal complements and complementation
strategies. In Arabic, the two possibilities can be used alternatively to express the
same meaning but in some cases they are used complementarily. In example (43),
the event encoded by the complement clause Pan yutiih-uu n-nidaam-a ‘to topple
¯˙
˙ ˙
the regime’ in (43a) and by the nominalization Pitaahat-a n-nid
aam-i ‘toppling
¯˙
˙ ˙
the regime’ in (43a) describes the final state denoting the fall of the regime. In
both cases, the subject of the complement is unambiguously referenced to the
subject of the main predicate and there is no way of introducing a second lexical
subject in the complement clause which cannot be referenced to the subject of
the matrix verb. This explains why (44) is ill-formed in contrast to (45).
(43) a. Pistataac a l-masriyuunai
Pan
yutiih-uui
˙
˙
˙ PL
˙
succeeded
DEF-EgyptiansNOM to/that falln-nidaam-a
¯˙
DEF-regimeACC
‘The Egyptians succeded in toppling the regime.’
b. Pistataac a l-masriyuunai
Pitaahat-ai n-nidaam-i.
¯˙
˙
˙
˙ ˙
succeeded DEF-Egyptians-NOM toppling-ACC regimeGEN
‘The Egyptians succeeded in toppling the regime.’
(44) * Pistataac a l-masriyuunai
Pan
yutiih-uu
˙
˙
˙ ˙ PL
succeeded DEF-Egyptians-NOM to/that topplel-Pamriikiyuuna-j
n-nidaam-a
¯˙
DEF-Americans-ACC DEF-regimeACC
‘The Egyptians succeeded in making the American topple the regime.’
(45) Paraada c aly-uni d-dahaab-ai
Pilaa l-malc ab-i.
¯¯
wanted Ali-NOM DEF-going-ACC to DEF-stadium-GEN
‘Ali wanted to go to the stadium’
Lit: ‘Ali wanted (the) going to the stadium.’
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In addition, some classes of Arabic verbs show a complementation pattern similar
to the verb serialization strategy listed in Dixon (2006). A verb like badaPa
‘begin’ and a number of verbs of the same class express the proposition as a verbal
sentence headed by a finite verb placed directly after the matrix verb or its subject,
whereby the two verbs unambiguously share the same subject. Nevertheless, we
do not consider this construction as a serial verb construction since it lacks its
central properties. In a serialized verb construction, the serial verbs contribute in
building one predicate in a manner similar to complex predicates in some South
Asian languages (Butt, 1993). The verbs have an equal status in the sentential
hierarchy and no verb is supposed to be subordinate to the other. In addition,
the verbs participating in serialized construction can be marked equally in tense,
mode, aspect and there is no restriction on one of the verbs. As can be seen
clearly in (46) the complementation strategy used with the aspectual verb badaPa
‘begin’ is more like a complement clause. The second verb is indeed finite and has
the time marker present. The structural relation of the two verbs is a hierarchical
relation in which –similar to a normal complement clause– the first verb is the
matrix verb and the second is the head of an embedded clause. Here we assume
that we have to do with a complement clause without a complementizer. In LFG,
this is usually analysed as an XCOMP.
(46) badaPa r-radiic -u
ya-bokii.
˙
started DEF-baby-NOM MASC-cry
‘The baby started crying.’
This kind of complement clause also appears in alternation with an NP and is
assigned an OBJ function in terms of LFG, whereby the complement clause can
be alternatively used with a nominalization strategy as is shown in (47).
(47) badaPa r-radiic -u
l-bukaaP-a.
started DEF˙-baby-NOM DEF-crying-ACC
‘The bay started crying.’
Lit:‘The baby started the crying.’
In the next sections, we present a survey of the most frequent clausal complements
in Arabic and their usage and restrictions. We are particularly interested in the
type of clauses they introduce, the syntactic and semantic context in which they
occur and finally the type of structures they alternate with.
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4.4.1

Finite complements

Pan Complement Clause
The Pan complement clause is a complement clause headed by Pan ‘that’ and it is
similar to the English that because it introduces a finite clause with an overt or
covert subject and the regular word order VSO. However, as we will see at the end
of this section, ?an has also similarities to the English infinitive complementizer to
in that it constrains the tense of the verb to be the canonical present. The verb of
the CP carries all standard inflection and agreement markers available in Arabic
such as number, gender, and tense and Pan marks the verb of the embedded clause
with accusative case. This marking is overt when the prefixal position of the verb
is not already occupied by other markers with higher precedence as is the case for
number and gender markers. The subject, however, receives its regular marking
(nominative) from the verbal head of the CP.
(48) naway-tu
Pan Pa-dhab-a Pilaa s-sinimaa.
¯˙
entended-PERF-I that I-goACC to
DEF-cinema
‘I intended to go to the cinema.’
In a Pan clausal complement, the verb has to be adjacent to the complementizer
and anything that comes in between leads to ungrammaticality (49).
(49) * yuriidu l-laac ib-u
Pan
haadaa l-c am-i
yafuuz-a.
¯˙
want DEF-player-NOM to/that this
DEF-year-GEN win-ACC
‘The player wants to win this year.’
In the same context, the subject of the complement clauses headed by Pan is not
allowed to be adjacent to the complementizer (50).
(50) * yakrahu l-mušajjic -u
Pan lac ib-u-hu
hates
DEF-supporter-NOM that player-NOM-his
l-mufaddal-u
yanohazim-a.
˙
˙
DEF-preferred-NOM INCH-defeat-ACC
‘The supporter hates it when his preferred player is defeated.’
The verb of a complement clause headed by ?an can be coreferent with the subject
of the matrix verb in terms of a common anaphoric morpheme (appended on
both verbs). In the first case, no explicit lexical subject has to appear in the
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clausal complement and the agreement markers of the subordinate verb have to
correspond in number and gender to the subject of the matrix verb. Otherwise
the two subjects are interpreted as not beeing coreferent.
In addition, Pan allows only the nominal form of the subject, but not a pronominal
form. That is, if the subject has to be pronominal, then only the null-PRO version
is allowed. The occurrence of a personal pronoun in the subject position merely
has the function of emphasizing the subject. Its occurrence in a position adjacent
to the complementizer is ungrammatical (51).
(51) a. Pa-tamannaa Pan yanojah-a zayd-un fii l-Pimtihaan-i.
˙
˙ GEN
I-wish
that passes-ACC
Zayd-NOM in DEF-exam‘I wish that Zayd passes the exam.’
b. Pa-tamannaa Pan yanojah-a fii l-Pimtihaan-i.
˙
˙ GEN
I-wish
that passes-ACC
in DEF-exam‘I wish that he passes the exam.’
c. * Pa-tamannaa Pan huwa yanojah-a fii l-Pimtihaan-i.
˙
˙ GEN
I-wish
that he
passes-ACC
in DEF-exam‘I wish that he passes the exam.’
Pan, as is typical for a complementizer, plays no role in defining the grammatical
relation assigned to the clausal complement it heads. As we mentioned in section
4.4, syntactic and semantic properties of the matrix verb are responsible for this
task. However, the fact that different types of complementizers appear exclusively
with some classes of verbs but not with others, lets us assume that they do
not only signal the subordinate status of the following embedded clause (Awad,
1995, 2), but also semantic features of the matrix verbs such as deontic modality,
veridicality and some aspectual properties and/or the basic semantic relation
between predicate and complement (Noonan, 1985, 90–91). For instance, the
complementizer Pan is acknowledged to mark a subjunctive complement (AlSeghayar, 1997), which expresses deontic modalities such as obligation, permission
and prohibition as well as modal categories like unreality and possibility (Awad,
1995, 13). Classes of verbs that select Pan as the head of the complement clause
could generally be qualified as a class of manipulative or emotive verbs such
as Pamara ‘order’, ?ahabba ‘love’, ?araada ‘want’, in contrast to cognitive and
˙
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communicative verbs like c arafa ‘know’, šakka ‘doubt’, Paamana ‘believe’, which
select a different type of complementizer.
(52) Pamara l-qaaPid-u
Pan yataraajac -a l-junuud-u.
ordered DEF-chief-NOM that retreat-ACC DEF-soldiers-NOM
‘The chief ordered that the soldiers retreat.’
(53) * c arafa l-qaaPid-u
Pan yataraajac -a l-junuud-u.
knows DEF-chief-NOM that reatreat-ACC DEF-soldiers-NOM
‘The chief knows that the soldiers are retreating.’
(54) c arafa l-qaaPid-u
Panna l-junuud-a
taraajac -uu.
knows DEF-chief-NOM that DEF-soldiers-NOM reatreated-PL
‘The chief knows that the soldiers retreated.’
(53) is ungrammatical because the verb Parafa ‘know’ requires the declarative
complementizer Panna and not the subjunctive of Pan.
The subjunctive verb of a complement clause headed by Pan is inflected only for
number and gender but not for tense. This fact brings this type of clause closer
to infinitival complement clauses such as the English infinitive clause headed by
to. Therefore, the ungrammaticality of (55) is due to the presence of the future
marker sa on the verb.
c
(55) * Pajbara l-muc allim-u
l-ttilmiid-a
alaa Pan
¯¯
¯˙
forced DEF-teacher-NOM DEF-pupil-ACC on to/that
sa-yaqif-a
fii z-zaawiyat-i.
FUT-stand-ACC in DEF-corner-GEN
‘The teacher forced the pupil to stand in the corner.’

However, one may use (56a) as a counter example to the subjunctive analysis,
given that the matrix verbs are cognitive verbs, that is, verbs which are supposed
to select a different complementizer than Pan.
(56) a. Paqsama zayd-un Pan sa-yaġlibu c amr-an.
swore
Zayd-NOM that FUT-beat Amr-ACC
‘Zayd swore that he will beat Amr.’
b. Pazc aja-nii Pan ġalaba zayd-un c amr-an.
annoyed-me that beat Zayd-NOM Amr-ACC.
‘Zayd swore that he will beat Amr.’
(Al-Seghayar, 1997, 2)
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However, as stated in the traditional grammar of Arabic, the complemenizer
Pan in this case is a reduced form of the declarative complementizer Panna
imposed by the lack of a lexical subject and the adjacency of the verb to the
complemtizer. It is rather the subject of phonological constraints than the subject
of syntactic or semantic constraints. This point can be made evident by introducing
a noun subject. This operation is expected to trigger the (re-)introduction of the
complementizer Panna and to produce a grammatical sentence with declarative
verbs (57). With conjunctive verbs, the usage of Panna in all cases will lead to
ungrammaticality (58).
(57) Paqsama zayd-uni Panna-hui sa-yaġlibu c amr-an.
swore
Zayd-NOM that-he FUT-beat Amr-ACC
‘Zayd swore that he will beat Amr.’
(58) * Pamara l-qaaPid-u
Panna l-junuud-a
yataraajac -uu.
ordered DEF-chief-NOM that DEF-soldiers-NOM retreat-PL
‘The chief ordered the soldiers to retreat.’

4.4.2

Panna complementizer clause

Panna is the second important complementizer in Arabic. It heads a finite
complement clause with an overt or covert subject. The complement clause has
the word order SVO or VSO. In the VSO word order, however, the reduced form
Pan is used.
Unlike Pan, Panna can also head a nominal phrase, as shown in (59).
(59) yac olamu l-liibiyuun-a
Panna l-huriyat-a
qaadim-a.
˙ -freedom-ACC coming-F
know
DEF-Lybians-NOM that DEF
‘The Lybians know that freedom is coming.’
Panna marks a declarative proposition and is introduced by verbs of communication,
verbs of cognition and verbs of perception. That is, by verbs which imply the
statement of a fact as in c alima ‘know’, raPaa ‘see’, samic a ‘hear’, qaala ‘say’,
šac ara ‘feel’. (60).
(60) qaala r-raPiis-ui
Panna-hui sa-yadc amu s-salaam-a.
said DEF-president-NOM that-he FUT-support DEF-peace-ACC
‘The president said that he will support peace.’
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?anna does not mark the verb but the subject with the accusative case. This
also happens in situations where the verb and not the subject is adjacent to the
complementizer (59). Unlike Pan, it allows the subject of the complement clause
to appear as an embedded pronoun. In this case, it is directly attached to the
complement itself and fills its normal grammatical function as subject, although
it is marked with accusative case (61).
(61) yac olamu l-liibiyuun-a
Panna-hu
majnuun.
know
DEF-Lybians-NOM that-he.ACC crazy
‘The Lybians know that he is crazy.’
The Panna complement clause can be assigned the grammatical function of SUBJ,
OBJ, OBJ2 and OBL and can alternate with nominal phrases with the same
function. The verb of a complement clause headed by ?anna can be marked
with all possible tenses and modes (all but subjunctive), including the imperative
mode. The imperative however, requires the complementizer to be reduced to the
phonologically and prosodically lighter form Pan.

4.4.3

Non-finite complement clauses

Arabic also allows for complement clauses without an overt complementizer. Here,
the embedded clause shows all characteristics of normal (overtly marked) clausal
complement (seen above) with respect to the subordination to the matrix verb,
the restriction of word order and the coreference with the subject. It is found
with a small number of aspectual verbs like badaPa ‘start’, tafaqa ‘begin’, šarac a
˙
‘begin’ and Pistamarra ‘continue. (62).
(62) badaPa Zaydi -un yai -ktubu
Putruuhat-a-hu.
˙ ACC
˙ -his
started Zayd-NOM 3.PRS.MAS.SG-writes thesis‘Zayd starts writing his thesis.’
Similar to the embedded infinitival clause in English, the null complement clause
takes the subject of the matrix verb as its subject. That is, the clause is not
allowed to appear with an overt (nominal or pronominal) subject, and the verb
should agree in gender and number with the subject of the matrix verb. In
LFG, this case is generally known as control or raising (Bresnan, 2001) and the
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embedded clause is called XCOMP. Thus, (63) is ungrammatical, because the
verb of the complement clause does not agree in its gender (feminine) with the
subject of the matrix verb.
(63) * badaPa Zayd-uni ta-ktubuj
Putruuhat-a-haaj .
˙ ACC
˙ -his
started Zayd-NOM 3.PRS.F-SG-writes thesis‘Zayd started writing his thesis.’
Another similarity to the infinitive complement clause in English is the constraint
set on the tense marking. Only the canonical present tense is allowed to be marked
on the verb. It is worth noting that the present tense is used in Arabic for marking
timeless propositions and is related to the subjunctive. In our context, it has a
similar status as the infinitive. Other tense markers such as the future and the
past as well as mood markers such as the imperative lead to ungrammaticality
(64). The tense value of the embedded verb is indirectly contributed by the matrix
verb.
(64) * sa-yabdaP-u zayd-un sa-yaktubu Putruuhat-a-hu.
˙ ACC
˙ -his
FUT-starts Zayd-NOM FUT-writes thesis‘Zayd will start writing his thesis.’

4.5

Properties of Arabic verbs

Arabic does not have an infinitive form similar to the tenseless form of European
languages. Verbs are referred to in the third person masculine singular of the past
tense. Thus, the verb kataba encodes ‘to write’ and also the conjugated form ‘he
wrote’.
The verbs can be either transitive (mujarrad), transitive or ditransitive (maziid),
and are mostly pairs of a transitive form and an intransitive form, but they can
also be derivationally related in terms of other morpho-semantic features. Each
one of these forms can be derived from the other (4.2.2).
Alongside with main verbs, Arabic shows a variety of verb types:
light verbs are part of complex predications. Although they are autonomous
lexical items, they do not predicate like main verbs (Butt, 2010). They have a
little semantic content and only contribute general information such as aspect,
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mood or tense. In Arabic, as in many other languages, light verbs combine with
NPs especially deverbals (masdar), APs, VPs or PPs (65).
(65) a. Light verb + VP
qaama r-rajul-u
ya-c amalu.
start DEF-man-NOM he-work
‘The man starts to work.’
b. Light verb + NP
Palqaa l-Pustaad-u
muhaadarat-an.
˙ ˙IND-ACC
gave DEF-professor-NOM lecture‘The professor lectured.’
c. Light verb + PP
qaama l-laac ib-u
bi-majhuwwd-in
kabiir-in.
made DEF-player-NOM with-effort-IND+GEN big-IND+GEN
‘The player made a big effort.’
d. Light verb + AP
c
jac al-t
r-riyaada-t-u
adalaa-t-a-hu
qawiyy-t-an.
˙
˙
made-F-him DEF-sport-F-NOM musclePL-ACC-his strong-PL-ACC
‘The sport strengthened his muscles.’

Some of them can be used in alternation to morphemes introducing special pieces
of meanings. For instance, the light verb jac ala ‘make’ can be used in alternation
to the morpheme Pa- which introduces causation (primary and secondary) such as
in the verb Pa-ktaba ‘CAUS-write’ (see section (4.2.3)). In other cases, these verbs
may be used in a complementary manner with these morphemes. For instance, the
verb jac ala can be used to express the permissive causation and the morphemic
variation to express the coercive causation.
Auxiliary verbs in Arabic provide mainly tense, aspect or negation information
to the main verb. These are –among others– kaana ‘be’, ‘saara’ ‘become’ and
˙
‘laysa’ ‘not-be’. Since Arabic does not dispose of participial forms similar to
English or German, the finite form of the main verb is used in combination with
the auxiliary. In most cases, this form already possesses temporal information
and the auxiliary interacts with it to convey more complex temporal or aspectual
information. Thus, in (68), the combination between the auxiliary kaana and the
temporal information contributed by the present tense morpheme ya- produces the
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past progressive, and with the future sa- morpheme in (67), the simple conditional
is generated.
(66) kaana ya-quudu
sayyaarat-an.
was he+PST-drive car-IND.ACC
‘He was driving the car.’
(67) kaana sa-ya-biic u sayyaarat-a-hu.
was FUT-he-drive car-IND.ACC
‘He would buy his car.’
In other cases, auxiliaries are used in combination with other lexical elements to
express other complex tense and aspect information. For instance, in (68), the
auxiliary kaana ‘be’ is used in combination with the particle qad to express the
past perfect.
(68) kaana qad Pištaraa syyaarat-an.
had PST buy
car-IND.ACC
‘He had bought a car.’
Modal verbs or modal auxiliaries are a sub-class of auxiliary verbs. They
contribute modality information to the main verb. This information is of two
types:
a. Epistemic modality like possibility, likelihood, certainty or uncertainty.
b. Deontic modality such as ability, permission and duty.
In Arabic, modals are generally of two types. The first type contains verbs like
wajaba ‘must’, Pinbagaa ‘must’ and laabudda ‘must’. The first two modals are like
the French modal verb falloir ‘must’: They are impersonal and carry a frozen
third person singular agreement (ya-jibu, ya-nobagii ‘it-must’) but they can take
temporal markers and can be negated (69). The modal laabudda ‘it-must’ displays
neither agreement nor tense information nor can it be negated (71). The second
type of modal verb includes verbs like Paraada ‘want’, šaaPa ‘want/wish’ and
Pistataac a ‘can’, which carry subject agreement as well as temporal marking and
˙
can be negated.
(69) yajibu Pan ta-c uud-a
Pilaa l-bayt-i.
it-must to you-retrun-ACC to DEF-home-GEN
‘You must go home.’
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(70) yajibu Pan ta-c uud-a
Pilaa l-bayt-i.
it-must to you-retrun-ACC to DEF-home-GEN
‘You must go home.’
(71) tu-riidu
salmaa Pan ta-c uud-a
Pilaa l-bayt-i.
F+PRS-want Salma to you-return-ACC to
DEF-home-GEN
‘Salma wants to go home.’
Copula: the main copula in Arabic is kaana. However, other verbs like badaa
‘seem’ and dahara ‘seem’ can also be used as copula linking subject and predicate.
¯˙
As we mentioned
in section 4.3 Arabic exhibits cases where the copula is not
covertly realised. Many linguistics suggests a copular omission in present tense
(Bahloul, 1994; Bakir, 1980; Fassi Fehrri, 1993; Fassi Ferhri, 1982) as can be shown
in example (72). The presence of a copula becomes obligatory in past and future
tense contexts (73).
(72) al-jaww-u
jamiil-un
l-yawm-a.
DEF-weather-NOM nice-IND-NOM DEF-day-ACC
‘The weather is nice today.’
(73) sa-ya-kuwn al-jaww-u
jamiil-an
l-yawm-a.
FUT-M-be DEF-weather-ACC nice-IND-NOM DEF-tomorrow-ACC
‘The weather will be nice tomorrow.’
In this dissertation we are only concerned with main verbs and to some extent
with modal verbs insofar as they have a more contoured semantic profile, but not
with auxiliary verbs, since those are from a semantic point of view not important
for our classification.
The next chapter presents an overview of the types of alternations found
cross-linguistically. Additionally, it presents the list of alternations used by Levin
(1993) to classify English verbs and tests their availability in Arabic.
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Chapter 5
Alternations
5.1
5.1.1

Types of alternations
Argument alternations

The meaning of a sentence is a compositional construct in which the verb plays
a crucial role. However, the contribution of a verb in the meaning of a sentence
varies from cases where it is the central meaning forming element to cases where
the construction is responsible for building the meaning.
In the first case, the verb and its arguments are associated with a more or less
invariable meaning. The meaning of the sentence is predominately related to the
verb and syntactic alternations affect the argument realization without any impact
on the meaning of the sentence. For instance, the concept of possession transfer
described by verbs like Pac taa ‘give’, manaha ‘accord’, sallama ‘hand’, etc. can be
˙
˙
realized either with the argument structure in (1) or (2).
(1) V SUBJ OBJ OBJ2
(2) V SUBJ OBJ li ‘to’ OBJ
The two argument structures have the same meaning and the general conditions
under which the event is true are the same in both structures. The speaker’s
decision to use one of these structures has more to do with information packaging
priorities than with preferences related to two distinct meanings (Valduvi, 1992;
Vallduvi & Engdahl, 1996).
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The sentences built on the basis of the two alternating argument structures in
(1) and (2) are an instance of the dative alternation (Rappaport, 2008). If we
consider an argument structure to be the projection of a given meaning, than we
shall say that the two argument structures are alternating realizations of the same
meaning as exemplified in (3).
(3) Dative Alternation
a. Pahdaa l-malik-u
l-waziir-a
sajjaad-an.
presented DEF-king-NOM DEF-minister-ACC carpet-ACC-IND
‘The king presented the minister with a carpet.’
b. Pahdaa l-malik-u
sajjaad-an
li-l-waziir-i.
presented DEF-king-NOM carpet-ACC-IND to-DEF-minister-GEN
‘The king presented the minister with a carpet.’
Similarly, the causative alternation is realized by omitting the subject in the
structure V SUBJ OBJ and promotes the object to its position. As can be seen in
(4), Arabic marks the causative base verb qatac a ‘cut’ with the inchoative prefix
˙
Pin-.
(4) Causative/Inchoative Alternation
a. qatac a l-fallaah-u
š-šajarat-a.
˙
˙
cut
DEF-farmer-NOM DEF-tree-ACC
‘The farmer cut the tree.’
b. Pin-qatac a-t š-šajarat-u.
˙ F DEF-tree-NOM
INCH-cut‘The tree has been cut.’
The causative/inchoative alternation and other related alternations preserve the
meaning and relate the alternating sentences by subsumption. That is, the meaning of the inchoative sentence in (4b) is included in the meaning of the causative
sentence (4a).
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5.1.2

Alternating constructions

In two alternating constructions, the verb is not the main determinator of the
sentencial meaning. In terms of event decomposition we shall say that the
meaning denoted by the verb and its arguments is associated with a new meaning
component contributed by unsubcategorized elements. This can be illustrated
with the resultative alternation (Levin, 1993, 99–101) in English in (5).
(5) Resultative Alternation
a. John hit the door.
b. Paul hit the door open.
In (5a) the verb hit denotes an event involving contact by impact with the object
door. There is no way to entail a change of state of the object at the end of
the event. In (5b) however, we have to do with a complex event consisting of
the door being opened as a result of the previous event of hitting. The complex
event is the result of adding a new element to the arguments selected by the verb.
We shall notice here that the verb plays an undergoing role similar to the role
arguments play in a simple event. As answer to the question: ”What happened to
the door?” the speaker is more likely to answer with: ”the door has been opened”
than with: ”the door has been hit”. Additionally, replacing the verb hit with a
semanticly different verb like pull will have only a marginal effect on the meaning
of the sentence, since in both cases the event describes a state of affairs of the
door becoming open.
However, we cannot arbitrarily replace the verb hit since the resultative construction in (5b) sets grammatical and semantic restrictions to its predicates. For
instance, in English, a resultative phrase cannot be predicated of the subject of
a transitive verb or of obliques (see (6) and (7)) (for the comprehensive list of
restrictions on the resultative alternation see Levin, 1993, 99–101):
(6) * Polly cooked the cookies dirty.
(on the interpretation where Polly becomes dirty.)
(7) a. The Silversmith pounded the metal flat
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b. * The silversmith pounded on the metal flat.

(Levin, 1993, 100)

From a semantic point of view, stative verbs and verbs of directed motion are
excluded from the resultative construction, as shown in (8) and (9).
(8) * She loved him dead.
(9) * Willa arrived breathless.
(on the interpretation where the arriving makes Willa breathless)
1993, 100)

(Levin,

In Arabic, verbs of non-verbal expression like bakaa ‘cry’ and saraxa ‘scream’ are
˙
found in the so-called object reaction construction, a construction built by adding
a nonsubcategorized object to the intransitive verb to express a reaction of an
emotional experience (10):
(10) a. baka-ti l-Pumm-u.
cried-F DEF-mother-NOM
‘The mother cried.’
b. baka-ti l-Pumm-u
hasrat-a-haa
˙
cried-F DEF-mother-NOM sadnessACC-her
‘The mother cried her sadness.’
The simple event originally introduced by the verb, which consists of an animate
agent emitting a sound, composes with a new component hasrat ‘sadness’ to build
˙
a complex event which can be paraphrased as “the mother expresses her sadness
by crying”. Similarly to the resultative alternations in example (6) and (7), the
object reaction construction imposes constraints on the verb and its arguments.
In Arabic, the object should be related to the subject by a personal pronoun
(-haa ‘her’ in example (10). A definite, non-referenced object as in (11) is to
my knowledge not acceptable. An indefinite (nunated) non-referenced object
introduces a different meaning, which can be paraphrased with “the sadness
caused the mother to cry” (12).
(11) * baka-ti l-Pumm-u
l-hasrat-a.
˙ -sadness-ACC
cried-F DEF-mother-NOM DEF
* ‘The mother cried the sadness.’
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(12) baka-ti l-Pumm-u
hasrat-an.
˙
cried-F DEF-mother-NOM sadnessACC
‘The mother cried from sadness.’
While adding unsubcategorized arguments in the resultative construction and
the object reaction construction gives rise to a complex event structure, other
arguments trigger no change in verb meaning. In Arabic, as in many other
languages including English, the cognate object construction is built by adding an
unsubcategorized object with a zero-relation to the verb (the so-called “cognate
object”). With intransitive verbs as in (13) as well as with transitive verbs as
in (14), the cognate object does not add any new element to the event structure
associated with the verb and the meaning of the sentence is in both cases controlled
by the verb.
(13) Cognate Object Construction Alternation (intransitive):
a. naama t-tifl-u.
˙ ˙ -child-NOM
slept DEF
‘The child slept.’
b. naama t-tifl-u
nawm-an c amiiq-an.
˙ ˙ -child-NOM sleep-ACC deep-ACC
slept DEF
‘The child slept a deep sleep.’
(14) Cognate Object Construction Alternation (transitive):
a. qabbala zayd-un salmaa.
kissed Zayd-NOM Salma(ACC).
‘Zayd kissed Salma.’
b. qabbala zayd-un salmaa
qublat-an haarat-an.
kissed Zayd-NOM Salma(ACC) kiss-ACC hot-ACC
‘Zayd gave Salma a hot kiss.’
Cognate object alternations impose only grammatical constraints on the verb
but no semantic constraints. The treatment of about 8000 Arabic verbs in this
dissertation reveals only few cases where the cognate object construction was not
possible due to semantic criteria.1
1

This is mainly the case with verbs of the class Paraada ‘want’
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5.2

Alternations as filter for classes

The cognate object alternation does not have the filtering potential for allowing
it to classify verbs. Other constructions and alternations however possess this
potential and can be used to classify verbs in an efficient way. The constraints
they impose on verbs are sensitive to general properties of classes of verbs. Verbs
which have the ability to appear with one of these constructions or in a set of
alternating constructions are likely to share some meaning facets. In Arabic, as in
many other languages, the spray/load alternation is typically attested with two
or three homogeneous groups of verbs of putting and covering. Verbs like faraša
‘outspread’ hammala ‘load’ and dahana ‘smear’ all have the meaning of causing
˙
the motion of some object to some direction with a ‘holistic’ and a ‘partitive’
reading in contrast to other verbs which lack one of these readings, as is the case
for the verb ġattaa ‘cover’ (16).
˙˙
(15) Spray/Load Alternation
a. farraša l-c aamil-u
s-sajjaad-a
fiy
spread DEF-employee-NOM DEF-carpet-ACC in
l-mamar-i.
DEF-entrance-GEN
‘The employee spread the carpet in the entrance.’
b. farraša l-c aamil-u
l-mamarr-a
spread DEF-employee-NOM DEF-entrance-ACC
bi-s-sajjaad-i.
with-DEF-carpet-GEN
‘The employee covered the entrance with the carpet.’
(16) a. * ġattaa l-c aamil-u
s-sajjaad-a
fiy
˙
˙
covered DEF-employee-NOM DEF-carpet-ACC in
l-mamar-i.
DEF-enterance-GEN
* ‘The employee covered carpet in the entrance.
b. ġattaa l-c aamil-u
l-mamarr-a
˙˙
covered
DEF-employee-NOM DEF-entrance-ACC
bi-s-sajjaad-i.
with-DEF-carpet-GEN
‘The employee covered the entrance with the carpet.’
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In combination with other alternations, the detected verb classes can be finergrained and the semantic relation between the members of each of them can
consequently reach a remarkably precise degree of similarity.

5.3

Levin’s Verb Classes and Alternations for
Arabic

Levin (1993) shows the correlation between meaning and the syntactic behavior for a set of about 3200 English verbs. Semantic classes are built for verbs
according to their participation in predefined alternations. Superclasses such as
change of state verbs, transfer of possession verbs and verbs of emission define a
coarse-grained level of classification and group verbs which share a more general
semantic meaning. Finer-grained classes are rigidly built according to how verbs
of the superclasses realize their meanings on the lexical and syntactic level. Levin
first defines different forms of syntactic behavior of verbs and their manifestation
in one or more alternations and then proposes a verb analysis on the basis of
these alternations. She builds a collection of alternations containing 79 alternations, where the first part is considered to be the base form and the second the
transformed or derived form.
Work which seeks to classify the verbs of a language necessarily has to go the way
Levin went in classifying verbs of English. That is, defining the alternation system
of the language in a first step and then classifying verbs according to that system
in a second step. This is the way we decided to proceed too. However, since
delimiting the alternation system of one language could a research project in itself,
we decided to use the English alternation system for Arabic and to collect the part
of the system which is specific for Arabic in parallel. In other words, we propose
an alternation system for Arabic which exploits the universal validity of Levin’s
alternations in combination with language-specific alternations. The theoretical
base for this method is found in the universality postulate which asserts that
many meaning structures as reflected in diathesis alternations can be identified
cross-linguistically (Jackendoff, 1990a,b; Talmy, 1987). For instance, it is a matter
of fact that most natural languages dispose of the two basic grammatical relations
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subject and object. Thus, it is most likely that these languages also show the
syntactic behavior related to these relations. The associated argument realization
is expected to show two alternating structures: SUBJ V OBJ and SUBJ V, the
two instances of the causative/inchoative alternation.
Arabic-specific alternations are defined as alternating argument structures associated with typological properties of the language, such as the productive
morphology which, for instance, allows to systematically build cognate objects
for transitive verbs as well as intransitive verbs

1

or facilitates the multidirec-

tional derivation. The last property allow for two different causative alterations,
the causative/intransitive (inchoative) alternation and the intransitive (inchoative)/causative alternation (see sections 5.4.1.2 and 6.1.1).
Other Arabic-specific alternations are associated with specific structural elements
such as complement clauses preceeded by prepositions, deverbal constructions
(chapter 7), nunated objects (section 6.2), or some prepositional phrases with no
correspondence in English (chapter 6).
Most of Arabic-specific alternations were established by checking the presence of
Levin’s alternations for Arabic. Most of them are found in Arabic, but not in the
original format of their English counterparts. This is mostly the case for verbs
involving prepositional phrases. Thus, since verbs of two languages with a similar
meaning are not expected to subcategorize for PPs headed by the same preposition
(or the same set of prepositions), the related Levin alternations result in new—
Arabic-specific— alternations. The next chapter presents a comprehensive list of
Levin’s alternations found in Arabic with examples and short explanations. The
next two chapters present Arabic-specific alternations including those involving
complement clauses.

5.4

Testing Levin’s Alternations for Arabic

In this section we test the availability of Levin’s alternations for Arabic. Each
alternation is represented as a pair of sentences with more or less different argument
structures assumed to preserve the same meaning. The first sentence is considered
1

In English the “cognate object construction” is found only with some classes of intransitive
verbs but not with transitive verbs.
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to be the basic structure and the second one the derived (transformed) structure.
Alternations are defined as well-formed and available in Arabic when a given verb
or a verb class is found with both alternating structures and are considered to
be not available when a verb or a verb class is found with only one or with none
of the two alternating structures. Each alternation is referenced in Levin’s book
with an example from English followed with the classes of verbs it is found with.
Classes of verbs which are not found with an alternation are marked with a star.
Each alternation is followed by a comment showing the main properties of the
alternation and a comparative overview of its manifestation in Arabic.
Note that we do not present the exhaustive list of verbs contained in each
class, since this will give this dissertation an impracticable dimension, especially
when knowing that many of these lists will appear more than ones. However,
the reader is invited to consult or download Arabic VerbNet under http://
ling.uni-konstanz.de/pages/home/mousser/files/Arabic_verbnet.php for
the comprehensive class collection.

5.4.1

Causativity alernations

Causative verbs typically have the reading x cause y to V-intransitive (Levin, 1993).
As mentioned in section (4.2.1) Arabic recourses to morphological marking in order
to signal the causative alternations. Causative verbs can be decausativized by
adding prefixes like Pin- or ta- which cause the omission of the causative predicate
[CAUSE] and its argument agent from the semantic structure and promote the
object in the subject position on the syntactic level. Some verbs however, attest a
covert marking of decausativization similar to English.

5.4.1.1

Middle alternation

(17) a. The butcher cuts the meat.
b. The meat cuts easily.

(Levin, 1993, 25–26)

(18) * The tree cuts.
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(19) a. yaqtac a l-fallaah-u
š-šajarat-a.
˙
˙
cuts
DEF-farmer-NOM DEF-tree-ACC
‘The farmer cuts the tree.
b. tan-qatac a-t š-šajarat-u
bi-suhuulat-in.
˙
INCH-cuts
DEF-tree-NOM with-easiness-GEN
‘The tree cuts easily.
(20) tan-qatic u š-šajarat-u.
˙
INCH-cuts
DEF-tree-NOM
‘The tree has been cut.’
Comment:
The middle alternation as found in English rather describes the property of an
object than the event associated with the verb. Accordingly, it does not contain
a time reference. It differs from the reflexive (section 5.4.7) in that it entails an
unexpressed but understood agent who is not to be identified with the patient. It
is also different form the inchoative (section 5.4.1.2) in that it requires the presence
of an obligatory adverbial or modal element. In this sense, the middle alternation
is not found in Arabic, since, unlike English, the absence of an adverbial or modal
element does not lead to ungrammaticality (20).
5.4.1.2

Causative/Inchoative alternation

(21) a. Janet broke the cup.
b. The cup broke

(Levin, 1993, 29)

(22) a. kasara t-tifl-u
n-naafidat-a.
¯
˙ ˙ -child-NOM DEF-windowbroke DEF
ACC
‘The child broke the window.’
b. Pinokasara-ti n-naafidap-u.
¯
broke-F
DEF-window-NOM
‘The window broke.’
(23) Verbs of Change of State
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a. c addana ‘metalize’, c allaka ‘caramelize’, c aqqada ‘complicate’, c aqqama ‘sterilize’, šawwata ‘grieve’, qaddasa ‘make holy’, c akkara ‘discolor’, hayyada
˙
˙
‘neutralize’, Paddaba ‘make erudite’, Pac azza ‘glorify’, haraqa ‘burn ’, fataha
˙
˙
‘open’, ġalaqa ‘close’, Pajjaja ‘fan’, Palhaba ‘fan’, Panaara ‘light’, Pannaqa
‘make elegant’, Panc aša ‘reanimate’, Pawsada ‘close’, xassaba ‘fertilize’,
˙
˙˙
tarrafa ‘radicalize’, ballala ‘wet’, basotara ‘pasteurize’, bassaha ‘simplify’,
˙
˙
dahada ‘falsify’, dahowara ‘deteriorate’, faltaha ‘flatten’, fannada ‘nullify’,
˙ ˙
˙ ˙
Pawqada ‘light’, Pawsada ‘close’, Pistaslaha ‘reform’ Pazzama ‘aggravate’,
˙
˙ ˙
c
aqqada ‘complicate’, saqala ‘shine’, lammac a ‘glaze’, dahwara ‘deteriorate’,
˙
˙
dajjana ‘domesticate’, faaqama ‘aggravate’, faltaha ‘flatten’, fannada ‘nul˙ ˙
lify’, garraba ‘make strange’, gayyara ‘change’, hajjana ‘hybridize’, laxxasa
˙
‘summarize’, nawwac a ‘diversify’, Pawojaza ‘abbreviate’, xattana ‘circumcise’,
Payoqada ‘waken’ . . .
¯˙
c. Zero-related to Nouns sannama ‘idolize’, šayyac a ‘make to a Shiite’,
˙
c
arraba ‘arabize’, c assala ‘make to honey’, Pisotac obada ‘enslave’, Paksada
‘oxidize’, Pammama ‘nationalize’, Pannata ‘feminize’, damaqrata ‘democra¯
˙
tize’, dastara ‘constitutionalize’, jabbana ‘make to cheese’, zabbada ‘make
to butter’, jannasa ‘naturalize’, kabrata ‘sulfurize’, kallasa ‘calcify’, maPsasa
‘institutionalize’, maddana ‘urbanize’, magnata ‘magnetize’, rajjala ‘make
˙
to a man’, rasmala ‘capitalize’, nassara ‘christianize’, qannana ‘legalize’,
˙˙
dahhaba ‘make to gold’, xasxasa ‘privatize’, karmala ‘caramelize’ . . .
¯
˙ ˙
d. Zero-related to Country Names fatnama ‘vietnamize’, c arqana ‘irakize’,
Pafġana ‘afghanize’, Pafraqa ‘africanize’, Pamraka ‘americanize’, Pasobana
‘make Spanish’, Pasorala ‘Israelize’, Pawraba ‘make European’, sawmala
˙
‘somalize’, balqana ‘balkanize’, farnasa ‘frenchify’, Pasobana ‘hispanize’,
jaromana ‘germanize’, labnana ‘libanize’, magraba ‘moroccanize’ . . .
e. -ana verbs: c almana ‘mondialize’, šaxsana ‘personalize’, Panosana ‘human˙
ize’, c aqlana ‘make rational’ . . .
(24) a. c arraba-ti l-hukuumat-u
t-tadriis-a.
˙
arabized-F DEF-government-NOM DEF-studies-ACC.
‘The government arabized the studies.’
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b. ta-c arraba
t-tadriis-u.
INCH-arabized DEF-studies-NOM.
‘The studies arabized.’
(25) Verbs of Degradation of Material Integrety
a. qatac a ‘cut’ verbs: hadda ‘cut’, halhala ‘degradate’, hasama ‘cut’, hazza
˙ ¯¯
˙ ˙
˙
˙
˙
‘cut’, sarama ‘cut’, sarrama ‘cut’, šatara ‘split’, šaqqa ‘cleave’, šaršara ‘chip’,
˙
˙
˙
batala ‘cut’, batara ‘truncate’, batta ‘cut’, battala ‘cut’, bazala ‘clip’, fassala
˙˙
‘truncate’, fasasa ‘rip’, fallada ‘cut’, faraa ‘clip’, farama ‘fleece’, faxata ‘cut’,
¯
˙ ˙
jadama ‘cut’, jabba ‘truncate’, jadac a ‘cut’, jaraza ‘cut’, jazala ‘chop’, jazama
¯
‘clip’, jazza ‘snip’, jazzaPa ‘shear’, mazzaqa ‘rip’, qassa ‘gash’, qattac a ‘INTS˙˙
˙˙
cut’, qatac a ‘cut’, našara ‘saw’, qassa ‘cut’, qasaba ‘chop’, qasala ‘cut’,
˙
˙˙
˙
˙
qattac a ‘INTS-cut’, qatac a ‘cut’, qatala ‘truncate’, qatama ‘cut’, qabba ‘cut’,
˙˙
˙
˙
˙
qarata ‘chop’, qarrata ‘chop’, xazala ‘truncate’
˙
˙
b. kasara ‘break’ verbs: šaddaa ‘split’, šadaxa ‘fracture’, šaqqa ‘crack’,
¯˙ ¯˙
šaqqaqa ‘INTS-crack’, hattama
‘crumble’, fakkaka ‘fragment’, falaqa ‘split’,
˙ ˙˙
fataqa ‘tear’, haššama ‘smash’, hasara break’, haada ‘fragment’, harasa
˙
˙
‘shatter’, kasara ‘break’, kassara ‘INTS-break’, . . .

(26) a. kasara s-sabiy-u
l-kaPs-a.
˙
˙
broke DEF-boy-NOM DEF-glass-ACC
‘The boy broke the glass.’
b. Pn-kasara z-zujaaj-u
INCH-broke DEF-glass-NOM
‘The glass broke.’
(27) dammara ‘destroy’ verbs:
Pabaada ‘exterminate’, Pahlaka ‘destroy’, Patlafa ‘devastate’, dac dac a ‘raze’,
˙ ˙
hattama ‘wreck’, tamasa ‘unmake’, dakka ‘ruin’, dammara ‘destroy’, fasaxa
˙ ˙˙
˙
‘annihilate’, haššama ‘desecrate’, hadama ‘demolish’, hadda ‘ruin’, haddama
‘demolish’, laašaa ‘annihilate’, naqada ‘ruin’, qadda ‘ravage’, qawwada ‘undo’,
˙
˙˙
˙
xarraba ‘ruin’, . . .
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(28) a. dammara l-waaqic -u
Pahlaam-a-hu.
˙
destroyed DEF-reality-NOM dreamsACC-his
‘The reality destroyed his dreams.’
b. ta-dammara-t
Paholaam-u-hu.
˙
INCH-destroyed-PL dreamsNOM-his
‘His dreams have been destroyed.’
(29) mazaja ‘mix’ verbs: Paalafa ‘consolidate’, Pallafa ‘consolidate’, Paqrana
‘join’, šaabaka ‘connect’, jamac a ‘join’, laPama ‘join’, laahama ‘unite’, maazaja
˙
‘intermix’, mazaja ‘mix’, qarana ‘join’, rabata ‘tie’, waššaja ‘tie’, wahhada
˙
˙˙
‘unite’, wasala ‘connect’, xaalata ‘intermix’, xalata ‘mix’, xallata ‘INTS-mix’,
˙
˙
˙
˙
zaawaja ‘pair’, zawwaja ‘pair’, . . .
(30) a. mazaja-t salmaa
l-bayod-a
wa-l-haliib-a.
˙ ACC and-DEF
˙ -milk-ACC
mixed-F salma(-NOM) DEF-eggs‘Salma mixed the eggs with milk.’
b. Pi-mtazaja l-baydu
wa-l-haliib-u.
˙
˙ -milk-NOM
INCH-mixed DEF-eggs-NOM and-DEF
‘The eggs and the milk mixed.’
(31) sallaa ‘amuse’ verbs: dammara ‘break’, faajaPa ‘surprise’, fatana ‘seduce’,
haddada ‘menace’, hamma ‘sadden’, hammasa ‘enthuse’, istafazza ‘provoke’,
jadaba ‘attract’, jaraha ‘hurt’, mattac a ‘amuse’, qazzaza ‘disgust’, raac a
¯
˙
‘disgust’, sarra ‘gratify’, waasaa ‘console’, zac zac a ‘distabilize’, . . .
(32) a. sallaa l-bahlawaan-u l-Patfaal-a.
amused DEF-clown-NOM DEF˙-children-ACC
‘The clown amused the children.’
b. ta-sallaa
l-Patfaal-u.
INTR-amused DEF˙-children-NOM
‘The children were amused.’
(33) * Pahabba ‘love’ verbs: Pac dama ‘glorify’, Pac azza ‘cherish’, Paġbata
˙
˙
˙
‘envy’, Pahabba ‘love’, Pataaqa ‘tolerate’, Paatara ‘prefer’, Pajalla ‘glorify’,
¯
˙
˙
Pallaha ‘idolize’, Panifa ‘reject’, Pbġada ‘abhor’, c ašiqa ‘love’, c aafa ‘detest’,
˙
hasada ‘envy’, faddala ‘prefer’, ic tabara ‘consider’, Pizdaraa ‘debase’, kariha
˙
˙˙
‘hate’, maqata ‘abominate’, . . .
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(34) a. yakrahu nabil-un t-tawm-a
¯¯
hates
Nabil-NOM DEF-garlic-ACC
‘Nabil hates garlic.’
b. * Pin-karaha t-tawm-u.
¯¯
INCH-hates DEF-garlic-NOM
* ‘Garlic hates.’
(35) Verbs of change of possession
a. * Pac taa ‘lend’ verbs: Pac taa ‘lend’, Pac aara ‘give’, Paata ‘lend’, Pajjara
˙
˙
‘lease’, Paqada ‘lend’, Phodaa ‘present’, baac a ‘sell’, karaa ‘lease’, mallaka
˙
‘CAUS-own’, manaha ‘give’, naawala ‘hand’, . . .
˙
b. * Pawrata ‘bequeath’ verbs: Paqtac a ‘allocate’, Pawrata ‘bequeath’, kataba
¯
¯
˙
‘allocate’, qatac a ‘allocate’, taraka ‘leave’, warrata ‘bequeath’, xassasa ‘allot’
¯
˙
˙˙ ˙
c. * radda ‘give back’ verbs: Pac aada ‘give back’, Paddaa ‘pay’, Parjac a
‘turn back’, c ahida ‘confide’, hawwala ‘send’, dafac a ‘pay’, farraqa ‘distribute’,
˙
qaddama ‘give’, radda ‘turn back’, rajjac a‘turn back’, saddada pay back’,
wazzac a‘distribute’

(36) a. Pac taa c aliy-un l-kitaab-a
li-sadiiq-in.
˙
˙
gave Ali-NOM DEF-book-NOM to-friendGEN
‘Ali gave the book to a friend.’
b. * Pin-c ataa l-kitaab-u
li-s-sadiiq-i.
˙
˙ -friend-GEN.
INCH-gave DEF-book.NOM to-˙DEF
* ‘The book gave to the friend.’
(37) Verbs of Contact by impact:
a. safac a ‘spank’ verbs: c adda ‘bite’, c azara ‘hit’, daraba ‘hit’, safac a ‘spank’,
˙˙
˙
˙
˙
safaqa ‘spank’, sakka ‘nudge’, tac ana ‘stab’, taraqa ‘cuff ’, daqqa ‘hit’, fašaxa
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘spank’, falaqa ‘hit’, kasac a ‘hit’, latac a ‘spank’, latama ‘spank’, lakaPa ‘punch’,
˙
˙
lakama ‘punch’, lakaza ‘punch’, lakka ‘punch’, . . .
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b. damaġa ‘hit-on-the-head’ verbs: c arqaba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, dalac a ‘hit˙
on-the-side’, damaġa ‘hit-on-the-head’, jalada ‘belt’, karac a ‘hit-on-the-ankle’,
qafaa ‘hit-on-the-nape’, qarana ‘hit-on-the-horn’, raPasa ‘hit-on-the-head’,
c

aqaba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, dalac a ‘hit-on-the-rib’, hašaa ‘hit-on-the-stomach’,
˙
˙
qafada ‘hit-on-the-neck’, qahafa ‘hit-on-the-head’, daqana ‘hit-on-the-chin’,
˙
kac aba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, batana ‘hit-on-the-stomach’, jabaha ‘hit-on-the˙
˙
forehead’

(38) a. yadribu l-haddaad-u
l-mac din-a
bi-l-mitraqat-i.
˙
˙
˙ -hammer-GEN.
hits
DEF-forger-NOM DEF-metal-ACC with-DEF
‘The forger hits the metal with the hammer.’
b. Pin-daraba l-mac din-u
bi-l-mitraqat-i.
˙
˙ -hammer-GEN
INCH-hits DEF-metal-NOM with-DEF
‘The metal has been hit with the hammer.’
(39) Verbs of Killing
a. qatala ‘murder’ verbs:

Pac dama ‘execute’, Pabaada ‘exterminate’,

Pahlaka ‘perish’, Pamaata ‘CAUS-die’, Pardaa ‘kill’, c aqara ‘immolate’, saffaa
˙
‘execute’, dakkaa ‘immolate’, dabaha ‘butcher’, iġtaala ‘murder’, nahara
¯
˙
˙
‘butcher’, qatala ‘kill’
b. sammama ‘poison’ verbs: Paġraqa ‘drwon’, ġarraqa ‘drown’, salaba ‘cru˙
cify’, tac ana ‘knife’, rajama ‘stone’, samma ‘poison’, sammama ‘poison’,
˙
xanaqa ‘suffocate’, šanaqa ‘hang’

(40) a. sammama l-jaasuus-u
l-qaaPid-a.
poisoned DEF-spy-NOM DEF-leader-ACC
‘The spy poisoned the leader.’
b. ta-sammama l-qaaPid-u.
INCH-poisoned DEF-leader-NOM
‘The leader has been poisoned.’
(41) * Verbs of Message Transfer
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a. šaraha ‘explain’ verbs: Padhara ‘show’, Paftaa ‘dictate’, Palqaa ‘recite’,
¯˙
˙
c
Pamlaa ‘dictate’, Pawdaha ‘clarify’,
allala ‘prove’, šaraha ‘explain’, hakaa
˙ ˙
˙
˙
‘narrate’, barrara ‘explain’, bayyana ‘show’, fassala ‘explain’, fassara ‘inter˙˙
pret’, jallaa ‘explain’, qassa ‘narrate’, qaala ‘tell/say’, qaraPa ‘read’, rawaa
˙˙
‘narrate’, sarada ‘narrate’, talaa ‘read’, waddaha ‘explain’, wassala ‘commu˙˙ ˙
˙˙
nicate’

(42) a. šaraha
l-mudarris-u
l-bayot-a
˙
explained DEF-teacher-NOM DEF-verse-ACC
li-t-talabat-i-hi.
˙ -students-GEN-his.
to-˙DEF
‘The teacher explained the verse to his students.’
b. * Pin-šaraha
l-bayot-u
li-t-talabat-i.
˙
˙ -students-GEN
INCH-explained
DEF-verse-NOM to-˙DEF
* ‘The verse explained to the students.’
(43) wadac a: ‘put’ class: Padraja ‘insert’, Padxala ‘CAUS-enter’, Parsaxa
˙
‘plant’, tabbata ‘position’, ġarasa ‘plant’, hatta ‘place’, tamara ‘bury’, dafana
¯
˙ ˙˙
˙
‘bury’, mawdac a ‘place’, mawqac a ‘position’, qabara ‘bury’, rakana ‘park’,
˙
rakaza ‘position’, rakkaza ‘position’, ramasa ‘bury’, rassaxa ‘plant’, wadac a
˙
‘put’, zarac a‘implant’, . . .
(44) a. wadac a l-muwaddaf-u
l-milaffaat-a
fii
¯˙ ¯˙
˙
put
DEF-functionary-NOM DEF-dossiers-ACC in
d-daraji.
DEF-drawer-GEN
‘The functionary put the dossiers in the drawer.’
b. Pin-wadac a-ti l-milaffaat-U
fii d-daraji.
˙
INCH-put
DEF-dossiers-NOM in DEF-drawer-GEN
‘The dossiers have been put in the drawer.’
Comment:
The causative/inchoative alternation is a very frequent alternation in Arabic.
However it is not always triggered by the presence of a causative predicate in
the semantic composition of verbs. Thus, although verbs of message transfer
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or possession transfer involve a causative meaning, they are not found with the
inchoative alternation. However, unlike English all causative verbs of change of
position in Arabic such as wadac a ‘put’, c allaqa ‘hang’ are found in the inchoative
˙
alternation. Some causative psych verbs of the class Pahabba ‘love’ are found
˙
with the inchoative alternation in some colloquial variations of Arabic (Egyptian
Arabic). In modern standard Arabic however, there is no evidence of this use.
According to the derivational model adopted in this work, the inchoative meaning
of a verb can be encoded as a simple form or as a derived form. As we have seen,
simple forms typically have the pattern CaCaCa, CaCiCa or CaCuCa. Derived
inchoative verbs show one various, e.g. pattern Pin-CaCaCa, ta-CaCCala. Thus,
most change of state verbs that incorporate adjectives are noncausative in the base
form and causative in the derived form (45). They will be treated separately in
association with the Arabic-specific alternation noncausative/causative alternation
in section 6.1. However, change of state verbs with a zero-relation to nouns
like maddana ‘urbanize’ are mostly causative in the base form and inchoative
in the derived form ta-maddana ‘INCH-urbanize’. They accordingly reflect the
derivational direction shown in (46).
(45) Root =⇒Inchoative form =⇒Causative form =⇒. . .
(46) Root =⇒Causative form =⇒Inchoative form =⇒. . .
The inchoative in Arabic, as well as in many Semitic languages and also in some
romance languages, often intersects with the reflexive in using the same morphological material. This intersection has lead Chierchia (1989) to consider them
as being an identical phenomena. He claims that in both cases the morphology
attributes the instigation of the denoted event to the patient (or theme) itself.
However, as Doron (2003) demonstrates, this is only true for reflexives and not for
inchoatives. Thus, as in Hebrew, the Arabic verb Pin-walada ‘INCH-bear’ cannot
be paraphrased as ‘give birth to itself ’, as is the case in the reflexive reading of a
verb like Pi-gotasala ‘REFL-wash’ which allows the paraphrase ‘to wash himself ’.
The inchoative always entails an understood causer which cannot be identified
with the undergoer. With the reflexive however, the causer and the undergoer
are identical. This consideration has two implications: First, not all verbs that
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allow for the inchoative also allows for the reflexive. Consequently not all verbs
that allow for the reflexive allow for the inchoative. However, this does not mean
that the inchoative and the reflexive are mutually exclusive. Some verbs allow
for both readings at the same time. For instance, the verb jahhaza ‘equip’ of
the class jahhaza ‘equip’ has one derived form ta-jahhaza which can have two
interpretations: ‘y is equipped with z (by x) where x is an understood agent’, and
‘z equips themself with y where z is (also) an agent’. This is also true for some
causative psych verbs like sallaa ‘amuse’. The middle form of these verbs, for
instance ta-sallaa ‘MID-amuse’, has the interpretation of ‘y is amused (by x)’,and
‘ y amuse him/herself ’. A test to distinguish the reflexive from the inchoative is
to use the verb in a complement of najaha ‘succeed’ shown in (47) and (48).
˙
(47) najaha
s-sabiy-ui
fiy Pano yai -tasallaa.
˙
˙ ˙ -boy-NOM in that he-amuse
succeeded
DEF
‘The boy succeeded in amusing himself.’

,

(48) * najaha
s-sabiy-ui
fiy Pano yai -hzana.
˙
˙
˙
˙
succeeded DEF-boy-NOM in that he-sadden
* ‘The boy succeeded in being sad.’
This test succeeds only with verbs whose external argument can be correferent to
the subject of the matrix verb, in other words, it is only applicable for verbs whose
subject has the same semantic properties as the subject of the matrix verb najaha
˙
‘succeed’. These properties are mainly agentive features like volition, sentience,
perception, etc (Dowty, 1991). Thus, the verb ta-sallaa ‘MID-amuse’ passes the
test, whereas the verb hazina ‘MID-sadden’ of the same class does not, which
˙
means that it can only be used with the inchoative.

5.4.1.3

Induced action alternation

(49) a. Sylvia jumped the horse over the fence.
b. The horse jumped over the fence.

(Levin, 1993, 31)

(50) qafaza ‘jump’ verbs
Pafaqa ‘travel’, Pahrac a ‘speed’, Pakraba ‘rush’, Pasraa ‘walk by night’, c aama
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‘swim’, c adaa ‘run’, c araja ‘limp’, dalac a ‘limp’, habaa ‘crawl’, taara ‘fly’,
¯˙
˙
˙
tafara ‘jump’, baxtara ‘strut’, dabba
‘crawl’, daraja ‘step’, farqac a ‘run’,
˙
hafaa ‘jump’, harwala ‘trot’, hazac a ‘hurry’, jaaba ‘tour’, jaraa ‘run’, . . .
c
(51) a. qafaza l-hisaan-u
alaa l-haajiz-i.
˙
˙
˙ -barrier-GEN
jumped DEF-horse-NOM over DEF
‘The horse jumped over the barrier.’
c
b. qaffaza l-faaris-u
l-hisaan-a
alaa l-haajiz-i.
˙
˙
˙ -barrier-GEN
jumped DEF-cavalier-NOM DEF-horse-ACC over DEF
‘The cavalier jumped the horse over the barrier.’

Comment:
This alternation is found with intransitive verbs of motion involving an active
and volitional instigator. It is considered an instance of the causative alternations
since it increases the valency of the verbs by introducing a new argument wich
has the role cause. It differs form the causative/inchoative alternation in several
points:
1. It shows the inverse derivational direction since the intransitive verb is the
base form and the transitive verb is the derived form.
2. Accordingly, the derived causative form is marked morphologically, whereas
the intransitive form is not.
3. The derived causative form is marked by the prefix Pa- jaraa/Pa-jraa
‘run/CAUS-run’ or by the gemination of the second root consonant qafaza/qaffaza
‘jump/CAUS-jump’.
4. The subject of the intransitive verb is not assigned an undergoer role but
volitional agent-like role (volitional theme).
Similar to the run class in English, these verbs in Arabic involve an accompanied
motion of the cause. The example sentence in (51) has the meaning of the cavalier
causing the horse to jump, without implying an accompanied motion, because
the cavalier is not riding the horse. The other meaning involves an accompanied
motion since the cavalier is riding the horse.
Similar to the indirect causative, the subject in the b-variant can be an abstract
cause or a natural force.
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5.4.1.4

Substance/Source alternation

(52) a. Heat radiates from the sun.
b. The sun radiates heat.

(Levin, 1993, 32–33)

(53) Verbs of substance emission
a. nazafa ‘bleed’ verbs: nazafa ‘bleed’, wakafa ‘drip’, saala ‘leak’, natac a
‘ooze’, nataha ‘seep’, rašaha ‘exude’, Pazaba ‘gush’, wazaba ‘squirt’, qatara
˙
˙
˙
‘drip’, . . .
b. Pafraza ‘secrete’ verbs: Pafraza ‘secrete’, Paxraja ‘exude’, bac ata ‘radiate’,
¯
dafac a ‘emanate’, nafata ‘putt’, sajama ‘leak’, darafa ‘drip’, . . .
¯
¯
(54) a. nazafa d-dam-u min l-jurh-i
˙
bled DEF-blood from DEF-woundGEN
‘The blood dripped from the wound.’
b. nazafa l-jurh-u
dam-an.
˙
bled DEF-wound-NOM bleed-ACC
‘The wound dripped blood’
Comment:
The main property of the substance/source alternation is the alternating realization
of the theme (the substance) and the source (the emitter) in the subject position.
In the base construction in (54a), the substance is realized as the subject and
the source is realized as the object of the preposition min ‘from’. In the derived
construction in (54b), the source is realized as the subject and the theme as the
direct object. Most verbs of the class nazafa ‘bleed’ require no morphological
marking to participate in this alternation. That is, for the base form as well as
for the transformed form, the verb has the same morphological form. Verbs of the
class Pafraza ‘secrete’ however, mark the accusative verb form in some cases, e.g.
Pa-xraja/xaraja ‘CAUS-exude/INCH-exude’ and the intransitive unaccusative verb
form in other cases bac at/Pin-bac at ‘radiate/INCH-radiate’.
¯
¯
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5.4.1.5

Unspecified object alternation

(55) a. Mike ate the cake.
b. Mike ate. (→Mike ate a meal or something one typically eats.) (Levin,
1993, 33)
(56) c allama ‘teach’ verbs: c allama ‘teach’, darrasa ‘teach’, laqqana ‘teach’

(57) a. yudarrisu l-rriyaadiy-u
l-jabr-a.
˙
teaches DEF-mathematicianNOM DEF-algebra-ACC
‘The mathematician teaches algebra.’
b. yudarrisu l-rriyaadiy-u.
˙
teaches DEF-mathematicianNOM
‘The mathematician teaches’
(58) gannaa ‘sing’ verbs: Panšada ‘chant’, rattala ‘carol’, Pirtajala ‘improvise’,
lac iba ‘play’, šadaa ‘sing’, mattala ‘act’, kataba ‘write’, Pallafa ‘compose’,
¯¯
gannaa ‘sing’, rasama ‘paint’, . . .

(59) a. rasama-t salmaa lawhat-an.
˙
painted-F Salma tableauACC
‘Salma painted a tableau.’
b. rasama-t salmaa.
painted-F Salma
‘Salma painted.’
(60) Pakala ‘eat’ verbs: Pakala ‘eat’, PaklaPa ‘eat’ (for animals) , c alafa ‘eat’
(for animals) , šariba ‘drink’, tac ima ‘eat’, kalaPa ‘eat’ (for animals) , radac a
˙
˙
‘INCH-suckle , warada ‘drink’ (for animals)

(61) a. Pakala t-tifl-u
l-kac kat-a.
˙
˙
ate
DEF-child-NOM DEF-cake-ACC
‘The child at the cake.’
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b. Pakala t-tifl-u.
˙ ˙ -child-NOM
ate
DEF
‘The child ate.’
(62) šaraha ‘explain’ verbs (some): Paftaa ‘dictate’, Pamlaa ‘dictate’, Pawdaha
˙ ˙
˙
‘explain’, šaraha ‘explain’, hakaa ‘narrate’, fassala ‘explain’, fassara ‘interpret’,
˙
˙
˙˙
qaraPa ‘read’, . . .

(63) a. šaraha
l-muc allim-u
d-dars-a.
˙
explained DEF-teacher-NOM DEF-lection-ACC
‘The teacher explained the lection.’
b. šaraha
l-muc allim-u.
˙
explained
DEF-teacher-NOM
‘The teacher explained.’
Comment:
This is one of the most frequent alternations in Arabic and is often related to
activity verbs. The object of the transitive verb can either be specified or not.
The verb in the intransitive variant does not require morphological marking. The
understood object in the intransitive reading is characterized to be a typical object
of the verb. Thus, the understood (unspecified) object of a verb like ‘Pakala ‘eat’
in the b-variant of (61) is typically and unambiguously a comestible and solid
object.
5.4.1.6

Understood body-Part object alternation (intransitive)

(64) a. The departing passenger waved his hand at the crowd.
b. The departing passenger waved at the crowd.

(Levin, 1993, 34–35)

(65) Verbs of gestures/signs involivng body parts:
a. * lawwaha ‘wave’ verbs: Pašaara ‘point’, PawmaPa ‘wink’, Pawmada
˙
˙
‘gesture’, šawwara ‘point’, safaqa ‘clap’, saffaqa ‘clap’, basbasa ‘squint’, laaha
˙
˙
˙ ˙
˙
‘wave’, lammaha ‘gesture’, lawwaha ‘wave’, wamaPa ‘wink’, xafaqa ‘cock’,
˙
˙
gamaza ‘wink’, . . .
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b. fagara ‘open (mouth)’ verbs (some): fagara ‘open (mouth)’, qattaba
˙˙
‘raise (brows)’

(66) a. * lawwaha l-musaafir-u
yad-a-hu
˙
waved DEF-traveler-NOM hand-ACC-his
‘The traveler waved his hand.’
b. lawwaha l-musaafir-u.
waved ˙ DEF-traveler-NOM
‘The traveler waved.’
(67) a. qattaba-t salmaa
˙ ˙ F Salma
raised‘Salma raised her

haajib-ay-haa
li-suluuk-i-hi.
˙
brow-DUAL-herACC at-behavior-GEN-his
brows at his behavior.’

b. qattaba-t salmaa
li-suluuk-i-hi.
˙
˙
raised-F Salma-NOM at-behavior-GEN-his
‘Salma raised (her brows) at his behavior.’
(68) Verbs of caring for a specific body part:
a. halaqa ‘shave’ verbs: halaqa ‘shave’, hannaa ‘henna’, kahhala ‘treat the
˙
˙
˙˙
˙
eyelids with kohl’, maššata ‘braid’, mašata ‘INTENS-braid’, sabaġa ‘color’,
˙
˙
sawwaka ‘brush’ (with a special brush) , namasa ‘pluck’, c akkara ‘rouge’
˙
b. * natafa ‘pluck’ verbs:

c

aqasa ‘plait’, šatafa ‘rinse’, šaddaba ‘snip’,
¯¯
˙
˙
šamma a ‘gel’, dafara ‘plait’, ġasala ‘wash’, saffafa ‘braid’, baraa ‘file’,
˙
˙
barada ‘file’, dahana ‘gel’, jadala ‘plait’, mawwaja ‘wave’, natafa ‘pluck’,
c

qallama ‘cut’, xadaba ‘paint’
˙
(69) a. halaqa l-muwaddaf-u
lihyat-a-hu.
˙
˙˙
˙
shaved
DEF-functionaryNOM beardACC-his
‘The functionay shaved his beard.’
b. halaqa l-muwaddaf-u
˙
˙˙
shaved
DEF-functionaryNOM
‘The functionay shaved (his beard).’
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(70) a. barada-t sihaam-un Padaafir-a-haa.
¯˙
filed-F Siham-NOM nailsACC-her
‘Siham filed her nails.
b. * barada-t sihaam-un.
filed-F Siham-NOM
‘Siham filed.’
(71) * lamasa ‘touch’ verbs: c araka ‘wring’, hakka ‘rub’, harata ‘massage’,
˙
˙
baasa ‘kiss’, dac aka ‘rub’, dalaka ‘massage’, Pijtassa ‘touch’, Piltamasa
‘touch’, jassa ‘touch’, latama ‘kiss’, lahasa ‘lick’, latac a ‘lick’, lahasa ‘lick’,
¯
˙
˙
lamasa ‘touch’, lassa ‘lick’, marasa ‘wring’, masada ‘massage’, massa ‘touch’,
qabbala ‘kiss’, qarasa ‘string’, tahassasa ‘touch’, talammasa ‘touch’
˙
˙
(72) a. hakka l-laac ib-u
jabiin-a-hu.
˙rubbed DEF-player-NOM forehead-ACC-his
‘The player rubbed his forehead.’
b. * hakka l-laac ib-u.
˙
rubbed
DEF-player-NOM
‘The player rubbed (his forehead).’
Comment:
This alternation is characteristic of verbs involving a body part of the main
participant (agent). The body part is realized as the object and can be unspecified
in the b-variant. Most of the verbs found with this alternation are verbs of caring
for a specific body part. They are not found with verbs of gesture and sign,
although these also involve a specific body part. The body part here is realized as
the object of the preposition bi ‘with’, and can also be unspecified as an instance
of a different alternation. This alternation is morphologically unmarked.
5.4.1.7

(Understood) reflexive object alternation

(73) a. Jill dressed herself hurriedly.
b. Jill dressed hurriedly.

Levin (1993, 35–36)

(74) Verbs of caring for the whole body
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a. * Pistahamma ‘shower’ verbs: dawwaša ‘shower’, Pi-ġtasala ‘REFL˙
shower’, Pi-ktasaa ‘REFL-dress’, Pista-hamma ‘REFL-bathe’, ta-c attara ‘REFL˙
˙˙
perfume’, ta-šammasa ‘REFL-sun’, ta-šayyaka ‘REFL-dress-well’, ta-hammama
˙
‘REFL-bathe’, ta-tayyaba ‘REFL-perfume’, ta-barnaza ‘REFL-tan’, ta-handama
˙
‘REFL-dress-well’, ta-nammasa ‘REFL-shave’, ta-waddaPa ‘REFL-wash’, . . .
˙
˙˙
(75) a. * hamma c aliy-un nafs-a-hu.
˙
showered
Ali-NOM self-ACC-his
‘Ali showered himself.’
b. Pista-hamma c aliy-un.
˙
REFL-showered
Ali-NOM
‘Ali showered.’
(76) Verbs of caring for a specific body part:
a. halaqa ‘shave’ verbs (some): kahhala ‘treat the eyelids with kohl’,
˙˙
˙
sawwaka ‘brush’ (with a special stick) , namasa ‘pluck’
˙
c
b. * natafa ‘pluck’ verbs: aqasa ‘plait’, šatafa ‘rinse’, šaddaba ‘’, šammac a
¯¯
˙
˙
‘gel’, dafara ‘plait’, ġasala ‘wash’, saffafa ‘braid’, baraa ‘file’, barada ‘file’,
˙
˙
dahana ‘gel’, jadala ‘plait’, mawwaja ‘wave’, natafa ‘pluck’, qallama ‘cut’,
xadaba ‘paint’
˙
(77) a. sawwaka-t haliimat-u.
˙
brushed-F HalimaNOM
‘Halima brushed.’
a. ta-sawwaka-t
haliimat-u.
˙
REFL-brushed-F HalimaNOM
‘Halima brushed (herself).’
(78) a. * barada-t haliimat-u.
˙
filed-F HalimaNOM
‘Halima filed.’
a. * ta-barrada-t haliimat-u.
˙
REFF-filed-F HalimaNOM
* ‘Halima filed herself.’
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(79) jahhaza ‘equip’ class verbs (some): jahhaza ‘equip’, sallaha ‘arm’,
˙
zawwada ‘provision’, . . .
(80) a. jahhaza l-jayoš-u
nafs-a-hu.
equipped DEF-army-NOM self-ACC-his
‘The army equipped itself.’
b. ta-jahhaza
l-jayoš-u
REFL-equipped DEF-army-NOM
‘The army equipped (itself).’
(81) Paqlama ‘adjust’ verbs: Pac adda ‘fit’, Pahhala ‘prepare’, Paqlama ‘adapt’,
hayyaPa ‘prepare’, kayyafa ‘adapt’
(82) a. Paqlama t-taalib-u
nafs-a-hu mac a n-naadiy
˙
˙
adapted DEF-student-NOM self-a-his with DEF-club
l-jadiid-i.
DEF-new-GEN
‘The student adapted himself to the new club.’
b. ta-Paqlama
t-taalib-u
mac n-naadiy l-jadiid-i.
˙ ˙ -student-NOM with DEF-club DEF-new-GEN
REFL-adapted DEF
‘The student adapted to the new club.’
Comment:
The b-variant of the reflexive alternation is grammatical without an explicit direct
object. In the a-variant of the alternation, the object is a reflexive pronoun.
In Arabic, the absence of the reflexive pronoun in the object position has to
be marked overtly on the verbal head. The most frequent morphemes marking
reflexivity in Arabic are the prefixes Pista-, ta- and Pin-. Note however, that these
templates are multifunctional and can also mark other syntatactic phenomena like
inchoativity. The parentheses with the expression “understood” in the title of this
section mean that the reflexive object in the b-variant is absent on the structural
level but present (marked) on the lexical level. The verbs of the class Pisatahamma
‘shower’ in (74a) do not participate in the reflexive alternation. Although most of
them are marked with different types of reflexive morphemes, their base forms in
the a-variant do not tolerate a reflexive pronoun as object as shown in (75).
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5.4.1.8

Understood reciprocal alternation

(83) a. Anne met Cathy.
b. Anne and Cathy met.

(Levin, 1993, 36–37)

(84) Verbs of social interaction:
a. qaabala ‘meet’ verbs: Piltaqaa ‘meet’, laac aba ‘play’, šaawara ‘consult’,
jaadala ‘dabate’, laaqaa ‘meet’, naaqašaa ‘debate’, qaabala ‘meet’, . . .
b. waafaqa ‘agree’ verbs: waafaqa ‘agree’, xaalafa ‘disagree’, maazaha ‘ban˙
ter’, c aarada ‘disagree’, c aawana ‘cooperate’, šaawara ‘consult’, haawara
˙
˙
‘discuss’, baahata ‘negociate’, faawada ‘negociate’, jaadala ‘debate’, maazaha
˙ ¯
˙
˙
‘banter’, raasala ‘correspond’, saawama ‘negociate’, wasala ‘communicate’,
˙
waafaqa ‘agree’
c. haaraba ‘battle’ verbs: šaajara ‘wrangle’, saarac a ‘wrestle’, faaraqa ‘dif˙
˙
fer’, qaatala ‘battle’, xaasama ‘conflict’, xaalafa ‘differ’, naazac ‘quarrel’,
˙
c
aaraka ‘tussle’, šaahana ‘conflict’, baaraa ‘compete’, jaadala ‘dispute’,
˙
baaraza ‘duel’, naafasa ‘compete’, naajaza ‘duel’, saabaqa ‘compete’, saajala
‘dispute’, . . .

(85) a. Piltaqaa zayd-un saliim-an.
met
Zayd-NOM Salim-ACC
‘Zayd met Salim.’
b. Piltaqaa zayd-un wa-saliim-un.
met
Zayd-NOM and-Salim-NOM
‘Zayd and Salim met.’
(86) a. faawada l-muwaddaf-u
raPPis-a-hu.
¯˙ ¯˙
˙
negotiated DEF-functionary-NOM director-ACC-his
‘The functionary negotiated with his director.’
b. ta-faawada
l-muwadaf-u
wa-raPPis-u-hu.
¯˙
˙
INTR-negotiated DEF-functionary-NOM and-director-NOM-his
‘The functionary and the president negotiated (with each other).’
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(87) a. naafasa-t
salmaa c aliyy-an.
‘competed-F Salma Ali-ACC
‘Salma competed with Ali.’
a. ta-naafasa-t
salmaa w-c aliy-un.
INTR-competed-F Salma and-Ali-NOM
‘Salma and Ali competed (with each other).
(88) kallama ‘talk’ verbs: kallama ‘speech’, haddata ‘talk’, haadata ‘talk’
¯
¯
(89) a. kallama l-muc allim-u
l-PaabaaP-a.
‘talked DEF-teacher-NOM DEF-parents-GEN
‘The teacher talked with the parents.’
b. ta-kallama l-muc allim-u
wa-l-PaabaaPu.
INTR-talked DEF-teacher-NOM and-DEF-parents-NOM
‘The teacher and the parents talked (with each other).’
Comment:
This alternation results from intransitivizing accusative verbs of social interaction mainly showing the pattern CaaCaCa. The effect differs from the normal
detransitivization in that it does not lead to a final omission of the subject but
to its realization as a part of a conjoined (subject) NP in which the object (of
the transitive verb) is the second part. Accordingly, this alternation imposes the
restriction [plural/dual] on the subject and the participants (explicit or implicit)
are involved equally in instigating the action denoted by the verb. These roles can
be considered as two actors (actor i and actor i) that are assigned to the same
argument (subject) instead of being assigned to two different arguments (subject
and object). In Arabic, the reciprocality is overtly marked with the infix aa-.
However, verbs like Piltaqaa ‘meet’ do not recourse to an overt marking.
5.4.1.9

PRO-arb object alternation

(90) a. The sign warned us against skating on the pond.
b. The sign warned against skating on the pond.
(Levin, 1993, 37–38)
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(91) nasaha ‘advise’ verbs: Pac lama ‘alert’, Pašc ara ‘alert’, Pamara ‘instruct’,
˙ ˙
Pandara ‘warn’, Paxtara ‘notify’ , Paxbara ‘inform’, hatta ‘encourage’, hadda
¯
˙
˙ ¯¯
˙ ˙˙
‘admonish’, haddara ‘warn’, haffaza ‘encourage’, dakkara ‘remember’, ballaġa
¯
˙ ¯¯
˙
‘inform’, nasaha ‘advise’, nahaa ‘caution’, wacc aa ‘caution’, wasaa ‘advise’
˙ ˙
˙
(92) a. haddara t-tabiib-u
l-marPid-a
min
¯¯
˙warned
˙DEF
˙ -doctor-NOM DEF-patient˙
ACC for
t-tadxPin-i.
DEF-smoking-GEN
‘The doctor warned the patient for smoking.’
b. haddara t-tabiib-u
min t-tadxPin-i.
¯¯
˙warned
˙DEF
˙ -doctor-NOM for DEF-smoking-GEN
‘The doctor warned for smoking.’
(93) sallaa ‘amuse’ verbs: dammara ‘break’, faajaPa ‘surprise’, fatana ‘seduce’,
haddada ‘menace’, hamma ‘sadden’, hammasa ‘enthuse’, istafazza ‘provoke’,
jadaba ‘attract’, jaraha ‘hurt’, mattac a ‘amuse’, qazzaza ‘disgust’, raac a
¯
˙
‘disgust’, sarra ‘gratify’, waasaa ‘console’, zac zac a ‘distabilize’, . . .

(94) a. Paxobaar-u l-jazeerat-i
tasdimu l-mušaahid-Pina.
˙
news-NOM DEF-Aljazeera-GEN shocks
DEF-spectator-ACC-PL
‘The news of Aljazeera shocks the spectators.’
a. Paxobaar-u l-jazeerat-i
tasdimu.
˙
news-NOM DEF-Aljazeera-GEN shocks
‘The news of Aljazeera shocks.’
Comment:
The main property of this alternation is the dropping of the object in the bvariant. However, it differs from other alternations with unexpressed objects in
the interpretation of the dropped object. Whereas the unexpressed object in the
understood body-part alternation is the body part of the agent, the interpretation
of the PRO-arb object alternation is always an impersonal or collective object
which can be explicitly expressed as “one” or ‘us”. The absence of the object is
not marked morphologically on the verb.
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5.4.1.10

Characteristic property of agent alternation

(95) a. That dog bites people.
b. That dog bites.

(Levin, 1993, 39)

(96) Alternating verbs: c adda ‘bite’, ladaġa ‘pinch’, lasac a ‘pinch’, . . .

(97) a. yalosac u n-nahl-u
l-mutatffil-a.
˙
˙
pinch
DEF-bees-NOM DEF-curiousACC
‘The bees pinch the curious.’
b. yalosac u n-nahl-u.
˙
pinch
DEF-beesNOM
‘The bees pinch.’
Comment:
Similar to the PRO-arb object alternation (section 5.4.1.9), the b-variant of this
alternation is interpreted as a collective understood object and can be explicitly
expressed as naas ‘people’. The difference lies in that the event denoted by these
verbs is typical for the agent. For instance, the verb ladaġa ‘pinch’ is typical for
poisonous animals like the scorpion or the snake whereas the verb lasac a ‘pinch’
is typical for insects like bees. As in all alternations with unspecified objects this
alternation is not overtly marked on the verb.
5.4.1.11

Characteristic property of instrument alternation

(98) a. I cut the bread with this knife.
b. This knife cut the bread.
c. This knife doesn’t cut.

(Levin, 1993, 39–40)

(99) Alternating verbs: kataba ‘write’, kasara ‘break’, qatac a ‘cut’, fataha
˙
˙
‘open’, Pagolaqa ‘close’, hammara ‘grill’, gallaa ‘boil’, tahana ‘mull’, mazaja
˙ ˙
‘mix’, jaffafa ‘dry’, taqaba ‘pierce’
¯
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(100) a. qatac a-t salmaa t-tawb-a
bi-l-miqass-i.
¯¯
˙
˙
cut-F
Salma DEF-cloth-ACC with-DEF˙-shearsGEN
‘Salma cut the cloth with the shears.’
b. qatac a l-miqass-u
t-tawb-a.
¯¯
˙˙
cut˙
DEF-shearsACC DEF-cloth-ACC
‘The shears cut the cloth.’
c. yaqotac u l-miqass-u
jayyid-an.
˙
˙
˙
cuts
DEF-shear-ACC good-ACC
‘The shears cuts well.’
(101) a. fataha l-haaris-u
l-baab-a
bi-l-miftaah-i
˙ DEF
˙ -watchman-NOM DEF-door-ACC with-DEF-key˙ GEN.
opened
‘The watchmann opened the door with the key.’
b. fataha l-miftaah-u l-baab-a.
˙ DEF-key-˙ NOM DEF-door-ACC.
opened
‘The key opened the door.’
b. al-miftaah-u laa yaftahu.
DEF-key ˙
not open.˙
‘The key does not open.’
(102) a. kasara s-sabiy-u
l-qinniinat-a
bi-l-mitraqat-i
˙
˙
˙ -hammer-GEN
boke DEF-child-NOM DEF-bottle-ACC with-DEF
‘The child broke the bottle with the hammer.’
b. kasara-t l-mitraqat-u
l-qinniinat-a.
˙
broke-F DEF-hammer-NOM DEF-bottle-ACC
‘The hammer broke the bottle.’
c. * haad-hi l-mitraqat-u
laa ta-ksiru.
¯
This-F DEF˙-hammer-NOM not F-breaks
* ‘This hammer does not break.’
Comment:
The intransitive variant of this alternation has a non eventive meaning. It describes
a property of the instrument used in executing the action described by the verb
and is found with verbs that typically take an instrumental phrase. However,
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inside the same class of verbs, some verb may tolerate this alternation, whereas
others may not (102). It is not clear whether this fact reflects a semantic difference
between these verbs.
This alternation does not require an overt morphological marking in Arabic.
5.4.1.12

X’s Way object alternation

(103) a. They pushed their way through the crowd.
b. They pushed through the crowd.

(Levin, 1993, 40)

(104) * dafac a ‘push’ verbs: dafac a ‘push’, dagata ‘press’, dasara ‘shove’
˙
(105) a. * dafac a r-raajul-u
tarPiq-a-hu c abra l-jumuwc -i.
˙
pushed DEF-pedestrian-NOM wayACC-his through DEF-crowd-GEN.
‘The pedestrian pushed his way through the crowd.’
c
b. * dafac a r-raajul-u
abra l-jumuwc -i.
pushed DEF-pedestrian-NOM through DEF-crowd-GEN.
‘The pedestrian pushed through the crowd.’

Comment:
This alternation is not found in Arabic. In English, the transitive verbs push/pull
are used with the object X’s way and a directional phrase. Alternatively, they are
used in an intransitive construction in which the object X’s way is omitted.
5.4.1.13

Instructional imperative

(106) a. Bake the cake for 30 minutes.
b. Bake for 30 minutes.

(Levin, 1993, 40–41)

(107) mazaja ‘mix’ verbs: xallata ‘INTS-mix’, xafaqa ‘beat’, xallata ‘INTS-mix’,
˙
˙
tabaxa ‘cook’, gallaa ‘boil’, dalaka ‘knead’, . . .
˙
(108) a. xallit-ii
l-c anaasr-a
jayyid-an.
˙
˙
mix-IMP-F DEF-ingredients-ACC well-ACC
‘Mix the ingredients intensively.’
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b. xallitPi
jayyid-an.
˙
‘mix-IMP-F well-ACC
‘Mix intensively.’
(109) a. tamannaa l-xayr-a
li-Paxii-ka!
wish-IMP DEF-good-ACC for-brother-your
‘Wish the good for your brother.’
b. * tamannaa li-Paxii-ka!
wish-IMP for-brother-your
‘Wish (the good) for your brother.’
Comment:
Similar to English, this alternation is found with verbs which allow for an imperative. Most of them are typically activity verbs. This explains why the intransitive
variant of the psych verb tamannaa ‘wish’ in (109b) is not acceptable. The
interpretation of the understood object in the intransitive use is not imposed by
the verb, as is the case with the understood body part alternation, it is rather
entailed by the context of the event denoted by the verb.
5.4.1.14

Conative alternation

(110) a. Paula hit the fence.
b. Paula hit at the fence.

(Levin, 1993, 41–42)

(111) Verb of Contact by Impact:
a. * safac a ‘spank’ verbs: c adda ‘bite’, c azara ‘hit’, daraba ‘hit’, safac a
˙˙
˙
˙
˙
‘spank’, safaqa ‘spank’, sakka ‘nudge’, tac ana ‘stab’, taraqa ‘cuff ’, daqqa
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘hit’, fašaxa ‘spank’, falaqa ‘hit’, kasac a ‘hit’, latac a ‘spank’, latama ‘spank’,
˙
˙
lakaPa ‘punch’, lakama ‘punch’, lakaza ‘punch’, lakka ‘punch’, . . .
b. * damaġa ‘hit on the head’ verbs: c arqaba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, dalac a ‘hit˙
on-the-side’, damaġa ‘hit-on-the-head’, jalada ‘belt’, karac a ‘hit-on-the-ankle’,
qafaa ‘hit-on-the-nape’, qarana ‘hit-on-the-horn’, raPasa ‘hit-on-the-head’,
c

aqaba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, dalac a ‘hit-on-the-rib’, hašaa ‘hit-on-the-stomach’,
˙
˙
qafada ‘hit-on-the-neck’, qahafa ‘hit-on-the-head’, daqana ‘hit-on-the-chin’,
˙
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kac aba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, batana ‘hit-on-the-stomach’, jabaha ‘hit-on-the˙
˙
forehead’

(112) a. daraba zayd-un c aliyy-an
˙
hit
Zayd-NOM Ali-ACC
‘Zayd hit Ali.’
a. * daraba zayd-un fii c aliyy-in.
˙
hit
Zayd-NOM at Ali-GEN
‘Zayd hit at Ali.’
c
(113) b. raPasa
aliy-un rafiiq-a-hu.
hit(on the head) Ali-NOM companion-ACC-his
‘Ali hit his companion (on the head).’
c
b. * raPasa
aliy-un fii rafiiq-i-hi.
hit (on the head) Ali-NOM at companion-GEN-his
‘Ali hit at his companion (on the head).’

(114) * qatac a ‘cut’ verbs: hadda ‘cut’, halhala ‘degradate’, hasama ‘cut’,
˙ ¯¯
˙ ˙
˙
˙
hazza ‘cut’, sarama ‘cut’, sarrama ‘cut’, šatara ‘split’, šaqqa ‘cleave’, šarraha
˙
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘cut’, batala ‘cut’, batara ‘truncate’, batta ‘cut’, battala ‘cut’, bazala ‘clip’,
fassala ‘truncate’, fasasa ‘rip’, fallada ‘cut’, faraa ‘clip’, farama ‘fleece’,
¯
˙˙
˙ ˙
faxata ‘cut’, jadama ‘cut’, jabba ‘truncate’, jadac a ‘cut’, jaraza ‘cut’, jazala
¯
‘chop’, jazama ‘clip’, jazza ‘snip’, jazzaPa ‘shear’, mazzaqa ‘rip’, qassa ‘gash’,
˙˙
qattac a ‘INTS-cut’, qatac a ‘cut’, našara ‘saw’, qassa ‘cut’, qasaba ‘chop’,
˙˙
˙
˙˙
˙
qasala ‘cut’, qattac a ‘INTS-cut’, qatac a ‘cut’, qatala ‘truncate’, qatama ‘cut’,
˙
˙˙
˙
˙
˙
qabba ‘cut’, qarata ‘chop’, qarrata ‘chop’, xazala ‘truncate’
˙
˙
(115) a. qatac a l-jazzaar-u
l-lahm-a.
˙
cut
DEF-butcher-NOM DEF˙-meat-ACC
‘The butcher cut the meat.’
b. * qatac a l-jazzaar-u
fii l-lahm-i.
cut˙
DEF-butcher-NOM at DEF˙-meat-GEN
‘The butcher cut at the meat.’
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(116) * rašša ‘spray’ verbs: šahana ‘load’, ġarasa ‘plant’, hammala ‘load’, talaa
˙
˙
˙
‘smear’, darra ‘sprinkle’, dahana ‘smear’, faraša ‘cover’, farraša ‘cover’, rašša
¯
‘spray’, . . .

(117) a. rašša l-bustaaniy-u
z-zuhuur-a.
sprayed DEF-gardener-NOM DEF-flowers-ACC
‘The gardener sprayed the flowers.’
b. * rašša l-bustaaniy-u
fii z-zuhuur-i.
sprayed DEF-gardener-NOM at DEF-flowers-GEN
‘The gardener sprayed at the flowers.’
(118) * lamasa ‘touch’ verbs: c araka ‘wring’, hakka ‘rub’, harata ‘massage’,
˙
˙
baasa ‘kiss’, dac aka ‘rub’, dalaka ‘massage’, Pijtassa ‘touch’, Piltamasa
‘touch’, jassa ‘touch’, latama ‘kiss’, lahasa ‘lick’, latac a ‘lick’, lahasa ‘lick’,
¯
˙
˙
lamasa ‘touch’, lassa ‘lick’, marasa ‘wring’, masada ‘massage’, massa ‘touch’,
qabbala ‘kiss’, qarasa ‘string’, tahassasa ‘touch’, talammasa ‘touch’
˙
˙
(119) a. lamasa-t t-tiflat-u
l-hirrat-a.
˙
˙
touched-F DEF-girl-NOM DEF-cat-ACC.
‘The girl touched the cat.’
b. * lamasat t-tiflat-u
fii l-hirrat-a.
˙
˙
touched DEF-girl-NOM at DEF-cat-GEN.
‘The girl touched (*at) the cat.’
Comment:
This alternation is not found in Arabic. The meaning related to it is expressed
with different kinds of periphrasic constructions. In English, the b-variant of
the conative alternation is an intransitive sentence with an oblique complement
headed by the prepositions at or on, whose object is the object of the transitive
verb in the a-variant. The meaning introduced by this alternation is in Levin’s
words an “attempted” action without specifying whether the action was actually
carried out” or not (Levin, 1993, 42).
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5.4.2

Preposition alternations

5.4.2.1

Locative preposition drop alternation

(120) a. Martha climbed up the mountain.
b. Martha climbed the mountain.

(Levin, 1993, 43–44)

(121) qafaza ‘jump’ verbs (some): tasallaqa ‘climb’, jaaba ‘wander’, jaala
‘stroll’, taafa ‘stroll’, Pijtaaba ‘travel’, laffa ‘stroll’
˙
(122) a. jaala
l-mugaamir-u
fiy s-sahraaP-i.
˙ ˙ ˙ GEN
wandered DEF-adventurer-NOM in desert‘The adventurer wandered in the desert.’
b. jaala
l-mugaamir-u
s-sahraaP-a.
˙ ˙ ˙ ACC
wandered DEF-adventurer-NOM desert‘The adventurer wandered the desert.’
(123) haraba ‘escape’ verbs (some): wasala ‘arrive’, jaaPa ‘come’, daxala
˙
‘enter’, sac ida ‘ascend’, walaja ‘enter’
˙
* haraba ‘escape’, * c aada ‘return’, * dahaba ‘go’
¯
(124) a. daxala d-duyuuf-u
Pilaa d-daar-i
˙ ˙ -guests-NOM in
entered DEF
DEF-house-GEN
‘The guests entered in the house.’
a. daxala d-duyuuf-u
d-daar-a.
˙
˙
entered DEF-guests-NOM DEF-house-ACC
‘The guests entered the house.’
(125) a. dahaba l-mušajjic uun-a Pilaa l-malc ab-i.
¯
went DEF-fans-NOM to DEF-stage-GEN
‘The fans went to the stage.’
b. * dahaba l-mušajjic uun-a l-malc ab-a.
¯
went DEF-fans-NOM DEF-stage-ACC
‘The fans went to the stage.’
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(126) * tadahoraja ‘roll’ verbs: indafac a ‘move’, inzalaqa ‘glide’, tadahoraja
˙
‘roll’, . . .

(127) a. tadahraja-t l-kurat-u
Pilaa l-marmaa.
˙
rolled-F
DEF-ball-NOM into DEF-goal
‘The ball rolled into the goal.’
b. * tadahraja-ti l-kurat-u
l-marmaa.
˙
rolled
DEF-ball-NOM DEF-goal
* ‘The ball rolled the goal.’
Comment:
In Arabic, the locative preposition alternation is found with certain classes of
intransitive verbs involving the motion of an animate or inanimate object in
cases where the direction is realized as a prepositional complement headed by a
path or goal preposition. The direction preposition can be dropped to render a
direct object assigned to role direction. This alternation does not require an overt
morphological marking on the verb.
5.4.2.2

bi/mac a ‘with’ preposition drop alternation

(128) a. Jill met with Sarah.
b. Jill met Sarah.

(Levin, 1993, 44)

(129) Verbs of Social Interaction:
c

aarada ‘differ’, šaawara ‘consult’, ġaazala
˙
‘flirt’, haawara ‘discuss’, tadaakara ‘talk’, baahata ‘negociate’, baasata ‘ban¯
˙
˙ ¯
˙
ter’, daarasa ‘discuss’, daawala ‘negociate’, faataha ‘discuss’, faawada ‘ne˙
˙
gociate’, kaataba ‘write’, maazaha ‘banter’, qaayada ‘negociate’, raasala
˙
˙
‘correpond’, saawama ‘negociate’, waafaqa ‘agree’, xaataba ‘talk’, xaalafa
˙
‘disagree’, . . .

a. raasala ‘correspond’ verbs:

b. haaraba ‘battle’ verbs: šaajara ‘wrangle’, saarac a ‘wrestle’, faaraqa ‘dif˙
˙
fer’, qaatala ‘battle’, xaasama ‘conflict’, xaalafa ‘differ’, naazac ‘quarrel’,
˙
c
aaraka ‘tussle’, šaahana ‘conflict’, baaraa ‘compete’, jaadala ‘dispute’,
˙
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baaraza ‘duel’, naafasa ‘compete’, naajaza ‘duel’, saabaqa ‘compete’, saajala
‘dispute’, . . .
c. laaqaa ‘meet’ verbs: saadafa ‘meet’, saadaqa ‘befriend’, daac aba ‘banter’,
˙
˙
jaalasa ‘associate’, laac aba ‘play’, laaqa ‘meet’, qaabala ‘meet’, . . .
(130) a. faawada
l-falasotPiniy-uuna
l-PisraaPiliy-Pina.
˙
˙
negocatiated DEF-palestinian-NOM-PL DEF-Israeli-ACC
‘The Palestinians negociated with the Isrealis.’
b. ta-faawada
l-falastPiniy-uuna
mac a l-PisraaPiliy-Pina.
˙
˙
INTR-negocatiated DEF-palestinian-NOM-PL with DEF-Israeli-GEN
‘The Palestinians negociated with the Isrealis.’
(131) b. haaraba l-jayoš-u
l-c aduw-a.
˙battled DEF-army-u DEF-enemy-ACC
‘The army battled the enemy.’
a. ta-haaraba l-jayoš-u
mac a l-c aduw-i.
˙
INTR-battled DEF-army-u with DEF-enemy-GEN
‘The army battled with the enemy.’
(132) a. laaqa-t salmaa sadiiqat-a-haa.
˙
met
Salma friendACC-her
‘Salma met her friend.’
b. ta-laaqa-t salmaa mac a sadiiqat-i-haa.
˙
INTR-met Salma with friendGEN-her
‘Salma met with her friend.’
Comment:
This alternation is mostly found with verbs of social interaction. It involves
two coequal thematic roles actor1 and actor2 which participate in same manner
in the event described by the verb. The two roles are assigned to the subject
and the direct object in the a-variant and to the subject and the object of a
prepositional phrase headed by with in the b-variant. Therefore, it differs from
the corresponding alternation in English in that the transitive variant is the base
form and the intransitive is the derived form. Accordingly, Arabic marks verbs in
the b-variant with the intransitive marker ta-.
(133) Root: [h][r][b] =⇒haaraba ‘battle’ =⇒ta-haaraba ‘INTR-battle’
˙
˙
˙
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5.4.2.3

Dative alternation

(134) a. Bill sold a car to Tom.
b. Bill sold Tom a car.

(Levin, 1993, 45–47)

(135) Verb of possession transfer:
a. Pac taa ‘give’ verbs: Pac taa ‘lend’, Pac aara ‘lend’, Phdaa ‘present’, baac a
˙
˙
‘sell’, karaa ‘lease’, mallaka ‘make own’, manaha ‘spend’, naawala ‘hand’,
˙
rahana ‘pawn’, sallafa ‘lend’, sallamaa ‘hadn’, wahaba ‘gift’, . . .
b. Pawrata ‘bequeath’ verbs (some): Paqtac a ‘allocate’, Pawrata ‘bequeath’,
¯
¯
˙
qatac a ‘allocate’, warrata ‘bequeath’, . . .
¯
˙
c. * jalaba ‘bring’ verbs: Pahdara ‘bring’, Pawsala ‘carry’, hamala ‘bring’,
˙˙
˙
˙
jalaba ‘bring’, wassala ‘deliver’, . . .
˙˙
d. Parsala ‘send’ verbs (some): Parsala ‘send’, bac ata ‘post’
¯
(136) a. Pac ta-t salmaa kitaab-an
li-sadiiq-i-haa.
˙
gave-F Salma book-ACC-IND to-friendGEN-her.
‘Salma gave a book to her friend.’
b. Pac ta-t salmaa sadiiqa-a-haa kitaab-an
˙
gave-F Salma friendACC-her book-ACC-IND.
‘Salma gave her friend a book.’
(137) a. Pawrata
l-jadd-u
l-manzil-a
¯
bequeathed DEF-grandfather-NOM DEF-house-ACC
li-afiid-i-hi.
to-grandchild-GEN-his
‘The grandfather bequeathed the house to his grandchild.’
b. Pawrata
l-jadd-u
afiid-a-hu
¯
bequeathed DEF-grandfather-NOM grandchild-ACC-his
l-manzil-a.
DEF-house-ACC
‘The grandfather bequeathed his grandchild the house.’
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(138) a. jalaba c aliy-un kutub-an
li-sadPiq-i-hi.
˙
brought Ali-NOM books-ACC-IND to-friendGEN-his
‘Ali brought books to his friend.’
b. * jalaba c aliy-un sadPiq-a-hu
kutub-an.
˙
brought Ali-NOM friendACC-his books-ACC-IND
‘Ali brought his friend books.’
(139) a. Pa-bc atu la-ka salaam-ii.
¯
I-send to-you greeting-my
‘I send you my greeting.’
a. Pa-bc atu-ka salaam-ii.
¯
I-send-you greeting-my
‘I send you my greeting’
(140) * Verbs of transfer of message:
a. šaraha ‘explain’ verbs: Padhara ‘show’, Paftaa ‘dictate’, Palqaa ‘recite’,
¯˙
˙
c
Pamlaa ‘dictate’, Pawdaha ‘explain’,
allala ‘prove’, šaraha ‘explain’, hakaa
˙ ˙
˙
˙
‘narrate’, barrara ‘explain’, bayyana ‘show’, fassala ‘explain’, fassara ‘inter˙˙
pret’, jallaa ‘explain’, qassa ‘narrate’, qaala ‘tell/say’, qaraPa ‘read’, rawaa
˙˙
‘narrate’, sarada ‘narrate’, talaa ‘read’, waddaha ‘explain’, wassala ‘commu˙˙ ˙
˙˙
nicate’
b. * Pic tarafa ‘confess’ verbs: Paqarra ‘acknowledge’, Paqrara ‘acknowledge’,
baaha ‘reveal’, baaPa ‘reveal’, Pic tarafa ‘confess’, sallama ‘acknowledge’
˙
(141) a. šaraha
l-muc allim-u
l-muškilat-a
˙
explained DEF-teacher-NOM DEF-problem-ACC
li-l-mudiir-i.
to-DEF-director-GEN
‘The teacher explained the problem to the director.’
b. * šaraha
l-muc allim-u
l-mudiir-a
l-muškilat-a.
˙
explained DEF-teacher-NOM DEF-director-ACC DEF-problem-ACC
‘The teacher explained the director the problem.’
(142) Non alternating double object verbs:
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a. * sammaa ‘name’ verbs: Pasmaa ‘call’, kannaa ‘rename’, laqqaba ‘dub’,
nac ata ‘term’, naadaa ‘call’, sammaa ‘name’
b. * c ayyana ‘appoint’ verbs: Pac lana ‘declare’, c ayyana ‘appoint’, šaġġala
‘appoint’, baayac a ‘elect’, Pintaxaba ‘elect’, Pixtaara ‘select’, raššaha ‘select’,
˙
raqqaa ‘upgrade’, tawwaja ‘crown’, waddafa ‘appoint’
¯˙ ¯˙
c
(143) a. * c ayyana l-mudiir-u
aliy-an li-l-musaac id-i.
appointed DEF-director-NOM Ali-ACC to-DEF-assistant-GEN
* ‘The director appointed Ali to the assistant.’
c
b. c ayyana l-mudiir-u
aliy-an musaac id-an.
appointed DEF-director-NOM Ali-ACC DEF-assistant-ACC
‘The director appointed Ali as assistant.’

Comment:
The dative alternation in Arabic occurs mainly in classes of transfer of possession
and is not a major characteristic of verbs with two objects. Thus, verbs of the
classes c ayyana ‘appoint’ and sammaa ‘name’ and similar classes do not participate
in the dative alternation, although they takes two objects (143). The alternation
is also attested with a few verbs of sending (the class Parsala ‘send’).
The a-variant of the alternation has an object assigned the theme role and a
prepositional phrase headed by li ‘to’ whose object is assigned the recipient role.
In the b-variant, the verb takes two objects, both with an accusative case marking,
where the first object is assigned the recipient role and the second the theme role.
The meaning related to the alternation was extensively debated in the literature.
Two major views dominate the discussion about the dative alternation. The
first view assigns a single meaning to both variants of the alternation. This
meaning corresponds to causing a possession transfer. The second view assigns
two different meanings to the variants: a caused possession transfer meaning in
the a-variant and a caused motion meaning in the b-variant. Rappaport (2008)
argue that according to the class they belong to, verbs may have one meaning
in both alternations variants or two different meanings. Thus, whereas verbs
of change of possession like give and sell, have a caused possession meaning in
both alternation variants, verbs of sending and throwing like send, throw have the
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meaning of a caused motion in the a-variant (V NP NP PP) and the meaning of
a caused possession in the b-variant (V NP NP NP).
It is noteworthy that the free word order in Arabic is significantly restricted in the
case of the dative alternation. The first object is always interpreted as recipient
and the second object as the theme.
The dative alternation in Arabic does not require morphological marking.
5.4.2.4

Benefactive alternation

(144) a. Martha carved a toy for the baby.
b. Martha carved the baby a toy.

(Levin, 1993, 48–49)

(145) a. * xaata ‘tailor’ verbs: c ajana ‘back’, šakkala ‘form’, ġazala ‘spin’,
˙
haaka ‘spin’, habaka ‘knit’, tabaxa ‘cook’, tahaa ‘cook’, tawwara ‘develop’,
˙
˙
˙
˙
˙
barmaja ‘program’, jamac a ‘form’, nahata ‘carve’, naqaša ‘carve’, nasaja
˙
‘spin’, sabaka ‘form’, xaata ‘tailor’, xabaza ‘bake’, xarata ‘lathe’
˙
˙
b. * xalaqa ‘create’ verbs: Pabdac a ‘invent’, Paqaama ‘construct’, Passasa
‘found’, PnšaPa ‘build’, Pntaja ‘product’, šaada ‘build’, šayyada ‘build’,
hafara ‘dig’, sammama ‘construct’, sanac a ‘fabricate’, sawwara ‘fashion’,
˙
˙
˙
˙
badaPa ‘invent’, banaa ‘construct’, fatara ‘create’, fabraka ‘fabricate’,
˙
Pibtadac a ‘invent’, Pibtakara ‘invent’, Pibtana ‘build’, Pixtarac a ‘invent’,
jabala ‘create’, kawwana ‘form’, nadama ‘organize’, xalaqa ‘create’, . . .
¯˙
c. gannaa ‘sing’ class (one verb): Panšada ‘chant’

(146) a. nahata-t l-Pumm-u
faras-an
li-Pibn-i-haa.
˙
carved DEF-mother-NOM horse-ACC-IND for-son-GEN-her
‘The mother carverd a horse for her son.’
b. * nahata-t l-Pumm-u
Pibn-a-haa faras-an.
˙
carved DEF-mother-NOM son-ACC-her horse-ACC-IND
‘The mother carverd her son a horse.’
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(147) a. sammama l-muhandis-u
manzil-an
˙built
DEF-architect-NOM house-ACC-IND
li-l-c aaPilat-i.
for-DEF-family-GEN
‘The architect built a house for the family.’
b. * sammama l-muhandis-u
l-c aaPilat-a
˙built
DEF-architect-NOM DEF-family-ACC
manozil-an.
house-ACC-IND
‘The architect build the family a house.’
(148) a. Panošada t-tifl-u
Puġoniyyat-an
˙ ˙ -child-NOM song-ACC-IND
sang
DEF
li-jaddi-hi.
for-grandfather-GEN-his
‘The child sang a song for his grandfather.’
b. Panšada t-tifl-u
jadd-a-hu
˙
˙
sang
DEF-child-NOM grandfather-ACC-his
Puġoniyyat-an.
song-ACC-IND
‘The child sang his grandfather a song.’
(149) * saraqa ‘steal’ verbs Pasaaba ‘win’, Paxada ‘take’, ġasaba ‘extort’,
˙
˙
ġanima ‘capture’, saadara ‘confiscate’, bazza ‘thieve’, harraba ‘smuggle’,
˙
Piġtasaba ‘extort’, Piġtanama ‘capture’, Pintazac a ‘snatch’, Pistac aada ‘sal˙
vage’, Pistalaba ‘steal’, Pistaraqqa ‘steal’, Pistarjac a ‘repossess’, našala ‘pickpocket’, nataša ‘snatch’, qarsana ‘pirate’, . . .
˙
b. * Pištaraa ‘buy’ verbs: Pahraza ‘get’, Pasaaba ‘obtain’, Padraka ‘obtain’,
˙
˙
Palfaa ‘find’, Paxada ‘get’, šaraa ‘buy’, damma ‘appropriate’, hassala ‘get’,
¯
˙
˙ ˙˙
hajaza ‘book’, hawwaša ‘collect’, daana ‘borrow’, Pištara ‘buy’, Piġtanama
˙
˙
‘earn’, Pibtaac a ‘buy’, Piftakka ‘earn’, Pijtanaa ‘collect’, Piktaraa ‘lease’,
Piktasaba ‘gain’, Pintaqaa ‘select’, Pintazac a ‘exact’, Piqtatafa ‘pluck’, Piqtanaa
˙
‘purchase’, Piqtarada ‘borrow’, PistaPjara ‘rent’, Pistac aada ‘regain’, Pistac aara
˙
‘borrow’, Pistataaba ‘gain’, Pistadaana ‘borrow’, Pistalafa ‘borrow’, Pistalama
¯
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‘get’, Pistaradda ‘retrieve’, Pistarfada ‘earn’, Pistarjac a ‘retrieve’, Pixtaara ‘select’, jabaa ‘collect’, jamac a ‘collect’, jammac a ‘collect’, janaa ‘collect’, kasaba
‘earn’, laaqa ‘find’, lamma ‘collect’, naala ‘obtain’, qatafa ‘pluck’, qabada
˙
˙
‘get’, qabila ‘accept’, raakama ‘collect’, rabiha ‘gain’, rakama ‘collect’, sahaba
˙
˙
‘retrieve’, taPattala ‘earn’, tadayyana ‘borrow’, takassaba ‘gain’, talaqqaa
¯¯
‘get’, taqabbala ‘accept’, tasallafa ‘borrow’, tasallama ‘obtain’, taxattafa
˙˙
‘steal’, taxayyara ‘select’, warita ‘inherit’
¯
(150) a. yasriqu l-liss-u
l-maal-a
li-hisaab-i
˙
˙
˙
steals DEF-thief-NOM DEF-money-ACC for-accountGEN
l-maafyaa.
DEF-Mafia
‘The thief steals the money for the Mafia.’
b. * yasriqu l-liss-u
l-maafyaa l-maal-a.
˙ ˙-thief DEF-Mafia DEF-money-ACC
steals DEF
‘The thief steals the money for the Mafia.’
(151) a. Pištaraa kariim-un saac at-an
li-sadiiqat-i-hi.
˙
bought Karim-NOM watch-ACC-IND for-girlfriendGEN-his
‘Karim bought a watch for his girlfriend.’
b. * Pištaraa kariim-un sadiiqat-a-hu
saac at-an.
˙
bought Karim-NOM girlfriend-ACC-his watch-ACC-IND
‘Karim bought a watch for his girlfriend.’
Comment:
The benefactive alternation shows the same properties as the dative alternation.
The difference lies in the fact that the prepositional version of the dative alternation
takes only the preposition li ‘to’, whereas the benefactive alternation also allow
for other benefactive prepositions or compound-prepositions like min-Pajl ‘for’.
The few verbs found with this alternation are mainly verbs of performance. A
deeper investigation may reveal more instances of the benefactive alternation.
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5.4.3

Locative Alternations

5.4.3.1

Spray/Load alternation

(152) a. Jack sprayed paint on the wall. (locative variant)
b. Jack sprayed the wall with paint. (with variant)

(Levin, 1993, 50–51)

(153) * raša ‘spray’ verbs: šahana ‘load’, ġarasa ‘plant’, hammala ‘load’, talaa
˙
˙
˙
‘smear’, darra ‘sprinkle’, dahana ‘smear’, faraša ‘cover’, farraša ‘cover’, rašša
¯
‘spray’, . . .
(154) a. rašša-t
salmaa l-maaP-a c alaa l-wuruud-i.
sprayed-F Salma water-ACC on DEF-flowers-GEN
‘Salma sprayed water on the flowers.’
b. rašša-t
salmaa l-wuruud-a
bi-lmaaP-i.
sprayed-F Salma DEF-flowers-ACC with-water-GEN
‘Salma sprayed the flowers with water.’
(155) * wadac a: ‘put’ verbs: Padraja ‘insert’, Padxala ‘CAUS-enter’, Parsaxa
˙
‘plant’, tabbata ‘position’, ġarasa ‘plant’, hatta ‘place’, tamara ‘bury’, dafana
¯
˙ ˙˙
˙
‘bury’, mawdac a ‘place’, mawqac a ‘position’, qabara ‘bury’, rakana ‘park’,
˙
rakaza ‘position’, rakkaza ‘position’, ramasa ‘bury’, rassaxa ‘plant’, wadac a
˙
‘put’, zarac a‘implant’, . . .
(156) a. wadac a-tu l-kutub-a
fii d-draj-i.
˙
put-I
DEF-books-ACC in DEF-drawer-GEN
‘I put the books in the drawer.’
b. * wadac a-tu d-draj-a
bi-l-kutub-i.
˙
put-I
DEF-drawer-ACC with-DEF-books-GEN
* ‘I put the drawer with the books.’
(157) * gamara ‘flood’ verbs: Pac daa ‘contaminate’, Paġšaa ‘cover’, Paġraqa
‘flood’, Pahaata ‘cloak’, Pattara ‘frame’, Patrac a ‘fill’, Pawsaxa ‘dirty’, Pazaana
˙ ˙
˙˙
‘embellish’, c assaba ‘bind’, c abbaPa ‘fill’, c allama ‘sign’, šabbac a ‘saturate’,
˙˙
šarraba ‘fill’, dammada ‘bind’, ġaššaa ‘cover’, ġattaa ‘cover’, ġamara ‘flood’,
˙
˙˙
ġamma ‘cover’, hawwata ‘surround’, saffada ‘bind’, tacc ama ‘inject’, malaPa
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘fill’, najjasa ‘dirty’, naqqata ‘dot’, qamata ‘bind’, . . .
˙
˙
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(158) a. * malaPa n-naadil-u
l-c asPir-a
fii
˙
filled DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-juice-ACC in
l-kuub-i.
DEF-glass-GEN
* ‘The waiter filled the juice into the glass.’
b. malaPa n-naadil-u
l-kuub-a
filled DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-glass-ACC
bi-c asPir-i.
with-˙DEF-juice-GEN
‘The waiter filled the glass with juice.’
(159) dahana ‘smear’ verbs: Pattara ‘perfume’, Paljama ‘bridle’, c asaba ‘ban˙˙
˙
dage’, c attara ‘perfume’, c anwana ‘entitle’, šahhama ‘grease’, šammac a ‘wax’,
˙˙
˙˙
ġabbara ‘powder’, hajjaba ‘cloak’, tayyaba ‘perfume’, bahhara ‘flavour’,
˙
˙
bawdara ‘powder’, dattara ‘cover’, dahana ‘grease’, damaġa ‘postmark’, fal¯¯
fala ‘pepper’, kallala ‘garland’, kammama ‘muzzle’, mallaha ‘salt’, marhama
˙
‘pomade’, qatrana ‘tar’, qayyara ‘tar’, rammala ‘sand’, sadda ‘cork’, sakkara
˙
‘sugar’, sammama ‘poison’, saqqafa ‘roof ’, sarraja ‘saddle’, tanbara ‘postmark’, tawwaja ‘crown’, zaffata ‘asphalt’, zayyata ‘oil’, . . .
(160) a. * zayyata c aliy-un zayot-a z-zaytuun-i c alaa
oiled
Ali-NOM oil-ACC olive-GEN on
c
l- ajPin-i.
DEF-dough-GEN
* ‘Ali oiled olive oil on the dough.’
b. zayyata c aliy-un l-c ajPin-a
bi-zayot-i
z-zaytuun-i.
oiled
Ali-NOM DEF-dough-ACC with-oil-ACC DEF-olive-GEN
‘Ali oiled the dough with olive oil.’
Comment:
Similar to English, some verb classes of putting and covering in Arabic associate
the holistic/partitive effect with the spray/load alternation. In the a-variant the
location is realized as the object of some locative prepositions whereas the theme
(the entity being moved) is assigned to the object. In the b-variant, the location
is realized as the object and the theme as the object of the prepositional phrase
headed by bi ‘with’. The alternation requires no morphological marking.
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5.4.3.2

Clear alternation (transitive)

(161) a. Henry cleared dishes from the table. (locative variant)
b. Henry cleared the table of dishes. (of variant)

(Levin, 1993, 51–53)

(162) Pafraga ‘empty’ verbs: Pafraġa ‘empty’, Paxlaa ‘clear’, farraġa ‘empty’,
jaffafa ‘dry’, masaha ‘wipe’, . . .
˙
(163) a. Pafraga n-naadil-u
l-qinnPinat-a
min
emptied DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-bottle-ACC from
l-c asPir-i.
DEF˙-juice-GEN
‘The waiter emptied the bottle of the juice.’
a. Pafraga n-naadil-u
l-c asPir-a
min l-qinnPinat-GEN.
˙
emptied DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-juice-ACC from DEF-bottle-GEN
‘The waiter emptied the juice from the bottle.’
(164) * Pazaala ‘remove’ verbs: Pabc ada ‘abscise’, Palġaa ‘dismiss’, Paqsaa
˙
‘expel’, Paqaala ‘discharge’, Paxraja ‘extrude’, Pazaaha ‘remove’, Pazaala
˙
‘remove’, c azala ‘discharge’, hatafa ‘omit’, taraha ‘extirpate’, tarada ‘ex˙ ¯
˙
˙
˙
pel’, fasala ‘expel’, Pijtatta ‘uproot’, Pintazac a ‘extract’, Piqtalac a ‘extract’,
¯¯
˙
PistaPsala ‘uproot’, Pistalla ‘retract’, Pistixlaas ‘extract’, kašata ‘wrench’,
˙
˙
˙
lafada ‘eject’, mahaa ‘eradicate’, masaha ‘eradicate’, nazac a ‘extract’, qalac a
¯˙
˙
˙
‘extract’,
sahaba ‘withdraw’, salla ‘extrude’, xalac a ‘discharge’, . . .
˙
c
(165) a. Pazaala saliim-un l-buqac -a
an
removed Salim.NOM DEF-smudges-ACC from
tiyaab-i-hi.
clothes-GEN-his
‘Salim removed the smudges from his clothes.’

b. * Pazaala saliim-un tiyaab-a-hu
min
removed Salim-NOM clothes-ACC-his of
l-buqac -i.
DEF-smudges-GEN
* ‘Salim removed his clothes of smudges.’
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(166) * saraqa ‘steal’ verbs: Pasaaba ‘win’, Paxada ‘take’, ġasaba ‘extort’,
˙
˙
ġanima ‘capture’, saadara ‘confiscate’, bazza ‘cop’, harraba ‘smuggle’, Piġtasaba
˙
˙
‘extort’, Piġtanama ‘capture’, Pintazac a ‘snatch’, Pistac aada ‘salvage’, Pistalaba
‘steal’, Pistaraqqa ‘steal’, Pistarjac a ‘repossess’, našala ‘pickpocket’, nataša
‘snatch’, qarsana ‘pirate’, . . .
˙
(167) a. saraqa l-lis-u
l-maal-a
min l-xaznat-i.
˙
stole DEF-thief-NOM DEF-money-ACC from DEF-safe-GEN
‘The thief stole the money from the safe.’
b. * saraqa l-lis-u
l-xaznat-a
min l-maal-i.
˙
stole DEF-thief-NOM DEF-safe-ACC of DEF-money-GEN
* ‘The thief stole the safe of money.
(168) * nafaa ‘banish’ verbs: Pabc da ‘deport’, Paqsaa ‘expel’, Paxraja ‘extra˙
dite’, ġarraba ‘banish’, tarada ‘expel’, bacc ada ‘banish , dahara ‘evacuate’,
˙
˙
hajjara ‘deport’, nafaa ‘banish’, nazzaha ‘deport’, rahhala ‘deport’, . . .
˙
˙˙
(169) a. nafaa
l-jiniraal-u
l-muc aarid-a
mino
˙
banished DEF-general-NOM DEF-oppositionistACC form
l-balad-i.
DEF-country-GEN
‘The general banished the oppositionist from the country.’
b. * nafaa
l-jiniraal-u
l-balad-u
min
banished DEF-general-NOM DEF-country-ACC of
l-muc aarid-i.
˙
DEF-oppositionistGEN
* ‘The general banished the country of the oppositionist.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with one group of verbs of removing. In the a-variant
of the alternation, the theme is realized as the object and the location as the
object of a prepositional phrase headed by min or c an ‘from’. In the b-variant,
the location is assigned to the object and the theme to a prepositional phrase also
headed by min ‘from’. The semantic effect associated with this alternation is the
same as the effect associated with the spray/load alternation. The a-variant has
a “partitive” interpretation and the b-variant a “holistic” interpretation. This
alternation requires no morphological marking on the verb.
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5.4.3.3

Wipe alternation

(170) a. Helen wiped the fingerprints off the wall. (locative PP varaint)
b. Helen wiped the wall (*of fingerprints). (locative object varaint) (Levin,
1993, 53)
(171) nafada ‘shake-off ’: c assara ‘wring’, c asara ‘wring’, masaha ‘clear’, . . .
˙˙
˙
˙
˙
(172) a. masaha n-naadil-u
l-maaraq-a
min l-maaPidat-i
wiped˙ DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-sauce-ACC off DEF-table-GEN
‘The waiter wiped the sauce off the table’
a. masaha n-naadil-u
l-maaPidat-a.
˙
wiped DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-table-ACC
‘The waiter wiped the table.’
Comment:
In this alternation, the location in the a-variant is assigned to the object of the
preposition min ‘from’ or to the direct object in the b-variant. However, the theme
of the a-variant is omitted in the b-variant. The semantic effect associated with
this alternation is similar to two previous variations with a “holistic/partitive”
effect. No morphological marking is required.
5.4.3.4

Swarm alternation

(173) a. Bees are swarming in the garden. (locative variant)
b. The garden is swarming with bees. (with variant) (Levin, 1993, 53–54)
(174) nagaša ‘crawl’ verbs: Pintaġaša ‘crawl’, maaja ‘swarm’, naġaša ‘crawl’,
tanaġġaša ‘crawl’

(175) a. tanaggaša-t d-dPidaan-u
fii l-juttat-i
¯¯
crawled-PL DEF-maggots-NOM in DEF-cadaver-GEN
‘The maggots crawled in the cadaver.’
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b. tanaggaša-t l-juttat-u
bi-d-dPidaan-i.
¯¯
crawled-PL DEF-cadaver-NOM with-DEF-maggots-GEN
‘The cadaver crawled with maggots.’
(176) sadaha ‘echo’ verbs (some): sadaha ‘echo’, jaljala ‘rattle’
˙
˙
˙
˙
(177) a. sadaha l-Paadaan-u
fii l-madiinat-i.
¯
˙
˙ DEF-adhanechoed
NOM in DEF-city-GEN
‘The adhan echoed in the city.’
b. sadaha-t l-madiinat-u bi-l-Paadaan-i.
¯
˙
˙ F DEF-city-NOM with-DEF
echoed-adhan-GEN
‘The city echoed with the adhan.’
Comment:
In Arabic, the swarm alternation is associated with some intransitive verbs of sound
existence and some verbs involving a mode of being with motion. This alternation
also reflects the “holistic/partitive” effect like most localive alternations. In the
a-variant, the location is realized as object of a locative preposition and the theme
as the subject. In the b-variant, the location is assigned to the subject and the
theme to the object of a prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’. This alternation
requires no morphological marking.
5.4.3.5

Clear alternation (intransitive)

(178) a. Clouds cleared from the sky. (locative variant)
b. The sky cleared (?of clouds) (of variant)

(Levin, 1993, 55)

(179) Alternating verbs: Pinoqašac a ‘clear’, Pinmasaha ‘INCH-wipe’, jaffa
˙
‘INCH-dry’
(180) a. Pinqašac a-t s-suhub-u
min s-samaaP-i
˙
cleared-F DEF-clouds-NOM from DEF-sky-GEN
‘The clouds cleared from the sky.’
b. ? Pinqašac a-ti s-samaaPu
min s-suhub-i.
˙
cleared-F DEF-sky-NOM min DEF-cloudsGEN
‘The sky cleared (of the clouds).’
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Comment:
The few verbs participating in this alternation are intransitive forms of verbs
participating in the clear alternation as described in section (5.4.3.2). In the
a-variant of this alternation, the theme of the motion is realized as the subject and
the location as the object of the preposition min or c an ‘from’. In the b-variant,
the location is realized as subject and the theme is either omitted or is assigned
to the object of the preposition min ‘off’. As in previous alternations, the clear
alternation for intransitive verbs shows the “holistic/partitive” effect.

5.4.4

Creation and transformation alternations

5.4.4.1

Material/Product alternation (transitive)

(181) a. Martha carved a toy out of the piece of wood.
b. Martha carved the piece of wood into a toy.

(Levin, 1993, 56)

(182)
a. * xaata ‘tailor’ verbs: c ajana ‘back’, šakkala ‘form’, ġazala ‘spin’, haaka
˙
˙
‘spin’, habaka ‘knit’, tabaxa ‘cook’, tahaa ‘cook’, tawwara ‘develop’, barmaja
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘program’, jamac a ‘form’, nahata ‘carve’, naqaša ‘carve’, nasaja ‘spin’, sabaka
˙
‘form’, xaata ‘tailor’, xabaza ‘bake’, xarata ‘lathe’
˙
˙
b. * xalaqa ‘create’ verbs: Pabdac a ‘invent’, Paqaama ‘construct’, Passasa
‘found’, PnšaPa ‘build’, Pntaja ‘product’, šaada ‘build’, šayyada ‘build’, hafara
˙
‘dig’, sammama ‘construct’, sanac a ‘fabricate’, sawwara ‘fashion’, badaPa
˙
˙
˙
‘invent’, banaa ‘construct’, fatara ‘create’, fabraka ‘fabricate’, Pibtadac a
˙
‘invent’, Pibtakara ‘invent’, Pibtana ‘build’, Pixtarac a ‘invent’, jabala ‘create’,
kawwana ‘form’, nadama ‘organize’, xalaqa ‘create’, . . .
¯˙
(183) a. nahata s-saanic -u
timtaal-an
min
¯
˙
˙ ˙ -workman-NOM sculpturecarved
DEF
ACC-IND from
l-xašab-i.
DEF-wood-GEN
‘The workman carved a sculpture out of wood.’
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b. * nahata s-saanic -u
l-xašab-a
Pilaa
˙
˙
˙
carved DEF-workman-NOM DEF-wood-ACC into
timtaal-in.
¯
sculpture-GEN-IND
‘The workman carved the wood into a sculpture.’
Comment:
This alternation found in English is most likely not existent in Arabic. In English,
the a-variant assigns the product to the direct object of the verb and the material
to the object of the preposition from or out of. In the b-variant, the material is
realized as the object and the product as the object of the preposition into.
5.4.4.2

Material/Product alternation (intransitive)

(184) a. That acorn will grow into an oak tree.
b. An oak tree will grow from that acorn.

(Levin, 1993, 57)

(185) * namaa ‘grow’ verbs: Pinwalada ‘generate’, Pizdaada ‘generate’, našaPa
‘evolve’, nadaja ‘mature’, rabaa ‘grow’, tanaamaa ‘grow’, xaraja ‘generate’,
˙
...

(186) a. nama-t n-nawaat-u
(* Pilaa naxolat-in).
grew-F DEF-acorn-NOM (into palm-GEN-IND)
‘The acorn grew into a date tree.’
b. namat naxolap-un
min n-nawaat-i.
grew palm-NOM-IND from DEF-acorn-GEN
‘A date tree grew from the acorn.’
(187) * tahawwala ‘turn’ verbs: Pinmasaxa ‘mutate’, Pinqalaba ‘alter’, Pistahaala
˙
˙
‘turn’, taġayyara ‘change’, tahawwala ‘turn’, tatawwara ‘transform’, tatar˙
˙
jama ‘translate’

(188) a. * tahawwala min PamPir-in.
˙
turned
from prince-GEN-IND
* ‘He turned from a prince.’
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b. tahawwala Pilaa hisaan-in.
˙
˙ ˙ GEN-IND
turned
into horse‘He turned into a horse.’
Comment:
This alternation is most likely not available in Arabic. In English, the a-variant
displays the material as the subject and the product as the object of the preposition
into. In the b-variant however, the product is assigned to the subject and the
material to the object of the preposition form. In Arabic the two candidate verb
classes show only one variant of the alternation.1
5.4.4.3

Total transformation alternation (transitive)

(189) a. The witch turned him into a frog.
b. The witch turned him from a prince into a frog.

(Levin, 1993, 57–58)

(190) hawwala ‘turn’ verbs: Pahaala ‘turn’, ġayyara ‘change’, hawwala ‘turn’,
˙
˙
˙
baddala ‘change’, dablaja ‘translate’, masaxa ‘mutate’, qalaba ‘turn’, tarjama
‘translate’, . . .

(191) a. tarjama c aliy-un l-kitaab-a
Pilaa l-c arabiyat-i.
translated Ali-NOM DEF-book-ACC into DEF-Arabic-GEN
‘Ali translated the book into Arabic.’
b. tarjama c aliy-un l-kitaab-a
min l-PġrPiqiyat-i
Pilaa
translated Ali-NOM DEF-book-ACC from DEF-Greek-GEN into
l-c arabiyat-i.
DEF-Arabic-GEN
‘Ali translated the book from Greek into Arabic.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with transitive verbs of total transformation. In the
a-variant, the patient is assigned to the direct object and the goal (the end state
1

With candidate verb classes we mean verb classes which show a high degree of syntactic
and semantic similarity to the corresponding classes in English found with a given alternation.
Members of the candidate class are than tested for their ability to occur with this alternation
(see chapter 8 for more details).
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of the transformation) to the object of the preposition Pilaa ‘into/to’. In the
b-variant however, the verb involves three internal arguments: the patient realized
as the object, the source (the original state before the transformation) is realized
as the object of the preposition min ‘from’ and the goal realized as object of the
preposition Pilaa ‘into/to’. Most of these verbs have an inchoative derivate which
is found with the intransitive version of the same alternation. The alternation
does not require morphological marking.
5.4.4.4

Total transformation alternation (intransitive)

(192) a. He turned into a frog.
b. He turned from a prince into a forg.

(Levin, 1993, 58)

(193) tahawwala ‘turn’ verbs: Pinmasaxa ‘mutate’, Pinqalaba ‘alter’, Pistahaala
˙
˙
‘turn’, taġayyara ‘change’, tahawwala ‘turn’, tatawwara ‘transform’, tatar˙
˙
jama ‘translate’

(194) a. tahawwala-t Pilaa huuriyat-in.
˙
˙
turnedF
into nymphGEN-IND
‘She turned into a nymph.’
b. tahawwala-t min PamPirat-in
Pilaa huuriyat-in.
˙
˙
turned-F
from princess-GEN-IND into nymphGEN-IND
‘She turned from a princess into a nymph.’
Comment:
The verbs participating in this alternation are the inchoative derivate of the
hawwala ‘turn’ verbs. They have similar properties as their transitive counterparts
˙
in section 5.4.4.3. The difference lies, in the fact that the patient is assigned to
the subject role and the agent is omitted (as is common in intransitivization).

5.4.5

Reciprocal alternations

5.4.5.1

Simple reciprocal alternation (transitive)

(195) a. I mixed the sugar into the butter.
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b. I mixed the sugar and the butter.

(Levin, 1993, 59–60)

(196) mazaja ‘mix’ verbs (some): Paalafa ‘consolidate’, Pallafa ‘consolidate’,
Paqrana ‘join’, šaabaka ‘connect’, jamac a ‘join’, laPama ‘join’, laahama
˙
‘unite’, maazaja ‘intermix’, mazaja ‘mix’, qarana ‘join’, rabata ‘tie’, waššaja
˙
‘tie’, wahhada ‘unite’, wasala ‘connect’, xaalata ‘intermix’, xalata ‘mix’,
˙˙
˙
˙
˙
xallata ‘INTS-mix’, zaawaja ‘pair’, zawwaja ‘pair’, . . .
˙
(197) a. mazaja t-tabbaax-u
l-bayd-a
bi-l-halPib-i.
˙ ˙ -cook-NOM DEF-eggs˙
mixed DEF
ACC with-˙ DEF-milk-GEN
‘The cook mixed the eggs with the milk.‘
b. mazaja t-tabbaax-u
l-bayd-a
wa-l-halPib-a.
˙
˙
˙
˙ -milk-ACC
mixed DEF-cook-NOM DEF-eggs-ACC and-DEF
‘The cook mixed the eggs and the milk.‘
(198) fasala ‘separate’ verbs (some): ? c azala ‘isolate’, tallaqa ‘divorce’,
˙
˙
fasala ‘separate’, ? fakka ‘disassociate’, ? faraqa ‘separate’, faraza ‘segregate’,
˙
? farraqa ‘separate’, ? maaza ‘part’, ? mayyaza ‘part’, ? qatac a ‘cut’, . . .
˙
c
(199) a. tallaqa l-qaadPi r-rajul-a
an zawjat-i-h i.
˙divorced DEF-judge
˙
DEF-man-ACC from wife-GEN-his
‘The judge divorced the man from his wife.’

b. tallaqa l-qaadPi r-rajul-a
wa-zawjat-a-hu.
˙
˙
divorced
DEF-judge
DEF-man-ACC and-wife-ACC-his
‘The judge divorced the man and his wife.’
(200) * Palsaqa ‘tape’ verbs: Pawtaqa ‘tie’, Plsaqa ‘glue’, c aqada ‘knot’, ġallala
¯
˙
˙
‘chain’, ġaraa ‘glue’, safda ‘handcuff ’, saffada ‘handcuff ’, baršama ‘clinch’,
˙
˙
dabasa ‘tack’, lassaqa ‘glue’, lazaqa ‘glue’, qayyada ‘string’, rabata ‘tie’,
˙˙
˙
rabaqa ‘string’, salsala ‘chain’, sammara ‘nail’, . . .

(201) a. Palosaqa c aliy-un s-suurat-a
bi-l-haaPit-i.
˙
˙
˙
˙ -wall˙ GEN
taped
Ali-NOM DEF-picture-ACC on-DEF
‘Ali taped the picture to the wall.’
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b. * Palosaqa c aliy-un s-suurat-a
wa-l-haaPit-i.
˙
˙
˙
˙ -wall˙ GEN
taped
Ali-NOM DEF-picture-ACC and-DEF
* ‘Ali taped the picture and the wall.’
Comment:
This alternation is predominantly found with verbs of mixing and amalgamating.
The verbs can imply a degradation of the material integrity of the two objects
(patients) participating in the event as is the case for the verb mazaja ‘mix’ or
a permanent contact of the two objects without a degradation of their material
integrity, as with the verb qarana ‘join’. In the a-variant of this alternation the
verbs involve two coequal roles patient 1 and patient 2. Patient 1 is assigned to
the direct object of the verb and patient 2 to the object of one of the prepositions
mac a or bi ‘with’. In the b-variant, the two patients are realized as a conjoined
NP: [NP NP2 wa-NP3].
5.4.5.2

Together reciprocal alternation (transitive)

(202) a. I creamed the sugar into the butter.
b. I creamed the sugar and the butter together.

(Levin, 1993, 61)

(203) * mazaja ‘mix’ verbs (some): Paalafa ‘consolidate’, Pallafa ‘consolidate’,
Paqrana ‘join’, šaabaka ‘connect’, jamac a ‘join’, laPama ‘join’, laahama
˙
‘unite’, maazaja ‘intermix’, mazaja ‘mix’, qarana ‘join’, rabata ‘tie’, waššaja
˙
‘tie’, wahhada ‘unite’, wasala ‘connect’, xaalata ‘intermix’, xalata ‘mix’,
˙˙
˙
˙
˙
xallata ‘INTS-mix’, zaawaja ‘pair’, zawwaja ‘pair’, . . .
˙
(204) * Palsaqa ‘tape’ verbs: Pawtaqa ‘bind’, Pawtaqa ‘tie’, Plsaqa ‘glue’,
¯
¯
˙
˙
c
aqada ‘knot’, ġallala ‘chain’, ġaraa ‘glue’, safda ‘handcuff ’, saffada ‘hand˙
˙
cuff ’, baršama ‘clinch’, dabasa ‘tack’, lassaqa ‘glue’, lazaqa ‘glue’, qayyada
˙˙
‘string’, rabata ‘tie’, rabaqa ‘string’, salsala ‘chain’, sammara ‘nail’, . . .
˙
Comment:
This alternation is not found in Arabic, since it does not dispose of an element that
corresponds to together in meaning or grammatical function. However, Arabic
shows other (different) instances of reciprocal alternations. For instance, verbs
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of mixing show what one could call the bayna alternation ‘between alternation’
(205). In the a-variant, the first patient is assigned to the direct object and the
second patient is realized as the object of one of the prepositions mac a or bi ‘with’.
In the b-variant, however, the two patients are objects of the preposition bayna
‘between’ (as a plural NP or as two conjoined NPs) (see section 6.3.3).
(205) a. mazaja t-tabbaax-u
l-bayd-a
bi-l-halPib-i.
˙ ˙ -cook-NOM DEF-eggs˙
mixed DEF
ACC with-˙ DEF-milk-GEN
‘The cook mixed the eggs with the milk.’
b. mazaja t-tabbaax-u
bayna l-bayd-i
wa-l-halPib-i.
˙
˙
˙
˙ -milk-GEN
mixed DEF-cook-NOM between DEF-eggs-GEN and-DEF
‘The cook mixed the eggs and the milk.‘
5.4.5.3

Apart reciprocal alternation (intransitive)

(206) a. I broke the twig off (of ) the branch.
b. I broke the twig and the branch apart.

(Levin, 1993, 61)

(207) * fasala ‘separate’ verbs (some): c azala ‘isolate’, tallaqa ‘divorce’,
˙
˙
fasala ‘separate’, fakka ‘disassociate’, faraqa ‘separate’, faraza ‘segregate’,
˙
farraqa ‘separate’, maaza ‘part’, mayyaza ‘part’, qatac a ‘cut’, . . .
˙
Comment:
This alternation is also not available in Arabic, since there is no element in this
language that corresponds in meaning and function to apart. In the b-variant of
the English example in (207), apart indicates the resulting configuration of some
action involving a separation of an object from another (ground) object.
5.4.5.4

Simple reciprocal alternation (intransitive)

(208) a. Brenda agreed with Molly.
b. Brenda and Molly agreed.

(Levin, 1993, 62–64)

(209) ta-laaqaa ‘INTR-meet’ verbs: Pi-ltaqaa ‘INTR-meet’, ta-saadafa ‘INTR˙
meet’, ta-saadaqa ‘INTR-befriend’, ta-daac aba ‘INTR-banter’, ta-jaalasa
˙
‘INTR-meet’, ta-laac aba ‘INTR-play’, ta-laaqa ‘INTR-meet’, ta-qaabala ‘INTRmeet’, . . .
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(210) a. Pi-ltaqa-t salmaa mac a sadiiqat-i-haa
˙
INTR-met-F Salma with friendGEN-her
‘Salma met with her friend.’
b Pi-ltaqa-t salmaa wa-sadiiqat-a-haa
˙
INTR-met-F Salma wa-friendACC-her
‘Salma and her friend met.’
(211) ta-maazaja ‘INTR-mix verbs: ta-Paalafa ‘consolidate’, ta-Pallafa ‘INTRconsolidate’, Pin-qarana ‘INTR-join’, Pi-šatabaka ‘INTR-connect’, Pi-jtamac a
‘INTR-join’, Pi-ltaPama ‘INTR-join’, ta-maazaja ‘INTR-intermix’, Pi-rtabata
˙
‘INTR-tie’, Pin-wasala ‘INTR-connect’, Pi-xtalata ‘INTR-mix’, ta-xallata ‘INTR˙
˙
˙
INTS-mix’, ta-zaawaja ‘INTR-pair’, . . .
(212) a. Pi-mtazaja l-bayd-u
bi-d-daqPiq-i.
˙
INTR-mixed DEF-eggsNOM with-DEF-flour-GEN
‘The Eggs mixed with the flour.’
b. Pi-mtazaja l-bayd-u
wa-d-daqPiq-u.
˙
INTR-Smixed DEF-eggs-NOM and-DEF-flour-NOM
‘The Eggs and flour mixed.’
(213) Pi-xtalafa ‘INTR-differ’, ta-c aarada ‘INTR-differ’, ta-šaawara ‘INTR-consult’,
˙
ta-ġaazala ‘INTR-flirt’, ta-haawara ‘INTR-discuss’, ta-daakara ‘INTR-talk’,
¯
˙
ta-baahata ‘INTR-negociate’, ta-baasata ‘INTR-banter’, ta-daarasa ‘INTR˙ ¯
˙
discuss’, ta-daawala ‘INTR-negociate’, ta-faataha ‘INTR-discuss’, ta-faawada
˙
˙
‘INTR-negociate’, ta-kaataba ‘INTR-write’, ta-maazaha ‘INTR-banter’, ta˙
qaayada ‘INTR-negociate’, ta-raasala ‘correpond’, ta-saawama ‘INTR-negociate’,
˙
ta-waafaqa ‘INTR-agree’, ta-xaataba ‘INTR-talk’, ta-xaalafa ‘INTR-disagree’,
˙
...
(214) a. ta-raasala
l-jundiyy-u
mac c aaPilat-i-hi.
INTR-corresponded DEF-soldier-NOM with family-GEN-his
‘The soldier corresponded with his family.’
b. ta-raasala
l-jundiyy-u
wa-c aaPilat-a-hu.
INTR-corresponds DEF-soldier-NOM and-family-NOM-his
‘The soldier and his family corresponded.’
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Comment:
Most verbs found with this alternation are derived from verbs participating in
the transitive reciprocal alternation in section 5.4.1.8. The relation between the
a-variant of the alternation and the b-variant is in a broad sense a paraphrase
relation (Levin, 1993, 63). However, it is not a bidirectional entailment relation.
The meaning of the a-variant can be entailed from the meaning of the b-variant
and not vice versa. Thus, x and y correspond with each other entails that x
corresponds with y or/and y corresponds with x. However, x corresponds with y
does not entail that x and y correspond with each other.
The a-variant has the frame ‘V NP1 [pp mac a/bi NP2] and the b-variant involves
the frame ‘V [NP NP1 wa-NP2]. The alternation does not impose a morphological
marking on the verb.
5.4.5.5

Together reciprocal alternation

(215) a. The eggs mixed with the cream.
b. The eggs and the cream mixed together.

(Levin, 1993, 64)

Comment:
This is the intransitive version of the together reciprocal alternation and is also
not available in Arabic. However, other language-specific forms of reciprocal
alternations are available (see section 6.3.3 for more details).
5.4.5.6

Apart Reciprocal Alternation

(216) a. The twig broke off (of ) the branch.
b. The twig and the brach broke apart.

(Levin, 1993, 64–65)

Comment:
The intransitive version of the apart reciprocal alternation is also not available in
Arabic.
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5.4.5.7

Fullfilling alternation

(217) a. The judge presented a prize to the winner.
b. The judge presented the winner with a prize.

(Levin, 1993, 65–66)

(218) jahhaza ‘equip’ verbs: jahhaza ‘equip’, sallaha ‘arm’, zawwada ‘provi˙
sion’, waafaa ‘furnish’, . . .
(219) a. * jahhaza-t š-šarikat-u
l-hawaasiib-a
˙ -computers-NOM
equipped DEF-company-NOM DEF
li-l-mustaxdamiina.
to-DEF-employees-GEN
‘The company equipped the employees with computers.’
b. jahhazat š-šarikat-u
l-mustaxdamiina
equipped DEF-company-NOM DEF-employees-ACC
bi-hawaasPib-i.
˙
with-computersGEN
‘The company equipped the employees with computers.’
(220) * Pac ataa ‘give’ verbs: Pac taa ‘lend’, Pac aara ‘give’, Paata ‘lend’, Pajjara
˙
˙
‘lease’, Paqada ‘lend’, Phodaa ‘present’, baac a ‘sell’, karaa ‘lease’, mallaka
˙
‘CAUS-own’, manaha ‘give’, naawala ‘hand’, . . .
˙
(221) a. Pahdaa l-malik-u
sajjaad-an
li-l-waziir-i.
donated DEF-king-NOM carpet-ACC-IND to-DEF-minister-GEN
‘The minister presented a carpet to the minister.’
b. * Pahdaa l-malik-u
l-waziir-a
bi-sajjaad-in.
donated DEF-king-NOM DEF-minister-ACC with-carpet-GEN-IND
‘The minister presented the minister with a carpet.’
Comment:
The fulfilling alternation is not available in Arabic. In English, it is characteristic
for verbs of fulfilling like credit, entrust, etc. In the a-variant, the theme of
possession transfer is realized as object and the recipient as the object of the
preposition li ‘to’. In the b-variant, the recipient is assigned to the object and the
theme to the object of the preposition bi ‘with’. Verbs of possession transfer in
Arabic are only found with one of these variants.
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5.4.5.8

Image impression alternation

(222) a. The jeweller inscribed the name on the ring.
b. The jeweller inscriber the ring with the name.

(Levin, 1993, 66)

(223) wašama ‘tattoo’ verbs: taraza ‘embroider’, tarraza ‘embroider’, naqaša
˙
˙
‘engrave’, rašama ‘stamp’, wašama ‘tattoo’, wasama ‘imprint’, . . .
(224) a. wašama Pisom-a-haa c alaa diraac -i-hi.
tattooed name-ACC-her on shoulder-GEN-his
‘He tattooed her name on his shoulder.’
b. wašama diraac -a-hu
bi-Pisom-i-haa.
tattooed shoulder-ACC-his with-name-GEN-her
‘He tattooed his shoulder with her name.’
(225) * zaxorafa ‘ornament’ verbs: šaxbata ‘scratch’, tabac a ‘print’, dawwana
˙
˙
‘scribble’, kataba ‘write’, nahata ‘carve’, nasaxa ‘copy’, raqana ‘type’, rasama
˙
‘draw’, xatta ‘scribble’, xattata ‘scribble’, xadaša ‘scratch’, xarbaša ‘scratch’,
˙˙
˙˙ ˙
...
c
(226) a. rasama surat-a-haa
alaa l-jidaar-i.
˙
drew image-ACC-her on DEF-wall-GEN
‘He drew her image on the wall.’

b. * rasama l-jidaar-a
bi-suurat-i-haa.
˙
drew DEF-wall-ACC with-imageGEN-her
‘He drew her image on the wall.’
Comment:
The image impression alternation exhibits the same properties as the spray/ load
alternation. The difference lies in the end result associated with the event in both
cases. The spray/load alternation involves an end result which consist of a change
of location of an object, whereas the image impression alternation involves the
end result of an image being created on a specific surface. Therefore, it does
not involve the “holistic/partitive” effect. The alternation does not require a
morphological marking.
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5.4.5.9

With/Against alternation

(227) a. Brian hit the stick against the fence.
b. Brian hit the fence with the stick.

(Levin, 1993, 67–68)

(228) safac a ‘spank’ verbs: c adda ‘bite’, c azara ‘hit’, daraba ‘hit’, safac a ‘spank’,
˙˙
˙
˙
˙
safaqa ‘spank’, sakka ‘nudge’, tac ana ‘stab’, taraqa ‘cuff ’, daqqa ‘hit’, fašaxa
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘spank’, falaqa ‘hit’, kasac a ‘hit’, latac a ‘spank’, latama ‘spank’, lakaPa ‘punch’,
˙
˙
lakama ‘punch’, lakaza ‘punch’, lakka ‘punch’, . . .
c
(229) a. * daraba saliim-un l-mitraqat-a
alaa l-jidaar-i.
˙hit
˙
Salim-NOM DEF-hammer-ACC against DEF-wall-GEN
‘Salim hit the hammer against the wall.’

b. daraba saliim-un l-jidaar-a
bi-l-mitraqat-i.
˙hit
˙ -hammer-GEN
Salim-NOM DEF-wall-ACC with-DEF
‘Salim hit the wall with the hammer.’
Comment:
This alternation as found with verbs of the class hit in English does probably not
exist in Arabic. Candidate verbs of contact by impact like daraba ‘hit’ or safac a
˙
˙
‘spank’ are found with the b-variant of the alternation, but not with the a-variant.
The object of the prepossition bi- is mainly understood as the instrument of the
action.
5.4.5.10

Through/With alternation

(230) a. Alison pierced the needle through the cloth.
b. Alison pierced the cloth with a needle.

(Levin, 1993, 68–69)

(231) * xaraqa ‘perforate’ verbs: šaddaba ‘prune’, taqaba ‘bore’, barada ‘file’,
¯
xarama ‘hole’, xaraqa ‘pierce’, xaraza ‘transfix’, xazama ‘pierce’, . . .
c
(232) a. * xaraqa l-xayyaat-u
l-Pibrat-a
abra
˙
pierced DEF-tailor-NOM DEF-needle-ACC through
t-tawb-i.
¯¯
DEF-cloth-GEN
‘The tailor pierced the needle through the clothes.’
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b. xaraqa l-xayyaat-u
t-tawb-a
bi-l-Pibrat-i.
¯¯
˙
pierced DEF-tailor-NOM DEF-cloth-ACC with-DEF-needle-GEN
‘The tailor pierced the clothes with the needle.’
Comment:
This alternation is also not available in Arabic. In English, the main characteristic
of the verbs participating in this alternation is the realization of the instrument
as the theme. The theme corresponds to the object moved into contact with the
locative object. In the b-variant, the instrument is assigned to the object of the
preposition with. As is the case with the with/again alternation, candidate verbs
in Arabic are found only in the b-variant of the alternation.
5.4.5.11

Blame alternation

(233) a. Mira blamed the accidend on Terry.
b. Mira blamed Terry for the accident.

(Levin, 1993, 69)

(234) c aataba ‘blame’ verbs: Paaxada ‘blame’, Paxada ‘blame’, , c aaba ‘fault’,
¯
¯
c
aataba ‘blame’, c ataba ‘blame’, c ayyaba ‘fault’, Pistankara ‘condamne’, . . .

c
(235) a. c aataba-t l-Pumm-u
l-Pihmaal-a
alaa
blamed-F DEF-mother-NOM DEF-negligence-ACC on
Pibn-i-haa.
son-GEN-her
‘The mother blamed the negligence on her son.’

b. c aataba-t l-Pumm-u
Pibn-a-haa c alaa
blamed-F DEF-mother-NOM son-ACC-her for
l-Pihmaal-i.
DEF-negligence-GEN
‘The mother blamed her son for his negligence.’
(236) * madaha ‘praise’ verbs: Pac dama ‘glorify’, Pataaba ‘recompense’,
¯˙
¯
˙
Paajara ‘recompense’, Pabbaxa ‘decry’,
Padaana ‘condemn’, Pajalla ‘honor’,
Pannaba ‘castigate’, Paqdac a ‘insult’, c addama ‘honor’, c adala ‘blame’,
¯
¯˙ ¯˙
¯
c
aaqaba ‘punish’, c annafa ‘reprimand’, šajaba
‘denounce’, šakara ‘thank’,
šatama ‘insult’, hayyaa ‘greet’, damma ‘reprimand’, bajjala ‘praise’, bakata
¯
˙
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‘castigate’, hajaa ‘dispraise’, hannaPa ‘congratulate’, Pintahara ‘rebuke’,
Pintaqada ‘criticize’, Pistahjana ‘reprove’, Pizdajara ‘rebuke’, jaamala ‘compliment’, jaaza ‘compensate’, madaha ‘praise’, qadafa ‘insult’, saamaha
¯
˙
˙
‘forgive’, sabba ‘insult’, wabbaxa ‘chasten’, zajara ‘rebuke’, . . .
(237) * Pahabba ‘love’ verbs: Pac dama ‘glorify’, Pac azza ‘cherish’, Paġbata
˙
˙
˙
‘envy’, Pahabba ‘love’, Pataaqa ‘tolerate’, Paatara ‘prefer’, Pajalla ‘glorify’,
¯
˙
˙
Pallaha ‘idolize’, Panifa ‘reject’, Pbġada ‘abhor’, c ašiqa ‘love’, c aafa ‘detest’,
˙
hasada ‘envy’, faddala ‘prefer’, ic tabara ‘consider’, Pizdaraa ‘debase’, kariha
˙˙
˙
‘hate’, maqata ‘abominate’, . . .

c
(238) a. * wabbaxa-t l-Pumm-u
l-Pihmaal-a
alaa
repoved-F DEF-mother-NOM DEF-negligence-ACC on
Pibn-i-haa.
son-GEN-her
‘The mother reproved the negligence on her son.’

b. wabbaxa-t l-Pumm-u
Pibn-a-haa c alaa
reproved-F DEF-mother-NOM son-ACC-her for
li-Pihmaal-i.
DEF-negligence-GEN
‘The mother reproved her son for (her) negligence.’
Comment:
Arabic has its own version of the blame alternation. Unlike English, the two roles
(theme and predicate 1 ), which alternate in the oblique position, are both object
of the same preposition c alaa ‘on/for’. As in many other alternations, it is a mere
position alternation. The same argument structure ‘V NP NP c alaa P’, is assigned
to the thematic structure ‘agent predicate theme’ and ‘agent theme predicate’.
Non-alternating verbs like Pahabba and madaha ‘praise’ verbs are found with the
˙
˙
b-variant only. This alternation does not require morphological marking.
1

The predicate is one of the roles used in English VerbNet and also in Arabic VerbNet (see
section 9.1.2)
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5.4.5.12

Search alternation

(239) a. Ida hunted the woods for deer.
b. Ida hunted for deer in the woods.
c. Ida hunted deer in the woods.

(Levin, 1993, 70–71)

(240) fattaša ‘search’ verbs: fattaša ‘search’

c
(241) a. fattaša kariim-un d-daraj-a
an l-mustanadaat-i.
searched Karim-NOM DEF-drawer-ACC for DEF-documents-GEN
‘Karim searched the drawer for the documents.’

b. fattaša kariim-un c an l-mustanadaat-i
fii d-daraj-i.
searched Karim-NOM for DEF-documents-GEN in DEF-drawer-i
‘Karim searched for the documents in the drawer.’
c. * fattaša kariim-un l-mustanadaat-a
fii d-daraj-i.
searched Karim-NOM DEF-documents-ACC in DEF-drawer-i
‘Karim searched the documents in the drawer.’
(242) * fattaša ‘search’ verbs (some): šamšama ‘rifle’, bahata ‘search’,
˙ ¯
dawwara ‘search’, naqqaba ‘excavate’

c
(243) a. * bahata kariim-un d-daraj-a
an l-mustanadaat-i.
¯
˙
searched Karim-NOM DEF-drawer-ACC for DEF-documents-GEN
‘Karim searched the drawer for the documents.’

b. bahhata kariim-un c an l-mustanadaat-i
fii d-daraj-i.
˙ ¯ Karim-NOM for DEF-documents-GEN in DEF-drawer-i
searched
‘Karim searched for the documents in the drawer.’
c. * bahhata kariim-un l-mustanadaat-a
fii d-daraj-i.
¯
˙
searched Karim-NOM DEF-documents-ACC in DEF-drawer-i
‘Karim searched the documents in the drawer.’
(244) * taharraa ‘investigate’ verbs: Pistaqsaa ‘survey’, taharra ‘investigate’,
˙
˙
˙
taqasaa ‘survey’
˙
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c
(245) a. * taqassaa
l-Pahdaat-a
an l-haqiiqat-i.
¯
˙
˙
˙
˙ -truth-GEN
investigates DEF-events-ACC for DEF
‘He investigates the events for truth.’
c
b. * taqassaa
an l-haqiiqat-i
fii l-Pahdaat-i.
¯
˙˙
˙ -truth-GEN in DEF˙-eventsinvestigates
for DEF
GEN
* ‘He investigates for the truth in the events.’

b. taqassaa
l-haqiiqat-a
fii l-Pahdaat-i.
¯
˙
˙
˙
investigates DEF-truth-ACC in DEF˙-events-GEN
‘He investigates the truth in the events.’
Comment:
The search alternation is a tripartite alternation. The object being sought of
during the action can be realized as the direct object (239c) or as the object of
the preposition for in (239a) and (239b). The location, however, can be either
realized as direct object of the verb (239a) or as the object of a locative preposition
(239b) and (239c). In Arabic, there are no verbs showing all three variants of
this alternation. The verbs of the class fattaša ‘search’ are found with the a- and
b-variants but not in the c-variant. Other semanticly related verb classes are
found with one of the variants only. This alternation requires no morphological
marking.
5.4.5.13

Body-Part possessor ascension alternation

(246) a. Selina touched the horse on the back.
b. Selina touched the horse’s back.

(Levin, 1993, 71–72)

(247) lamasa ‘touch’ verbs (some): baasa ‘kiss’, latama ‘kiss’, lamasa ‘touch’,
¯
qabbala ‘kiss’, qarasa ‘string’
˙
c
(248) a. lamasa-t l-mumarridat-u s-sabiy-a
alaa xadd-i-hi.
˙
˙
touched-F DEF-nurse-NOM DEF-child-ACC on DEF-jowl-GEN-his
‘The nurse touched the child on the jowl.’

a. lamasa-t l-mumarridat-u xadd-a
s-sabiy-i.
˙ ˙ -child-GEN
touched-F DEF-nurse-NOM DEF-jowl-ACC DEF
‘The nurse touched the child’s jowl.’
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(249) safac a ‘spank’ verbs (some): safac a ‘spank’, sakka ‘cuff ’, tac ana ‘knife’,
˙
˙
˙
˙
latac a ‘spank’, nataha ‘butt’, rakala ‘hoof ’
˙
˙ ˙
c
(250) a. safac at š-šaabat-u
l-mutaharriš-a
alaa
˙slapped DEF-young-woman-NOM DEF-harasser˙
ACC on
wajh-i-hi.
face-GEN-his
‘The young woman slapped the harasser on his face.’

b. safac at š-šaabat-u
wajh-a l-mutaharriš-GEN.
˙slapped DEF-young-woman-NOM face-ACC DEF-harasser˙
GEN
‘The young woman slapped the harasser’s face.’
(251) * qatac a ‘cut’ verbs: hadda ‘cut’, halhala ‘degradate’, hasama ‘cut’,
˙ ¯¯
˙ ˙
˙
˙
hazza ‘cut’, sarama ‘cut’, sarrama ‘cut’, šatara ‘split’, šaqqa ‘cleave’, šarraha
˙
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘cut’, batala ‘cut’, batara ‘truncate’, batta ‘cut’, battala ‘cut’, bazala ‘clip’,
fassala ‘truncate’, fasasa ‘rip’, fallada ‘cut’, faraa ‘clip’, farama ‘fleece’,
¯
˙˙
˙ ˙
faxata ‘cut’, jadama ‘cut’, jabba ‘truncate’, jadac a ‘cut’, jaraza ‘cut’, jazala
¯
‘chop’, jazama ‘clip’, jazza ‘snip’, jazzaPa ‘shear’, mazzaqa ‘rip’, qassa ‘gash’,
˙˙
qattac a ‘INTS-cut’, qatac a ‘cut’, našara ‘saw’, qassa ‘cut’, qasaba ‘chop’,
˙˙
˙
˙˙
˙
qasala ‘cut’, qattac a ‘INTS-cut’, qatac a ‘cut’, qatala ‘truncate’, qatama ‘cut’,
˙
˙˙
˙
˙
˙
qabba ‘cut’, qarata ‘chop’, qarrata ‘chop’, xazala ‘truncate’
˙
˙
(252) a. * qatac a s-sikiin-u
l-jazaar-a
fii Pusbuc -i-hi.
˙
˙ GEN-his
cut
DEF-knife-NOM DEF-butcher-ACC in finger‘The knife cut the butcher’s finger.’
b. qatac a s-sikiin-u
Pusbuc -a l-jazaar-i.
˙
˙ ACC DEF-butcher-GEN
cut
DEF-knife-NOM finger‘The knife cut the butcher’s finger.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with verbs of contact (with or without impact). It
involves a patient and his body part. In the a-variant, the patient is realized as
direct object of the main verb. The body part is realized as a PP headed by a
locative preposition. It alternates with a construction where the patient and the
body part are realized as one constituent (as the direct object). In Arabic, this
alternation does not require morphological marking.
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5.4.6

Possessor-Attribute factoring alternations

5.4.6.1

Possessor object alternation

(253) a. They praised the volunteer’s dedication.
b. The praised the volunteers for their dedication.
(Levin, 1993, 73–74)
(254) Pahabba ‘love’ verbs: Pac dama ‘glorify’, Pac azza ‘cherish’, Paġbata ‘envy’,
˙
˙
˙
Pahabba ‘love’, Pataaqa ‘tolerate’, Paatara ‘prefer’, Pajalla ‘glorify’, Pallaha
¯
˙
˙
‘idolize’, Panifa ‘reject’, Pbġada ‘abhor’, c ašiqa ‘love’, c aafa ‘detest’, hasada
˙
˙
‘envy’, faddala ‘prefer’, ic tabara ‘consider’, Pizdaraa ‘debase’, kariha ‘hate’,
˙˙
maqata ‘abominate’, . . .

c
(255) a. yuqaddiru l-mudiir-u
amal-a
l-mustaxdam-i.
appreciates DEF-director-NOM DEF-work-ACC DEF-employer-GEN
‘The director appreciates the employer’s work’
c
b. yuqaddiru l-mudiir-u
l-mustaxdam-a
alaa
appreciates DEF-director-NOM DEF-employer-ACC for
c
amal-i-hi.
DEF-work-GEN-his
‘The director appreciates the employer for his work’

(256) madaha ‘praise’ verbs: Pac dama ‘glorify’, Pataaba ‘recompense’, Paajara
¯˙
¯
˙
‘recompense’, Pabbaxa ‘decry’, Padaana
‘condemn’, Pajalla ‘honor’, Pannaba
‘castigate’, Paqdac a ‘insult’, c addama ‘honor’, c adala ‘blame’, c aaqaba ‘pun¯
¯˙ ¯˙
¯
ish’, c annafa ‘reprimand’, šajaba
‘denounce’, šakara ‘thank’, šatama ‘insult’,
hayyaa ‘greet’, damma ‘reprimand’, bajjala ‘praise’, bakata ‘castigate’, hajaa
¯
˙
‘dispraise’, hannaPa ‘congratulate’, Pintahara ‘rebuke’, Pintaqada ‘criticize’,
Pistahjana ‘reprove’, Pizdajara ‘rebuke’, jaamala ‘compliment’, jaaza ‘compensate’, madaha ‘praise’, qadafa ‘insult’, saamaha ‘forgive’, sabba ‘insult’,
¯
˙
˙
wabbaxa ‘chasten’, zajara ‘rebuke’, . . .
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(257) a. Padaanat l-munaddamat-u
fasaad-a
denounced DEF-organization-NOM corruption-ACC
l-Pidaarat-i.
DEF-admnistration-GEN
‘The organization denounced the corruption of the admnistration.’
c
b. P-adaanat l-munaddamat-u
l-Pidaarat-a
alaa
denounced DEF-organization-NOM DEF-admnistration-ACC for
fasaad-i-haa.
corruption-DEF-her
‘The organization denounced the admnistration for its corruption.’

(258) Paraada ‘want’ verbs (most verbs): Pahabba ‘like’, Paatara ‘prefer’,
¯
˙
Paraada ‘want’, c aaza ‘want’, habbada ‘prefer’, baġaa ‘desire’, faddala
¯
˙
˙˙
‘prefer’, Pištahaa ‘seek’, Pihtaaja ‘need’, Pibtaġa ‘aim’, Piltamasa ‘want’,
˙
raama ‘want’, rajaa ‘hope’, tamannaa ‘wish’, wadda ‘want’, . . .

(259) a. yahtaaju kariim-un mahaaraat-a jaar-i-hi.
˙
‘needs
Karim
skils-ACC
neighbour-GEN-his
‘Karim needs the skills of his neighbour.’
a. yahtaaju kariim-un jaar-a-hu
li-mahaaraat-i-hi.
˙
‘needs Karim
neighbour-ACC-his skils-GEN-his
‘Karim needs his neighbour for his skills.’
(260) * raPaa ‘see’ verbs: Pabsara ‘discern’, Padraka ‘notice’, šamma ‘smell’,
˙
Pištamma ‘smell’, Piktašafa ‘detect’, Pistašc ara ‘sense’, lahada ‘discern’,
˙ ¯
laahada ‘notice’, lamasa ‘feel’, maqala ‘notice’, samic a ‘hear’,˙ tabayyana
˙ ¯˙
‘perceive’,
šamma ‘smell’, . . .

(261) a. šamam-tu c itr-a
salmaa
˙
smelt-I
perfumeACC salmaa
‘I smelt Salma’s perfume’
b. * šamam-tu salmaa li-c otr-i-haa.
˙
smelt-I
Salma for-perfumeGEN-her
* ‘I smelt Salma for her perfume’
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Comment:
Unlike the body-part possessor alternation, this alternation does not involve a
body part of the object, but some of its attributes. In the a-variant, the possessor
and the attribute are the direct object of the verb and are realized as a single NP
constituent, where the possessor is the genitive of the attribute. In the b-variant,
the possessor is realized as the direct object and the attribute is realized as a
prepositional phrase headed by li or c alaa ‘for’.
This alternation does not require morphological marking.
5.4.6.2

Attribute object

(262) a. I admired his honesty.
b. I admized the honesty in him.

(Levin, 1993, 74–75)

(263) Pahabba ‘love’ verbs: Pac dama ‘glorify’, Pac azza ‘cherish’, Paġbata ‘envy’,
˙
˙
˙
Pahabba ‘love’, Pataaqa ‘tolerate’, Paatara ‘prefer’, Pajalla ‘glorify’, Pallaha
¯
˙
˙
‘idolize’, Panifa ‘reject’, Pbġada ‘abhor’, c ašiqa ‘love’, c aafa ‘detest’, hasada
˙
˙
‘envy’, faddala ‘prefer’, ic tabara ‘consider’, Pizdaraa ‘debase’, kariha ‘hate’,
˙˙
maqata ‘abominate’, . . .

(264) a. yuqaddiru l-mudiir-u
sidq-a
˙
appreciates DEF-director-NOM honestyACC
s-sikritiirat-i.
DEF-secretary-GEN
‘The director appreciates the honesty of his secretary.’
b. yuqaddiru l-mudiir-u
s-sidq-a
fii
˙
˙
appreciates DEF-director-NOM DEF-honesty-ACC in
s-sikritiirat-i.
DEF-secretary-GEN
‘The director appreciates the honesty in his secretary.’
(265) daac afa ‘double’ verbs: ġallaa ‘increase’, sacc ada ‘rise’, tallac a ‘increase’,
˙
˙
˙
habbata ‘decrease’, hadara ‘decrease’, xafada ‘lower’, xaffada ‘lower’, rafac a
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘increase’, zaada ‘grow’, nakasa ‘decline’, nammaa ‘grow’, naqasa ‘dimin˙
˙
ish’, Panzala ‘decrease’, nazzala ‘decrease’, raxxasa ‘lower’, Proxasa ‘lower’,
˙
˙
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c

aadama ‘swell’, daac afa ‘multiply’, daaPala ‘dip’, dahwara ‘plummet’, dan˙
˙
˙
naa ‘decrease’, qahqara ‘decrease’, . . .

(266) a. zaada-t
l-munaddamt-u
taman-a
n-naft-i.
¯˙ ¯˙
¯
˙
increased-F DEF-organization-NOM DEF-price-ACC DEF-oil-GEN.
‘The organization increased the price of oil.’
b. zaada-t
l-munadamat-u
fii taman-i n-naft-i.
¯˙
¯
˙
increased-F DEF-organization-NOM in price-GEN DEF-oil-GEN
‘The organization increased the price of oil.’
madaha ‘praise’ verbs: Pac dama ‘glorify’, Pataaba ‘recompense’,
¯
¯˙
˙
Paajara ‘recompense’, Pabbaxa ‘decry’,
Padaana ‘condemn’, Pajalla ‘honor’,

(267) ?

Pannaba ‘castigate’, Paqdac a ‘insult’, c addama ‘honor’, c adala ‘blame’,
¯
¯˙ ¯˙
¯
c
aaqaba ‘punish’, c annafa ‘reprimand’, šajaba
‘denounce’, šakara ‘thank’,
šatama ‘insult’, hayyaa ‘greet’, damma ‘reprimand’, bajjala ‘praise’, bakata
¯
˙
‘castigate’, hajaa ‘dispraise’, hannaPa ‘congratulate’, Pintahara ‘rebuke’,
Pintaqada ‘criticize’, Pistahjana ‘reprove’, Pizdajara ‘rebuke’, jaamala ‘compliment’, jaaza ‘compensate’, madaha ‘praise’, qadafa ‘insult’, saamaha
¯
˙
˙
‘forgive’, sabba ‘insult’, wabbaxa ‘chasten’, zajara ‘rebuke’, . . .

(268) a. madaha l-mudiir-u
sidq-a
s-sikritiirat-i.
˙
˙
praised DEF-director-NOM honesty-ACC DEF-secretary-GEN
‘The director praised the honesty of his secretary.’
b. ? madaha l-mudiir-u
s-sidq-a
fii
˙ DEF-director-NOM DEF
˙ ˙ -honesty-ACC in
praised
s-sikritiirat-i.
DEF-secretary-GEN
‘The director praised the honesty in his secretary’
(269) * Paraada ‘want verbs (most verbs): Pahabba ‘like’, Paatara ‘prefer’,
¯
˙
Paraada ‘want’, c aaza ‘want’, habbada ‘prefer’, baġaa ‘desire’, faddala
¯
˙
˙˙
‘prefer’, Pištahaa ‘seek’, Pihtaaja ‘need’, Pibtaġa ‘aim’, Piltamasa ‘want’,
˙
raama ‘want’, rajaa ‘hope’, tamannaa ‘wish’, wadda ‘want’
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(270) a. ta-htaaju š-šarikat-u
xibrat-a-hu
˙
F-needs DEF-company-NOM experience-ACC-his
‘The company needs his experience.’
a. * ta-htaaju š-šarikat-u
l-xibrat-a
fii-hi.
˙
F-needs
DEF-company-NOM DEF-experience-ACC in-him
* ‘The company needs the experience in him.’
Comment:
This alternation allows the possessor and the attribute to be realized as a single
nominal phrase in the a-variant and in in the b-varaint as two distinct constituents,
where the attribute is realized as direct object and the possessor as object of the
preposition fii ‘in’. This alternation requires no morphological marking.
5.4.6.3

Possessor and attribute alternation

(271) a. I admired him for his honesty.
b. I admired the honesty in him.

(Levin, 1993, 75–76)

(272) Pahabba ‘love’ verbs: Pac dama ‘glorify’, Pac azza ‘cherish’, Paġbata ‘envy’,
˙
˙
˙
Pahabba ‘love’, Pataaqa ‘tolerate’, Paatara ‘prefer’, Pajalla ‘glorify’, Pallaha
¯
˙
˙
‘idolize’, Panifa ‘reject’, Pbġada ‘abhor’, c ašiqa ‘love’, c aafa ‘detest’, hasada
˙
˙
‘envy’, faddala ‘prefer’, ic tabara ‘consider’, Pizdaraa ‘debase’, kariha ‘hate’,
˙˙
maqata ‘abominate’, . . .

(273) a. yuqaddiru l-mudiir-u
l-mustaxtadam-a li-sidq-i-hi.
˙
appreciates DEF-director-NOM DEF-emloyer-ACC for-honesty-his
‘The director appreciates the employer for his honesty.’
a. yuqaddiru l-mudiir-u
s-sidq-a
fii l-mustaxtadam-i.
˙ ˙ -honesty-ACC in DEF-emloyer-GEN
appreciates DEF-director-NOM DEF
‘The director appreciates the honesty in the employer.’
madaha ‘praise’ verbs: Pac dama ‘glorify’, Pataaba ‘recompense’,
¯˙
¯
˙
Paajara ‘recompense’, Pabbaxa ‘decry’,
Padaana ‘condemn’, Pajalla ‘honor’,

(274) ?

Pannaba ‘castigate’, Paqdac a ‘insult’, c addama ‘honor’, c adala ‘blame’,
¯
¯˙ ¯˙
¯
c
aaqaba ‘punish’, c annafa ‘reprimand’, šajaba
‘denounce’, šakara ‘thank’,
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šatama ‘insult’, hayyaa ‘greet’, damma ‘reprimand’, bajjala ‘praise’, bakata
¯
˙
‘castigate’, hajaa ‘dispraise’, hannaPa ‘congratulate’, Pintahara ‘rebuke’,
Pintaqada ‘criticize’, Pistahjana ‘reprove’, Pizdajara ‘rebuke’, jaamala ‘compliment’, jaaza ‘compensate’, madaha ‘praise’, qadafa ‘insult’, saamaha
¯
˙
˙
‘forgive’, sabba ‘insult’, wabbaxa ‘chasten’, zajara ‘rebuke’, . . .

(275) a. madaha l-mudiir-u
s-sikritiirat-a
li-sidq-i-haa.
˙
˙
praised DEF-director-NOM DEF-secretary-ACC for-honestyGEN-her
‘The director praised the secretary for her honesty.’
b. ? madaha l-mudiir-u
s-sidq-a
fii s-sikritiirat-i.
˙ DEF-director-NOM DEF
˙ ˙ -honesty-ACC in DEF-secretary-GEN
praised
‘The director praised the honesty in his secretary’
(276) * Paraada ‘want verbs: Pahabba ‘like’, Paatara ‘prefer’, Paraada ‘want’,
¯
˙
c
aaza ‘want’, habbada ‘prefer’, baġaa ‘desire’, faddala ‘prefer’, Pištahaa
¯
˙
˙˙
‘seek’, Pihtaaja ‘need’, Pibtaġa ‘aim’, Piltamasa ‘want’, raama ‘want’, rajaa
˙
‘hope’, tamannaa ‘wish’, wadda ‘want’, . . .

(277) a. ta-htaaju-hu š-šarikat-u
li-xibrat-i-hi
˙
F-needs-him DEF-company-NOM for-experience-GEN-his
‘The company needs him for his experience.’
a. * ta-htaaju š-šarikat-u
l-xibrat-a
fii-hi.
˙
F-needs
DEF-company-NOM DEF-experience-ACC in-him
* ‘The company needs the experience in him.’
(278) * raPaa ‘see’ verbs: Pabsara ‘discern’, Padraka ‘notice’, šamma ‘smell’,
˙
Pištamma ‘smell’, Piktašafa ‘detect’, Pistašc ara ‘sense’, lahada ‘discern’,
˙ ¯
laahada ‘notice’, lamasa ‘feel’, maqala ‘notice’, samic a ‘hear’,˙ tabayyana
˙ ¯˙
‘perceive’,
šamma ‘smell’, . . .

(279) a. * šamam-tu
salmaa lic tr-i-haa
˙
smelt-1.PS.SG salmaa for-perfume-her
* ‘I smelt Salma for her perfume’
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b. šamam-tu
l-c tr-a
fii salmaa.
˙
smelt-1.PS.SG DEF-perfume-ACC in Salma
‘I smelt perfume in Salma.’
Comment:
In this alternation the possessor and its attribute alternate in the object position.
In the a-variant the attribute is realized as the object of the preposition li ‘for’.
In the b-variant, the possessor is realized as the object of the locative preposition
fii ‘in’.
5.4.6.4

Possessor subject (transitive)

(280) a. Mark terrifies me with his singlemindedness.
b. Mark’s singlemindedness terrifies me.

(Levin, 1993, 76-77)

(281) sallaa ‘amuse’ class: dammara ‘break’, faajaPa ‘surprise’, fatana ‘seduce’,
haddada ‘menace’, hamma ‘sadden’, hammasa ‘enthuse’, istafazza ‘provoke’,
jadaba ‘attract’, jaraha ‘hurt’, mattac a ‘amuse’, qazzaza ‘disgust’, raac a
¯
˙
‘disgust’, sarra ‘gratify’, waasaa ‘console’, zac zac a ‘distabilize’, . . .

(282) a. faajaPa c aliy-un PasdiqaaP-a-hu bi-quduum-i-hi.
˙
surprised Ali-NOM friendsACC-his with-coming-GEN-his
‘Ali surprised his friends with his coming.’
b. faajaPa quduum-u c aliy-in PasdiqaaP-a-hu.
˙
surprised coming-NOM Ali-GEN friendsACC-his
‘Ali surprised his friends with his coming.’
Comment:
This type of possessor-attribute alternation is also available in Arabic. It is
mainly found with psych verbs of the class sallaa ‘amuse’. These verbs involve
causing a psychological state with some attributes of the agent (possessor) or
with some concrete activity of him. The possessor and his attribute (or activity)
(as in (282b)) alternatively appears in subject position. In the a-variant, the
attribute/activity is assigned to the object of the preposition bi ‘with’. In the bvariant, the attribute/activity is realized as subject. It can appear in combination
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with the possessor as one NP constituent, but it can also appear as a single
constituent, hence, the similarity to the subject instrument alternation. This
alternation does not require a morphological marking.
5.4.6.5

Possessor subject (intransitive)

(283) a. Meat fell in price.
b. The price of meat fell.

(Levin, 1993, 77–78)

(284) tadaac afa ‘double’ verbs: ġalaa ‘increase’, sac ada ‘rise’, tafara ‘jump’,
˙
˙
˙
talac a ‘increase’, habata ‘decrease’, Pinhadara ‘decrease’, Pinfajara ‘ex˙
˙
˙
plode’, Pinhaara ‘fall’, Pinxafada ‘lower’, Pirtafac a ‘increase’, Pizdaada ‘grow’,
˙
nakasa ‘decline’, namaa ‘grow’, naqasa ‘diminish’, nazala ‘decrease’, qafaza
˙
˙
‘jump’, raxasa ‘lower’, saqata ‘fall’, tac aadama ‘swell’, tadaac afa ‘multi˙
˙
˙
˙
ply’, tadaaPala ‘dip’, tadahwara ‘plummet’, tadannaa ‘decrease’, taqahqara
˙
‘decrease’, taraajc a ‘diminish’, zaada ‘grow’, . . .

(285) a. zaada
n-naft-u
fii t-taman-i
¯
˙ NOM in ¯DEF
increased DEF-oil-price-GEN.
‘The oil increased in price.’
b. zaada
taman-u n-naft-i.
¯
˙ GEN
increased price-NOM DEF-oil‘The price of oil increased.’
Comment:
The verbs participating in this alternation are derivationally related to verbs of
the class daac afaa ‘CAUS-double’, a class of calibratable change of state, whose
˙
verbs participate in the attribute object alternation (see 5.4.6.2) and only select
inanimate subjects (possessors). In the a-variant, the possessor is realized as the
subject and the attribute is realized as a prepositional phrase headed by fii ‘in’.
In the b-variant, however, the possessor and its attribute are realized as a single
subject NP. This alternation does not require morphological marking.
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5.4.6.6

As alternation

(286) a. The president appointed Smith press secretary.
b. The president appointed Smith as press secretary. (Levin, 1993, 78–79)
(287) c ayyana ‘appoint’ verbs: Pac lana ‘declare’, c ayyana ‘appoint’, šaġġala
‘appoint’, baayac a ‘elect’, Pintaxaba ‘elect’, Pixtaara ‘select’, raššaha ‘select’,
˙
raqqaa ‘upgrade’, tawwaja ‘crown’, waddafa ‘appoint’, . . .
¯˙ ¯˙
(288) a. c ayyana l-malik-u
l-kaatib-a
waziir-an
appointed DEF-king-NOM DEF-author-ACC minster-ACC
li-t-taqaafat-i.
¯¯
for-DEF-culure-GEN
‘The king appointed the author culture minister.’
a. c ayyana l-malik-u
l-kaatib-a
ka-waziir-in
appointed DEF-king-NOM DEF-author-ACC as-minster-GEN
li-t-taqaafat-i.
¯¯
for-DEF-culure-GEN
‘The king appointed the author as culture minister.’
(289) * sawwara ‘represent’ verbs: c aamala ‘treat’, c adda ‘count’, c arafa
˙
‘know’, c arrafa ‘define’, šaxxasa ‘diagnose’, hasiba ‘conseive’, sawwara ‘rep˙
˙
˙
resent’, fassara ‘interpret’, Pistahadara ‘recollect’, qabila ‘accept’, qaddama
˙ ˙
‘present’, raPaa ‘see’, tatakkara ‘remember’, tasawwara ‘imagine’, tamattala
¯
¯¯
˙
‘recollect’, taqabbala ‘accept’, taxayyala ‘imagine’, wasafa ‘describe’, . . .
˙
(290) a. * yuc aamilu c aliy-un sadiiq-a-hu
Pax-an.
˙
treats
Ali-NOM friend-ACC-his brother-ACC
* ‘Ali treats his friend a brother.’
b. yac aamilu c aliy-un sadiiq-a-hu
ka-Pax-in.
˙
treats
Ali-NOM friendACC-his as-brother-GEN
‘Ali treats his friend as brother.’
(291) * sammaa ‘name’ verbs: Pasmaa ‘call’, kannaa ‘rename’, laqqaba ‘dub’,
nac ata ‘term’, naadaa ‘call’, sammaa ‘name’
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(292) a. samma-t salmaa mawluud-a-haa kariim-an.
named-F Salma kid-ACC-her
Karim-ACC
‘Salma named her kid Karim.’
5. * samma-t salmaa mawluud-a-haa ka-kariim-in.
named-F Salma kid-ACC-her
as-Karim-GEN
* ‘Salma named her kid as Karim.’
Comment:
This alternation is characteristic for some verbs taking two accusative objects,
where the second object is the predicate of the first object. In both variants of
the alternation the theme is realized as the object. The predicate, however, can
be realized as the second object in the a-variant or as object of the prepositional
phrase headed by ka- ‘as’ in the b-variant.
5.4.6.7

Time subject alternation

(293) a. The word saw the beginning of a new era in 1492.
b. 1492 saw the beginning of a new era.

(Levin, 1993, 79–80)

(294) raPaa ‘see’ verbs (some): šahida ‘see’, raPaa ‘see’, c arafa ‘know’

(295) a. šahida l-c aalam-u
Pinhiyaar-a l-Pištiraakiyat-i
fii
saw DEF-world-NOM crash-ACC DEF-communism-GEN in
sanat-i 1990.
year-GEN 1990
‘The world saw the crash of communism in 1990.’
b. šahida-t sanat-u 1990 Pinhiyaar-a l-Pištiraakiyat-i.
saw-F year
1990 crash-ACC DEF-communism-GEN
‘The year 1990 saw the crash of communism.’
Comment:
This alternation is manifested with some verbs of perception. The time is realized
as the oblique constituent in the a-variant of the alternation and as the subject in
the b-variant. The alternation does not require morphological marking.
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5.4.6.8

Instrument subject alternation

(296) a. David broke the window with a hammer.
b. The hammer broke the window.

(Levin, 1993, 80)

(297) Change of state verbs: c addana ‘metalize’, c allaka ‘caramelize’, c aqqada
‘complicate’, c aqqama ‘sterilize’, šawwata ‘grieve’, qaddasa ‘make holy’,
˙
c
akkara ‘discolor’, hayyada ‘neutralize’, Paddaba ‘make erudite’, Pac azza
˙
‘glorify’, haraqa ‘burn ’, fataha ‘open’, ġalaqa ‘close’, Pajjaja ‘fan’, Palhaba
˙
˙
‘fan’, Panaara ‘light’, Pannaqa ‘make elegant’, Panc aša ‘reanimate’, Pawsada
˙
‘close’, xassaba ‘fertilize’, tarrafa ‘radicalize’, ballala ‘wet’, basotara ‘pasteur˙˙
˙
ize’, bassaha ‘simplify’, dahada ‘falsify’, dahowara ‘deteriorate’, Pawqada
˙
˙ ˙
‘light’, Pawsada ‘close’, Pistaslaha ‘reforme’, Pazzama ‘aggravate’, c aqqada
˙
˙ ˙
‘complicate’, saqala ‘shine’, lammac a ‘glaze’, dahwara ‘deteriorate’, dajjana
˙
˙
‘domesticate’, faaqama ‘aggravate’, faltaha ‘flatten’, fannada ‘nullify’, garraba
˙ ˙
‘make strange’, gayyara ‘change’, hajjana ‘hybridize’, laxxasa ‘summarize’,
˙
nawwac a ‘diversify’, Pawojaza ‘abbreviate’, xattana ‘circumcise’, Payoqada
¯˙
‘waken’, . . .

(298) a. jaffafa-t salmaa l-malaabis-a bi-l-mikwaat-i.
dried-F Salma clothes-ACC with-DEF-pressing-iron-GEN
‘Salma dried her clothes with the pressing iron.’
b. jaffafa-t l-mikwaat-u
l-malaabis-a.
dried-F DEF-pressing-iron-NOM clothes-ACC
‘The pressing iron dried the clothes.’
(299) * Pakala ‘eat’ class: Pakala ‘eat’, šariba ‘drink’, tac ima ‘eat’, . . .
˙
(300) a. Pakal-t t-tac aam-a
bi-š-šawkat-i.
˙
˙
ate-she DEF-food-ACC with-DEF-fork-GEN
‘She ate the food with the fork.’
b. * Pakala-t l-furšaat-u
t-tac aam-a.
˙ ˙ -food-ACC
ate-F
DEF-fork-NOM DEF
‘The fork ate the food.’
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Comment:
This alternation is found with a large number of verbs including a large spectrum
of change of state verbs. The main property of this alternation is the ability of
the instrument to appear as the subject. Thus, in the a-variant, the instrument is
realized as a prepositional constituent headed by bi ‘with’ or by the compound
preposition bi-waasitat-i ‘with-the-mediation-of’. The agent, the animate entity
˙
using the instrument in the action, is assigned to the subject. In the b-variant,
the agent is omitted and the instrument is assigned to the subject. However,
not all verbs taking an instrumental oblique are found with the b-variant of
the alternation. Thus, verbs like Pakala ‘eat’ or raPaa ‘see’ can appear with
an instrument oblique, but do not allow the instrument to occupy the subject
position. This has to do with the nature of the instrument selected by the verb.
Only so-called intermediary instruments are allowed to appear in subject position.
Enabling instruments appear in the a-variant of the alternation, but not in the
b-variant.
5.4.6.9

Abtract cause subject alternation

(301) a. He established his innocence with the letter.
b. The letter established his innocence.

(Levin, 1993, 81)

(302) Alternating verbs: Patbata ‘prove’, barhana ‘prove’, Palgaa ‘nullify’,
¯
bayyana ‘show’, barrara ‘rationalize’, Pasqata ‘deduct’, . . .
˙
(303) a. Patbata baraaPat-a-hu
bi-r-risaalat-i.
¯
proved innocence-ACC-his with-DEF-letter
‘He proved his innocence with the letter.’
b. Patbata-t r-risaalat-u
baraaPat-a-hu.
¯
proved-F DEF-letter-NOM innocence-ACC-his
‘The letter proved his innocence.’
Comment:
This alternation shows similarities with the instrument subject alternation. The
difference lies in the nature of the element occupying the oblique position in the
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a-variant of the alternation and the subject of its b-variant. Here we have an
“abstract cause”, that is, a cause with an unpredictable implication in the execution
of the action described by the verb.
5.4.6.10

Locatum subject alternation

(304) a. I filled the pail with water.
b. Water filled the pail.

(Levin, 1993, 81–82)

(305) gamara flood’ verbs: Pac daa ‘contaminate’, Paġšaa ‘cover’, Paġraqa
‘flood’, Pahaata ‘cloak’, Pattara ‘frame’, Patrac a ‘fill’, Pawsaxa ‘dirty’, Pazaana
˙ ˙
˙˙
‘embellish’, c assaba ‘bind’, c abbaPa ‘fill’, c allama ‘sign’, šabbac a ‘saturate’,
˙˙
šarraba ‘fill’, dammada ‘bind’, ġaššaa ‘cover’, ġattaa ‘cover’, ġamara ‘flood’,
˙
˙˙
ġamma ‘cover’, hawwata ‘surround’, saffada ‘bind’, tacc ama ‘inject’, tamma
˙
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘flood’, tardasa ‘bind’, tawwaqa ‘bind’, battana ‘staff ’, baqqac a ‘fleck’, jam˙
˙
˙˙
mala ‘embellish’, kaddaa ‘staff ’, kabbala ‘bind’, kallala ‘crown’, kammama
¯˙ ¯˙
‘muzzle’, kasaa ‘cover’,
lahhafa ‘envelop’, lattxa ‘speckle’, lataxa ‘speckle’,
˙˙
˙˙
˙
laffa ‘coil’, laqqaha ‘inject’, lawwata ‘dirty’, malaPa ‘fill’, najjasa ‘dirty’,
¯
˙
naqqata ‘dot’, qamata ‘bind’, qammata ‘bind’, qayyada ‘tie’, rassac a ‘gar˙
˙
˙
˙˙
nish’, raqqac a ‘patch’, sattara ‘line’, sadda ‘cloak’, satara ‘cover’, sayyaja
˙˙
‘fence’, wasama ‘flack’, wasic a ‘encircle’, wassaxa ‘dirty’, zaana ‘embellish’,
˙
zawwaqa ‘garnish’, zayyaa ‘cover’, zayyana ‘garland’
(306) a. malaPa n-naadil-u
l-kaPs-a
bi-l-maaP-i.
filled DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-glass-ACC with-DEF-water-GEN
‘The waiter filled the glass with water.’
b. malaPa l-maaP-u l-kaPs-a.
filled DEF-water DEF-glass-ACC
‘The water filled the class.’
Comment:
Similar to the instrument alternation, the locatum alternation is manifested in
two alternating structures: ‘V NP1 NP2 bi NP3’ and ‘V NP3 NP2’, where NP2
is a location or a container and NP3 is the theme being moved into it. This
alternation requires no morphological marking.
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5.4.6.11

Location subject alternation

(307) a. We sleep five people in each room.
b. Each room sleeps five people.

(Levin, 1993, 82-83)

(308) Paqalla ‘carry’ verbs: Paawaa ‘lodge’, Paqalla ‘carry’, Paskana ‘lodge’,
Pawaa ‘reside’, šama/ila ‘contain’, damma ‘contain’, Pihtadana ‘house’,
˙
˙ ˙
Pihtawa ‘contain’, Pistawc aba ‘contain’, sakkana ‘house’, wasic a ‘contain’
˙
(309) a. Paqalla s-saaPiq-u
z-zabuun-a
fii sayyaarat-i-hi.
carried DEF-driver-u DEF-customer-ACC in car-GEN-his
‘The driver carried the customer in his car.’
b. Paqalla-t s-sayyaarat-u z-zabuun-a.
carried-F DEF-car-NOM DEF-customer-ACC
‘The car carried the customer.’
Comment:
This alternation describes the property or the capacity of some location with
respect to the action named by the verb (Levin, 1993, 82). It is manifested in
the b-variant with the realisation of the location as the subject and the theme as
object.
5.4.6.12

Container subject alternation

(310) a. I incorporated the new result into the paper.
b. The paper incorporate the new results.
(311) One alternating verb: damma ‘include’
˙
(312) a. damma l-manzil-a
Pilaa mumtalakaat-i-hi.
˙included DEF-house-ACC to properties-GEN-his
‘He included the house into his properties.’
b. damma-t mumtalakaat-u-hu l-manzil-a.
˙
includedPL properties-NOM-his DEF-house-ACC
‘His properties included the house.’
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Comment:
This alternation is found with one Arabic verb, but it could potentially be found
with additional verbs. It describes a relation between the whole (the container)
and the component. In the a-variant, the whole (the container) is expressed as the
object and the component is realized as a PP headed by a directional preposition.
The b-variant realizes the whole as subject and the component as the direct object.
It is noteworthy that this alternation introduces a shift in the Aktionsart of the
verb. Thus, the a-variant expresses an activity (change of state or possession or
location) and the b-variant expresses a state.
5.4.6.13

Raw material subject alternation

(313) a. She baked wonderful bread from that whole wheat flour.
b. That whole wheat flour bakes wonderful bread.

(Levin, 1993, 82–83)

(314) * xaata ‘tailor’ verbs: c ajana ‘bake’, šakkala ‘form’, ġazala ‘spin’, haaka
˙
˙
‘spin’, habaka ‘knit’, tabaxa ‘cook’, tahaa ‘cook’, tawwara ‘develop’, barmaja
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘program’, jamac a ‘form’, nahata ‘carve’, naqaša ‘carve’, nasaja ‘spin’, sabaka
˙
‘form’, xaata ‘tailor’, xabaza ‘bake’, xarata ‘lathe’
˙
˙
(315) a. xaata-t l-Pumm-u
qamiis-an
min haadaa
¯
˙
˙
sewed-F DEF-mother-NOM shirt-ACC-IND from that
t-tawb-i.
¯¯
DEF-cloth-GEN
‘The mother sewed a shirt from that cloth.’
b. * xaata-t haadaa t-tawb-u
qamiis-an.
¯ ¯¯
˙
˙ -IND.
sewed-F that
DEF-cloth-NOM shirt-ACC
* ‘That cloth sewed a shirt.’
Comment:
This alternation is most likely not existent in Arabic. This is also true for other
classes of verbs involving a raw material and a product like the class xalaqa ‘create’.
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5.4.6.14

Sum of money subject alternation

(316) a. I bought (you) a ticket for $5.
b. $5 will buy (you) a ticket.

(Levin, 1993, 83)

(317) Pištaraa ‘buy’ verbs: (some) Pahraza ‘get’, Pasaaba ‘obtain’, Padraka
˙
˙
‘obtain’, Palfaa ‘find’, Paxada ‘get’, šaraa ‘buy’, damma ‘appropriate’, hassala
¯
˙
˙ ˙˙
‘get’, hajaza ‘book’, hawwaša ‘collect’, daana ‘borrow’, Pištara ‘buy’, Piġtanama
˙
˙
‘earn’, Pibtaac a ‘buy’, Piftakka ‘earn’, Pijtanaa ‘collect’, Piktaraa ‘lease’,
Piktasaba ‘gain’, Pintaqaa ‘select’, Pintazac a ‘exact’, Piqtatafa ‘pluck’, Piqtanaa
˙
‘purchase’, Piqtarada ‘borrow’, PistaPjara ‘rent’, Pistac aada ‘regain’, Pistac aara
˙
‘borrow’, Pistataaba ‘gain’, Pistadaana ‘borrow’, Pistalafa ‘borrow’, Pistalama
¯
‘get’, Pistaradda ‘retrieve’, Pistarfada ‘earn’, Pistarjac a ‘retrieve’, Pixtaara ‘select’, jabaa ‘collect’, jamac a ‘collect’, jammac a ‘collect’, janaa ‘collect’, kasaba
‘earn’, laaqa ‘find’, lamma ‘collect’, naala ‘obtain’, qatafa ‘pluck’, qabada
˙
˙
‘get’, qabila ‘accept’, raakama ‘collect’, rabiha ‘gain’, rakama ‘collect’, sahaba
˙
˙
‘retrieve’, taPattala ‘earn’, tadayyana ‘borrow’, takassaba ‘gain’, talaqqaa
¯¯
‘get’, taqabbala ‘accept’, tasallafa ‘borrow’, tasallama ‘obtain’, taxattafa
˙˙
‘steal’, taxayyara ‘select’, warita ‘inherit’
¯
(318) a. Pištaraa sayyaarat-an la-haa bi e5000.
bought car-ACC-IND for-her for e5000
‘He bought her a car for e5000.’
b. e5000 (laa) ta-štarii la-haa sayyaarat-an.
e5000 not buy
for-her car-ACC-IND
‘e5000 will (not) buy her a car.’
(319) xaata ‘tailor’ verbs (some): ġazala ‘spin’, haaka ‘spin’, jamac a ‘form’,
˙
˙
nasaja ‘spin’, xaata ‘tailor’, xabaza ‘back’, . . .
˙
(320) a. xaata karrim-un qamiis-an
bi e30.
˙
˙
sewed Karim-NOM shirt-ACC-IND for e30
‘Karim sewed a shirt for e30.’
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5. e30 (lan) taxiita (la-hu) qamiis-an.
˙ -IND
e30 (not) sew ˙ (for-him) shirt-ACC
‘e30 will (not) sew (him) a shirt.’
Comment:
This alternation is manifested with some verbs of obtaining and building, involving
a financial transaction. In the a-variant of the alternation, the sum of money used
in the action is realized as the object of a prepositional phrase headed by bi or
muqaabila ‘for’. In the b-variant, the sum of money occupies the subject position
and the theme of the transaction is realized as the direct object. This alternation
entails that the sum (of money or something else) is sufficient for the transaction
to happen.
5.4.6.15

Source subject alternation

(321) a. The middle class will benefit from the new tax laws.
b. The new tax laws will benefit the middle class.

(Levin, 1993, 83)

(322) Alternating verbs: Pistafaada ‘profit’, Pintafac a ‘benefit’
(323) a. Pistafaada-t š-šarikat-u
min xibrat-i-hi.
profited
DEF-company-NOM from experience-GEN-his
‘The company profited from his experience.’
b. Pafaada-t xibrat-u-hu
š-šarikat-a.
profited experience-NOM-his DEF-company-ACC
‘His experience profited the company.’
Comment:
Similar to English, this alternation is found with verbs of benefiting. In the
a-variant, the source (of the benefit) is realized as the oblique whereas in the
b-variant it is realized as the source. The alternation requires morphological
marking where the direction of the derivation goes from b to a and not vice versa.
That is, the verbs in the b-variant are the base forms and those of the a-variant
are the derived forms (see section 4.2.2). The fact that this alternation recourses
to overt morphology makes it more frequent and productive in Arabic than in
English. Thus, it is likely to be found with verbs of earning and gaining like rabiha
˙
‘win’, among others.
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5.4.7

Reflexive diathesis alternations

5.4.7.1

Virtual reflexive alternation

(324) a. The butcher cuts the meat.
b. This meat cuts itself.

(Levin, 1993, 84)

(325) a. yaqtac u l-jazzaar-u
l-lahm-a.
˙
cuts
DEF-butcher-NOM DEF˙-meat-ACC
‘The butcher cuts the meat.’
b. * yaqtac u l-lahm-u
nafs-a-hu.
˙
˙
cut
DEF-meat-NOM self-ACC-his
‘The meat cuts itself.’
Comment:
This alternation is not found in Arabic. In English, the patient is assigned to
the subject, but without introducing intransitivity. Instead, the object position
is filled with a reflexive pronoun. The meaning associated with this alternation
is similar to the meaning associated with the middle alternation (Levin, 1993)
which describes the property of the subject (in the b-variant). In Arabic, the
meaning associated with this alternation is realized differently. In particular overt
morphology introduces inchoativity (and intransitivity) and the addition of more
structure elements (oblique) reflect the virtual reflexivity (326). The resulting
construction can, however, not be treated as a canonical alternation.
(326) Pn-qatac a l-habl-u
li-wahd-i-hi.
˙
˙ -string-NOM by-alone˙ GEN-his.
INCH-cut
DEF
‘The string cuts by itself.’
5.4.7.2

Reflexive of appearance alternation

(327) a. I presented a solution to the problem yesterday.
b. A solution to the problem presented itself yesterday.

(Levin, 1993, 85)

Comment:
As is the case with the virtual reflexive alternation, this alternation is expressed
in different ways in Arabic. It is a morpho-semantic phenomena with an affinity
to the inchoative.
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5.4.8

Alternations involving postverbal “subject”

5.4.8.1

There-insertion

(328) a. A flowring plant is in the windows.
b. There is a flowering plant on the windows.

(Levin, 1993, 88–89)

(329) a. A problem developed.
b. There developed a problem.

(Levin, 1993, 89)

Comment:
This alternation is not existent in Arabic since there is no element similar in
meaning and in function to the element there. The there alternation in English is
manifested by the postverbal position of the subject and the placement of there
in the original subject position. This construction is mainly found with verbs of
existence and appearance (see Levin, 1993, 91–92).
5.4.8.2

Locative inverstion

(330) a. A flowering plant is on the windowsill.
b. On the windowsill is a flowering plant.
(331) a. dahara-t safiinat-un
fii l-Pufuq-i.
¯˙
appeared-F ship-NOM-IND in DEF-horizont-GEN
‘A ship appeared on the horizont.’
b. fii l-Pufuq-i
dahara-t safiinat-un.
¯˙
in DEF-horizont-GEN appearedF ship-NOM-IND
‘On the horizon, a ship appeared.’
Comment:
This alternation is part of a large number of alternations related to the free word
order in Arabic. As we have seen in section 5.1.1, the rich agreement system
of Arabic allows to express many facets of information structure by shifting
constituents in different positions relative to the verb. We decided not to treat
this kind of alternations. Because of their omnipresence, they do not have the
filtering potential to distinguish verb classes form each other.
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5.4.9

Other constructions

5.4.9.1

Cognate object construction

(332) a. Sara smiled.
b. Sara smiled a charming smile.

(Levin, 1993, 95–96)

(333) a. naama t-tifl-u.
˙ ˙ -child-NOM
slept DEF
‘The child slept.’
c
b. naama t-tifl-u
nawm-an
amiiq-an.
˙ ˙ -child-NOM sleep-ACC-IND deep-ACC-IND
slept DEF
‘The child slept a deep sleep.’

(334) a. yac iišu l-kalb-u.
lives DEF-dog-NOM
‘The dog lives’
c
b. yac iišu l-kalb-u
iišat-an
muriihat-an.
˙
lives DEF-dog-NOM life-ACC-IND comfortableACC-IND
‘The dog lives a comfortable life’

(335) a. ġanna-t salmaa.
sang
Salma
‘Salma sang.’
b. ġanna-t salmaa Puġniyat-an.
sang
Salma song-ACC-IND
‘Salma sang a song.’
(336) a. Pahabba s-saaPih-u
l-madiinat-a.
˙
˙
liked
DEF-tourist-NOM DEF-city-ACC
‘The tourist liked the city’
b. Pahabba s-saaPih-u
l-madiinat-a hub-an
kabiir-an
˙
˙
˙
liked
DEF-tourist-NOM DEF-city-ACC love-ACC-IND big-ACC-IND
‘The tourist liked the city (* a big love)’
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(337) a. sallahaa-t l-hukuwmat-u
l-jayš-a.
˙
˙
armed-F DEF-government-NOM DEF-troops-ACC
‘The government armed the troops.’
a. sallahaa-t l-hukuwmat-u
l-jayš-a
tajohiiz-an
˙ F DEF
˙ -government-NOM DEF-troops-ACC arming-ACC-IND
armedjayyid-an.
good-ACC-IND
‘The government armed the troops (* a good arming).’
Comment:
The cognate object construction is the most frequent alternation in Arabic. Almost
all verbs can be used in a cognate object construction including transitive verbs
and verbs with an oblique object.1
A cognate object is a noun with a zero-relation to the verb and can be modified
by an adjective. The frequency of the cognate alternation can be explained with
the productive derivational morphology of Arabic, which permits each verb to
possess one or more nominal (deverbal) forms. However, despite the frequency
of the cognate object construction, Arabic imposes restrictions on its usage. For
instance, a cognate object is not allowed to appear as second object of verbs with
a dative object like Pac taa ‘give’. We will treat this construction with more detail
˙
as part of Arabic-specific alternations in section 6.4.1.
5.4.9.2

Cognate preposition construction

(338) a. Kelly buttered the bread.
b. * Kelly buttered the bread with butter.
c. Kelly buttered the bread with unsalted butter.

(Levin, 1993, 96–97)

(339) dahana ‘smear’ verbs: Pattara ‘perfume’, Paljama ‘bridle’, c asaba ‘ban˙˙
˙
dage’, c attara ‘perfume’, c anwana ‘entitle’, šahhama ‘grease’, šammac a ‘wax’,
˙˙
˙˙
ġabbara ‘powder’, hajjaba ‘cloak’, tayyaba ‘perfume’, bahhara ‘flavour’,
˙
˙
bawdara ‘powder’, dattara ‘cover’, dahana ‘grease’, damaġa ‘postmark’, fal¯¯
fala ‘pepper’, kallala ‘garland’, kammama ‘muzzle’, mallaha ‘salt’, marhama
˙
1

That is why no verb classes are listed
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‘pomade’, qatrana ‘tar’, qayyara ‘tar’, rammala ‘sand’, sadda ‘cork’, sakkara
˙
‘sugar’, sammama ‘poison’, saqqafa ‘roof ’, sarraja ‘saddle’, tanbara ‘postmark’, tawwaja ‘crown’, zaffata ‘asphalt’, zayyata ‘oil’, . . .

(340) a. saqqafa l-bannaaP-u
l-manozil-a.
roofed DEF-builder-NOM DEF-house-ACC
‘The builder roofed the house.’
b. * saqqafa l-bannaaP-u
l-manozil-a
bi-saqf-in
roofed DEF-builder-NOM DEF-house-ACC with-roof-GEN-IND
* ‘The builder roofed the house with a roof.’
b. saqqafa l-bannaaP-u
l-manozil-a
bi-saqf-in
roofed DEF-builder-NOM DEF-house-ACC with-roof-GEN-IND
xašabiy-in.
wooden-GEN
‘The builder roofed the house with a wooden roof .’
(341) tajaworaba ‘wear sock’ verbs: Piddarac a ‘wear a cuirass’, tac ammama
‘wear a turban’, tahajjaba ‘wear a veil’, tahazzama ‘wear a belt’, tatarbaša
˙
˙
˙
‘wear a tarboosh’, tabarqac a ‘wear a veil’, tadarrac a ‘wear an cuirass’, tajawraba ‘wear socks’, tamac tafa ‘wear a jacket’, tamantaqa ‘wear a belt’,
˙
tanaqqaba ‘wear a veil’, taqalnasa ‘wear a cap’, taqammasa ‘wear a shirt’,
˙
tasarwala ‘wear pants’, . . .

(342) a. tajwraba c aliy-un.
wore-socks Ali-NOM
‘Ali wore socks’
b. tajawraba c aliy-un bi-jawaarib-a.
wore-socks Ali-NOM with-socks-GEN
‘Ali wore socks’
c. tajawraba c aliy-un bi-jawaarib-a suufiyat-in.
˙
wore-socks Ali-NOM with-socks-GEN woolenGEN
‘Ali wore woolen socks’
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(343) * qaššara ‘shell’ verbs: Palhaa ‘rind’, Paxsaa ‘castrate’, halaba ‘milk’,
˙
˙
˙
Pıhtalaba ‘milk’, Pihtaqafa ‘debone’, Piltaha ‘rinf ’, jalafa ‘rind’, lahaa ‘rind’,
˙
˙
˙
˙
nawaa ‘pit’, qaššra ‘shell’, qalafa ‘rind’, qarafa ‘rind’, rayyaša ‘displume’,
xasaa ‘castrate’, . . .
˙
(344) a. qaššara-t faatimat-u l-bataatis-a.
˙
peeled Fatima-NOM DEF˙-potatoesACC
‘Fatima peeled the potatoes.’
a. * qaššara-t faatimat-u l-bataatis-a
min l-qušuur-i.
˙
˙
peeled Fatima-NOM DEF-potatoes-ACC of DEF-peels-GEN
* ‘Fatima peeled the potatoes of peels.’
(345) * damaġa ‘hit on the head’ verbs: c arqaba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, dalac a
˙
‘hit-on-the-side’, damaġa ‘hit-on-the-head’, jalada ‘belt’, karac a ‘hit-on-theankle’, qafaa ‘hit-on-the-nape’, qarana ‘hit-on-the-horn’, raPasa ‘hit-on-thehead’, c aqaba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, dalac a ‘hit-on-the-rib’, hašaa ‘hit-on-the˙
˙
stomach’, qafada ‘hit-on-the-neck’, qahafa ‘hit-on-the-head’, daqana ‘hit˙
on-the-chin’, kac aba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, batana ‘hit-on-the-stomach’, jabaha
˙
˙
‘hit-on-the-forehead’

(346) a. raPasa
kariim-un xasm-a-hu.
˙
hit-on-the-head Karim-NOM adversaryACC-his
‘Karim hit his adversary on the head.’
c
b. * raPasa
kariim-un xasm-a-hu
alaa
˙
hit-on-the-head Karim-NOM adversary-ACC-his on
raPs-i-hi.
head-GEN-his
‘Karim hit his adversary on the head.’

Comment:
This alternation is found with some classes of verbs with a zero-relation to nouns.
In most cases these verbs involve the meaning of putting some entity in/on some
location or container. The prepositional phrase is headed by bi and its object
constitutes the nominal from which the verb is derived from. However, only a
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modified cognate PP is acceptable. Otherwise, the whole construction will have
a high degree of redundancy, since the meaning introduced by the (unmodified)
cognate phrase is already introduced by the verb.

5.4.9.3

Reaction object construction

(347) a. Pauline smiled.
b. Pauline smiled her thanks.

(Levin, 1993, 97–98)

(348) Verbs of Nonverbal expression (one verb): bakaa ‘cry’

(349) a. baka-t faatimat-u.
˙
cried-F FatimaNOM
‘Fatima cried.’
b. baka-t faatimat-u hasrat-a-haa.
˙ NOM disappointment˙
cried-F fatimaACC-her
‘Fatima cried her disappointment.’
Comment:
In Arabic, only one verb is found in this alternation. The verb bakaa ‘cry’ belongs
to the class of non verbal expression, but not all verbs in this class can be used in
this construction. The reaction object alternation introduces a non subcategorized
object expressing a reaction (emotion or disposition). Thus, the example in (349b)
can be paraphrased as “Fatima expressed her disappointment by crying”.
5.4.9.4

X’s way construction

(350) Unergative Verbs:
a. They shopped their way around New York.
b. He worked his way through the book.
c. She talked her way out the class.
(351) Transitive Verbs:
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a. She stipulaed her way out of the problem.
b. The boy pushed his way through the crowd.
c. The explorers cut their way through the jungle.
Comment:
This construction is not found in Arabic.
5.4.9.5

Resultative construction

(352) a. Pauline hammered the metal flat.
b. Jasmine pushed the door open.

(Levin, 1993, 99–100)

(353) a. Belinda walked the soles off her shoes.
b. Philippa cried herself to sleep.

(Levin, 1993, 99–100)

(354) a. The river froze solid.
b. The door slid shut.

(Levin, 1993, 99–100)

c
(355) * hafara l-flaah-u
l-biPr-a
amiiq-an
˙dug DEF-farmer˙
NOM DEF-well-ACC deep-ACC
? ‘The farmer dug the well deep.’

(356) * tajammada n-nahr-u
salb-an.
˙
foze
DEF-river-NOM soldACC
‘The river foze solid.’
Comment:
This construction is not available in Arabic. In English, a resultative construction
describes the result of an action and is realized as an XP. It is found with different
types of verbs, transitive as well as intransitive (unaccusative). Arabic knows
two main forms of resultative: The first form adds an unsubcategorized object
to the frame of the transitive or intransitive verb as in (357a) or it adds an
unsubcategorized prepositional phrase headed by the directional preposition Pilaa
‘to’ (357b). These two forms will be treated separately as part of the Arabic-specific
constructions in section 6.2.10.
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(357) a. mazzaqa s-sabiy-u
l-waraqat-a
PajzaaP-a
˙
˙
ripped DEF-boy-NOM DEF-paper-ACC pieces-ACC
sagiirat-an.
˙
smallACC-IND
‘The boy ripped the paper into small pieces’
b. mazzaqa s-sabiy-u
l-waraqat-a
Pilaa PajaaP-in
˙ ˙ -boy-NOM DEF-paper-ACC to pieces-GEN-IND
ripped DEF
sagiirat-in.
˙
smallGEN-IND
‘The boy ripped the paper into small pieces’

5.4.10

Uninterntional interpretation of object

5.4.10.1

Uninterntional interpretation with reflexive object

(358) Paulina cut herself (on the sharp stone).
(ambiguous: intentionlly or unententionally)
(359) jaraha ‘hurt’ verbs (some): jarah ‘enjure’, haraqa ‘burn’, Paadaa ‘hurt’,
¯
˙
˙
Padarra ‘harm’
˙
(360) jaraha t-tbbaax-u
nafs-a-hu.
˙ DEF
˙ ˙ -cook-NOM self-ACC-his
injured
‘The cook injured himself.’
(ambiguous: intentionally or unintentionally)
(361) * safac a ‘spank’ verbs: c adda ‘bite’, c azara ‘hit’, daraba ‘hit’, safac a
˙˙
˙
˙
‘spank’, safaqa ‘spank’, sakka ‘nudge’, tac ana ‘stab’, taraqa ‘cuff ’, daqqa
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘hit’, fašaxa ‘spank’, falaqa ‘hit’, kasac a ‘hit’, latac a ‘spank’, latama ‘spank’,
˙
˙
lakaPa ‘punch’, lakama ‘punch’, lakaza ‘punch’, lakka ‘punch’, lasac a ‘prick’,
nataha ‘butt’, naqara ‘peck’, qarasa ‘pinch’, ratama ‘spank’, rafasa ‘kick’,
˙ ˙
˙
˙
rakala ‘kick’, watasa ‘hit’, wajaPa ‘hit’, wakaza ‘punch’, waqata ‘hit’, xabata
˙
˙
˙
‘hit’
(362) safac a saliim-un nafs-a-hu.
˙
spanked
Salim-NOM self-ACC-his.
‘Salim spanked himself’
(unambiguous: only intentionally)
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Comment:
This alternation is found with some verbs of contact by impact with a strong
manner specification. These verbs have the property of implying an intentional
interpretation with a reflexive object. However, not all verbs which can take
a reflexive object also involve an unintentional interpretation. The subject is
interpreted rather as an experiencer than as an agent since it does not possess
typical agentivity properties.
5.4.10.2

Unintentional interpretation with body-part object

(363) Sylvia cut her finger (on the knife).
(ambiguous: intentionally or uninterntionally)

(Levin, 1993, 102–104)

(364) jaraha ‘injure’: Pasaaba ‘hurt’, Paadaa ‘hurt’, c adda ‘bite’, šarama ‘cut’,
¯
˙
˙˙
˙
haraqa ‘burn’, batara ‘cut’, fadac a ‘twist’, jaraha ‘injure’, kasara ‘break’,
˙
˙
waqasa ‘break’, xadaša ‘scratch’, xamaša ‘scratch’, xammaša ‘scratch’, . . .
˙
(365) jaraha t-tabbaax-u
Pusbuc -a-hu.
˙
˙
˙
˙ ACC-his
injured DEF-cook-NOM finger‘The cook injured his finger.’
(ambiguous: intentionally or unintentionally)
(366) * safac a ‘spank’ verbs: c adda ‘bite’, c azara ‘hit’, daraba ‘hit’, safac a
˙˙
˙
˙
‘spank’, safaqa ‘spank’, sakka ‘nudge’, tac ana ‘stab’, taraqa ‘cuff ’, daqqa
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘hit’, fašaxa ‘spank’, falaqa ‘hit’, kasac a ‘hit’, latac a ‘spank’, latama ‘spank’,
˙
˙
lakaPa ‘punch’, lakama ‘punch’, lakaza ‘punch’, lakka ‘punch’, lasac a ‘prick’,
nataha ‘butt’, naqara ‘peck’, qarasa ‘pinch’, ratama ‘spank’, rafasa ‘kick’,
˙ ˙
˙
˙
rakala ‘kick’, watasa ‘hit’, wajaPa ‘hit’, wakaza ‘punch’, waqata ‘hit’, xabata
˙
˙
˙
‘hit’
(367) latama-t salmaa xadd-a-haa.
˙
slappedF Salma cheek-ACC-her
‘Salma slapped her cheek.’
(unambiguous: only intentionally)
Comment:
This construction involves an unintentional interpretation. It is found with verbs
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of contact by impact but not all verbs involve an unintentional reading. The
object of these verbs is not a reflexive pronoun as in the last construction, but
a body part of the subject. Here, the subject also lacks agentive properties and
acts more as an experiencer than an agent.
5.4.10.3

Bound nonreflexive anaphor as prepositional object

(368) The listi includes my name on iti /*itselfi .
(369) Sheilai brought the book with heri /*herselfi .

(Levin, 1993, 104)

(370) jalaba ‘bring’ verbs: Pahdara ‘bring’, Pawsala ‘carry’, hamala ‘bring’,
˙˙
˙
˙
jalaba ‘bring’, wassala ‘deliver’, . . .
˙˙
(371) jalaba c aliy-uni mac a-hui /*-nafs-i-hi
kutub-an.
brought Ali-NOMi with-himi /*-self-GEN-his books-ACC-IND
‘Alii brought books with himi .’
Comment:
This construction involves verbs with a prepositional phrase taking a non reflexive
pronoun as the object. This pronoun is always unambiguously coreferent with the
subject. In Arabic, this construction is mostly found with verbs of bringing and
taking, but not with verbs like Phtawaa ‘contain’ (369).
˙
5.4.10.4

Directional phrase with mondirected motion verbs

(372) a. The truck rumbled.
b. The truck rumbled into the driveway.

(Levin, 1993, 105–106)

(373) * ranna ‘ring’ verbs: Pajrasa ‘knell’, Pazza ‘fizz’, šaxšaxa ‘clink’, haffa
˙
‘whish’, saffra ‘whistle’, salsala ‘clank’, salla ‘clank’, sarsara ‘clink’, saraPa
˙
˙ ˙
˙
˙ ˙
˙
‘whistle’, saraxa ‘cry’, sarra ‘whistle’, tabbala ‘thrum’, tantana ‘plonk’, tanna
˙
˙
˙
˙ ˙
˙
‘plonk’, taqtaqa ‘crockle’ , taqqa ‘crockle’, baqbaqa ‘babble’, . . .
˙ ˙
˙
(374) a. Pazza-t t-taaPirat-u.
˙ ˙ -airplan-NOM
fizzed-F DEF
‘The airplan fizzed.’
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b. * Pazza-t t-taaPirat-u
Pilaa l-mataar-i.
˙
˙
˙
fizzed-F DEF-airplan-NOM to DEF-airportGEN
‘The airplan fizzed to the airport.’
(375) qafaza ‘jump’ verbs
Pafaqa ‘travel’, Pahrac a ‘speed’, Pakraba ‘rush’, Pasraa ‘walk by night’, c aama
‘swim’, c adaa ‘run’, c araja ‘limp’, dalac a ‘limp’, habaa ‘crawl’, taara ‘fly’,
¯˙
˙
˙
tafara ‘jump’, baxtara ‘strut’, dabba
‘crawl’, daraja ‘step’, farqac a ‘run’,
˙
hafaa ‘jump’, harwala ‘trot’, hazac a ‘hurry’, jaaba ‘tour’, jaraa ‘run’, . . .

(376) a. harwala l-hujjaaj-u.
trotted DEF-pilgrim-NOM
‘The pilgrim trotted.’
b. harwala l-hujjaaj-u
Pilaa l-funduq-i.
trotted DEF-pilgrim-NOM to DEF-hotel-GEN
‘The pilgrim trotted to the hotel.’
Comment:
This construction is found with verbs which are typically not verbs of directed
motion. The construction adds an unsubcategorized prepositional phrase headed
by a direction or goal preposition. In English, it is found in two verb classes, the
class of sound emission and the run class. In Arabic, it is attested only with the
class qafaza ‘jump’ (equivalent to the class run in English). The verbs of this
class, which are typically activity verbs, do change to accomplishment verbs by
introducing a directional PP. The meaning of the new construction makes the
manner in which an object moves to some location more precise.
5.4.10.5

Obligatory passive

(377) a. It is rumored that he left town.
b. * They rumor that he left town.

(Levin, 1993, 107)

(378) Pugmiya ‘faint’ verbs (some): Pugmiya ‘faint’, gušiya ‘swoon’
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c
(379) a. Pugmiya
alaa Salmaa
fainted-PASS on Salmaa.
‘Salma fainted.’
c
b. * Pagomaa
t-tabiib-u
alaa Salmaa
˙
˙
fainted-PASS DEF-doctor-NOM on Salmaa.

(380) Pugrima ‘fall in love’ verbs (some): Pugrima ‘fall in love’, Puulic a ‘fall
in love’

c
(381) a. Pugrima
aliy-un bi-l-fataat-i.
fell-in-love-PASS Ali-NOM with-DEF-girl-GEN
‘Ali fell in love with that girl’
c
b. * Pgarama
l-fataat-u
aliy-an bi-haa.
CAUS-fell-in-love DEF-girl-NOM Ali-ACC in-her
‘The girl made Ali fall in love with her.’

Comment:
Some verbs are obligatorily used in the passive mode. In Arabic these constructions
typically involve verbs of involuntary body reflex like Pugmiya ‘faint’ or verbs
involving an emotional state in reaction to some external object like Pugrima ‘fall
in love’.
5.4.10.6

Obligatory reflexive object

(382) a. The politician perjured himself.
b. * The politician perjured his aide.

(Levin, 1993, 17)

Comment:
This construction is not available in Arabic. In English, verbs found with this
construction obligatorily take a reflexive pronoun as object.
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5.4.10.7

Inalienably Possessed Body-Part Object

(383) a. Jennifer craner her/*his neck.
b. Jennifer craned her neck/*arm.

(Levin, 1993, 107–108)

(384) lawwaha ‘wave’ verbs (some): PawmaPa ‘wink’, Pawmada ‘gesture’,
˙
˙
safaqa ‘clap’, saffaqa ‘clap’, basbasa ‘squint’, gamaza ‘wink’
˙
˙
˙ ˙
(385) a. gamaza l-fataat-u
bi-c ayn-i-haa/-*hi.
winked DEF-girl-NOM with-eye-her/-*his
‘The girl winked her eye.’
b. gamaza l-fataat-u
bi-Pudun-i-haa/-*hi.
winked DEF-girl-NOM with-ear-her/-*his
‘The girl winked her ear.’
Comment:
This construction is found with verbs of gesture of the class lawwaha ‘wave’ and
˙
partially with verbs of caring. In Arabic the body part involved by these verbs
is realized as a prepositional complement, and is inalienably possessed by the
subject. Each verb specifies one body part as an argument (or a synonym of it).
Verbs of caring involve one and only one body part, but can be referenced with
other participants than the subject.
5.4.10.8

Expletive it object

(386) a. Let’s call it a day.
b. They’ve got it made.
c. You’ve really lived it up.

(Levin, 1993, 109)

Comment:
This construction is not found in Arabic, since there is no element in Arabic which
is in meaning and function equivalent to the impersonal pronoun it.
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5.4.10.9

Obligatory Adverb

(387) a. The teacher meant well.
b. The teacher meant.

(Levin, 1993, 109)

Comment:
A similar construction is available in Arabic. However, the presence of an obligatory
adverb is not attested.

5.4.11

Summary

49 of alternations listed in Levin (1993) are also available in Arabic (see table
5.1). Most alternations related to accusativity introduce overt morphological head
marking. This is also the case for other alternations promoting external arguments
in the subject position such as the inchoative alternation and the substance/source
alternation. The templates used to mark these promotions depend on the position
of the argument being shifted and the base morphological structure of the verbs.
This stand in contrast to shifting arguments to the object position. This kind of
shifting does not require a morphological marking of the verb, as can be seen in
(154), repeated here as (388). Shifting l-wuruudu ‘flowers’ into a more prominent
position does not cause any change in the morphological structure of the main
verb.
(388) a. rašša-t
salmaa l-maaP-a c alaa l-wuruud-i.
sprayed-F Salma water-ACC with DEF-flowers-GEN
‘Salma sprayed water on the flowers.’
b. rašša-t
salmaa l-wuruud-a
bi-lmaaP-i.
sprayed-F Salma DEF-flowers-ACC with-water-GEN
‘Salma sprayed the flower with water.’
This is to say that the morphological material typically used to mark inchoativity
and other meaning related to subject positions is rather used to mark the “promotion” of the external argument to the subject position than marking meaning
aspects. This explains why features used to mark inchoatvity with some verbs
can be used to mark reflexivity or causativity with other verbs.
Not only inchoativity is morphologically marked in Arabic, but also alternations
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introducing reflexivity and reciprocality. Reflexivity is realized in two different
ways: Structural reflexivity requires a reflexive anaphor such as nafs- ‘-self’. Morphological (lexical) reflexivity is incorporated in the lexical material of the verb.
However, as in other languages allowing for the two forms of reflexivity such as
French, the two ways are not interchangeablly but complementarily used. Verbs
which do not allow for morphologically marked reflexivity such as verbs of change
of state, are expressed structurally as in (389).
(389) a. * Pin-qatac a l-walad-u.
˙
MID-cut
DEF-boy-NOM.
‘The boy cut himself.’
b. qatac a l-walad-u
nafos-a-hu.
˙
cut
DEF-boy-NOM self-ACC-him
‘The boy cut himself.’
Some verbs assign two different meanings to each of the two types of reflexives,
but the majority of them associates the two types with one and the same semantic
meaning as with the verb jahhaza ‘equip’ (390).
(390) a. jahhaza l-jayoš-u
nafs-a-hu.
equipped DEF-army-NOM self-ACC-him
‘The army equipped itself.’
b. ta-jahhaza
l-jayoš-u.
MID-equipped DEF-army-NOM
‘The army equipped itself’.
In some cases, reflexivity and inchoativity, which are two semanticly distinct
phenomena, are associated with the same verb. The fact that the two phenomena
are similarly marked leads some linguists to see them as one and the same and
to paraphrase them indistinctly as V PRON-self (Chierchia, 1989). However,
as example (391) shows, the verb tajahhaza ‘MID-equip’ in (391b) cannot have
a reflexive meaning since its subject lacks any agentivity property. In (391b),
the same verb has a reflexive meaning since the subject shows all substantial
agentivity properties.
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(391) a. ta-jahhaza
l-jayoš-u
bi-Paslihat-in
˙
REFL-equipped DEF-army-NOM with-weaponsGEN
mutatawwirat-in.
˙
sophisticatedGEN.
‘The army equipped itself with sophisticated weapons’.
b. ta-jahhazat
l-binaayat-u
bi-kaamiraat-i
INCH-equipped DEF-building-NOM with-camera-PL-GEN
muraaqabat-in.
surveillance-GEN
‘The building was equipped with a surveillance camera.’
Based on this understanding, the lexical reflexivity is considered as a part of the
Arabic-specific alternations.
Another meaning that is accompanied by morphological marking is the reciprocality
and all alternations related to it. Transitive verbs of social interaction like haaraba
˙
‘battle’, šaawara ‘consult’, jaadala ‘argue’ show an intransitive reciprocal variant
ta-haaraba ‘RECP-battle’, ta-šaawara ‘RECP-consult’, RECP-tajaadala ‘argue’. The
˙
reciprocal assigns two coequal thematic roles (actor 1 and actor 2) to the verb’s
arguments. In the transitive variant, the two actors are explicitly realized as the
subject and as the object or a prepositional object. In the intransitive variant
they are implicitly present as a plural or dual NP or as a subject with a conjoined
NP. Noteworthy is the close relation between reciprocality and intransitivity in
the case of verbs like haaraba ‘battle’, šaawara ‘consult and jaadala ‘argue’. The
˙
reciprocality arises here as effect of intransitivizing the verbs by the morpheme
ta-. Here, the morpheme ta- has here–as we have argued before– mere functional
properties. It has the structural effect of preventing an object to appear in the
sentence. In the reciprocal, the meaning arises when the role assigned to the
object in the transitive variant is incorporated into a single subject NP or realized
as the object of the preposition bi or mac a ‘with’.
(392) a. Transitive varaint:
šaawara l-mudiir-u
sikritiir-a-hu
consulted DEF-director-NOM secretary-ACC-his
‘The director consulted his secretary.’
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b. Intransitve reciprocal variant:
ta-šaawara
l-mudiir-u
wa-sikritiir-u-hu.
INTR-consulted DEF-director-NOM and-secretary-NOM-his
‘The director and his secretary consulted.’
c. Intransitive (not reciprocal) variant:
ta-šaawara
l-mudiir-u
mac sikritiir-i-hu.
INTR-consulted DEF-director-NOM with secretary-GEN-his
‘The director consulted with his secretary.’
Alternations associated with a change in the valency of the verbs or with an
argument shift to a non-subject position are not overtly marked. This is the
case for verbs which allow for an arbitrary drop of the object or some oblique
argument as is the case with the unspecified object alternation, the PRO-arb object
alternation, the characteristic property of agent alternation, the characteristic
property of instrument alternation, and with alternations allowing one element to
be either realized as the direct object or as the object of some preposition such as
with the locative preposition drop Alternation and mac a ‘with’ preposition drop
Alternation.
Most of Levin’s alternations which are not attested in Arabic are—as one can
expect— those alternations associating a meaning with specific lexical elements
which have no correspondence in Arabic. This is the case with alternations
introducing elements indicating a result state or a direction, as in the case of
the apart reciprocal alternation, the together reciprocal alternation, the resultative
alternation expressed by a (result) adjective and the X’s way construction.
In the same context, the meaning associated with one alternation in English can
only be associated with one of its variants. For instance, the benefactive in Arabic
is generally expressed by a PP headed by li or min Pajli ‘for’, but not by a dative
object.
Other alternations associate a meaning with a specific element taking a preverbal
subject position. These elements constrain the “real” subject to appear in a
postverbal position. This is the case for the there-insertion alternation and the
expletive it subject construction. The two alternations are not expected to be
found in Arabic since the language simply lacks elements similar in meaning and
function to there and to the impersonal pronoun it.
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Some alternations are based on associating meaning with a specific structural
configuration, which, indeed, is available in Arabic but is not associated with that
meaning. For instance, the conative alternation (Levin, 1993, 41) expresses an
attempted action without specifying its end state by realizing the object of the
a-variant as the object of the preposition at , or sometimes with on in the b-variant.
In Arabic, the corresponding meaning is not conveyed by the construction V NP
fiy-NP as in English, but by a complex sentence headed by an aspectual verb.
Furthermore, even though some of Levin’s alternations are attested in Arabic,
they are not always associated with the same class of verbs. For instance, the
obligatory passive construction in English is attested with verbs like repute, rumor,
and reincarnate. In Arabic, however, the same construction is associated with
verbs like Pugmiya ‘faint’, a verb of involuntary body reflex, or with wujida ‘exist’
which belongs to a class of existence verbs.
Some alternations are more frequent in Arabic than in English or vise versa. One
example is the cognate object alternation. As mentioned in section 5.4.9.1, the
cognate object alternation is the most frequent alternation in Arabic. It is found
with transitive verbs as well as with intransitive verbs and across all verb classes
except, a subset of the class Paraada ‘want’ (see section 8.3.18.1). In English,
however, the same alternation is restricted to few classes of intransitive verbs.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that Levin’s alternation collection treats only
few cases of sentential complements. Thus, we will treat them as part of the
Arabic-specific alternations in chapter 7. Other Arabic-specific alternations are
treated in chapter 6.
Levin’s Alternations
Middle alternation
Causative/Inchoative alternation
Induced action alternation
Substance/Source alternation
Unspecified Object alternation
Understood Body-Part Object alternation
Understood Reflexive Object alternation
Understood Reciprocal Object alternation
PRO-arb Object alternation
Characteristic Property of Agent alternation
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Availability
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Marking
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
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Characteristic Property of Instrument alternation
Way Object alternation
Instructional Imperative
Conative alternation
Locative Preposition Drop alternation
With Preposition Drop alternation
Dative alternation
Benifactive alternation
Spray/Load alternation
clear alternation
Wipe alternation
Swarm alternation
Clear alternation (intransitive)
Material/Product alternation (transitive)
Material/Product alternation (intransitive)
Total transformation alternation (transitive)
Total transformation alternation (transitive)
Total transformation alternation (intransitive)
Simple teciprocal alternation (transitive)
Together teciprocal alternation (transitive)
Apart teciprocal alternation (transitive)
Simple reciprocal alternation (intransitive)
Apart reciprocal alternation (intransitive)
Fullfilling alternation
Image impression alternation
With/Against alternation
Through/With alternation
Blame alternation
Search alternation
Body-part possessor ascension alternation
Possessor object
Attribute object
Possessor and attribute alternation
Possessor subject (transitive)
Possessor subject (intransitive)
As alternation
Time subject alternation
Natural force Subject alternation
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yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no?
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
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Instrument subject alternation
yes
Locatum subject alternation
yes
Lacation subject alternation
yes
Container subject alternation
yes
Raw material subject alternation
no?
Sum of money subject alternation
yes
Source subject alternation
yes
Virtual reflexive alternation
no
Reflexive of appearance alternation
?no
There-insertion
no
Locative inversion
yes
Cognate object construction
yes
Cognate prepositional phrase construction
yes
Reaction object construction
yes
X’s way construction
no
Resultative cnostruction
no
Unintentional interpretation
with reflexive object
yes
Unintentional interpretation
with body-part object
yes
Bound nonreflexive anaphor
as Prepositional Object
yes
Directional phrases with
nondirected motion verbs
yes
Obligatory passive
yes
Obligatory reflexive object
no
Inalienably possessed body-part object
yes
Expletive it object
no
Obligatory adverb
no
Obligatory negativity polarity element
?no
Table 5.1: Levin’s Alternations in Arabic
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no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

Chapter 6
Arabic-specific alternations
In this chapter we deal with language specific alternations in the sense that they
are found neither in Levin’s collection nor in the novel alternations presented
in Verbnet for English (Kipper Schuler, 2005). As we restrict our comparative
investigation to the two languages, we call each alternation found in Arabic but
not in, English Arabic-specific, despite the fact that the same alternation may be
found in languages other than English. Furthermore, we talk about Arabic-specific
alternations in the sense that they are related to Arabic-specific properties such
as typological properties, morphological and semantic properties.
As we have seen in chapter 4, Arabic allows for multi-directional derivations which
take as starting point an abstract root element assumed to carry a core semantic
meaning. This meaning is present in different degrees in the derived forms. We
argued that the semantic kernel of the root is not primitive. That is, it may be
a complex construct with more than one semantic element. Verbal derivation is
thought of as being a incremental process, that is, only a small number of elements
is directly derived from the root and the rest are derived recursively from these
elements on subsequent steps. The forms derived at the first level of derivation
especially include part-of-speechs like noun, verb, adjective and adverb, which are
(themselves) subject to other derivational processes.
In applying Levin’s alternation to Arabic, especially the part related to causation,
we observe that these alternations cover only one part of the alternations expected
to be found in Arabic, since in English, causative, reflexive, reciprocal and other
similar phenomena are not marked. Thus, the order of alternations does not matter
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in English and the distinction between base frame and transformed frame are
decided more on the basis of semantic and to some extent syntactic considerations
than morphological criteria. In Arabic, however, the order of the alternation
reflects the direction of morphological derivation of the given verb pair. We argue
that at least causativity-related semantics are directly projected in the morphology.
Thus, we assume that the direction of the derivation for the causative-inchoative
alternation and similar alternations is the one shown in (1), where the causative
form is directly derived from the root.
(1) root =⇒causative =⇒inchoative =⇒. . .
This entails that there are other alternations going the inverse direction (2) or
some other directions (5). The first case is found with basic unaccusative verbs,
such as intransitive verbs of change of state, where the causative form is the
derived form. The second case is attested by causative verbs which have an
additional causative predicate (the coercive or the permissive).
(2) root =⇒unaccusative =⇒causative =⇒. . .
(3) root =⇒causative =⇒coersive/permessive =⇒. . .
Thus a considerable part of the alternations listed and explained in the next
sections are of this type. That is, alternations which are not referenced in Levin’s
alternations collection because they do not appear in English. Levin’s alternations
are the result of the interaction between syntax and semantic only and the
morphology plays a marginal role in their realization.

6.1
6.1.1

Causative alternations
Unaccusative/causative alternation

(4) Intransitive change of state verbs: c amiya ‘go blind’, c amiqa ‘deepen’,
šac ala ‘light’, šahaba ‘pale’, šaaba ‘gray’, šaaxa ‘age’, šabba ‘rejuvenate’,
˙
taxina ‘thicken’, daaqa ‘narrow’, ġaluda ‘thicken’, halaa ‘sweeten’, hamiya
¯
¯˙
˙
˙
˙
‘heat’, sac uba ‘INCH-complicate’, saġura
‘reduce’, taaba ‘sweeten’, daaba
¯
˙
˙
˙
‘melt’, bata/ula ‘INCH-annulate’, bahata ‘pale’, hazu/ila ‘slim’, Pihmarra
˙
˙
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‘redden’, jamada ‘freeze’, jamula ‘INCH-embellish’, katura ‘abound’, kamula
¯
‘become perfect’, laPuma ‘become villainous’, latufa ‘become aimable’, laana
˙
‘become soft’, nac ima ‘become soft’, maac a ‘fluidify’, malusa ‘become soft’,
marida ‘sicken’, matuna ‘thicken’, naša/ifa ‘dry’, nadaja ‘maturate’, nahifa
˙
˙
˙
‘become skinny’, naama ‘sleep’, najisa ‘become sullied’, qasura ‘shorten’,
˙
qasaa ‘harden’, qatima ‘darken’, raqqa ‘thin’, samuka ‘thicken’, samina
‘thicken’, wafira ‘abound’, wahija ‘glow’, wajiza ‘shorten’, xašina ‘roughen’,
xadila ‘moisten’, xasiba ‘fructify’, xaffa ‘lighten’, xamada ‘smolder’, xama/ira
˙
˙
‘ferment’, yabisa ‘stiffen’
(5) a. daaba l-jaliid-u.
¯
melted DEF-ice-NOM
‘The ice melted.’
b. Pa-daaba
l-c ummaal-u
l-jaliid-a.
¯
CAUS-melted DEF-workers-NOM DEF-ice-ACC
‘The workers melted the ice.’
(6) harima ‘become prohibited’ verbs (some): harija ‘become prohibited’,
˙
˙
harima ‘become prohibited’, kariha ‘become abhored’
˙
(7) a. harima
l-xamor-u
(c alay-him).
˙
prohibited
DEF-alcohol-NOM (for-them-GEN)
‘Alcohol was prohibited (for them).’
b. harrama
l-qaadiy l-xamora
(c alay-him).
˙CAUS-prohibited DEF-judge
˙
DEF-alcohol (for-them-GEN)
‘The judge forbade them to drink alcohol.’
(8) halla ‘become allowed’ verbs (some): halla ‘become allowed’, baaha
˙
˙
˙
‘become tolerable’, jaaza ‘become pemitted’, qarra ‘become lawful’
(9) a. yajuwzu
qiyaadat-u s-sayyaarat-i fii l-madiinat-i
is-permitted driving-NOM DEF-car-GEN in DEF-city-GEN
l-qadiimat-i.
DEF-old-GEN
‘It is allowed to drive a car in the the old city’
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b. Pa-jaaza-t
s-sulutaat-u
qiyaadat-a s-sayyaarat-i fii
˙
CAUS-permitted-F DEF-authorities-NOM driving-ACC DEF-car-GEN in
l-madiinat-i l-qadiimat-i.
DEF-city-GEN DEF-old-GEN
‘The authorities allowed driving a car in the old city.’
(10) natina ‘stink’ verbs: c atana ‘cure’, c atina ‘become smelly’, tac ata ‘become
¯
¯ ˙
˙
stinky’, baxira ‘become smelly’, Pinjaafa ‘become smelly’, jaafa ‘become
smelly’, naššama ‘become smelly’, namasa ‘flavor’, nasima ‘flavor’, natana
‘become stinky’, xamma ‘become stinky’, xamija ‘become stinky’, xanaza
‘become stinky’, zahima ‘become smelly’, zamhaqa ‘become smelly’, zaxama
‘become smelly’

(11) a. nasima-t z-ubdat-u.
flavored-F DEF-butter-NOM
‘The butter was flavored.’
b. nassama
t-tabbaax-u
z-zubdat-a.
˙
˙
CAUS-flavored DEF-cook-NOM DEF-butter-ACC
‘The cook flavored the butter.’
(12) tadaac afa ‘multiply’ verbs (some): ġalaa ‘become expensive’, sac ada
˙
˙
‘rise’, tafara ‘jump’, talac a ‘rise’, habata ‘decrease’, nakasa ‘decline’, namaa
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘grow’, naqasa ‘decrease’, nazala ‘decline’, qafaza ‘jump’, raxasa ‘become
˙
˙
cheap’, saqata ‘fall’, zaada ‘increase’,
˙
(13) a. raxusa
taman-u l-bitruul-i.
¯
˙
became-cheap
price-NOM DEF-oil-GEN
‘The price of oil became cheaper.’
b. raxxasa-t
l-munaddamat-u
taman-a l-bitruul-i.
¯˙ ¯˙
¯
˙
cheapened-F DEF-organization-NOM price-ACC DEF-oil-GEN
‘The organisation decreased the price of oil.’
(14) ta-sallaa ‘amuse’ verbs (some): c ayaa ‘fatigue’, daji/ara ‘bore’, ġadiba
˙
˙
‘anger’, hašama ‘shame’, haara ‘become confused’, hanaqa ‘anger’, hazina
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘sadden’, sabara ‘comfort’, tariba ‘amuse’, bahi/aja ‘gladden’, daaxa ‘daze’,
˙
˙
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fariha ‘gladden’, fazic a ‘scare’, haaja ‘stir’, hadaPa ‘calm’, kalla ‘bore’, malla
˙
‘bore’, marida ‘sicken’, nafara ‘scare’, qaliqa ‘worry’, qanata ‘dispit’, sac ida
˙
˙
‘gladden’, saPima ‘bore’, saqama ‘sicken’, xaafa ‘frighten’, xaji/ala ‘shame’,
yaPisa ‘dispirit’, zac ala ‘anger’, . . .

(15) a. fariha
l-Patofaal-u.
˙
gladdened DEF˙-children-NOM
‘The children gladdened.’
b Pa-fraha
l-PaabaaPu
l-Patfaal-a.
˙
CAUS-gladdened DEF-parents-NOM DEF˙-children
‘The parents gladdened the children.’
Comment:
This alternation can be considered as the inverse version of the causative/inchoative
alternation. Here, the intransitive verb is the base form and the transitive is the
derived (and overtly marked) form. Most verbs of change of state found with this
alternation are zero-related to adjectives. This means that the verb is not the
first element being derived from the root. For instance, the verbs kabura ‘grow’ is
derived from the adjectival form kabiir ‘big’ which itself is derived from the noun
kibar ‘bigness’.
(16)

R(kbr)

N(kibar)

ADJ(0)

V(0)

ADJ(kabiir)
Vinch (kabura)
Vcaus (kabbara)
(. . . )
Unaccusative psych verbs however are directly derived form the verb such as the
verb fariha ‘INCH-gladden’ (17).
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(17)

R(frh)
˙
V(0)

ADJ(0)

VINCH (fariha)
˙
N(farah)
˙
ADJ(farih)
(. . . )

In the a-variant, the undergoer or the experiencer is realized as the subject. In the
b-variant, an agent role is introduced and assigned to the subject. The subject of
the intransitive variant is shifted to the object position.
Most verbs participating in this alternation describe an internally caused event
and do not necessarily entail an understood agent (see section 4.2.2). Thus, the
verb kabura ‘grow’ does not presuppose the existence of an agent causing the
patient to grow. Other verbs, however, can have an inchoative reading alongside
the unaccusative (noncausative) reading and entail an understood agent. The
causative verbs are overtly maked.

6.1.2

Inchoative/Reflexive construction

(18) ta-jahhaza ‘INTR-equippe’ verbs (some): tajahhaza ‘INTR-equipe’,
tasallaha ‘INTR-arm’, tazawwada ‘INTR-provision’, . . .
˙
(19) a. Inchoative:
ta-sallaha l-jayoš-u.
˙
INCH-armed
DEF-army-NOM
‘The army has been armed.’
a. Reflexive:
ta-sallaha l-jayoš-u.
˙
REF-armed
DEF-army-NOM
‘The army armed itself’
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(20) Pi-mtazaja ‘INCH-mix verbs: ta-Paalafa ‘INTR-consolidate’, ta-Pallafa
‘INTR-consolidate’, Pi-qtarana ‘INTR-join’, ta-šaabaka ‘INTR-connect’, Pijtamac a ‘INTR-join’, Pi-ltaPama ‘INTR-join’, ta-laahama ‘INTR-unite’, Pi˙
ltahama ‘INTR-unite’, ta-maazaja ‘INTR-intermix’, Pi-mtazaja ‘INTR-mix’,
˙
Pi-qtarana ‘INTR-join’, Pi-rtabata ‘INTR-tie’, ta-wahhada ‘INTR-unite’, ta˙
˙˙
xaalata ‘INTR-intermix’, Pixtalata ‘INTR-mix’, ta-zaawaja ‘INTR-pair’, ta˙
˙
zawwaja ‘INTR-pair’, . . .
(21) a. Inchoative:
ta-maazaja z-zayt-u
bi-l-maaP-i.
INCH-mixed DEF-oil-NOM with-DEF-water-GEN
‘The oil mixed with the water.‘
b. Reflexive:
bi-l-barbar-i.
ta-maazaja l-c arab-u
REFL-mixed DEF-Arabs-NOM with-DEF-Berber-GEN
‘The Arabs mixed (theirself) with the Berbers.’
(22) Pin-fasala ‘INTR-separate’ verbs: baana ‘INTR-break up’, Pi-ftaraqa
˙
‘INTR-separate’, Pin-c azala ‘INTR-isolate’, Pin-halla ‘INTR-disassociate’, Pin˙
batala ‘INTR-break up’, Pin-fassa ‘INTR-devide’, Pin-fasala ‘INTR-separate’,
˙˙
˙
Pin-fakka ‘INTR-uncoil’, Pin-maaza ‘INTR-part’, Pin-qatac a ‘INTR-separate’,
˙
Pin-xalac a ‘INTR-disconnect’, ta-tallaqa ‘INTR-divorce’, . . .
˙
(23) a. Inchoative:
ta-tallaqa-t
mariam-u
min zawj-i-haa.
˙
INCH-divorced-F Miriam-NOM from husband-GEN-her
‘Miriam has been divorced from her husband.’
b. Reflexive:
ta-tallaqa-t
mariam-u
min zawj-i-haa.
˙
REFL-divorced-F Miriam-NOM from husband-GEN-her
‘Miriam divorced (herself) from her husband.’
(24) Pxi-tabaPa ‘INTR-hide’ verbs: Pi-htajaba ‘INTR-screen’, Pin-c azala ‘INTR˙
isolate’, Pin-hajaba ‘INTR-hide’, Pin-katama ‘INTR-repress’, Pi-statara ‘INTR˙
hide’, Pi-xtafaa ‘INTR-hide’, tad-aaraa ‘INTR-cover’, ta-waaaraa ‘INTR-hide’,
ta-xabbaPa ‘INTR-hide’, . . .
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(25) a. Inchoative:
c
Pi-statara-t l-haqiiqat-u
an-hu.
INCH-hid-F DEF-truth-NOM from-him.
‘The truth has been hidden from him.’

a. Reflexive:
c
Pi-statara-t l-tifl-u
an-hu.
˙
REFL-hid-F DEF-child-NOM from-him.
‘The child hid from him.’

Comment:
This construction is found with derived intransitive verbs, which are overtly
marked with the reflexive suffixes Pin- and Pit- or with other morphological material and express either the inchoative or the reflexive. The inchoative describes
the result of some action accomplished by an understood agent in a way similar
to the passive. Its subject therefore takes an undergoer role and participates in
the event denoted by the verb with the same role as in the transitive version. The
reflexive meaning, however, assigns a more active role to the subject, namely the
agent role, which (reflexively) executes the event described by the verb. Thus,
the reflexive use of the verb allows the paraphrase ‘x V PRN-self ’, whereas the
inchoative does not. Consequently, the verb sets more restrictions on the reflexive
than the inchoative and its subject shows all the prototypical agent qualities like
animacy, volitionality, etc.
As in many other languages including French and German, Arabic marks inchoativity and reflexivity with the same morphological material. In some cases, this
leads in some cases to ambiguity in deciding whether the subject of the verb is an
agent or and undergoer of some kind. In most cases however, an analysis of the
context renders the correct reading.

6.1.3

Second causative alternation (intransitive)

(26) dahika ‘laugh’ verbs: c abasa ‘frown’, šahaqa ‘sob’, dahika ‘laugh’, saffara
˙ ˙
˙
˙ ˙
‘whistle’, tahara ‘groan’, bakaa ‘cry’, Pibtasama ‘smile’, Pintahaba ‘cry’,
˙ ˙
˙
kaššara ‘frown’, lahata ‘gasp’, qahqaha ‘roar’, qarqara ‘roar’, sac ala ‘cough’,
¯
tataaPaba ‘yawn’, tabassama ‘smile’, tanahhada ‘sigh’, . . .
¯
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c
(27) a. dahika l-jumhuur-u
alaa n-nuktat-i.
˙laughed
˙
DEF-audience-NOM at
DEF-joke-GEN
‘The audience laughed at the joke.’

b. Pa-dhaka
l-muqaddim-u
l-jumhuur-a
(c alaa
˙
CAUS-laughed DEF-link-man-NOM DEF-audience-ACC (at
n-nuktat-i)
DEF-joke-GEN)
‘The moderator made the audience laugh (at the joke).’
(28) xaafa ‘fear’ verbs: Pamina ‘trust’, Pani/afa ‘disgust’, c aafa ‘disgust’,
hadira ‘beware’, haaba ‘fear’, Pihtadara ‘beware’, Pistaladda ‘enjoy’, Pittaqaa
¯¯
˙ ¯
˙ ¯
‘beware’, malla ‘bore’, nafara ‘disgust’, rahiba ‘fear’, saPi/ama ‘bore’, tawajjasa ‘fear’, tawaqqaa ‘beware’, waji/ala ‘fear’, xašiia ‘fear’, xaafa ‘fear’,
...

c
(29) a. ya-xaafu
aliy-un min l-fašal-i.
1.M.SG-fears Ali-NOM for DEF-failure-GEN
‘Ali fears failure.’
c
b. Pa-xaafa
l-mudarrib-u
aliy-an min l-fašal-i.
CAUS-feared DEF-coach-NOM Ali-ACC for DEF-failure-GEN
‘The coach made Ali fear failure.’

(30) naama ‘sleep’ verbs: ġafaa ‘doze’, ġafaqa ‘nap’, hajada ‘slumber’, hamada
‘rest’, hawwama ‘sleep’, kariya ‘sleep’, nac asa ‘drowse’, naama ‘sleep’, raqada
‘sleep’, sabata ‘hibernate’, tahajjda ‘slumber’, tahawwama ‘slumber’, wasina
‘sleep’

(31) a. naama s-sabiyy-u.
˙ ˙ -child-NOM
slept DEF
‘The child slept.’
a. Pa-naama-t l-Pumm-u
s-sabiyy-a.
˙ ˙ -child-NOM
CAUS-slept DEF-mother-NOM DEF
‘The mother made the child sleep.’
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(32) Animal-sounds verbs: Pazaa ‘wheeze’, c andala ‘chitter’, c awaa ‘howl’,
šadaa ‘chitter’, šaqšaqa ‘chirp’, taġa ‘baa’, dahaka ‘whinny’, ġamġama
¯
˙ ˙
‘snarl’, ġarrada ‘chitter’, saaha ‘call’, sahala ‘whinny’, sarsara ‘chirp’, batbata
˙ ˙
˙
˙ ˙
˙
‘quack’, fahha ‘hiss’, harra ‘snarl’, jac jac a ‘roar’, maPmaPa ‘bleat’, maaPa
˙˙
‘baa’, nac aba ‘caw’, nac aqa ‘croak’, naqqa ‘croak’, qahqaha ‘whinny’, qawqaPa
‘cackle’, xaara ‘moo’, zaPara ‘growl’, zamjara ‘growl’, zaqzaqa ‘twitter’, . . .

c
(33) a. nabaha l-kalb-u
alaa l-muharrib-i.
˙
barked DEF-dog-NOM at
DEF-smuggler-GEN
‘The dog barked at the smuggler.’
c
b. Pa-nbaha
š-šurtiy-u
l-kalb-a
alaa
˙
˙
CAUS-barked DEF-policeman-NOM DEF-dog-ACC at
l-muharrib-i.
DEF-smuggler-GEN
‘The policeman made the dog bark at the smuggler.’

(34) Pištaaqa ‘long’ verbs: Pariba ‘need’, Pazmac a ‘intend’, c atiša ‘thirst’,
˙
c
aama ‘intend’, c azi/ama ‘decide’, ġarada ‘need’, haaja ‘need’, hali/ama
˙
˙
˙
‘dream’, hanna ‘long’, fakkara ‘think’, hadafa ‘aim’, Pic tazama ‘intend’,
˙
Pištaaqa ‘long’, Pihtaaja ‘need’, Piftaqara ‘need’, jaac a ‘hunger’, janaha ‘in˙
˙
tend’, nawaa ‘intend’, ramaa ‘aim’, sac aa ‘aim’, tac attaša ‘thirst’, tašawwaqa
˙˙
‘long’, tahawwaja ‘need’, tatallac a ‘aim’, taaqa ‘long’, talahhafa ‘long’, . . .
˙
˙
(35) a. sac aa l-fariiq-u
Pilaa l-fawz-i.
aimed DEF-team-NOM to DEF-victory-GEN
‘The team aimed at winning.’
b. Pa-sc aa
l-mudarrib-u
l-fariiq-a
Pilaa l-fawz-i.
CAUS-aimed DEF-coach-NOM DEF-team-ACC to
DEF-victory-GEN
‘The coach made the team aim at winning.’
Comment:
This alternation introduces a causer role in sentences with agentive or agentivelike roles. It is found with intransitive agentive (unergative) verbs denoting an
“internally caused” event (Levin & Hovav, 1995). Verbs involving an internally
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caused event are found with classes of psych verbs, bodily change of state verbs
and some change of state verbs. They do not imply an understood agent as in in
derived middle verbs with an inchoative or a reflexive reading. The introduction of
a causer role in the b-variant of the alternation is (in most cases) overtly marked
with a causative suffix like Pa-. The causee is an animate volitional entity induced
to act by a causer. We assume that the fact that the cause induces an agent to
act in agentive verbs does not lead him to lose its agentive qualities. Thus, the
causer can either incite or permit the agent to act in some way but the decision
to act depends on the agent himself. The causer is placed in the subject position
whereby a new object position is generated in order to accomodate the agent or
the patient.
The causer alternation has a pheriphrastic version shown in (36). It is built with
the causative light verb jac ala ‘make’ and the second verb heading a complement
sentence (see section 4.2.3).
(36) a. yaxaafu c aliy-un min l-fašal-i.
fears
Ali-NOM for DEF-failure-GEN
‘Ali fears failure.’
c
b. jac ala l-mudarrib-u
aliy-an yaxaafu min l-fašal-i.
made DEF-coach-NOM Ali-ACC fears
for DEF-failure-GEN
‘The coach made Ali fear failure.’

6.1.4

Second causative alternation (transitive)

(37) nasaxa ‘copy’ verbs: hafada ‘save’, sawwara ‘copy’, tabac a ‘print’, kataba
˙ ¯
˙
˙
‘write’, naqala ‘copy’, nasaxa ˙‘copy’, qayyada ‘register’, raqana ‘type’, sattara
˙˙
‘line’, sajjala ‘register’, wattaqa ‘document’, . . .
¯¯
(38) a. kataba t-taalib-u
risaalat-a-n.
˙ ˙ -student-NOM letter-ACC-IND
wrote DEF
‘The student wrote a letter.’
b. Pa-ktaba l-Pustaad-u
CAUS-write DEF-professor-NOM
‘The profesor made the student

t-taalib-a
risaalat-a-n.
˙DEF
˙ -student-ACC letter-ACC-IND
write a lettter.’
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(39) Pahabba ‘love’ verbs: Pac dama ‘glorify’, Pac azza ‘cherish’, Paġbata ‘envy’,
˙
˙
˙
Pahabba ‘love’, Pataaqa ‘tolerate’, Paatara ‘prefer’, Pajalla ‘glorify’, Pallaha
¯
˙
˙
‘idolize’, Panifa ‘reject’, Pbġada ‘abhor’, c ašiqa ‘love’, c aafa ‘detest’, hasada
˙
˙
‘envy’, faddala ‘prefer’, Pic tabara ‘consider’, Pizdaraa ‘debase’, kariha ‘hate’,
˙˙
maqata ‘abominate’, . . .

(40) a. yakrahu nabiil-un t-tawm-a
¯¯
hates
Nabil-NOM DEF-garlic-ACC
‘Nabil hates garlic.’
b. karraha
t-tabbaax-u
nabiil-an t-tawm-a
¯
˙ ˙ -cook-NOM Nabil-ACC ¯DEF
CAUS-hated DEF
-garlic-ACC
‘The cook made Nabil hate garlic.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with simple transitive verbs (verbs without overt transitive markers). Verbs which are already marked express the second causative
using a periphrastic construction. Similar to the intransitive second causative
alternation, this alternation introduces a causer role assigned to the subject with
the consequence of generating a new object position for the shifted subject of
the a-variant. The agent or the agent-like role is assigned directly to the next
object and the undergoer role to the second one. Although grammatically the two
object roles have a similar status (accusative), they cannot be interchangeably
positioned. According to the thematic hierarchy, agent or agent-like roles always
have to be assigned to the argument with the highest position in the prominence
scale, however, the causer role is obviously the most prominent role, since it always
has to appear in subject position.
The meaning related to this alternation is either permissive or coercive. In both
cases, the agent does not lose his essential properties. However, as we will see in
the next section, there are cases where the causativization of a transitive causative
verb leads to a change in the role of its participants.
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6.1.5

Agent/Recipient alternation

(41) Pakala ‘eat’ verbs:
Pakala ‘eat’, PaklaPa ‘eat’ (for animals) c alafa ‘eat’ (for animals) šariba
‘drink’, tac ima ‘eat’, kalaPa ‘eat’ (for animals) radac a ‘INCH-suckle warada
˙
˙
‘drink’ (for animals), . . .

(42) a. Pakala d-duyuuf-u
l-kac kat-a.
˙
˙
ate
DEF-guests-NOM DEF-cake-ACC
‘The guests ate the cake.’
b. Pakkala-t salmaa d-duyuuf-a
l-kac kat-a.
˙ ˙ -guests-ACC DEF-cake-ACC
CAUS-ate-F Salma DEF
‘Salma gave the guests the cake to eat.’
(43) tasallama ‘obtain’ verbs (some): rahana ‘pawn’, warita ‘inherit’
¯
(44) a. warita zayd-un manzil-a-n.
¯
inherited Zayd-NOM house-ACC-IND
‘The grandchild inherited a house.’
l-jadd-u
zayd-an
b. Pa-wrata
¯
CAUS-inherited DEF-grandfather-NOM Zayd-ACC
manzil-a-n.
house-ACC-IND
‘The grandchild bequeathed a house to Zayd.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with verbs involving a change of possession and verbs
of ingesting. It may also be found with other classes of verbs and belongs to a
number of alternations which do not only alter the thematic arity of the verb, but
also its nature. Thus, a participant may figure as an agent in a construction, but
as a recipient in the alternating construction. Hence, we calle this alternation
Agent/Recipient alternation. As is the case with the class Pakala ‘eat’, the agent in
the a-variant is actively involved in the action of taking in food. In the b-variant,
the original action described by the verb is no longer carried out by one but by two
participants in a scheme similar to causative change of possession verbs. Unlike
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the causer alternation, the agent/recipient alternation does not introduce a causer
role, but an agent role with all typical agentivity properties. The former agent
consequently converts to a recipient and is assigned to one of the two object roles
of the sentence. Thus, the paraphrase of the alternating verb pair Pakala ‘eat’
and Pakkala ‘CAUS-eat’ is therefore ‘x give y something to eat’, but not ‘x cause
(permit/coerce) y to eat something’.

6.1.6

Understood body-part of object possessor

(45) jadac a ‘cut’ verbs (some): salama ‘amputate’, sallama ‘amputate’, jadac a
˙
˙
‘cut’
(46) a. jadac a l-mujorim-u
Panf-a
dahiyat-i-his.
˙ ˙
cut
DEF-criminal-NOM DEF-nose-ACC victimGEN-his
‘The criminal cut off the nose of his victim.
b. jadac l-mujorim-u
dahiyat-a-his.
˙ ˙
cut DEF-criminal-NOM victimACC-his
‘The criminal cut off the nose of his victim.
Comment:
This alternation has similarities with the understood body-part object alternation in
that it allows a specific body part to be understood but does not require it to overtly
expressed (see section 5.4.1.6). The difference lies in that the possessor of the body
part is not the subject (agent) of the verb but its object (possessor/patient). The
possessor is expressed as the genitive of the body-part in the a-variant, whereas
in the b-variant, it is realized as the direct object of the verb, whereby the body
part remains unexpressed. Typically, an expressed body part may take a range of
objects (e.g. nose, ear, lip), but in the version of the unexpressed body part, only
one specific body part is understood.

6.2

Nunated object alternations (N-object)

Nunation is a morphological operation where one final n is added to nouns or
adjectives in order to mark different grammatical and semantic phenomena. It is
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generally used to mark indefiniteness of nouns and adjectives and in this sense
fills the function of an indefinite article (Werner, 1975). For instance, the noun
kitaab-u-n ‘book-NOM-NUN’ is the indefinite nominative version of Pal-kitaab-u
‘DEF-book-NOM’. However, in some cases, the use of a nunated noun or adjective is
due to restrictions imposed by the verb. Thus, some classes of verbs allow nouns
to appear in certain positions only if they are nunated. For instance, some verbs
express the cause with an nunated object in alternation to a construction where
it is assigned to the object of a preposition phrase headed by min ‘from’ as shown
in (47b) and (47b). (47c) is not well formed because the cause is realized as a
non-nunated definite accusative object.
(47) a. bakat salmaa Palam-a-n.
cried salmaa pain-ACC-NUN
‘Salma cried out of pain.’
b. bakat salmaa min l-Palam-i.
cried salmaa from DEF-pain-GEN
‘Salma cried out of pain.’
c. * bakat salmaa l-Palam-a.
cried salmaa DEF-pain-ACC
* Salma cried the pain.
The nunated object be associated not only with the cause, but also with a number
of other constructions such as the resultative construction (section 6.2.11), the
location construction (section 6.2.2), the source construction (section 6.2.4) and
the attribute construction (section 6.2.7), etc.
The next section shows alternations involving a nunated object and the verb class
associated with them.

6.2.1

Cause N-object alternation (intransitive)

(48) Pinqatala INCH-kill’ verbs: baada ‘INCH-exterminate’, fatasa ‘die’, ha˙
laka ‘perish’, Pinc adama ‘INCH-execute’, Pinqatala ‘INCH-murder’, maata
‘die’, qadaa ‘die’, radiya ‘die’, tasaffaa ‘INCH-liquidate’, tadakkaa ‘INCH¯
˙
˙
butcher’, taqattala ‘INCH-kill’, . . .
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(49) a. maata l-Parnab-u
min l-juuc -i.
died DEF-rabbit-NOM from hunger
‘The rabbit died from hunger.
b. maata l-Parnab-u
l-juuc -a-n.
died DEF-rabbit-NOM hunger-ACC-NUN
‘The rabbit died from hunger.
(50) Pirtac aša ‘shiver’ verbs: Pic tasara ‘writhe’, Pihtazza ‘shake’, Pinqabada
˙
˙
‘convulse’, Pintafada ‘shake’, Pirtac aša ‘shiver’, Pirtac ada ‘shiver’, Pirtajafa
˙
‘tremble’, Pirtajja ‘tremble’, rac aša ‘shiver’, rajafa ‘shiver’, tašannaja ‘convulse’, tadawwara ‘writhe’, taxallaja ‘quiver’
˙
(51) a. Pirtac aša-t salmaa min l-xawof-i.
trembled-F Salma from DEF-fear-GEN
‘Salma trembled from fear.’
b. Pirotac aša-t salmaa xawof-a-n
trembled-F Salma fear-ACC-NUN
‘Salma trembled from fear.’
(52) Animal-sounds verbs: Pazaa ‘wheeze’, c andala ‘chitter’, c awaa ‘howl’,
šadaa ‘chitter’, šaqšaqa ‘chirp’, taġa ‘baa’, dahaka ‘whinny’, ġamġama
¯
˙ ˙
‘snarl’, ġarrada ‘chitter’, saaha ‘call’, sahala ‘whinny’, sarsara ‘chirp’, batbata
˙ ˙
˙
˙ ˙
˙
‘quack’, fahha ‘hiss’, harra ‘snarl’, jac jac a ‘roar’, maPmaPa ‘bleat’, maaPa
˙˙
‘baa’, nac aba ‘caw’, nac aqa ‘croak’, naqqa ‘croak’, qahqaha ‘whinny’, qawqaPa
‘cackle’, xaara ‘moo’, zaPara ‘growl’, zamjara ‘growl’, zaqzaqa ‘twitter’, . . .

(53) a. nabaha l-kalb-u
min t-tawattur-i.
˙
barked DEF-dog-NOM from DEF-excitement-GEN
‘The dog barked out of excitement.’
b. nabaha l-kalb-u
tawattur-a-n.
˙ DEF-dog-NOM excitement-ACC-NUN
barked
‘The dog barked out of excitement.’
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(54) * ta-sallaa ‘INTR-amuse’ verbs: c ayaa ‘fatigue’, daji/ara ‘bore’, ġadiba
˙
˙
‘anger’, hašama ‘shame’, haara ‘become confused’, hanaqa ‘anger’, hazina
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘sadden’, sabara ‘comfort’, tariba ‘amuse’, bahi/aja ‘gladden’, daaxa ‘daze’,
˙
˙
fariha ‘gladden’, fazic a ‘scare’, haaja ‘stir’, hadaPa ‘calm’, kalla ‘bore’, malla
˙
‘bore’, marida ‘sicken’, nafara ‘scare’, qaliqa ‘worry’, qanata ‘dispit’, sac ida
˙
˙
‘gladden’, saPima ‘bore’, saqama ‘sicken’, xaafa ‘frighten’, xaji/ala ‘shame’,
yaPisa ‘dispirit’, zac ala ‘anger’, . . .

(55) a. yaxaafu c aliy min l-fašal-i.
fears
Ali for DEF-failure-GEN
‘Ali fears for failure.’
b. * yaxaafu c aliy fašal-a-n.
fears
Ali failure-ACC-NUN
Comment:
The cause N-object alternation is closely related to an Arabic-specific property:
the nunation. As mentioned in 6.2, it is found as an alternating construction to
prepositional phrases associated with the cause. The alternation is found with
the verb class Pin-qatala ‘INCH-kill’ which is mainly constituted of inchoative
derivatives of verbs of the class qatala ‘kill’. It is also found with verbs of internal
body states and verbs of animals sounds.

6.2.2

Locative N-Object alternation (intransitive)

(56) nagaša ‘crawl’ verbs: Pintaġaša ‘crawl’, maaja ‘swarm’, naġaša ‘crawl’,
tanaġġaša ‘crawl’

(57) a. tanaggaša-t d-diidaan-u
fii l-juttat-i
¯¯
crawled-PL DEF-maggots-NOM in DEF-cadaver-GEN
‘The maggots crawled in the cadaver.’
b. tanaggaša-t l-juttat-u
bi-d-diidaan-i.
¯¯
crawled-PL DEF-cadaver-NOM with-DEF-maggots-GEN
‘The cadaver crawled with maggots.’
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c. tanaggaša-t l-juttat-u
diidaan-a-n.
¯¯
crawled-PL DEF-cadaver-NOM maggots-ACC-NUN
‘The cadaver crawled with maggots.’
(58) Pingamara ‘INCH-overflow’ verbs (some): ġariqa ‘INCH-flood’, Piktaddaa
¯˙ ¯˙
‘teem’, Piktasaa ‘INCH-cover’, PimtalaPa ‘INCH-fill’, Pinġamara ? ‘INCH
flood’, Pinġamma ‘INCH-plug’, Pinkasaa ‘INCH-cover’, PinmalaPa ‘INCH-fill’,
Pizdahama ‘teem’, tašabbac a ‘INCH-saturate’, tašarraba ‘INCH-saturate’
˙
(59) a. Pi-mtalaPa l-hawd-u
bi-l-maaP-i.
˙
˙
INCH-filled DEF-pool-NOM with-DEF-water-GEN
‘The pool has been filled with water.’
b. Pi-mtalaPa l-hawd-u
maaP-an.
˙
˙
INCH-filled DEF-pool-NOM water-ACC-NUN
‘The pool has been filled with water.’
Comment:
This alternation is an instance of the locative alternation such as the swarm
alternation and the clear alternation. Its specific property is the realization of the
theme (the moved object) as the nunated object in the b-variant. The alternation
is termed the locative N-object alternation because it only alternates with localistic
structures realizing the theme as the object of a prepositional phrase headed by bi
‘with’. The semantic effect related to it is a “holistic/partitive” effect, where the
holistic meaning is associated with the nunated object. Most verbs found with
this alternation have a transitive causative derived form. They are accordingly
found with the transitive version of this alternation as shown in the next section.

6.2.3

Locative N-object alternation (transitive)

(60) gamara ‘overflow’ class (some): Paġoraqa ‘flood’, malaPa ‘fill’, ġamara
? ‘flood’, hašaa ‘stuff ’, ġamma ‘plug’, šabbac a ‘saturate’, šarraba ‘saturate’
˙
(61) a. malaPa l-naadil-u
l-kuub-a
bi-l-maaP-i.
filled DEF-waiter-NOM DE-glass-ACC with-water-GEN
‘The waiter filled the glass with water.’
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b. malaPa l-naadil-u
l-kuub-a
maaP-a-n.
filled DEF-waiter-NOM DE-glass-ACC water-ACC-NUN
‘The waiter filled the glass with water.’
(62) * rašša ‘spray’ verbs: šahana ‘load’, ġarasa ‘plant’, hammala ‘load’, talaa
˙
˙
˙
‘smear’, drra ‘sprinkle’, dahana ‘smear’, faraša ‘cover’, farraša ‘cover’, rašša
¯
‘load’, . . .
(63) a. rašša-t
salmaa w-wuruud-a
bi-l-maaP-i.
sprayed-F salmaa DEF-flowers-ACC with-DEF-water-GEN
‘Salma sprayed the flowers with water.’
b. * rašša-t
salmaa w-wuruud-a
maaP-a-n.
sprayed-F salmaa DEF-flowers-ACC water-ACC-NUN
(64) sakaba ‘pour’ verbs: Padfaqa ‘spill’, Padlaqa ‘spill’, Pafraġa ‘pour’, Paraaqa
‘dribble’, Pasaala ‘spew’, sabba ‘slop’, daffaqa ‘spill’, dalaqa ‘spill’, Pistaqtara
˙
˙
‘drip’, qattara ‘drip’, sakaba ‘pour’
˙˙
(65) a. sakaba l-naadil-u
l-c asiir-a
fii l-kaPs-i.
˙
poured DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-juice-ACC in DEF-class-GEN
‘The waiter poured juice in the glass.’
c
b. * sakaba l-naadil-u
l-kaPs-a
asiir-a-n.
˙ ACC-NUN
poured DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-class-ACC juice* ‘The waiter poured the glass with juice.’

Comment:
This alternation is found with transitive verbs involving putting an object to some
location. As mentioned in the last section, these verbs are morphologically related
to verbs participating in the intransitive variant of the locative N-object alternation.
However, this is only true for verbs of the class Pin-gamara ‘INCH-overflow’, but
not for verbs of the class nagaša ‘crawl’, since they do not have a transitive
counterpart. The main characteristic of this alternation is the realization of the
theme (the moved object) as a nunated object in alternation with a prepositional
phrase headed by bi ‘with’. The location itself is realized as a direct object in
both variants. This alternation is only possible with verbs which do not allow for
the spray/load alternation.
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6.2.4

Source N-object alternation

(66) nazafa ‘bleed’ verbs (some): badda ‘ooze’, faara ‘effervesce’, faada ‘flow’,
˙˙
˙
jaraa ‘flow’, nataha ‘leak’, natac A ‘leak’, qatara ‘drip’, saala ‘stream’
˙
˙
(67) a. faada-t n-nabc -u
bi-l-maaP-i.
˙
gushed-F DEF-fountain-NOM with-DEF-water-GEN
‘The fountain gushed with water.’
b faada-t n-nabc -u
maaP-a-n.
˙
gushed-F DEF-fountain-NOM water-ACC-NUN
‘The fountain gushed with water.’
(68) * tac arraqa ‘sweat’ verbs: Pahha ‘sweat’, Pabraza ‘shit’, Paršaha ‘sweat’,
˙˙
˙
Plc aba ‘drool’, c ari/aqa ‘sweat’, šaxxa ‘piss’, basaqa ‘spit’, baala ‘piss’,
˙
balġama ‘spit’, basaqa ‘spit’, haac a ‘vomit’, kahha ‘cough’, lac aba ‘drool’,
˙˙
nazafa ‘bleed’, qaaPa ‘vomit’, rašaha ‘sweat’, sac ala ‘cough’, tac arraqa ‘sweat’,
˙
taġawwata ‘shit’, tabarraza ‘shit’, tabawwala ‘piss’, tafala ‘spit’, tafawwac a
˙
‘vomit’, taffa ‘spit’, tanaxxac a ‘spit’, tanaxxama ‘spit’, taqayyaPa ‘vomit’,
tazawraqa ‘shit’, . . .
(69) a. * taqayyaPa l-mariid-u
bi-d-damm-i
˙
vomited DEF-patientNOM with-DEF-blood-GEN
‘The patient vomited (*with) blood.’
b. * taqayyaPa l-mariid-u
damm-a-n/d-dam-a
˙
vomited DEF-patient-NOM blood-ACC-NUN/DEFblood-ACC
‘The patient vomited blood.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with some verbs of substance emission in the class nazafa
‘bleed’ (see section 8.3.25.3). The emitted substance described by the verb can be
realized as the object of the prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with in the a-variant
or as a nunated object in the b-variant. The source of the substance is realized as
subject in both variants. Here, the nunated object cannot be substituted by a
definite (non-nunated) object. Other classes of substance emission like the class
tac arraqa ‘sweat’ are not found with this alternation since the substance is not
allowed to be realized as object of a PP.
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6.2.5

Reaction N-object alternation

(70) dahika ‘laugh’ verbs: c abasa ‘frown’, šahaqa ‘sob’, dahika ‘laugh’, saffara
˙ ˙
˙
˙ ˙
‘whistle’, tahara ‘groan’, bakaa ‘cry’, Pibtasama ‘smile’, Pintahaba ‘cry’,
˙ ˙
˙
kaššara ‘frown’, lahata ‘gasp’, qahqaha ‘roar’, qarqara ‘roar’, sac ala ‘cough’,
¯
tataaPaba ‘yawn’, tabassama ‘smile’, tanahhada ‘sigh’, . . .
¯
(71) a. dahika c aliy-un (min l-haraj-i).
˙ ˙
˙ -embarrasement-GEN)
laughed
Ali-NOM (from DEF
‘Ali laughed (out of embarrassement).’
b. dahika c aliy-un haraj-a-n.
˙ ˙
˙
laughed
Ali-NOM embarrasementACC-NUN
‘Ali laughed out of embarrassement.’
(72) sajada ‘bow’ verbs: Pinhanaa ‘bow’, rakac a ‘kneel’, sajada ‘bow’, . . .
˙
(73) a. Pinhanaa d-dayf-u.
˙
˙ ˙ -guest-NOM
bowed
DEF
‘The guest bowed.’
Pihtiraam-a-n.
b. Pinhanaa d-dayf-u
˙
˙
˙
˙
bowed DEF-guest-NOM respectACC-NUN
‘The guest bowed her respect.’
(74) lawwaha ‘wave’ verbs: PawmaPa ‘wink’, Pawmada ‘gesture’, safaqa ‘clap’,
˙
˙
˙
saffaqa ‘clap’, basbasa ‘squint’, gamaza ‘wink’, wamaPa ‘gesture’, . . .
˙
˙ ˙
(75) a. lawwaha l-barlamaaniy-u.
waved ˙ DEF-deputy-NOM
‘The deputy waved.’
b. lawwaha l-barlamaaniy-u Pihtijaaj-a-n.
˙
waved ˙ DEF-deputy-NOM protestACC-NUN
‘The deputy waved her protest.’
(76) * tahaddata ‘talk’ verbs: tartara ‘gossip’, laġaa ‘gossip’, mazaha ‘jok’,
¯ ¯
¯
˙
˙
nakkata ‘jok’, tahaddata ‘talk’, takallama ‘speak’, . . .
¯
˙
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(77) a. tahaddata l-PasdiqaaP-u.
¯
˙
talked
DEF˙-friends-NOM
‘The friends talked.’
b. * tahaddata l-PasdiqaaP-u
tawattur-an.
¯
˙
talked
DEF˙-friends-NOM excitementNUN
* ‘The friends talked their excitement.’
Comment:
This alternation is semanticly identical with the reaction object construction of
section 5.4.9.3. Here, the nunated object expresses a reaction (an emotion or a
disposition), and the verb itself expresses the way this reaction takes place. The
alternation is found with verbs of transfer of information and with some gesture
and sign verbs. However, unlike the former alternation, the nunated object does
not alternate with a prepositional phrase, but directly with the intransitive variant
of the verb.

6.2.6

Predicate N-object alternation

(78) c ayyana ‘appoint’ verbs: Pac lana ‘declare’, c ayyana ‘appoint’, šaġġala
‘appoint’, baayac a ‘elect’, Pintaxaba ‘elect’, Pixtaara ‘select’, raššaha ‘select’,
˙
raqqaa ‘upgrade’, tawwaja ‘crown’, ? waddafa ‘appoint’, . . .
¯˙ ¯˙
(79) a. c ayyana l-malik-u
l-kaatib-a
ka-waziir-in.
appointed DEF-king-NOM DEF-author-ACC as-minster-GEN.
‘The king appointed the author as minister.’
b. c ayyana l-malik-u
l-kaatib-a
waziir-a-n.
appointed DEF-king-NOM DEF-author-ACC minster-ACC-NUN.
‘The king appointed the author as minister.’
(80) * sawwara ‘represent’ verbs: c aamala ‘treat’, c adda ‘count’, c arafa
˙
‘know’, c arrafa ‘define’, šaxxasa ‘diagnose’, hasiba ‘conceive’, sawwara ‘rep˙
˙
˙
resent’, fassara ‘interpret’, Pistahadara ‘recollect’, qabila ‘accept’, qaddama
˙ ˙
‘present’, raPaa ‘see’, tatakkara ‘remember’, tasawwara ‘imagine’, tamattala
¯
¯¯
˙
‘recollect’, taqabbala ‘accept’, taxayyala ‘imagine’, wasafa ‘describe’, . . .
˙
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(81) a. yuc aamil-u c aliy-un sadiiq-a-hu
ka-Pax-in.
˙
treats
Ali-NOM friend-ACC-his as-brother-GEN
‘Ali treats his friend like a brother.’
b. * yuc aamil-u c aliy-un sadiiq-a-hu
Pax-a-n.
˙
treats
Ali-NOM friendACC-his brother-ACC-NUN
‘Ali treats his friend like a brother.’
(82) Pahabba ‘love’ verbs (some): Pac dama ‘glorify’, Pac azza ‘cherish’, Paġbata
˙
˙
˙
‘envy’, Pahabba ‘love’, Pataaqa ‘tolerate’, Paatara ‘prefer’, Pajalla ‘glorify’,
¯
˙
˙
Pallaha ‘idolize’, c ašiqa ‘love’, faddala ‘prefer’, Pic tabara ‘consider’, . . .
˙˙
(83) a. yuhibbu n-naas-u
zayd-an ka-šaac ir-in.
love
DEF-people-NOM Zayd-ACC as-poet-GEN
‘The people love Zayd as a poet.’
b. yuhibbu n-naas-u
zayd-an šaac ir-an.
love
DEF-people-NOM Zayd-ACC poet-ACC-NUN
‘The people love Zayd as a poet.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with transitive verbs participating in the as alternation
(see section 5.4.6.6), which take a complement predicated of the direct object and
alternatively of the object of ka ‘as’. In the a-variant, the predicate noun phrase
is realized as an as phrase and as a nunated object in the b-variant. Some verbs
of the class characterize are found with the a-variant of the alternation, however
they cannot alternate with a N-object construction.

6.2.7

Attribute N-object (intransitive)

(84) tadaac afa ‘double’ verbs: ġalaa ‘increase’, sac ada ‘rise’, tafara ‘jump’,
˙
˙
˙
talac a ‘increase’, habata ‘decrease’, Pinhadara ‘decrease’, Pinfajara ‘ex˙
˙
˙
plode’, Pinhaara ‘fall’, Pinxafada ‘lower’, Pirtafac a ‘increase’, Pizdaada ‘grow’,
˙
nakasa ‘decline’, namaa ‘grow’, naqasa ‘diminish’, nazala ‘decrease’, qafaza
˙
˙
‘jump’, raxasa ‘lower’, saqata ‘fall’, tac aadama ‘swell’, tadaac afa ‘multi˙
˙
˙
˙
ply’, tadaaPala ‘dip’, tadahwara ‘plummet’, tadannaa ‘decrease’, taqahqara
˙
‘decrease’, taraajc a ‘diminish’, zaada ‘grow’, . . .
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(85) a. zaada
n-naft-u
fii t-taman-i.
¯¯
˙
increased DEF-oil-NOM in price
‘The oil increased in price.’
b. zaada
n-naft-u
taman-a-n.
˙ NOM ¯price-ACC-NUN
increased DEF-oil‘The oil increased in price.’
Comment:
The possessor N-object alternation can be viewed as an instance of the possessorattribute factoring alternation (see section 5.4.6). However, it is rather manifested
as alternating realizations of the attribute, than as an alternating realization of
the possessor and its attribute. In both variants of the alternation, the attribute
occupies a postverbal position. In the a-variant, it is realized as object of the
preposition fii ‘in’ and in the b-variant, it is realized as nunated object. In both
cases, the possessor is the subject of the intransitive verb. A definite non-nunated
object is rejected, since it will either not express the intended meaning of the
sentence in cases where the verb grammatically allows for one definite object, or it
is simply grammatically not well formed in cases where the verb excludes a normal
object for syntactical reasons. The first case is the verb zaada ‘grow’, which has
an unmarked causative form zaada ‘CAUS-grow’ as shown in example (86). The
introduction of a non-nunated object force the interpretation of the subject as an
agent, which is semanticly wrong. The second case can be seen in example (87).
Here placing a normal object behind an intransitive verb is grammatically not
acceptable.
(86) * zaada
n-naft-u
t-taman-a.
¯¯
˙
increased DEF-oil-NOM DEF-price-ACC
‘The oil increased the price.’
(87) * Pinxafada n-naft-u
t-taman-a.
¯¯
˙
˙
decreased DEF-oil-NOM DEF-price-ACC
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6.2.8

Attribute N-object alternation

(88) faaqa ‘outnumber’ verbs: c alaa ‘overreach’, ġalaba ‘exceed’, faaqa ‘outnumber’, Pixtataa ‘overcome’, Pixtaata ‘overcome’, jaawaza ‘exceed’, sabaqa
˙
˙
‘outrace’, tac addaa ‘overreach’, tajaawaza ‘exceed’, taxattaa ‘overcome’, . . .
˙˙
(89) a. faaqa
l-gaaz-u
l-bitruul-a fii t-taman-i.
¯¯
exceeded DEF-gas-NOM DEF-oil-a in DEF-price-GEN
‘Gas exceeded oil in price’
b. faaqa
l-gaaz-u
l-bitruul-a taman-a-n.
¯
exceeded DEF-gas-NOM DEF-oil-a DEF-price-ACC-NUN
‘Gas exceeded oil in price’
Comment:
This alternation can be considered as the transitive version of the attribute Nobject alternation. It is found with verb describing the quality or attribute of
one object (the possessor) with respect to some other possessor, where the first
possessor exceeds in some manner the second one. The first (superior) possessor
is realized as subject and the second as object. However, as in the last section,
the alternation concerns more the attribute than the possessor. The attribute can
be realized as object of a prepositional phrase headed by fii ‘in’ or as nunated
object. Here too, there is no way to substitute the nunated object with a definite
non-nunated object.

6.2.9

Manner N-object alternation

(90) qatala ‘murder’ verbs:

Pac dama ‘execute’, Pabaada ‘exterminate’,

Pahlaka ‘perish’, Pamaata ‘CAUS-die’, Pardaa ‘kill’, c aqara ‘immolate’, saffaa
˙
‘execute’, dakkaa ‘immolate’, dabaha ‘butcher’, iġtaala ‘murder’, nahara
¯
˙
˙
‘butcher’, qatala ‘kill’, . . .

(91) a. Pac dama l-faašiyuun-a
l-munaadil-a.
˙
excuted DEF-fascists-NOM DEF-combatantACC
‘The fascists executed the combatant.’
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b. Pac dama l-faašiyuun-a
l-munaadil-a
˙
excuted DEF-fascists-NOM DEF-combatantACC
šanq-a-n.
hanging-ACC-NUN
‘The fascists executed the combatant by hanging him.’
(92) haraba ‘escape’ verbs: Paqbala ‘approach’, Pataa ‘come’, Pawġala ‘enter’,
c

aada ‘return’, c abara ‘cross’, ġatasa ‘plunge’, ġaraba ‘go’, sac ada ‘rise’,
˙
˙
dahaba ‘’go danaa ‘approach’, daxala ‘enter’, farra ‘escape’, haajara ‘travel’,
¯
habata ‘ascend’, haraba ‘escape’, Pijtaaza ‘traverse’, Pinsarafa ‘go’, Pintalaqa
˙
˙
˙
‘go’, Pinsahaba ‘leave’, Piqtaraba ‘approach’, Pirtadda ‘return’, jaaPa ‘come’,
˙
madaa ‘go’, nafara ‘escape’, qadima ‘come’, raaha ‘go’, taqaddma ‘approach’,
˙
˙
taqahqar ‘return’, taraajac a ‘retreat’, tawaġġala ‘enter’, wasala ‘arrive’,
˙
wafada ‘come’, walaja ‘enter’, . . .
(93) a. c abara zayd-un n-nahr-a.
traversed Zayd-NOM DEF-river-ACC
‘Zayd traversed the river.’
b. c abara zayd-un n-nahr-a
sibaahat-a-n.
˙
traversed Zayd-NOM DEF-river-ACC swimmingACC-NUN
‘Zayd traversed the river (by swimming).’
Comment:
The manner N-object alteration expresses the manner in which the action is
achieved. It is found with the class qatala ‘murder’ and the class haraba ‘escape’.
Generally, this alternation is associated with telic achievement or accomplishment
verbs especially those denoting a generic action. That is, those which do not
lexicalize the manner in which the action takes place. The b-variant introduces
a nunated object argument. The nunated argument is mostly a nominalization
of an activity verb. The resulting construction can be paraphrased as ‘x V by
V2-ing’.

6.2.10

Resultative N-object alternation (transitive)

(94) qatac a ‘cut’ class: hadda ‘cut’, halhala ‘cut’, hasama ‘cut’, hazza ‘cut’,
˙ ¯¯
˙ ˙
˙
˙
˙
sarama ‘cut’, sarrama ‘cut’, šatara ‘split’, šaqqa ‘cleave’, šaršara ‘chip’,
˙
˙
˙
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šaraha ‘chip’, šarraha ‘cut’, batala ‘cut’, batara ‘truncate’, batta ‘cut’,
˙
˙
battala ‘cut’, bazala ‘clip’, fassala ‘truncate’, fasasa ‘rip’, fallada ‘cut’, faraa
¯
˙˙
˙ ˙
‘clip’, farama ‘fleece’, faxata ‘cut’, jadama ‘cut’, jabba ‘truncate’, jadac a
¯
‘cut’, jaraza ‘cut’, jazala ‘chop’, jazama ‘clip’, jazza ‘snip’, jazzaPa ‘shear’,
mazzaqa ‘rip’, qassa ‘gash’, qattac a ‘INTScut’, qatac a ‘cut’, našara ‘saw’,
˙˙
˙˙
˙
qassa ‘cut’, qasaba ‘chop’, qasala ‘cut’, qattac a ‘INTS-cut’, qatac a ‘cut’,
˙˙
˙
˙
˙˙
˙
qatala ‘truncate’, qatama ‘cut’, qabba ‘cut’, qarata ‘chop’, qarrata ‘chop’,
˙
˙
˙
˙
xazala ‘truncate’
(95) a. qatac a l-jazzaar-u
l-lahm-a
Pilaa PajozaaP-in.
˙
˙
cut
DEF-butcher-NOM DEF-meat-ACC into pieces-GEN
‘The butcher cut the meat into pieces.’
b. qatac a l-jazzaar-u
l-lahm-a
PajozaaP-an.
˙
˙
cut
DEF-butcher-NOM DEF-meat-ACC pieces-ACC-NUN
‘The butcher cut the meat into pieces.’
(96) kasara ‘break’ verbs: šaddaa ‘split’, šadaxa ‘fracture’, šaqqa ‘crack’,
¯˙ ¯˙
šaqqaqa ‘INTScrack’, hattama
‘crumble’, fakkaka ‘fragment’, falaqa ‘split’,
˙ ˙˙
fataqa ‘tear’, haššama ‘smash’, hasara break’, haada ‘fragment’, harasa
˙
˙
‘shatter’, kasara ‘break’, kassara ‘INTSbreak’, . . .
(97) a. kasara t-tifol-u
luc bat-a-hu Pilaa PajozaaP-in.
˙
˙
broke DEF-child-NOM toy-ACC-her to pieces-GEN
‘The child broke her toy to pieces’
b. kasara t-tifol-u
luc bat-a-hu PajozaaP-an.
˙ ˙ -child-NOM toy-ACC-her pieces-ACC-NUN
broke DEF
‘The child broke her toy to pieces’
(98) * hawwala ‘turn’ verbs: Pahaala ‘turn’, ġayyara ‘change’, hawwala ‘turn’,
˙
˙
˙
baddala ‘change’, dablaja ‘translate’, masaxa ‘mutate’, qalaba ‘turn’, tarjama
‘translate’, . . .
(99) a. tarjama c aliy-un l-kitaab-a
Pilaa l-c arabiyat-i.
translated Ali-NOM DEF-book-ACC into DEF-Arabic-GEN
‘Ali translated the book into Arabic.’
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c
b. * tarjama c aliy-un l-kitaab-a
arabiyat-an.
translated Ali-NOM DEF-book-ACC Arabic-ACC-NUN
‘Ali translated the book into Arabic.’

Comment:
This alternation is found with verbs of change of state involving a degradation of
material integrity of the patient and allowing for a resultative prepositional phrase.
In the a-variant of the alternation the resultative is realized as object of the
preposition ‘Pilaa’ ‘to/into’. In the b-variant it is realized as nunated object. As
in all N-object alternations, there is no way to substitute the nunated object with
a non-nunated object without affecting the syntactic or semantic well-formedness
of the concerned sentence.

6.2.11

Resultative N-object alternation (intransitive)

(100) Pinqatac a ‘INCH-cut’ verbs: Pinšatara ‘INCH-split’, Pinšaqqa ‘INCH˙
˙
cleave’, Pinobatara ‘INCH-truncate’, Pinfaraa ‘clip’, Pinfarama ‘INCH-fleece’,
tajazzaPa ‘INCH-shear’, tamazzaqa ‘INCH-rip’, Pinqassa ‘INCH-gash’, taqattac a
˙˙
˙˙
‘INCH-INTScut’, Pinqatac a ‘INCH-cut’
˙
(101) a. Pin-qatac a l-lahm-u
Pilaa PajozaaP-in.
˙
INCH-cut
DEF˙-meat-NOM into pieces-GEN
‘The meat cut into pieces.’
b. Pin-qatac a l-lahm-u
PajozaaP-a-n.
˙
˙
INCH-cut DEF-meat-NOM pieces-ACC-ACC-NUN
‘The meat cuts into pieces.’
(102) Pinkasara ‘INCH-break’ verbs: tašaddaa ‘INCH-split’, Pinšadaxa ‘INCH¯˙ ¯˙
fracture’, Pinšaqqa ‘INCH-crack’, tašaqqaqa
‘INCH-INTScrack’, tahattama
˙ ˙˙
‘INCH-crumble’, tafakkaka ‘INCH-fragment’, Pinfalaqa ‘INCH-split’, Pinfataqa
‘INCH-tear’, tahaššama ‘INCH-smash’, Pinhasara ‘INCH-break’, Pinhaada ‘frag˙
˙
ment’, Pinharasa ‘INCH-shatter’, Pinkasara ‘INCH-break’, takassara ‘INCHINTSbreak’,

...
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(103) a. Pin-kasara-t luc bat-u-hu Pilaa PajozaaP-in.
INCH-broke toy-NOM-her to
pieces-GEN
‘The toy broke to pieces.’
b. Pin-kasara luc bat-u-hu PajozaaP-a-n.
broke
toy-NOM-her pieces-ACC-NUN
‘The toy broke to pieces.’
Comment:
This alternation is the intransitive version of the resultative N-object alternation.
It is predominately constituted of inchoatve derivate of the classes kasara ‘break’,
and ‘qatac a ‘cut’.

6.3

Object/PP alternations

6.3.1

Object/min-PP alternation

(104) xaafa ‘fear’ verbs: Pamina ‘trust’, Pani/afa ‘disgust’, c aafa ‘disgust’,
hadira ‘beware’, haaba ‘fear’, Pihtadara ‘beware’, Pistaladda ‘enjoy’, Pittaqaa
¯¯
˙ ¯
˙ ¯
‘beware’, malla ‘bore’, nafara ‘disgust’, rahiba ‘fear’, saPi/ama ‘bore’, tawajjasa ‘fear’, tawaqqaa ‘beware’, waji/ala ‘fear’, xašiia ‘fear’, xaafa ‘fear’

(105) a. xaafa s-sayyaad-u
l-Pasad-a.
˙ ˙ -hunter-NOM DEF-lion-ACC
feared DEF
‘The hunter feared the lion.’
b. xaafa s-sayyaad-u
min l-Pasad-i.
˙
˙
feared DEF-hunter-NOM from DEF-lion-GEN
‘The hunter feared the lion.’
(106) * Pahabba ‘love’ verbs: Pac dama ‘glorify’, Pac azza ‘cherish’, Paġbata
˙
˙
˙
‘envy’, Pahabba ‘love’, Pataaqa ‘tolerate’, Paatara ‘prefer’, Pajalla ‘glorify’,
¯
˙
˙
Pallaha ‘idolize’, Panifa ‘reject’, Pbġada ‘abhor’, c ašiqa ‘love’, c aafa ‘detest’,
˙
hasada ‘envy’, faddala ‘prefer’, ic tabara ‘consider’, Pizdaraa ‘debase’, kariha
˙
˙˙
‘hate’, maqata ‘abominate’, . . .
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(107) a. yakrahu nabil-un t-tawm-a
¯¯
hates
Nabil-NOM DEF-garlic-ACC
‘Nabil hates garlic.’
a. * yakrahu nabil-un min t-tawm-a
¯¯
hates
Nabil-NOM from DEF-garlic-ACC
* ‘Nabil hates from garlic.’
(108) * ta-sallaa ‘INTR-amuse’ verbs: c aanaa ‘suffer’, c ajiba ‘marvel’, c ayaa
‘tire’, taara ‘anger’, dajira ‘INCH-bore’, ġadiba ‘anger’, haara ‘anger’, fazic a
¯
˙
˙
˙
‘fear’, haaja ‘anger’, PišmaPazza ‘disgust’, Piġtaada ‘anger’, Pindahaša ‘mar˙
vel’, Pinzac aja ‘mind’, Pirtac aba ‘fear’, Pirtaac a ‘frighten ’, PistaaPa ‘anguish’,
qaliqa ‘worry’, . . .

(109) a. * Pin-dahaša
z-zaaPir-u
l-Pahraamat-u.
INTR-marvelled DEF-visitor-NOM DEF-pyramid-ACC
‘The visitor marvelled at the pyramids.’
b. Pindahaša z-zaaPir-u
min l-Pahraamat-i.
marvelled DEF-visitor-NOM from DEF-pyramid-GEN
‘The visitor marvelled at the pyramids.’
Comment:
This alternation is found by a number of psych verbs of the class xaafa ‘fear’. Its
main property is the realization of the theme as direct object in the a-variant
and as object of a prepositional phrase headed by min ‘from’. In this sense, it is
reminiscent of the preposition drop alternations seen in section 5.4.2 and 5.4.2.2.
All verbs found with this alternation attests the argument structure ‘V NP NP
as the base form and ‘V NP

min PP’

as derived (transformed) structure. Other

classes of verbs shows either the a-variant only or the b-variant only.

6.3.2

Object/bi-PP alternation

(110) qadafa ‘throw’ verbs: (some): Panfasa ‘eject’, tawwaha ‘launch’, dafac a
¯
˙
˙
˙
‘throw’, nabada ‘push’, qadafa ‘shoot’, ramaa ‘throw’, zajja ‘pitch’
¯
¯
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(111) a. qadafa l-laa¸ib-u
l-kurat-a
(Pilaa l-marmaa.)
¯
shot DEF-playser-NOM DEF-ball-ACC (to DEF-gaol)’
‘The player shot the ball (to the goal).’
b. qadafa l-laa¸ib-u
bi-l-kurat-i
(Pilaa l-marmaa.)
¯
shot DEF-playser-NOM with-DEF-ball-ACC (to DEF-gaol)’
‘The player shot the ball (to the goal).’
(112) Parsala ‘send’ verbs (some): Parsala ‘send’, bac ata ‘send’
¯
(113) a. bac ata l-malik-u
sajaad-a-n
(li-l-waziir-i).
¯
sent DEF-king-NOM carpet-ACC-IND (to-DEF-minister-GEN).
‘The king sent a carpet (to the minister).’
b. bac ata l-malik-u
bi-sajaad-in
¯
sent DEF-king-NOM with-carpet-INDEF-GEN
(li-l-waziir-i).
(to-DEF-minister-GEN).
‘The king sent a carpet (to the minister).’
(114) masaka ‘hold’ verbs (some): Pamsaka ‘hold’, masaka ‘hold’,

(115) a. Pamsaka zayd-un l-habl-a.
˙ -cord-ACC.
held
Zayd-NOM DEF
‘Zayd held the cord.’
b. Pamsaka zayd-un bi-l-habl-i.
held
Zayd-NOM with-˙ DEF-cord-GEN.
‘Zayd held the cord’
Comment:
This alternation is found with verbs involving moving an object by exerting force
such as verbs of the class qatafa ‘throw’ or with verbs involving moving an object
¯
without a direct contact like verbs of the class Parsala ‘send’. It can also be found
with verbs involving a prolonged contact with an object as is the case with some
verbs of the class Pamsaka ‘hold’. In the a-variant of the alternation the theme is
realized as direct object. In the b-variant however, it is realized as the object of a
prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’.
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6.3.3

bayna ‘between’ reciprocal alternation

(116) mazaja ‘mix verbs: Paalafa ‘consolidate’, Pallafa ‘consolidate’, Paqrana
‘join’, šaabaka ‘connect’, jamac a ‘join’, laPama ‘join’, laahama ‘unite’, maazaja
˙
‘intermix’, mazaja ‘mix’, qarana ‘join’, rabata ‘tie’, waššaja ‘tie’, wahhada
˙
˙˙
‘unite’, waSala ‘connect’, xaalata ‘intermix’, xalata ‘mix’, xallata ‘INTS-mix’,
˙
˙
˙
zaAwaja ‘pair’, zawwaja ‘pair’, . . .

(117) a. mazaja-t salmaa l-bayod-a
bi-l-haliib-i.
˙
mixed-F Salma DEF-eggs-ACC with-˙ DEF-milk-GEN
‘Salma mixed the eggs with milk.’
b. mazaja-t salmaa bayona l-bayod-i
wa-l-haliib-i.
˙
˙ -milk-GEN
mixed-F Salma between DEF-eggs-GEN and-DEF
‘Salma mixed the eggs with milk.’
(118) fasala ‘separate’ verbs (some): ? c azala ‘isolate’, ? tallaqa ‘divorce’,
˙
˙
fasala ‘separate’, faraqa ‘separate’, faraza ‘segregate’, farraqa ‘separate’,
˙
maaza ‘part’, mayyaza ‘part’

c
(119) a. fasala
zayd-un z-zubdat-a
an l-haliib-i.
˙
˙ -milk-GEN
separated Zayd-NOM DEF-butter-ACC from DEF
‘Zayd separated butter from milk.’

b. fasala
zayd-un bayna z-zubdat-i
wa-l-haliib-i.
˙
˙ -milk-GEN
separated Zayd-NOM between DEF-butter-GEN and-DEF
‘Zayd separated butter from milk.’
(120) * Palsaqa ‘tape’ verbs: Pawtaqa ‘bind’, Pawtaqa ‘tie’, Plsaqa ‘glue’,
¯
¯
˙
˙
c
aqada ‘knot’, ġallala ‘chain’, ġaraa ‘glue’, safda ‘handcuff ’, saffada ‘hand˙
˙
cuff ’, baršama ‘clinch’, dabasa ‘tack’, lassaqa ‘glue’, lazaqa ‘glue’, qayyada
˙˙
‘string’, rabata ‘tie’, rabaqa ‘string’, salsala ‘chain’, sammara ‘nail’, . . .
˙
(121) a. Palosaqa c aliy-un s-suurat-a
bi-l-haaPit-i.
˙
˙
˙
˙ -wall˙ GEN
taped
Ali-NOM DEF-picture-ACC on-DEF
‘Ali taped the picture on the wall.’
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b. * Palosaqa c aliy-un bayona s-suurat-i
wa-l-haaPit-i.
˙
˙
˙
˙ -wall˙ GEN
taped
Ali-NOM between DEF-picture-GEN and-DEF
* ‘Ali taped between the picture and the wall.’
Comment:
This is an Arabic-specific reciprocal alternation. It is found with transitive verbs
of mixing and separating and may be found with more verb classes than those
listed above. Its main property is the realization of the two internal argument(s)
as a prepositional phrase headed by bayna ‘between’. The object of the PP is
either plural, dual, or two conjoined NPs.

6.3.4

Source alternation

(122) saraqa ‘steal’ verbs (some): saraqa ‘steal’, salaba ‘thieve’, bazza ‘thieve’,
xalasa ‘rob’, gasaba ‘extort’
˙
(123) a. saraqa zayd-un l-maal-a
min rafiiq-i-hi.
stole Zayd-NOM DEF-money-ACC from friend-GEN-her
‘Zayd stole the money from her friend.’
b. saraqa zayd-un rafiiq-a-hu
l-maal-a.
stole Zayd-NOM friend-ACC-her DEF-money-ACC
‘Zayd stole the money from her friend.’
(124) * Pištaraa ‘buy’ verbs: Pahraza ‘get’, Pasaaba ‘obtain’, Padraka ‘obtain’,
˙
˙
Palfaa ‘find’, Paxada ‘get’, šaraa ‘buy’, damma ‘appropriate’, hassala ‘get’,
¯
˙
˙ ˙˙
hajaza ‘book’, hawwaša ‘collect’, daana ‘borrow’, Pištara ‘buy’, Piġtanama
˙
˙
‘earn’, Pibtaac a ‘buy’, Piftakka ‘earn’, Pijtanaa ‘collect’, Piktaraa ‘lease’,
Piktasaba ‘gain’, Pintaqaa ‘select’, Pintazac a ‘exact’, Piqtatafa ‘pluck’, Piqtanaa
˙
‘purchase’, Piqtarada ‘borrow’, PistaPjara ‘rent’, Pistac aada ‘regain’, Pistac aara
˙
‘borrow’, Pistataaba ‘gain’, Pistadaana ‘borrow’, Pistalafa ‘borrow’, Pistalama
¯
‘get’, Pistaradda ‘retrieve’, Pistarfada ‘earn’, Pistarjac a ‘retrieve’, Pixtaara ‘select’, jabaa ‘collect’, jamac a ‘collect’, jammac a ‘collect’, janaa ‘collect’, kasaba
‘earn’, laaqa ‘find’, lamma ‘collect’, naala ‘obtain’, qatafa ‘pluck’, qabada
˙
˙
‘get’, qabila ‘accept’, raakama ‘collect’, rabiha ‘gain’, rakama ‘collect’, sahaba
˙
˙
‘retrieve’, taPattala ‘earn’, tadayyana ‘borrow’, takassaba ‘gain’, talaqqaa
¯¯
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‘get’, taqabbala ‘accept’, tasallafa ‘borrow’, tasallama ‘obtain’, taxattafa
˙˙
‘steal’, taxayyara ‘select’, warita ‘inherit’
¯
(125) a. Pišotara-t salmaa sayaarat-a-n min sadiiqat-i-haa.
˙
bought-F Salma car-ACC-IND from friendF-GEN-her
‘Salma bought a car from her friend’
b. * Pišotara-t salmaa sadiiqat-a-haa sayaarat-a-n.
˙
bought-F Salma friendF-ACC-her car-ACC-IND
‘Salma bought her friend a car.’
Comment:
The source alternation resembles the dative alternation found with verbs of change
of possession or the beneficiary alternation in English. It is found with some
verbs of change of possession namely those of obtaining an getting. It concerns
the source preposition min ‘from’ rather than the goal preposition li ‘to’. In the
b-variant the source is realized as direct object and the theme as indirect object.
The word order is not as strict as in the dative alternation.

6.3.5

Goal alternation

(126) a. harrama ‘prohibit’ verbs: harraja ‘forbid’, harrama ‘prohibit’, kar˙
˙
raha ‘proscibe’
b. hallala ‘allow’ verbs: Pahalla ‘warrant’, Pabaaha ‘permit’, Pajaaza
˙
˙
‘license’, Paqarra ‘authorize’, Pasaaġa ‘licence’, šarrac a ‘authorize’, hallala
˙
‘permit’, jawwaza ‘licence’, raxxasa ‘licence’
˙
(127) a. harrama-t š-šarikat-u
t-taharruš-a
(fii
˙prohibited DEF-company-NOM harassment-ACC (at
l-c amal-i).
DEF-work-GEN) ‘The company prohibited the harassement at work.’
b. harrama-t š-šarikat-u
t-taharruš-a
(fii
˙
prohibited
DEF-company-NOM harassment-ACC (at
c
l-c amal-i)
alaa l-c ummaal-i.
DEF-work-GEN) for
DEF-employees-GEN
‘The company prohibited the employees the harassement at work.’
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(128) a. Pajaaza l-matc am-u
t-tadxiin-a.
˙
allowed DEF-restaurant-NOM DEF-smoking-ACC
‘The restaurant allowed smoking.’
a. Pajaaza l-matc am-u
t-tadxiin-a
li-z-zubanaaP-i.
˙
allowed DEF-restaurantNOM DEF-smoking-ACC for-DEF-guests-GEN
‘The restaurant allowed the guests to smoke.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with some transitive verbs of change of state involving
the change of the juridical status of an entity. The two classes listed above vary
according to the end state of the undergoer which can take one of the two values:
allowed or forbidden. The alternation consists of adding an oblique argument
describing the entity (typically a human or organisation) profiting from the event
or suffering it. In the case of the class harrama,‘prohibit’ we can clearly talk
˙
about a beneficiary. However, although the class Pahalla ‘permit’ is an antonymy
˙
to the class harrama,‘prohibit’, we cannot describe the entity associated with it
˙
as malefactive (as antonym role to the benefactive). Thus we decide to call the
participant added in the b-variant of the alternation a “recipient”.
According to the nature of the verbs the goal can be assigned to the object of
the preposition c alaa ‘against’ for verbs of prohibition or to the object of the
preposition li ‘for’ for verbs of allowing.

6.3.6

Object/fiy-PP alternation

(129) habbaba ‘CAUS-love’ verbs (some): c azzaza ‘CAUS-cherish’, ġbbata
˙
˙
‘CAUS-envy’, habbaba ‘CAUS-love’, PaPonafa ‘CAUS-reject’, baġġada ‘CAUS˙
˙
abhor’, c aššaqa ‘CAUS-love’, Pac aafa ‘CAUS-detest’, Pahosada ‘CAUS-envy’,
˙
karraha ‘CAUS-hate’, Pamoqata ‘CAUS-abominate’, . . .

(130) a. karraha
t-tabbaax-u
nabil-an t-tawm-a
¯¯
˙
˙
CAUS-hated DEF-cook-NOM Nabil-ACC DEF-garlic-ACC
‘The cook made Nabil hate garlic.’
b. karraha
t-tabbaax-u
nabiil-an fii t-tawm-i
¯¯
˙
˙
CAUS-hated DEF-cook-NOM Nabil-ACC in DEF-garlic-GEN
‘The cook made Nabil hate garlic.’
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Comment:
This alternation is found with psych verbs of the class habbaba ‘CAUS-love’, a
˙
class derived by causativity from the class Pahabba ‘love’. Its main property is the
˙
alternating realization of the theme role as direct object in the a-variant and as
object of a prepositional phrase headed by fii ‘in’ in the b-variant.

6.3.7

habbaba alternation
˙

(131) habbaba ‘CAUS-love’ verbs (some): c azzaza ‘CAUS-cherish’, ġbbata
˙
˙
‘CAUS-envy’, habbaba ‘CAUS-love’, PaPonafa ‘CAUS-reject’, baġġada ‘CAUS˙
˙
abhor’, c aššaqa ‘CAUS-love’, Pac aafa ‘CAUS-detest’, Pahosada ‘CAUS-envy’,
˙
karraha ‘CAUS-hate’, Pamoqata ‘CAUS-abominate’, . . .

(132) a. karraha
t-tabbaax-u
nabiil-an t-tawm-a
¯¯
˙
˙
CAUS-hated DEF-cook-NOM Nabil-ACC DEF-garlic-ACC
‘The cook made Nabil hate garlic.’
b. karraha
t-tabbaax-u
t-tawm-a
Pilaa nabiil-in.
¯¯
˙
˙
CAUS-hated DEF-cook-NOM DEF-garlic-ACC to
Nabil-GEN
‘The cook made garlic heated by Nabil.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with one class of psych verbs involving a second causative.
In the a-variant the verb realizes the experiencer as direct object and the theme
as indirect object. In the b-variant the theme is realized as direct object and
the experiencer as object of a prepositional phrase headed by Pilaa ‘to’. The
alternation describes the two major ways of reaching the end state described by
the verb. The first way consists of acting directly on the experiencer to bear the
(target) emotional experience associated with the verbs. The second consists of
acting on the theme such that it bears the (target) emotional experience described
by the verbs. In both cases, the result of the event is the same.

6.3.8

Palzama alternation

(133) Paroġama ‘force’ verbs (one verb): Palzama ‘constrain’
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(134) a. Palzama
š-šurtiyy-u
s-saaPiq-a
˙
constrained DEF-policeman-NOM DEF-driver-ACC
bi-htiraam-i
l-qaanuun-i.
˙
with-respecting-GEN DEF-law-GEN
‘The policeman constrained the driver to respect the law.’
c
b. Palzama
š-šurtiyy-u
alaa s-saaPiq-i
˙
constrained DEF-policeman-NOM on DEF-driver-GEN
htiraam-a
l-qaanuun-i.
˙respecting-ACC DEF-law-GEN
‘The policeman constrained the driver to respect the law.’

Comment:
This alternation is found with one verb of the class Pargama ‘force’. It belongs to
a number of alternations switching two roles in two different argument positions,
typically an object NP and a PP. In the a-variant the patient is realized as direct
object and the proposition as object of a prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’.
The b-variant alters not only the postilion of the two roles but also the preposition
heading the PP. Here the preposition is realized as direct object and the patient
as object of a prepositional phrase headed by c alaa ‘on’.

6.3.9

Object/c an-PP alternation

(135) Pac lana ‘announce’ verbs (some): Pac lana ‘announce’, kašafa ‘disclose’

(136) a. Pac lana
l-waziir-u
Pislaahaat-a-n jadiidat-a-n.
˙ ˙ ACC-IND new-ACC-IND
announced DEF-minister-NOM reform‘The minister announced new reforms.’
c
b. Pac lana
l-waziir-u
an Pislaahaat-i-n jadiidat-i-n.
˙ ˙ GEN-IND new-GEN-IND
announced DEF-minister-NOM of reform‘The minister announced new reforms.’

(137) Pac olama ‘inform’ verbs (some): Pablaga ‘report’ , ballaga ‘report’
(138) a. Pablaga š-šaahid-u
l-haaditat-a.
¯
˙ -accidentreported DEF-witness-NOM DEF
ACC.
‘The witness reported the accident.’
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c
b. Pablaga š-šaahid-u
an l-haaditat-i.
¯
˙ -accidentreported DEF-witness-NOM of DEF
GEN.
‘The witness reported the accident.’

Comment:
This alternation is found with transitive verbs of message transfer. As in other
object/PP alternations it is manifested by the alternative realization of the topic
as direct object in the a-variant and as object of a prepositional phrase headed by
c
an ‘of/from’ in the b-variant.

6.4

Other Constructions

6.4.1

Cognate object alternation (transitive)

(139) a. damaġa ‘hit on the head’ verbs: c arqaba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, dalac a ‘hit˙
on-the-side’, damaġa ‘hit-on-the-head’, jalada ‘belt’, karac a ‘hit-on-theankle’, qafaa ‘hit-on-the-nape’, qarana ‘hit-on-the-horm’, raPasa ‘hit-onthe-head’, c aqaba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, dalac a ‘hit-on-the-rib’, hašaa ‘hit-on˙
˙
the-stomach’, qafada ‘hit-on-the-neck’, qahafa ‘hit-on-the-head’, daqana
˙
‘hit-on-the-chin’, kac aba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, batana ‘hit-on-the-stomach’,
˙
jabaha ‘hit-on-the-forehead’,
˙
b. safac a ‘spank’ verbs:

c

adda ‘bite’, c azara ‘hit’, daraba ‘hit’, safac a
˙˙
˙
˙
‘spank’, safaqa ‘spank’, sakka ‘nudge’, tac ana ‘stab’, taraqa ‘cuff ’, daqqa
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘hit’, fašaxa ‘spank’, falaqa ‘hit’, kasac a ‘hit’, latac a ‘spank’, latama ‘spank’,
˙
˙
lakaPa ‘punch’, lakama ‘punch’, lakaza ‘punch’, lakka ‘punch’, lasac a
‘prick’, nataha ‘butt’, naqara ‘peck’, qarasa ‘pinch’, ratama ‘spank’, rafasa
˙ ˙
˙
˙
‘kick’, rakala ‘kick’, watasa ‘hit’, wajaPa ‘hit’, wakaza ‘punch’, waqata
˙
˙
‘hit’, xabata ‘hit’,
˙

(140) a. safac at š-šaabat-u
l-mutaharriš-a.
˙slapped DEF-young-woman-NOM DEF-harasser˙
ACC
‘The young woman slapped the harasser.’
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b. safac at š-šaabat-u
l-mutaharriš-a
safc at-a-n
˙slapped DEF-young-woman-NOM DEF-harasser˙
˙
ACC slapACC-IND
qawiyyat-a-n.
strong-ACC-IND
‘The young woman slapped the harasser (* a strong slap).’
(141) Verbs of creation:
a. xaata ‘tailor’ verbs: c ajana ‘back’, šakkala ‘form’, ġazala ‘spin’, haaka
˙
˙
‘spin’, habaka ‘knit’, tabaxa ‘cook’, tahaa ‘cook’, tawwara ‘develop’, barmaja
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘program’, jamac a ‘form’, nahata ‘carve’, naqaša ‘carve’, nasaja ‘spin’, sabaka
˙
‘form’, xaata ‘tailor’, xabaza ‘back’, xarata ‘lathe’,
˙
˙
b. xalaqa ‘create’ verbs: Pabdac a ‘invent’, Paqaama ‘construct’, Passasa‘found’,
PnšaPa ‘build’, Pntaja ‘prduct’, šaada ‘build’, šayyada ‘build’, hafara ‘dig’,
˙
sammama ‘construct’, sanac a ‘fabricate’, sawwara ‘fashion’, badaPa ‘in˙
˙
˙
vent’, banaa ‘construct’, fatara ‘create’, fabraka ‘fabricate’, Pibtadac a ‘in˙
vent’, Pibtakara ‘invent’, Pibtana ‘build’, Pixtarac a ‘invent’, jabala ‘create’,
kawwana ‘form’, nadama ‘organize’, xalaqa ‘create’, . . .
¯˙
c. gannaa ‘sing’ verbs: Panšada ‘chant’, rattala ‘carol’, Pirtajala ‘improvise’,
lac iba ‘play’, šadaa ‘sing’, mattala ‘act’, kataba ‘write’, Pallafa ‘compose’,
¯¯
gannaa ‘sing’, rasama ‘paint’, . . .

(142) a. tabaxa-t salmaa t-tac aam-a.
˙
˙ ˙ -food.
cookedF Salma DEF
‘Salma cooked the food’
b. tabaxa-t salmaa t-tac aam-a tabx-a-n
jayyid-a-n.
˙
˙ ˙ -food cooking˙
cookedF Salma DEF
ACC-IND good-ACC-IND.
‘Salma cooked the food (* a good cooking).’
(143) a. haaka-t l-jaddat-u
l-qumaaš-a.
˙wove-F DEF-grandmother-NOM DEF-cloth-ACC.
‘The grandmother wove the cloth.’
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b. haaka-t l-jaddat-u
l-qumaaš-a
hiyaakat-a-n
˙wove-F DEF-grandmother-NOM DEF-cloth-ACC weaving˙
ACC-IND
matquunat-a-n.
precise-ACC-IND.
‘The grandmother wove the cloth (* a precise weaving).’
(144) a. ġannaa t-tifl-u
l-Pugoniyyat-a.
˙ ˙ -child-NOM DEF-song-ACC
sang DEF
‘The child sang the song.’
b. ġannaa t-tifl-u
l-Pugoniyyat-a ġinaaP-a-n
˙
˙
sang DEF-child-NOM DEF-song-ACC singing-ACC-IND
jamiil-a-n.
beautiful-ACC-IND
‘The child sang the song (* a beautiful singing).’
(145) dammara ‘destroy’ verbs: Pabaada ‘exterminate’, Pahlaka ‘destroy’,
Patlafa ‘devastate’, dac dac a ‘raze’, hattama ‘wreck’, tamasa ‘unmake’, dakka
˙ ˙
˙ ˙˙
˙
‘ruin’, dammara ‘destroy’, fasaxa ‘annihilate’, haššama ‘desecrate’, hadama
‘demolish’, hadda ‘ruin’, haddama ‘demolish’, laašaa ‘annihilate’, naqada
˙
‘ruin’, qadda ‘ravage’, qawwada ‘undo’, xarraba ‘ruin’, . . .
˙˙
˙
(146) a. dammara l-maguul-u
baġdaad-a.
destroyed DEF-Mongolians-NOM Baghdad-ACC
‘The Mongolians destroyed Baghdad.’
b. dammara l-maguul-u
baġdaad-a
destroyed DEF-Mongolians-NON Baghdad-ACC
tadmiyr-a-n
kaamil-a-n.
destruction-ACC-IND complete-ACC-IND
‘The Mongolians destroyed Baghdad (* a complete destruction).’
(147) Pahabba ‘love’ verbs: Pac dama ‘glorify’, Pac azza ‘cherish’, Paġbata ‘envy’,
˙
˙
˙
Pahabba ‘love’, Pataaqa ‘tolerate’, Paatara ‘prefer’, Pajalla ‘glorify’, Pallaha
¯
˙
˙
‘idolize’, Panifa ‘reject’, Pbġada ‘abhor’, c ašiqa ‘love’, c aafa ‘detest’, hasada
˙
˙
‘envy’, faddala ‘prefer’, ic tabara ‘consider’, Pizdaraa ‘debase’, kariha ‘hate’,
˙˙
maqata ‘abominate’, . . .
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(148) a. yakrahu nabil-un t-tawm-a.
¯¯
hates
Nabil-NOM DEF-garlic-ACC
‘Nabil hates garlic.’
b. yakrahu nabil-un t-tawm-a
kurh-a-n
¯¯
hates
Nabil-NOM DEF-garlic-ACC hate-ACC-IND
šadiid-a-n.
strong-ACC-IND
‘Nabil hates garlic (* a strong hate).’
(149) ta-sallaa ‘amuse’ verbs (some): c ayaa ‘fatigue’, daji/ara ‘bore’, ġadiba
˙
˙
‘anger’, hašama ‘shame’, haara ‘become confused’, hanaqa ‘anger’, hazina
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘sadden’, sabara ‘comfort’, tariba ‘amuse’, bahi/aja ‘gladden’, daaxa ‘daze’,
˙
˙
fariha ‘gladden’, fazic a ‘scare’, haaja ‘stir’, hadaPa ‘calm’, kalla ‘bore’, malla
˙
‘bore’, marida ‘sicken’, nafara ‘scare’, qaliqa ‘worry’, qanata ‘dispit’, sac ida
˙
˙
‘gladden’, saPima ‘bore’, saqama ‘sicken’, xaafa ‘frighten’, xaji/ala ‘shame’,
yaPisa ‘dispirit’, zac ala ‘anger’, . . .
(150) a. xaafa s-sayyaad-u
min l-Pasad-i.
˙
˙
feared DEF-hunter-NOM from DEF-lion-GEN
‘The hunter feared the lion’
b. xaafa s-sayyaad-u
min l-Pasad-i
xawf-a-n
˙
˙
feared DEF-hunter-NOM from DEF-lion-GEN fear-ACC-IND
šadiid-a-n.
strong-ACC-IND
‘The hunter feared the lion (* a strong fear).’
(151) Verbs of social interaction:
a. taraasala ‘correspond’ verbs: Pixtalafa ‘differ’, tac aarada ‘RECP-differ’,
˙
tašaawara ‘RECP-consult’, taġaazala ‘RECP-flirt’, tahaawara ‘RECP-discuss’,
˙
tadaakara ‘RECP-talk’, tabaahata ‘RECP-negociate’, tabaasata ‘RECP-banter’,
¯
˙ ¯
˙
tadaarasa ‘RECP-discuss’, tadaawala ‘RECP-negociate’, tafaataha ‘RECP˙
discuss’, tafaawada ‘RECP-negociate’, takaataba ‘RECP-write’, tamaazaha
˙
˙
‘RECP-banter’, taqaayada ‘RECP-negociate’, taraasala ‘correpond’, tasaawama
˙
‘RECP-negociate’, tawaafaqa ‘RECP-agree’, taxaataba ‘RECP-talk’, taxaalafa
˙
‘RECP-disagree’, . . .
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b. haaraba ‘RECP-battle’ verbs: šaajara ‘RECP-wrangle’, saarac a ‘RECP˙
˙
wrestle’, tafaaraqa ‘RECP-differ’, taqaatala ‘RECP-battle’, taxaasama ‘RECP˙
conflict’, taxaalafa ‘RECP-differ’, tanaazac ‘RECP-quarrel’, tac aaraka ‘RECPtussle’, tašaahana ‘RECP-conflict’, tabaaraa ‘RECP-compete’, tajaadala
˙
‘RECP-dispute’, tabaaraza ‘RECP-duel’, tanaafasa ‘RECP-compete’, tanaajaza
‘RECP-duel’, tasaabaqa ‘RECP-compete’, tasaajala ‘RECP-dispute’, ,. . .
c. talaaqaA ‘RECP-meet’ verbs: tasaadafa ‘meet’, tasaadaqa ‘RECP-befriend’,
˙
˙
tadaac aba ‘RECP-banter’, tajaalasa ‘RECP-associate’, talaac aba ‘RECP-play’,
talaaqa ‘meet’, taqaabala ‘meet’, . . .

(152) a. tafaawada l-falasotiiniy-uuna
mac a l-PisraaPiliy-ii-na.
˙ DEF-Palestinian˙
negotiated
NOM-PL with DEF-Israeli-PL-GEN
‘The Palestinians negotiated with the Isrealis.’
b. tafaawada l-falasotiiniy-uuna
mac a l-PisraaPiliy-ii-na
˙
˙
negotiated DEF-Palestinian-NOM-PL with DEF-Israeli-PL-GEN
tafaawud-a-n
šaaq-a-n.
˙
negociation-ACC-IND exhausting-ACC-IND
‘The Palestinians negotiated with the Isrealis (* an exhausting negotiation).’
(153) a. tahaaraba l-jayoš-u
mac a l-c aduw-i.
˙
battle
DEF-army-u with DEF-enemy-GEN
‘The army battled with the enemy.’
b. tahaaraba l-jayoš-u
mac a l-c aduw-i
tahaarub-a-n
˙
˙
battle
DEF-army-u with DEF-enemy-GEN battlingACC-IND
tawiil-a-n.
˙
longACC-IND
‘The army battled with the enemy (* a long battling).’
(154) a. talaaqa-t salmaa mac a sadiiqat-i-haa.
˙
met
Salma with friendGEN-her
‘Salma met with her friend.’
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b. talaaqa-t salmaa mac a sadiiqat-i-haa liqaaP-a-n
˙
met
Salma with friendGEN-her meeting-ACC-IND
qasiir-a-n.
˙ ACC-IND
short‘Salma met with her friend (* a short meeting).’
Comment:
This is an instance of the second causative alternation. As mentioned in section
5.4.9.1, the cognate object construction is found not only with intransitive verbs
but also with transitive verbs (as well as verbs subcategorizing for a prepositional
phrase). The transitive variant of the cognate object alternation introduces a
second object in the argument structure of the verb. The second argument
is a nominal zero-related to the verb. In Arabic the cognate object is mostly
the nominalization of the verb (deverbal) and generally inherits most of its
subcategorization properties. It can be definite or indefinite and can be modified by
an adjective or a modal element, but can also stay unmodified. In the unmodified
case, the cognate object intensifies the meaning of the verb, whereas in the modified
case, it alters the meaning of the verb by virtue of the meaning associated with
the adjective. The cognate object construction is—as was mentioned in section
5.4.9.1– one of the most frequent constructions in Arabic and the list of verbs
presented above does not cover all verb classes found with it.

6.4.2

Cognate subject alternation

(155) Alternating verbs: taara ‘anger’, junna ‘become-crazy’
¯
(156) a. taara z-zabuun-u.
¯
angered DEF-customer-NOM
‘The customer got angry.’
b. taara taaPir-at-u
z-zabuun-i.
¯
¯
angered angering-F-NOM DEF-customer-GEN
The customer angered.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with a few psych verbs involving the reaction of an
external cause. It introduces a new subject with a zero relation to the verb (verb:
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junna ‘bacome-crazy’, noun: junuun ‘madness’). As in the unmodified version
of the cognate object, the cognate subject does not contribute to in the original
meaning of the sentence.

6.5

Summary

In this chapter, we presented an overview of the syntactic alternations in Arabic.
We have seen that many of them have their raison d’être in just taking a different
derivation direction than in Levin’s alternations for English. Others are associated
with the multifunctionality of the morphological markers such as the middle
morphemes Pin- or Pis-.
Other sources of Arabic-specific alternations are nunated objects and the cognate
constructions found not only with intransitive verbs but also with transitives and
a variety of verbs with mainly prepositional phrase arguments.
Other Arabic-specific alternations are frequently associated with the realization
of one role as the object and alternatively as the object of a prepositional phrase.
In the next chapter, we will consider alternations associated with sentential
complements. We will operate in the same manner as in the last chapter. That is,
we will list the class of verbs associated with each alternation accompanied by
two example sentences and a short comment.
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Chapter 7
Alternations with clausal
complements
7.1

Types of complement clause alternations

This chapter is on alternations involving complement clauses and nominalizations.
Verbs that take clausal complements often have the ability to subcategorize for
either a noun phrase with the grammatical function SUBJ, OBJ or OBJ2 or
for a prepositional phrase with the function OBL. We differentiate between a
simple noun phrase and a deverbal noun phrase. A simple noun phrase is an NP
headed by a noun without having eventive properties, as is the case with kitaab
‘book’. Deverbal noun phrases are NPs headed by a noun with eventive verb-like
properties, which is mostly derived from a verb and inherits most of its syntactic
and semantic properties. Some classes of verbs can take a simple NPobj that
alternates with a complement clause or a deverbal NP, such as the verbs Paraada
‘want’ and Pihotaaja ‘need’ (1). Other classes of verbs cannot take a simple NP as
an argument, but only a complement clause or, alternatively, a deverbal NP (2).
(1) a. yu-riidu
s-sabiyy-u
luc bat-a-hu.
˙
˙
1.M.SG-wants DEF-child-NOM toy-ACC-his
‘The child wants his toy.’
b. yu-riidu
s-sabiyy-u
Pan ya-lc ab-a
˙
˙
1.M.SG-wants DEF-child-NOM to 1.M.SG-play-ACC
bi-luc bat-i-hi.
with-toy-GEN-his
‘The child wants to play with his toy.’
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(2) a. * haawala c aliy-un l-jabal-a.
˙
tried
Ali-NOM DEF-mountain-ACC.
* ‘Ali tried the mountain.’
b. haawala c aliy-un Pan ya-tasallaq-a
l-jabal-a.
˙
tried
Ali-NOM to 1.M.SG-climb-ACC DEF-mountain-ACC.
‘Ali tried to climb the mountain.’
c. haawala c aliy-un tasalluq-a
l-jabal-i.
˙tried
Ali-NOM climbing-ACC DEF-mountain-GEN.
‘Ali tried to climb the mountain.’
Lit:‘Ali tried the climbing of the mountain.’
In the first case, we deal with an instance of complement verb omission, where
the omitted verb can be inferred by the hearer on the basis of the context. Verbs
like Paraada ‘want’ impose only one interpretation of the omitted verb namely
‘x wants [to have] y’. However, other verbs allow for a more open and context
dependent interpretation where the NPobj has more influence in determining the
nature of the omitted verb. Thus, in the sentence (3), the object kitaab limites
the interpretational possibilities of the omitted verb to either kataba ‘write’ or
qaraPa ‘read’. Which one of the two verbs is meant depends on “the context in
which the utterance occurs and the information which speech act participants
share” (Dixon, 2006, 14).
(3) badaPa Zayd-un l-kitaab-a.
began Zayd-NOM DEF-book-ACC
‘Zayd began the book.’
Consequently, only a small number of nouns are allowed to appear as non-eventive
arguments of verbs taking clausal complements. For instance, the verb najaha
˙
‘succeed’ can take falsafat ‘philosophy’ as an argument, but not Parnab ‘rabbit’.
This is due to the fact that najaha ‘succeed’ restricts the interpretational possi˙
bilities of the “missed” verb in sentence like (4) to a single concept which can
be paraphrased with to pass or some synonymous verb. Thus, sentence (5) is
semantically not valid because the understood verb najaha pass and Parnab ‘rabbit’
˙
are incompatible in the situation where x succeed in passing the rabbit.
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(4) najaha
t-taalib-u
fii l-falosafat-i.
˙
˙
˙
succeeded DEF-student-NOM fii DEF-philosophy-GEN.
‘The student succeeded in philosphy.’
Interpretation: ‘The student succeeded in passing the philosophy (exam)’
(5) * najaha
t-taalib-u
fii l-Parnab-i.
˙
˙
˙
succeeded DEF-student-NOM fii DEF-rabbit-GEN.
Interpretation: ‘The student succeeded in passing the rabbit’
Based on this understanding, alternations involving complement clauses fall under
one of the three possibilities in (9–10).
(6) simple NP/CP/Nominalization
(7) CP/Nominalization
(8) 0/CP/0
The first alternation in (6) is found with verbs which allow for a simple complement
clause. The second alternation is found with verbs which do not allow for simple
NPobj (6), whereas the last one is found with verbs which subcategorize only for
complement clauses with the grammatical function COMP (6) (see section 4.4).

7.2

NPobj/Pan-CP/nominalization alternation

(9) a. harrama ‘prohibit’ verbs:
˙
harraja ‘forbid’, harrama ‘prohibit’, karraha ‘proscibe’
˙
˙
b. hallala ‘allow’ verbs:
Pahalla ‘warrant’, Pabaaha ‘permit’, Pajaaza ‘licence’, Paqarra ‘authorize’,
˙
˙
Pasaaġa ‘licence’, šarrac a ‘authorize’, hallala ‘permit’, jawwaza ‘licence’,
˙
raxxasa ‘licence’
˙
c. farada ‘impose’ verbs: Pafrada ‘impose’, Pawjaba ‘obligate’, farada
˙
˙
˙
‘force’, farrada ‘force’, hattama ‘require’, qadaa ‘determine’, kataba ‘obli˙
˙
˙
gate ’, qaddara ‘obligate’
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(10) a. harrama l-Pislaam-u
l-xamr-a.
˙prohibited DEF-Isalam-NOM DEF-alcohol-ACC
‘Islam prohibited alcohol.’
b. harrama l-Pislaam-u
Pan yašrab-a n-naas-u
˙
prohibited
DEF-Islam-NOM that tinks-ACC DEF-people-NOM
l-xamr-a.
DEF-alcohol-ACC
‘Islam prohibited the people to drink alcohol.’
c. harrama l-Pislaam-u
šurb-a
(n-naas-i)
˙prohibited DEF-Islam-NOM tinking-ACC (DEF-people-GEN)
l-xamr-a.
DEF-alcohol-ACC
‘Islam prohibited the drinking of alcohol (by people).’
(11) damina ‘assure’ verbs: Pammana ‘assure’, damina ‘assure’, kafala ‘guar˙
˙
antee’, waffara ‘yield’

(12) a. damina la-hu l-c amal-u
madxuul-an
jayyid-an.
˙assured to-him DEF-job-NOM income-IND-ACC good-IND-ACC
‘The job assured him a good income.’
b. damina la-hu l-c amal-u
Pan yac iiš-a sac iid-a-n.
˙assured to-him DEF-job-NOM to life-ACC happy-ACC-NUN
‘The job assured him to have a happy life.’
c
c. damina la-hu l-c amal-u
ayš-an
sac iid-an.
˙
assured
to-him DEF-job-NOM living-IND-ACC happy-ACC-IND
‘The job assured him a happy living.’

(13) Psych verbs:
a. Pahabba ‘love’ verbs (some): Pac dama ‘glorify’, Pac azza ‘cherish’, Pahabba
˙
˙
˙
‘love’, Pataaqa ‘tolerate’, Paatara ‘prefer’, Pajalla ‘glorify’, Panifa ‘reject’,
¯
˙
Pbġada ‘abhor’, c ašiqa ‘love’, c aafa ‘detest’, hasada ‘envy’, faddala ‘prefer’,
˙
˙
˙˙
Pic tabara ‘concider’, Pizdaraa ‘debase’, kariha ‘hate’, maqata ‘abominate’,
...
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b. xaafa ‘fear’ verbs: Pamina ‘trust’, Pani/afa ‘disgust’, c aafa ‘disgust’,
hadira ‘beware’, haaba ‘fear’, Pihtadara ‘beware’, Pistaladda ‘enjoy’, Pittaqaa
¯¯
˙ ¯
˙ ¯
‘beware’, malla ‘bore’, nafara ‘disgust’, rahiba ‘fear’, saPi/ama ‘bore’, tawajjasa ‘fear’, tawaqqaa ‘beware’, waji/ala ‘fear’, xašiia ‘fear’, xaafa ‘fear’

(14) a. tu-faddilu salmaa l-kutub-a
l-qadiimat-a.
˙˙
F-prefers
Salma DEF-book-ACC DEF-old-ACC
‘Salma prefers old books.’
b. tu-faddilu salmaa Pan ta-qraP-a l-kutub-a
l-qadiimat-a.
˙
˙
F-prefers Salma to F-read-ACC DEF-book-ACC DEF-old-ACC
‘Salma prefers to read old books.’
c. tu-faddilu salmaa qiraaPat-a l-kutub-i
l-qadiimat-i.
˙˙
F-prefers
Salma reading-ACC DEF-book-GEN DEF-old-GEN
‘Salma prefers reading old books.’
(15) a. ta-xaafu salmaa kalb-a jaar-i-haa.
F-fears Salmaa dog-ACC neighbour-GEN-her
‘Salmaa fears the dog of her neighbour.’
b. ta-xaafu salmaa Pan ya-c udd-a-haa
kalb-u
˙
˙
F-fears Salmaa that 1.M.SG-bites-ACC-her dog-NOM
jaar-i-haa.
DEF-neighbour-GEN-her
‘Salmaa fears that the dog of her neighbour bites her.’
c. ta-xaafu salmaa c add-a-haa
min-tarafi kalb-i
˙
˙
F-fears Salmaa biting-ACC-her by ˙
dog-GEN
jaar-i-haa.
DEF-neighbour-GEN-her
‘Salmaa is afraid of being bitten by her neighbour’s dog.
(16) a. Paraada ‘want’ verbs: Pahabba ‘like’, Paadara ‘prefer’, Paraada ‘want’,
¯
˙
c
aaza ‘want’, habbada ‘prefer’, baġaa ‘desire’, faddala ‘prefer’, Pištahaa
¯
˙
˙˙
‘seek’, Pihtaaja ‘need’, Pibtaġa ‘aim’, Piltamasa ‘want’, raama ‘want’,
˙
rajaa ‘hope’, tamannaa ‘whish’, wadda ‘want’, . . .
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b. tamannaa ‘wish’ verbs: c anaa ‘mean’, intadara ‘intend’, intawa ‘in¯
tend’, nawaa ‘intend’, qasada ‘mean’, taraqqaba˙ ‘expect’, tawaxxaa ‘aim’,
˙
tawwaqac a ‘expect’

(17) a. yu-riiydu
s-sabiyy-u
luc bat-a-hu.
˙
˙
1.M.SG-wants DEF-child-NOM toy-ACC-his
‘The child wants his toy.’
b. yu-riiydu
s-sabiyy-u
Pan ya-lc ab-a
bi-luc bat-i-hi.
˙ ˙ -child-NOM to 1.M.SG-play-ACC with-toy-GEN-his
1.M.SG-wants DEF
‘The child wants to play with his toy.’
c. yu-riiydu
s-sabiyy-u
l-lc ib-a
bi-luc bat-i-hi.
˙
˙
1.M.SG-wants DEF-child-NOM playing-ACC with-toy-GEN-his
‘The child wants to play with his toy.’
(18) a. ya-tamannaa Zayd-un sayyaarat-an (fii c iid-i
miilaad-i-hi).
1.M.SG-wishes Zayd-NOM car-IND-ACC (in feast-GEN birth-GEN-his)
‘Zayd wishes for a car (on his birthday)’
b. ya-tamannaa Zayd-un Pan ya-mlik-a
sayyaarat-an (fii
1.M.SG-wishes Zayd-NOM to 1.M.SG-possess-ACC car-IND-ACC (in
c
iid-i
miilaad-i-hi).
feast-GEN birth-GEN-his)
‘Zayd wished to get a car (for his birthday)’
c. ya-tamannaa Zayd-un mtilaak-a sayyaarat-in
(fii
1.M.SG-wishes Zayd-NOM to
possession-ACC car-IND-GEN
(in
c
iid-i
miilaad-i-hi).
feast-GEN birth-GEN-his)
‘Zayd wishes for a car (forn his birthday)’.
Lit: ‘Zayd wishes the possessing of a car (fn his birthday)’
(19) tafaadaa ‘avoid’ verbs (some): haayada ‘avoid’, Pihtaraza ‘sidetep’,
˙
˙
Pijtanaba ‘avoid’, Pittaqaa ‘avert’, jaanaba ‘outrun’, qaatac a ‘boycott’, tahaamaa
˙
˙
‘avoid’, taharraza ‘distrust’, tafaadaa ‘dodge’, talaafaa ‘avoid’
˙
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(20) a. tajannaba c aliy-un raPiis-a-hu.
avoided Ali-NOM boss-ACC-his
‘Ali avoided his boss.’
b. tajannaba c aliy-un Pan ya-takallam-a
mac a raPiis-i-hi.
avoided Ali-NOM to 1.M.SG-speach-ACC with boss-GEN-his
‘Ali avoided to speak with his boss.’
c. tajannaba c aliy-un l-takalaam-a
mac a raPiis-i-hi.
avoided Ali-NOM 1.M.SG-speach-ACC with boss-GEN-his
‘Ali avoided speaking with his boss.’
(21) Pisatajdaa ‘beg’ verbs (some): talaba ‘ask’, dac aa ‘invite’, Pijtadaa
˙
‘suplicate’, Pistac taa ‘beg’, Pistajda ‘suplicate’, Pistamnaha ‘request’, Pistarjaa
˙
‘ask’, rajaa ‘importune’, saPala ‘ask’, tarajjaa ‘ask’, tasawwala ‘beg’

(22) a. talaba zayd-un (min sadiiq-i-hi)
maal-an.
˙asked Zayd-NOM (from friend˙
GEN-his) money-ACC
‘Zayd asked his friend for money.’
b. talaba zayd-un (min sadiiq-i-hi)
Pan yuc tiy-a-hu
˙asked Zayd-NOM (from friend˙
˙ ACC-him
GEN-his) to givemaal-an.
money-IND-ACC
‘Zayd asked his friend to give him money.’
c. talaba zayd-un (min sadiiq-i-hi)
Pic taaP-a-hu
˙
˙
˙ ACC-him
asked
Zayd-NOM (from friendGEN-his) givingmaal-an.
money-IND-ACC
‘Zayd asked his friend to give him money.’
(23) haawala ‘try’ verbs: jarraba ‘try’, haawala ‘try’, nawaa ‘intend’, Pintawaa
˙
˙
‘intend’

(24) a. jarraba Zayd-un l-haasuub-a
l-jadiid-a.
˙
tried Zayd-NOM DEF-computer-ACC DEF-new-ACC
‘Zayd tried the new computer.’
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b. jarraba Zayd-un Pan ya-stac mil-a
l-haasuub-a
˙ -computer-ACC
tried Zayd-NOM to 1.M.SG-use-ACC DEF
l-jadiid-a.
DEF-new-ACC
‘Zayd tried to use the new computer.’
c. jarraba Zayd-un stic maal-a l-haasuub-i
l-jadiid-i.
˙ -computer-GEN DEF-new-GEN
tried Zayd-NOM using-ACC DEF
‘Zayd tried using the new computer.’
(25) * kaada ‘be on the point of ’ verbs: kaada ‘be on the point’, kari/uba
‘be on the point’, Pawhaka ‘be on the point’
˙
c
(26) a. * kaada
aliy-un l-kitaab-a.
is-on-the-point Ali-NOM DEF-book-ACC

c
b. kaada
aliy-un Pan yu-kmil-a
l-kitaab-a.
is-on-the-point Ali-NOM to 1.M.SG-finish-ACC DEF-book-ACC
‘Ali is on the point of finishing the book.’
c
c. * kaada
aliy-un Pikmaal-a
l-kitaab-i.
is-on-the-point Ali-NOM finishing-ACC DEF-book-GEN
‘Ali is on the point of finishing the book.’

Comment:
This alternation is found with a number of verb classes including verbs of allowing
and forbidding, psych verbs and verbs of desire and willing. These verbs have
the ability to subcategorize for a simple NP involving an omitted complement
clause verb, which can be inferred from the context. In the b-variant of the
alternation, the NPobj is replaced by a complement clause which is assigned the
same grammatical function. In the c-variant the verb of the complement clause is
realized as a deverbal noun and licences the same argument as the verbal version.

7.3

NPsubj/Pan-CP/nominalization alternation

(27) sallaa ‘amuse’ verbs: dammara ‘break’, faajaPa ‘surprise’, fatana ‘seduce’,
haddada ‘menace’, hamma ‘sadden’, hammasa ‘enthuse’, istafazza ‘provoke’,
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jadaba ‘attract’, jaraha ‘hurt’, mattac a ‘amuse’, qazzaza ‘disgust’, raac a
¯
˙
‘disgust’, sarra ‘gratify’, waasaa ‘console’, zac zac a ‘destabilize’, . . .
(28) a. sallaa l-bahlawaan-u l-Patfaal-a.
amused DEF-clown-NOM DEF˙-children-ACC
‘The clown amused the children.’
b. sallaa l-Patfaal-a
Pan ya-nutt-a
˙
˙
amused DEF-children-ACC that 1.M.SG˙ -jumpsACC
l-bahlawaan-u.
DEF-clown-NOM
‘It amused the children that the clown jumps.’
c. sallaa l-Patfaal-a
natt-u
l-bahlawaan-i.
˙
˙
˙
amused DEF-children-ACC jumping-NOM DEF-clown-GEN
‘The clown’s jumping amused the children.’
(29) a. harima ‘become prohibited’ verbs (some): harija ‘become prohib˙
˙
ited’, harima ‘become prohibited’, kariha ‘become abhored’
˙
b. halla ‘become allowed’ verbs (some): halla ‘become allowed’, baaha
˙
˙
˙
‘become tolerable’, jaaza ‘become pemitted’, qarra ‘become lawful’, saaġa
‘become licenced’
(30) a. harima-ti
l-xamr-u
(c alaa l-muslim-iina).
˙
became-prohibitedF DEF-alcohol-NOM (for
DEF-Muslim-PL-GEN)
‘Alcohol was prohibited for Muslims.’
b. harima
(c alaa l-muslim-iina)
Pan yašrab-uu
˙became-prohibited-F (for DEF-Muslim-PL-GEN) to drink-ACC-PL
l-xamr-a.
DEF-alcohol-ACC
‘It was prohibited for Muslims to drink alcohol.’
c. harima
(c alaa l-muslim-iina)
šurb-u
˙became-prohibited (for DEF-Muslim-PL-GEN) drinking-NOM
l-xamr-i.
DEF-alcohol-GEN
‘Drinking alcohol was prohibited for Muslims.’
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Comment:
This alternation is found with some transitive psych verbs and with intransitive
verbs of allowing and forbidding. The main characteristic of this alternation is the
realization of the subject as a simple NP in the a-variant, and as a complement
clause with the same grammatical function in the b-variant. However, unlike
complement clauses with the grammatical function OBJ, the subject complement
clause is not placed in the same position as the alternating subject NP. In the
c-variant of the alternation, the subject of the sentence is a deverbal noun with
arguments inherited from the verb of the complement clause.

7.4

minPP/PanCP/nominalization alternation

(31) xaafa ‘fear’ verbs: Pamina ‘trust’, Pani/afa ‘disgust’, c aafa ‘disgust’,
hadira ‘beware’, haaba ‘fear’, Pihtadara ‘beware’, Pistaladda ‘enjoy’, Pittaqaa
¯¯
˙ ¯
˙ ¯
‘beware’, malla ‘bore’, nafara ‘disgust’, rahiba ‘fear’, saPi/ama ‘bore’, tawajjasa ‘fear’, tawaqqaa ‘beware’, waji/ala ‘fear’, xašiia ‘fear’, xaafa ‘fear’

(32) a. ta-xaafu salmaa min kalb-i
jaar-i-haa.
F-fears Salma of dog-GEN neighbour-GEN-her
‘Salma fears her neighbour’s dog.’
b. ta-xaafu
salmaa min Pan ya-c udd-a-haa
kalb-u
˙ -bites˙
1.F.SG-fears Salma of that 1.M.SG
ACC-her dog-NOM
jaar-i-haa.
neighbor-GEN-her
‘Salma fears that her neighbour’s dog will bites her.’
c. ta-xaafu salmaa min c add-i
kalb-i
jaar-i-haa
˙ ˙ GEN dog-GEN neighbor-GEN-her
F-fears Salma of bitingla-haa.
of-her
‘Salma is afraid of being bitten by the dog of her neighbour.’
(33) jarrada ‘free’ verbs (some): Pac faa ‘unburden’, harama ‘deprive’
˙
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(34) a. harama l-qaadii
l-Pab-a
min PabnaaP-i-hi.
˙deprived DEF-judge
˙
DEF-father-ACC from children-GEN-his
‘The judge deprived the father from his children.’
b. harama l-qaadii
l-Pab-a
min Pan ya-raa
˙
˙
deprived
DEF-judge
DEF-father-ACC from that 1.M.SG-see
PabnaaP-a-hu.
children-ACC-his
‘The judge deprived the father from seeing his children.’
c. harama l-qaadii
l-Pab-a
min ruPyat-i
?abnaaP-i-hi.
˙deprived DEF-judge
˙
DEF-father-ACC from seeing-GEN children-GEN-his
‘The judge revoked the father’s children.’
(35) nasaha ‘advise’ verbs (some): haddara ‘warn’, haddara ‘warn’
˙ ¯¯
˙ ¯¯
˙ ˙
(36) a. haddara-ti l-hukuumat-u
l-muwaatiniin-a min
¯¯
˙warned˙
˙
F DEF-government-NOM DEF-citizensACC of
c
l- aasifat-i.
˙
DEF-tempestGEN
‘The government warned the citizens of the tempest.’
b. haddara-ti l-hukuumat-u
l-muwaatiniin-a min Pan
¯¯
˙warned˙
˙
F DEF-government-NOM DEF-citizensACC of
yatruk-uu
manaazil-i-him.
that
leave-PL
houses-GEN-their.
‘The government warned the citizens of leaving their houses.’
c. haddara-ti l-hukuumat-u
l-muwaatiniin-a min
˙ ¯ ¯ F DEF
˙ -government-NOM DEF-citizens˙
warnedACC of
tark-i
manaazil-i-him.
leaving-GEN houses-GEN-their.
‘The government warned the citizens of leaving their houses.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with the class of psych verbs xaafa ‘fear’ as well as with
the class jarrada ‘free’. It can probably be found with more verb classes. Unlike
the two former alternations, the minPP/CP alternation is characteristic of verbs
taking a PP argument headed by the preposition min ‘for/from’. In most cases,
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both the object of the PP and the whole PP alternate with a complement clause.
However, only verbs of the class xaafa ‘fear’ allow for the two alternations. Verbs
of the class jarrada ‘free’ only allow the object of the PP to alternate with the
complement clause. The preposition is not allowed to be dropped (37). This is due
to the fact that only verbs of the class xaafa ‘fear’ participate in the Object/minPP
alternation described in section 6.3.1, whereas the verbs of the class jarrada ‘free’
do not.
(37) * harama l-qaadii
l-Pab-a
(min) Pan ya-raa
˙
˙
deprived
DEF-judge
DEF-father-ACC (from) that 1.M.SG-see
?abnaaP-a-hu.
children-ACC-his
In the c-variant of the alternation, an NP headed by the nominalization is used
instead of the complement clause.

7.5

fii-PP/Pan-CP/nominalization alternation

(38) najaha ‘succeed’ verbs (some): Pakbaa ‘fail’, Paxfaqa ‘fail’, habita ‘fail’,
˙ ˙
˙
fašila ‘fail’, najaha ‘succedd’, rasa/iba ‘fail’, saqata ‘fail’, tawaffaqa ‘succeed’,
˙
˙
wufiiqa ‘succeed’, xaaba ‘fail’
(39) a. najaha
t-taalib-u
fii l-Pimtihaan-i.
˙
˙
˙
˙ GEN
succeeded DEF-student-NOM in DEF-exam‘The student succeeded in the exam.’
b. najaha
t-taalib-u
fii Pan ya-jtaaz-a
l-Pimtihaan-a.
˙
˙ ˙ -student-NOM in that 1.M.SG-pass-ACC DEF-exam˙ GEN
succeeded
DEF
‘The student succeeded in passing the exam.’
c. najaha
t-taalib-u
fii jtiyaaz-i
l-Pimtihaan-i.
˙
˙
˙
˙ GEN
succeeded DEF-student-NOM in passing-GEN DEF-exam‘The student succeeded in passing the exam.’
Comment:
The fiiPP/CP alternation is found with the class najaha ‘succeed’. Most verbs tak˙
ing a PP argument only allow for a deverbal phrase as the alternative construction.
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In the b-variant of the alternation, a complement clause appears as the object
of the preposition fii ‘in’. Here, no restriction is imposed on the nature of the
embedded verb. The complement clause is not allowed to appear in alternation
with the direct object of the matrix verb and the drop of the preposition fii ‘in’ in
(39b) leads to ungrammaticality.
In the c-variant of the alternation the object of the preposition fii ‘in’ is an NP
headed by a nominalization of the embedded verb. The deverbal noun cannot
appear as the direct object of the matrix verb.

7.6

biPP/PanCP/nominalization alternation

(40) nasaha ‘advise’ verbs (some): Pamara ‘order’, Pawsaa ‘advise’, dakkara
¯
˙
˙ ˙
‘remember’, nasaha ‘advise’, wasaa ‘advise’
˙ ˙
˙
(41) a. nasaha
l-Pustaad-u
talabat-a-hu
˙
˙
˙
recommended DEF-professor-NOM studentsACC-his
bi-kutub-i
Pibn-Arabii
with-books-GEN Ibn-Arabi
‘The professor recommended Ibn-Arabi’s books to his students.’
b. nasaha
l-Pustaad-u
talabat-a-hu
bi-Pan
˙
˙
˙
recommended DEF-professor-NOM students-ACC-his with-that
yaqaraP-uu kutub-a
Pibn-Arabii
read-PL
books-ACC Ibn-Arabi
‘The professor recommended his students to read the books of Ibn-Arabi.’
c. nasaha
l-Pustaad-u
talabat-a-hu
˙
˙
˙
recommended DEF-professor-NOM studentsACC-his
bi-qiraaPat-i
kutub-i
Pibn-Arabii
with-reading-GEN books-GEN Ibn-Arabi
‘The professor recommended his students to read of the books of IbnArabi.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with some verbs of advising and ordering. The topic
of the verb is realized as a PP headed by bi ‘with’ in the a-variant and as a
complement clause with a covert verb in the b-variant. This class of verbs allows
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the complement clause to optionally appear with the preposition bi ‘with’, as can
be seen in the following example:
(42) nasaha
l-Pustaad-u
talabat-a-hu
(bi-)Pan
˙
˙
˙
recommended DEF-professor-NOM students-ACC-his (with-)that
yaqaraP-uu kutub-a
Pibn-Arabii.
read-PL
books-ACC Ibn-Arabi
‘The professor recommended his students to read the books of Ibn-Arabi.’
The deverbal NP can alternatively appear as the object of the preposition bi ‘with’
in the c-variant.

7.7

c

anPP/PanCP/nominalization alternation

(43) nasaha ‘advise’,(one verb): nahaa ‘disadvise’
˙ ˙
c
(44) a. nahaa
l-Pislaam-u
n-naas-a
an
disadvised DEF-Islam-NOM DEF-people-ACC against
l-xamar-i.
DEF-alcohol-GEN
‘Islam advised the people against alcohol.’
c
b. nahaa
l-Pislaam-u
n-naas-a
an
Pan
disadvised DEF-Islam-NOM DEF-people-ACC against that
yašrab-uu l-xamar-a.
dink-PL DEF-alcohol-GEN
‘The Islam advised the people against drinking alcohol.’
c
c. nahaa
l-Pislaam-u
n-naas-a
an
šurb-i
disadvised DEF-Islam-NOM DEF-people-ACC against dinking-GEN
l-xamar-i.
DEF-alcohol-GEN
‘The Islam advised the people against drinking alcohol.’

Comment:
So far, this alternation has been found with one verb of the class nasaha ‘advise’,
˙ ˙
which exhibits two main differences to verbs participating in the biPP/CP alternation. First, the topic is realized as the object of a prepositional phrase headed
by c an ‘against’, and second, in the b-variant, the complement clause is allowed
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to alternate only with the object of the preposition bi ‘with’, but not with the
entire PP.
The deverbal noun of the verb appears as the object of the prepositional phrase
and cannot be realized as the direct object.

7.8

c

alaa-PP/Pan-CP/nominalization alternation

(45) nasaha ‘advise’ verbs (some): haffaza ‘encourage’, hatta ‘advise’, hada
˙
˙ ¯¯
˙ ¯˙
˙ ˙
‘advise’, šajjac a ‘encourage’
(46) a. ?al-hizb-u
š-šuyuuc iy-u
laa yušajjic u c alaa
˙
DEF-party-NOM DEF-communist-NOM not encourages of
l-c unf-i.
DEF-violence-GEN
‘The communist party does not encourage violence.’
b. ?al-hizb-u
š-šuyuuc iy-u
laa yušajjic u c alaa Pan
˙
DEF-party-NOM DEF-communist-NOM not encourages of
that
yatadaahar-a
n-naas-u.
¯˙
demonstrates-ACC DEF-people-NOM
‘The communist party does not encourage the people to demonstrate.’
c. ?al-hizb-u
š-šuyuuc iy-u
laa yušajjic u c alaa
˙
DEF-party-NOM DEF-communist-NOM not encourages of
tadaahur-i
n-naas-i.
¯˙
demonstration-GEN DEF-people-GEN
‘The communist party does not encourage the people’s demonstration.’
(47) Pištaaqa ‘long’ verbs (some): Pazmac a ‘intend’, Pic tazama ‘decide’,
c
aza/ima ‘decide’, nawaa ‘intend’
c
(48) a. c azama l-jayš-u
alaa l-harb-i.
˙ -war-GEN
decided DEF-army-NOM on DEF
‘The army decided on war.’
c
b. c azama l-jayš-u
alaa Pan ya-xuud-a
l-harb-a.
˙
˙ -war-GEN
decided DEF-army-NOM on to 1.M.SG-enter-ACC DEF
‘The army decided to enter the war.’
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c
b. c azama l-jayš-u
alaa xawd-i
l-harb-i.
˙
˙ -war-GEN
decided DEF-army-NOM on entering-GEN DEF
‘The army decided on entering the war.’

(49) c aawana ‘help’ verbs (some): Pac aana ‘help’, c aawana ‘help’, saac ada
‘help’
c
(50) a. saac ada-t salmaa Puxt-a-haa
alaa Pac maal-i l-bayt-i.
helped-F Salma sister-ACC-her in
works-GEN DEF-house-GEN
‘Salma helped her sister with the housework.’
c
b. saac ada-t salmaa Puxt-a-haa
alaa Pan tu-kmil-a
Pac maal-a
helped-F Salma sister-ACC-her in
that F-finish-ACC works-ACC
l-bayt-i.
DEF-house-GEN
‘Salma helped her sister to finish the housework.’
c
c. saac ada-t salmaa Puxt-a-haa
alaa Pikmaal-i
Pac maal-i
helped-F Salma sister-ACC-her in
finishing-GEN works-GEN
l-bayt-i.
DEF-house-GEN
‘Salma helped her sister for finishing the housework.’

(51) Pargama ‘oblige’ verbs (some). Pajbara ‘force’, Pakaraha ‘oblige’, Parġama
‘force’, šajjac a ‘encourage’, ġasaba ‘force’, haffaza ‘encourage’, harrada ‘in˙
˙
˙
˙
cite’
c
(52) a. Pajbara š-šurtiy-u
s-saaPiq-a
alaa n-nidaam-i.
˙
˙
forced DEF-policeman-NOM DEF-driver-ACC into DEF-order-gen
‘The policeman forced the driver to obey (the) order.’
c
b. Pajbara š-šurtiy-u
s-saaPiq-a
alaa Pan
˙
forced DEF-policeman-NOM DEF-driver-ACC into that
ya-htarim-a
n-nidaam-a.
˙
˙
1.M.SG-repspect-ACC DEF-orderGEN
‘The policeman forced the driver to respect the order.’
c
c. Pajbara š-šurtiy-u
s-saaPiq-a
alaa Pihtiraam-i
˙
˙
forced DEF-policeman-NOM DEF-driver-ACC into respectingGEN
n-nidaam-i.
˙
DEF-orderGEN
‘The policeman forced the driver into respecting the order.’
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Comment:
This alternation is often found with verbs that involve inciting a patient into
action, either directly or indirectly. It can also be found with a subset of verbs of
the class Pištaaqa ‘long’. The proposition (or theme for the class Pištaaqa ‘long’)
of these verbs is assigned to the PP headed by c alaa ‘into/on/to’ in the a-variant
and to the complement clause in the b-variant. Only verbs of the class Pištaaqa
‘long’ allow the omission of the preposition c alaa. In the c-variant, the embedded
verb gives rise to a deverbal noun which inherits all arguments of the embedded
verb. The deverbal noun phrase is allowed to appear only as the object of the PP
and not as the direct object NP.

7.9

PilaaPP/PanCP/nominalization alternation

(53) Pištaaqa ‘long’ verbs (some): Pariba ‘need’, c atiša ‘thirst’, c aama ’desire’,
˙
ġarada ‘need’, haaja ‘need’, hanaa ‘long’, hanna ‘long’, tamiha ‘quest’, hadafa
˙
˙
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘aim’, Pištaaqa ‘long’, Pihtaaja ‘need’, Piftaqara ‘need’, jaac a ‘hunger’, janaha
˙
˙
‘long’, maala ‘tend’, naazac a ‘long’, nazac a ‘tend’, raama ‘aim’, sac aa ‘quest’,
tac attaša ‘thirst’ tašawwaqa ‘long’, tahawwaja ‘need’, tatallac a ‘aim’, taaqa
˙˙
˙
˙
‘lust’, talahhafa ‘long’

(54) a. yaštaaqu t-tifl-u
Pilaa Pumm-i-hi.
˙
˙
longs
DEF-child-NOM for mother-GEN-his
‘The child longs for his mother.’
b. yaštaaqu t-tifl-u
Pilaa Pan ya-raa
Pumm-a-hu.
˙ ˙ -child-NOM for to 1.M.SG-see-ACC mother-ACC-his
longs
DEF
‘The child longs to see his mother.’
c. yaštaaqu t-tifl-u
Pilaa ruPyat-i
Pumm-i-hi.
˙
˙
longs
DEF-child-NOM for seeing-GEN mother-GEN-his
‘The child longs to see his mother.’
(55) Pidtarra ‘force’ verbs: Pidtarra ‘force’, dafac a ‘oblige’, jarra ‘force’,
˙˙
˙˙
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(56) a. ? Pidtarra l-jafaaf-u
s-sukkaan-a
Pilaa
˙
˙
forced DEF-dryness-NOM DEF-inhabitants-ACC into
l-maaP-i
l-wasix-i.
DEF-water-GEN DEF-dirty-GEN
‘The dryness forced the inhabitants to (drinking) dirty water.’
b. Pidtarra l-jafaaf-u
s-sukkaan-a
Pilaa Pan
˙
forced
DEF-dryness-NOM DEF-inhabitants-ACC into that
yašrab-uu l-maaP-a
l-wasix-a.
drink-3.PL DEF-water-ACC DEF-dirty-ACC
‘The dryness forced the inhabitants to drink dirty water.’
c. Pidtarra l-jafaaf-u
s-sukkaan-a
Pilaa
˙
forced DEF-dryness-NOM DEF-inhabitants-ACC into
šurb-i
l-maaP-i
l-wasix-i.
drinking-GEN DEF-water-GEN DEF-dirty-GEN
‘The dryness forced the inhabitants into drinking dirty water.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with classes of verbs that involve influencing the patient
to act in some manner, either directly or indirectly. Similarly to verbs that
subcategorize for a PP argument, the theme or the proposition of these verbs
is realized as a PP headed by Pilaa ‘to/into’ in the a-variant, as a complement
clause in the b-variant and as a PP with a deverbal nominal object inheriting
the argument structure of the derived verb in the c-variant. All verbs of the
listed classes allow the complement clause to appear without a preposition and be
assigned the function OBJ. Thus, (57) alternates with (56b).
(57) Pidtarra l-jafaaf-u
s-sukkaan-a
(Pilaa) Pan
˙
forced
DEF-dryness-NOM DEF-inhabitants-ACC (into) that
yašrab-uu l-maaP-a
l-wasix-a.
drink-PL DEF-water-ACC DEF-dirty-ACC
‘The dryness forced the inhabitants to drink dirty water.’

7.10

Object/Panna-CP alternation

(58) a. šaraha ‘explain’ verbs: Padhara ‘show’, Paftaa ‘dictate’, Palqaa ‘recite’,
¯˙
˙
c
Pamlaa ‘dectate’, Pawdaha ‘clarify’,
allala ‘prove’, šaraha ‘explain’, hakaa
˙ ˙
˙
˙
‘narrate’, barrara ‘explain’, bayyana ‘show’, fassala ‘explain’, fassara
˙˙
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‘interpret’, jallaa ‘explain’, qassa ‘narrate’, qaala ‘tell/say’, qaraPa ‘read’,
˙˙
rawaa ‘narrate’, sarada ‘narrate’, talaa ‘read’, waddaha ‘explain’, wassala
˙˙ ˙
˙˙
‘communicate’
b. qaala ‘say’ verbs: Pac qaba ‘reply’, Padaafa ‘add’, Pabraza ‘insist’,
˙
Pafaada ‘utter’, Pardafa ‘reply’, Pawhaa ‘reveal’, dakara ‘voice’, karrara
¯
˙
‘repeat’, kataba ‘write’, laahada ‘observe’, qaala ‘say’, raddada ‘repeat’,
˙ ¯˙
taabac a ‘add’
c. hamasa ‘whisper’ verbs: hassa ‘whisper’, hamasa ‘whisper’, hashasa
‘whisper’, wašwaša ‘whisper’, waswasa ‘whisper’
(59) a. haka-ti
l-jaddat-u
qissat-an.
˙narrated-F DEF-grandmother-NOM story˙ ˙ IND-ACC
‘The grandmother told a story.’
b. haka-ti
l-jaddat-u
Panna Pasad-a l-Patlas-i
˙
narratedF DEF-grandmother-NOM that lion-ACC DEF˙-Atlas-GEN
c
aaša fii l-magrib-i
lived in DEF-Morocco-GEN
‘The grandmother told that the Atlas lion lived in Morocco.’
(60) a. qaala š-šaahid-u
l-haqiiqat-a.
˙ -truth-ACC
said DEF-witness-NOM DEF
‘The witness said the truth.’
b. qaala š-šaahid-u
Panna-hu šaahida l-haadatat-a.
¯
˙ -accidentsaid DEF-witness-NOM that-he saw
DEF
ACC
‘The witness said that he had seen the accident.’
(61) a. hamasa Zayd-un li-sadiiq-i-hi
bidc -a kalimaat-in.
˙
˙ ACC words-GEN
whispered Zayd-NOM to-friendGEN-his few‘Zayd whispered a few words to his friend.’
b. hamasa Zayd-un li-sadiiq-i-hi
Panna d-duyuuf-a
˙
˙ ˙ -guests-ACC
whispered Zayd-NOM to-friendGEN-his that DEF
hadar-uu.
˙ ˙
arrivedPL
‘Zayd whispered to his friend that the guests arrived.’
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(62) Pistantaja ‘deduce’ verbs: Pištaqqa ‘derive’, Pijtalaa ‘figure out’, Pistaššafa
‘figure out’, Pistafaada ‘deduce’, Pistajlaa ‘figure out’, Pistanbata ‘infer’,
˙
Pistantaja ‘deduce’, Pistaqaa ‘infer’, Pistaxlasa ‘conclude’,
˙
(63) a. Pistanotaja l-qaadii
l-haqiiqat-a.
˙
˙ -truth-ACC
deduced
DEF-judge
DEF
‘The judge deduced the truth.’
b. Pistanotaja l-qaadii
Panna l-muttaham-a
bariiP-un.
˙
deduced
DEF-judge that DEF-accused-ACC innocent-NOM
‘The judge deduced that the accused is innocent.’
(64) fahima ‘understand’ verbs: Padraka ‘apprehend’, c aqila ‘comprehend’,
taqifa ‘learn’, fatina ‘understand’, fahima ‘understand’, faqiha ‘apprehend’,
¯
˙
Pistawc aba ‘assimilate’, laqina ‘learn’, tabattana ‘assimilate’, tafahhama
˙˙
‘understand’, wac aa ‘comprehend’, xabira ‘conceive’
(65) a. fahima
t-taalib-u
l-muškil-a.
˙
˙
understood DEF-student-NOM DEF-problem-ACC
‘The student understood the problem.’
b. fahima
t-taalib-u
Panna l-muškil-a
laysa
˙
˙
understood DEF-student-NOM that DEF-problem-ACC not
sac b-an.
˙
hardACC
‘The student understood that the problem is not hard (to solve).’
(66) tac allama ‘learn’ verbs (some): taalac a ‘read’, qaraPa ‘read’, tac allama
˙
‘learn’
(67) a. tac allama t-tifl-u
š-šataranj-a.
˙
˙
learned DEF-child-NOM DEF˙-chess-ACC
‘The child learned chess.’
b. tac allama t-tifl-u
Panna š-šararanj-a
luc bat-un
˙
˙
learned DEF-child-NOM that DEF-chess-ACC game-NOM
musaliyat-un.
amusing-NOM
‘The child learned that chess is an amusing game.’
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(68) raPaa ‘see’ verbs: Pabsara ‘discern’, Padraka ‘perceive’, šahida ‘perceive’,
˙
šamma ‘smell’, Pištamma ‘smell’, Pistašc ara ‘feel’, kašafa ‘detect’, lahada
˙ ¯˙
‘notice’, laahada ‘notice’, lamaha ‘see’, lamasa ‘sense’, maqala ‘discern’,
˙ ¯˙
˙
mayyaza ‘notice’,
raPaa ‘see’, ramaqa ‘see’, samic a ‘hear’
(69) a. samaic a Zayd-un Pišaac t-an
hawla mawt-i
maaykel
˙
heard Zayd-NOM rumor-IND-ACC about death-GEN Michael
jakson.
Jackson
‘Zayd heard the rumor about the death of Michael Jackson.’
b. samaic a Zayd-un Panna maaykel jakson maat.
heard Zayd-NOM that Michael Jackson died
‘Zayd heard that Michael Jackson died.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with verbs of perception and communication involving a
transfer or internalization of information. The object of these verbs is assigned a
topic, proposition or stimulus role according to the nature of the class the verbs
belong to. Unlike verbs found with the ?an ‘to’ complement clause, verbs with
the Panna ‘that’ complement clause are declarative verbs. In the a-variant, the
verb subcategorizes for a direct object assigned to one of the roles listed above.
In the b-variant, the verb takes a complement clause headed by Panna ‘that’, the
complementizer marks factivity (section 7.1). Most verbs do not allow the ?anna
clausal complement to alternate with a deverbal noun phrase.

7.11

biPP/?annaCP/nominalization alternation

(70) Pac lama ‘inform’ verbs (some): Pac lama ‘inform’, Pašc ara ‘notify’,
Pablaġa ‘report’, Pafaada ‘inform’, PanbaPa ‘notify’, Paxbara ‘update’, Pxtra
˙
‘notify’, dakkara ‘remind’, ballaġa ‘report’, nabbaPa ‘inform’, xabbara ‘in¯
form’
(71) a. Pac lama Zayd-un š-šurtiy-a
bi-l-haadit-i.
¯
˙
˙ -accidentinformed Zayd-NOM DEF-policeman-ACC of-DEF
GEN
‘Zayd informed the policeman of the accident.’
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b. Pac lama Zayd-un š-šurtiy-a
bi-Panna
˙
informed Zayd-NOM DEF-policeman-ACC of-that
haadit-an
waqac a.
¯
˙
accidentIND-ACC occurred
‘Zayd informed the policeman that an accident occurred.’
c. Pac lama Zayd-un š-šurtiy-a
bi-wuquuc -i
˙
informed Zayd-NOM DEF-policeman-ACC of-happening-GEN
haadit-in.
¯
˙
accidentIND-GEN
‘Zayd informed the policeman that an accident happened.’
Lit: ‘Zayd informed the policeman of the occurence of an accident.’
(72) Paamana ‘believe’ verbs: Paamana ‘believe’, Pic taqada ‘believe’, kaddaba
¯¯
‘disbelieve’, kafara ‘disbelieve’
(73) a. tu-Pominu salmaa bi-l-laah-i.
F-believes Salma on-DEF-God-GEN
‘Salma believes on God.’
b. tu-Pominu salmaa bi-Panna l-laah-a
mawjuud.
F-believes Salma on-that DEF-God-ACC existing
‘Salma believes that God exists.’
c. tu-Pominu salmaa bi-wujuud-i
l-laah-i.
F-believes Salma on-existence-GEN DEF-God-GEN
‘Salma believes on the exisence of God.’
(74) Pic tarafa ‘confess’ verbs: Paqarra ‘acknowledge’, Paqrara ‘acknowledge’,
baaha ‘reveal’, baaPa ‘reveal’, Pic tarafa ‘confess’, sallama ‘acknowledge’
˙
(75) a. Pic tarafa c aliy-un
bi-xataP-i-hi.
˙
confessed DEF-Ali-NOM of-mistakeGEN-his
‘Ali confessed his mistake.’
b. Pic tarafa c aliy-un
bi-Panna-hu Pirtakaba xataP-an.
˙
confessed DEF-Ali-NOM of-that-he made
mistakeIND-ACC
‘Ali confessed that he made a mistake.’
c. Pic tarafa c aliy-un
bi-Pirtikaab-i xataP-in.
˙
confessed DEF-Ali-NOM of-making-GEN mistakeIND-GEN
‘Ali confessed that he made a mistake.’
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(76) sarraha ‘declare’ verbs: Padlaa ‘declare’, Pafaada ‘add’, sadaha ‘annouce’,
˙
˙
˙
˙
sarraha ‘declare’, qaala ‘say’
˙
˙
(77) a. sarraha l-waziir-u
bi-miizaaniyat-i s-sanat-i.
˙declared
˙ DEF-minister-NOM of-budget-GEN DEF-year-GEN
‘The minister declared the budget of the year.’
b. sarraha l-waziir-u
bi-Panna miizaaniyat-a s-sanat-i
˙declared
˙ DEF-minister-NOM of-that budget-GEN DEF-year-GEN
nuuqiša-t.
was-discussed-F
‘The minister declared that the budget of the year was discussed.’
c. sarraha l-waziir-u
bi-munaaqašat-i miizaaniyat-i
˙
˙ DEF-minister-NOM of-discussion-GEN budget-GEN
declared
s-sanat-i.
DEF-year-GEN
‘The minister declared the discussion of the yearly budget.’
(78) Pittahama ‘accuse’ verbs: Padaana ‘denounce’?, Pittahama ‘accuse’,
ramaa ‘accuse’

(79) a. * Pittahama l-barlamaaniy-u l-hukuumat-a
˙ -government-ACC
accused DEF-deputy-NOM DEF
bi-l-maal-i.
of-DEF-money-GEN
* ‘The deputy accused the government of the the money.’
b. Pittahama l-barlamaaniy-u l-hukuumat-a
bi-Panna-haa
˙
accused DEF-deputy-NOM DEF-government-ACC of-that-she
tubaddiru l-maal-a.
wastes
DEF-money-GEN
‘The deputy accused the government of wasting money.’
c. Pittahama l-barlamaaniy-u l-hukuumat-a
bi-tabdiir-i
˙
accused DEF-deputy-NOM DEF-government-ACC of-wasting-GEN
l-maal-i.
DEF-money-GEN
‘The deputy accused the government of wasting money.’
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Comment:
As in the former alternations, the biPP/PannaCP/Nominalization alternation is
found with verbs of cognition, perception or communication. In the a-variant of
the alternation, the roles topic, proposition and theme are assigned to a PP headed
by bi ‘of/with’. Most verb classes listed above select non-eventive nouns as the
head of the biPP. The class Pittahama ‘accuse’, however, restricts the PP object to
deverbal (eventive or stative) nouns. In the b-variant, of the alternation the same
roles are assigned to a complement clause headed by the factive complementizer
Panna. The complement clause itself is the object of the PP headed by bi. All
verbs participating in this alternation allow the complement clause to be assigned
the OBJ function. Thus, (75) can be reformulated as (80).
(80) Pic tarafa c aliy-un
(bi-)Panna-hu Pirtakaba xataP-an.
˙
confessed DEF-Ali-NOM (of-)that-he made
mistakeIND-ACC
‘Ali confessed that he made a mistake.’
In the c-variant, the verb of the complement clause derives a deverbal noun
inheriting the syntactic and semantic properties of the verb. The deverbal can
only appear as the object of the PP.

7.12

c

anPP/PannaCP/nominalization alternation

(81) Pac lana ‘announce’ verbs: Pac lana ‘announce’, Pac raba ‘express’, Pabaana
‘state’, Pafsaha ‘expres’, c abbara ‘express’, kašafa ‘show’
˙ ˙
c
(82) a. Pac lana-t
š-šarikat-u
an mantuuj-i-haa
announced-F DEF-company-NOM about product-GEN-her
l-jadiid-i.
DEF-new-GEN
‘The company announced its new product.’
c
b. Pac lana-t
š-šarikat-u
an Panna mantuuj-a-haa
announced-F DEF-company-NOM about that product-ACC-her
l-jadiid-a
jaahiz.
DEF-new-ACC ready
‘The company announced that its new product is ready.’
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c
c. Pac lana-t
š-šarikat-u
an tawziic -i
announced-F DEF-company-NOM about distribution-GEN
mantuuj-i-haa l-jadiid-a.
product-GEN-her DEF-new-ACC
‘The company announced the distribution of its new product.’

Comment:
This alternation is found with one class of message transfer verbs. The topic can
either be realized as a simple non-eventive noun, as complement clause or as a
deverbal eventive noun. In the first case, it is realized as a PP headed by c an
‘of/about’, in the second case as a complement clause with a grammatical function
OBL, and in the third case as a deverbal object of a PP headed by c an ‘of/about’.
Only the verbs Pac lana ‘announce’ and kašafa ‘show’ allow the omission of the
preposition (83).
(83) Pac lana-t
š-šarikat-u
(c an) Panna mantuuj-a-haa
announced-F DEF-company-NOM (of) that product-ACC-her
l-jadiid-a
jaahiz.
DEF-new-ACC ready
‘The company announced that its new product is ready.’

7.13

Object/NullCP/nominalization alternation

(84) badaPa ‘begin’ verbs (some): PanšaPa ‘start’, Paxada ‘undertake’, c allaqa
‘go on’, šarac a ‘proceed’, tafaqa ‘go on’, badaPa ‘begin’, habba ‘start off ’,
˙
PibtadaPa ‘begin’, Piftataha ‘commence’, Pinbaraa ‘start off ’, Pistahalla
˙
‘begin’, jac ala ‘commence’, qaama ‘start’
(85) a. badaPa l-muPallif-u
l-kitaaab-a.
began DEF-author-NOM DEF-book-ACC
‘The author began the book.’
b. badaPa l-muPallif-u
yaktubu l-kitaaab-a.
began DEF-author-NOM writes DEF-book-ACC
‘The author began to write the book.’
c. badaPa l-muPallif-u
kitaabat-a l-kitaaab-i.
began DEF-author-NOM writing-ACC DEF-book-GEN
‘The author began writing the book.’
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(86) * Panohaa finish verbs: Pakmala ‘complete’, Panhaa ‘finish’, Patamma
‘end’, Pawqafa ‘stop’, Panjaza ‘complete’, ?istakmala ‘complete’, Pistawfaa
‘cease’, Pixtatama ‘terminate’, kammala ‘end’, tammama ‘finish’, waffaa
‘finish’

(87) a. Panhaa l-muhandis-u
l-manozil-a.
finished DEF-architect-NOM DEF-house-ACC
‘The architect finished the house.’
b. * Panhaa l-muhandis-u
yabnii
l-manozil-a.
finished DEF-architect-NOM DEF-house-ACC
* ‘The architect finished he construct the house.’
c. Panhaa l-muhandis-u
binaaP-a
l-manozil-i.
finished DEF-architect-NOM construction-ACC DEF-house-GEN
‘The architect finished constructing the house.’
(88) * kaada ‘be on the point of ’ verbs: kaada ‘be on the point’, kari/uba
‘be on the point’, Pawhaka ‘be on the point’
˙
(89) a. * kaada
l-muPallif-u
l-kitaab-a.
was-on-the-point DEF-author-NOM DEF-book-ACC
* ‘The author was on the point of the book.’
b. kaada
l-muPallif-u
yu-nohii
l-kitaab-a.
was-on-the-point DEF-author-NOM 1.M.SG-finish DEF-book-ACC
‘The author was on the point of finishing the book.’
c. * kaada
l-muPallif-u
PinohaaP-a l-kitaab-i.
was-on-the-point DEF-author-NOM finishing DEF-book-GEN
‘The author was on the point of finishing the book.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with one class of aspectual verbs, namely the class
badaPa ‘begin’. Unlike the rest of the alternations listed in this chapter, the
Object/NullCP/Nominalization alternation, involves a complement clause with a
null complementizer. As mentioned in section 4.4.3, the null-C complement clause
has similarities with an infinitival complement clause in that it shares the same
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subject with the matrix verb and is not allowed to carry a tense marker. It has
properties of what the generative grammarians call the “bare infinitive” clause
(Felser, 1999, 2), where tense information of the verb of the complement clause is
assigned by the matrix verb. Similar to other alternations involving complement
clauses, the a-variant takes a direct object which consists of a simple (non-eventive)
noun, in contrast to the c-variant which subcategorizes for a deverbal object.

7.14

Object/quoted CP alternation

(90) a. šaraha ‘explain’ verbs: Padhara ‘show’, Paftaa ‘dictate’, Palqaa ‘recite’,
¯˙
˙
c
Pamlaa ‘dectate’, Pawdaha ‘explain’,
allala ‘prove’, šaraha ‘explain’, hakaa
˙ ˙
˙
˙
‘narrate’, barrara ‘explain’, bayyana ‘show’, fassala ‘explain’, fassara
˙˙
‘interpret’, jallaa ‘explain’, qassa ‘narrate’, qaala ‘tell/say’, qaraPa ‘read’,
˙˙
rawaa ‘narrate’, sarada ‘narrate’, talaa ‘read’, waddaha ‘explain’, wassala
˙˙ ˙
˙˙
‘communicate’
b. qaala ‘say’ verbs: Pac qaba ‘reply’, Padaafa ‘add’, Pabraza ‘insist’,
˙
Pafaada ‘utter’, Pardafa ‘reply’, Pawhaa ‘reveal’, dakara ‘voice’, karrara
¯
˙
‘repeat’, kataba ‘write’, laahada ‘observe’, qaala ‘say’, raddada ‘repeat’,
˙ ¯˙
taabac a ‘add’,
c. hamasa ‘whisper’ verbs: hassa ‘whisper’, hamasa ‘whisper’, hashasa
‘whisper’, wašwaša ‘whisper’, waswasa ‘whisper’

(91) a. qaala š-šaahid-u
l-haqiiqat-a.
˙ -truth-ACC
said DEF-witness-NOM DEF
‘The witness told the truth.’
b. qaala š-šaahid-u
: “ waqac a-ti l-jariimat-u
fii
said DEF-witness-NOM : “ occurred-F DEF-crime-NOM in
maktab-i d-dahiyat-i”.
˙ ˙ -victim˙
office-GEN DEF
GEN ”
‘The witness said: “The crime occurred in the office of the victim”.’
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(92) a. Padaafa l-waziir-u
kalimaat-in qaliilat-in.
˙
added DEF-minister-NOM words-ACC few-ACC
‘The minister added a few words.’
b. Padaafa l-waziir-u
: “ siyaasat-u-naa l-Pqtisaadiyat-u
˙
˙
added
DEF-minister-NOM : “ policy-NOM-our DEF-ecomonicNOM
naajihat-un”.
˙
successfulNOM ”
‘The minister added: “Our economic policy is successful”.’
(93) a. hamasa c aliy-un bidc a
kalimaat-ACC.
˙
whispered Ali-NOM few-ACC words-ACC
‘Ali whispered a few words.’
b. hamasa c aliy-un : “ Pic in-ii qitc at-a halwaa”.
˙ ACC cake
˙
whispered Ali-NOM : “ give-me piece‘Ali whispered: “Give me a piece of cake”.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with some classes of verbal message transfer. The topic
is realized as the direct object of the sentence in the a-variant, or as quoted
complement clause in the b-variant. There is no restriction on the nature of the
quotation allowed in this case.

7.15

Object/kayfaPP alternation

(94) šaraha ‘explain’ verbs: Padhara ‘show’, Paftaa ‘dictate’, Palqaa ‘recite’,
¯˙
˙
c
Pamlaa ‘dectate’, Pawdaha ‘clarify’,
allala ‘prove’, šaraha ‘explain’, hakaa
˙ ˙
˙
˙
‘narrate’, barrara ‘explain’, bayyana ‘show’, fassala ‘explain’, fassara ‘inter˙˙
pret’, jallaa ‘explain’, qassa ‘narrate’, qaala ‘tell/say’, qaraPa ‘read’, rawaa
˙˙
‘narrate’, sarada ‘narrate’, talaa ‘read’, waddaha ‘explain’, wassala ‘commu˙˙ ˙
˙˙
nicate’

(95) a. šaraha
r-riyaadiy-u
l-muc aadalat-a
˙
˙
explained
mathematicianNOM DEF-equation-ACC
‘The mathematician explained the equation.’
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b. šaraha
r-riyaadiy-u
kayfa halla
˙
˙
˙
explained mathematician-NOM how resolved(-he)
l-muc aadalat-a
DEF-equation-ACC
‘The mathematician explained how he resolved the equation.’
(96) fahima ‘understand’ verbs: Padraka ‘apprehend’, c aqila ‘comprehend’,
taqifa ‘learn’, fatina ‘understand’, fahima ‘understand’, faqiha ‘apprehend’,
¯
˙
Pistawc aba ‘assimilate’, laqina ‘learn’, tabattana ‘assimilate’, tafahhama
˙˙
‘understand’, wac aa ‘comprehend’, xabira ‘conceive’,
(97) a. fahima
t-taalib-u
l-muškil-a.
˙ ˙ -student-NOM DEF-problem-ACC
understood DEF
‘The student understood the problem.’
b. fahima
t-taalib-u
kayfa halla
˙ ˙ -student-NOM how resolved(-he)
˙
understood DEF
l-muškil-a.
DEF-problem-ACC
‘The student understood how he resolved the problem.’
(98) c allama ‘teach’ verbs: c allama ‘teach’, darrasa ‘instruct’, laqqana ‘teach
(99) a. darrasa l-riyaadiy-u
l-jabr-a.
˙
taught DEF-mathematicianNOM DEF-algebra-ACC
‘The mathematician taught algebra.’
b. darrasa l-riyaadiy-u
kayfa tuhallu
˙
˙
taught DEF-mathematician-NOM how resolvePASS
l-muc aadalaat-u
l-muc aqqadat-u.
DEF-equations-NOM DEF-complex-NOM
‘The mathematician taught how to resolve complex equations.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with verbs of message transfer and verbs of cognition.
In the b-variant, the internal argument is a complement clause headed by an
interrogative complementizer kayfa ‘how’ marking the manner. The complement
clause is finite and its verb can be marked for tense, mode and aspect categories
available in Arabic. It can also take a nominal phrase as an argument.
Unlike the last two complement clauses, kayfa ‘how’ complement clause can only
be assigned an OBJ function and cannot alternate with PPs (99a–b).
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7.16

Object/maa-CP alternation

(100) šaraha ‘explain’ verbs: Padhara ‘show’, Paftaa ‘dictate’, Palqaa ‘recite’,
¯˙
˙
c
Pamlaa ‘dictate’, Pawdaha ‘clarify’,
allala ‘prove’, šaraha ‘explain’, hakaa
˙ ˙
˙
˙
‘narrate’, barrara ‘explain’, bayyana ‘show’, fassala ‘explain’, fassara ‘inter˙˙
pret’, jallaa ‘explain’, qassa ‘narrate’, qaala ‘tell/say’, qaraPa ‘read’, rawaa
˙˙
‘narrate’, sarada ‘narrate’, talaa ‘read’, waddaha ‘explain’, wassala ‘commu˙˙ ˙
˙˙
nicate’
c
(101) a. šaraha
aliy-un l-muc aadalat-a.
˙
explained Ali-NOM DEF-equation-ACC
‘Ali explained the equation.’
c
a. šaraha
aliy-un maa lam yafham-hu
t-talabat-u.
˙
˙ ˙ -students-NOM
explained Ali-NOM what not undetstood-it DEF
‘Ali explained what the students have not understood.’

(102) fahima ‘understand’ verbs: Padraka ‘apprehend’, c aqila ‘comprehend’,
taqifa ‘learn’, fatina ‘understand’, fahima ‘understand’, faqiha ‘apprehend’,
¯
˙
Pistawc aba ‘assimilate’, laqina ‘learn’, tabattana ‘assimilate’, tafahhama
˙˙
‘understand’, wac aa ‘comprehend’, xabira ‘conceive’
(103) a. fahima
zayd-un s-suPaal-a.
understood Zayd-NOM DEF-question-ACC
‘Zayd understood the question.’
b. fahima
zayd-un maa yaqsidu-hu c aliy-un.
˙
understood Zayd-NOM what means-it
Ali-NOM
‘Zayd understood what ali means.’
(104) c allama ‘teach’ verbs: c allama ‘teach’, darrasa ‘instruct’, laqqana ‘ teach

(105) a. c allama l-Pustaad-u
talabat-a-hu
Pumuur-an
˙
taught DEF-professor-NOM stundentsACC-his things-IND-ACC
jadiidat-an.
new-IND-ACC
‘The prodefessor taught his students new things.’
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b. c allama l-Pustaad-u
talabat-a-hu
maa lam
˙
taught DEF-professor-NOM stundents-ACC-his what not
yac lam-uu
know-PL
‘The prodefessor taught his students what they didn’t know.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with verbs of cognition and verbs of message transfer. Its
main property is the realization of the topic as a direct object in the a-variant and
as a complement claused headed by the interrogative complementizer maa ‘what’
in the b-variant. maaCP has the properties of a wh-phrase and is the interrogative
counter-part of either the declarative or the subjunctive complement clause.

7.17

biPP/maaCP alternation

(106) Pic tarafa ‘confess’ verbs: Paqarra ‘acknowledge’, Paqrara ‘acknowledge’,
baaha ‘reveal’, baaPa ‘reveal’, Pic tarafa ‘confess’, sallama ‘acknowledge’
˙
(107) a. Pic tarafa l-lis-u
bi-jarimat-i-hi.
˙
confessed DEF-thief-NOM about-crime-GEN-his
‘The thief confessed his crime’
b. Pic tarafa l-lis-u
bi-maa
saraqa.
˙
confessed DEF-thief-NOM about-what stole
‘The thief confessed what he stole.’
(108) Pac olama ‘inform’ verbs (some): Pac lama ‘inform’, Pašc ara ‘notify’,
Pablaġa ‘report’, Pafaada ‘inform’, PanbaPa ‘notify’, Paxbara ‘update’, Pxtra
˙
‘notify’, dakkara ‘remind’, ballaġa ‘report’, nabbaPa ‘inform’, xabbara ‘in¯
form’
(109) a. Pac lama zayd-un š-šurtatiy-u
bi-l-haadit-i.
¯
˙
˙ DEF
informed Zayd-NOM DEF-policemanACC about-accident-GEN
‘Zayd informed the policeman about the accident.’
b. Pac lama zayd-un š-šurtatiy-u
bi-maa
hadata.
¯
˙
informed Zayd-NOM DEF-policeman-ACC about-what happened
‘Zayd informed the policeman about what happened.’
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(110) sarraha ‘declare’ verbs: Padlaa ‘declare’, Pafaada ‘add’, sadaha ‘an˙
˙
˙
˙
nouce’, sarraha ‘declare’, qaala ‘say’
˙
˙
(111) a. sarraha l-waziir-u
bi-miizaaniyat-i s-sanat-i.
˙
˙ DEF-minister-NOM of-budget-GEN DEF-year-GEN
declared
‘The minister declared the budget of the year.’
b. sarraha l-waziir-u
bi-maa sarafa-t l-hukuumat-u.
˙declared
˙ DEF-minister-NOM of-what spent˙
˙ -government
F DEF
‘The minister declared what the government spent.’
Comment:
This alternation is found with verbs of message transfer with a topic realized
as a PP headed by bi ‘with’. The b-variant realizes the topic as complement
clause headed by the WH-complementizer maa ‘what’, with the whole clause
being the object of a PP phrase headed by bi ‘with’. Unlike ?anna ‘that’ and
?an ‘to’ complement clauses which are allowed to be realized be either with or
without a preposition, a maa complement clause always requires a preposition.
Thus, deleting the preposition bi ‘with’ in (112) leads to ungrammaticality.
(112) * Pic tarafa l-lis-u
(bi-)maa
saraqa.
˙
confessed DEF-thief-NOM (about-)what stole
‘The thief confessed what he stole.’

7.18

c

alaaPP/maaCP alternation

(113) rakkaza ‘concentrate’ verbs: rakkaza ‘concentrate’
(114) a. rakkaza-t
salmaa c alaa waajibaat-i-haa.
concentrated-F Salma on homework-GEN-her
‘Salmaa concentrated on her homework.’
b. rakkaza-t
salmaa c alaa maa sa-ta-fc al-u.
concentrated-F Salma on what FUT-F-do-NOM
‘Salmaa concentrated on what she will do.’
(115) c aataba ‘blame’ verbs: Paaxada ‘blame’, Paxada ‘blame’, , c aaba ‘fault’,
¯
¯
c
aataba ‘blame’, c ataba ‘blame’, c ayyaba ‘fault’, Pistankara ‘condemne’, ...
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(116) a. c aatabat l-Pumm-u
Pibn-a-haa c alaa l-Pihmaal-i.
blamed DEF-mother-NOM son-ACC-her for DEF-negligence-GEN
‘The mother blamed her son for his negligence.’
b. c aatabat l-Pumm-u
Pibn-a-haa c alaa maa fac arala.
blamed DEF-mother-NOM son-ACC-her for what did
‘The mother blamed her son for what he did.’
(117) madaha ‘praise’ verbs: Pac dama ‘glorify’, Pataaba ‘recompense’, Paajara
¯˙
¯
˙
‘recompense’, Pabbaxa ‘decry’, Padaana
‘condemn’, Pajalla ‘honor’, Pannaba
‘castigate’, Paqdac a ‘insult’, c addama ‘honor’, c adala ‘blame’, c aaqaba ‘pun¯
¯˙ ¯˙
¯
ish’, c annafa ‘reprimand’, šajaba
‘denounce’, šakara ‘thank’, šatama ‘insult’,
hayyaa ‘greet’, damma ‘reprimand’, bajjala ‘praise’, bakata ‘castigate’, hajaa
¯
˙
‘dispraise’, hannaPa ‘congratulate’, Pintahara ‘rebuke’, Pintaqada ‘criticize’,
Pistahjana ‘reprove’, Pizdajara ‘rebuke’, jaamala ‘compliment’, jaaza ‘compensate’, madaha ‘praise’, qadafa ‘insult’, saamaha ‘forgive’, sabba ‘insult’,
¯
˙
˙
wabbaxa ‘chasten’, zajara ‘rebuke’, . . .
c
(118) a. madaha l-malik-u
l-waziir-a
alaa c amal-i-hi.
˙
praised DEF-king-NOM DEF-minister-ACC for work-GEN-his
‘The king praised the minister for his work.’
c
b. madaha l-malik-u
l-waziir-a
alaa maa sanac a.
˙
˙
praised DEF-king-NOM DEF-minister-ACC for what did
‘The king praised the minister for what he did.’

Comment:
Similar to the last alternation, the c alaaPP/maaCP alternation is characteristic
of some classes of verbs that take a subcategorized or adjunct PP headed by c alaa
‘on’. In the b-variant, the object of the PP is a complement clause headed by the
interrogative complementizer maa ‘what’. Here, it is also impossible to omit the
preposition due to the presence of the wh-complementizer.

7.19

Conclusion

We presented an overview of the most frequently used alternations involving
complement clauses of different kinds. In the next chapter, we build classes for
Arabic verbs, using the diathesis alternations listed in the last three chapters.
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Chapter 8
Arabic verb classes
After building a collection of relevant alternations in Arabic, we now classify
verbs in a manner similar to Levin (1993). Section 8.1, we present an overview of
previous work on verb classes for Arabic including the few established classes in
the traditional grammar as well as recent work on automatic verb classe extraction.
Section 8.2.2 provides more details about the method used to build verb classes
for Arabic by giving an example and providing results. Section 8.3 presents chosen
verb classes (about 122 classes) built for Arabic with descriptions showing the
main properties of each class in a comparative perspective.

8.1
8.1.1

Arabic verb classes in the traditional grammar and previous work
Verb classes in the traditional Arabic grammar

The 1300 year old grammar tradition of Arabic has used the concept of verb
classes to distinguish different kinds of verbs. However, the classification was to
a lesser degree semantically motivated than grammatically or morphologically
oriented, with the main task of concentrating or emphasizing the irregular use
of some groups of verbs in comparison to the majority of regular verbs or on
detecting the major morphological properties of groups of verbs in term of their
root-pattern structure (Siibawayh, 1983).
Thus, the Arabic grammar outlines three classes of verbs based on their particular
auxiliary-like grammatical behavior. These classes are called muqaaraba wa šruuc a
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‘approaching and beginning’, kaada ‘be-on-the-point’ and rajaaP ‘hope’. However,
as we will see later, this particular grammatical behavior seems to reflect semantic
properties shared by the verbs of each of these classes. This fact, as accidental as
it may appear, reflects the premise underlying the theory of verb classification
adopted in this thesis, which asserts that the syntactic behavior of verbs reflects
the properties of their core semantic meaning.
The main characteristic of the three classes established in classic Arabic grammar
lies in their restricted subcategorization. Thus, their verbs only subcategorize for
complement clauses. The verb of the complement clause is atemporal and is not
allowed to appear in other tenses than the canonical “modaaric ”. The three classes
differ with respect to whether their verbs allow for a Pan-complement clause or
a null-C clause. This difference turns out to be sensitive to three semantic and
aspectual types introduced by each of three verbs classes. Thus, the verbs of the
class muqaaraba wa šruuc a ‘approaching and beginning’ are used to indicate that
an event has begun or been entered into, verbs of the class kaada ‘be-on-the-point’
indicate that an event is on the point of taking place, whereas verbs of the rajaaP
‘hope’ class indicate an emotional state of “hope” that an event takes state. The
examples in (1 to 3) show each of these classes with their respective members and
examples of use.
(1) muqaaraba wa šruuc a ‘approaching and begining’ class:
a. PanšaPa ‘start’, Paxada ‘begin’, c allaqa ‘begin’, tafaqa ‘start’, badaPa ‘begin’,
˙
habba ‘start’, halhala ‘begin’, Pinbaraa ‘start’, jac ala ‘start’, qaama ‘begin’
b. badaPa r-radiic -u
ya-bokii.
˙
started DEF-baby-NOM MASC-cray
‘The baby started crying.’
c. * badaPa r-radiic -u
Pan ya-bokii.
˙
started DEF-baby-NOM to MASC-cray
‘The baby started to cry.’
(2) kaada ‘be-on-the-point’ class:
a. kaada ‘be on the point’, kari/uba ‘be on the point’, Pawhaka ‘be on the point’
˙
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c
b. kaada
aliy-un Pan yu-kmil-a
l-kitaab-a.
is-on-the-point Ali-NOM to 3.MASC.SG-finish-ACC DEF-book-ACC
‘Ali is on the verge of finishing the book.’
c
c. kaada
aliy-un yu-kmilu
l-kitaab-a.
is-on-the-point Ali-NOM 3.MASC.SG-finish DEF-book-ACC
‘Ali is on the verge of finishing the book.’

(3) ‘rajaaPa’ ‘hope’ class:
a. c asaa ‘may’, haraa ‘may’, xlawlaqa ‘may
˙
b. c asaa Pan yaqbal-a
l-mudiir-u
l-mašruuc -a.
may that accepts-ACC DEF-director-NOM DEF-project-ACC
‘May the director accept the project.’
c. c asaa l-mudiir-u
yaqbalu l-mašruuc -a.
may DEF-director-NOM accepts DEF-project-ACC
‘May the director accept the project.’
Morphologically oriented classifications (Ibn-faaris, 1946) are concerned with
classifying verbs according to their morphological root-pattern properties. The
traditional pattern system of the Arabic grammar considers verbs to be built out
of a three-consonantal abstract root represented canonically as [f][c ][l]. This root
is mapped onto a number of patterns which build different categories of verbs.
The minimal root-pattern length required to build a meaningful verb is of five
to six letters and is of the kind [f]a[]a/i/u[c ]a (CaCa/i/uCa). Verbs with this
pattern are called Pafc aal mujarrada ‘simple verbs’, that is, verbs constituted of
the consonants of the root and (only) vowels of the pattern. Patterns adding more
consonants to the root consonants belong to a category of verbs called Pafc aal
maziida ‘complex verbs’. Verbs of the two categories are divided according their
respective patterns.
Although these classifications are of morphological nature, traditional grammarians did not fail to detect the correlation between some verb pattern and meaning
aspects (Siibawayh, 1983) (Ibn-faaris, 1946). Thus, the pattern ?in[f]a[c ]a[l]a
is acknowledged to express motaawac a ‘inchoativity’, the pattern ?ista[f][c ]a[l]a
expresses reflexivity, the pattern ta[f]aa[c ]a[l]a expresses the pretention or the
reciprocality and [f]a[c ][c ]a[l]a express the intensity. However, this correlation
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applies not in a general and complete manner, since most patterns can have
more than one semantic meaning (multifunctional) and are therefore less helful
in detecting/predicting the meaning of verbs. For instance, [f]aa[c ]a[l]a is the
pattern of most reciprocal verbs, but it can also be found with verbs having other
meanings, such as raaqaba ‘watch’, laahada ‘observe’, c aaqaba ‘punish’, c aalaja
˙ ¯˙
‘treat’, daac araba, ‘kid’ etc.
In this thesis, the few classes provided by the traditional grammar are integrated
into the verb class collection built for Arabic. The root-pattern system has a
marginal importance in determining the semantic meaning of verbs. However, it
will be used to determine/generate derivationally related verb pairs that share
the same core meaning (see section 9.3).

8.1.2

Verb classification: previous work

Most theoretical work on verb classes for Arabic does not result in an acknowledged
collection of verb classes, not least because the approaches are still controversial.
The contentious issue is the correlation between morphological basic forms (root,
stem, etymon) and the meaning as well as the organsation in the lexicon.
The common approach to verb classification in Arabic is a root based approach,
which assumes that the core meaning of a verb is carried by a root consisting of
two to four consonants in a specific order which guarantee the semantic relation
to other verbs in the lexicon (McCarthy, 1981). This approach is indeed useful
for grouping entries related to the same root, but it reveals itself to be irrelevant
when it comes to accounting for more complex semantic relations, because the
relation between root and derivation is hard to find.
An alternative model presented in Ehret (1995) and especially in Bohas (1991)
claims that verb meaning resides in a two-consonant root-like form called etymon
∈. An etymon is a combination of two consonants presented as a matrix µ of
primitive phonetic features (e.g. dental, labial) that are assumed to have a semic
value shared by all words built on the basis of the etymon. For example the
feature matrix in (4) produces etymons like f t or fè which have a semic nucleus
¯
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described in Table 8.1. The verbs built on the basis of this etymons are listed in
Table 8.2.


[+consonantal] [+consonantal]
[labial]
[-voiced]
(4) µ


[-nasal]
[+continuant]
-

movement of air, wind
breathing
passing of wind by man or an animal
implication → various smells

Table 8.1: Semic nucleaus of the features matrix µ

nafata :
¯
faèèa :
faèfaha:
faèaa:
lafaèa:

‘to
‘to
‘to
‘to
‘to

blow on something’
hiss, to wheeze while sleeping’
wheeze while sleeping’
perfume meals with aromas’
blow (said of a warm wind)’

Table 8.2: Verbs carrying the etymons ft and fè
¯
Alongside the fact that the two models (root model and etymon model) cannot be generalized across the whole lexicon, they do not associate the semantic
meaning of the verbs with their syntactic structure. Furthermore, they provide
no explanation as to how the residual root meaning is manifested in by different
lexical items (including nouns, verbs, adjective and adverb) and how the derivation
process affects this meaning.
Diab & Snider (2006) attempt to apply clustering techniques to induce verb
classes for Arabic from a corpus using features like subcategorization frames,
verb patterns, subject animacy, LSA semantic vectors. They report that their
clustering method performs well in comparison to a gold standard produced by a
noisy translation of English verbs from Levin’s classes. However, no information
on the number or the natures of the classes produced by the clustering is reported.
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8.2
8.2.1

Classifying Arabic verbs
The role of the lexicalization strategies and subcategorization

To build classes for Arabic, we port established classes from English as presented
by (Levin, 1993) and use them as start point to build verb classes for Arabic. The
main assumption is that at some level of presentation, Levin’s verb classes should
also be manifested in languages other than English.
As one can expect, the level of representation that can be crosslinguistically identified is the semantic structure. Jackendoff (2010, 7) points out that the conceptual
structure is “common to all natural languages: translation preserves conceptual
structure”. Languages vary only in the nature of the interfaces (phonology, morphology, syntax) they use to “make the thoughts communicable”. Thus, we can
consider Levin’s classes to be language specific realizations of universal concepts
or conceptual structures.
Especially the super-classes in Levin’s collection are good candidates to be identified cross linguistically because of their high degree of generalization. For instance,
the super-class change of possession involves a transfer of possession with at
least five participants: an agent, a recipient or beneficiary, a source, a theme
and in some cases an asset. The main semantic predicate can be described as
[TRANSFER]. This predicate is often used in combination with the causative predicate [CAUSE] to describe the volitional event of possession transfer and/or with
a manner predicate [MANNER] to specify the manner the transfer of possession
takes place.
(5) Agent Theme [TRANSFER] [CAUSE]* [MANNER]* Recipient/ Beneficiary
Source*1
The meaning components associated with this super-class as shown in (5) are
expected to be found in many languages. Languages, however, vary in how these
components appear on the lexical and the grammatical level and what specifications they add to them. Thus, most languages lexicalize the main predicate
1

The stars stand here for optionality and not for ungrammaticality.
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[TRANSFER] in combination with [CAUSE]. Other languages additionally lexicalize the theme as is the case with the Arabic verb Pazbada ‘give-butter’, with a
zero-relation to the word zubda ‘butter’.
The lexicalization strategy of the meaning components has an impact on the
subcategorization behavior of the verb. Thus, verbs of transfer of possession that
only lexicalize the predicates [TRANSFER] and [CAUSE] are most likely to be
ditransitive verbs with the argument structure in (6). Verbs that do not are
transitive (7).
(6) NPagent V NPtheme NPrecipient
(7) NPrecipient V NPtheme
Concomitantly, languages vary in the way they combine the meaning components
to build finer-grained classes of verbs. Arabic verbs of possession transfer for
instance realize the meaning components in (5) in the following combinations:

(8) a. Agent Theme [CAUSE] [TRANSFER] Recipient Source Asset:
Pištaraa ‘buy’, Piqtanaa ‘choise’, Pibtaac a ‘buy’, * saraqa ‘steal’
* sallafa ‘lend’
b. Agent [CAUSE] [TRANSFER] Theme Recipient:
Pac taa ‘give’, Pahdaa ‘donate’, manaha ‘give’
˙
˙
˙
c. Recipient [TRANSFER] Theme Source Asset:
hasa ‘get’, haaza ‘get’, * Pac taa ‘give’
˙ ˙
˙
d. Agent [TRANSFER] Theme Recipient Asset
Paddaa ‘pay’, sarafa ‘spend’, Panfaqa ‘spend’, dafac a ‘pay’
˙
...
In addition, verbs with the same set of meanings components can differ in the
lexicalization of some specific meaning aspects such as the manner. In English
as well as in Arabic, two verbs of transfer of possession can vary in whether the
transfer takes place in a juridically legal form or not. This gives rise to at least
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two different classes of verbs: the class of verbs like steal involoving an illegal
transfer of possession, and the class of giving involving a legal transaction between
two participants.
Similarly, denominal verbs like zayyata ‘oil’, saqqafa ‘roof’, hawwata ‘stonewall’
˙
˙
incorporate/lexicalize what ordinarily corresponds to the theme or other roles. For
instance the verb saqqafa ‘roof’ in (9b) arises as the verbalization of the meanings
of two lexical items in the paraphrase in (9a), namely the meaning of verb wadac a
˙
‘put’ and the meaning of its object saqf ‘roof’.
(9) a. wadac a l-bannaaP-u
saqf-an
fawaqa d-daar-i.
˙
put
DEF-builder-NOM roof-IND-ACC on
DEF-house-GEN
‘The builder put a root on the house.’
b. saqqafa l-bannaaP-u
d-daar-a.
roofed DEF-builder-NOM DEF-house-ACC
‘The builder roofed the house.’
Here we are confronted with a situation where a set of meaning components
(at least one predicate [MOVE] and one thematic role theme) with a particular
relation to each other are associated with a single lexical item derived from the
surface form of one of these components.
Talmy (1987) notes in many languages, verbs of motion share the common use
that expresses motion occurring in various manners or by various causes. One
verb that is acknowledged to incorporate the predicate [MOVE] and the predicate
[MANNER] in many languages is the verb roll. A second verb that incorporates
(conflates) the predicate [MOVE] and the predicate [CAUSE] is the verb push. The
meaning of verbs of motion in different languages are composed of five elements:
a figure (theme), a motion (the main event predicate), a path, a ground (location)
and an optional manner or cause predicate. The lexicalizsation process which
undergoes a verb like roll and the corresponding verb in Arabic dahraja selects
˙
only two meaning components, the [MOTION] and the [MANNER]. The rest of
the components remains at a deeper level of the verb meaning.
Similarly, the verb saqqafa ‘roof’ in (9) and its counterpart in English and other
languages is the result of the same lexicalization process, which “conflates” the
semantic predicate [MOTION] and the thematic role theme.
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Consequently, classes of verbs in two different languages may share some
properties including
a. the configuration of the meaning components
b. the lexicalization strategy
c. the syntactic realization of each meaning component
d. the diathesis alternation they allow
They can, however, diverge from each other in one or more of these criteria.
For instance, the verb of motion dahraja ‘roll’ and the corresponding verb in
˙
English shares the first tree properties, but varies in the number and the nature
of alternations they are found with. Thus, the two verbs have the meaning components <Theme, [MOTION], Agent, Path, [MANNER],[CAUSE]>, from which
three components are conflated, namely [MOTION], [MANNER] and [CAUSE].
Both verbs have a basic argument structure realizing the agent as the subject,
the theme as the object and the path or the location (source) as a PP. However,
as can be seen in (10)–(14), the two verbs (and their respective classes) diverge
in the realizations of their arguments as reflected in the alternations they are
found with. Thus, both verbs are found with the causative/inchoative alternation
(10), but only roll can be found with the transitive and the intransitive resultative
construction (11-12). In addition only the Arabic verb dahraja ‘roll’ and its
˙
inchoative derived form ta-dahraja ‘INTR-roll’ are found with the cognate object
˙
alternation (13–14).
(10) Causative/Inchoative Alternation
a. Bill rolled the ball down the hill.
b. The ball rolled down the hill.

(Levin, 1993, 265)

c. dahraja c aliy-un l-kurat-a Pilaa l-marmaa.
˙
rolled
Ali-NOM DEF-ball to DEF-goal.
‘Ali rolled the ball into the goal.’
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d. ta-dahraja-t
l-kurat-u
Pilaa l-marmaa.
˙
INCH-rolled-1.F.SG DEF-ball-NOM to
DEF-goal.
‘The ball rolled into the goal.’
(11) Resultative Phrase (intransitive):
a. The drawer rolled.
b. The drawer rolled open.

(Levin, 1993, 265)

c. ta-dahraja l-hajar-u.
˙
INCH-rolled
DEF-stone-NOM
’The stone rolled.’
d. * ta-dahraja l-hajar-u
munokasir.
˙
* INCH-rolled
DEF-stone-NOM broken
‘The stone rolled broken.’
(12) Resultative Phrase (transitive):
a. Bill rolled the drawer.
b. Bill rolled the drawer open.
c. dahraja c aliy-un l-hajar-a.
˙
rolled
Ali-NOM DEF-stone-ACC
’Ali rolled the stone.’
d. * dahraja c aliy-un l-hajar-a
munokasir.
˙
c
* rolled
aliy-un DEF-stone-ACC broken
’Ali rolled the stone broken.’
(13) Cognate Object Construction (intransitive):
a. The ball rolled.
b. * The ball rolled a slow rolling.
c. ta-dahraja-t
l-kurat-u.
˙
INCH-rolled-1.F.SG DEF-ball-NOM.
‘The ball rolled.’
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d. ta-dahraja-t
l-kurat-u
dahrajat-an
batiiPat-an.
˙
˙
˙ IND-ACC .
INCH-rolled-1.F.SG DEF-ball-NOM rolling-IND-ACC slow‘The ball rolled slowly.’
(14) Cognate Object Construction (transitive):
a. Bill rolled the ball.
b. * Bill rolled the ball a slow rolling.
c. dahraja c aliy-un l-kurat-a.
˙
rolled
Ali-NOM DEF-ball-ACC.
‘Ali rolled the ball.’
c
d. dahraja
aliy-un l-kurat-u
dahrajat-an
batiiPat-an.
˙ 1.F.SG Ali-NOM DEF-ball-ACC rolling˙
˙ IND-ACC .
rolledIND-ACC slow‘Ali rolled the ball slowly.’

We conclude that using English verb classes to classify verbs of another language
is useful but is not a simple transfer or translation task, since, as we have seen,
languages may share the same meaning structures (conceptual structures), but
vary in how these structures appear on the lexical and the syntactic surface. If we
take it as a matter of fact that Levin’s super-classes like contact by impact, change
of possession and social interaction provide a reasonable degree of generalization
to be used for other languages, our task will consist of:

1. Collecting all verbs that share the meaning structure provided by the superclass.
2. Testing each of Levin’s classes (the finer-grained classes) for their ability to
classify verbs of the collection. Arabic verbs are considered to be transferable
into a Levin class if:
a. they lexicalize meaning components of the super-class in the same way
as the finer-grained classes do.
b. they realize their meaning components in a similar way as the finergrained classes.
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3. Classifying the remaining verbs according to:
a. the particular lexicalization of the meaning components of the superclass.
b. the particular realization of each meaning component, especially the
thematic participants on the syntactic level.
c. the alternations they are found with.

8.2.2

Levin’s verb classes for Arabic. An Example

Let’s take the super-class of psych verbs in Levin’s collection as a candidate
class to be identified in Arabic. This class is constituted of verbs describing
an emotional state of an animate object. Its members take two arguments, a
causer or a stimulus, an experiencer and in some cases an instrument-like role
which we call here oblique. The central semantic predicate can be represented
as [EMOTIONAL-STATE]. This predicate specifies the nature of the emotional
state described by the verbs. For causative psych verbs, the predicate [CAUSE] is
added (15)1 .
(15) Causer

[EMOTIONAL-STATE]

Experiencer

[CAUSE]

theme

In English, finer-grained classes are distinguished according to whether the verbs
conflate the predicate [CAUSE] or not. This lexicalization process has a direct
impact on the argument structure of the investigate verbs. Verbs that conflate the
[CAUSE] predicate have the subcategorization structure NP V NP. However, most
of them can participate in the causative/inchoative alternation, which allows them
to appear in the subcategorization frame NP V without being overtly marked.
Verbs that do not conflate the predicate [CAUSE] belong to a different class.
Further differentiations are done according to the nature of the argument that
each thematic role is assigned to, i.g. NPexperiencer versus PPexperiencer , or to the
number and the kind of diathesis alternations each verb is found with. All these
criteria give rise to four (finer-grained) classes: amuse, marvel, admire and appeal
1

The cause is a semantic predicate which descibes an event or a subsevent and the causer is
the thematic role associated with classes involving emotional-states or a second causative (see
sections 9.1.3.4 and 9.1.2)
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(Levin, 1993, 188–193). Tables 8.3 to 8.6 present the properties of each of the four
classes in English according to the following criteria: the lexicalization of meaning
components, the argument structures and the assignment of thematic roles.
Now, we tray to classify Arabic psych verbs in a similar way. In the first step, we
collect verbs that share the central components of the meaning structure described
in (15). This step results in the verb list in (16). Note that this is an abbreviated
list that mainly serves to demonstrate the methods followed in building verb
classes for Arabic by profiting from Levin’s verbs collection. The comprehensive
list of psych verbs in Arabic and the classes they belong to are treated in more
detail in section 8.3.17.1 and can be consulted electronically under http://ling.
uni-konstanz.de/pages/home/mousser/files/Arabic_verbnet.php.
Class: Amuse
Members: abash, affect, afflict, affront, aggravate, aggrieve, impress, incense,
inflame, infuriate, irk, irritate, jade, jolt, lull, intimidate, intoxicate, jade, jar,
jollify, madden, menace, mesmerize, miff, molest, molli, . . .
Lexicalization: [EMOTIONAL-STATE], [CAUSE]
Roles and Restrictions: Experiencer [+animate], Causer

Frame

Example

Role Assignement

NP
NP
NP
NP

The clown amused the children
Little children amuse easily.
The clown amused.
The clown amused the children
with his antics.
The clown’s antics amused the
children.
That movie bored me silly.

Causer V Experiencer
Experiencer V ADV
Cause V
Causer V Experiencer
{with} Oblique
Cause
<+genitive>(’s)
Oblique V Experiencer
Causer V Experiencer

V
V
V
V

NP
ADV
NP
NP PP

NP V NP
NP V NP ADJ

Table 8.3: The amuse class in English

(16) Psych Verbs (in Arabic): dammara ‘break’, faajaPa ‘surprise’, fatana
‘seduce’, haddada ‘menace’, hamma ‘sadden’, hammasa ‘enthuse’, Pac dama
˙
‘glorify’, Pac azza ‘cherish’, Paġbata ‘envy’, Pahabba ‘love’, Pataaqa ‘tol˙
˙
˙
erate’, Paatara ‘prefer’, Pajalla ‘glorify’, Pallaha ‘idolize’, Panifa ‘reject’,
¯
Pbġada ‘abhor’, c ašiqa ‘love’, c aafa ‘detest’, hasada ‘envy’, faddala ‘prefer’,
˙
˙
˙˙
Pic tabara ‘consider’, Pizdaraa ‘debase’, kariha ‘hate’, maqata ‘abominate’,
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Class: Admire

Members: abhor, admire, adore, affirm, applaud, appreciate, bear, disbelieve,
distrust, dread, envy, esteem, exalt, execrate, loathe, miss, mourn, pity, prefer,
prize, reaffirm, stand, suffer, support, tolerate, treasure, . . .
Lexicalization: [EMOTIONAL-STATE]
Roles and Restrictions: Theme Experiencer [+animate], Predicate

Frame

Example

Role Assignement

NP V NP

Experiencer V Theme

NP V NP PP

The tourists admired the paintings.
I admired him for his honesty.

NP V NP PP

I admired the honesty in him.

Experiencer V Theme
{for} Predicate
Experiencer V Predicate
{in} Theme

Table 8.4: The Admire class in English

Pamina ‘trust’, Pani/afa ‘disgust’, c aafa ‘disgust’, hadira ‘beware’, haaba
˙ ¯
‘fear’, Pihtadara ‘beware’, Pistaladda ‘enjoy’, Pittaqaa ‘beware’, malla ‘bore’,
¯¯
˙ ¯
nafara ‘disgust’, rahiba ‘fear’, saPi/ama ‘bore’, tawajjasa ‘fear’, tawaqqaa
‘beware’, waji/ala ‘fear’, xašiia ‘fear’, xaafa ‘fear’, Puġrima ‘love’, Puulic a
‘adore’, kalifa ‘adore’, lahija ‘adore’, Pašfaqa ‘pity’, Paamana ‘believe’, Pasifa
‘regret’, c atafa ‘pity’, hanaa ‘love’, Pic taqada ‘believe’, nadima ‘regret’, nafara
˙
˙
‘disgust’, taPassafa ‘regret’, tanaddama ‘regret’, tawallac a ‘adore’, watiqa
¯
‘trust’, Paba/iha ‘care’, c abiPa ‘care’, c ajiba ‘wonder’, c a/uniya ‘worry’,
baalaa ‘care’, dahiša ‘wonder’, Pihtamma ‘care’, Piltafata ‘care’, Pintabaha
‘care’, . . .
Each verb in the list is tested regarding its lexicalization behaviour. Similar to
English, these criteria split the super-class in (16) into two main groups: one
group is constituted of verbs that conflate the semantic predicate [CAUSE] e.g.
sallaa ‘amuse’ and faajaPa ‘surprise’, whereas the second group is constituted of
verbs that do not conflate the predicate for instnace Pahabba ‘love’ and qaddara
˙
‘admire’. Each of these groups can be subdivided to finer-grained groups (classes)
according to their argument structures and to the nature of the argument their
thematic roles are assigned to. In this way, the first group reveals itself to be
more homogenous. With its verbs (verbs with [CAUSE] conflation) forming the
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Class: Marvel
Members: cheer, cringe, enthuse, exult, fume, gladden, madden, marvel,
rage, rejoice, adden, sicken, swoon, thrill, wonder . . .
Lexicalization: [EMOTIONAL-STATE], [CAUSE]
Roles and Restrictions: Experiencer [+animate], Causer

Frame

Example

Role Assignement

NP V PP

The beauty of the Grand Canyon
has been marveled over by countless tourists.
I will suffer.
Megan marveled at the Grand
Canyon.

Cause V {by} Experiencer

NP V
NP V PP

Experiencer V
Experiencer V {at} Causer

Table 8.5: The Marvel class in English

Class: Appeal

Members: niggle, appeal, matter
Lexicalization: [EMOTIONAL-STATE], [CAUSE]
Roles and Restrictions: Experiencer [+animate], Causer
Frame
Example
Role Assignement
NP V PP
NP V

This painting appeals to Malinda.
Stuff matters.

Causer V {to} Experiencer
Causer V

Table 8.6: The Appeal class in English

meaning structure in (17) where the main thematic roles causer and experiencer
are realized as NPsubj and NPobj respectively.
(17) Causer

[EMOTIONAL-STATE]

[Cause]

experiencer /////////
theme

The second group of verbs is more heterogeneous. Although its members share
the main meaning components in (18), they differ in the nature of the arguments
the thematic roles are assigned to and the number and kinds of alternations they
are allowed with.
(18) [EMOTIONAL-STATE]

experiencer

theme

According to the first criterium, the second group can be further subdivided into
two subgroups. One contains verbs that assign the thematic roles experiencer
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and theme to NPsubj and NPobj , respectively, e.g. qaddara ‘admire’ and Pihtaqara
˙
‘disdain’. The second subgroup contains verbs that assign the same roles to a
NPsubj and a PP like nadima ‘regret’ and Pašfaqa ‘pity’. The second class can be
further subdivided into finer-grained classes according to the kind of diathesis
alternations they allow.
The tree in (19) shows the way to build finer-grained classes out of the super-classe
of psych verbs. In the first level of the tree the super-class (SC) is splitted into two
subclasses (SC’) according to the lexicalization patterns the verbs use to express
the meaning components. The left subclass terminal class and cannot further
be dividable (sallaa ‘amuse’). The right subclass however splits further into two
subclasses according to the surface realization of their thematic roles, whereby
the left-most node is a terminal node (class) and the right node splits further
according to the set of alternation (ALTn ) they are found with. Tables ?? to 8.10
show each of the resulting classes and their main properties in more detail .
(19)

SC(Psych Verbs)

SC’(EMOTIONAL-STATE)

SC’(EMOTIONAL-STATE, CAUSE)

C(sallaa ‘amuse’)

SC’(NPexperiencer , NPtheme )

SC’(NPexperiencer , PPtheme )

C(Pahabba ‘love’)
˙

SC’(ALT1 ={1,2,3,...,n})

SC’(ALT2 ={1,2,3,...,n})

SC’(ALT3 ={1,2,3,...,n})

C(Pasifa ‘regret’)

C(Pabiha ‘care’)

C(xaafa ‘fear’)

A comparison between the classes of the two languages shows that both languages lexicalize the main meaning components of psych verbs in the same way. In
both languages verbs are of two main classes: Verbs that lexicalize the predicates
[EMOTIONAL-STATE] and [CAUSE] and verbs that lexicalize only the predicate
[EMOTIONAL-STATE]. However, they essentially differ in the way the verbs
realize the thematic roles in the syntactic level and in the set of alternations each
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Class: Pahabba ‘love’,
Members: Pa dama ‘glorify’, Pac azza ‘cherish’, Paġbata ‘envy’, Pahabba
˙
˙ Pallaha ‘idolize’,
˙
‘love’, Pataaqa ‘tolerate’,
Paatara ‘prefer’, Pajalla ‘glorify’,
¯
˙
c
c
Panifa ‘reject’, Pbġada ‘abhor’, ašiqa ‘love’, aafa ‘detest’, hasada ‘envy’, faddala
˙
˙ maqata ‘abominate’,
˙˙
‘prefer’, Pic tabara ‘consider’,
Pizdaraa ‘debase’, kariha ‘hate’,
...
Lexicalization: [EMOTIONAL-STATE]
Roles and Restrictions: Theme Experiencer [+animate], Predicate
c

Frame
V NP NP
V NP NP PP

...

Example
c

Role Assignement
c

yuhibu aliyun lma karuuna.
˙
‘Ali likes spaghetti.’
yaqaddiru lmudiiru lmustaxdama
lindibaatihi.
˙
˙
‘The director appreciates his employer for his discipline.’
...

V Experiencer Theme
V Experiencer Theme {bi}
Predicate

...

Table 8.8: The Pahabba ‘love’ class
˙
class is found with.

8.3

Arabic verb classes

In this section, we present a collection of verb classes for Arabic built by following
the steps described in sections 8.2 and 8.2.2. We will restrict ourselves to presenting a part of the resulting classes only, since presenting the complete collection
(about 336 with about 7774 verb entries) will give this thesis a impracticable
dimension. The reader is (again) invited to consult the verb lexicon build on the
basis of this class collection in Mousser (2010) for more insights into each of the
classes.
Furthermore, we are not concerned with presenting classes of derived verbs. They
will be treated here solely by virtue of their participation in the alternations of
the main verbs. The fact that these verbs introduce their own alternations and
are therefore able to build their own classes will be ignored at this stage.
Similar to Levin (1993), each class is presented as a set of verbs and a list of
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Class: Pasifa ‘regret’

Members: Pašfaqa ‘pity’, Paamana ‘believe’, Pasifa ‘regret’, c atafa ‘pity’,

hanaa ‘love’, Pic taqada ‘believe’, nadima ‘regret’, nafara ‘disgust’,˙ taPassafa
˙
‘regret’,
tanaddama ‘regret’, tawallac a ‘adore’, watiqa ‘trust’, . . .
¯
Lexicalization: [EMOTIONAL-STATE]
Roles and Restrictions: Theme Experiencer [+animate]

Frames

Examples

Roles Assignement

V NP

V Experiencer

V NP PP

Pasifat Salma.
’Salma regreted.’
Pasifat Salma c alaa c amalihaa.

...

‘Salma regreted her job’,
...

c

V
Experiencer
Theme

alaa

...

Table 8.9: The Pasifa ‘regret’ class

alternations they are found with, followed by a commenting text. The classes are
given Arabic names which often correspond to the prototypical verb. We decided
to proceed this way, since using Levin’s class names would raise expectations that
the properties of English verb classes are found in the Arabic classes.
In addition, some alternations will not be taken under account since they are of
no help in distinguishing the verb classes. This is due to the fact that they can be
attested by the majority of verbs. This is especialy the case with the cognate object
alternations as well as with alternations associated with word order permutations.
However, we do not fail to proceed in a comparative spirit. Properties of Arabic
verb classes are often outlined in the light of their English counterpart.

8.3.1

Verbs of putting

The super-class of putting is constituted of verbs involving moving an entity from
and to some location. These verbs are mainly causative but allow the inchoative
reading. The general meaning component from which the specific meaning of the
finer-grained verb classes are derived can be described as follows:
(20) Agent

[MOTION]

Theme Destination
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Class: Pabiha ‘care’
Members: Paba/iha ‘care’, c abiPa ‘care’, c ajiba ‘wonder’, c a/uniya ‘worry’,
baalaa ‘care’, dahiša ‘wonder’, Pihtamma ‘care’, Piltafata ‘care’,Pintabaha ‘care’
...
Lexicalization: [EMOTIONAL-STATE]
Roles and Restrictions: Theme Experiencer [+animate]

Frame

Example

Role Assignement

V NP PP

lamo taltafit Salma Pilaa
Pišaaraatihi.
‘Salma did not care about his
signs.’
lamo taltafit Salma Pilaa maa
yasnac .
˙
‘Salma did not care about what
he do.’

V
Experiencer
Theme

Pilaa

V
Experiencer
Theme

Pilaa

V NP CP

Table 8.10: The Pabiha ‘care’ class
Some verbs specify the manner or the exact spatial configuration of the moved
object. Others are distinguished by the incorporation of one of the meaning
components in (20), which often corresponds to the theme or the destination
role. Others are zero-related to general names of location, but allow an explicit
destination role to appear on the surface.
wadac a ‘put’ verbs:
˙
Class Members:
8.3.1.1

Prsaxa ‘implant’, tabbata ‘mount’, ġarasa ‘implant’, hatta ‘put’, tamara ‘immerse’,
¯
˙ ˙˙
˙
dafana ‘bury’, damasa ‘bury’, mawdac a ‘position’, mawqac a ‘position’, rakana
˙
‘park’, rakaza ‘position’, rakkaza ‘position’, wadac a ‘put’, zarac a ‘implant’
˙
Properties:
c
(21) wadac a l-miikaaniikiy-u
l-c ajalat-a
alaa r-ruff-i.
˙
put
DEF-mechanic-NOM DEF-wheel-ACC on
DEF-frame
‘The mechanic put the wheel in the frame.’

(22) * Locative Alternation:
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Class: xaafa
Members: Pamina ‘trust’, Pani/afa ‘disgust’, c aafa ‘disgust’, hadira ‘beware’,
˙ ¯
haaba ‘fear’, Pi htadara ‘beware’, Pistaladda ‘enjoy’, Pittaqaa ‘beware’,
malla
¯
¯
¯
˙
‘bore’, nafara ‘disgust’, rahiba ‘fear’, saPi/ama ‘bore’, tawajjasa ‘fear’, tawaqqaa
‘beware’, waji/ala ‘fear’, xašiia ‘fear’, xaafa ‘fear’, . . .
Lexicalization: [EMOTIONAL-STATE]
Roles and Restrictions: Theme Experiencer [+animate], Predicate

Frame

Example

Role Assignement

V NP

xaafa llaajuPuuna.
‘The refugees have fear’.
xaafa llaaji?uuna lmurtaziqa.
‘The refugees feared the mercenaries.’
xaafa llaaji?uuna min lmurtaziqa.

V Experiencer

V NP NP

V NP PP

V NP NP PP

...

‘The refugees feared the mercenaries.’
xaafa llaaji?uuna lmurtaziqa
libatšihim.
˙
‘The refugees feared the mercenaries for their aggressivity.’
...

V Experiencer Theme

V Experiencer
Theme

{min}

V Experiencer Theme {li}
Predicate

...

Table 8.11: The xaafa ‘fear’ class

c
a. wadac a l-miikaaniikiy-u
l-c ajalat-a
alaa r-ruff-i.
˙
put
DEF-mechanic-NOM DEF-wheel-ACC on
DEF-frame
‘The mechanic put the wheel in the frame.’

b. * wadac a l-miikaaniikiy-u
r-ruff-a
bi-l-c ajalat-i.
˙
put
DEF-mechanic-NOM DEF-frame-ACC with-DEF-wheel-GEN
* ‘The mechanic put the frame with the wheel.’
(23) * wadac a l-miikaaniikiy-u
l-c ajalat-a
Pilaa/form r-ruff-i.
˙
put
DEF-mechanic-NOM DEF-wheel-ACC to/from
DEF-frame
(24) Causative/Inchoative Alternation:
c
a. wadac a l-miikaaniikiy-u
l-c ajalat-a
alaa r-ruff-i.
˙
put
DEF-mechanic-NOM DEF-wheel-ACC on
DEF-frame
‘The mechanic put the wheel in the frame.’
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c
b. Pn-wadac a-ti
l-c ajalat-u
alaa r-ruff-i.
˙
INCH-put-1.F.SG DEF-wheel-NOM on
DEF-frame
‘The wheel is put in the frame.’

(25) Destination PP / Adverb Alternation:
c
a. wadac a l-miikaaniikiy-u
l-c ajalat-a
alaa r-ruff-i.
˙
put
DEF-mechanic-NOM DEF-wheel-ACC on
DEF-frame
‘The mechanic put the wheel in the frame.’

b. wadac a l-miikaaniikiy-u
l-c ajalat-a
hunaak.
put˙
DEF-mechanic-NOM DEF-wheel-ACC here
‘The mechanic put the wheel here.’
(26) wadac a l-miikaaniikiy-u
l-c ajalat-a.
˙
put
DEF-mechanic-NOM DEF-wheel-ACC
‘The mechanic put the wheel.’
c
(27) * wadac a l-miikaaniikiy-u
alaa r-ruff-i.
˙
put
DEF-mechanic-NOM on
DEF-frame
* ‘The mechanic put in the frame.

Comment:
The verbs of this class describe moving an entity to some location. Similar
to English, Arabic verbs of putting allow the destination to be expressed with
phrases headed by a variety of locative prepositions like fawqa ‘on’ or tahta ‘under’.
˙
However, as shown in (23) these verbs cannot take a source or a goal role. Some
of them are zero-related to nouns. These nouns typically name locations with a
high degree of generality like rukn ‘corner’, mawqic ‘position’. This zero-relation
however, does not hinder the role destination to appear in the surface. Unlike
English verbs, Arabic verbs of putting have intransitive/inchoative derived forms
and additionally allow the drop of the prepositional phrase.
8.3.1.2

gamasa ‘dip’ verbs

Class Members:
Paġraqa ‘immerse’, Padġama ‘put’, Padmaja ‘insert’, Padxala ‘enter’, Paqhama
˙
‘insert’, Paqmasa ‘dip’, daġata ‘squash’, ġatta ‘dip’, ġattsa ‘dip’, ġatasa ‘dip’,
˙
˙
˙˙
˙˙
˙
ġamasa ‘dip’, ġammasa ‘dip’, ġaraza ‘tuck’, ġawwasa ‘dip’, hašara ‘tuck’, taraqa
˙
˙
˙
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‘hammer’, damaja ‘push’, daqqa ‘pound’, dassa ‘fit’, daxxala ‘enter’, maqala ‘dip’,
qamasa ‘dip’
(28) gamasa haliym-un l-xubz-a
fii l-maraq-i.
˙
dipped Halim-NOM DEF-bread-ACC in DEF-sauce-GEN
‘Halim dipped the bread into the sauce.’
(29) * gamasa haliym-un l-xubz-a
min/?ilaa l-maraq-i.
˙
dipped HalimNOM DEF-bread-ACC from/to DEF-sauce-GEN
* ‘Halim dipped the bread from/into the sauce.’
(30) * Locative Alternation:
a. gamasa haliym-un l-xubz-a
fii l-maraq-i.
˙
dipped HalimNOM DEF-bread-ACC in DEF-sauce-GEN
‘Halim dipped the bread into the sauce.’
b. * gamasa haliym-un l-maraq-a
bi-l-xubz-i.
˙
dipped Halim-NOM DEF-sauce-ACC with-DEF-bread-ACC
i* ‘Halim dipped the sauce with the bread.’
(31) Causative Alternation:
a. gamasa haliym-un l-xubz-a
fii l-maraq-i.
˙
dipped Halim-NOM DEF-bread-ACC in DEF-sauce-GEN
‘Halim dipped the bread into the sauce.’
b. Pin-gamasa l-xubz-u.
INCH-dipped DEF-bread-NOM
‘The bread has been dipped.’
(32) gamasa haliym-un l-xubz-a.
˙
dipped HalimNOM DEF-bread-ACC
‘Halim dipped the bread.’
(33) * Object Drop Alternation:
a. gamasa haliym-un l-xubz-a
fii l-maraq-i.
˙
dipped Halim-NOM DEF-bread-ACC in DEF-sauce-GEN
‘Halim dipped the bread into the sauce.’
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a. * gamasa haliym-un fii l-maraq-i.
˙
dipped HalimNOM in DEF-sauce-GEN
* ‘Halim dipped in the sauce.’
(34) Destination PP / Adverb Alternation:
a. gamasa haliym-un l-xubz-a
fii l-maraq-i.
˙
dipped Halim-NOM DEF-bread-ACC in DEF-sauce-GEN
‘Halim dipped the bread into the sauce.’
b. gamasa haliym-un l-xubz-a
hunaa.
˙
dipped HalimNOM DEF-bread-ACC there
‘Halim dipped the bread there.’
Comment:
The verbs of this class involve putting an entity into some location. Unlike
verbs of the class wadac a ‘put’ they restrict the direction of the motion to a
˙
confined location. Only PPs headed by fii ‘in’ or by bayna ‘between’ are allowed.
Accordingly, they are not found with the source preposition min ‘from’ or the
goal preposition ?ilaa ‘to’. As with most transitive verbs in Arabic, these verbs
can be intransitivized by adding the appropriate markers. In addition, they allow
the drop of the destination preposition or its replacement with a locative adverb.
Unlike English, these verbs have no specific lexical relation to instrument nominals.
The verbs daqqa ‘pound’ and taraqa ‘hammer’ may be morphologically related to
˙
the instruments midaqqa ‘pounder’ and mitraqa ‘hammer’, however, it would not
˙
be appropriate to say that they lexicalize the instrument in some manner, since in
Arabic the instrument is in most cases derived from the verb and not vice verse.
8.3.1.3

sakaba ‘pour’ verbs

Class Members:
Padfaqa ‘spill’, Padlaqa ‘pour’, Pafraġa ‘empty’, Paraaqa ‘spill’, Pasaala ‘shed’,
sabba ‘pour’, daffaqa ‘spurt’, dalaqa ‘spurt’, haraqa ‘pour’, Pistaqtara ‘drip’,
˙
˙
qattara ‘drip’, sakaba ‘pour’,
˙˙

Properties:
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(35) sabba n-naadil-u
l-mašruub-a
fii l-kaPs-i.
˙poured DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-drink-ACC into DEF-class-GEN
‘The waiter poured the drink into the glass.’
(36) sabba n-naadil-u
l-mašruub-a
min l-qinniinat-i.
˙poured DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-drink-ACC from DEF-bottle-GEN
‘The waiter poured the drink from the bottle.’
(37) * Locative Alternation:
a. sabba n-naadil-u
l-mašruub-a
fii l-kaPs-i.
˙poured DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-drink-ACC into DEF-glass-GEN
‘The waiter poured the drink into the glass.’
b. * sabba n-naadil-u
l-kaPs-a
bi-l-mašruub-i.
˙
poured
DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-class-ACC with-DEF-drink-GEN
* ‘The waiter poured the glass with the drink.’
(38) Causative Alternation:
a. sabba n-naadil-u
l-mašruub-a
fii l-kaPs-i.
˙poured DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-drink-ACC into DEF-glass-GEN
‘The waiter poured the drink into the glass.’
b. Pin-sabba
l-mašruub-u
fii l-kaPs-i.
˙ -poured DEF-drink-NOM into DEF-glass-GEN
INCH
‘The drink poured into the glass.’
(39) * Object Drop Alternation:
a. sabba n-naadil-u
l-mašruub-a
fii l-kaPs-i.
˙
poured
DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-drink-ACC into DEF-glass-GEN
‘The waiter poured the drink into the glass.’
b. * sabba n-naadil-u
fii l-kaPs-i.
˙poured DEF-waiter-NOM into DEF-glass-GEN
* ‘The waiter poured into the glass.’
(40) Directional PP/Adverb Alternation:
a. sabba n-naadil-u
l-mašruub-a
fii l-kaPs-i.
˙poured DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-drink-ACC into DEF-glass-GEN
‘The waiter poured the drink into the glass.’
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b. sabba n-naadil-u
l-mašruub-a
hunaa.
˙poured DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-drink-ACC there.
‘The waiter poured the drink there.’
Comment:
Verbs of this class describe the event consisting of putting an entity –mostly
liquids– either into a container or on the surface of some object. Unlike the classes
wadac a ‘put’ and gamara ‘dip’, this class can also take a source PP headed by min
˙
‘from’. It can be found with the causative alternation and the set of alternations
related to it. Moreover, it allows the drop of the direction/source prepositional
phrase, but not of the object. In addition, the verbs of this class do not participate
in the locative alternation found with members of the rašša ‘spray’ class.
8.3.1.4

rašša ‘spray’ verbs

Class Members:
šahana ‘load’, ġarasa ‘plant’, hammala ‘load’, talaa ‘smear’, drra ‘sprinkle’, dahana
¯
˙
˙
˙
‘smear’, faraša ‘cover’, farraša ‘cover’, rašša ‘spray’, hašaa ‘stuff ’, haqana ‘inject’,
˙
˙
kaddasa ‘stuff ’, nadaha ‘spray’, nadaxa ‘spray’, zarac a ‘plant’
˙ ˙
˙
Properties:
c
(41) rašša l-bustaaniy-u
l-maaP-a
alaa z-zuhuur-i.
sprayed DEF-gardener-NOM DEF-water-ACC on DEF-flowers-GEN
‘The gardener sprayed water on the flowers.’

(42) Locative Alternation:
c
a. rašša l-bustaaniy-u
l-maaP-a
alaa z-zuhuur-i.
sprayed DEF-gardener-NOM DEF-water-ACC on DEF-flowers-GEN
‘The gardener sprayed water on the flowers.’

b. rašša l-bustaaniy-u
z-zuhuur-a
bi-l-maaP-i.
sprayed DEF-gardener-NOM DEF-flowers-ACC with-DEF-water-GEN
‘The gardener sprayed the flowers with water.’
(43) Causative Alternations: (based on the a-variant of the locative alternation)
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c
a. rašša l-bustaaniy-u
l-maaP-a
alaa z-zuhuur-i.
sprayed DEF-gardener-NOM DEF-water-ACC on DEF-flowers-GEN
‘The gardener sprayed water on the flowers.’
c
b. Pi-rtašša
l-maaP-u
alaa z-zuhuur-i.
INCH-sprayed DEF-water-NOM on
DEF-flowers-GEN
‘Water sprayed on the flowers.’

(44) Causative Alternations: (based on the b-variant)
a. rašša l-bustaaniy-u
z-zuhuur-a
bi-l-maaP-i.
sprayed DEF-gardener-NOM DEF-flowers-ACC with-DEF-water-GEN
‘The gardener sprayed the flowers with water.’
b. Pi-rtašša-ti
z-zuhuur-u
bi-l-maaP-i.
INCH-sprayed-1.F.SG DEF-flowers-NOM with-DEF-water-GEN
‘The flowers was sprayed with water.’
let:‘The flower sprayed with water.’
(45) PP drop Alternation (based on the a-variant of the locative alternation)
c
a. rašša l-bustaaniy-u
l-maaP-a
alaa z-zuhuur-i.
sprayed DEF-gardener-NOM DEF-water-ACC on DEF-flowers-GEN
‘The gardener sprayed water on the flowers.’

b. rašša l-bustaaniy-u
l-maaP-a.
sprayed DEF-gardener-NOM DEF-water-ACC
‘The gardener sprayed water (on the flowers).’
(46) PP drop Alternation (based on the b-variant)
a. rašša l-bustaaniy-u
z-zuhuur-a
bi-l-maaP-i.
sprayed DEF-gardener-NOM DEF-flowers-ACC with-DEF-water-GEN
‘The gardener sprayed the flowers with water.’
b. rašša l-bustaaniy-u
z-zuhuur-a.
sprayed DEF-gardener-NOM DEF-flowers-ACC
‘The gardener sprayed the flowers (with water).’
Comment:
The main property of this class which sets it apart from the rest of the classes of
putting verbs is the participation of its members in the locative alternation. As
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mentioned in section 5.4.3, this alternation realizes the theme and the destination
alternatively as the direct object. The effect related to this alternation is considered
to be a “holistic/partitive” effect. Unlike English, both variants of this alternation
can participate in the causative/inchoative alternation. In the first case, the
subject of the inchoative verb is assigned the theme role and in the other case it
is assigned the destination role. Additionally, both variants allow the drop of the
prepositional phrase, as shown in (45) and (46).
The class is constituted of verbs that involve covering an object with some material,
mainly liquid, like rašša ‘spray’ or putting some object into a container haqana
˙
‘inject’. Some of the verbs are morphologically related to names of materials like
dahana ‘smear’, talaa ‘paint’, however, the relation of these two verbs with nouns
˙
does not hinder the appearance of an explicit theme.
8.3.1.5

gamara ‘flood’ verbs

Class Members:
Pac daa ‘contaminate’, Paġšaa ‘cover’, Paġraqa ‘flood’, Pahaata ‘cloak’, Pattara
˙ ˙
˙˙
‘frame’, Patrac a ‘fill’, Pawsaxa ‘dirty’, Pazaana ‘embellish’, c assaba ‘bind’, c abbaPa
˙˙
‘fill’, c allama ‘sign’, šabbac a ‘saturate’, šarraba ‘fill’, dammada ‘bind’, ġaššaa
˙
‘cover’, ġattaa ‘cover’, ġamara ‘flood’, ġamma ‘cover’, hawwata ‘surround’, saffada
˙˙
˙
˙
˙
‘bind’, tacc ama ‘inject’, tamma ‘flood’, tardasa ‘bind’, tawwaqa ‘bind’, battana
˙
˙
˙
˙
˙˙
‘staff ’, baqqac a ‘fleck’, jammala ‘embellish’, kaddaa ‘staff ’, kabbala ‘bind’, kallala
¯˙ ¯˙
‘crown’, kammama ‘muzzle’, kasaa ‘cover’, lahhafa
‘envelop’, lattxa ‘speckle’, lataxa
˙˙
˙˙
˙
‘speckle’, laffa ‘coil’, laqqaha ‘inject’, lawwata ‘dirty’, malaPa ‘fill’, najjasa ‘dirty’,
¯
˙
naqqata ‘dot’, qamata ‘bind’, qammata ‘bind’, qayyada ‘tie’, rassac a ‘garnish’,
˙
˙
˙
˙˙
raqqac a ‘patch’, sattara ‘line’, sadda ‘cloak’, satara ‘cover’, sayyaja ‘fence’, wasama
˙˙
˙
‘flack’, wasic a ‘encircle’, wassaxa ‘dirty’, zaana ‘embellish’, zawwaqa ‘garnish’,
zayyaa ‘cover’, zayyana ‘garland’
Properties:
(47) malaPa n-naadil-u
l-kuub-a
bi-l-maaP-i.
filled DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-glass-ACC with-DEF-water-GEN
‘The waiter filled the glass with water.’
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(48) * Locative Alternation:
a. malaPa n-naadil-u
l-kuub-a
bi-l-maaP-i.
filled DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-glass-ACC with-DEF-water-GEN
‘The waiter filled the glass with water.’
b. * malaPa n-naadil-u
l-maaP-a
fii l-kuub-i.
filled DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-water-ACC in DEF-glass-ACC
* ‘The waiter filled the water in the glass.’
(49) Locatum Subject Alternation:
a. malaPa n-naadil-u
l-kuub-a
bi-l-maaP-i.
filled DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-glass-ACC with-DEF-water-GEN
‘The waiter filled the glass with water.’
b. malaPa l-maaP-u
l-kuub-a.
filled DEF-water-NOM DEF-glass-ACC
‘Water filled the glass.’
(50) Locative N-Object Alternation:
a. malaPa n-naadil-u
l-kuub-a
bi-l-maaP-i.
filled DEF-waiter-NOM DE-glass-ACC with-water-GEN
‘The waiter filled the glass with water.’
b. malaPa l-naadil-u
l-kuub-a
maaP-an.
filled DEF-waiter-NOM DE-glass-ACC water-a-NUN
‘The waiter filled the glass with water.’
(51) Causative Alternations:
a. malaPa n-naadil-u
l-kuub-a
bi-l-maaP-i.
filled DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-glass-ACC with-DEF-water-GEN
‘The waiter filled the glass with water.’
b. Pi-mtalaPa l-kuub-u
bi-l-maaP-i.
INCH-filled DEF-glass-NOM with-DEF-water-GEN
‘The glass has been filled with water.’
(52) PP Drop Alternation:
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a. malaPa n-naadil-u
l-kuub-a
bi-l-maaP-i.
filled DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-glass-ACC with-DEF-water-GEN
‘The waiter filled the glass with water.’
b. malaPa n-naadil-u
l-kuub-a.
filled DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-glass-ACC
‘The waiter filled the glass (with water).’
Comment:
Verbs of this class involve the motion of an object into some container location, or
covering a location completely or partially with an object. In this sense, the verbs
have similarities with the rašša ‘spray’ class, however, they are found with the
bi ‘with’ variant of the locative alternation but not with the fii ‘in’ variant. The
distinctive property of the class is the subject locatum alternation which can be
considered an instance of the causative alternation. However, not the direct object
(destination) in the transitive use is promoted to the subject position (as is the
case with the causative/inchoative alternation), but the object of the propositional
phrase (theme). This alternation is accompanied with a coercion of the semantics
of the sentence, since it rather expresses the resulting state of an object (being filled
with some object) than the event (filling an object with something). In addition
some of these verbs participate in the Arabic-specific alternation locative N-object
alternation. This alternation is manifested by replacing the theme prepositional
phrase with a nunated theme object.
Some verbs are zero-related to nouns. This relation however does not restrict the
appearance of an explicit theme on the syntactic surface.
8.3.1.6

dahana ‘grease’ verbs

Class Members:
Paljama ‘bridle’, c asaba ‘bandage’, c attara ‘parfume’, c anwana ‘entitle’, šahhama
˙
˙˙
˙˙
‘grease’, šammac a ‘wax’, ġabbara ‘powder’, hajjaba ‘cloak’, tayyaba ‘parfume’,
˙
˙
bahhara ‘flavour’, bawdara ‘powder’, dattara ‘cover’, dahana ‘grease’, damaġa
¯¯
‘postmark’, falfala ‘pepper’, kallala ‘garland’, kammama ‘muzzle’, mallaha ‘salt’,
˙
marhama ‘pomade’, qatrana ‘tar’, qayyara ‘tar’, rammala ‘sand’, sakkara ‘sugar’,
˙
sammama ‘poison’, saqqafa ‘roof ’, sarraja ‘saddle’, tanbara ‘postmark’, tawwaja
‘crown’, zaffata ‘asphalt’, zayyata ‘oil’, . . .
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Properties:
(53) saqqafa l-bannaaP-u
d-daar-a.
roofed DEF-builder-NOM DEF-house-ACC
‘The builder roofed the house.’
(54) Cognative bi ‘with’ Phrase:
a. ? saqqafa l-bannaaP-u
d-daar-a
bi-s-saqf-i.
roofed DEF-builder-NOM DEF-house-ACC with-DEF-roof-GEN
? ‘The builder roofed the house with a roof.’
b. saqqafa l-bannaaP-u
d-daar-a
bi-saqf-in
min
roofed DEF-builder-NOM DEF-house-ACC with-roof-IND-GEN from
l-xasab-i.
DEF˙-wood-GEN
‘The builder roofed the house with a wooden roof.’
(55) * Locative Alternation:
a. * saqqafa l-bannaaP-u
saqf-an
min xasab-in c alaa
˙
roofed DEF-builder-NOM wood-IND-GEN from wood
on
d-daar-i.
DEF-house-GEN
* ‘The builder roofer a wooden roof on the house.’
b. saqqafa l-bannaaP-u
d-daar-a
bi-saqf-in
min
roofed DEF-builder-NOM DEF-house-ACC with-roof-IND-GEN from
xasab-in.
˙ IND-GEN
wood‘The builder roofed the house with a wooden roof.’
(56) * Locatum Subject Alternation:
a. saqqafa l-bannaaP-u
d-daar-a
bi-saqf-in
min
roofed DEF-builder-NOM DEF-house-ACC with-roof-IND-GEN from
xasab-in.
˙ IND-GEN
wood‘The builder roofed the house with a wooden roof.’
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b. * saqqafa saqf-un
min xasab-in
d-daar-a.
˙
roofed roof-IND-NOM from wood-IND-GEN DEF-house-ACC
* ‘A wooden roof roofed the house.’
(57) Causative Alternations:
a. saqqafa l-bannaaP-u
d-daar-a.
roofed DEF-builder-NOM DEF-house-ACC
‘The builder roofed the house.’
b. ta-saqqafa-t
d-daar-u.
INCH-roofed-1.F.SG DEF-house-NOM
‘The house has been roofed.’
Comment:
The main property of this class is the zero-relation of its members with nouns,
which otherwise appear as lexical themes in paraphrase sentences. A cognate
theme may appear as the object of a prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’.
However, the cognate object manifests a high degree of redundancy when it does
not contribute additional information, for instance, in combination with a modifier
which specifies the nature of the theme. The object of the cognate bi ‘with’ phrase
–unlike the class gamara ‘flood’– is not allowed to appear as an alternative locatum
subject. Additionally, as in all classes of putting verbs, all verbs of this class have
intransitive/inchoative derived forms and participate in the causative alternation
and the set of alternations related to it. Some verbs like c assala ‘put-honey’,
sakkara ‘put-sugar’, hallaa ‘put-sugar’ can be used as change of state verbs. In
˙
that case, they then receive the meaning of ‘make to honey’, ‘make to sugar’,
‘sweeten’ respectively, and are therefore crosslisted in the class of change of state
verbs (section 8.3.26.3).
8.3.1.7

c

allaba ‘can’ verbs:

Paġmada ‘sheathe’, Pahraza ‘pocket’, Paršafa ‘archive’, c allaba ‘can’, ġamada em
˙
‘sheathe’, ġammada ‘sheathe’, hadara ‘pocket’, habasa ‘imprison’, harraza ‘pocket’,
˙ ¯
˙
˙
sandaqa ‘box’, sarra ‘pocket’, Pih˙tabasa ‘imprison’, kayyasa ‘bag’, lahada ‘put-in˙
˙
˙
˙
a-tomb’, qabara ‘put-in-a-tomb’, qamtara ‘case’, qawlaba ‘put-into-a-template’,
˙
rabada ‘pasture’, ramasa ‘put-in-a-tomb’, razama ‘bag’, razzama ‘bag’, sajana
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‘imprison’, xandaqa ‘put-in-a-bunker’, xazana ‘warehouse’, xazzana ‘warehouse’,
Properties:
(58) c allaba l-c ummaal-u
s-samak-a.
canned DEF-workers-NOM DEF-fish-ACC
‘The workers canned the fish.’
(59) * Cognate Location Phrase:
a. * c allaba l-c ummaal-u
s-samak-a
fii c ulab-in.
canned DEF-workers-NOM DEF-fish-ACC in cans-GEN
* ‘The workers canned fish in cans.’
b. ? c allaba l-c ummaal-u
s-samak-a
fii c ulab-in nuhaasiyat-in.
˙
canned DEF-workers-NOM DEF-fish-ACC in cans-GEN cupreous
-GEN
? ‘The workers canned fish in cupreous cans.’
(60) * Locative Alternation:
a. * c allaba l-c ummaal-u
s-samak-a
fii c ulab-in.
canned DEF-workers-NOM DEF-fish-ACC in cans-GEN
* ‘The workers canned fish in cans.’
b. * c allaba l-c ummaal-u
l-c ulab-a
bi-l-samak-i.
canned DEF-workers-NOM DEF-cans-ACC with-DEF-fish-GEN
* ‘The worker canned the cans with the fish.’
(61) Causative Alteranation:
a. c allaba l-c ummaal-u
s-samak-a.
canned DEF-workers-NOM DEF-fish-ACC
‘The workers canned the fish.’
b. ta-c allaba
l-samak-u.
INCH-canned DEF-fish-NOM
‘The fish has been canned.’
Comment:
The verbs of this class involve putting an object into a container. Their main
property is the zero-relation to nouns, which denote a location or a container and
appear as a locative PP in paraphrases. The incorporation of the location hinders
the appearance of an unmodified cognate locative phrase. However, a modified
one is most likely to be accepted by Arabic speakers.
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8.3.1.8

nasaba ‘stand’ verbs
˙
Pc laqa ‘suspend’, Pasnada ‘lean’, PawkaPa ‘lean’, Pawqafa ‘ stand’, c allaqa ‘hang’,
daldala ‘dangle’, dallaa ‘dangle’, nasaba ‘stand’, waqqafa ‘stand’
˙
Properties:
c
(62) PatkaPa c aliy-un l-Palwaah-a
alaa l-haaPit-i.
˙
˙ -wall˙ GEN
leaned Ali-NOM DEF-planks-ACC on DEF
‘Ali leaned the planks against the wall.’

(63) * PatkaPa c aliy-un l-Palwaah-a
Pilaa/min l-maxzan-i.
˙
leaned Ali-NOM DEF-planks-ACC from/to warehouse.
* ‘Ali leaned the planks from/into the warehouse.’
(64) * Locative Alternation:
c
a. PatkaPa c aliy-un l-Palwaah-a
alaa l-haaPit-i.
˙
˙ -wall˙ GEN
leaned Ali-NOM DEF-planks-ACC on DEF
‘Ali leaned the planks against the wall.’

b. * PatkaPa c aliy-un l-haaPit-a
bi-l-Palwaah-i.
˙ -wall˙ ACC with-DEF-planks˙
leaned Ali-NOM DEF
GEN

(65) PatkaPa c aliy-un l-Palwaah-a.
˙ ACC
leaned Ali-NOM DEF-planks‘Ali leaned the planks.’
(66) Causative Alternations:
c
a. PatkaPa c aliy-un l-Palwaah-a
alaa l-haaPit-i.
˙
˙ -wall˙ GEN
leaned Ali-NOM DEF-planks-ACC on DEF
‘Ali leaned the planks against the wall.’
c
b. Pi-ttakaPa-t
l-Palwaah-u
alaa l-haaPit-i.
˙
˙ -wall˙ GEN
INCH-leaned-PL DEF-planks-NOM on
DEF
‘The planks has been leaned against the wall.’

Comment:
This class populates verbs which involve putting an object to some location. They
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specify the spatial configuration of the moved object with respect to the location
to which it is moved. In this sense, the class corresponds to Levin’s class of Putting
in a spatial configuration (Levin, 1993, 112), where the location is expressed as
a PP phrase headed by a variety of locative prepositions. However, neither the
source preposition min ‘from’ nor the goal preposition Pilaa ‘to’ are allowed to be
the head of the PP. Moreover, these verbs do not allow the locative alternation.
Unlike English, Arabic allows the drop of the prepositional location phrase.
This class lacks a causative alternation. The inchoativization of these verbs
introduce a coersion of the meaning of the verb such that they looks more like
stative verbs than change of state or location verb. Thus, the intransitive variant
is subsumed under the class of stative verbs like jalasa ‘set’, which is closer to the
English class spatial configuration.

8.3.2

Verbs of removing

Verb of removing as described in Levin (1993, 122–132) are associated with the
removal of an entity from a surface or a container. Some verbs describe the removal
in a broad sense and associate the event with the possessional deprivation as
found with verbs like saraqa ‘steal’ and salaba ‘thieve’. Generally, the super-class
of removing verbs has the meaning components described in (67).
(67) Agent

Theme

[MOTION] [CAUSE]

Location

Manner

Instrument

Arabic realizes these meaning components in the lexical and syntactic level in a
way similar to English. Verbs of removing in Arabic can be subdivided into eight
classes. Most of them can be distinguished according to the how they lexicalize
the meaning component in (67). Alongside with the lexicalization of the main
components [MOTION] and [CAUSE], the classes lexicalize either the theme,
the manner, or the instrument. Unlike English, no verb lexicalizes the location.
Accordingly, there is no class in Arabic comparable to the mine class in Levin’s
collection (Levin, 1993, 131–132).
Some classes can be distinguished according to selectional restriction set to one
of the thematic participants as is the case with the class nafaa ‘banish’ which
restricts their theme to be a person.
The class debone in Levin’s collection has no counterpart in Arabic. In English,
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these verbs are distinguished through their specific morphological form (prefix deplus nominal) and their zero-relation to nouns.
8.3.2.1

Pazaala ‘remove’ verbs

Class Members:
Padhaba ‘eliminate’, Pabc ada ‘remove’, Pajlaa ‘evict’, Palġaa ‘omit’, Pamaata
¯
˙
‘remove’, Paqaala ‘disengage’, Pazhala ‘remove’, Pazaaha ‘remove’, Pazaala ‘re˙
˙
move’, Pqšac a ‘remove’, Pqsaa ‘eliminate’, Pxraja ‘extract’, c azala ‘disengage’,
˙
šataba ‘eliminate’, šafata ‘extrude’, hadafa ‘omit’, dahara ‘disloge’, dafac a ‘re˙
˙
˙ ¯
˙
move’, fasala ‘disengage’, fasaxa ‘detach’, Pijtatta ‘uproot’, Pimtalaxa ‘extirpate’,
¯¯
˙
Piqtatac a ‘subtract’, Piqtalac a ‘eradicate’, PistaPsala ‘uproot’, Pistalla ‘extract’,
˙
˙
Pistaxlasa ‘extract’, Pistaxraja ‘extract’, jatta ‘uproot’, jaddara ‘uproot’, jadara
¯¯
¯¯
¯
˙
‘uproot’, jalaa ‘dislofge’, janaa ‘reap’, kašata ‘remove’, kašata ‘remove’, mahaa
˙
˙
˙
‘erase’, malaxa ‘detach’, nahhaa ‘oust’, nazac a ‘extract’, nazzac a ‘extract’, qašac a
˙˙
‘remove’, qalac a ‘extract’, qallac a ‘extract’, rafac a ‘remove’, sahaba ‘withdraw’, salla
˙
‘extract’, xasama ‘subtract’, xalac a ‘remove’, zahzaha ‘disloge’, zawwala ‘remove’
˙
˙ ˙
Properties:
(68) Pazaala-t
Salma l-buqac -a
min/c an malaabis-i-haa.
removed-1.F.SG Salma DEF-speckles-ACC from
clothes-GEN-her
‘Salma removed the speckles from her clothes.’
(69) * Pamaata c aliy-un l-nifaayat-i
Pilaa l-qumaamat-i.
˙
removed Ali-NOM DEF-rubbish-GEN to DEF-trash-can-GEN
* ‘Ali removed the rubbish into the trash.’
(70) * Locative Alternation:
a. Pazaala-t
Salma l-buqac -a
min malaabis-i-haa.
removed-1.F.SG Salma DEF-speckles-ACC from cloths-GEN-her
‘Salma removed the speckles from her cloths’
b. * ?azaala-t
Salma malaabis-a-haa min-l-buqac -i.
removed-1.F.SG Salma cloths-ACC-her of-DEF-speckles-GEN
* ‘Salma removed her cloths of speckles.’
(71) Causative Alternations:
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a. Pazaala-t
Salma l-buqac -a
min malaabis-i-haa.
removed-1.F.SG Salma DEF-speckles-ACC from clothes-GEN-her
‘Salma removed the speckles from her clothes.’
a. zaala-t
l-buqac -u
min malaabis-i-haa.
(INCH-)removed-1.F.SG DEF-speckles-NOM from clothes-GEN-her
‘The speckles has been removed from her clothes.’
Comment:
This class shares most properties of the class move in Levin’s collection (Levin,
1993, 122–123) and involves removing an entity from a location (source). The
removed object (theme) is realized as the direct object and the location as the
object of a prepositional phrase headed by min ‘from’ or c an ‘out of’. However,
only some verbs can take both prepositions as head for their PP. Generally, verbs
with c anPP can take also a minPP, but not all verbs with a minPP can take a
c

anPP.

The verbs of this class participate in a variety of causative alternations. Some of
them are inherently intransitive, that is, as (71) shows, not their inchoative variant
is morphologically marked, but the causative variant. The list of derivationally
related verbs is given as a separate class (sibling class) zaala ‘INCH-move’. These
verbs can neither participate in the locative alternation nor do they take a goal
prepositional phrase.
8.3.2.2

nafaa ‘banish’ verbs

Class Members:
Pabc da ‘banish’, Paxraja ‘banish’, ġarraba ‘expel’, tarada ‘expel’, dahaa ‘remove’,
¯ ˙
˙
bacc ada ‘evacuate’, dahara ‘banish’, hajjara ‘extradite’, nafaa ‘banish’, nazzaha
˙
˙
‘extradite’, Panozaha ‘extradite’, rahhala ‘deport’, wasaqa ‘banish’, xasaPa ‘banish’
˙
˙˙
Properties:
(72) tarada l-jayš-u
l-muc aarid-a
min l-balad-i.
˙banished DEF-army-NOM DEF-opposer˙ ACC from DEF-country-GEN
‘The army banished the opposer from the country.’
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(73) tarada l-jayš-u
l-muc aarid-a
Pilaa
˙banished DEF-army-NOM DEF-opposer˙ ACC to
madagašqar.
Madagascar
‘The army banished the opposer to Madagascar.’
(74) tarada l-jayš-u
l-muc aarid-a
mina l-balad-i
Pilaa
˙banished DEF-army-NOM DEF-opposer˙ ACC from DEF-country-GEN to
madagašqar.
Madagascar
‘The army banished the opposer (* from the country) to Madagascar.’
(75) * Locative Alternation:
a. tarada l-jayš-u
l-muc aarid-a
min l-balad-i.
˙banished DEF-army-NOM DEF-opposer˙ ACC from DEF-country-GEN
‘The army banished the opposer from the country.’
b. * tarada l-jayš-u
l-balad-a
min l-muc aarid-i.
˙banished DEF-army-NOM DEF-country-ACC of DEF-opposer˙ GEN
* ‘The army banished the country from of the opposer.’
(76) Causative Alternations:
a. tarada l-jayš-u
l-muc aarid-a
min l-balad-i.
˙banished DEF-army-NOM DEF-opposer˙ ACC from DEF-country-GEN
‘The army banished the opposer from the country.’
b. Pin-tarada
l-muc aarid-u
min l-balad-i.
˙
˙
INCH-banished DEF-opposer-NOM from DEF-country-GEN
‘The opposer has been banished from the country.’
Comment:
This class describes the removal of an entity from a location and restricts the
theme (the removed object) to a person. Unlike, the class Pazaala ‘remove’, these
verbs can take both, a source prepositional phrase and a destination (goal) phrase.
Unlike English verbs of the class banish, the presence of two prepositional phrases
in the same sentence is most likely to be accepted by Arabic speakers.1 In addition,
1

yu-xrija-kum
min -dulumaat-i
Pilaa n-nuur-i.
¯˙
he-bring-you-PL-ACC from DEF-darkness-GEN to DEF-light-GEN
‘He may bring you forth from darkness to light.’

The Coran, Surah 33, AL-AHZAB, Verse 43
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most of these verbs have intransitive derived forms and participate therefore in a
variety of alternations related to intransitivity.
8.3.2.3

saraqa ‘steal’ verbs:

Pasaaba ‘abduct’, Pasalla ‘pinch’, Paxada ‘take’, ġasaba ‘filch’, ġanima ‘capture’,
˙
˙
harrara ‘liberate’, saadara ‘confiscate’, bazza ‘extort’, fakka ‘salvage’, harraba
˙
˙
‘smuggle’, Piġtasaba ‘filch’, Piġtanama ‘capture’, Pibtazza ‘extort’, Pintahala ‘ex˙
˙
tort’, Pintazac a ‘snatch’, Pistac aada ‘reclaim’, Pistalaba ‘thieve’, Pistaraqqa ‘steal’,
Pistarjac a ‘capture’, Pistaxlasa ‘liberate’, Pixtatafa ‘kidnap’, Pixtalasa ‘filch’, našala
˙
˙
‘thieve’, nadala ‘steal’, nataša ‘snatch’, nazac a ‘take’, qarsana ‘pirate’, rajjac a ‘take’,
˙
sahaba ‘confiscate’, salaba ‘thieve’, salla ‘pinch’, saraqa ‘steal’, xatafa ‘kidnap’,
˙
˙
xalasa ‘filch’, xallasa ‘liberate’ xasaPa ‘banish’
˙
Properties:
(77) saraqa l-liss-u
l-maal-a
min l-xaznat-i.
˙
˙
stole DEF-thief-NOM DEF-money-ACC from DEF-safe-GEN
‘The thief stole the money from the safe.’
(78) saraqa l-liss-u
l-maal-a.
˙
˙
stole DEF-thief-NOM DEF-money-ACC
‘The thief stole the money.’
(79) saraqa l-liss-u.
˙ ˙-thief-NOM
stole DEF
‘The thief stole (x).’
(80) * Locative Alternation:
a. saraqa l-liss-u
l-maal-a
min l-xaznat-i.
˙ ˙-thief-NOM DEF-money-ACC from DEF-safe-GEN
stole DEF
‘The thief stole the money from the safe.’
b. * saraqa l-liss-u
l-xaznat-a
min l-maal-i.
˙
˙
stole DEF-thief-NOM DEF-safe-ACC from DEF-money-GEN
* ‘The thief stole the safe of money.’
(81) Dative Alternation (some verbs)
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a. saraqa l-liss-u
l-maal-a
min s-saaPih-i.
˙
˙
˙
stole DEF-thief-NOM DEF-money-ACC from DEF-touristGEN
‘The thief stole the money from the tourist.’
b. saraqa l-liss-u
s-saaPih-a
l-maal-a.
˙
˙
˙
stole DEF-thief-NOM DEF-tourist-ACC DEF-money-ACC
‘The thief stole the money from the tourist.’
Lit: ‘The thief stole the tourist the money.’
(82) * Benefactive Alternation
a. saraqa l-liss-u
l-maal-a
li-hisaab-i
l-maafyaa.
˙
˙
˙
stole DEF-thief-NOM DEF-money-ACC for-account-GEN DEF-mafia
‘The thief stole the money for the mafia.’
b. * saraqa l-liss-u
l-maafyaa l-maal-a.
˙ ˙-thief-NOM DEF-mafia DEF-money-ACC
stole DEF
* ‘The thief stole the mafia the money.
(With the interpretation: ‘The thief stole stole the money for the mafia.’
(83) Causative Alternations:
a. saraqa l-liss-u
l-maal-a
min l-xaznat-i.
˙
˙
stole DEF-thief-NOM DEF-money-ACC from DEF-safe-GEN
‘The thief stole the money from the safe.’
b. Pin-saraqa l-maal-u
min l-xaznat-i.
INCH-stole DEF-money-NOM from DEF-safe-GEN
‘The money has been stolen from the safe.’
Comment:
The verbs of this class exhibit a special case of possession transfer, however, the
condition under which the transfer takes place associates them rather with the
meaning of removal than with the meaning of a normal transfer of possession. The
entity being removed (theme) is expressed as the direct object and the possessor
and the source as a prepositional phrase headed by min. Verbs like saraqa ‘steal’
and salaba ‘thieve’ are also found with the dative alternation. We shall claim here
that it is a special instance of the dative alternation, since the dative object is
not assigned a recipient or a benefactive role, but a source role. This alternation
restricts the source role to be a person. A dative object with the theme role
beneficiary the benefactive alternation is not a well-formed construction (82).
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8.3.2.4

Pistawlaa ‘confiscate’ verbs

Class Members:
hajaza ‘confiscate’, Pistahwada ‘extort’, Pistawlaa ‘extort’
˙
˙ ¯
Properties:
c
(84) hajazat
š-šurtat-u
alaa l-manzil-i.
˙
confiscated DEF-police-NOM of
DEF-house-GEN
‘The police confscated the house.’

(85) ? Source PP
c
? hajazat
š-šurtat-u
alaa l-manzil-i
min saahib-i-hi.
˙
˙ ˙ GEN-his
confiscated DEF-police-NOM of
DEF-house-GEN from owner‘The police confiscated the house from its owner
Comment:
Similar to the class saraqa ‘steal’, this class involves a deprivation of possession and
specifies the manner in which the removal is carried out. In this sense, the class
has similarities with verbs of change of possession, especially verbs of obtaining
(see section 8.3.4). However, what sets these verbs apart from the verbs of the class
saraqa ‘steal’ is the realization of the theme role as the object of a prepositional
phrase headed by c alaa ‘of’.
8.3.2.5

jarrada ‘free’ verbs

Pac faa ‘unburden’, Paġaata ‘free’, PabraPa ‘cure’, Pasc afa ‘cure’, Paxlaa ‘free’, Pnqaa
¯
‘cleanse’, Pnqada ‘free’, Praaha ‘free’, c aafaa ‘cure’, c aalaja ‘cure’, c arra ‘denude’,
˙
šafaa ‘cure’, harama ‘deprive’, harrara ‘free’, saffaa ‘purify’, tahhara ‘cleanse’,
˙
˙
˙
˙
barraPa ‘cure’, daawaa ‘cure’, jarrada ‘free/disarm’, naddafa ‘cleanse’, najjaa
¯˙ ¯˙
‘free’, naqqaa ‘cleanse’
Properties:
(86) jarrada l-jayš-u
l-mutamarridiin-a min Paslihat-i-him.
˙
disarmed DEF-army-NOM DEF-rebels-ACC of weaponsGEN-their
‘The army disarmed the rebels of their weapons.’
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(87) * Locative Alternation:
a. jarrada l-jayš-u
l-mutamarridiin-a min Paslihat-i-him.
˙
disarmed DEF-army-NOM DEF-rebels-ACC of weaponsGEN-their
‘The army disarmed the rebels of their weapons.’
b. * jarrada l-jayš-u
l-Palihat-a
min l-mutamarridiyn-a.
˙
disarmed DEF-army-NOM DEF-weaponsACC of DEF-rebels-GEN
* ‘The army disarmed the weapons from the rebels.’
(88) Causative Alternations:
a. jarrada l-jayš-u
l-mutamarridiyn-a min Palihat-i-him.
˙
disarmed DEF-army-NOM DEF-rebels-ACC of weaponsGEN-their
‘The army disarmed the rebels of their weapon.’
b. ta-jarrada
l-mutamarridiyn-a min Palihat-i-him.
˙
MID-disarmed DEF-rebels-NOM of weaponsGEN-their
‘The rebels has been disarmed of their weapon.’
‘The rebels desarmed themselves of their weapon.’
Comment:
Similar to the class saraqa ‘steal’, the verbs of this class are associated –in Levin’s
words– with depriving someone/something of an inalienable possession (in a broad
sense) (Levin, 1993, 129). However, they focus rather the possessor or the source
than the theme, since, in contrast to the class saraqa ‘steal’, the source (possessor)
and not the theme is realized as the direct object. The theme however, is realized
as the object of a prepositional phrase headed by min. None of the verbs can
be used with the preposition c an ‘from’ nor can they be found with the locative
variant. Most verbs of this class are found with two variants of the causative
alternation: the causative/inchoative alternation and the reflexive alternation.
8.3.2.6

qaššara ‘peel’ verbs

Class Members:
Palhaa ‘ring’, Paxsaa ‘castrate’, c asara ‘vein’, halaba ‘milk’, bašara ‘skin’, falaa
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘louse’, fallaa ‘louse’, farata ‘ ’, Pihtalaba ‘milk’, Pihtaqafa ‘pit’, Piltahaa ‘rind’,
¯
˙
˙
˙
jalafa ‘shell’, lahaa ‘rind’, nawaa ‘pit’, naxala ‘sieve’, qaššra ‘peel’, qahafa ‘bone’,
˙
˙
qalafa ‘rind’, qarafa ‘rind’, rayyaša ‘remove-feather’, xasaa ‘castrate’
˙
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Properties:
(89) qaššara-t
Salma l-baydat-a.
˙ ACC
peeled-1.F.SG Salma DEF-egg‘Salma peeled the egg.’
(90) * Cognate min ‘from’ Phrase:
* qaššarat Salma l-baydat-a
min l-qušuur-i.
˙ ACC of DEF-peel-GEN
peeled Salma DEF-egg* ‘Salma peeled the egg of its peel.’
(91) Causative Alternation:
a. qaššara-t
Salma l-baydat-a.
˙ ACC
peeled-1.F.SG Salma DEF-egg‘Salma peeled the egg.’
b. ta-qaššara-t
l-baydat-u.
˙ NOM
INCH-peeled-1.F.SG DEF-egg‘The egg has been peeled.’
Comment:
This class is associated with removing an entity from a source. Most of its members
lexicalize the theme and can be paraphrased as x remove y from z where x is
zero-related to the name of the object removed. These verbs do not allow the
appearance of an explicit theme as the cognate object of a prepositional phrase
headed by min ‘from’, however, each of them has a morphologically derived form
associated with the inchoative. These forms participate in the causative/inchoative
alternation and constitute a new class with a relation to the original class (sibling
class).
8.3.2.7

Pafraga ‘empty’ verbs

Class Members:
Pasfara ‘empty’, Pafraġa ‘empty’, Panšafa ‘drain’, Panqaa ‘clean’, Paxlaa ‘empty’,
˙
saffaa ‘clear’, saffara ‘empty’, tahhara ‘clean’, farraġa ‘empty’, jaffafa ‘drain’,
˙
˙
˙
naddafa ‘clean’, naššafa ‘drain’, naqqaa ‘clean’, xallasa ‘clear’
¯˙ ¯˙
˙
Properties:
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(92) Pafraga n-naadil-u
l-maaP-a
min l-qinniinat-i.
emptied DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-water-ACC from DEF-bottle-GEN
‘The waiter emptied the water from the bottle.’
(93) Locative Alternation (some verbs)
a. Pafraga n-naadil-u
l-maaP-a
min l-qinniinat-i.
emptied DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-water-ACC from DEF-bottle-GEN
‘The waiter emptied the water from the bottle.’
b. Pafraga n-naadil-u
l-qinniinat-a
min l-maaP-i.
emptied DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-bottle-ACC of DEF-water-GEN
‘The waiter emptied the bottle of water.’
(94) Causative Alternations:
a. Pafraga n-naadil-u
l-qinniinat-a
min l-maaP-i.
emptied DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-bottle-ACC of DEF-water-GEN
‘The waiter emptied the bottle of water.’
b. faraga-t
l-qinniinat-u
min l-maaP-i.
INCH-emptied-1.F.SG DEF-bottle-NOM of DEF-water-GEN
‘The bottle emptied of the water.’
Comment:
The property that sets this class apart from the rest of the classes of removing
verbs is the specification of the final state of the location (source) after, removing
some entity (theme) from it. Its members are zero-related to adjectives and
therefore share the properties of change of state verbs. They are found with a
variety of causative alternations, however, only the source is allowed to be assigned
to the subject of the intransitive derived verb but not the theme. Only two verbs,
Paforaga ‘empty’ and farraga ‘empty’, can be found with the locative alternation.
We shall remember here, that the locative alternation in Arabic is slightly different
from its counterpart in English, since the PP of both alternating variants (PPtheme
and PPsource ) are headed by the same preposition min. Some verbs however, mark
the difference in meaning between the two PPs with the preposition pair min
‘from’ and c an ‘off’.
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8.3.2.8

nafada ‘shake-off ’ verbs
˙
c
asara ‘wring’, ġasala ‘wash’, kasaha ‘whisk’, mahhasa ‘clear’, mahaa ‘erase’,
˙
˙
˙˙ ˙
˙
mahasa ‘’, masaha ‘erase’, nafada ‘share-off ’, naffda ‘share-off ’, qamma ‘whisk’,
˙ ˙
˙
˙
˙
rahada ‘wash’, xamma ‘whisk’
˙ ˙
Properties:
(95) masaha n-naadil-u
l-maraq-a
min/c an l-maaPidat-i.
wiped˙ DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-sauce-ACC from
DEF-table-GEN
‘The waiter wiped the sauce off the table.’
(96) Locative Alternation:
a. masaha n-naadil-u
l-maraq-a min l-maaPidat-i.
˙
wiped DEF-waiter-NOM l-sauce-ACC from DEF-table-GEN
‘The waiter wiped the sauce off the table.’
b. masaha n-naadil-u
l-maaPidat-a min l-maraq-i.
˙
wiped DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-table-ACC from DEF-sauce-GEN
‘The waiter wiped the table (*off the sauce).’
(97) Causative Alternations (Theme object):
a. masaha n-naadil-u
l-maraq-a min
l-maaPidat-i.
˙
wiped DEF-waiter-NOM l-sauce-ACC from/of DEF-table-GEN
‘The waiter wiped the sauce off the table.’
b. Pin-masaha l-maraq-NOM min l-maaPidat-i.
˙ l-sauce-NOM from DEF-table-GEN
INCH-wiped
‘The sauce has been wiped off the table.’
(98) Causative Alternations (source object):
a. masaha n-naadil-u
l-maaPidat-a min l-maraq-i.
wiped˙ DEF-waiter-NOM DEF-table-ACC min l-maraq-i
‘The waiter wiped the table (*of the sauce).’
b. Pin-masaha-t
l-maaPidat-u min l-maraq-i.
˙
INCH-wiped-1.F.SG DEF-table-NOM from DEF-sauce-GEN
‘The table has been wiped (*off the sauce).’
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Comment:
The verbs of this class involve the removal of an entity from a surface or a container.
Unlike the class Pafraga ‘empty’, which specifies the state of the location after the
removal, the verbs specify the manner the action is carried out. They participate
in the locative alternation and attest the semantic effect associated with it, namely
the “holistic/partitive” effect, where the a-variant (with the theme as the direct
object) has the partitive reading and the b-variant (with the location (source)
as the direct object) has the holistic reading. Unlike English, however, the bvariant of the locative alternation in Arabic allows the theme to be the object
of a prepositional phrase headed by min ‘from/of’. The causative alternation
(the inchoative version of it) is available with the two variants of the locative
alternation. Thus, the intransitive/inchoative verbs –unlike verbs of the class
Pafraga ‘emtpy’, which only allow the location to be the subject of the intransitive
verb form– allow both the theme and the location (source) to be assigned to the
subject NP.
8.3.2.9

kanasa ‘brush’ verbs:

ġarbala ‘sieve’, kanasa ‘brush’, maššata ‘comb’, rafaša ‘shovel’
˙
Properties:
(99) kanasa-t
Salma l-gubaar-a
min l-mamarr-i.
brushed-1.F.SG Salma DEF-dust-ACC from DEF-vestibule-GEN
‘Salma brushed the dust from the vestibule.’
(100) Locative Alternation:
a. kanasa-t
Salma l-gubaar-a
min l-mamarr-i.
brushed-1.F.SG Salma DEF-dust-ACC from DEF-vestibule-GEN
‘Salma brushed the dust from the vestibule.’
b. kanasa-t
Salma l-mamarr-a
min l-gubaar-i.
brushed-1.F.SG Salma DEF-dust-ACC from DEF-vestibule-GEN
‘Salma brushed the vestibule (* off the dust).’
(101) Causative Alternations (theme object):
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a. kanasa-t
Salma l-gubaar-a
min l-mamarr-i.
brushed-1.F.SG Salma DEF-dust-ACC from DEF-vestibule-GEN
‘Salma brushed the dust from the vestibule.’
b. Pin-kanasa
l-gubaar-u
min l-mamarr-i.
INCH-brushed DEF-dust-NOM from DEF-vestibule-GEN
‘The dust has been brushed from the vestibule.’
(102) Causative Alternations (source object):
a. kanasa-t
Salma l-mamarr-a
min l-gubaar-i.
brushed-1.F.SG Salma DEF-vestibule-ACC from DEF-dust-GEN
‘Salma brushed the vestibule (* of the dust from).’
b. Pin-kanasa
l-mamarr-u
min l-gubaar-i.
INCH-brushed DEF-dust-NOM from DEF-vestibule-GEN
‘The vestibule has been brushed (* of the dust from).’
(103) Unspecified Object Alternation (some):
a. kanasa-t
Salma l-mamarr-a.
brushed-1.F.SG Salma DEF-vestibule-ACC
‘Salma brushed the vestibule.’
b. kanasa-t
Salma.
brushed-1.F.SG Salma
‘Salma brushed.’
(104) Unspecified Object Alternation plus Source PP (some):
a. kanasa-t
Salma l-gubaar-a
min taht-i
s-sariir-i.
˙ GEN DEF-bed-GEN
brushed-1.F.SG Salma DEF-dust-ACC from under‘Salma brushed the dust from under the bed.’
b. kanasa-t
Salma tahta s-sariir-i.
˙ DEF-bed-GEN
brushed-1.F.SG Salma under
‘Salma brushed under the bed.’
Comment:
The verbs of this class are associated with removing an entity from a surface
and the property that sets them apart from other classes of removing is the zerorelation to nouns of the instruments used in the removing action. However, as is
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common in Arabic, the derivational relation between the verb and the instrument
nouns goes a direction in which the instrument is derived from the verb and not
vice versa (105).
(105) [Root] =⇒Verb =⇒Instrumental Noun
Nevertheless, in the absence of an explicit instrument role, Arabic speaker imply
the instrument that is morphologically related to the verbs. For instance, the verb
kanasa ‘brush’ entails the use of the instrument mi-knasa ‘a brush’.
Verbs of this class participate in the locative alternation. In the b-variant of the
alternation, the theme is realized as the object of a prepositional phrase headed
by min ‘from/of’. Most of these verbs can be used with an unspecified (theme)
object. The semantic effect related to this alternation is, similar to previous
class, a holistic/partitive effect, where the theme object is associated with the
partitive reading and the source object is associated with the holistic reading. As
is common for causatives in Arabic, these verbs also have an inchoative derived
form that participates in the causative alternation and other alternations related
to it.

8.3.3

Verbs of sending of carrying

8.3.3.1

Parosala ‘send’ verbs

Class Members:
Pac aada ‘return’, Parjac a ‘return’, Parsala ‘send’, Pawsala ‘deliver’, Pbrada ‘post’,
˙
šahana ‘port’, hawwala ‘transfer’, bac ata ‘send’, harraba ‘smuggle’, Pibtac ata
¯
¯
˙
˙
‘send’, marrara ‘pass’, naqala ‘transport’, radda ‘return’, rajjac a ‘return’, saddara
‘export’, sallala ‘smuggle’, wassala ‘deliver’
˙˙
Properties:
(106) Parsala saliim-un l-kitaab-a
(min) baariiz)
(Pilaa murraakuš).
sent
Salim-NOM DEF-book-ACC (from Paris-GEN) (to Marrakech).
‘Salim sent a book form Paris to Marrakech.’
(107) * Dative Alternation:
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a. Parsala saliim-un l-kitaab-a
li-c aliy-in.
sent
Salim-NOM DEF-book-ACC to-Ali-GEN
‘Salim sent a book to Ali.’
b. * Parsala saliim-un c aliy-an l-kitaab-a.
sent
Salim-NOM Ali-ACC DEF-book-ACC
‘Salim sent Ali a book.’
(108) ? Causative Alternation:
a. Parsala saliim-un l-kitaab-a
li-c aliy-in.
sent
Salim-NOM DEF-book-ACC to-Ali-GEN
‘Salim sent a book to Ali.’
b. ? Pn-rasala l-kitaab-u
li-c aliy-in.
INCH-sent DEF-book-NOM to-Ali-GEN
‘The book has been sent to Ali.’
(109) Object/biPP Alternation:
a. Parsala saliim-un l-kitaab-a
li-c aliy-in.
sent
Salim-NOM DEF-book-ACC to-Ali-GEN
‘Salim sent a book to Ali.’
b. Parsala saliim-un bi-l-kitaab-i
li-c aliy-in.
sent
Salim-NOM with-DEF-book-GEN to-Ali-GEN
‘Salim sent a book to Ali.’
Comment:
Similar to the class send in Levin’s collection (Levin, 1993, 132–133), the class
Parsala ‘send’ in Arabic describes causing the motion of an object to some location.
Two main properties distinguish its members from verbs of putting and verbs like
jalaba ‘bring’. The first is related to the nature of the motion, which includes only
the theme being moved but not the agent (unaccompanied motion). However,
some verbs can also have the reading of an accompanied motion like Pawsala
˙
‘deliver’ and are crosslisted in the class jalaba ‘bring’. The second property is the
possibility to select a goal prepositional phrase.
Unlike verbs of the class send in English, this class is not found with the dative
alternation, which does not hinder some of their members to involve the meaning
of transfer of possession. Furthermore, some verbs are found with the Arabic
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sprecific Object/biPP alternation, where, the theme is realized as the direct object
in the a-variant and as the object of a prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’.
8.3.3.2

jalaba ‘bring’ verbs:

Pahdara ‘bring’, Pajlaba ‘bring’, Pawsala ‘bring’, Paxada ‘take’, šaala ‘carry’,
¯
˙˙
˙
hamala ‘heave’, dafac a ‘ push’, Pijtalaba ‘bring’, jadaba ‘pull’, jalaba ‘bring’,
¯
˙
jarjara ‘pull’, jarra ‘pull’, jarrara ‘schlep’, naqala ‘carry’, naqqala ‘carry’, sahaba
˙
‘pull’, saaqa ‘drive’, wassala ‘bring’, wazara ‘carry’, zabaa ‘carry’
˙˙
Properties:
l-maPuunat-a
(min s-suuq-i)
(110) Pahdara l-Pab-u
˙
˙
brought DEF-father-NOM DEF-provisions-ACC (from DEF-market-GEN)
(Pilaa d-daar-i).
(to DEF-house-GEN).
‘The father brought the provisions (from the market) (to the house).’
(111) Pahdara l-Pab-u
l-maPuunat-a
li-c aaPilat-i-hi.
˙˙
brought
DEF-father-NOM DEF-provisions-ACC to-family-GEN-his.
‘The father brought the provisions to his family.’
(112) * Dative Alternation:
a. Pahdara l-Pab-u
l-maPuunat-a
li-c aaPilat-i-hi.
˙˙
brought
DEF-father-NOM DEF-provisions-ACC to-family-GEN-his.
‘The father brought the provisions to his family.’
b. * Pahdara l-Pab-u c aaPilat-a-hu l-maPuunat-a.
˙˙
brought
DEF-father-NOM
family-ACC-his DEF-provisions-ACC.
‘The father brought his family the provisions.’
(113) Causative Alternations:
a. Pahdara l-Pab-u
l-maPuunat-a
Pilaa d-daar-i.
˙˙
brought
DEF-father-NOM DEF-provisions-ACC to
DEF-house-GEN.
‘The father brought the provisions to the house.’
b. hadara-t
l-maPuunat-u
Pilaa d-daar-i.
˙(INCH
˙ -)brought DEF-provisions-NOM to DEF-house-GEN.
‘The provisions have been brought to the house.’
let:‘The provisions arrived to the house.’
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(114) Object/biPP Alternation:
a. Pahdara l-Pab-u
l-maPuunat-a
Pilaa d-daar-i.
˙
˙
brought DEF-father-NOM DEF-provisions-ACC to DEF-house-GEN.
‘The father brought the provisions to the house.’
b. * Pahdara l-Pab-u
bi-l-maPuunat-a
Pilaa d-daar-i.
˙˙
brought
DEF-father-NOM DEF-provisions-ACC to
DEF-house-GEN.
* ‘The father brought with the provisions to the house.’
Comment:
The verbs of this class involve causing an accompanied motion. Some of them
specify the manner how this motion is carried out, others are morphologically and
semantically related to intransitive motion verbs like wasala ‘arrive’. Accordingly,
˙
this class is heterogeneous if we consider the lexicalization behavior of its members.
However, it is more homogenous with respect to the alternations it is found with.
Thus, like verbs of the class Parsala ‘send’ verbs of the class jalaba ‘bring’ allow
a source or a goal preposition (or both). In addition they are not found with
the dative alternation. The main difference to the class Parsala ‘send’, however,
consists –in addition to the nature of the accompanied motion– in the absence of
the object biPP alternation.
8.3.3.3

qadima ‘arrive’ verbs

Class Members:
Pataa ‘come’, c aada ‘arrive’, jaaa ‘come’, qadima ‘arrive’, rajac a ‘return’
Properties:
(115) jaaPa l-Pab-u
bi-l-maPunat-i
(mino s-suuq-i)
came DEF-father-NOM with-DEF-provisions-GEN (from DEF-market-GEN)
(Pilaa l-manzil-i).
(to DEF-house-GEN)
‘The father brought the provisions (from the market) (to the house).’
(116) jaaPa l-Pab-u
bi-l-maPunat-i
li-c aaPilat-i-hi.
came DEF-father-NOM with-DEF-provisions-GEN to-family-GEN-his
‘The father brought the provisions to his family.’
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(117) Object/biPP Alteration:
a. * jaaPa l-Pab-u
l-maPunat-a
li-c aaPilat-i-hi.
came DEF-father-NOM DEF-provisions-ACC to-family-GEN-his
‘The father brought the provisions to his family.’
b. jaaPa l-Pab-u
bi-l-maPunat-i
li-c aaPilat-i-hi.
came DEF-father-NOM with-DEF-provisions-GEN to-family-GEN-his
‘The father brought the provisions to his family.’
(118) Dative Alternation (some verbs):
a jaaPa l-Pab-u
bi-l-maPunat-i
li-c aaPilat-i-hi.
came DEF-father-NOM with-DEF-provisions-GEN to-family-GEN-his
‘The father brought the provisions to his family.’
c
b. jaaPa l-Pab-u
aaPilat-a-hi bi-l-maPunat-i.
came DEF-father-NOM family-ACC-his with-DEF-provisions-GEN
‘The father brought his family the provisions.’

Comment:
These verbs are originally intransitive verbs of directed motion, but also involve
causing an accompanied motion. They assign the theme role to a prepositional
phrase headed by bi ‘with’. Unlike the last two classes, this class is not found with
the object/biPP alternation, since the theme is not allowed to be assigned to a
direct object. However, some verbs are found with the dative alternation. Similar
to verbs of causing motion, these verbs can take a goal or a source prepositional
phrase, where both phrases can appear simultaneously in the same sentence.

8.3.4

Verbs of change of possession

Pac taa ‘give’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
8.3.4.1

Pac taa ‘give’, Pac aara ‘lend’, , Padaana ‘lend’, Pahdaa ‘present’, Pajjara ‘rent’,
˙
Pakraa ‘rent’, Panaala ‘give’, Paqrada ‘lend’, Parhana ‘pawn’, Paslafa ‘lend’, Paslama
˙
‘pass’, Pqtac a ‘pass’, baac a ‘sell’, , jazaha ‘give’, mallaka ‘CAUS-own’, manaha ‘give’,
˙
˙
˙
nasaPa ‘sale’, naawala ‘hand’, , qatac a ‘pass’, qarrada ‘lend’, rahana ‘pawn’, razaqa
˙
˙
‘give’, sallafa ‘lend’, sallama ‘pass’, wahaba ‘dedicate’, xawala ‘give’, xawwala
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‘give’, zaada ‘add’
Properties:
(119) baac a s-samsaar-u
šuqat-an
li-z-zabuun-i.
sold DEF-agent-ACC appartment-ACC-IND to-DEF-customer-GEN
‘The agent sold an appartment to the customer.’
(120) Dative Alternation:
a. baac a s-samsaar-u
šuqat-an
li-z-zabuun-i.
sold DEF-agent-ACC appartment-IND-ACC to-DEF-customer-GEN
‘The agent sold an appartment to the customer.’
b. baac a s-samsaar-u
z-zabuun-a
šuqat-an.
sold DEF-agent-ACC DEF-customer-ACC appartment-ACC-IND
‘The agent sold the customer an appartment.’
(121) * Fulfilling Alternation:
a. baac a s-samsaar-u
šuqat-an
li-z-zabuun-i.
sold DEF-agent-ACC appartment-IND-ACC to-DEF-customer-GEN
‘The agent sold an appartment to the customer.’
b. * baac a s-samsaar-u
z-zabuun-a
bi-šuqat-in.
sold DEF-agent-ACC -DEF-customer-ACC with-appartment-IND-GEN
* ‘The agent sold the customer with an appartment.’
(122) ? Causative Alternation (some verbs:)
a. baac a-t
s-samsaar-u
šuqat-an
li-z-zabuun-i.
sold-1.F.SG DEF-agent-ACC appartment-IND-ACC to-DEF-customer-GEN
‘The agent sold an appartment to the customer.’
a. ? Pin-baac a-t
šuqat-un
li-z-zabuun-i.
INCH-sold-1.F.SG appartment-IND-NOM to-DEF-customer-GEN
‘An appartment has been sold to the customer.’
(123) Asset Preposition Phrase (some verbs):
baac a-t
s-samsaar-u
šuqat-an
li-z-zabuun-i
sold-1.F.SG DEF-agent-ACC appartment-IND-ACC to-DEF-customer-GEN
bi-malyun Puuruu.
with-million Euro
‘The agent sold an appartment to the customer for a million Euro.’
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Comment:
This class is constituted of verbs of change of possession. The theme and the
recipient are realized as the direct object and the object of a prepositional phrase
headed by li ‘to’ respectively. In the dative alternation however, both roles are
realized as the objects and carry the same case marking (causative). In Arabic,
there is no strict word order for the two objects, however, there is a preference for
having the recipient as the first object and the theme as the second object. In the
case of ambiguity such as found in example (124), Arabic speakers will most likely
interpret the first object as the recipient and the second object as the theme.
(124) baac a l-mudiir-u
l-laac ib-a
l-fariiq-a.
sold DEF-director-NOM DEF-player-ACC DEF-club-ACC
Interpretion 1: ‘The director sold the club to the player.’
Interpretation 2: ‘The director sold the player to the club.’
Some verbs can also be used with a prepositional phrase that specifies the asset
of the transaction.
8.3.4.2

radda ‘return’ verbs

Class Members:
Pac aada ‘return’, Padda ‘remit’, Parjac a ‘return’, Pasdaa ‘submit’, hawwala ‘trans˙
fer’, dafac a ‘reimburse’, farraqa ‘distribute’, qaddama ‘remit’, radda ‘return’,
rajjac a ‘remit’, saddada ‘reimburse’, taraka ‘forfeit’, wazzac a ‘distribute’, xallaa
‘forfeit’
Properties:
c
(125) radda
aliy-un l-maal-a
li-saahib-i-hi.
˙ ˙ GEN-his
returned Ali-NOM DEF-money-ACC to-owner‘Ali returned the money to its owner.’

(126) * Dative Alternation:
c
a. radda
aliy-un l-maal-a
li-kariim-in.
returned Ali-NOM DEF-money-ACC to-Karim-GEN
‘Ali returned the money to Karim.’
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c
b. radda
aliy-un kariim-an l-maal-a.
returned Ali-NOM kariim-ACC DEF-money-ACC
‘Ali returned Karim the money.’

(127) * Fulfilling Alternation:
c
a. radda
aliy-un l-maal-a
li-kariim-in.
returned Ali-NOM DEF-money-ACC to-Karim-GEN
‘Ali returned the money to Karim.’
c
b. radda
aliy-un kariim-un bi-l-maal-i.
returned Ali-NOM Karim-ACC DEF-money-GEN

(128) ? Causative Alternation:
c
a. radda
aliy-un l-maal-a
li-kariim-in.
returned Ali-NOM DEF-money-ACC to-Karim-GEN
‘Ali returned the money to Karim.’

b. Pi-rtadda l-maal-u
li-kariim-in.
returned DEF-money-NOM to-Karim-GEN
‘The money has been returned to Karim.’
Comment:
These verbs are associated with a change of possession, however, they are not
found with the dative alternation as is the case in the previous class. Most verbs
realize the recipient as the object of a prepositional phrase headed by li ‘to’.
However, the verbs farraqa and wazzac a ‘distribute’ assign the recipient role to a
prepositional phrase headed by c alaa ‘about/around’. This preposition probabely
marks the special state of the recipient which is restricted to be plural or dual.
8.3.4.3

tasaddaqa ‘donate’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
Panc ama ‘favor’, jaada ‘favor’, manna ‘endow’, saxaa ‘donate’, tasaddaqa ‘donate’,
˙
tatawwac a ‘donate’, tabarrac a ‘contribute’, tafaddala ‘accord’, takarrama ‘favor’
˙
˙˙
Properties:
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(129) tabarrac a d-dayf-u
bi-xamsiina Puuruu c alaa
˙
˙
contributed DEF-guest-NOM with-fifty Euro to
l-jamc iyat-i.
DEF-association-GEN
‘The guest contributed 50 Euro to the association.’
Comment:
These verbs involve a transfer of possession, however, unlike the verbs of previous
classes, they realize the recipient and the theme as two prepositional phrases.
The first one is headed by the preposition c alaa ‘to/on’ and the second one
by the preposition bi ‘with’. In addition, some of them are zero-related to
adjectives (or nouns) that describe moral attitudes like generosity, openhandedness
or magnanimity. These verbs are originally intransitive verbs of change of state
and can generally be paraphrased as x attests generosity by giving y to z.
8.3.4.4

Pawrata ‘bequeath’ verbs
¯
Class Members:
Paforada ‘allot’, PajozaPa ‘portion’, Paqtac a ‘apportion’, Pawrata ‘bequeath’, c ayyana
¯
˙
‘assign’, kataba ‘allocate’, qatac a ‘apportion’, qaddama ‘yield’, rasada ‘allot’, taraka
˙
˙
‘cede’, warrata ‘bequeath’, xassasa ‘allot’
¯
˙˙ ˙
Properties:
(130) Pawarata l-jadd-u
d-daar-a
li-hafiid-i-hi.
¯
˙
bequeathed DEF-grandfather-NOM DEF-house-ACC to-grandchildGEN-his
‘The grandfather bequeathed the house to his grandchild.’
(131) Dative Alternation (some verbs):
a. Pawarata l-jadd-u
d-daar-a
li-hafiid-i-hi.
¯
˙
bequeathed DEF-grandfather-NOM DEF-house-ACC to-grandchildGEN-his
‘The grandfather bequeathed the house to his grandchild.’
b. Pawarata l-jadd-u
hafiid-a-hu
d-daar-a.
¯
˙
bequeathed DEF-grandfather-NOM grandchild-ACC-his DEF-house-ACC
‘The grandfather bequeathed his grandchild the house.’
(132) * Fulfilling Alternation:
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a. Pawarata l-jadd-u
d-daar-a
li-hafiid-i-hi.
¯
˙
bequeathed DEF-grandfather-NOM DEF-house-ACC to-grandchildGEN-his
‘The grandfather bequeathed the house to his grandchild.’
b. Pawarata l-jadd-u
hafiid-a-hu
bi-d-daar-i.
¯
˙
bequeathed DEF-grandfather-NOM grandchild-ACC-his with-DEF-house-GEN
* ‘The grandfather bequeathed the grandchild with the house.’
(133) ? Causative Alternations:
a. Pawarata l-jadd-u
d-daar-a
li-hafiid-i-hi.
¯
˙
bequeathed DEF-grandfather-NOM DEF-house-ACC to-grandchildGEN-his
‘The grandfather bequeathed the house to his grandchild.’
b. ? Pin-warata-t
d-daar-u
li-l-hafiid-i.
¯
˙ -grandchild-GEN
INCH-bequeathed-1.F.SG DEF-house-NOM to-DEF
‘The house has been bequeathed to the grandchild.’
Comment:
These verbs involve a change of possession in the future. That is, the recipient
does not receive the object (theme) immediately, but as a prospective result of a
transfer event. Few verbs can be found with the dative alternation, which is due
to the fact that most of them are not originally verbs of change of possession. For
instance, the verb kataba has originally the meaning of ‘write’.
None of these verbs is found with the fulfilling alternation. As with many verbs
of change of possession, it is hard to imagine an inchoative version of these verbs.
Theoretically, there is no reason that hinders them to participate in a causative
alternation, however, the passive form is more privileged than the inchoative form.
8.3.4.5

tanaazala ‘cede’ verbs

Class Members:
Pawsaa ‘bequeath’, c arada ‘offer’, Piqtaraha ‘offer’, tanaazala ‘leave’, taxallaa
˙
˙
˙
‘leave’, wassaa ‘bequeath’
˙˙
Properties:
(134) tanaazala zayd-un li-c aliy-in c an daraajat-i-hi.
ceded
Zayd-NOM to-Ali-GEN of bike-GEN-his
‘Ali ceded his bike to Zayd.’
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(135) * Dative Alternation:
a. * tanaazala zayd-un daraajat-a-hu li-c aliy-in.
ceded
Zayd-NOM bike-ACC-his to-Ali-GEN
‘Ali ceded his bike to Zayd.’
b. * tanaazala zayd-un c aliy-an daraajat-a-hu.
ceded
Zayd-NOM Ali-ACC bike-ACC-his
‘Zayd ceded Ali his bike.’
(136) * Fulfilling Alternation:
a. * tanaazala zayd-un c aliy-an daraajat-a-hu.
ceded
Zayd-NOM Ali-ACC bike-ACC-his
‘Zayd ceded Ali his bike.’
b. * tanaazala zayd-un c aliy-an bi-daraajat-i-hu.
ceded
Zayd-NOM Ali-ACC with-bike-GEN-his
* ‘Ali ceded Zayd with his bike.’
Comment:
These verbs involve a change of possession with a future implication. However,
unlike the class Pawrata ‘bequeath’, these verbs are found neither with the da¯
tive alternation nor with the causative alternation. Their main property is the
assignment of the theme and the recipient to two prepositional phrases. Each of
them can be headed by different prepositions: the theme PP is headed by the
preposition li or by c alaa ‘to/on’ and the recipient by c an ‘of’ or bi ‘with’.
8.3.4.6

Pamadda ‘provide’ verbs:

Class Members:
Paajara ‘compensate’, Patqala ‘burden’, Pakrama ‘endow’, Pazaada ‘provision’,
¯
Pamadda ‘provide’, c aada ‘compensate’, c awwada ‘compensate’, haarafa ‘compen˙
˙
˙
sate’, habaa ‘provide’, jahhaza ‘equip’, kaafaPa ‘reward’, karrama ‘reward’, madda
˙
‘supely’, razaqa ‘endow’, sallaha ‘arm’, waafaa ‘provide’, xassa ‘trust’, zawwada
˙
˙˙
‘provision’
Properties:
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(137) zawwada l-PatibbaaP-u
l-hujjaaj-a
bi-l-maaP-i.
˙
˙
provided DEF-doctors-NOM DEF-pilgrims-ACC with-DEF-water-GEN
‘The doctor provided the pilgrims with water.’
(138) * Fulfilling Alternation:
a. * zawwada l-PatibbaaP-u
l-maaP-a
li-l-hujjaaj-a.
˙
˙ -pilgrims-GEN
provided DEF-doctors-NOM DEF-water-ACC to-DEF
* ‘The doctors provided the water to the pilgrims.’
b. zawwada l-PatibbaaP-u
l-hujjaaj-a
bi-l-maaP-i.
˙ -pilgrims-ACC with-DEF-water-GEN
provided DEF˙-doctors-NOM DEF
‘The doctors provided the pilgrims with water.’
(139) PP Drop (some):
a. zawwada l-PatibbaaP-u
l-hujjaaj-a
bi-l-maaP-i.
˙ -pilgrims-ACC with-DEF-water-GEN
provide DEF˙-doctors-NOM DEF
‘The doctor provided the pilgrims with water.’
b. zawwada l-PatibbaaP-u
l-hujjaaj-a.
˙
˙ -pilgrims-ACC
provide DEF-doctors-NOM DEF
‘The doctors provided the pilgrims.’
(140) Causative Alternations (some):
a. zawwada l-PatibbaaP-u
l-hujjaaj-a
bi-l-maaP-i.
˙
˙
provided DEF-doctors-NOM DEF-pilgrims-ACC with-DEF-water-GEN
‘The doctor provided the pilgrims with water.’
b. ta-zawwada l-hujjaaj-u
bi-l-maaP-i.
˙ -pilgrims-ACC with-DEF-water-GEN
MID-provided DEF
Inchoative: ‘The pilgrims has been provided with water.’
Reflexive: ‘The pilgrims provided themself with water.’
(141) Predicate PP (some verbs):
kaafaPa-t
š-šarikat-u
l-mustaxadmiyn-a c alaa
compensate-1.F.SG DEF-company-NOM DEF-employees-ACC for
majhuudaat-i-him
efforts-GEN-their
‘The company compensated the employees for their efforts.’
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Comment:
The verbs of this class belong to what Levin calls Verbs of providing (Levin, 1993,
140). They differ from normal verbs of possession transfer in involving a special
act of change of possession. The transfer is carried out in favor of a person or an
organization that has an expectation or a need to be provided with the transferred
object. Most of them specify the terms in which the transfer of possession is
carried out (compensation, favor etc). Other verbs are zero-related to nouns that
name objects being transferred. However, they allow an explicit theme object,
especially when it comes with additional information. The recipient is realized as
the direct object and the theme as the object of a prepositional phrase headed
by bi ‘with’. Most of these verbs allow the drop of the theme PP, whereas few of
them allow the inchoative reading. Others can be found with the reflexive reading.
In addition, some of them can take an unsubcategorized PP phrase that specifies
a quality or a performance of the recipient that leads the agent to proceed with
the transfer event.
This class is very heterogeneous. In Arabic VerbNet, this homogeneity is resolved
by creating subclasses. However, one can build separate classes to reflect each of
these properties more clearly.
8.3.4.7

Pištaraa ‘buy’ verbs

Class Members:
Pahraza ‘get’, Pasaaba ‘obtain’, Padraka ‘obtain’, Palfaa ‘find’, Paxada ‘get’,
¯
˙
˙
šaraa ‘buy’, damma ‘appropriate’, hassala ‘get’, hajaza ‘book’, hawwaša ‘collect’,
˙
˙ ˙˙
˙
˙
daana ‘borrow’, Pištara ‘buy’, Piġtanama ‘earn’, Pibtaac a ‘buy’, Piftakka ‘earn’,
Pijtanaa ‘collect’, Piktaraa ‘lease’, Piktasaba ‘gain’, Pintaqaa ‘select’, Pintazac a
‘exact’, Piqtatafa ‘pluck’, Piqtanaa ‘purchase’, Piqtarada ‘borrow’, PistaPjara ‘rent’,
˙
˙
Pistac aada ‘regain’, Pistac aara ‘borrow’, Pistataaba ‘gain’, Pistadaana ‘borrow’,
¯
Pistalafa ‘borrow’, Pistalama ‘get’, Pistaradda ‘retrieve’, Pistarfada ‘earn’, Pistarjac a
‘retrieve’, Pixtaara ‘select’, jabaa ‘collect’, jamac a ‘collect’, jammac a ‘collect’, janaa
‘collect’, kasaba ‘earn’, laaqa ‘find’, lamma ‘collect’, naala ‘obtain’, qatafa ‘pluck’,
˙
qabada ‘get’, qabila ‘accept’, raakama ‘collect’, rabiha ‘gain’, rakama ‘collect’,
˙
˙
sahaba ‘retrieve’, taPattala ‘earn’, tadayyana ‘borrow’, takassaba ‘gain’, talaqqaa
¯¯
˙
‘get’, taqabbala ‘accept’, tasallafa ‘borrow’, tasallama ‘obtain’, taxattafa ‘steal’,
˙˙
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taxayyara ‘select’, warita ‘inherit’
¯
Properties:
(142) Pištaraa c aliy-un mic taf-an.
˙ ACC-IND
bought Ali-Nom jacket‘Ali bought a jacket.’
(143) Source PP (most verbs):
Pištaraa c aliy-un mic taf-an
min matjar-in
muc tabar-in.
˙ ACC-IND from shop-GEN-IND good-GEN-IND
bought Ali-Nom jacket‘Ali bought a jacket from a good shop.’
(144) * Dative Alternation (* Benefactive Alternation):
a. Pištaraa c aliy-un mic taf-an
l-Pax-ii-hi.
˙
bought Ali-Nom jacket-ACC-IND for-brother-GEN-his
‘Ali bought a jacket for his brother.’
b. * Pištaraa c aliy-un Pax-aa-hu
mic taf-an.
˙ ACC-IND
bought Ali-Nom brother-ACC-his jacket‘Ali bought his brother a jacket.’
(145) * Localtive Alternation:
a. Pištaraa c aliy-un l-mic taf-an
min l-matjar-i.
˙
bought Ali-Nom DEF-jacketACC-IND from DEF-shop-GEN
‘Ali bought a jacket from the shop.’
b. * Pištaraa c aliy-un l-matjar-a
min l-mic taf-i.
˙
bought Ali-Nom DEF-shop-ACC of DEF-jacketACC
* ‘Ali bought the shop of the jacket.’
(146) Sum of Money Subject Alternation (some verbs):
a. Pištaraa c aliy-un mic taf-an
bi-xamsiina Puuruu.
˙
bought Ali-Nom jacket-ACC-IND for-fifty
Euro
‘Ali bought a jacket for 50 Euro.’
b. xamsuuna Puuruu lan ta-štarii mic taf-an .
˙ ACC-IND
fifty
Euro not PL-buy jacket‘50 Euro won’t buy a jacket.’
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Comment:
This class can be described as verbs of obtaining. Many of them are morphologically
related to verbs of the classes ?ac taa ‘give’, Pawrata ‘bequeath’ and some other
¯
˙
classes of change of possession having the thematic structure agent theme recipient.
For instance, the verbs warita ‘inherit’ is morphologically related to the ditransitive
¯
verb Pawrata ‘bequeath’ of the class of the same name. Similarly, the verb Pibtaac a
¯
‘buy’ is morphologically related to the ditransitive verb baac a ‘sell’ of the class
Pac taa ‘give’.
˙
Verbs of this class principally assign two roles: the recipient and the theme, where
the recipient is assigned to the subject and the theme to the object of the verb.
The verbs participate neither in the benefactive alternation nor in the dative
alternation. However, they may take a beneficiary PP. In addition, some of them
participate in the sum of money subject alternation in which the sum of money
spent to obtain an object in the transaction is alternatively realized as the subject
of the sentence. As one can expect, this alternation is only possible with verbs
that involve an asset in the transfer of possession like Pištaraa ‘buy’, Piktaraa
‘lease’ or Piqtanaa ‘purchase’.
8.3.4.8

faaza ‘win’ verbs:

Class Members:
dafara ‘win’, hadiia ‘get’, hassala ‘gain’, hasala ‘get’, haaza ‘obtain’, faaza ‘win’,
¯˙
˙ ¯
˙ ˙˙
˙ ˙
˙
tah
assala ‘get’ ˙
˙ ˙˙
Properties:
(147) faaza l-fiizyaaPiy-u
bi-jaaPizat-i
nuubal.
won DEF-physicist-NOM with-prize-GEN Nobel
‘The physicist won the Nobel prize.’
(148) Source PP:
faaza l-fiizyaaPiy-u
bi-jaaPizat-i
min l-Pakaadiimiyat-i.
won DEF-physicist-NOM with-prize-GEN from DEF-academy-GEN
‘The physicist won the prize from the academy.’
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(149) Benefactive PP:
c
hasala c aliy-un li-Pax-ii-hi
alaa mic taf-in.
˙ ˙
˙ GEN-IND
obtained
Ali-NOM for-brother-GEN-his of
jacket‘Ali obtained a jacket for his brother.’

(150) * Sum of Money Subject Alternation:
a. hasala c aliy-un c alaa mic taf-in
bi-xamsiina Puuruu.
˙ ˙
˙ GEN-IND for-fifty
obtained
Ali-NOM of
jacketEuro
‘Ali obtained the jacket for fifty Euro.’
b. * xamsuuna Puuruu laa ta-hasalu c alaa mic taf-in.
˙ ˙
˙ GEN-IND
50
Euro not obtain
of
jacket* ‘Fifty Euro do not obtain a jacket.’
Comment:
The verbs of this class belong to the super-class of obtaining verbs. The property
that set them apart from the class Pištaraa ‘buy’ is the realization of the theme
as prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’ or c alaa ‘on/of’. The verbs allow a
source as well as a benefactive PP, but none of them is found with the sum of
money subject alternation.
8.3.4.9

Pihtataba ‘collect-wood’ verbs
˙ ˙
c
Pa šaba ‘hay’, hataba ‘collect-wood’, Pic šawšaba ‘hay’, Pihtašša ‘hay’, Pihtataba
˙ ˙
˙
˙ ˙
‘collect-wood’
Properties:
(151) hataba
l-fallaah-u.
˙collect-wood
˙
˙
DEF-farmerNOM
‘The farmer collected wood.’
(152) Cognate Object:
Pihtataba
l-fallaah-u
l-hataba.
˙ ˙
˙
˙ ˙-wood.
collect-wood
DEF-farmerNOM DEF
‘The farmer collected wood.’
(153) Benefactive Alternation (some verbs):
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a. hataba
l-fallaah-u
li-jaar-i-hi.
˙collect-wood
˙
˙
DEF-farmer-NOM for-neighbor-GEN-his
‘The farmer collected wood for his neighbor.’
b. hataba
l-fallaah-u
jaar-a-hu.
˙ ˙
˙
collect-wood
DEF-farmerNOM neighbor-ACC-his
‘The farmer collected wood for his neighbor.’
Comment:
The main property of these verbs is the zero-relation to nouns that may appear as
the theme in a paraphrase (x collects y where y is zero-related to the verb). Some
of them can take a modified or an unmodified cognate object or an object of a
different nature. Few of them participate in the benefactive alternation.
8.3.4.10

Paddaa ‘pay’ verbs

Class Members:
Paddaa ‘pay’, Panfaqa ‘spend’, sarafa ‘spend’, bac zaqa ‘waste’, bahtara ‘waste’,
˙
˙¯
baddara ‘waste’, badala ‘spend’, dafac a ‘pay’
¯¯
¯
Properties:
(154) dafac a Zayd-un xamsiyna Puuruu min-Pajol-i l-kitaab-i.
payed Zayd-NOM fifty
Euro for
DEF-book-GEN
‘Zayd payed 50 Euro for the book.’
(155) PP Drop:
dafac a Zayd-un xamsiyna Puuruu.
payed Zayd-NOM fifty
Euro
‘Zayd payed 50 Euro.’
(156) * Dative Alternation (some verbs):
a. dafac a Zayd-un li-l-baaPic -i
xamsiyna Puuruu min-Pajol-i
payed Zayd-NOM to-DEF-salesman-GEN fifty
Euro for
l-kitaab-i.
DEF-book-GEN
‘Zayd payed 50 Euro for the book to the salesman.’
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b. * dafac a Zayd-un l-baaPic -a
xamsiyna Puuruu min-Pajol-i
payed Zayd-NOM DEF-salesman-ACC fifty
Euro for
l-kitaab-i.
DEF-book-GEN
‘Zayd payed the salesman 50 Euro for the book.’
Comment:
These verbs have a status between verbs of giving and verbs of obtaining. The
agent “obtains” an object in exchange for something else, typically a sum of
money. The asset (sum of money) is realized as the direct object and the theme as
the object of a prepositional phrase headed by one of the prepositions muqaabila
‘in-exchange-for’, c alaa ‘for’ or the compound preposition min-Pajli ‘for’. The
verbs do not participate in the dative alternation and allow the drop of the theme
prepositional phrase.
8.3.4.11

sarrafa ‘change’ verbs
˙
Class Members:

Pabdala ‘exchange’, Pabdala ‘exchange’, c aawada ‘substitute’, sarafa ‘exchange’,
˙
˙
sarrafa ‘exchange’, faadaa ‘substitute’, fadaa ‘substitute’, fadda ‘substitute’, Pistabdala
˙
‘change’, qaabala ‘barter’
Properties:
(157) Pistabdala c aliy-un qamiys-a l-qutn-i
bi-qamiys-i
˙
˙
˙ GEN
exchanged Ali-NOM shirt-ACC DEF-cotton-GEN with-shirtl-hariir-i.
˙ -silk-GEN
DEF
‘Ali exchanged the cotton shirt with a silk shirt.’
(158) * Dative Alternation:
a. * Pistabdala c aliy-un qamiys-a l-qutn-i
li-sadiiq-i-hi.
˙
˙
˙
exchanged Ali-NOM shirt-ACC DEF-cotton-GEN to-friendGEN-his
* ‘Ali exchanged a cotton shirt to his friend.’
b. * Pistabdala c aliy-un sadiiq-a-hu
qamiys-a l-qutn-i.
˙
˙ DEF˙-cotton-GEN
exchanged Ali-NOM friend-ACC-his shirt-ACC
* ‘Ali exchanged his friend a cotton shirt.’
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(159) * Benefactive Alternation
a. baddala l-baaPic -u
qamiys-a l-qutn-i
li-c aliy-in.
˙
˙
exchanged DEF-seller-NOM shirt-ACC DEF-cotton-GEN to-Ali-GEN
‘The seller exchanged the cotton shirt for Ali.’
c
b. * baddala l-baaPic -u
aliy-an qamiys-a l-qutn-i.
˙ DEF˙-cotton-GEN
exchanged DEF-seller-NOM Ali-ACC shirt-ACC
‘The seller exchanged Ali the cotton shirt.’

(160) PP Drop:
Pistabdala c aliy-un qamiys-a l-qutn-i.
˙ DEF˙-cotton-GEN
exchanged Ali-NOM shirt-ACC
‘Ali exchanged the cotton shirt.’
Comment:
The verbs of this class involve the exchange of an object with another. In this
sense, they take two theme roles (theme1 and theme2). The first theme (the
object being given in exchange) is assigned to the direct object and the second
theme (the object being received in exchange) to the object of a prepositional
phrases headed by bi ‘with’. However, the verbs do not take a recipient role,
instead they take an unsubcategorized benefactive PP. Consequently, they are
found neither with the dative alternation nor with the benefactive alternation. In
addition, these verbs allow the drop of the theme2 prepositional phrase.
8.3.4.12

qaayada ‘exchange’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
c

aarada ‘change’, c aawada ‘substitute’, taaraha ‘exchange’, baadala ‘exchange’,
˙
˙
˙
˙
qaayada ‘trade’
˙
Properties:
(161) qaayada t-taajir-u
s-sayyaarat-a bi-d-darraajat-i.
˙
exchanged DEF-dealer-NOM DEF-car-ACC for-DEF-motorbike-GEN
‘The dealer exchanged the car for a motorbike.’
(162) * Dative Alternation:
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a. * qaayada t-taajir-u
s-sayyaarat-a bi-d-darraajat-i
˙
exchanged DEF-dealer-NOM DEF-car-ACC for-DEF-motorbike-GEN
li-c aliy-in.
to-Ali-GEN
* ‘The dealer exchanged Ali a car for a motorbike.’
c
b. qaayada t-taajir-u
aliy-an s-sayyaarat-a bi-d-darraajat-i.
˙
exchanged DEF-dealer-NOM Ali-ACC DEF-car-ACC for-DEF-motorbike-GEN
‘The dealer and Ali exchanged a car and a motorbike.’

(163) Prop PP Drop:
c
baadala t-taajir-u
aliy-an s-sayyaarat-a.
exchanged DEF-dealer-NOM Ali-ACC DEF-car-ACC
‘The dealer gave Ali a car (in exchange).’
Comment:
The verbs of this class involve exchanging an object with another. Unlike the class
sarrafa ‘exchange’, they take a recipient (or an actor) as an additional theme role.
˙
Both participants (agent and recipient or actor1 and actor2) are involved in a
reciprocal giving and receiving action. In this sense, these verbs have similarities
with verbs of social interaction and carry morphological markers for reciprocality.
The recipient (actor2) is realized as the dative object of, the first and the second
theme are realized as the direct object and the abject of a biPP respectively. These
verbs do not participate in the dative alternation, however, they allow however
the drop of the second theme PP.

8.3.5

Learn verbs

8.3.5.1

tac allama ‘learn’ verbs

Class Members:
Piktasaba ‘acquire’, hassala ‘study’, hafida ‘memorize’, taalac a ‘read’, daakara
¯
˙ ˙˙
˙ ¯
˙
‘learn’, darasa ‘study’, qaraPa ‘read’, raaja˙c a ‘learn’, tac allama ‘learn’
Properties:
(164) tac allama Zayd-un l-jabr-a.
learned Zayd-NOM DEF-algebra-ACC
‘Zayd learned algebra.’
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(165) Some Verbs:
tac allama Zayd-un l-jabr-a
min/c an sadiiq-i-hi.
˙
learned Zayd-NOM DEF-algebra-ACC from
friendGEN-his
‘Zayd learned algebra from his friend.’
(166) Object Drop
tac allama Zayd-un min/c an sadiiq-i-hi.
˙
learned Zayd-NOM from
friendGEN-his
‘Zayd learned from his friend.’
(167) Object/PannaCP/Nominalization Alternation (some verbs):
a. tac allama Zayd-un l-jabr-a.
learned Zayd-NOM DEF-algebra-ACC
‘Zayd learned algebra.’
b. tac allama Zayd-un Panna s-samt-a
fadiilat-un.
˙ ˙ -silence-ACC virtue˙
learned Zayd-NOM that DEF
NOM
‘Zayd learned that silence is a vertue.’
c. tac allama Zayd-un qawl-a
l-haqiiqat-i.
˙ -truth-GEN
learned Zayd-NOM saying-ACC DEF
‘Zayd learned to say the truth.’
Comment:
These class populates verbs of information transfer, which involve the acquisition
or the internalization of information or experiences. Most of them take a source
prepositional phrase headed by min or c an ‘from’, which can be a person, a
location or an abstract entity. The preposition c an is preferably used for a animate
source. Some of the verbs participate in the object/PannaCP alternation. This
alternation is tripartite and realizes the theme of the verb as a nominal phrase in
the a-variant, as a complement clause in the b-variant and as a deverbal phrase in
the c-variant.
Similar to the verb acquire in English, the verb Piktasaba ‘acquire’ in Arabic is
also used as a verb of possession transfer and is accordingly crosslisted in the class
Pištaraa ‘buy’ (see section 8.3.4.7). The verbs tac allama ‘learn’ and darasa ‘study’
semantically and morphologically relate to the causative verbs of acquisition,
namely c allama ‘teach’ and darrasa ‘teach’. These verbs are treated separately in
the class c allama ‘teach’ (see section 8.3.21.1).
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8.3.6

Verbs of keeping and holding

8.3.6.1

kanaza ‘hoard’ verbs

Class Members:
hafa/ida ‘keep’, Pidaxara ‘hoard’, Pddaxxara ‘hoard’, daxara ‘hoard’, daxara ‘hoard’,
¯˙
¯
¯
˙
, Pixtazana
‘store’, kanaza ‘hoard’, xazana ‘store’, xazzana ‘store’
Properties:
(168) xazana t-taajir-u
l-maal-a
fii
kept DEF-dealer-NOM DEF-money-ACC in
d-daraj-i.
DEF-drawer-GEN
‘The dealer kept the money in the drawer.’
(169) xazana t-taajir-u
l-maal-a
fawqa/tahta/waraaPa
˙
kept DEF-dealer-NOM DEF-money-ACC over/under/behind
d-daraj-i.
DEF-drawer-GEN
‘The dealer kept the money in/under/behind the drawer.’
(170) xazana t-taajir-u
l-maal-a.
kept DEF-dealer-NOM DEF-money-ACC
‘The dealer kept the money.’
(171) * Locative Alternation:
a. xazana t-taajir-u
l-maal-a
fii d-daraj-i.
kept DEF-dealer-NOM DEF-money-ACC in DEF-drawer-GEN
‘The dealer kept the money in the drawer.’
b. * xazana t-taajir-u
d-daraj-a
bi-l-maal-i.
kept DEF-dealer-NOM DEF-drawer-ACC with-DEF-money-GEN
* ‘The dealer kept the drawer with the money.’
Comment:
These verbs relate to maintaining an object at some location. Some of them may
relate to putting the object at some location and are accordingly crosslisted in
the class wadac a ‘put’ (see section 8.3.1.1) or in the class c allaba ‘can’ (see section
˙
8.3.1.7). They can take a variety of locative prepositions to mark the location but
they are not found with the locative alternation.
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8.3.6.2

Pihtafada ‘keep’ verbs
¯
˙
˙
Class Members:
Pihtafada ‘keep’, Pizdahara ‘keep’
¯˙
˙

(172) Pihtafada l-mudiir-u
bi-l-mustanadaat-i
fii
¯˙
˙
kept
DEF-director-ACC with-DEF-documents-GEN in
d-daraj-i.
DEF-drawer-GEN
‘The director kept the documents in the drawer.’
(173) Pihtafada l-mudiir-u
bi-l-mustanadaat-i
¯˙
˙
kept
DEF-director-ACC with-DEF-documents-GEN
fawqa/tahta/waraaPa d-daraj-i.
˙
over/under/behind
DEF-drawer-GEN
‘The director kept the documents over/under/behind the drawer.’
bi-l-mustanadaat-i.
(174) Pihtafada l-mudiir-u
¯˙
˙
kept
DEF-director-ACC with-DEF-documents-GEN
‘The director kept the documents.’
Comment:
Similar to the verbs of the previous class, these verbs are associated with keeping
an object at some location. The property that set them apart is for one the
realization of the theme as a prepositional object headed by bi ‘with’. In addition,
they do not describe putting the object to some location.
8.3.6.3

masaka ‘hold’ verbs

Class Members:
Pamsaka ‘hold’, šadda ‘tug’, Piltaqafa ‘grasp’, jadaba ‘pull’, jarra ‘pull’, kamaša
¯
‘hold’, laqata ‘grip’, laqafa ‘grasp’, masaka ‘hold’, qabada ‘handle’, sahaba ‘pull’,
˙
˙
˙
talaqqafa ‘grasp’
Properties:
(175) masaka c aliy-un l-habl-a.
˙ -cord-ACC
held
Ali-NOM DEF
‘Ali held the cord.’
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(176) Body-Part Possessor Ascension Alternation (some verbs):
a. masaka c aliy-un yad-a
sadiiqat-i-hi.
˙
held
Ali-NOM hand-ACC girlfriendGEN-his
‘Ali held the hand of his girlfriend.’
b. masaka c aliy-un sadiiqat-a-hu
min yad-i-haa.
˙
held
Ali-NOM girlfriendACC-his by hand-GEN-her
‘Ali held his girlfriend by the hand.’
(177) * masaka c aliy-un l-mustanad-a
min Zayd-in.
held
Ali-NOM DEF-document-ACC from Zayd-GEN
* ‘Ali held the document from Zayd.’
(178) Object/biPP Alternation:
a. masaka c aliy-un l-habl-a.
˙ -cord-ACC
held
Ali-NOM DEF
‘Ali held the cord.’
b. masaka c aliy-un bi-l-habl-i.
held
Ali-NOM with-˙ DEF-cord-GEN
‘Ali held the cord.’
Comment:
The verbs of this class involve contact with an object. Unlike verbs of contact
with or without impact, the contact described by these verbs is prolonged and
does not entail a change of possession. This explains the ungrammaticality of a
sentence with a source preposition like (177). Some verbs, however, also have the
meaning of a change of location and are accordingly crosslisted in appropriate
classes. Most verbs are found with the body-part possessor ascension alternation.
Levin restricts this alternation to a small number of verbs that take an animate
direct object (Levin, 1993, 145). In Arabic, however, this alternation is also
possible with inanimate objects, as can be seen in (179).
(179) a. masaka c aliy-un miqbad-a l-baab-i.
held
Ali-NOM handle-˙ ACC DEF-door-his
‘Ali held the door handle.’
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b. masaka c aliy-un l-baab-a
min l-miqbad-i.
˙
held
Ali-NOM DEF-door-ACC by DEF-handleGEN
? ‘Ali held the door by the handle.’
Additionally, some of these verbs realize the theme as the direct object and
alternatively as the object of a prepositional phrase headed by min ‘from’.

8.3.7

Verbs of Concealment

8.3.7.1

xabbaPa ‘hide’ verbs

Padmara ‘hide’, Pabtana ‘hide’, Pajanna ‘conceal’, Pajnana ‘conceal’, Pakanna
˙
˙
‘hide’, Pasrara ‘conceal’, Paxfaa ‘hide’, c azala ‘suppress’, habasa ‘sequester’, hajaba
˙
˙
‘screen’, daaraa ‘hide’, janana ‘conceal’, janna ‘conceal’, kadama ‘repress’, kabata
¯˙
‘repress’, katama ‘repress’, satara ‘screen’, waaraa ‘hide’, xabbaPa
‘hide’
Properties:
c
(180) xabbaPa l-Pab-u
l-hadiyyat-a
an/c alaa PabnaaP-i-hi.
hid
DEF-father-NOM DEF-present-ACC from
children-GEN-his
‘The father hid the present from his children.’

(181) xabbaPa l-Pab-u
l-hadiyyat-a
fii/tahta/waraaPa
hid
DEF-father-NOM DEF-present-ACC in/under/behind
d-duulaab-i.
DEF-armoire-GEN
‘The father hid the present in/under/behind the armoire.’
(182) * Locative Alternation:
c
a. xabbaPa l-Pab-u
l-hadiyyat-a
an/c alaa PabonaaP-i-hi.
hid
DEF-father-NOM DEF-present-ACC from
children-GEN-his
‘The father hid the present from his children.’

b. * xabbaPa l-Pab-u
PabonaaP-a-hu min l-hadiyyat-i.
shid
DEF-father-NOM children-ACC-his of DEF-present-ACC
* ‘The father hid the children of the present.’
(183) Causative Alternations:
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a. xabbaPa l-Pab-u
l-hadiyyat-a.
hid
DEF-father-NOM DEF-present-ACC
‘The father hid the present.’
b. Pi-xtabbaPa-t Salma.
REFL-hid-1.F.SG Salma
‘Salma hid.’
c. ta-xabbaPa-t
l-hadiyyat-u.
INCH-hid-1.F.SG DEF-present-NOM,
‘The present has been hidden.’
Comment:
These verbs are associated with hiding an object from an animate entity. They
describe less the putting of an object to some location, than the process of keeping
it at that location. Alongside with the two main theme roles agent and theme
assigned to the subject and object respectively, these verbs may take a recipient
PP, which stands for the person from which the object is hidden.
All verbs participate in the causative alternations, which include a reflexive
alternation as well as an inchoative alternation. In the reflexive reading, the
subject is assigned an agent role. The agent volitionally hides itself out of view.
In the inchoative reading, the subject is assigned a theme role, with the agent
being understood. Both readings require morphological marking on the verb.

8.3.8

Verbs of throwing

8.3.8.1

qadafa ‘throw’ verbs
¯
Patlaqa ‘fire’, Palqaa ‘throw’, Panfasa ‘throw’, daraba ‘toss’, tawwaha ‘shove’,
˙
˙
˙
˙
˙
dafac a ‘push’, marrara ‘pass’, nabada ‘throw’, naqafa ‘toss’, naqara ‘fling’, qadafa
¯
¯
‘throw’, rakala ‘kick’, ramaa ‘throw’, sadaa ‘kick’, saddada ‘kick’, xadafa ‘toss’,
¯
zadaa ‘toss’, zajja ‘throw’
Properties:
(184) qadafa l-laac ib-u
l-kurat-a.
¯
tossed DEF-player-NOM DEF-ball-ACC
‘The player tossed the ball.’
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(185) Directional Phrase:
qadafa l-laac ib-u
l-kurat-a
Pilaa l-marmaa.
¯
tossed DEF-player-NOM DEF-ball-ACC to DEF-goal
‘The player tossed the ball to the goal.’
(186) Some verbs:
qadafa l-laac ib-u
l-kurat-a
li-zamiil-i-hi.
¯
tossed DEF-player-NOM DEF-ball-ACC to-comrade-GEN-his
‘The player tossed the ball to his comrade.’
(187) Source Phrase:
qadafa l-laac ib-u
l-kurat-a
min z-zaawiyat-i.
¯
tossed DEF-player-NOM DEF-ball-ACC from DEF-corner-GEN
‘The player tossed the ball from the corner.’
(188) Locational Adverb
qadafa l-laac ib-u
l-kurat-a
bac iidan.
¯
tossed DEF-player-NOM DEF-ball-ACC away
‘The player tossed the ball away.’
(189) * Dative Alternation
a. qadafa l-laac ib-u
l-kurat-a
li-zamiil-i-hi.
¯
tossed DEF-player-NOM DEF-ball-ACC to-comrade-GEN-his
‘The player tossed the ball to his comrade.’
b. * qadafa l-laac ib-u
zamiil-a-hu
l-kurat-a.
¯
tossed DEF-player-NOM comrade-ACC-his DEF-ball-ACC
* ‘The player tossed his comrade the ball.’
(190) Object/biPP Alternation (some verbs:)
a. qadafa l-laac ib-u
l-kurat-a.
¯
tossed DEF-player-NOM DEF-ball-ACC
‘The player tossed the ball.’
b. qadafa l-laac ib-u
bi-l-kurat-i.
¯
tossed DEF-player-NOM with-DEF-ball-ACC
‘The player tossed the ball.’
(191) Causative Alternations:
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a. qadafa l-laac ib-u
l-kurat-a.
¯
tossed DEF-player-NOM DEF-ball-ACC
‘The player tossed the ball.’
b. Pin-qadafa-t
l-kurat-u.
¯
INCH-tossed-1.F.SG DEF-ball-NOM
‘The ball has been tossed.’
Comment:
These verbs involve moving an object in some direction. Unlike the verbs of putting,
they describe moving an object by exerting force. The agent, however, does not
accompany the motion. They can take a directional or a source prepositional
phrase, some of them allow the direction to be an animate object, which brings
them closer to verbs of change of possession. However, they are not found with
the dative alternation.
Most verbs participate in the object/biPP alternation. As we have seen in section
8.3.3.1, this alternation is frequently found with verbs of unaccompanied motion.
The theme is realized as the direct object in the a-variant and as the object of a
prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’ in the b-variant. In addition, the verbs
participate in the causative alternations and other related alternations and are
accordingly morphologically marked.
8.3.8.2

rašaqa ‘pelt’ verbs

Class Members:
Pamtara ‘shower’, jannaqa ‘catapult’, qasafa ‘bombard’, qanbala ‘bombard’, rašaqa
˙
˙
‘pelt’, rajama ‘stone’, ramaa ‘pelt’
Properties:
(192) rašaqa l-jumhuur-u
s-siyaasiy-a
(bi-t-tamaatim-i).
˙ ˙ DEF-tomatoes˙
pelted DEF-audience-NOM DEF-politician-ACC (withGEN)
‘The audience pelted the politician (with tomatoes).’
(193) * Directional Phrase:
* rašaqa l-jumhuur-u
t-tamaatim-a
Pilaa s-sayyaarat-i.
˙
˙
˙
pelted DEF-audience-NOM DEF-tomatoes-GEN to DEF-car-GEN
* ‘The audience pelted the tomatoes to the car.’
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(194) * Dative Alternation:
a. * rašaqa l-jumhuur-u
t-tamaatim-a
li-s-siyaasii.
˙
˙
˙
pelted DEF-audience-NOM DEF-tomatoes-ACC to-DEF-politician
* ‘The audience pelted the tomatoes to the politician.’
b. * rašaqa l-jumhuur-u
s-siyaasiy-a
tamaatim-a.
˙ -tomatoes˙
pelted DEF-audience-NOM DEF-politician-ACC DEF
ACC
* ‘The audience pelted the politician the tomatoes.’
(195) Reciprocal Alternation:
a. rašaqa c aliy-un zayd-an bi-t-tamaatim-i.
˙ ˙ DEF-tomatoesr˙
pelted Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC withGEN
‘Ali pelted Zayd with tomatoes.’
b. ta-raašaqa c aliy-un wa-zayd-un
bi-t-tamaatim-i.
˙ ˙ DEF-tomatoesr˙
RECP-pelted Ali-NOM and-Zayd-NOM withGEN
‘Ali and Zayd pelted each other with tomatoes.’
Comment:
Similar to verbs of the class qadafa ‘throw’, these verbs relate to an unaccompanied
¯
ballistic motion. However, not the moved object is focused but the destination.
That is, the destination is realized as the direct object and the theme as the
object of a prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’. These verbs are found with
the reciprocal alternation, however, this is only possible when the direction has
agentive properties.

8.3.9

Verbs of contact by impact

safac a ‘spank’ verbs
˙
Comment:
8.3.9.1

c

adda ‘bite’, c azara ‘hit’, daraba ‘hit’, safac a ‘spank’, safaqa ‘spank’, sakka ‘nudge’,
˙˙
˙
˙
˙
˙
tac ana ‘stab’, taraqa ‘cuff ’, daqqa ‘hit’, fašaxa ‘spank’, falaqa ‘hit’, kasac a ‘hit’,
˙
˙
latac a ‘spank’, latama ‘spank’, lakaPa ‘punch’, lakama ‘punch’, lakaza ‘punch’,
˙
˙
lakka ‘punch’, lasac a ‘prick’, nataha ‘butt’, naqara ‘peck’, qarasa ‘pinch’, ratama
˙ ˙
˙
˙
‘spank’, rafasa ‘kick’, rakala ‘kick’, watasa ‘hit’, wajaPa ‘hit’, wakaza ‘punch’,
˙
waqata ‘hit’, xabata ‘hit’
˙
˙
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Properties:
(196) daraba zayd-un c aliyy-an.
˙
hit
Zayd-NOM Ali-ACC
‘Zayd hit Ali.’
(197) * Instrument Subject Alternation:
a. daraba zayd-un c aliyy-an bi-l-c asaa.
˙
˙ -stick
hit
Zayd-NOM Ali-ACC with-DEF
‘Zayd hit Ali with the stick.’
c
b. * daraba-t l-c asaa
aliyy-an.
˙hit-1.F.SG DEF˙-stick Ali-ACC
* ‘The stick hit ali.’

(198) Body-Part Possessor Ascension Alternation:
a. daraba zayd-un c aliyy-an c alla qafaa-hu.
˙
hit
Zayd-NOM Ali-ACC on neck-his
‘Zayd hit Ali on his neck.’
b. daraba zayd-un qafaa c aliyy-in.
˙
hit
Zayd-NOM neck Ali-GEN
‘Zayd hit Ali’s neck.’
(199) Causative Alternations:
a. daraba zayd-un c aliyy-an.
˙
hit
Zayd-NOM Ali-ACC
‘Zayd hit Ali.’
b. Pin-daraba c aliyy-un.
INCH˙ -hit Ali-NOM
‘Ali has been hit.’
(200) Reciprocal Alternations:
a. daraba zayd-un c aliyy-an.
˙
hit
Zayd-NOM Ali-ACC
‘Zayd hit Ali.’
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b. ta-daraba zayd-un wa-c aliyy-un.
˙ -hit Zayd-NOM and-Ali-ACC
RECP
‘Zayd and Ali hi each other.’
Comment:
These verbs describe causing an entity to be moved to have physical contact
with another entity. Similar to their corresponding class in English (Levin, 1993,
150-151), they do not entail the effect on the target entity. Most of them specify
the manner of how the contact takes place. This can generally be the instrument
used (body part like feet or hand or another instrument), the degree of force or in
some cases the body-part of the patient. However, none of them appear in the
lexical surface.
These verbs may take an unsubcategorized instrument phrase, but they do not
participate in the instrument subject alternation. In addition, they specify the
body part of the patient being affected and realize it as a locative phrase or as
the genitive of the patient (body-part possessor ascension). Furthermore, they
participate in several alternations related to causativity. In example (199), the
verb daraba ‘hit’ participates in the inchoative alternation and is accordingly
˙
marked with the inchoativity prefix Pin-. As is the case with many causative verbs
in Arabic, the verbs of this class can be also found with the reciprocal alternation.
Similar to the previous class, they require the patient to have major agentive
properties in order to switch to an agent or an agent-like role.
8.3.9.2

saata ‘whip’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
c

asaa ‘club’, darasa ‘bite’, haraa ‘club’, rakaba ‘hit-with-the-knee’, ramaha ‘hit˙
˙
˙
with-the-spear’, saata ‘whip’, saafa ‘hit-with-the-sword’, sanna ‘bite’, sawwata ‘belt’,
˙
˙
xazaqa ‘knife’
Properties:
(201) saata
šurtiy-u
s-sajiin-a.
˙
whipped
DEF˙ -policeman-NOM DEF-prisoner-ACC.
‘The policeman whipped the prisoner.’
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(202) ? Cognate Instrument Phrase:
a. ? saata
šurtiy-u
s-sajiin-a
bi-s-sawt-i.
˙
˙
˙ -whip-GEN
whipped DEF-policeman-NOM DEF-prisoner-ACC with-DEF
‘The policeman whipped the prisoner with the whip.’
b. saata
šurtiy-u
s-sajiin-a
bi-sawt-in
˙
˙ IND-GEN
whipped
DEF˙ -policeman-NOM DEF-prisoner-ACC with-wipjildiy-in.
leathern-GEN ‘The policeman whipped the prisoner with a leathern whip.’
(203) * Instrument Subject Alternation:
a. saata
šurtiy-u
s-sajiin-a
bi-sawt-in
˙
˙
˙ -IND
whipped DEF-policeman-NOM DEF-prisoner-ACC whip-GEN
jildi-in.
leathen-GENr-IND
‘The policeman whipped the prisoner with a leathern whip.’
b. * saata
sawt-un
jildi-un
s-sajiin-a.
˙
˙ NOM-IND leathern-ACC-IND DEF-prisoner-ACC
whipped
whip* ‘A leathern whip whipped the prisoner.’
(204) ? Body-Part Possessor Ascension Alternation:
c
a. ? saata
šurtiy-u
s-sajiin-a
alaa dahr-i-hi.
˙
˙
˙
whipped DEF-policeman-NOM DEF-prisoner-ACC on backGEN-his.
‘The policeman whipped the prisoner on his back.’

b. saata
šurtiy-u
dahr-a
s-sajiin-i.
˙
˙
˙
whipped DEF-policeman-NOM back-ACC DEF-prisoner-GEN.
‘The policeman whipped the prisoner’s back.’
(205) Causative Alternations:
a. saata
šurtiy-u
s-sajiin-a.
˙
˙
whipped DEF-policeman-NOM DEF-prisoner-ACC.
‘The policeman whipped the prisoner.’
b. Pin-saata
s-sajiin-u.
˙
INCH-whipped
DEF-prisoner-NOM
‘The prisoner has been whipped.’
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(206) Reciprocal Alternation:
c
a. saata
aliy-un zayd-an.
˙
whipped
Ali-NOM Zay-ACC.
‘Ali whipped Zayd.’
c
b. ta-saawata
aliy-un wa-zayd-un.
˙
RECP-whipped Ali-NOM and-Zayd-NOM
‘Ali and Zayd whipped each other.’

Comment:
Similar to verbs of the two previous classes, these verbs describe moving an entity
to bring it in contact with a second entity, without involving an effect. The
property that sets them apart is the lexicalization of the instrument: They can
be mainly paraphrased as x hit y with z where z is zero-related to the verb. Most
of them can take an explicit cognate instrument phrase. However, they are not
found with the instrument subject alternation. In addition, they participate in
the causative alternation and the reciprocal alternation.
8.3.9.3

damaga ‘hit-on-the-head’ verbs

Class Members:
c

arqaba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, dalac a ‘hit-on-the-side’, damaġa ‘hit-on-the-head’, jal˙
ada ‘belt’, karac a ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, qafaa ‘hit-on-the-nape’, qarana ‘hit-on-thehorm’, raPasa ‘hit-on-the-head’, c aqaba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, dalac a ‘hit-on-the-rib’,
˙
hašaa ‘hit-on-the-stomach’, qafada ‘hit-on-the-neck’, qahafa ‘hit-on-the-head’,
˙
˙
daqana ‘hit-on-the-chin’, kac aba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, batana ‘hit-on-the-stomach’,
˙
jabaha ‘hit-on-the-forehead’
˙
Properties:
(207) raPasa
š-šurtiy-u
l-mutadaahir-a.
˙
˙
hit-on-the-head DEF-policeman-NOM DEF-protesterACC
‘The policeman hit the protester on the head.’

(208) raPasa
š-šurtiy-u
l-mutadaahir-a
˙
˙
hit-on-the-head DEF-policemanNOM DEF-protesterACC
bi-hajar-in.
˙
with-stoneGEN-IND
‘The policeman hit the protester on the head with a stone.’
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(209) Instrument Subject Alternation:
a. raPasa
š-šurtiy-u
l-mutadaahir-a
˙
˙
hit-on-the-head DEF-policeman-NOM DEF-protesterACC
bi-hajar-in.
˙
with-stoneGEN-IND
‘The policeman hit the protester on the head with a stone.’
b. raPasa
hajar-un
l-mutadaahir-a.
˙
˙
hit-on-the-head stoneGEN-IND DEF-protesterACC
‘A stone hit the protester on the head.’
(210) * Body-Part Possessor Ascension Alternation:
c
a. * raPasa
š-šurtiy-u
l-mutadaahir-a
alaa
˙
˙
hit-on-the-head DEF-policeman-NOM DEF-protester-ACC on
raPs-i-hi.
head-GEN-his

b. * raPasa
š-šurtiy-u
raPs-a
l-mutadaahir-i.
˙
˙
hit-on-the-head DEF-policemanNOM head-ACC DEF-protesterGEN
(211) Causative Alternations:
a. damaga
š-šurtiy-u
l-mutadaahir-a.
˙
˙
hit-on-the-head DEF-policeman-NOM DEF-protesterACC
‘The policeman hit the protester on the head.’
b. Pin-damaga
l-mutadaahir-u.
˙
INCH-hit-on-the-head DEF-protesterNOM
‘The protester has been hit on the head.’
Comment:
These verbs describe moving an entity in order to bring it in contact with another
entity without involving an effect. Their property is the zero-relation to nouns
that name body parts. The body part is associated with the patient which leads to
the interpretation: x hit y on the body part z where z is zero-related to the verb. As
one can expect, these verbs are not found with the body-part possessor ascension,
since they prohibit the appearance of an explicit –cognate or non-cognate– body
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part as the direct object or as a prepositional phrase. However, unlike the class
saata ‘whip’, they are found with the instrument subject alternation.
˙

8.3.10

Verbs of contact

8.3.10.1

lamasa ‘touch’ verbs

Class Members:
lamasa ‘touch’, verbs: c araka ‘wring’, hakka ‘rub’, harata ‘massage’, baasa ‘kiss’,
˙
˙
dac aka ‘rub’, dalaka ‘massage’, Pijtassa ‘touch’, Piltamasa ‘touch’, jassa ‘touch’,
latama ‘kiss’, lahasa ‘lick’, latac a ‘lick’, lahasa ‘lick’, lamasa ‘touch’, lassa ‘lick’,
¯
˙
˙
marasa ‘wring’, masada ‘massage’, massa ‘touch’, qabbala ‘kiss’, qarasa ‘string’,
˙
tahassasa ‘touch’, talammasa ‘touch’
˙
Properties:
(212) lamasa zayd-un l-hisaan-a.
˙ ˙-horse-ACC
touched Zayd-NOM DEF
‘Zayd touched the horse.’
(213) Instrument Subject Alternation (some verbs):
a. lamasa zayd-un l-lawhat-a
bi-qalam-i-hi.
˙
touched Zayd-NOM DEF-painting-ACC with-pencil-GEN-his
‘Zayd touched the painting with his pencil.’
b. lamasa l-qalam-u l-lawhat-a.
˙
touched pencil-NOM DEF-paintingACC
‘The pencil touched the painting.’
(with a non-stative interpretation)
(214) Body-Part Possessor Ascension Alternation:
a. Reflexive Object:
c
lamasa zayd-un l-hisaan-a
alaa dahor-i-hi.
˙
˙
touched Zayd-NOM DEF-horse-ACC on backGEN-his
‘Zayd touched the horse on its back.’
b. Body-Part Object:
lamasa zayd-un dahor-a l-hisaan-i.
˙
˙ -horse-DEF
touched Zayd-NOM backACC DEF
‘Zayd touched the horse’s back.’
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(215) * Uninterntional Interpretation
a. lamasa zayd-un nafs-a-hu.
touched Zayd-NOM self-ACC-his
‘Zayd touched himself.’
(Intentional only)
b. lamasa zayd-un qadam-a-hu.
touched Zayd-NOM foot-ACC-his
‘Zayd touched his foot.’
(Intentional only)
(216) * Causative Alternation
a. lamasa zayd-un l-hisaan-a.
˙ ˙-horse-ACC
touched Zayd-NOM DEF
‘Zayd touched the horse.’
b. * Pin-lamasa
l-hisaan-u.
˙ ˙-horse-NOM
INCH-touched DEF
* ‘The horse touched.’
(217) Reciprocal Alternation (some verbs):
a. lamasa zayd-un Salma.
touched Zayd-NOM Salma
‘Zayd touched Salma.’
b. ta-laamasa
zayd-un wa-Salma.
RECP-touched Zayd-NOM and-Salma
‘Zayd and Salma touched each other.’
Comment:
The verbs of this class relate to having contact with a surface. The contact is
carried out without exerting any force on the entity. Accordingly, the verbs involve
no effect on the entity. Nevertheless, they show most properties of verbs of contact
by impact, since they take an instrumental phrase and allow the realization of
the instrument as the subject. In addition, they are found with the reciprocal
alternation as well as with the body-part possession ascension alternation. However,
they are most likely not found with the causative alternation. Similar to the
corresponding English verbs (Levin, 1993, 155-156), they may take a reflexive
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pronoun or a body part (of the agent) as the object. However, they do not entail
an unintentional interpretation, as is the case with verbs of cutting (see next
section).

8.3.11

Verbs of cutting

qatac a ‘cut’ verbs:
˙
hadda ‘cut’, halhala ‘cut’, hasama ‘cut’, hazza ‘cut’, sarama ‘cut’, sarrama ‘cut’,
˙ ¯¯
˙ ˙
˙
˙
˙
˙
šatara ‘split’, šaqqa ‘cleave’, šaršara ‘chip’, batala ‘cut’, batara ‘truncate’, batta
˙
‘cut’, battala ‘cut’, bazala ‘clip’, fassala ‘truncate’, fasasa ‘rip’, fallada ‘cut’, faraa
¯
˙˙
˙ ˙
‘clip’, farama ‘fleece’, faxata ‘cut’, jadama ‘cut’, jabba ‘truncate’, jadac a ‘cut’,
¯
jaraza ‘cut’, jazala ‘chop’, jazama ‘clip’, jazza ‘snip’, jazzaPa ‘shear’, mazzaqa
‘rip’, qassa ‘gash’, qattac a ‘INTS-cut’, qatac a ‘cut’, našara ‘saw’, qassa ‘cut’, qasaba
˙˙
˙˙
˙
˙˙
˙
‘chop’, qasala ‘cut’, qattac a ‘INTS-cut’, qatac a ‘cut’, qatala ‘truncate’, qatama ‘cut’,
˙
˙˙
˙
˙
˙
qabba ‘cut’, qarata ‘chop’, qarrata ‘chop’, xazala ‘truncate’
˙
˙
8.3.11.1

Properties:
(218) qatac a l-jazaar-u
l-lahm-a
bi-s-sikkiin-i.
˙
˙
cut
DEF-butcher-NOM DEF-meat-ACC with-DEF-knife-GEN
‘The butcher cut the meat with the knife.’
(219) * Body-Part Possessor Ascension Alternation
c
a. * qatac a l-jazaar-u
alaa Pusbuc -i-hi.
˙
˙ GEN-his
cut
DEF-butcher-NOM on
finger* ‘The butcher cut on his finger.’

b. qatac a l-jazaar-u
Pusbuc -a-hu.
˙ ACC-his
cut˙
DEF-butcher-NOM finger‘The butcher cut his finger.’
(220) Instrument Subject Alternation:
a. qatac a l-jazaar-u
l-lahm-a
bi-s-sikkiin-i.
cut˙
DEF-butcher-NOM DEF˙-meat-ACC with-DEF-knife-GEN
‘The butcher cut the meat with the knife.’
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b. qatac a s-sikkiin-u
l-lahm-a.
˙
cut
DEF-knife-NOM DEF˙-meat-ACC
‘The knife cut the meat.’
(221) Causative Alternation:
a. qatac a l-jazaar-u
l-lahm-a.
˙
cut
DEF-butcher-NOM DEF˙-meat-ACC
‘The butcher cut the meat.’
b. Pin-qatac a l-lahm-u.
˙
INCH-cut
DEF˙-meat-NOM
‘The meat has been cut.’
(222) Characteristic Property of Instrument Alternation:
a. qatac a s-sikkiin-u
l-lahm-a.
cut˙
DEF-knife-NOM DEF˙-meat-ACC
‘The knife cut the meat.’
b. haadaa s-sikkiin-u
yaqatac u jayyid-an.
¯
this
DEF-knife-NOM cuts ˙
well-NUN
‘This knife cuts well.’
(223) Resultative PP:
qatac a l-jazaar-u
l-lahm-a
Pilaa šarraaPih.
cut˙
DEF-butcher-NOM DEF˙-meat-ACC to
chips ˙
‘The butcher cut the meat into chips.’
(224) Resultative N-Object:
qatac a l-jazaar-u
l-lahm-a
šarraaPih-an.
˙
˙
˙
cut
DEF-butcher-NOM DEF-meat-ACC chips-NUN
‘The butcher cut the meat into chips.’
(225) Unintentional Interpretation:
a. ? Reflexive Object:
? qatac a l-jazzaar-u
nafs-a-hu.
cut˙
DEF-butcher-NOM self-ACC-him
‘The butcher cuts himself.’
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b. Body-Part Object:
qataa l-jazzaar-u
Pusuc ah-u.
˙ -finger-ACC
cut˙ DEF-butcher-NOM DEF
‘The butcher cut his finger.’
(226) Source Phrase (some verbs):
qatac a c aliy-un s-suurat-a
mina l-jariidat-i.
˙ ˙ -picture-ACC from DEF-newspaper-GEN
cut˙
Ali-NOM DEF
‘Ali cut the picture from the newspaper.’
Comment:
These verbs describe causing a degradation or separation of the material integrity
of an object and involve sub-events like motion, contact and a resulting state.
Many verbs have the ability to specify the instrument and attest a large number of
syntactic properties. Thus, they are found with the instrument subject alternation
and occur with a number of alternations related to causativity. This alternation
requires morphological marking on the verb (inchoative prefix). In addition, the
verbs can be used to specify a characteristic property of an instrument as can be
shown in (222). Most of them allow the intentional interpretation in combination
with a body part object. In Arabic, it is not clear whether they can take a reflexive
pronoun as an object. Furthermore, they can take a resultative prepositional
phrase, a nunated result object or a source prepositional phrase.
8.3.11.2

xaraqa‘perforate’ verbs

Class Members:
šadddaba ‘prune’, šadaxa ‘gash’, šarata ‘gash’, šaraxa ‘gash’, šaraha ‘chip’, šarraha
¯¯
˙
˙
˙
‘chip’, šarrata ‘gush’, taġara ‘notch’, taqaba ‘perforate’, tarada ‘mince’, dac dac a
¯
¯
¯
˙
˙ ˙
‘crush’, hašša ‘grind’, hasada ‘crop’, saddc a ‘crack’, tahana ‘grind’, bac aja ‘squash’,
˙
˙ ˙
˙
˙ ˙
bajja ‘gash’, bakka ‘pierce’, baqara ‘perforate’, barada ‘file’, dac asa ‘squash’, dahaka ‘squash’, daqqa ‘grind’, daqqaqa ‘grind’, fasama ‘clip’, faraa ‘rip’, farra ‘rip’,
˙
fatta ‘mush’, fattata ‘mush’, haššama ‘crush’, haddaba ‘prune’, harasa ‘mash’,
¯¯
jahafa ‘carve’, jaraša ‘grind’, mahaša ‘grind’, nahata ‘carve’, naqaša ‘carve’,
˙
˙
˙
naqaba ‘bore’, naqafa ‘carve’, naxasa ‘pierce’, naxraba ‘perforate’, qadda ‘clip’,
˙˙
qaara ‘perforate’, qallama ‘trim’, qaraša ‘grind’, qawwara ‘performate’, radda
˙˙
‘bruise’, ramaha ‘pierce’, raqqaqa ‘chip’, sahaja ‘file’, sahana ‘pestle’, sahaqa
˙
˙
˙
˙
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‘grind’, salac a ‘gash’, xadaša ‘scratch’, xarama ‘perforate’, xaraqa ‘perforate’,
xarata ‘carve’, xaraza ‘pierce’, xarraqa ‘perforate’, xazaqa ‘pierce’
Properties:
(227) xaraqa
l-Pisakaafiy-u
l-jild-a
bi-s-sikkiin-i.
perforated DEF-shoemaker-NOM DEF-leather-ACC with-DEF-knife-GEN
‘The shoemaker perforated the leather with the knife.’
(228) Instrument Subject Alternation:
a. xaraqa
l-Pisakaafiy-u
l-jild-a
bi-s-sikkiin-i.
perforated DEF-shoemaker-NOM DEF-leather-ACC with-DEF-knife-GEN
‘The shoemaker perforated the leather with the knife.’
b. xaraqa
s-sikkiin-u
l-jild-a.
perforated DEF-knife-NOM DEF-leather-ACC
‘The knife perforated the leather.’
(229) Characteristic Property of Instrument Alternation:
a. xaraqa
s-sikkiin-u
l-jild-a.
perforated DEF-knife-NOM DEF-leather-ACC
‘The knife perforated the leather.’
b. yaxoriqu s-sikkiin-u
jayyidan.
perforates DEF-knife-NOM well
‘The knife perforates well.’
(230) * Body-Part Possessor Ascension Alternation:
c
a. * xaraqa
l-Pisakaafiy-u
alaa Pusbuc -i-hi.
˙ GEN-his
perforated DEF-shoemaker-NOM on finger* ‘The shoemaker perforated on his finger.’

b. xaraqa
l-Pisakaafiy-u
Pusbuc -a-hu.
˙ ACC-his
perforated DEF-shoemaker-NOM finger‘The shoemaker perforated his finger.’
(231) Causative Alternations:
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a. xaraqa
l-Pisakaafiy-u
l-jild-a.
perforated DEF-shoemaker-NOM DEF-leather-ACC
‘The shoemaker perforated the leather.’
b. Pin-xaraqa
l-jild-u.
INCH-perforated DEF-leather-NOM
‘The leather has been perforated.’
Comment:
These verbs describe causing a degradation in the physical integrity of an object
and therefore involve contact with impact. They differ from verbs of the class
qatac a ‘cut’ in that they do not allow a resultative prepositional phrase nor do
˙
they take a nunated result object. This is most likely due to the fact that they
already describe the end state or the result. Some of them are indeed zero-related
to nouns which describe the specific product resulting from that action. Some
verbs are morphologically related to the used instrument. However, the derivation
goes the “inverse” direction as in the case of verbs with a zero-relation to nouns.
That is, the instrumental noun is derived from the verb and vice versa. In the
absence of an explicit instrumental phrase, the speaker will most likely entail the
instrument which is morphologically related to the verb.
Similar to the class qatac a ‘cut’, these verbs are very selective with respect to
˙
the kind of instrument used, since they specify a characteristic property of an
instrument. In addition, they are found with a number of alternations related to
causativity. As is characteristic in Arabic, this alteration requires a morphological
marking on the verb (inchoative prefix).
8.3.11.3

jadac a ‘cut’ verbs

Class Members:
salama ‘amputate’, sallama ‘amputate’, baxaqa ‘gouge out’, fasada ‘cut-a-vein’,
˙
˙
˙
faqaPa ‘knock out’, jadac a ‘cut’, salata ‘cut’, samala ‘knock out’, wadaja ‘cut-avein’, waddaja ‘cut-a-vein’
Properties:
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(232) jadac a l-mujorim-u
Panof-a d-dahiyat-i
bi-sikkiin-in.
˙
˙
˙
cut
DEF-criminal-NOM nose-ACC DEF-victim-GEN with-knife-GEN-IND
‘The criminal cut the victim’s nose with a knife.’
(233) Body-Part Possessor Ascension Alternation:
a. * jadac a l-mujorim-u
d-dahiyat-a
min l-Panof-i.
˙
˙
˙
cut
DEF-criminal-NOM DEF-victim-ACC on DEF-nose-GEN
b. jadac a l-mujorim-u
Panof-a d-dahiyat-i.
˙ ˙ -victim˙
cut
DEF-criminal-NOM nose-ACC DEF
GEN
‘The criminal cut the victim’s nose.’
(234) Instrument Subject Alternation:
a. jadac a l-mujorim-u
Panof-a d-dahiyat-i
bi-sikkiin-in.
˙
˙
˙
cut
DEF-criminal-NOM nose-ACC DEF-victim-GEN with-knife-GEN-IND
‘The criminal cut the victim’s nose with a knife.’
b. jadac a s-sikkiin-u
Panof-a d-dahiyat-i.
˙ ˙ -victim˙
cut
DEF-knife-NOM nose-ACC DEF
GEN
‘The knife cut the victim’s nose.’
(235) Understood Body-Part of Object Possessor (some verbs):
a. jadac a l-mujorim-u
Panof-a d-dahiyat-i.
˙ ˙ -victim˙
cut
DEF-criminal-NOM nose-ACC DEF
GEN
‘The criminal cut the victim’s nose.’
b. jadac a l-mujorim-u
d-dahiyat-a.
˙ ˙ -victim˙
cut
DEF-criminal-NOM DEF
GEN
‘The criminal cut (the nose of) the victim.’
(236) Causative Alternations:
a. jadac a l-mujorim-u
Panof-a d-dahiyat-i.
˙ ˙ -victim˙
cut
DEF-criminal-NOM nose-ACC DEF
GEN
‘The criminal cut the victim’s nose.’
b. Pin-jadac a Panof-u d-dahiyat-i.
˙ ˙ -victim˙
INCH-cut nose-NOM DEF
GEN
‘The victim’s nose has been cut.’
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Comment:
These verbs relate to causing a degradation of the material integrity of an entity
and accordingly involve sub-events like motion, contact and effect. The property
that sets them apart from verbs of cutting is the specification of the object. Most
of them require the object to be a specific body-part. Thus, the verb jadac a, ‘cut’
take the body part ‘nose’ as the object, the verb salama, the bodypart ‘ear’. The
˙
verbs wadaja, and waddaja ‘cut-a-vein’ are zero-related to the body part being
cut.
Most of these verbs participate on what we called understood body-part of object
possessor alternation (see section 6.1.6), which can be considered as an instance
of the unexpressed object alternations in Levin’s alternations collection (Levin,
1993, 33). In this alternation, the possessor of the body part is not the subject
(agent) but the object (possessor/patient). The b-variant realizes the possessor as
the direct object und leaves the body part unexpressed, but understood.
Similarly, the verbs of the class xaraqa ‘perforate’ neither take neither a result PP
nor a nunated result object. They are also not found with the body part possessor
ascension alternation. However, they realize the instrument as the subject and
allow a range of alternations related to causativity.

8.3.12

Verbs of combining and attaching

8.3.12.1

mazaja ‘mix’ verbs

Pašaba ‘mix’, Padaafa ‘add’, ilaa , Padaaba ‘melt’, Pallafa ‘consolidate’, Padmaja
¯
˙
‘merge’, Pallafa ‘consolidate’, Paqrana ‘join’, c akala ‘tie’, c allaqa ‘connect’, šaaba
‘mix’, šaabaka ‘link’, šabaka ‘link’, damma ‘add’, sahara ‘fuse’, dawwaba ‘meld’,
¯
˙
˙
bakala ‘mix’, bakkala ‘mix’, daafa ‘admix’, damaja ‘merge’, jamac a ‘join’, laPama
‘join’, lahama ‘unite’, laahama ‘unite’, labaka ‘mix’, maata ‘fuse’, maazaja ‘inter¯
˙
˙
mix’, mazaja ‘mix’, qarana ‘join’, rabata ‘tie’, waššaja ‘tie’, wašaja ‘tie’, wahhada
˙
˙˙
‘unite’, wasala ‘connect’, waalafa ‘consolidate’, wallafa ‘consolidate’, xaalata ‘in˙
˙
termix’, xalata ‘mix’, xallata ‘mix’, zaada ‘add’, zaAwaja ‘pair’, zawwaja ‘pair’
˙
˙
Properties:
(237) Simple Reciprocal Alternation (most verbs):
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a. mazaja t-tabbaax-u
z-zayt-a
bi-d-daqiiq-i.
˙
˙
mixed DEF-cook-NOM DEF-oil-ACC with-DEF-flour-GEN
‘The cook mixed the oil with flour.’
b. mazaja t-tabbaax-u
z-zayt-a
wa-d-daqiiq-a.
˙ ˙ -cook-NOM DEF-oil-ACC and-DEF-flour-ACC
mixed DEF
‘The cook mixed the oil and the flour.’
(238) bayna ‘between’ Reciprocal Alternation: (most vebs)
a. mazaja t-tabbaax-u
z-zayt-a
bi-d-daqiiq-i.
˙ ˙ -cook-NOM DEF-oil-ACC with-DEF-flour-GEN
mixed DEF
‘The cook mixed the oil with the flour.’
b. mazaja t-tabbaax-u
bayna z-zayt-i
wa-d-daqiiq-i.
˙
˙
mixed DEF-cook-NOM between DEF-oil-GEN and-DEF-flour-GEN
‘The cook mixed the oil and the flour.’
(239) Causative Alternations:
a. mazaja t-tabbaax-u
z-zayt-a
bi-d-daqiiq-i.
˙
˙
mixed DEF-cook-NOM DEF-oil-ACC with-DEF-flour-GEN
‘The cook mixed the oil with the flour.’
b. Pi-mtazaja z-zayt-u
bi-d-daqiiq-u.
INCH-mixed DEF-oil-NOM with-DEF-flour-NOM
‘The oil mixed with the flour.’
a’. mazaja t-tabbaax-u
z-zayt-a
wa-d-daqiiq-a.
˙
˙
mixed DEF-cook-NOM DEF-oil-ACC and-DEF-flour-ACC
‘The cook mixed the oil and the flour.’
b’. Pi-mtazaja z-zayt-u
wa-d-daqiiq-u.
INCH-mixed DEF-oil-NOM with-DEF-flour-NOM
‘The oil mixed with the flour.’
a”. mazaja t-tabbaax-u
bayna z-zayt-i wa-d-daqiiq-i.
˙ ˙ -cook-NOM between DEF-oil-i and-DEF-flour-GEN
mixed DEF
‘The cook mixed the oil and the flour.’
b”. * Pi-mtazaja bayna z-zayt-i
d-daqiiq-i.
INCH-mixed between DEF-oil-NOM DEF-flour-GEN
* ‘It mixed between the oil and the flour.’
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Comment:
The verbs of this class denote the combination or the attachment of two or more
entities, most of which participate in the two main reciprocal alternations found
in Arabic: the simple reciprocal alternation and the bayna ‘between’ reciprocal
alternation. In the first alternation, one of the entities is realized as the direct
object and the second is realized as the object of a prepositional phrase headed
by bi, mac a ‘with, Palaa or li ‘to/into’, depending on the verb. In the second
alternation, the two entities are realized as the object of the preposition bayna
‘between’ in the form of a plural NP or as two conjoined NPs.
All verbs participate in alternations related to causativity and are accordingly
marked with inchoativity markers.
8.3.12.2

Palsaqa ‘tape’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
Palsaqa ‘tape’, Pawtaqa ‘band’, Pazaraa ‘button’, Plsaqa ‘tape’, c asama ‘band’,
¯
˙
˙
šabaka ‘link’, šaraja ‘tack’, šarraja ‘tack’, ġaraa ‘glue’, saffada ‘fetter’, baršama
˙
‘rivet’, dabasa ‘pin’, kabbala ‘band’, lahama ‘solder’, lassaqa ‘tape’, labada ‘tape’,
˙
˙˙
lazzaqa ‘tape’, qayyada ‘fetter’, rabata ‘band’, rabaqa ‘lasso’, sammara ‘nail’,
˙
watada ‘peg’, xaata ‘stitch’, zarra ‘button’, zarrara ‘button’
˙
Properties:
c
(240) Palsaqa saliim-un s-suurat-a
alaa l-haaPit-i.
˙
˙
˙
˙ -wall˙ GEN
taped Salim-NOM DEF-picture-ACC on DEF
‘Salim taped the picture on the wall.’

(241) * Locative Alternation:
c
a. Palsaqa saliim-un s-suurat-a
alaa l-haaPit-i.
˙
˙
˙
˙ -wall˙ GEN
taped Salim-NOM DEF-picture-ACC on DEF
‘Salim taped the picture on the wall.’

b. * Palsaqa saliim-un l-haaPit-a
bi-s-suurat-i.
˙
˙
˙
˙ -picture˙
taped Salim-NOM DEF-wall-ACC DEF
GEN
* ‘Salim taped the wall with the picture.’
(242) Simple reciprocal alternation:
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c
a. Palsaqa saliim-un s-suurat-a
alaa l-haaPit-i.
˙
˙
˙
˙ -wall˙ GEN
taped Salim-NOM DEF-picture-ACC on DEF
‘Salim taped the picture on the wall.’

b. * Palsaqa saliim-un s-suurat-a
wa-l-haaPit-a.
˙
˙ ˙ -picture-ACC and-DEF
˙ -wall˙ ACC
taped
Salim-NOM DEF
* ‘Salim taped the picture and the wall.’
(243) bayna ‘between’ reciprocal alternation:
c
a. Palsaqa saliim-un s-suurat-a
alaa l-haaPit-i.
˙
˙
˙
˙ -wall˙ GEN
taped Salim-NOM DEF-picture-ACC on DEF
‘Salim taped the picture on the wall.’

b. * Palsaqa saliim-un bayna s-suurat-i
wa-l-haaPit-i.
˙
˙
˙
˙ -wall˙ GEN
taped Salim-NOM between DEF-picture-GEN and-DEF
(244) Causative Alternations:
c
a. Palsaqa saliim-un s-suurat-a
alaa l-haaPit-i.
˙
˙
˙
˙ -wall˙ GEN
taped Salim-NOM DEF-picture-ACC on DEF
‘Salim taped the picture on the wall.’
c
b. Pi-ltasaqa-t
s-suurat-u
alaa/bi l-haaPit-i.
˙
˙
˙
˙ -wall˙ GEN
INCH-taped-1.F.SG DEF-picture-NOM on
DEF
‘The picture has been taped on the wall.’

(245) Cognate bi ‘with’ Phrase:
a. Palsaqa saliim-un s-suurat-a
bi-lisaaq-in
qawiy-in.
˙
˙ ˙ -picture-ACC with-tape˙
taped
Salim-NOM DEF
GEN-IND strong-GEN-IND
‘Salim taped the picture with a strong tape.’
b. ? Palsaqa saliim-un s-suurat-a
bi-lisaaq-in.
˙
˙
˙
˙
taped Salim-NOM DEF-picture-ACC with-tapeGEN-IND
? ‘Salim taped the picture with a tape.’
Comment:
These verbs relate to attaching an entity to another. They differ from verbs of
the class mazaja ‘mix’ in that they are zero-related to the instrument or in some
cases nouns describing fasteners. In this sense, they also describe the manner
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in which two things are attached. The verbs are neither found with the simple
reciprocal alternation nor with the bayna ‘between’ reciprocal alternation. The two
entities being attached are realized as the direct object and as the object of a
prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’ or c alaa ‘on’ respectively. A cognate bi
‘with’ phrase is acceptable when it adds new information on the nature of the
instrument or fastener used. An unmodified cognate phrase is most likely to be
redundant for Arabic speakers. As is the case with verbs of the previous classes,
these verbs participate in alternations related to caustivity and are accordingly
marked.

8.3.13

Verbs of separating and disassembling

8.3.13.1

fasala ‘separate’ verbs
˙
Pabaana ‘separate’, tallaqa ‘divorce’, batala ‘sever’, fassa ‘sever’, fasala ‘separate’,
˙
˙˙
˙
fakka ‘disassociate’, faraqa ‘separate’, faraza ‘differentiate’, farraqa ‘separate’,
Piftasa ‘sever’, maaza ‘differentiate’, mayyaza ‘differentiate’, qatac a ‘cut’
˙
˙
Properties:
(246) Simple Reciprocal Alternation (some verbs):
a. tallaqa l-qaadiy r-rajul-a
min/c an zawjat-i-hi.
˙
˙
divorced
DEF-judge
DEF-man-ACC from
wife-GEN-his
‘The judge divorced the man from his wife.’
b. tallaqa l-qaadiy r-rajul-a
wa-zawjat-a-hu.
˙divorced DEF-judge
˙
DEF-man-ACC and-wife-ACC-his
‘The judge divorced the man and his wife.’
(247) bayna ‘between’ reciprocal alternation:
c
a. fasala
l-fallaah-u
z-zayt-a
ani l-maaP-i.
˙
˙
separated DEF-farmer-NOM DEF-oil-ACC from DEF-water-GEN
‘The farmer separated the oil from the water.’

b. fasala
l-fallaah-u
bayna z-zayt-i
wa-l-maaP-i.
˙
˙
separated DEF-farmer-NOM between DEF-oil-GEN and-DEF-water-GEN
‘The farmer separated oil and water.’
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(248) Causative Alternations:
c
a. fasala
l-fallaah-u
z-zayt-a
ani l-maaP-i.
˙
˙
separated DEF-farmer-NOM DEF-oil-ACC from DEF-water-GEN
‘The farmer separated the oil from the water.’
c
b. Pin-fasala
z-zayt-u
ani l-maaP-i.
˙
INCH-separated DEF-oil-NOM from DEF-water-GEN
‘The oil has been separated from the water.’

a’. tallaqa l-qaadiy r-rajul-a
wa-zawjat-a-hu.
˙divorced DEF-judge
˙
DEF-man-ACC and-wife-ACC-his
‘The judge divorced the man and his wife.’
b’. ta-tallaqa
r-rajul-u
wa-zawjat-a-hu.
˙ -divorced DEF-man-NOM and-wife-NOM-his
INCH
‘The man and his wife divorced.’
a”. fasala
l-fallaah-u
bayna z-zayt-i
wa-l-maaP-i.
˙
˙
separated DEF-farmer-NOM between DEF-oil-GEN and-DEF-water-GEN
‘The farmer separated oil and water.’
b”. * Pin-fasala
bayna z-zayt-i
wa-l-maaP-i.
˙
INCH-separated between DEF-oil-GEN and-DEF-water-GEN
* ‘It separated between the oil and the water.’
Comment:
The verbs of this class relate to separating elements that belong together or
was mixed or related to an a unit. Verbs like tallaqa ‘divorce’ or mayyaza and
˙
‘distinguish’ relate to an abstract separation. That is, they describe the separation
of two entities with an abstract rather than a physical relation. The two entities
are realized as the direct object and as the object of a prepositional phrase
headed by c an or min ‘from’ respectively. All of them participate in the reciprocal
alternation. Some verbs also participate in the simple reciprocal alternation. As
is the case with causative verbs in Arabic, these verbs participate in a number of
causative alternations and are accordingly marked. Note again that the inchoative
form of the verbs inherits most alternations from the basic verbs which are the
two instances of reciprocal alternations: bayna ‘between’ reciprocal alternation and
the simple reciprocal alternation.
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8.3.13.2

Pixtalafa ‘differ’ verbs

Class Members:
Piftaraqa ‘branch’, Pimtaaza ‘vary’, Pixtalafa ‘differ’, taġaayara ‘vary’, tabaayana
‘differ’, tafaawata ‘differ’, tamaayaza ‘differ’, tamayyaza ‘differ’
Properties:
c
(249) taxotalifu sayyaaraat-u l-yawm-i
an sayyaaraat-i
differ
cars-NOM-IND DEF-day-GEN from cars-GEN-IND
l-Pams-i.
DEF-yesterday-GEN
‘The cars of today differ from the cars of yesterday.’

(250) Predicate Phrase:
c
taxotalifu sayyaaraat-u l-yawm-i
an sayyaaraat-i
differ
cars-NOM-IND DEF-day-GEN from cars-GEN-IND
l-Pams-i
fii t-asmiim-i.
˙ -design-GEN
DEF-yesterday-GEN in DEF
‘The cars of today differ from the cars of yesterday in the design.’

(251) Simple Reciprocal Alternation (some verbs):
c
a. taxotalifu sayyaaraat-u l-yawm-i
an sayyaaraat-i
differ
cars-NOM-IND DEF-day-GEN from cars-GEN-IND
l-Pams-i.
DEF-yesterday-GEN
‘The cars of today differ from the cars of yesterday.’

b. taxotalifu sayyaaraat-u l-yawm-i
wa-sayyaaraat-i
differ
cars-NOM-IND DEF-day-GEN and-cars-GEN-IND
l-Pams-i.
DEF-yesterday-GEN
‘The cars of today and the cars of yesterday differ.’
(252) bayna ‘between’ reciprocal alternation:
c
a. taxotalifu sayyaaraat-u l-yawm-i
an sayyaaraat-i
differ
cars-NOM-IND DEF-day-GEN from cars-GEN-IND
l-Pams-i.
DEF-yesterday-GEN
‘The cars of today differ from the cars of yesterday.’
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b. * taxotalifu bayna sayyaaraat-i l-yawm-i
wa-sayyaaraat-i
differ
between cars-GEN-IND DEF-day-GEN and-cars-GEN-IND
l-Pams-i.
DEF-yesterday-GEN
Comment:
This class includes intransitive verbs that describe a difference between two
entities. The first entity is realized as the subject and the second as th object
of a prepositional phrase headed by c an or bi. The verbs take an additional
prepositional phrase that specifies the property or the attribute by virtue of which
the two entities differ. Most of these verbs participate in the intransitive version
of the simple reciprocal alternation. However, they are not found with the bayna
‘between’ reciprocal alternation.

8.3.14

Verbs of creation and transformation

8.3.14.1

banaa ‘build’ verbs

Class Members:
Pallafa ‘assemble’, c ajana ‘knead’, šakkala ‘assemble’, haaka ‘spin’, habaka ‘cro˙
˙
chet’, saaġa ‘forge’, tabaxa ‘cook’, tahaa ‘cook’, tawwara ‘develop’, banaa ‘build’,
˙
˙
˙
˙
barmaja ‘program’, fassala ‘tailor’, Piġtazala ‘spin’, jamac a ‘arrange’, lafaqa ‘sew’,
˙˙
laffaqa ‘sew’, nahata ‘carve’, najara ‘chisel’, naqaša ‘carve’, nasaja ‘weave’, sanac a
˙
˙
‘make’, xaata ‘tailor’, xabaza ‘bake’, xarata ‘weave’
˙
˙
Properties:
(253) * Material/Product Alternation:
a. banaa l-jaar-u
bayt-an
(min xašab-in).
built DEF-neighbor-NOM house-ACC-IND (from wood-GEN-IND)
‘The neighbor built a house (out of wood).’
b. * banaa l-jaar-u
l-xašab-a
Pilaa bayt-in.
built DEF-neighbor-NOM DEF-wood-ACC to house-GEN-IND
* ‘The neighbor built the wood to a house.’
(254) Unspecified Object Alternation (most verbs):
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a. banaa l-jaar-u
bayt-an.
built DEF-neighbor-NOM house-ACC-IND
‘The neighbor built a house.’
b. banaa l-jaar-u.
built DEF-neighbor-NOM
‘The neighbor built (a house).’
(255) * Benefactive Alternation:
a. banaa l-jaar-u
bayt-an
li-zawjat-i-hi.
built DEF-neighbor-NOM house-ACC-IND for-wife-GEN-her
‘The neighbor built a house for his wife.’
5. * banaa l-jaar-u
zawjat-a-hu
bayt-an.
built DEF-neighbor-NOM house-ACC-IND wife-ACC-her
* ‘The neighbor built his wife a house.’
(256) Causative Alternations:
a. banaa l-jaar-u
bayt-an.
built DEF-neighbor-NOM house-ACC-IND
‘The neighbor built a house.’
b. Pin-banaa l-bayt-u.
INCH-built DEF-house-NOM
‘The house has been built.’
(257) Sum of Money Subject Alternation (some verbs):
a. bana-t
š-šarikat-u
l-manzil-a
bi-malyuun-i Puuruu.
built-1.F.SG DEF-company-NOM DEF-house-ACC for-million-GEN Euro
‘The company built the house for a million Euro.’
b. malyuun Puuruu laa ta-bnii la-ka manzil-an.
Million Euro not PL-built to-you house-ACC-IND
‘A million Euro will not build you a house.’
Comment:
These verbs relate to the creation of an object (product) out of raw material.
Unlike verbs of the class build in English (Levin, 1993, 173–174), the product and
the material are allowed to be realized as the direct object and a prepositional
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phrase headed by min ‘from/out of’, respectively. This explains why these verbs
are neither found with the material/product alternation in which the material
is realized as the direct object, nor with the raw material subject alternation in
which the material is realized as the subject. Verbs like nahata, naqaša and najara
˙
‘carve’ may realize the raw material as the direct object, but they are not allowed
to take a product phrase. These verbs are treated as verbs of degradation of
material integrity and are accordingly crosslisted in the class xaraqa ‘perforate’
(see section 8.3.11.2).
In addition, they take a beneficiaray prepositional phrase but are not found in
the benefactive alternation. Some of them can specify the sum of money invested
in the creation of the product, which can also be realized as the subject of the
verbs as is shown in (257).
8.3.14.2

xalaqa ‘create’ verbs

Class Members:
Pabdac a ‘invent’, Paqaama ‘construct’, Passasa ‘found’, PnšaPa ‘create’, Pantaja
‘produce’, šaada ‘found’, šayyada ‘construct’, hafara ‘dig’, sammama ‘design’,
˙
˙
sawwara ‘form’, fatara ‘create’, fabraka ‘fabricate’, Pibtadac a ‘invent’, Pibtakara
˙
˙
‘invent’, Pistahdata ‘invent’, Pixtarac a ‘invent’, jabala ‘create’, kawwana ‘create’,
˙ ¯
lahhana ‘compose’, nadama ‘compose’, rattaba ‘organize’, sakka ‘coin’, xalaqa
¯˙
˙˙
‘create’
Properties:
(258) Material Phrase (most verbs):
xallaqa l-laah-u
l-Pinosaan-a min tiin-in.
˙
created DEF-God-NOM human-ACC from dirtGEN-IND
‘God created humans from dirt.’
(259) * Material/Product Alternation
a. xallaqa l-laah-u
l-Pinosaan-a min tiin-in.
˙
created DEF-God-NOM human-ACC from dirtGEN-IND
‘God created humans from dirt.’
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a. * xallaqa l-laah-u
tiin-a
Pilaa Pinsaan-in.
˙
created DEF-God-NOM dirt-ACC to human-GEN
* ‘God created the dirt to humans.’
(260) Benefactive Alternation:
a. xalaqa l-laah-u
zawj-an
li-Paadam-a.
created DEF-God-NOM wife-ACC-IND for-Adam-GEN
‘God created a wife for Adam.’
b. * xalaqa l-laah-u
Paadam-a zawj-an.
created DEF-God-NOM Adam-ACC wife-ACC-IND
* ‘God created Adam a wife.’
(261) Causative Alternations:
a. xallaqa l-laah-u
l-Pinosaan-a.
created DEF-God-NOM human-ACC
‘God created humans.’
b. Pin-xallaqa l-Pinosaan-u.
INCH-created human-NOM
‘Humans have been created.’
(262) * Raw Material Subject Alternation:
a. xallaqa l-laah-u
l-Pinosaan-a min tiin-in.
˙
created DEF-God-NOM human-ACC from dirtGEN-IND
‘God created humans from dirt.’
b. * xallaqa t-tiin-u
l-Pinosaan-a .
˙
˙
created DEF-dirt-NOM human-ACC
* ‘The dirt created humans.’
(263) * Sum of Money Subject Alternation:
a. sammama l-muhandis-u
bayt-an
bi-malyuun Euro.
˙designed DEF-architect-NOM house-ACC-IND for-million Euro
‘The architect designed a house for a million Euro.
b. * malyuun Euro laa tu-sammimu la-ka bayt-an.
˙
Million Euro not PL-design
you house-ACC-IND
* ‘A million Euro do not design you a house.’
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Comment:
These verbs denote the creation of an object. Not all of them can take a prepositional phrase that specifies the material out of which the product is created. In
addition, none of the verbs participates in the sum of money subject alternation.
For verbs that take a material phrase, but do not participate in the sum of the
money subject alternation, one can collect them in a subclass of the class banaa
‘build’.
These verbs can take a benefactive prepositional phrase but do not participate in
the benefactive alternation. In addition, each one of them disposes of one or more
derived forms that carry the inchoative meaning.
8.3.14.3

hawwala ‘turn’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
Pahaala ‘change’, ġayyara ‘change’, hawwala ‘transform’, tawwara ‘CAUS-evolve’,
˙
˙
˙
baddala ‘change’, dablaja ‘translate’, masaxa ‘metamorphose’, qalaba ‘alter’,
sahara ‘metamorphose’, tarjama ‘translate’
˙
Properties:
(264) hawwala l-c ifriit-u
l-Pamiirat-a
min marPat-in
Pilaa
˙turned DEF-genie-NOM DEF-princess-ACC from woman-GEN-IND into
huuriyat-in.
˙
nymphGEN-IND
‘The genie turned the princess from a woman into a nymph.’
(265) Total Transformation Alternation:
a. hawwala l-c ifriit-u
l-Pamiirat-a
Pilaa huuriyat-in.
˙turned DEF-genie-NOM DEF-princess-ACC into nymph˙
GEN-IND
‘The genie turned the princess into a nymph.’
b. hawwala l-c ifriit-u
l-Pamiirat-a
min marPat-in
Pilaa
˙
turned
DEF-genie-NOM DEF-princess-ACC from woman-GEN-IND into
huuriyat-in.
˙
nymphGEN-IND
‘The genie turned the princess from a woman into a nymph.’
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(266) Causative Alternations:
a. hawwala l-c ifriit-u
l-Pamiirat-a
Pilaa huuriyat-in.
˙turned DEF-genie-NOM DEF-princess-ACC into nymph˙
GEN-IND
‘The genie turned the princess into a nymph.’
b. ta-hawwala-t
l-Pamiirat-u
Pilaa huuriyat-in.
˙ -turned-1.F.SG DEF-princess-NOM into nymph˙
INCH
GEN-IND
‘The princess turned into a nymph.’
c. hawwala l-c ifriit-u
l-Pamiirat-a
min marPat-in
Pilaa
˙turned DEF-genie-NOM DEF-princess-ACC from woman-GEN-IND into
huuriyat-in.
˙
nymphGEN-IND
‘The genie turned the princess from a woman into a nymph.’
c. ta-hawwala-t
l-c l-Pamiirat-u
min marPat-in
Pilaa
˙
INCH-turned-1.F.SG DEF-princess-NOM from woman-GEN-IND into
huuriyat-in.
˙
nymphGEN-IND
‘The princess turned from a women into a nymph.’
(267) * Material/Product Alternation:
a. * hawwala l-c ifriit-u
l-Pamiirat-a
min marPat-in.
˙turned DEF-genie-NOM DEF-princess-ACC from woman-GEN-IND
* ‘The genie turned the princess from a woman’
b. hawwala l-c ifriit-u
l-Pamiirat-a
Pilaa huuriyat-in.
˙
˙
turned
DEF-genie-NOM DEF-princess-ACC into nymphGEN-IND
‘The genie turned the princess into a nymph.’
(268) Prepositional phrase Drop (Some Verbs):
masaxa
l-c ifriit-u
l-Pamiirat-a.
metamorphosed DEF-genie-NOM DEF-princess-ACC
‘The genie metamorphosed the princess (into x).’
Comment:
These verbs denote the total transformation of an entity. They can take two
prepositional phrases, whereby the first one describes the original state of the
transformed object (source) and the second describes the new/final state of the
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object (goal). The object undergoing the transformation is only be realized
as the direct object of the verb. Consequently, they are not found with the
Material/product alternation as the material is not allowed to take the object
position. In addition, the verbs participate in a variety of causative alternations,
whereby each of them marks the inchoativity in a different way. The derived verb
forms inherit all alternations of the base verb forms. Moreover, some verbs can
be used without a source or a goal phrase.
8.3.14.4

ġannaa ‘sing’ verbs

Class Members:
Paddaa ‘perform’, Pallafa ‘compose’, Panšada ‘chant’, Pantaja ‘produce’, Paxraja
‘direct’, Pntaja ‘produce’, c azafa ‘play’, šadaa ‘chant’, ġannaa ‘sing’, dandana
‘chant’, Pirtajala ‘improvise’, kataba ‘write’, lac iba ‘play’, mattala ‘play’, nadama
¯¯
¯
‘compose’, nahata ‘sculpture’, qarada ‘recite’, raqasa ‘dance’, rasama ‘paint’,˙ rat˙
˙
˙
tala ‘recite’, xatta ‘write’
˙˙
Properties:
(269) Panšada t-talaamiid-u
Pugoniyat-an.
¯¯
¯
sang
DEF-pupils-NOM song-ACC-IND
‘The pupils sang a song.’
(270) Benefactive Alternation (some verbs):
a. Panšada t-talaamiid-u
Pugoniyat-an li-d-duyuuf-i.
¯¯
¯
˙ -guests-GEN
sang
DEF-pupils-NOM song-ACC-IND to-˙DEF
‘The pupils sang a song for the guests.’
b. Panšada t-talaamiid-u
d-duyuuf-a
Pugoniyat-an.
¯¯
¯
˙
˙
sang
DEF-pupils-NOM DEF-guests-ACC song-ACC-IND
‘The pupils sang the guests a song.’
(271) Unspecified Object Alternation (some verbs)
a. Panšada t-talaamiid-u
Pugoniyat-an.
¯¯
¯
sang
DEF-pupils-NOM song-ACC-IND
‘The pupils sang a song.’
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b. Panšada t-talaamiid-u.
¯¯
¯
sang
DEF-pupils-NOM
‘The pupils sang.’
Comment:
The verbs of this class describe a performance. Unlike verbs of creation and
transformation they neither do involve raw material nor do they specify the
original state or the final state of the object. The verbs licence a direct object
realizing the thing being performed, although some verbs allow the object to be
left unspecified. This is the case for verbs with a zero-relation to the noun of
the performed object (<ġannaa ‘sing’ Pugniyap ‘song’ >, <Pantšada ‘sing’, našiid
‘song/hymn’>. . . ) or for verbs which are associated with a specific object like
nadama ‘write‘ (poetry), c azafa ‘play’ (musik). Few of these verb participate in
¯
the˙ benefactive alternation.
8.3.14.5

namaa ‘grow’ verbs

Class Members:
dafaa ‘grow’, Pinwalada ‘INCH-bear’, Pizdaada ‘generate’, šabba ‘grow’, našaPa
˙
‘evolve’, nadaja ‘mature’, namaa ‘grow’, rabaa ‘evolve’, tanaama ‘grow’, tarac rac a
˙
‘evolve’, xraja ‘develop’, zahara ‘develop’
Properties:
(272) * Material/Product Alternation (intransitive):
a. * namat nawaat-u t-tamr-i
Pilaa naxlat-in.
grew pip-NOM DEF-date-GEN into palm-GEN-IND
‘A date pip grew into a palm.’
b. namat naxlat-un
min nawaat-i t-tamor-igrew palm-NOM-IND from pip-GEN DEF-date-GEN
‘A palm grew from a date pip.’
(273) * Total Transformation Alternation (intransitive)
a. * namat nawaat-u t-tamr-i
Pilaa naxlat-in.
grew pip-NOM DEF-date-GEN into palm-GEN-IND
‘A dat pip grew into a palm.’
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b. * namat l-badrat-u
min nawaat-in
Pilaa naxlat-in.
¯
grew DEF-seed-NOM from pip-GEN-IND into palm-GEN-IND
‘The seed grew from a pip into a palm.’
(274) Inchoative/Causative Alternation
a. namat naxlat-un
min nawaat-i t-tamor-igrew palm-NOM-IND from pip-GEN DEF-date-GEN
‘A palm grew from a date pip.’
b. nammaa DEF-fallaah-u
n-naxlat-a
min nawaat-i t-tamor-i˙ NOM DEF-palm-ACC from pip-GEN DEF-date-GEN
CAUS-grew DEF-farmer‘The farmer grew the palm from a date pip.’
Comment:
These transitive verbs relate to the emergence of or in a broader sense, the
transformation of an entity out of another entity. Unlike the class grow in Levin’s
collection (Levin, 1993, 174–175), only the arising entity (goal) is allowed to be in
the subject position and not the entity from which it arises (source). The source
can be only realized as a prepositional phrase headed by min ‘from’. Accordingly,
the verbs are neither found with the material/product alternation nor with the
total transformation alternation, since in both cases, the source may be in a
subject position. Most of them have one or more causative derived forms that
introduce an agent role.
8.3.14.6

sabbaba ‘cause’ verbs

Class Members:
Pataara ‘generate’, Pahdata ‘cause’, Pawjaba ‘engender’, Pawqac a ‘shape’, Pntaja
¯
˙ ¯
‘engender’, sanac a ‘cause’, jalaba ‘generate’, sabbaba ‘cause’, wallada ‘engender’,
˙
xalaqa ‘create’
Properties:
(275) yu-wallidu
d-dagt-u
l-Pinfijaar-a.
˙
˙
1.PR.SG-engender DEF-pression-NOM DEF-explosion-ACC
‘The pression engenders the explosion.
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Comment:
These verbs describe a causal relationship between two abstract entities. The first
entity is the causer and is realized as the subject, the second entity is the causee
(or the thing brought into existence) and is realized as the direct object. Many of
these verbs are related to verbs of other classes, for instance, the verb Pahdata
˙ ¯
‘cause’ is the causative form of the verb hadata ‘happen’ of the class hasala ‘occur’.
¯
˙
˙ ˙
The verb xalaqa ‘create’ is crosslisted in the class xalaqa ‘create’ ‘occur’ (8.3.14.2),
whereas the verb wallada ‘engender’, which is the causative (and intensitive) form
of Pinwalada ‘evolve’ is crosslisted in the class namaa ‘grow’ (8.3.14.5).
8.3.14.7

farraxa ‘give-birth-to-a-chick’ verbs

Class Members:
Pafraxa ‘give-birth-to-a-chick’, PatPama ‘give-birth-to-a-twin’, baada ‘lay-an-egg’,
˙
bayyada ‘lay-an-egg’, farraxa ‘give-birth-to-a-chick’, taPama ‘give-birth-to-a-twin’
˙
(276) baada-ti
d-dajaajat-u.
˙
laid-1.F.SG-an-egg DEF-chicken-NOM
‘The chicken laid an egg’
(277) Cognate Object (some verbs):
a. baada-ti
d-dajaajat-u
Parbac -a baydaat-in.
˙
laid-1.F.SG-an-egg DEF-chicken-NOM four-ACC eggs-˙ GEN
‘The chicken laid four eggs’
b. ? baada-ti
d-dajaajat-u
l-bayda.
˙
˙
laid-1.F.SG-an-egg DEF-chicken-NOM eggs-GEN
‘The chicken laid eggs’
Comment:
Similar to the class calve in Levin’s collection (Levin, 1993, 180), these verbs
are zero-related to nouns, which are names of the young or the egg of the being
that gives birth, whereby they are not restricted to animals. The verbs taPama
‘give-birth-to-a-twin’ and PatPama ‘give-birth-to-a-twin’ are zero-related to a noun
describing the number of the young being born. Some of these verbs can take the
nouns they are zero-related to as the object. However, it is unclear whether an
unmodified cognate object is acceptable by Arabic speakers.
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8.3.15

Verbs with predicative complements

8.3.15.1

c

ayyana ‘appoint’ verbs

Class Members:
Pac lana ‘announce’, c ayyana ‘appoint’, šaġġala ‘hire’, baayac a ‘rate’, Pic tamada
‘designate’, Pintaxaba ‘elect’, Pixtaara ‘elect’, raššaha ‘proclaim’, tawwaja ‘rown’,
˙
waddafa ‘appoint’
¯˙ ¯˙
Properties:
(278) c ayyana l-mudiir-u
Pahmad.
˙
appointed DEF-director-NOM Ahmed
‘The director appointed Ahmed.’
(279) Nunated Predicate Phrase:
c

ayyana l-mudiir-u
Pahmad-a raPiis-an.
˙
appointed DEF-director-NOM AhmedACC president-NUN
‘The director appointed Ahmed as president.’
(280) ka ‘as’ Alternation:
a. c ayyana l-mudiir-u
Pahmad-a raPiis-an.
˙
appointed DEF-director-NOM AhmedACC president-NUN
‘The director appointed Ahmed director.’
b. c ayyana l-mudiir-u
Pahmad-a ka-raPiis-in.
˙
appointed DEF-director-NOM AhmedACC as-president-GEN-IND
‘The director appointed Ahmed as president.’
(281) * Dative Alternation:
a. c ayyana l-mudiir-u
Pahmad-a raPiis-an.
˙
appointed DEF-director-NOM AhmedACC president-NUN
‘The director appointed Ahmed president.’
b. * c ayyana l-mudiir-u
li-Pahmad-in raPiis-an.
˙
appointed DEF-director-NOM to-AhmedGEN president-NUN
* ‘The director appointed the president to Ahmed.’
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Comment:
The verbs of this class can be roughly described as verbs of designation or
appointment. Their main property is the realization of the theme (the designated
person or organization) and the predicate in the form of two NPs. Arabic however
distinguish between the two NPs by restricting the second NP to be a nunated
object. The predicate can alternatively be realized as the object of a prepositional
phrase headed by ka ‘as’. The two postverbal objects are not instance of dative
alternation, which explains the ungrammaticality of the li ‘to’ phrase in (281b).
8.3.15.2

sawwara ‘characterize’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
c
aamala ‘treat’, c arafa ‘know’, c arrafa ‘define’, sannafa ‘classify’, sawwara ‘chararc˙
˙
terize’, fahima ‘understand’, Pistahadara ‘remember’, mattala ‘envisage’, mayyaza
¯¯
˙ ˙
‘distinct’, qabila ‘accept’, qaddama ‘present’, raPaa ‘see’, tadakkara ‘remember’,
¯
tasawwara ‘imagine’, tamattala ‘imagine’, taqabbala ‘accept’, taxayyala ‘imagine’,
¯¯
˙
wac aa ‘envisage’
Properties:
(282) * ka ‘as’ Alternation:
a. sawwara
r-ruumaan-u
l-Pamaaziig-a
ka-baraabira.
˙characterized DEF-Romans-NOM DEF-Amazighs-ACC as-barbarian
‘The Romans characterized the Amazighs as barbarian.’
b. * sawwara
r-ruumaan-u
l-Pamaaziig-a
baraabirat-an.
˙
characterized
DEF-Romans-NOM DEF-Amazighs-ACC barbarians-NUN
(283) c alaa Panna Complement Clause (some verbs):
c
sawwara
r-ruumaan-u
l-Pamaaziig-ai
alaa Panna-humi
˙characterized DEF-Romans-NOM DEF-Amazighs-ACC on that-they
baraabira.
barbarian
‘The Romans characterized the Amazighs to be barbarian.’
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Comment:
Unlike the class c ayyana ‘appoint’, the verbs of this class only realize the predicate
as the object of a prepositional phrase headed by ka ‘as’. Due to this, they do
not participate in the ka ‘as’ alternation. Some of them are originally verbs of
understanding or perception and are accordingly crosslisted in the appropriate
classes. Some of these verbs can take a complement clause preceded by the
preposition c alaa ‘on’, whose subject is obligatorily correferent with the object of
the matrix verb.
8.3.15.3

sammaa ‘name’ verbs

Paknaa ‘dub’, Pasmaa ‘name’, c anwana ‘title’, dac aa ‘call’, kanaa ‘dub’, kanna
‘dub’, laqqaba ‘nickname’, naadaa ‘call’, sammaa ‘name’
Properties:
(284) * ka ‘as’ Alternation
a. sammaa l-jadd-u
hafiid-a-hu
saliym-an.
˙
named DEF-grandfather-NOM grandchildACC-ACC Salim-ACC
‘The grandfather named his grandchild Salim.’
b. * sammaa l-jadd-u
hafiid-a-hu
ka-saliym-in.
˙
named DEF-grandfather-NOM grandchild-ACC-ACC as-Salim-GEN
* ‘The grandfather named his grandchild as Salim.’
(285) Object/biPP Alternation (some verbs):
a. sammaa l-jadd-u
hafiid-a-hu
saliym-an.
˙
named DEF-grandfather-NOM grandchild-ACC-his Salim-ACC
‘The grandfather named his grandchild Salim.’
b. sammaa l-jadd-u
hafiid-a-hu
bi-saliym-GEN.
˙
named DEF-grandfather-NOM grandchildACC-his with-Salim-GEN
‘The grandfather named his grandchild Salim.’
(286) Unspecified Predicate Object:
sammaa l-jadd-u
hafiid-a-hu.
˙
named DEF-grandfather-NOM grandchildACC-his
‘The grandfather named his grandchild.’
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(287) c alaa ‘after’ Phrase (some verbs):
sammaa l-malik-u
Pibn-a-hu c alaa jadd-i-hi.
named DEF-king-NOM son-ACC-his after grandfather-GEN-his
‘The king named his son after his grandfather.’
(288) Causative Alternations:
a. sammaa l-jadd-u
hafiid-a-hu
saliym-an.
˙
named DEF-grandfather-NOM grandchildACC-his Salim-ACC
‘The grandfather named his grandchild Salim.’
b. ta-sammaa l-hafiid-u
saliym-an.
˙
INCH-named DEF-grandchild-NOM Salim-ACC
‘The grandchild has been named Salim.’
a’. sammaa l-jadd-u
hafiid-a-hu
bi-saliym-in.
˙
named DEF-grandfather-NOM grandchildACC-his with-Salim-GEN
‘The grandfather named his grandchild Salim.’
b’. ta-sammaa DEF-hafiid-u
bi-saliym-in.
˙
INCH-named DEF-grandchild-NOM with-Salim-GEN
‘The grandchild has been named Salim.’
Comment:
These verbs denote the process of giving a name to an entity. The basic sentence
structure realizes the object (theme) as the direct object. The predicate is
realized as the second object, but can alternatively appear as the object of a
prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’. However, the predicate cannot occur with
the preposition ka ‘as’. All these verbs can leave the predicate object unspecified.
In addition, the verbs participate in the causative alternation.
8.3.15.4

xaala ‘imagine’ verbs

Comment:
c

adda ‘count’, danna ‘believe’, hasiba ‘assume’, xaala ‘imagine’
¯˙
˙

Properties:
(289) * ka ‘as’ Alternation:
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a. hasiba-t
Salma l-waraqat-a
taaPir-an.
˙assumed-1.F.SG Salma DEF-paper-ACC bird˙
ACC-IND
‘Salma assumed that the piece of paper is a bird.’
b. * hasiba-t
Salma l-waraqat-a
ka-taaPir-in.
˙
˙
assumed1.F.SG Salma DEF-paper-ACC as-birdGEN-IND
* ‘Salma assumed the paper as bird.’
Comment:
Similar to verbs of the previous class, these verbs realize the theme and the
predicate as two accusative objects. The predicate is not allowed to be assigned
to a prepositional phrase headed by ka ‘as’ or bi ‘with’. Some of them can take
complement clauses, which brings them closer to verbs of understanding than
to verbs taking predicative complements. Therefore, they are crosslisted in the
appropriate class (see section 8.3.15).
8.3.15.5

nac ata ‘qualify’ verbs:

Class Members:
aayara ‘insult’, Pistanc ata ‘qualify’, Pistawsafa ‘describe’, nac ata ‘qualify’, qadfa
¯
˙
‘slander’, ramaa ‘slander’, wasafa ‘wasafa’
˙
˙
c

Properties:
(290) * ka ‘as’ Alternation:
a. * wasafa c aliy-un zayd-an mujotahid-an.
˙
described
Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC assiduous-ACC-IND
* ‘Ali described Zayd assiduous.’
b. * wasafa c aliy-un zayd-an ka-mujotahid-in.
˙
described
Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC as-assiduous-GEN-IND
‘Ali described Zayd as assiduous.’
(291) * Object/biPP Alternation:
a. * wasafa c aliy-un zayd-an mujotahid-an.
˙
described
Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC assiduous-ACC-IND
* ‘Ali described Zayd assiduous.’
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b. wasafa c aliy-un zayd-an bi-l-mujotahid-i.
˙
described
Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC with-DEF-assiduous-GEN
‘Ali described Zayd as assiduous.’
(292) biPP/PannaCP/Nominalization Alternantion:
a. wasafa c aliy-un zayd-an bi-l-mujotahid-i.
˙
described
Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC with-DEF-assiduous-GEN
‘Ali described Zayd as assiduous.’
b. wasafa c aliy-un zayd-an bi-Panna-hu mujotahid-un.
˙
described
Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC with-that-he assiduous-NOM-IND
‘Ali described Zayd as assiduous.’
c. wasafa c aliy-un zayd-an bi-kawn-i-hi
mujotahid-an.
˙
described
Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC with-being-GEN-his assiduous-NOM-ACC
‘Ali described Zayd as being assiduous.’
Comment:
Two properties set these verbs apart from the verbs taking predicative complements:
The first property is the realization of the predicate as a prepositional phrase
headed by bi ‘with’. The predicate can neither be a second object of the verb nor
the object of the ka ‘as’ phrase. In this sense, they do not participate in the ka ‘as’
alternation and the object/biPP alternation. The second property is their ability
to take a Panna complement clause and a deverbal complement. Both phrases are
preceded by the preposition bi ‘with’ and fill the same grammatical function as
the normal phrase (OBL).
8.3.15.6

tasarrafa ‘act’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
c

amila ‘work’, Pištaġala ‘work’, tasarrafa ‘act’
˙

Properties:
(293) tasarrafa l-muhtaal-u
ka-qubtaan-in.
˙
˙
˙ GEN-IND
acted
DEF-impostor-NOM as-captain‘The impostor acted as captain.’
(294) kaPP/kaPanna CP Alternation (some verbs):
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a. tasarrafa l-muhtaal-u
ka-qubtaan-in.
˙
˙
˙ GEN-IND
acted
DEF-impostor-NOM as-captain‘The impostor acted as captain.’
b. tasarrafa l-muhtaal-u
ka-Panna-hu qubtaan-un.
˙
˙
˙
acted
DEF-impostorNOM as-that-he captainNOM-IND
‘The impostor acted as captain.’
(295) c alaa Panna Complement Clause (some verbs):
c
tasarrafa l-muhtaal-u
alaa Panna-hu qubtaan-un.
˙
˙
˙
acted
DEF-impostor-NOM on
that-he captainNOM.INDEF
‘The impostor acted as captain.’
Comment:
This class populates intransitive verbs taking predicative complements. The
predicate is realized as a prepositional phrase headed by ka ‘as’ or as a complement
clause headed by Panna preceded by ka ‘as’. Moreover, it can be the object of a
prepositional phrase headed by c alaa.
8.3.15.7

xawwana ‘qualify-as-betrayer’ verbs

Class Members:
Pabxala ‘qualify-as-avaricious’, Pakdaba ‘qualify-as-liar , Pallaha ‘qualify-as-divine’,
¯
haqqara ‘qualify-as-worthless’, fajjara ‘qualify-as-immoral’, fassaqa ‘qualify-as˙
whorish’, Piġtaša ‘qualify-as-betrayer’, Pistaġaša ‘qualify-as-betrayer’, Pistahlaa
˙
‘qualify-as-cute’, Pistahmara ‘qualify-as-donkey’, Pistahsana ‘qualify-as-beautiful’,
˙
˙
Pistataaba ‘qualify-as-nice’, Pistabdac a ‘qualify-as-heretic’, Pistaltafa ‘qualify-as˙
˙
kind’, Pistansaha ‘qualify-as-clever’, jabbana ‘qualify-as-coward’, jahhala ‘qualify˙ ˙
as-ignorant’, jarrama ‘qualify-as-criminal’, kaddaba ‘qualify-as-layer’, kaffara
¯¯
‘qualify-as-unbeliever’, saffaha ‘qualify-as-studip’, xawwana ‘qualify-as-betrayer’,
zandaqa ‘qualify-as-heretic’
Properties:
c
(296) kattaba
aliy-un zayd-an.
¯¯
qualified-as-layer Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC
‘Ali qualified Zayd as layer.
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Comment:
The verbs of this class are zero-related to adjectives describing moral qualities
of people. As is shown in the translations, the meaning of these verbs leads to
be paraphrased as qualify/treat x as y where y is zero-related to the verb. The
adjectives appear explicitly as predicative complements of verbs of the class nac ata
‘qualify’ (section 8.3.15.5) and are realized as the object of the prepositional phrase
headed by bi ‘with’ (see example (291)).

8.3.16

Verbs of preception

8.3.16.1

raPaa ‘see’ verbs

Class Members:
Pabsara ‘detect’, c aayana ‘discern’, šahida ‘discern’, šamma ‘smell’, Pištamma
˙
‘smell’, Pistašc ara ‘sense’, lahida ‘discern’, laahata ‘detect’, lamasa ‘feel’, lamisa
˙ ¯
˙ ˙
‘feel’, raPaa ‘see’, samic a ‘hear’,˙ taššamama ‘smell’
Properties:
(297) raPaa s-sabiy-u
Pumm-a-hu.
˙
˙
saw DEF-boy-NOM mother-ACC-his
‘The boy saw his mother.’
(298) Object/PannCP/Nominalization Alternation
a. raPaa s-sabiy-u
Pumm-a-hu.
˙ ˙ -boy-NOM mother-ACC-his
saw DEF
‘The boy saw his mother.’
b. raPaa s-sabiy-u
Panna Pummm-a-hu
tu-c iddu
˙
˙
saw DEF-boy-NOM that mother-NOM-his 1.F.SG-prepare
l-fatuur-a.
DEF˙ -breakfast-ACC
‘The boy saw that his mother prepare breakfast.’
c. raPaa s-sabiy-u
Pic daad-a
Pummm-i-hi
˙
˙
saw DEF-boy-NOM 1.F.SG-preparation-ACC mother-GEN-his
l-fatuur-a.
DEF˙ -breakfast-ACC
‘The boy saw his mother preparing the breakfast.’
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(299) raPaa s-sabiy-u
Pmm-a-hu
ta-dhak-u.
˙
˙
˙ ˙ -laughs-NOM
saw DEF-boy-NOM mother-ACC-his 1.F.SG
‘The boy saw his mother laughing.’
(300) Participial Complement (some verbs):
raPaa s-sabiy-u
Pmm-a-hu
daahika-t-an.
˙ ˙ -child-NOM mother-ACC-his laughing˙ ˙
saw DEF
1.F.SG-NUN
‘The child saw his mother laughing.’
(301) Attribute Object Possessor-Attribute Factoring Alternation:
a. raPaa l-mudarrib-u
tasmiim-a
laac ib-ii-hi.
˙
saw DEF-trainer-NOM determinationACC-IND players-GEN-his
‘The trainer saw the determination of his players.’
b. raPaa l-mudarrib-u
t-tasmiim-a
fii laac ib-ii-hi.
saw DEF-trainer-NOM DEF˙-determination-ACC in players-GEN-his
‘The trainer saw the determination in his players.’
Comment:
This class populates verbs of perception. Their main property is the realization of
the perceiver and the object perceived as the subject and the object respectively
as well as their ability to take a wide range of clausal complements. They can
take a complement clause headed by Panna, as well as a deverbal phrase and
complement clauses of the kind NP V .. or NP participle .... They can also be
found with the attribute object possessor-attribute factoring alternation.
8.3.16.2

šaahada ‘watch’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
Pabsara ‘sight’, Palmaha ‘glimpse’, c aayana ‘eye’, daaqa ‘savor’, šaahada ‘watch’,
¯
˙
˙
basura ‘regard’, fahasa ‘inspect’, Pijtalaa ‘investigate’, Pistatlac a ‘investigate’,
˙
˙ ˙
˙
Pistajlaa ‘investigate’, Pistakšafa ‘discover’, Pistaqsaa ‘investigate’, jaasa ‘spy’,
˙
lamaha ‘sight’, masaha ‘scan’, rasada ‘observe’, raaqaba ‘survey’, ramaqa ‘glimpse’,
˙
˙
˙
rammaqa ‘glimpse’, raqaba ‘observe’, tadawwaqa ‘savor’, tafahhsa ‘examine’,
¯
˙ ˙˙
tafaqqada ‘examine’, taqassaa ‘investigate’, tarassada ‘observe’
˙˙
˙˙
Properties:
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(302) šaahada c aliy-un mubaaraat-an fii kurat-i l-qadam-i.
˙
watched
Ali-NOM match-ACC-IND in ball-GEN DEF-foot-GEN
‘Ali watched a football match.’
(303) Some verbs:
lamaha c aliy-un zayd-an ya-rqusu.
˙ Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC 1.Ps.SG-dances
˙
sighted
‘Ali sighted Zayd dancing.’
(304) ? Participial Complement:
lamaha c aliy-un zayd-an raaqis-an.
˙ Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC dancing˙ NUN
sighted
‘Ali sighted Zayd dancing.’
Comment:
These verbs relate to perceiving an object (stimulus). Like verbs of the class raPaa
‘see’, they realize the perceiver (experiencer) and the object perceived (stimulus)
as the subject and the object, respectively and are found with a small number a
clausal complements. Some of them can take a clausal complement of the kind NP
V .. or NP participle .. but none of them can take a PannaCP or the alternating
deverbal complement.

8.3.16.3

Pansata ‘listen’ verbs
˙
Class Members:

Pilaa/li- ‘to’: Pasġaa ‘listen’, Pansata ‘listen’, Pasxaa ‘listen’, Pintabaha ‘look’,
˙
˙
Pistamac a ‘listen’, nadara ‘look’, tatallac a ‘look’, tanassata ‘listen’, tasammac a
¯˙
˙
˙˙
‘hear’
fii ‘in/on’: haddaqa ‘peer’, hamlaqa ‘glance’, bahlaqa ‘gaze’, taPammala ‘gaze’,
˙
˙
˙
tamacc ana ‘glance’, tawassama ‘gaze’
c

alaa ‘on’: tafarraja ‘watch’, tajassasa ‘spy’, talssasa ‘spy’
˙˙ ˙

Properties:
(305) Pansata-t
Salma li-l-muhaadir-i.
˙
˙
listened-1.F.SG Salma to-DEF˙-lecturerGEN
‘Salma listened to the lecturer.’
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(306) * Pansata-t
Salma l-muhaadir-a.
˙
˙ ˙
listened-1.F.SG Salma DEF-lecturerACC
* ‘Salam listened the lecturer.’
(307) * Pansata-t
Salma li-l-muhaadir-i
ya-šrahu.
˙
˙
˙
listened-1.F.SG Salma to-DEF-lecturer-GEN 1.M.SG˙-explains
‘Salma listened to lecturer explaining.’
(308) * Participial Complement:
* Pansata-t
Salma li-l-muhaadir-i
šaarih-an.
˙
˙
˙
listened1.F.SG Salma to-DEF˙-lecturerGEN explainer–
ACC-IND
Comment:
Unlike the verbs of the two previous classes, these verbs realize the experiencer as
the object of a prepositional phrase. They are divided into subclasses with respect
to the preposition heading the stimulus phrase. Similar to verbs of the class peer
in Levin’s collection (Levin, 1993, 187), these verbs do not necessarily entails the
perception of the object, since one can look at something without seeing it. In
addition, they are found with none of the clausal complements listed in the last
two classes.

8.3.17

Psych-verbs

8.3.17.1

sallaa ‘amuse’ verbs

Class Members:
Pac aafa ‘disgust’, Pac taša ‘CAUS-thirst’, c attaša ‘CAUS-thirst’, Pac yaa ‘exhaust’,
˙˙
Padalla ‘humiliate’, Padhala ‘amaze’, Pašbac a ‘satisfy’, šbbac a ‘satisfy’, Paġdaba
¯
¯
˙
‘enrage’, Paġaadaa ‘enrage’, Paġraa ‘fascinate’, Paġwaa ‘fascinate’, Pahabata ‘frus¯
˙
˙
trate’, Pahraja˙ ‘embarrass’, Pahzana ‘sadden’, Pasaaba ‘hurt’, Patraba ‘exhila˙
˙
˙
˙
ratee’, Patc aba ‘exhaust’, Pathafa ‘exhilaratee’, Pataara ‘excite’, Paadaa ‘hurt’,
¯
¯˙
¯
Paalama ‘pain’, Paanasa ‘divert’, Pabhaja ‘enchant’, Pabhara ‘amaze’, Padhaša
‘amaze’, Pafhama ‘convince ’, Pafaada ‘interest’, Pafraha ‘gladden’, Pafzac a ‘hor˙
˙
rify’, Pahaaba ‘frighten’, Pahaala ‘frighten’, Pahaana ‘humiliate’, Pajfala ‘affray’,
Pajhada ‘exhaust’, Palhaa ‘distract’, Palhaba ‘excite’, Palhama ‘inspire’, Pallama
‘pain’, Pamalla ‘bore’, Pamtac a ‘amuse’, Panc aša ‘relieve’, Oa Paqlaqa ‘worry’,
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Paqnata ‘bore’, Paqrafa ‘disgust’, Parc aba ‘scare’, Pardaa ‘content’, Paraac a ‘scare’,
˙
˙
Paraaha ‘satisfy’, Parbaka ‘disturb’, Parhaba ‘terrorize’, Parhaqa ‘exhaust’, PasPama
˙
‘bore’, Pasc ada ‘gladden’, Pasaa ‘sadden’, Pasarra ‘gladden’, Paskara ‘intoxicate’,
Patc asa ‘sadden’, Pawjac a ‘pain’, Paxaafa ‘frighten’, Paxada ‘fascinate’, Paxjala
‘shame’, Paxzaa ‘humiliate’, PayPasa ‘disappoint’, Pazc aja ‘annoy’, c assaba ‘enrage’,
˙˙
c
attaša ‘CAUS-thirst’, c addaba ‘torture’, c ayyafa ‘disgust’, c azzaa ‘comfort’, c kkara
˙˙
‘disturb’, dac ara ‘frighten’, šaġala ‘worry’, šaaPama ‘discourage’, šajjac a ‘encour¯
age’, šaqqaa ‘sadden’, šawšara ‘disturb’, šawwaša ‘disturb’, šawwaqa ‘CAUS-desire’,
daayaqa ‘ruffle’, ġaada ‘anger’, ġamma ‘sadden’, ġawaa ‘fascinate’, hammasa
˙
˙
˙
‘enthuse’, haššama ‘shame’, harraka ‘move’, hayyara ‘confuse’, hazzana ‘sadden’,
˙
˙
˙
˙
sadama ‘shock’, tabbata ‘frustrate’, Panhaka ‘tire’, Paqlaqa ‘worry’, baaġata ‘sur¯
¯
˙
˙
prise’, daġdaġa ‘tickle’, dammara ‘discompose’, dawwaxa ‘daze’, faajaPa ‘surprise’,
farraha ‘gladden’, fatana ‘fascinate’, fazzac a ‘scare’, haddaPa ‘appease’, haddada
˙
‘menace’, hallac a ‘scare’, hamma ‘sadden’, hayyaja ‘excite’, Pistafazza ‘provoke’,
jadaba ‘astonish’, jaraha ‘hurt’, kaddara ‘ruffle’, kahraba ‘excite’, lahhaa ‘enter¯
˙
tain’, marraha ‘entertain’, mattac a ‘amuse’, naššata ‘entertain’, qallaqa ‘worry’,
˙
˙
qannata ‘dispirit’, qazzaza ‘disgust’, raac a ‘disgust’, rahhaba ‘terrorize’, rawwac a
˙
‘scare’, rayyaha ‘comfort’, sahara ‘charm’, saaPa ‘hurt’, sakkana ‘calm’, sallaa
˙
˙
‘amuse’, sammama ‘poison’, sarra ‘gladden’, tacc aba ‘tire’, waPara ‘affray’, waasa
‘console’, xajjala ‘shame’, xawwafa ‘affray’, xayyaba ‘disappoint’, yaPPasa ‘dispirit’,
...
Properties:
(309) sallaa l-baholawaan-u l-Patfaal-a.
amused DEF-clown-NOM DEF˙-children-ACC
‘The clown amused the children.’
(310) Causative Alternations:
a. sallaa l-baholawaan-u l-Patfaal-a.
amused DEF-clown-NOM DEF˙-children-ACC
‘The clown amused the children.’
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b. ta-sallaa
l-Patfaal-u.
MID-amused DEF˙-children-NOM
Inchoative: ‘The children have been amused.’
Reflexive (some verbs): ‘The children amused themselves.’
(311) PRO-Arb Object Alternation:
a. luc ab-u
l-bahlawaan-i tu-salliy
l-Patfaal-a.
jokes-NOM DEF-clown-GEN 1.F.SG-amuse DEF˙-children-ACC
‘The jokes of the clown amuse the children.’
b. luc ab-u
l-bahlawaan-i tu-salliy.
jokes-NOM DEF-clown-GEN 1.F.SG-amuse
‘The jokes of the clown amuse.’
(312) Possessor Subject Possessor-Attribute Factoring Alternation:
a. sallaa l-baholawaan-u l-Patfaal-a
bi-luc ab-i-hi.
amused DEF-clown-NOM DEF˙-children-ACC with-joke-GEN-his
‘The clown amused the children with his jokes.’
b. salla-t luc ab-u
l-baholwaan-i l-Patfaal-a.
amused jokes-NOM DEF-clown-GEN DEF˙-children-ACC
‘The clown’s jokes amused the children.’
Comment:
These verbs describe causing a change in the emotional and psychological state of
an animate object. Most of them are zero-related to nouns that name a variety
of emotional or psychological states. The causer is realized as the subject and
the experiencer as the direct object. From a morphological point of view, this
class populates two group of verbs: one that contains inherently causative verbs,
that is, morphologically simple verbs derived directly from the root with a covert
predicate CAUSE such as sahara ‘charm’ and fatana ‘fascinate’, and a second
˙
group containing derived form of originally intransitive psych verbs such as Pahzana ‘sadden’ and P-afraha ‘gladden’, where the CAUSE predicate is overtly
˙
˙
marked.
These verbs particpate in a variety of alternations related to causation. The
intransitve form generaly encodes the inchoative, but with some verbs it also
encode the reflexive. The intransitive version of these verbs are also in the class
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tasallaa ‘INCH-amuse’ described in section 8.3.17.3. In addition, they participate
in the possessor subject possessor-attribute factoring alternation in which the
subject/stimulus receive agentive properties.
8.3.17.2

Pahabba ‘love’ verbs:
˙
Class Members:

Pac dama ‘glorify’, Pac azza ‘cherish’, Paġbata ‘envy’, Pahabba ‘love’, Pataaqa ‘tol˙
˙
˙
˙
erate’, Paatara ‘prefer’, Pajalla ‘glorify’, Pallaha ‘idolize’, Pajama ‘hate’, Palifa
¯
‘treasure’, Pbġada ‘abhor’, Pakbara ‘respect’, Pmjada ‘glorify’, Panifa ‘reject’, Pbġada
˙
˙
‘abhor’, c ašiqa ‘love’, c aafa ‘detest’, hasada ‘envy’, faddala ‘prefer’, c addama ‘glo˙
˙˙
˙˙
rify’, c abada ‘venerate’, šana/iPa ‘detest’, ġabita ‘envy’, ġamasa ‘disdain’, habbada
˙
˙
˙
‘like’, haqara ‘disdain’, haqqara ‘disdain’, hasada ‘envy’, taaqa ‘love’, tammana
¯
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘appreciate’, baġada ‘abhor’, bajjala ‘venerate’, faddala ‘prefer’, hawaa ‘fancy’,
˙
˙˙
Pic tabara ‘consider’, Pihtamala ‘support’, Pihtaqara ‘disdain’, Pihtarama ‘respect’,
˙
˙
˙
Pibtadala ‘disdain’, Piftaqada ‘miss’, Pimtahana ‘disdain’, Pistadalla ‘disdain’,
¯
¯
Pistahabba ‘like’, Pistahsana ‘like’, Pistasġara ‘disdain’, Pistasġara ‘misprize’,
˙
˙
˙
˙
Pistatc ama ‘support’, Pistataaba ‘like’, Pistahjana ‘misprize’, Pistakraha ‘hate’,
˙
˙
Pistasaaġa ‘support’, Pizdaraa ‘debase’, kariha ‘hate’, maqata ‘abominate’, qaddara
‘appreciate’, qalaa ‘detest’, qayyama ‘appreciate’, tahammala ‘support’, wadda
˙
‘love’, waqqara ‘respect’
Properties:
(313) yu-qaddiru
l-mudiir-u
l-Pindibaat-a.
˙
˙
1.M.SG-admires DEF-director-NOM DEF-disciplineACC
‘The director admires discipline.’
(314) Possessor Object Possessor-Attribute Factoring Alternation:
a. yu-qaddiru
l-mudiir-u
l-Pindibaat-a
˙
˙
1.M.SG-admires DEF-director-NOM DEF-disciplineACC
l-kaatib-i.
DEF-secretary-GEN
‘The director admires the discipline of the secretary.’
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b. yu-qaddiru
l-mudiir-u
l-kaatib-a
1.M.SG-admires DEF-director-NOM DEF-discipline-ACC
li-ndibaat-i-hi.
˙
DEF˙-secretaryGEN
‘The director admires the secretary for his discipline.’
(315) Attribute Object Possessor-Attribute Factoring Alternation:
a. yu-qaddiru
l-mudiir-u
l-Pindibaat-a
˙
˙
1.M.SG-admires DEF-director-NOM DEF-disciplineACC
l-kaatib-i.
DEF-secretary-GEN
‘The director admires the discipline of the secretary.’
b. yu-qaddiru
l-mudiir-u
l-Pindibaat-a
fii
˙
˙
1.M.SG-admires DEF-director-NOM DEF-discipline-ACC in
l-kaatib-i.
DEF-secretary-GEN
‘The director admires the discipline in the secretary.’
(316) * ka ‘as’ Alternation:
a. yu-qaddiru
l-mudiir-u
l-kaatib-a
1.M.SG-admires DEF-director-NOM DEF-secretary-ACC
ka-sadiiq-in.
˙
as-friendGEN-IND
‘The director admires the secretary as a friend.’
b. * yu-qaddiru
l-mudiir-u
l-kaatib-a
sadiiq-an.
˙
1.M.SG-admires DEF-director-NOM DEF-secretary-ACC friendNUN
(317) Object/PanCP/Nominalization Alternation (some verbs):
a. yu-hibbu c aliy-un Paflaam-a buuliwuud.
˙ -likes Ali-NOM movies-ACC Bollywood
1.M.SG
‘Ali likes Bollywood’s movies.’
b. yu-hibbu c aliy-un Pan yu-šaahid-a
Paflaam-a
˙ -likes Ali-NOM that 1.M.SG-watches-ACC movies-ACC
1.M.SG
buuliwuud.
Bollywood
‘Ali likes to watch Bollywood’s movies.
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c. yu-hibbu c aliy-un mušaahadat-a Paflaam-i buuliwuud.
˙ -likes Ali-NOM watching-ACC movies-GEN Bollywood
1.M.SG
‘Ali likes watching Bollywood movies.’
Comment:
This class populates transitive psych verbs with a base structure realizing the
experiencer as the subject and the theme as the direct object. They can take a
predicate role describing the value or the quality by virtue of which a specific
emotional or psychological experience is made. The predicate can be either
realized as the direct object or as an object of a prepositional phrase headed
by li or li-Pajoli ‘for’ or fii ‘in’, as is shown in the possessor object PossessorAttribute Factoring Alternation and Attribute Object Possessor-Attribute Factoring
Alternation, respectively. In addition, the predicate can be realized as the object
of a phrase headed by ka ‘as’ without participating in the ka ‘as’ alternation.
Some of these verbs can take clausal complements headed by Pan ‘that’ which can
alternatively be realized as deverbal phrase.
8.3.17.3

tasallaa ‘INTR-amuse’ verbs

Class Members:
min ‘from’:

c

aana ‘suffer’, c ayaa ‘tire’, šabic a ‘INTR-satisfy’, šaqaa ‘INTR-

sadden’, dajira ‘INTR-bore’, ġadiba ‘anger’, hašama ‘INTR-shame’, taara ‘anger’,
¯
˙
˙
˙
daaxa ‘INTR-daze’, fazic a ‘INTR-frighten’, haaja ‘anger’, PišmaPazza ‘INTR-disgust’,
Piġtaada ‘anger’, Pihtaara ‘INTR-confuse’, Pihtarasa ‘INTR-beware’, Pihtaaja ‘INTR˙
˙
˙
excite’, Piltahaba ‘INTR-excite’, Pinsadama ‘INTR-shock’, Pintac aša ‘INTR-relieve’,
˙
Pinzac aja ‘INTR-annoy’, Pirtac aba ‘INTR-fear’, Pirtaac a ‘INTR-scare’, Pirtaaha
˙
‘INTR-satisfy’, Pirtabaka ‘INTR-disturb’, Pistašaata ‘anger’, Pistataara ‘anger’,
¯
˙
PistaaPa ‘INTR-sadden’, Pistafaada ‘INTR-interest’, jafala ‘INTR-affray’, jamaha
˙
‘INTR-affray’, kalla ‘INTR-bore’, marida ‘INTR-sicken’, nafara ‘INTR-disgust’, qaasaa
˙
‘suffer’, qaliqa ‘INTR-worry’, qanata ‘INTR-despair’, rahiba ‘INTR-fear’, saPima
˙
‘tire’, saqama ‘sicken’, taPaddaa ‘INTR-hurt’, taPallama ‘INTR-pain’, tac assaba
¯¯
˙˙
‘INTR-excite’, tac ajjaba ‘marvel’, tac iba ‘tire’, tašaaPama ‘INTR-despair’, tašawšara
‘INTR-disturb’, tašawwaša ‘INTR-disturb’, tadaayaqa ‘INTR-confuse’, taharraja
˙
˙
‘INTR-embarass’, tabarrama ‘tire’, tafaajaPa INTR-surprise’, tahawwala ‘INTRfrighten’, tahayaja ‘INTR-excite’, takaddara ‘INTR-ruffle’, takahraba ‘INTR-excite’,
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taqazzaza ‘INTR-disgust’, xajala ‘INTR-shame’, yaPisa ‘INTR-despair’
bi ‘with’: Pahassa ‘feel’, c anaa ‘suffer’, šac ara ‘feel’, daaqa ‘INTR-bore’, dajira
˙
˙
˙
‘INCH-bore’, bahija ‘gladden’, fariha ‘gladden’, fujic a ‘INTR-shock’, haama ‘fancy’,
˙
maraha ‘gladden’, Pic tazza ‘gladden’, PibGtarra ‘wallow’, Pibtahaja ‘gladden’,
˙
Piftatana ‘INTR-fascinate’, Piftaxara ‘pride’, Pihtamma ‘sadden’, Pinšaġala ‘worry’,
Pinbahara ‘INTR-amaze’, Pintac aša ‘INTR-relieve’, Pintašaa ‘rejoice’, Piqtanac a
‘INTR-convince’, PistaPnasa ‘INTR-divert’, Pistamtac a ‘INTR-amuse’, sac ida ‘gladden’, tac addabaa ‘suffer’, tac azza ‘INTR-comfort’, tašaaPama ‘despair’, našita
˙
‘INTR-amuse’, tafaaPala ‘optimize’, tafaaxara ‘pride’, takaddara ‘INTR-disturb’,
tamattc a ‘INTR-amuse’, tasallaa ‘INTR-amuse’, tawaasaa ‘INTR-comfort’, . . .
li ‘to’: c ajiba ‘wonder’, ġadiba ‘anger’, haara ‘INTR-confuse’, hazina ‘sadden’,
˙
˙
˙
tariba ‘INTR-exhilarate’, fariha ‘gladden’, fazic a ‘fear’, hadaPa ‘calm’, Pihtaara
˙
˙
˙
‘INTR-confuse’, Pibtahaja ‘gladden’, Pihtamma ‘sadden’, Pihtazza ‘INTR-excite’,
Pindahaša ‘marvel’, Pinjadaba ‘’INTR-attract , Pinzac aja ‘INTR-annoy’, Pirtaac a
¯
‘fear’, Pirtaaha ‘delight’, PistaaPa ‘sadden’, sakana ‘calm’, tac assaba ‘INTR-excite’,
˙
˙˙
tac ajjaba ‘wonder’, tac akkara ‘madden’, tac isa ‘sadden’, tadaayaqa ‘INTR-disturb’,
˙
tahammasa ‘enthuse’, tafaajaPa ‘INTR-suprize’, tahammasa ‘enthuse’, taqazzaza
˙
‘’INTR-disgust , . . .
c
alaa ‘on’: ġadiba ‘anger’, hanaqa ‘anger’, hazina ‘sadden’, sabara ‘endure’, taara
¯
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘INTR-excite’, Pasifa ‘regret’, qaliqa ‘worry’, radibia ‘anger’, taPallama ‘INTR-pain’,
˙
tahassara ‘regret’, xaafa ‘fear’, zac ala ‘anger’, . . .
˙
fii ‘in’: haara ‘INTR-confuse’, Pihtaara ‘INTR-confuse’, tahayyara ‘INTR-confuse’
˙
˙
˙
Properties:
(318) c aanaa l-mariid-u.
˙
suffered DEF-patientNOM
‘The patient sufffered.’
(319) c aanaa l-mariid-u
min Paalaam-in fii l-batn-i.
˙
suffered DEF-patient-NOM from pains-GEN in DEF˙-stomach-GEN
‘The patient sufffered from abdominal pain.’
Comment:
The members of this class are intransitive psych verbs, which realize the experiencer
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as the subject and the stimulus (causer/theme) as the object of a prepositional
phrase headed by one of the prepositions min ‘from’, bi ‘with’, fii ‘in’ or c alaa ‘on’.
Some verbs can take more than one preposition. As the name of the class reveals,
most of these verbs are morphologically related to verbs of the class sallaa ‘amuse’.
The class populates either intransitive simple verbs or derived verbs with an overt
intransitivity marking. Each of them has a derivationally related counterpart in
the class sallaa ‘amuse’ (section 8.3.17.1).
8.3.17.4

xaafa ‘fear’ verbs

Class Members:
Pamina ‘trust’, Pana/ifa ‘scorn’, c aafa ‘disgust’, hadira ‘distrust’, haaba ‘fear’,
˙ ¯
Pihtadara ‘distrust’, Pihtaata ‘distrust’, Pistaġraba ‘wonder’, Pistaladda ‘enjoy’,
¯¯
˙ ¯
˙
˙
Pittaqaa ‘fear’, malla ‘tire’, nafara ‘disgust’, rahiba ‘fear’, saPa/ima ‘tire’, tawajjasa ‘fear’, tawaqqaa ‘fear’, waja/ila ‘fear’, xašiya ‘fear’, xaafa ‘fear’
Properties:
(320) Object/minPP Alternation:
a. yaxaafu l-laajiPuun-a
l-murtaziqat-a.
fear
DEF-fugitives-NOM DEF-mercenaries-ACC
‘The fugitives fear the mercenaries.’
b. yaxaafu l-laajiPuun-a
min l-murtaziqat-GEN.
fear
DEF-fugitives-NOM from DEF-mercenaries-GEN
‘The fugitives fear the mercenaries.’
(321) Possessor Object Possessor-Attribute Factoring Alternation:
c
a. yaxaafu l-laajiPuun-a
unf-a
l-murtaziqat-i.
fear
DEF-fugitives-NOM violence-ACC DEF-mercenaries-GEN
‘The fugitives fear the violence of the mercenaries.’

b. yaxaafu l-laajiPuun-a
l-murtaziqat-a
li-c unf-i-him.
fear
DEF-fugitives-NOM DEF-mercenaries-ACC for-violence-GEN-their
‘The fugitives fear the mercenaries for their violence.’
(322) ? Attribute Object Possessor-Attribute Factoring Alternation:
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c
a. yaxaafu l-laajiPuun-a
unf-a
l-murtaziqat-i.
fear
DEF-fugitives-NOM violence-ACC DEF-mercenaries-GEN
‘The fugitives fear the violence of the mercenaries.’
c
b. ? yaxaafu l-laajiPuun-a
unf-a
fii l-murtaziqat-i.
fear
DEF-fugitives-NOM violence-ACC in DEF-mercenaries-GEN
? ‘The fugitives fear the violence in the mercenaries.’

(323) Object/PanCP/Nominalization Alternation (some verbs):
a. yaxaafu l-laajiPuun-a
l-murtaziqat-a.
fear
DEF-fugitives-NOM DEF-mercenaries-ACC
‘The fugitives fear the mercenaries.’
b. yaxaafu l-laajiPuun-a
Pan yuhaajima-hum l-murtaziqat-u.
fear
DEF-fugitives-NOM that attackes-them DEF-mercenaries-ACC
‘The fugitives fear to be attacked by the mercenaries.’
c. yaxaafu l-laajiPuun-a
hujuum-a
l-murtaziqt-i
fear
DEF-fugitives-NOM attacking-ACC DEF-mercenaries-GEN
c
alay-him.
against-them
‘The fugitives fear the attack of the mercenaries (against them).’
(324) minPP/PanCP/Nominalization Alternation (some verbs):
a. yaxaafu l-laajiPuun-a
min l-murtaziqat-i.
fear
DEF-fugitives-NOM from DEF-mercenaries-GEN
‘The fugitives fear the mercenaries.’
b. yaxaafu l-laajiPuun-a
min Pan yuhaajima-hum
fear
DEF-fugitives-NOM from that attackes-them
l-murtaziqat-u.
DEF-mercenaries-ACC
‘The fugitives fear to be attacked by the mercenaries.’
c. yaxaafu l-laajiPuun-a
min hujuum-i
l-murtaziqt-i
fear
DEF-fugitives-NOM from attacking-ACC DEF-mercenaries-GEN
c
alay-him.
against-them
‘The fugitives fear the attack of the mercenaries (againt them).’
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Comment:
The properties that set these verbs apart from other psych verbs is the participation
in the Object/minPP alternation, which allows the theme to be assigned either
to a direct object or to a prepositional phrase headed by min ‘from’. The
experiencer however is, similar to the verbs of the classes Pahabba ‘love’ and the
class tasallaa,‘INTR-amuse’, assigned to the subject. The verbs participate in the
possessor object possessor-attribute factoring alternation. Some of them may take
a clausal complement or a deverbal complement.

8.3.18

Verbs of desire

8.3.18.1

Paraada ‘want’ verbs

Class Members:
Pahabba ‘want’, Paatara ‘prefer’, Pamila ‘hope’, Paraada ‘want’, Pazmac a ‘want’,
¯
˙
c
aaza ‘desire’, šaPa ‘want’, habbada ‘prefer’, baġaa ‘want’, faddala ‘prefer’,
¯
˙
˙˙
Pištahaa ‘desire’, Pihtaaja ‘need’, Pibtaġaa ‘want’, Piltamasa ‘desire’, tašahhaa
˙
‘fancy’, wadda ‘want’
Properties:
(325) yuriidu s-sabiy-u
luc bat-a-hu.
˙
˙
wants DEF-boy-NOM toy-ACC-NOM
‘The boy wants his toy.’
(326) Possessor Object Possessor-Attribute Factoring Alternation:
a. yuriid-u l-qaadii
šahaadat-a-hu.
˙
wants DEF-judge
DEF-ACC-his
‘The judge wants his testimony.’
b. yuriid-u-hu l-qaadii
li-šahaadat-a-hu.
˙
wants-him DEF-judge for-DEF-GEN-his
‘The judge wants him for his testimony.’
(327) * Attribute Object Possessor-Attribute Factoring Alternation:
a. yuriid-u l-qaadii
šahaadat-a-hu.
˙
wants DEF-judge DEF-ACC-his
‘The judge wants his testimony.’
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b. yuriid-u l-qaadii
š-šahaadat-a
fii-hi.
˙
wants DEF-judge DEF-testimony-ACC in-him
* ‘The judge wants the testimony in him’
(328) Object/PanCP/Nominalization Alternation:
a. yuriidu s-sabiy-u
luc bat-a-hu.
˙
˙
wants DEF-boy-NOM toy-ACC-NOM
‘The boy wants his toy.’
b. yuriidu s-sabiy-u
Pan yalc ab-a bi-luc bat-i-hi.
˙
˙
wants DEF-boy-NOM to play-ACC with-thoy-GEN-his
‘The boy wants to play with his toy.’
c. yuriidu s-sabiy-u
l-lac ib-a
bi-luc bat-i-hi.
˙ ˙ -boy-NOM toy-ACC-NOM DEF-playing-ACC with-thoy-GEN-his
wants DEF
‘The boy wants to play with his toy.’
Comment:
These verbs relate to desiring something and take two arguments: A subject
is assigned the experiencer role and an object is assigned the theme role (the
entity desired). Generally, these verbs can be considered as members of the
class of the psych verb Pahabba, ‘love’. Some verbs like Pahabba ‘like/love’ are
˙
˙
used with the meaning of desire. They can take a possessor attribute object
and therefore participate in the possessor object possessor-attribute factoring
alternation. However, they are not found with the Attribute Object PossessorAttribute Factoring Alternation. Clausal complements alternate with the object
NP and are assigned the same grammatical function. In addition, the verbs can
take a deverbal phrase as complement having the same grammatical function.
8.3.18.2

Pištaaqa ‘long’ verbs

Class Members:
li / Pilaa ‘to’: Pariba ‘need’, c atiša ‘thirst’, c aama ‘aim’, ġarada ‘intend’ , haaja
˙
˙
˙
‘need’, hanaa ‘long’, hanna ‘long’, tamiha ‘aim’, hadafa ‘aim’, Pištaaqa ‘long’,
˙
˙
˙
˙
Pihtaaja ‘need’, Piftaqara ‘need’, jaac a ‘hunger’, janaha ‘intend’, naazac a ‘intend’,
˙
˙
nazac a ‘intend’, , raama ‘propose’, sac aa ‘aim’, tac attaša ‘thirst’, tašawwaqa ‘long’,
˙˙
tahawwaja ‘need’, tatallac a ‘propose’, taaqa ‘long’, talahhafa ‘yearn’
˙
˙
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fii ‘in’: c asama ‘hanker’, tama/ic a ‘crave’, fakkara ‘think’, raġiba ‘want’
˙
bi ‘in’: hala/ima ‘dream’,
˙
c
alaa ‘on’ verbs: Pazmac a ‘aim’, c aza/ima ‘intend’, Pic tazama ‘intend’, nawaa
‘intend’
Properties:
(329) Pištaaqa c aliy-un Pilaa jaddat-i-hi.
longed Ali-NOM for grandmother-GEN-his
‘Ali longed for his grandmother.’
(330) PilaaPP / PanCP / Nominalization:
a. Pištaaqa c aliy-un Pilaa jaddat-i-hi.
longed Ali-NOM for grandmother-GEN-his
‘Ali longed for his grandmother.’
b. Pištaaqa c aliy-un Pilaa Pan yaraa jaddat-a-hu.
longed Ali-NOM for that sees grandmother-ACC-his
‘Ali longed for (* to see) his grandmother.’
c. Pištaaqa c aliy-un Pilaa ruPyat-i
jaddat-i-hi.
longed Ali-NOM for seeing-GEN grandmother-GEN-his
‘Ali longed for (* seeing) his grandmother.’
(331) Causative Alternations:
a. Pištaaqa c aliy-un Pilaa jaddat-i-hi.
longed Ali-NOM for grandmother-GEN-his
‘Ali longed for his grandmother.’
b. šawwaqa
Zayd-un c aliy-an Pilaa jaddat-i-hi.
CAUS-longed Zayd-NOM Ali-ACC for grandmother-GEN-his
‘Zayd made Ali long for his grandmother.’
Comment:
This class populates intransitive verbs of desire. The two main roles of experiencer
and theme are realized as the subject of the verb and the object of a prepositional
phrase headed by one of the prepositions li Pilaa ‘to’, fii ‘fii’, bi ‘with’ and c alaa.
Some of the verbs allow for more than one of these prepositions. Unlike English,
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verbs of the class long in Levin’s collection (Levin, 1993, 194–195), these verbs can
take a clausal complement and alternatively a deverbal phrase complement. Both
phrases are preceded by the respective preposition. In addition, the verbs can
be causativized by introducing a new argument which is assigned an agent-like
role causer. The causativization of these verbs introduce rather a coercive than a
permissive reading.

8.3.19

Verbs of searching

8.3.19.1

fattaša ‘search’ verbs

Class Members:
šamšama ‘smell’, bahata ‘search’, dawwara ‘search’, fattaša ‘search’, naqqaba
˙ ¯
‘search’
Properties:
c
(332) fattaša d-daabit-u
an l-mustanadaat-i.
˙
˙
˙
searched DEF-officer-NOM for DEF-documents-GEN
‘The officer searched for the documents.’

(333) PP Drop (the verb fattaša ‘search’ only)
fattaša d-daabit-u
l-xizaanat-a.
˙ ˙ -officer˙ NOM DEF-cupboard-ACC
searched DEF
‘The officer searched the cupboard.’
c
(334) a. fattaša d-daabit-u
an l-mustanadaat-i
fii
˙
˙
˙
searched DEF-officer-NOM for DEF-documents-GEN in
l-xizaanat-i.
DEF-cupboard-GEN
‘The officer searched for the documents in the cupboard.’

b. Only the verb fattaša ‘search’,
c
fattaša d-daabit-u
l-xizaanat-a
an l-mustanadaat-i.
˙
˙
˙
searched DEF-officer-NOM DEF-cupboard-ACC for DEF-documents-GEN
‘The officer searched the cupboard for the documents.’
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Comment:
This class is one of three classes of searching found in Arabic. Most of its members
are intransitive realizing the entity being searched as a prepositional phrase headed
by c an ‘for’, taking a locative prepositional phrase. However, the verb fattaša
realize the location as the direct object.
Pistatlac a ‘explore’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
8.3.19.2

Pistaġwara ‘explore’, Pistatlac a ‘explore’, Pistajlaa ‘investigate’, Pistakšafa ‘explore’,
˙
fahasa ‘examine’, maššata ‘comb’, masaha ‘scan’, raaqaba ‘inspect’, tasaffaha
˙ ˙
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘browse’, tafaqqada ‘survey’
Properties:
(335) Pistatlac a l-junuud-u
saahat-a l-mac rakat-i.
˙
˙ ACC DEF-battle-GEN
explored
DEF-soldiers-NOM field‘The soldiers explored the battle field.’
c
(336) a. * Pistatlac a l-junuud-u
an l-Palgaam-u
fii saahat-i
˙
˙ GEN
explored DEF-soldiers-NOM for DEF-mines-GEN in fieldl-mac rakat-i.
DEF-battle
* ‘The soldiers explored for mines in the battle field.’
c
b. * Pistatlac a l-junuud-u
saahat-a l-mac rakat-a
an
˙
˙
explored DEF-soldiers-NOM field-ACC DEF-battle-ACC for
l-Palgaam-i.
DEF-mines-GEN
* ‘The soldiers explored the battle field for mines.’

Comment:
This is the second class of searching verbs found in Arabic. Its members have a
more restricted syntactic behavior than verbs of the previous class, in that they
do not specify the object being searched and in realizing the location as the direct
object.
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8.3.19.3

taharraa ‘investigate’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
Pistaqsaa ‘delve’, taharraa ‘investigate’, tahassasa ‘taste’, tašammama ‘smell’,
˙
˙
˙
talammasa ‘taste’, taqasaa ‘delve’, tatallaba ‘track’
˙
˙
Properties:
(337) taharraa
l-qaadii
l-haqiiqat-a.
˙
˙
˙ -truth-ACC
investigated
DEF-judge
DEF
‘The judge investigated the truth.’
(338) taharraa
l-qaadii
l-haqiiqat-a
fii šahaadat-i
˙
˙
˙
investigated DEF-researcher-NOM DEF-truth-ACC in testimony-GEN
š-šaahid-i.
DEF-witness-GEN
‘The researcher investigated the truth in the witness’s testimony.’
(339) Unspecified Object Alternation:
a. taharraa
l-qaadii
l-haqiiqat-a.
˙
˙
˙ -truth-ACC
investigated DEF-judge DEF
‘The judge investigated the truth.’
b. taharraa
l-qaadii.
˙
˙
investigated DEF-judge
‘The judge investigated.’
Comment:
These verbs describe searching an object in some location. The property that sets
them apart from the two previous classes is the realization of the entity being
searched (theme) as the direct object of the verb. Unlike verbs of the class fattaša
‘search’, the location cannot alternatively take the object position. The verb
taharraa ‘investigate’ can be used with an unspecified object.
˙

8.3.20

Verbs of social interaction

8.3.20.1

raasala ‘correspond’ verbs

Class Members:
c

aarada ‘disagree’, šaawara ‘consult’, haawara ‘communicate’, baahata ‘negotiate’,
˙
˙
˙ ¯
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baasata ‘joke’, daarasa ‘negotiate’, daawala ‘negotiate’ , faataha ‘discuss’, faawada
˙
˙
˙
‘negotiate’, kaataba ‘correspond’, maazaha ‘joke’, qaayada ‘’negotiate , raasala
˙
˙
‘correspond’, raawada ‘flirt’, saawama ‘negotiate’, waafaqa ‘agree’, xaataba ‘com˙
municate’, xaalafa ‘disagree’
Properties:
(340) raasala
zayd-un c aliy-an.
corresponded zayd-NOM Ali-ACC
‘Zayd corresponded with Ali.’
(341) * mac a ‘with’ Prepositional Phrase:
* raasala
zayd-un mac a c aliy-in.
corresponded zayd-NOM with Ali-GEN
* ‘Zayd corresponded with Ali.’
(342) Topic Phrase:
raasala
zayd-un c aliy-an hawla c utlat-i
s-sayf-i.
˙
˙
˙ ˙
corresponded Zayd-NOM Ali-ACC about vacation-GEN summerGEN
‘Zayd corresponded with Ali about the summer vacation.’
(343) Unspecified Object Alternation (some verbs):
a. faawada l-falasatiiniyuun-a
l-PisraaPiiliy-iina.
˙
˙
negociated DEF-Palestinians-ACC DEF-Israelis-ACC
‘The Palestinians negociated with the Israelis.’
b. faawada l-falasatiiniyuun-a.
˙
˙
negociated
DEF-PalestiniansACC
‘The Palestinians negociated (with x).’
(344) Understood Reciprocal Object Alternation:
a. raasala
zayd-un c aliy-an.
corresponded zayd-NOM Ali-ACC
‘Zayd corresponded with Ali.’
b. ta-raasala
zayd-un wa-c aliy-un.
INTR-corresponded zayd-NOM and-Ali-ACC
‘Zayd and Ali corresponded.’
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Comment:
The verbs of this class relate to a social interaction involving at least two participants having an equal contribution in the event. They mostly exhibit the
morphological pattern CaaCaCa ([f]aa[c ]a[l]a), which can be considered as the
canonical pattern that marks reciprocality in Arabic. Unlike verbs of the class
correspond in English (Levin, 1993, 200–201), Arabic verbs are basically transitive
verbs. In order to be able to take a mac a ‘with’ phrase complement, these verbs
have to carry the intransitive marker ta-. Accordingly, they are found in the Understood Object Alternation. Most of them have the ability to take a prepositional
phrase describing the topic of the social interaction. Some of them allow the
object to be left unspecified.
8.3.20.2

ta-raasala ‘INTR-correspond’ verbs

Class Members:
tac aarada ‘INTR-disagree’, tašaawara ‘INTR-consult’, tahaawara ‘INTR-communicate’,
˙
˙
tabaahata ‘INTR-negotiate’, tabaasata ‘INTR-joke’, tadaarasa ‘INTR-negotiate’,
˙ ¯
˙
tadaawala ‘INTR-negotiate’, tafaawada ‘INTR-negotiate’, takaataba ‘INTR-correspond’,
˙
tamaazaha ‘INTR-joke’, taqaayada ‘INTR-negotiate , taraasala ‘INTR-correspond’,
˙
˙
taraawada ‘INTR-flirt’, tasaawama ‘INTR-negotiate’, tawaafaqa ‘INTR-agree’, taxaataba
˙
‘INTR-communicate’, taxaalafa ‘INTR-disagree’
Properties:
(345) ta-raasala
zayd-un mac a c aliy-in.
INTR-corresponded Zayd-NOM with Ali-GEN
‘Zayd corresponded with Ali.’
(346) Topic Phrase: (most verbs)
ta-raasala
zayd-un wa-Caliy-un hawala t-tawarat-i
¯¯
˙
INTR-corresponded Zayd-NOM and-Ali-NOM about
DEF-revulution-GEN
fii tuunus-a.
in Tunisia-GEN
‘Zayd and Ali corresponded about the revolution in Tunisia.’
(347) Simple Reciprocal Aternation:
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a. ta-raasala
zayd-un mac a c aliy-in.
INTR-corresponded Zayd-NOM with Ali-GEN
‘Zayd corresponded with Ali.’
b. ta-raasala
zayd-un wa-Caliy-un.
INTR-corresponded Zayd-NOM and-Ali-NOM
‘Zayd and Ali corresponded.’
Comment:
This class is a sibling of the class raasala ‘correspond’ in the previous section
(see section 9.2.2 for more details about sibling classes). It populates verbs of
social interaction, namely the intransitive version of the verbs of the class raasala
‘correspond’. The intransitivity of these verbs is marked with the prefix taand they take a bi phrase complement. However, they can appear without any
complement in cases when the subject is plural, dual or a conjunction of two NPs.
Most of these verbs can realize the theme topic as prepositional phrase.
8.3.20.3

c

aanaqa ‘hug’ verbs

Class Members:
c
aanaša ‘hug’, c aanaqa ‘hug’, c annaqa ‘hug’, daajac a ‘RECP-sleep’, damma ‘hug’,
˙
˙
ġaazala ‘flirt’, hadana ‘embrace’, tallaqa ‘divorce’, baadac a ‘RECP-sleep’, baasa
˙ ˙
˙
˙
‘kiss’, daac aba ‘banter’, Pihtadana ‘embrace’, jaamac a ‘RECP-sleep’, latama ‘kiss’,
¯
˙ ˙
laac aba ‘banter’, qabbala ‘kiss’, tazawwaja ‘marry’
Properties:
(348) * Simple Reciprocal Alternation:
a. * c aanaqa-t
Salma mac a sadiiqat-i-haa.
˙
hugged-1.F.SG Salma with friendGEN-her
* ‘Salma hugged with her friend.’
b. c aanaqa-t
Salma sadiiqat-a-haa.
˙
hugged-1.F.SG Salma friendACC-her
‘Salma hugged her friend.’
(349) Understood Reciprocal Object Alternation:
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a. c aanaqa-t
Salma sadiiqat-a-haa
˙
hugged-1.F.SG Salma friendACC-her
‘Salma hugged her friend.’
b. ta-c aanaqa-t
Salma wa-sadiiqat-u-haa
˙
INTR-hugged-1.F.SG Salma and-friendNOM-her
‘Salma and her friend hugged.’
(350) Unspecified Object Alternation (some verbs):
a. tazawaaja zayd-un Salma.
married Zayd-NOM Salma
‘Zayd married Salma.’
b. tazawwaja-t Salma.
married
Salma
‘Ali get married.’
(351) Object/biPP Alternation (one verb):
a. tazawaaja zayd-un Salma.
married Zayd-NOM Salma
‘Zayd married Salma.’
b. tazawaaja zayd-un bi-Salma.
married Zayd-NOM with-Salma
‘Zayd married with Salma.’
Comment:
The property that sets these verbs apart of verbs from the class raasala ‘correspond’
is the fact that they do not allow a topic prepositional phrase. They are transitive
realizing the two main participant as the subject and the object. Alternatively,
they can realize them in the subject position as a plural, dual or conjoined NP.
This operation requires an overt morphological marking of the verb with the
intransitivity prefix ta-. However the verb tazawwaja ‘marry’ cannot be marked,
since the verb initial position is already occupied by the same prefix, which has
been used in a prior derivational operation. Some of these verbs can leave the
object unspecified. Furthermore, some of them realize the second participant
(actor2) as the object of a prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’.
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8.3.20.4

tac aanaqa ‘RECP-hug’ verbs

Class Members:
tac aanaša ‘INTR-hug’, tac aanaqa ‘INTR-hug’, tac annaqa ‘INTR-hug’, tadaajac a
˙
‘INTR-RECP-sleep’, tadaamma ‘INTR-hug’, taġaazala ‘INTR-flirt’, tahaadana ‘INTR˙
˙ ˙
embrace’, tataalaqa ‘INTR-divorce’, tabaadac a ‘RECP-sleep’, tabaawasa ‘INTR-kiss’,
˙
˙
tadaac aba ‘INTR-banter’, tajaamac a ‘INTR-RECP-sleep’, talaatama ‘INTR-kiss’,
¯
talaac aba ‘INTR-banter’, taqabbala ‘INTR-kiss’, tazawwaja ‘INTR-marry’
Properties:
(352) ta-c anaqa s-sadiiq-aan.
˙ ˙ -friend-DUAL
INTR-hug DEF
‘The two friends huged.’
(353) * Simple Reciprocal Alternation:
a. * ta-c aanaqa c aliy-un mac a sadiiqat-i-hi.
˙
INTR-hugged Ali-NOM with girlfriendGEN-his-GEN
* ‘Ali hugged with with her girlfriend.’
b. ta-c aanaqa c aliy-un wa-sadiiqat-a-hu.
˙
INTR-hugged Ali-NOM and-girlfriendACC-GEN
‘Ali and his girlfriend hugged.’
Comment:
This class populates the intransive version of verbs of the class c aanaqa ‘huge’.
Unlike the (sibling) class ta-raasala ‘INTR-correspond’, these verbs shows a restricted syntactic behavior in that they do not take a complement and cannot
participate in the simple reciprocal alternation.
8.3.20.5

haaraba ‘battle’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
c
aadaa ‘antagonize’, c aalaa ‘vie’, c aarada ‘disagree’, c aaraka ‘fight’, šaahana ‘con˙
˙
flict’, šaadda ‘dispute’, šaajara ‘wrangle’, šaakasa ‘dispute’, daadda ‘combat’,
˙
daaraba ‘battle’, ġaalaba ‘struggle’, haajaja ‘debate’, haajja ‘debate’, haaraba ‘bat˙
˙
˙
˙
tle’, saadama ‘conflict’, saarac a ‘wrestle’, taac ana ‘duel’, baaraa ‘battle’, baaraza
˙
˙
˙
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‘fight’, baayana ‘argue’, faawata ‘vie’, haatara ‘disagree’, jaadala ‘dispute’, jaaraa
‘compete’, kaafaha ‘fight’, laajja ‘dispute’, laakama ‘fight’ , maahaka ‘struggle’,
˙
˙
naadala ‘fight’, naahara ‘battle’, naafasa ‘compete’, naajaza ‘dual’, naaqaša ‘dis˙
˙
pute’, naaqada ‘controvert’, naawaša ‘battle’, qaarac a ‘vie’, qaatala ‘battle’, raakada
˙
˙
‘compete’, saabaqa ‘compete’, saajala ‘dispute’, saamaa ‘compete’, saayafa ‘duel’,
waajaha ‘confront’, xaasama ‘feud’, xaalafa ‘differ’
˙
Properties:
(354) haaraba l-Pafgaan-u
l-jayš-a
l-Pahmar-a.
˙battled DEF-Afghani-NOM DEF-army-ACC DEF˙-red-ACC
‘The Afgani battled against the red army.’
(355) Object/diddaPP Alternation (some verbs):
˙
a. haaraba l-Pafgaan-u
l-jayš-a
l-Pahmar-a.
˙
battled
DEF-Afghani-NOM DEF-army-ACC DEF˙-red-ACC
‘The Afghani battled against the red army.’
b. haaraba l-Pafgaan-u
didda l-jayš-i
l-Pahmar-i.
˙battled DEF-Afghani-NOM against
˙
DEF-army-GEN DEF˙-red-GEN
‘The Afghani battled against the red army.’
(356) Understood Reciprocal Object Alternation:
a. haaraba l-Pafgaan-u
l-jayš-a
l-Pahmar-a.
˙battled DEF-Afghani-NOM DEF-army-ACC DEF˙-red-ACC
‘The Afghani battled against the red army.’
b. ta-haaraba l-Pafgaan-u
wa-l-jayš-u
l-Pahmar-u.
˙
battled
DEF-Afghani-NOM and-DEF-army-NOM DEF˙-red-NOM
‘The Afghani and the red army battled.’
(357) Topic Phrase:
jaadala c aliy-un zayd-an hawla t-tawaraat-i
¯¯
˙
disputed Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC about
DEF-revolutions-GEN
l-c arabiyat-i.
DEF-Arabic-GEN
‘Ali disputed with Zayd about the Arabic revolutions.’
(358) Unspecified Object Alternation (some verbs):
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a. haaraba l-Pafgaan-u
l-jayš-a
l-Pahmar-a.
˙battled DEF-Afghani-NOM DEF-army-ACC DEF˙-red-ACC
‘The Afghani battled against the red army.’
b. haaraba l-Pafgaan-u.
˙
battled
DEF-Afghani-NOM
‘The Afghani battled.’
Comment:
Unlike the rest of the social interaction verbs, the verbs of this class describe a
conflict-laden interaction between two participants. They realize the two main
participants as the subject and the object respectively. Alternatively, the verbs
can realize the participants in the subject position as a plural or a dual or as a
conjoined NP. As is the case with other verbs of social interaction, this alternation
requires a morphological marking, mostly the verb initial prefix ta-. Some of these
verbs realize the second argument as the object of a prepositional phrase headed
by didda ‘against’. In addition, these verbs can take a topic prepositional phrase.
˙
Most verbs can leave the object unspecified.
8.3.20.6

tahaaraba ‘INTR-battle’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
tac aadaa ‘antagonize’, tac aarada ‘INTR-disagree’, tac aaraka ‘INTR-fight’, tašaahana
˙
˙
‘INTR-conflict’, tašaadda ‘INTR-dispute’, tašaajara ‘INTR-wrangle’, tašaakasa
‘INTR-dispute’, tadaadda ‘INTR-combat’, tadaaraba ‘INTR-battle’, taġaalaba ‘INTR˙
˙
struggle’, tahaajaja ‘INTR-debate’, tahaajja ‘INTR-debate’, tahaaraba ‘INTR-battle’,
˙
˙
˙
tasaadama ‘INTR-conflict’, tasaarac a ‘INTR-wrestle’, tataac ana ‘INTR-duel’, tabaaraa
˙
˙
˙
‘INTR-battle’, tabaaraza ‘INTR-fight’, tabaayana ‘INTR-argue’, tafaawata ‘INTRvie’, tahaatara ‘INTR-disagree’, tajaadala ‘INTR-dispute’, tajaaraa ‘INTR-compete’,
takaafaha ‘INTR-fight’, talaajja ‘INTR-dispute’, talaakama ‘INTR-fight’, tamaahaka
˙
˙
‘INTR-struggle’, tanaadala ‘INTR-fight’, tanaahara ‘INTR-battle’, tanaafasa ‘INTR˙
˙
compete’, tanaajaza ‘INTR-dual’, tanaaqaša ‘INTR-dispute’, tanaaqada ‘INTR˙
controvert’, tanaawaša ‘INTR-battle’, taqaarac a ‘INTR-vie’, taqaatala ‘INTR-battle’,
taraakada ‘INTR-compete’, tasaabaqa ‘INTR-compete’, tasaajala ‘INTR-dispute’,
˙
tasaamaa ‘INTR-compete’, tasaayafa ‘INTR-duel’, tawaajaha ‘INTR-confront’, taxaasama
˙
‘INTR-feud’, taxaalafa ‘INTR-differ’
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Properties:
(359) Simple Reciprocal Alternation:
c
a. ta-naafasa
aliy-un mac a zayd-in.
INTR-competed Ali-NOM with Zayd-GEN
‘Ali competed with Zayd.’
c
b. ta-naafasa
aliy-un wa-zayd-un.
INTR-competed Ali-NOM and-Zayd-NOM
‘Ali and Zayd competed.’

(360) Topic Phrase:
c
c
ta-naafasa
aliy-un mac a zayd-in
alaa l-jaaPizat-i.
INTR-competed Ali-NOM with Zayd-GEN about DEF-prize-GEN
‘Ali competed with Zayd about the prize.’

Comment:
This class populates verbs which are derived from the verbs of the class haaraba
˙
‘battle’ of the previous section. The intransitivity is marked with the prefix ta-.
They realize the two participants as the subject and the object of a prepositional
phrase headed by mac a or as a plural, dual or a conjoined NP subject. In addition,
the verbs take a topic prepositional phrase.

8.3.21

Verbs of communication

8.3.21.1

c

allama ‘teach’ verbs

Class Members:
Pafhama ‘explicate’, Pafqaha ‘explain’, c allama ‘teach’, darrasa ‘teach’, fahhama
‘explicate’, faqqaha ‘explain’, laqqana ‘teach’
Properties:
(361) c allama l-Pustaad-u
l-jabr-a.
taught DEF-professor-NOM DEF-algebra-ACC
‘The professor taught algebra.’
(362) Dative Alternation (most verbs):
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a. c allama l-Pustaad-u
li-t-talabat-i
l-jabr-a.
˙
˙
taught DEF-professor-NOM to-DEF-students-GEN DEF-algebra-ACC
‘The professor taught algebra to the students.’
b. c allama l-Pustaad-u
t-talabat-a
l-jabr-a.
˙ ˙ -stundents-ACC DEF-algebra-ACC
taught DEF-professor-NOM DEF
‘The professor taught the students algebra.’
(363) Object/PannaCP/Nominalization Alternation:
a. c allama l-Pustaad-u
t-talabat-a
l-jabr-a.
˙ ˙ -students-ACC DEF-algebra-ACC
taught DEF-professor-NOM DEF
‘The professor taught the students algebra.’
b. c allama l-Pustaad-u
t-talabat-a
Pan yaquul-uu
˙
˙
taught DEF-professor-NOM DEF-students-ACC that say-PL
l-haqiiqat-a.
˙ -truth-ACC
DEF
‘The professor taught the students to say the truth.’
c. c allama l-Pustaad-u
t-talabat-a
qawl-a
l-haqiiqat-i.
˙
˙
˙ -truth-GEN
taught DEF-professor-NOM DEF-students-ACC saying-ACC DEF
‘The professor taught the students to say the truth.’
Lit: ‘The professor taught the students saying the truth.’
(364) Object/maaCP Alternation:
a. c allama l-Pustaad-u
t-talabat-a
l-jabr-a.
˙ ˙ -stundents-ACC DEF-algebra-ACC
taught DEF-professor-NOM DEF
‘The professor taught the students algebra.’
b. c allama l-Pustaad-u
t-talabat-a
maa lam yac lam-uu.
˙ ˙ -stundents-ACC what didn’t know-PL
taught DEF-professor-NOM DEF
‘The professor taught the students what they didn’t know.’
(365) Object/kayfaCP Alternation:
a. c allama l-Pustaad-u
t-talabat-a
l-jabr-a.
˙
˙
taught DEF-professor-NOM DEF-stundents-ACC DEF-algebra-ACC
‘The professor taught the students algebra.’
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b. c allama l-Pustaad-u
t-talabat-a
kayfa yahull-uwna
˙
˙
taught DEF-professor-NOM DEF-stundents-ACC how solve-PL
l-muc aadalat-a.
DEF-equation-ACC
‘The professor taught the students how to solve the equation.’
(366) Object/fiiPP Alternation (some verbs):
a. faqqaha l-Pustaad-u
t-tallabat-a
l-jabr-a.
˙
˙
taught DEF-professor-NOM DEF-students-ACC DEF-algerbra-ACC
‘The professor taught the students algebra.’
b. faqqaha l-Pustaad-u
t-tallabat-a
fii l-jabr-i.
˙ ˙ -students-ACC in DEF-algerbra-GEN
taught DEF-professor-NOM DEF
‘The professor taught the students algebra.’
(367) Unspecified Object Alternation (some verbs):
a. darrasa l-Pustaad-u
t-talabat-a/l-jabr-a.
˙ ˙ -students-ACC/DEF-algebra-ACC
taught DEF-professor-NOM DEF
‘The professor taught the studends/algebra.’
b. darrasa l-Pustaad-u.
taught DEF-professor-NOM
‘The professor taught.’
Comment:
This is the first class of four classes of verbs of message transfer found in Arabic.
Its members can be divided into two groups: the first group contains the verbs
c

allama ‘teach’, darrasa ‘teach’ and laqqana ‘teach’, which relate morphologically

and semantically to verbs of the class tac allama ‘learn’ (see section 8.3.5.1). The
second group contains the verbs Pafhama ‘explicate/cause-to-understand’, Pafqaha
‘explain’, fahhama ‘explicate/cause-to-understand’, faqqaha ‘explain’ which relate
to verbs of the class fihima ‘understand’. Verbs of the first group describe causing
the transfer of information to a recipient, whereas verbs of the second group
describe causing somebody to understand something. We decided to classify verbs
of this group as a part of the class c allama ‘teach’ since the act of causing somebody
to understand something can be effectuated only by transferring information to
him.
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These verbs take three arguments: a subject assigned the agent role, an object
assigned the topic role and a prepositional phrase headed by li assigned the role
recipient. Alternatively, the recipient can be realized as a second accusative object
(dative alternation). Moreover, the topic can be assigned to at least three kinds
of clausal complements, one headed by the factual complementizer Panna ‘that’
and two headed by the interrogative complementizer maa ‘what’ and kayfa ‘how’.
Furthermore, it can be realized as a deverbal phrase. Most of these verbs can
leave the object (the two objects) unspecified.
Finally, verbs of the second group can realize the topic as a prepositional phrase
headed by fii ‘in’.
8.3.21.2

šaraha ‘explain’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
Padhara ‘show’, Paftaa ‘dictate’, Palqaa ‘recite’, Pamlaa ‘dectate’, Pawdaha ‘ex¯˙ c
˙ ˙
plain’,
allala ‘prove’, šaraha ‘explain’, hakaa ‘narrate’, barrara ‘explain’, bayyana
˙
˙
‘show’, fassala ‘explain’, fassara ‘interpret’, jallaa ‘explain’, qassa ‘narrate’, qaala
˙˙
˙˙
‘tell/say’, qaraPa ‘read’, rawaa ‘narrate’, sarada ‘narrate’, talaa ‘read’, waddaha
˙˙ ˙
‘explain’, wassala ‘communicate’
˙˙
Properties:
(368) šaraha
r-riyaadiy-u
l-muc aadalat-a.
˙
˙
explained
DEF-mathematicianNOM DEF-equation-ACC
‘The mathematician explained the equation.’
(369) * Dative Alternation:
a. šaraha
r-riyaadiy-u
l-muc aadalat-a
˙
˙
explained
DEF-mathematicianNOM DEF-equation-ACC
li-t-talabat-i.
˙ -students-GEN
to-˙DEF
‘The mathematician explained the equation to the students.’
b. * šaraha
r-riyaadiy-u
t-talabat-a
˙
˙
˙ ˙ -students-ACC
explained
DEF-mathematicianNOM DEF
l-muc aadalat-a.
DEF-equation-ACC
* ‘The mathematician explained the students the equation.’
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(370) Object/PannaCP/*Nominalization Alternation (some verbs):
a. šaraha
r-riyaadiy-u
l-muc aadalat-a
˙
˙
explained DEF-mathematician-NOM DEF-equation-ACC
li-t-talabat-i.
˙ -students-GEN
to-˙DEF
‘The mathematician explained the equation to the students.’
b. šaraha
r-riyaadiy-u
li-t-talabat-i
Panna
˙
˙
˙ -students-GEN that
explained
DEF-mathematicianNOM to-˙DEF
l-Pac daad-a
laamutanaahiya.
DEF-numbers-ACC infinte
‘The mathematician explained to the students that numbers are infinte.’
b. * šaraha
r-riyaadiy-u
li-t-talabat-i
kawn-a
˙
˙
˙ -students-GEN being-ACC
explained
DEF-mathematicianNOM to-˙DEF
l-Pac daad-a
laamutanaahiya.
DEF-numbers-ACC infinte
(371) Object/kayfaCP Alternation:
a. šaraha
r-riyaadiy-u
l-muc aadalat-a
˙
˙
explained DEF-mathematician-NOM DEF-equation-ACC
li-t-talabat-i.
˙ -students-GEN
to-˙DEF
‘The mathematician explained the equation to the students.’
b. šaraha
r-riyaadiy-u
li-t-talabat-i
kayfa yahull-uuna
˙
˙
˙ -students-GEN how solve˙ PL
explained
DEF-mathematicianNOM to-˙DEF
l-muc aadalat-a.
DEF-equation-ACC
‘The mathematician explained to the students how to solve the equation.’
(372) Object/maaCP Alternation:
a. šaraha
r-riyaadiy-u
l-muc aadalat-a
˙
˙
explained DEF-mathematician-NOM DEF-equation-ACC
li-t-talabat-i.
˙ -students-GEN
to-˙DEF
‘The mathematician explained the equation to the students.’
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b. šaraha
r-riyaadiy-u
li-t-talabat-i
maa lam
˙
˙
˙
˙
explained DEF-mathematician-NOM to-DEF-students-GEN what not
yafham-uu.
understand-PL
‘The mathematician explained to the students what they didn’t understand.’
(373) Object/c anPP Alternation:(some verbs)
a. hakaa l-jadd-u
qissat-an
li-Pahfaad-i-hi.
˙told DEF-grandfather-NOM story˙ ˙ ACC-IND to-grandchildren˙
GEN-his
‘The grandfather told a story to his grandchildren.’
c
a. hakaa l-jadd-u
li-Pahfaad-i-hi
an l-harb-i.
˙told DEF-grandfather-NOM to-grandchildren˙
˙ -war-GEN
GEN-his about DEF
‘The grandfather told his grandchildren about the war.’

(374) Unspecified Object Alternation:
a. šaraha
r-riyaadiy-u
l-muc aadalat-a
˙
˙
explained DEF-mathematician-NOM DEF-equation-ACC
li-t-talabat-i.
˙ -students-GEN
to-˙DEF
‘The mathematician explained the equation to the students.’
b. šaraha
r-riyaadiy-u
li-t-talabat-i.
˙
˙
˙ -students-GEN
explained
DEF-mathematicianNOM to-˙DEF
? ‘The mathematician explained to the students.’
Comment:
These verbs relate to the transfer of a message or information. They differ
from each other in the manner the message is communicated or in the nature
of the transferred message. They take three types of clausal complements, one
headed by the factual complementizer Panna ‘that’ and two by the interrogative
complementizers maa ‘what’ and kayfa ‘how’. However, they most likely do not
allow a deverbal complement. Some of these verbs can alternatively realize the
topic as a prepositional phrase headed by c an ‘about’. Verbs like talaa ‘recite’ and
qassa ‘narrate’ encode the recipient phrase with a different preposition, namely
˙˙
c
alaa ‘on’. Most of these verbs can leave the object unspecified.
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8.3.21.3

qaala ‘say’ verbs

Class Members:
Pac qaba ‘reply’, Padaafa ‘add’, Pabraza ‘insist’, Pafaada ‘utter’, Pardafa ‘reply’,
˙
Pawhaa ‘reveal’, dakara ‘voice’, karrara ‘repeat’, kataba ‘write’, laahada ‘observe’,
¯
˙
˙ ¯˙
qaala ‘say’, raddada ‘repeat’, taabac a ‘add’
Properties:
(375) qaala š-šaahid-u
l-haqiiqat-a.
˙ -truth-ACC
said DEF-witness-NOM DEF
‘The witness said the truth.’
(376) qaala š-šaahid-u
l-haqiiqat-a
li-l-qaadii.
˙ -truth-ACC to-DEF-judge
˙
said DEF-witness-NOM DEF
‘The witness said the truth to the judge.’
(377) * Dative Alternation:
a. qaala š-šaahid-u
l-haqiiqat-a
li-l-qaadii.
˙
˙
said DEF-witness-NOM DEF-truth-ACC to-DEF-judge
‘The witness said the truth to the judge.’
l-haqiiqat-a.
b. * qaala š-šaahid-u
l-qaadii
˙
˙ -truth-ACC
said DEF-witness-NOM DEF-judge
DEF
‘The witness said the judge the truth.’
(378) Object/PannaCP/*Nominalization Alternation (some verbs):
a. qaala š-šaahid-u
l-haqiiqat-a.
˙ -truth-ACC
said DEF-witness-NOM DEF
‘The witness said the truth.’
b. qaala š-šaahid-u
Panna-hu raPaa l-jariimat-a.
said DEF-witness-NOM that-he saw DEF-crime-ACC
‘The witness said that he has seen the crime.’
b. * qaala
š-šaahid-u
ruPyat-a l-jariimat-GEN.
pretended DEF-witness-NOM seeing-ACC DEF-crime-GEN
* ‘The witness said seeing the crime.’
(379) Object/maaCP Alternation (some verbs):
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a. qaala š-šaahid-u
l-haqiiqat-a.
˙ -truth-ACC
said DEF-witness-NOM DEF
‘The witness said the truth.’
b. qaala š-šaahid-u
li-l-qaadii
maa laa yac lam.
˙
said DEF-witness-NOM to-DEF-judge what not knows
‘The witness told to the judge what he didn’t know.’
(380) Quoted Complement:
qaala š-šaahid-u
li-l-qaadii:
“lam Praa šayP-an.”
˙
˙
said DEF-witness-NOM to-DEF-judge-GEN: “not see thing-ACC-IND”
‘The witness told the judge: “I didn’t see anything.”’
(381) * Unspecified Object Alternation:
a. qaala š-šaahid-u
l-haqiiqat-a
li-l-qaadii.
˙
˙
˙
said DEF-witness-NOM DEF-truth-ACC to-DEF-judge
‘The witness said the truth to the judge.’
b. * qaala š-šaahid-u
li-l-qaadii.
˙
˙
said DEF-witnessNOM to-DEF-judge
* ‘The witness said to the judge.’
Comment:
The property that sets these verbs apart from the rest of the verbs of information
transfer is their ability to be used in the indirect speech by adding a quoted
complement. Similar to verbs of the previous class, they do specify the way the
message is communicated.
The verbs are not found with the dative alternation, but take at least three types
of clausal complements: One headed by Panna ‘that’, the second headed by maa
‘what’ and the third headed by kayfa ‘how’. However, none of them can take a
deverbal phrase as a complement. In addition, they do not allow the object to be
left unspecified.
8.3.21.4

Pac lama ‘inform’ verbs

Pac lama ‘inform’, Pašc ara ‘alert’, Pablaġa ‘report’, Pafaada ‘declare’, PanbaPa
‘inform’, Paxbara ‘inform’, Pxtra ‘alert’, dakkara ‘remember’, ballaġa ‘report’,
¯
˙
nabbaPa ‘inform’, xabbara ‘inform’
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Properties:
(382) Pablaga s-sahafiy-u
raPiis-a-hu.
˙ ˙ ˙-journalist-NOM superior-ACC-his
informed DEF
‘The journalist informed his superior.’
(383) Pac lama s-sahafiy-u
raPiis-a-hu
bi-l-xabar-i.
˙ ˙ ˙-journalist-NOM superior-ACC-his with-DEF-news-GEN
informed DEF
‘The journalist reported the news to his superior.’
(384) Object/biPP Alternation (some verbs):
a. Pac lama s-sahafiy-u
raPiis-a-hu
l-xabar-a.
˙ ˙ ˙-journalist-NOM superior-ACC-his DEF-news-ACC
informed DEF
‘The journalist reported the news to his superior.’
b. Pac lama s-sahafiy-u
raPiis-a-hu
bi-l-xabar-i.
˙
˙
˙
informed DEF-journalist-NOM superior-ACC-his with-DEF-news-GEN
‘The journalist reported the news to his superior.’
(385) * Dative Alternation:
a. Pac lama s-sahafiy-u
l-xabar-a
li-raPiis-a-hu.
˙
˙
˙
informed DEF-journalist-NOM DEF-news-ACC to-superior-ACC-his
* ‘The journalist informed the news to his superior.’
b. Pac lama s-sahafiy-u
raPiis-a-hu
l-xabar-a.
˙
˙
˙
informed DEF-journalist-NOM superior-ACC-his DEF-news-ACC
‘The journalist reported the news to his superior.’
(386) Object/PannaCP/? Nominalization Alternation:
a. Pac lama s-sahafiy-u
raPiis-a-hu
l-xabar-a.
˙
˙
˙
informed DEF-journalist-NOM superior-ACC-his DEF-news-ACC
‘The journalist reported the news to his superior.’
b. Pac lama s-sahafiy-u
raPiis-a-hu
Panna
˙ ˙ ˙-journalist-NOM superior-ACC-his that
informed DEF
l-mufaawadaat-a
badaPat
˙
DEF-negotiationsACC started
‘The journalist informed his superior that the negotiations started.’
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c. ? Pac lama s-sahafiy-u
raPiis-a-hu
badP-a
˙
˙
˙
informed DEF-journalist-NOM superior-ACC-his starting-ACC
l-mufaawadaat-i.
˙
DEF-negotiationsGEN
‘The journalist informed his superior about the start of the negotiations.’
(387) biPP / biCP Nominalization Alternation:
a. Pac lama s-sahafiy-u
raPiis-a-hu
bi-l-xabar-i.
˙
˙
˙
informed DEF-journalist-NOM superior-ACC-his with-DEF-news-GEN
‘The journalist report the news to his superior.’
b. Pac lama s-sahafiy-u
raPiis-a-hu
bi-Panna
˙ ˙ ˙-journalist-NOM superior-ACC-his with-that
informed DEF
l-mufaawadaat-a
badaPat.
˙
DEF-negotiationsACC started
‘The journalist informed his superior that the negotiations started.’
c. Pac lama s-sahafiy-u
raPiis-a-hu
bi-badP-i
˙
˙
˙
informed DEF-journalist-NOM superior-ACC-his with-starting-ACC
l-mufaawadaat-i.
˙
DEF-negotiationsGEN
‘The journalist informed his superior of the start of the negotiations.’
(388) Object/maaCP Alternation:
a. Pac lama s-sahafiy-u
raPiis-a-hu
l-xabar-a.
˙
˙
˙
informed DEF-journalist-NOM superior-ACC-his DEF-news-ACC
‘The journalist reported the news to his superior.’
b. Pac lama s-sahafiy-u
raPiis-a-hu
maa hasala.
˙ ˙ ˙-journalist-NOM superior-ACC-his what happened
˙ ˙
informed DEF
‘The journalist reported what happened to his superior.’
(389) Object/bi maaCP Alternation:
a. Pac lama s-sahafiy-u
raPiis-a-hu
bi-l-xabar-i.
˙
˙
˙
informed DEF-journalist-NOM superior-ACC-his DEF-news-ACC
‘The journalist reported the news to his superior.’
b. Pac lama s-sahafiy-u
raPiis-a-hu
bi-maa
hasala.
˙
˙
˙
˙ ˙
informed DEF-journalist-NOM superior-ACC-his with-what happened
‘The journalist reported to his superior what happened.’
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Comment:
These verbs are characterized by the alternating realization of the topic as the
direct object or as the object of a prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’ or
c

an ‘about’. The recipient is assigned to the (second) object. Nevertheless, they

are not found with the dative alternation. The verbs take two kinds of clausal
complements: one headed by the factual complementizer Panna ‘that’ and one by
the interrogative maa ‘what’. Both complements can be preceded by one of the
prepositions bi ‘with’ or c an ‘about’. In addition, these verbs can take a deverbal
phrase as the direct object or as the object of one of the two prepositions.
8.3.21.5

nasaha ‘advise’ verbs
˙ ˙
Class Members:

bi ‘with’: Pamara ‘instruct’, Pawsaa ‘advise’, nasaha ‘advise’, wac ada ‘advise’,
¯˙
˙
˙ ˙
wasaa ‘advise’
˙
c
alaa ‘on’: šajjac a ‘encourage’, hadda ‘incite’, hatta ‘incite’, haffaza ‘encourage’
˙ ˙˙
˙ ¯¯
˙
min ‘from’: Pandara ‘warn’, haddara ‘warn’
¯
˙ ¯¯
c
an ‘from’: nahaa ‘warn’
Properties:
(390) nasaha c aliy-un zayd-an.
˙ ˙ Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC
advised
‘Ali advised Zayd.’
(391) nasaha c aliy-un zayd-an bi-kutub-i
briixt.
˙ ˙ Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC with-book-GEN Brecht-(GEN)
advised
‘Ali advised Zayd to read Brecht’s books.’
(392) * Object/PanCP/Nominalization Alternation:
a. * nasaha c aliy-un zayd-an kutub-a
briixt.
˙ ˙ Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC books-ACC Brecht-(GEN)
advised
* ‘Ali advised Zayd the books of Brechts.’
b. nasaha c aliy-un zayd-an Pan yaqraPa kutub-a
briixt.
˙
˙
advised Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC to read
books-ACC Brecht-(GEN)
‘Ali advised Zayd to read the books of Brecht.’
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c. * nasaha c aliy-un zayd-an qiraaPat-a kutub-i
briixt.
˙
˙
advised Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC reading-ACC books-GEN Brecht-(GEN)
* ‘Ali advised Zayd reading the books of Brecht.’
(393) Quoted Complement:
nasaha c aliy-un zayd-an: “Pi-qraP kutub-a briixt!.”
˙ ˙ Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC: “-read book-ACC Brecht!.”
advised
‘Ali advised Zayd: “read the books of Brecht!”.
(394)
b. nasaha c aliy-un zayd-an bi-Pan yaqraPa kutub-a briixt.
˙ ˙ Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC with-to read
advised
book-ACC Brecht-(GEN)
‘Ali advised Zayd to read Brecht’s books.’
b. nasaha c aliy-un zayd-an bi-qiraaPat-i
kutub-i briixt.
˙
˙
advised Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC with-reading-GEN book-ACC Brecht-(GEN)
‘Ali advised Zayd to read Brecht’s books.’
(395) Unspecified Object Alternation:
a. nasaha c aliy-un zayd-an bi-kutub-i
briixt.
˙
˙
advised Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC with-book-GEN Brecht-(GEN)
‘Ali advised Zayd to read Brecht’s books.’
b. nasaha c aliy-un bi-kutub-i
briixt.
˙
˙
advised Ali-NOM with-book-GEN Brecht-(GEN)
‘Ali advised to read Brecht’s books.’
Comment:
These verbs involve the transfer of information or of as message and they
differ from the rest of the message transfer verbs in that they involve a
specific illocutionary act. In particular, they are all directive verbs suggesting
the recipient to do (or not to do) something. Similar to verbs of the class
Pac lama ‘inform’, they realize the recipient as the direct object and the topic
as a prepositional phrase headed by one of the prepositions bi ‘with’, c an
‘from’ and c alaa ‘to/on’. However, they can be used with the direct speech
where the quoted complement is mostly in the imperative mood. In addition,
the verbs do not realize the topic as the (second) accusative object. Instead,
they take a Pan ‘that’ clausal complement, but one with the grammatical
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function COMP (and not OBJ). Concomitantly, the clausal complement
can be preceded by the preposition of the topic phrase. The verbs can also
take a deverbal as a complement. However, this is only possible when the
deverbal appears as the object of the topic preposition. All these verbs can
leave the recipient object unspecified.
8.3.21.6

Pic tarafa ‘confess’ verbs

Class Members:
Padlaa ‘announce’, Pafaada ‘inform’, Paqarra ‘acknowledge’, Paqrara ‘acknowledge’, sadaha ‘proclaim’, sarraha ‘proclaim’, baaha ‘confess’, baaPa
˙
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘acknowledge’, Pic tarafa ‘acknowledge’, qaala ‘say’, sallama ‘acknowledge’
Properties:
(396) Pic tarafa zayd-un bi-xataP-i-hi.
˙
admitted Zayd-NOM with-mistakeGEN-his
‘Zayd admitted his mistake.’
(397) Pic tarafa zayd-un li-sadiiqat-i-hi
bi-xataP-i-hi.
˙
˙
admitted Zayd-NOM to-girlfriend-GEN-his with-mistakeGEN-his
‘Zayd admitted his mistake to his friend.’
(398) biPP/biPannaCP/biNominalization Alternation:
a. Pic tarafa zayd-un (li-sadiiqat-i-hi)
bi-xataP-i-hi.
˙
˙
admitted Zayd-NOM (to-girlfriend-GEN-his) with-mistakeGEN-his
‘Zayd admitted his mistake (to his friend).’
bi-Panna-hu Pirtakaba
b. Pic tarafa zayd-un (li-sadiiqat-i-hi)
˙
admitted Zayd-NOM (to-girlfriend-GEN-his) with-that committed
xataP-an.
˙
mistakeACC-IND
‘Zayd admitted (to his friend) that he committed a mistake.’
c. Pic tarafa zayd-un (li-sadiiqat-i-hi)
bi-rtitikaab-i
˙
admitted Zayd-NOM (to-girlfriend-GEN-his) with-committing-GEN
xataP-in.
˙
mistakeGEN-IND
‘Zayd admitted (to his friend) that he committed a mistake.’
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(399) biPP/bimaa Alternation:
a. Pic tarafa zayd-un (li-sadiiqat-i-hi)
bi-xataP-i-hi.
˙
˙
admitted Zayd-NOM (to-girlfriendGEN-his) with-mistakeGEN-his
‘Zayd admitted his mistake (to his friend).’
b. Pic tarafa zayd-un (li-sadiiqat-i-hi)
bi-maa
Pirtakaba.
˙
admitted Zayd-NOM (to-girlfriend-GEN-his) with-what committed
‘Zayd admitted (to his friend) what he did.’
(400) Topic Phrase Drop (some verbs):
Pic tarafa zayd-un (li-sadiiqat-i-hi).
˙
admitted Zayd-NOM (to-girlfriendGEN-his)
‘Zayd confessed (to his friend).’
Comment:
This class populates verbs of information transfer, where most of them
specify the nature of the information the speaker communicates, which can
be generally described as secret. They are mainly intransitives realizing the
topic and the recipient as two prepositional phrases. The property that sets
them apart from the rest of class of transfer of information is the lack of
an object/PP alternation. Consequently, the topic can be assigned only to
a prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’. Moreover, the verbs have the
ability to take two types of clausal complements: one of them is a factual
clause and the other is an interrogative clause. Both of clauses are not
allowed to appear without the topic preposition bi ‘with’. Furthermore, they
can take a deverbal complement (nominalization) and some of them allow
the topic phrase and the recipient phrase to be dropped.
8.3.21.7

Pištakaa ‘complain’ verbs

Comment:
šakaa ‘complain’, Pištakaa ‘complain’, tadammra ‘complain’, tadallama ‘com¯
¯˙
plain’, tašakkaa ‘complain’
Properties:
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(401) Pištakaa-t
Salma.
complained-1.F.SG Salma.
‘Salma complained.’
(402) Pištaka-t
Salma min d-dajiij-i.
˙ ˙ -noise-GEN
complained-1.F.SG Salma about DEF
‘Salma complained about the noise.’
(403) Pištakaa-t
Salma li-l-jaar-i.
complained-1.F.SG Salma to-DEF-neighbor-GEN.
‘Salma complained to the neighbor.’
(404) Pištakaa-t
Salma min d-dajiij-i
li-l-jaar-i.
˙
˙
complained-1.F.SG Salma about DEF-noise-GEN to-DEF-neighbor-GEN
‘Salma complained to the neighbor about the noise.’
(405) Object/minPP Alternation (some verbs):
a. Pištakaa-t
Salma d-dajiij-a.
˙ ˙ -noise-GEN.
complained-1.F.SG Salma DEF
‘Salma complained about the noise.’
b. Pištaka-t
Salma min d-dajiij-i.
˙ ˙ -noise-GEN
complained-1.F.SG Salma about DEF
‘Salma complained about the noise.’
(406) Dative Alternation (one verb):
a. šaka-t
Salma d-dajiij-a
li-l-jaar-i.
˙ ˙ -noise-GEN to-DEF-neighbor-GEN
complained-1.F.SG Salma DEF
‘Salma complained to the neighbor about the noise.’
b. šaka-t
Salma l-jaar-a
d-dajiij-a.
˙ ˙ -noise-GEN
complained-1.F.SG Salma DEF-neighbor-ACC DEF
‘Salma complained about the noise to the neighbor.’
(407) Object/PannaCP/Nominalization Alternation:
a. Pištaka-t
Salma d-dajiij-a
(li-l-jaar-i).
˙
˙
complained-1.F.SG Salma DEF-noise-ACC (to-DEF-neighbor-GEN)
‘Salma complained (to the neighbor) about the noise.’
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b. Pištaka-t
Salma (li-l-jaar-i)
Panna d-dajiij-a
˙ ˙ -noise-ACC
complained-1.F.SG Salma (to-DEF-neighbor-GEN) that DEF
yuzc iju-haa.
disturbs-her
‘Salma complained (to the neighbor) that the noise disturbes her.’
c. Pištaka-t
Salma (li-l-jaar-i)
Pizc aaj-a
complained-1.F.SG Salma (to-DEF-neighbor-GEN) disturbing-ACC
d-dajiij-i
la-haa.
˙ ˙ -noise-GEN of-her
DEF
‘Salma complained (to the neighbor) that the noise disturbs her.’
(408) minPP/min PannaCP/minNominalization Alternation:
a. Pištaka-t
Salma (li-l-jaar-i)
min
complained-1.F.SG Salma (to-DEF-neighbor-GEN) about
d-dajiij-i.
˙ ˙ -noise-GEN
DEF
‘Salma complained about the noises (to the neighbor).’
b. Pištaka-t
Salma (li-l-jaar-i)
min Panna
complained-1.F.SG Salma (to-DEF-neighbor-GEN) about that
d-dajiij-a
yuzc iju-haa.
˙ ˙ -noise-ACC disturbs-her
DEF
‘Salma complained (to the neighbor) that the noise disturbs her.’
c. Pištaka-t
Salma (li-l-jaar-i)
min
complained-1.F.SG Salma (to-DEF-neighbor-GEN) about
Pizc aaj-i
d-dajiij-i
la-haa.
˙
˙
disturbing-ACC DEF-noise-GEN of-her
‘Salma complained (to the neighbor) that the noise is disturbsing her.’
Comment:
These verbs have the property of specifying the speaker attitude towards
the proposition (expressive illocutionary act) (Searle, 1979). Unlike verbs
of the class complain in English (Levin, 1993, 210-211), they take not only
clausal complements but also simple phrase complements. The topic can
be realized as the direct object or as the object of a prepositional phrase
headed by min ‘about’ alternatively. The recipient can be assigned to a
prepositional phrase headed by li ‘for’, Pilaa ‘to’ or c alla ‘to’. As an exception,
the verb šakaa ‘complain’ can realize the recipient as the direct object and
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participate accordingly in the dative alternation. As is the case with most
verbs of information transfer, these verbs take clausal complements. However,
only factual clauses are allowed, which are either assigned the grammatical
function OBJ or OBL (when they are preceded by a topic preposition). The
verbs also allow a deverbal phrase as the object or as the object of a min
‘from’ prepositional phrase.
8.3.21.8

haadata ‘converse’ verbs:
¯
˙

Class Members:
daakara ‘converse’, šaawara ‘consult’, haajja ‘argue’, haawara ‘converse’,
¯
˙
˙
faakaha ‘joke’, faataha ‘talk’, faawada ‘negotiate’, haadata ‘converse’, haddata
¯
¯
˙
˙
‘talk’, haazala ‘joke’, jaadala ‘argue’, kaalama ‘talk’, kallama ‘talk’, laaġaa
‘chitchat’, maazaha ‘joke’, naadara ‘converse’, naaqaša ‘discuss’, qaawala
¯˙
˙
‘speak’
Properties:
(409) haadata-t
Salma sadiiq-at-a-haa.
¯
˙
˙
conversed1.F.SG Salma friend1.F.SG-ACC-her
‘Salma conversed with her friend.’
(410) haadata-t
Salma sadiiq-at-a-haa
hawla
¯
˙
˙
conversed1.F.SG Salma friend1.F.SG-ACC-her about
l-muškilat-i.
DEF-problem-GEN
‘Salma conversed with her friend about the problem.’
(411) Understood Reciprocal Alternation:
a. haadata-t
Salma sadiiq-at-a-haa.
¯
˙
˙
conversed1.F.SG Salma friend1.F.SG-ACC-her
‘Salma conversed with her friend.’
b. ta-haadata-t
Salma wa-sadiiq-at-u-haa.
¯
˙
˙ 1.F.SG-NOM-her
INTR-conversed-1.F.SG Salma friend‘Salma and her friend conversed.’
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Comment:
This class populates transitive verbs of information transfer. Most of them
carry the morphological pattern CaaCaCa ([f]aa[c ]a[l]a), which typically
marks reciprocality in Arabic. However, not all verbs entail an interactive
transfer of information. Comparing to the rest of communication verbs seen
in previous sections, these verbs show a restricted syntactic behavior in that
they realize the recipient as the direct object and the topic as the object of
a prepositional phrase headed either by fii ‘in/about’, hawla ‘about’ or c an
˙
‘about’. Moreover, they do not allow complement clauses. Similar to verbs
of social interaction, most of verbs in this possess an intransitive derived
form overtly marked by ta-. This form allows them to participate in the
understood reciprocal alternation.
8.3.21.9

tahaadata ‘INTR-converse’ verbs
¯
˙

Class Members:
ta-daakara ‘INTR-converse’, ta-šaawara ‘INTR-consult’, ta-haajja ‘INTR¯
˙
argue’, ta-haawara ‘INTR-converse’, ta-faakaha ‘INTR-joke’, ta-faataha ‘INTR˙
˙
talk’, ta-faawada ‘INTR-negotiate’, ta-haadata ‘INTR-converse’, ta-haddata
¯
¯
˙
‘INTR-talk’ ta-haazala ‘INTR-joke’, ta-jaadala ‘INTR-argue’, ta-kaalama ‘INTRtalk’, ta-kallama ‘INTR-talk’, ta-laaġaa ‘INTR-chitchat’, ta-maazaha ‘INTR˙
joke’, ta-naadara ‘INTR-converse’, ta-naaqaša ‘INTR-discuss’, ta-qaawala
¯
‘INTR-speak’ ˙
Properties:
(412) ta-hadata-t
Salma mac a sadiiq-at-i-haa.
¯
˙
˙
INTR-conversed-1.F.SG Salma with friend1.F.SG-GEN-her
‘Salma conversed with her friend.’
(413) ta-hadata-t
Salma mac a sadiiq-at-i-haa
(hawla
¯
˙
˙
˙
INTR-conversed-1.F.SG Salma with friend-1.F.SG-GEN-her (about
l-muškilat-i).
DEF-problem-GEN)
‘Salma conversed with her friend about the problem.’
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(414) Simple Reciprocal Alternation:
a. ta-hadata-t
Salma mac a sadiiq-at-i-haa
(hawla
¯
˙
˙
˙
INTR-conversed-1.F.SG Salma with friend1.F.SG-GEN-her (about
l-muškilat-i).
DEF-problem-GEN)
‘Salma conversed with her friend about the problem.’
b. ta-hadata-t
Salma wa-sadiiq-at-u-haa
(hawla
¯
˙
˙
˙
INTR-conversed-1.F.SG Salma and-friend-1.F.SG-NOM-her (about
l-muškilat-i).
DEF-problem-GEN)
‘Salma and her friend conversed about the problem.’
Comment:
These verbs are the intransitive variants of the verbs of the class haadata
¯
˙
‘converse’. They describe an interactive verbal transfer of information, where
one of the participants is assigned to the subject and the second to a
prepositional phrase headed by a topic preposition. Alternatively, the two
participants can be realized as a plural or dual subject or as a conjoined
subject NP as is typical for the simple reciprocal alternation.
8.3.21.10

hamdala ‘claim: ”Praise to God”’ verbs
˙

Class Members:
šahhada ‘claim: There is no god but God and Muhammad is the messenger
of God.’, hamdala ‘claim: Praise to God’, hasbala ‘claim: God is all I need.
˙
˙
He is the best guardian.’, hawqala ‘claim: There is no power nor might
˙
except with God.’, basmala ‘claim: In the name of God Most Gracious Most
Merciful’, hallala ‘claim: There is no god but God and Muhammad is the
messenger of God’, kabbara ‘claim: God is great’, sabhala ‘claim: Glory be
˙
to God’, . . .
Properties:
(415) basmala
l-musallii.
˙
claimed:-”In the name of God. . . ” DEF-prayer
‘The prayer claimed: “In the name of God most gracious most merciful”.
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Comment:
These verbs lexicalize the topic of the information transfer, which corresponds to a canonical religious formula. Each of these verbs is coined by
acronomizing central words of the formula. Thus the verb hawqala is build
˙
out of the formula laa hawla wa laa quwwata illaa billaah ‘there is no power
˙
nor might except with God’ by integrating the first syllable of the words
hawla, the first letter of the word quwwat and the second syllabe of the word
˙
billlah. The pattern that serves to build this kind of verbs is mostly of the
type [f]a[c ][l]a[l]a. The verbs have a very restricted syntactic behavior and
take to my knowledge no recipient phrase.

8.3.22

Verbs of ingesting

8.3.22.1

Pakala ‘eat’ verbs

Class Members:
Pakala ‘eat’, PaklaPa ‘eat (for animals)’ , c alafa ‘eat (for animals)’ , šariba
‘drink’, tac ima ‘eat’, kalaPa ‘eat (for animals)’ , radac a ‘suckle , warada
˙
˙
‘drink (for animals)’
Properties:
(416) Pakala d-duyuuf-u
l-kuskus-a.
˙
˙
ate
DEF-guests-NOM DEF-couscous-ACC
‘The guests ate couscous.’
(417) Unspecified Object Alternation:
a. Pakala d-duyuuf-u
l-kuskus-a.
˙
˙
ate
DEF-guests-NOM DEF-couscous-ACC
‘The guests ate couscous.’
b. Pakala d-duyuuf-u.
˙ ˙ -guests-NOM
ate
DEF
‘The guests ate.’
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(418) Source Phrase:
šariba l-musaafiruun-a (l-maaP-a)
min l-gadiir-i.
drunk DEF-travelers-ACC (DEF-water-ACC) from DEF-beck-ACC.
‘The travelers drunk (water) from/out of the beck.’
(419) * Instrument Subject Alternation (some verbs):
a. Pakala d-duyuuf-u
l-kuskus-a
bi-l-mac aaliq-i.
˙ ˙ -guests-NOM DEF-couscous-ACC with-DEF-spoons-GEN
ate
DEF
‘The guests ate couscous with spoons.’
b. * Pakala-t l-mac aaliq-u
l-kuskus-a.
ate
DEF-spoons-NOM DEF-couscous-ACC
* ‘The spoons ate the couscous.’
Comment:
These verbs relate to the ingestion of food or drink without specifying the
manner how food or drink are taken in. Nevertheless, each one of them
imposes restrictions on the agent and the patient. Some verbs are allowed to
take only a human agent and others only an animal agent. Concomitantly,
they restrict the patient to be either solid or liquid. Verbs involving a human
agent may take an instrument phrase. However, they are not allowed to take
an instrumental subject. In addition, they may take a source prepositional
phrase describing the location or the container the food or drink is taken
from. All of them allow the object to be left unspecified.
8.3.22.2

madaga ‘shew’ verbs
˙

Class Members:
Palaka ‘mastikate’, c alaka ‘chew , hasaa ‘sip’, tahana ‘crunch’, dahaka ‘chew’,
˙
˙ ˙
Pijtarra ‘masticate’, laPafa ‘chew’, lac a/iqa ‘suck’, lahasa ‘suck’, latac a ‘sip’,
˙
˙
laaka ‘shew’, lajlaja ‘masticate’, madaġa ‘shew’, massa ‘suck’, mazza ‘sip’,
˙
˙˙
nahaša ‘shew’, naqara ‘peck’, naxara ‘gnaw’, qadama ‘nibble’, qaraša ‘crunch’,
˙
qarada ‘nibble’, qarama ‘nibble’, rašafa ‘sip’, radac a ‘sip’, sahana ‘crunch’,
˙
˙
˙
sahaqa ‘crunch’
˙
Properties:
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(420) qadama l-Parnab-u
l-jazarat-a.
˙
nibbled DEF-rabbit-NOM DEF-carrot-ACC
‘The rabbit nibbled the carrot.’
(421) Unspecified Object Alternation:
a. qadama l-Parnab-u
l-jazarat-a.
˙
nibbled
DEF-rabbit-NOM DEF-carrot-NOM
‘The rabbit nibbled the carrot.’
b. qadama l-Parnab-u.
˙
nibbled
DEF-rabbit-ACC
‘The rabbit nibbled.’
(422) Causative Alternations:
a. qadama l-Parnab-u
l-jazarat-a.
˙
nibbled DEF-rabbit-NOM DEF-carrot-ACC
‘The rabbit nibbled the carrot.’
b. Pin-qadama l-jazarat-u.
˙
INCH-nibbled
DEF-carrot-NOM
‘The rabbit nibbled the carrot.’
Comment:
These verbs differ from verbs of the class Pakala eat’ in that they specify the
manner food or drink is taken in. Some of them are originally verbs of the
degradation of material integrity and are accordingly crosslisted in the class
xaraqa ‘perforate’ (see section 8.3.11.2). Similar to the verbs of the previous
class, they restrict the patient to be either liquid of solid. However, they set
no specific restrictions on the agent.
8.3.22.3

Piltahama ‘devour’ verbs

Class Members:
balac a ‘gobble’, Pibtalac a ‘gobble’, Piftarasa ‘devour’, Piltahama ‘devour’,
Piltaqama ‘wolf ’, Pistahlaka ‘consume’, Pistarata ‘gobble’, Pizdarada ‘bold’,
˙
c
abba ‘quaff ’, Pštaffa ‘gulp’, jarac a ‘quaff ’, jaraza ‘bolt’, laPafa ‘wolf ’, laġafa
‘bolt’, lahata ‘gobble’, lahafa ‘wolf ’, laqama ‘wolf ’, qac afa ‘swallow’, qasac a
˙
˙
‘swallow’, sarata ‘gobble’, talaġġafa ‘bolt’, talahhama ‘devour’, zarata ‘gobble’,
˙
˙
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zarada ‘gobble’
Properties:
(423) Piltahama c ali-un
l-mac karuunat-a.
˙
gobbled DEF-Ali-NOM DEF-macaroni-ACC
‘Ali gobbled the macaroni.’
(424) Unspecified Object Alternation (some verbs):
a. Piltahama c ali-un
l-mac karuunat-a.
˙
gobbled DEF-Ali-NOM DEF-macaroni-ACC
‘Ali gobbled the macaroni.’
b. Piltahama c ali-un.
˙
gobbled
DEF-Ali-NOM
‘Ali gobbled (x).’
(425) Causative Alternations (most verbs):
a. balac a c ali-un
l-mac karuunat-a.
gobble DEF-Ali-NOM DEF-macaroni-ACC
‘Ali gobbled the macaroni.’
b. Pin-nbac a-t
l-mac karuunat-NOM.
INCH-gobbled-1.F.SG DEF-macaroni-NOM
‘The macaroni have been gobbled.’
Comment:
Similar to verbs of the class gobble in English (Levin, 1993, 214–215), these verbs
describe a complete and speedy consumption of an object. Some of them describe
an iterative and intensive consumption. Similar to verbs of the last two classes,
they set restrictions on the patient with respect to its physical nature. Most
of them can have the object unspecified and possess an intransitive inchoative
variant.
8.3.22.4

tagaddaa ‘lunch’ verbs

Class Members:
Pafatara ‘breakfast’, fatara ‘breakfast’, tac aššaa ‘dine’, tadahhaa ‘brunch’, taġaddaa
˙
˙
˙ ˙˙
‘lunch’, tasahhara ‘eat before daybreak’
˙˙
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Properties:
(426) tagaddaa duyuuf-u.
˙ -guests-NOM
lunched DEF
‘The guests had lunch.’
(427) tagaddaa duyuuf-u
bi-lahm-i
l-xaruuf-i.
˙ -guests-NOM with-meat˙
lunched DEF
GEN DEF-lamb-GEN
‘The guests had lunch with lamb meat.’
(428) * Unspecified Object Alternation:
a. tagaddaa duyuuf-u.
˙ -guests-NOM
lunched DEF
‘The guests had lunch.’
b. * tagaddaa duyuuf-u
lahm-a
l-xaruuf-i.
˙
˙
lunched DEF-guests-NOM meat-ACC DEF-lamb-GEN
* ‘The guests lunched the meat of lamb.’
Class Members:
Similar to verbs of the class dine in Levin’s collection (Levin, 1993, 215–216),
these verbs describe eating a particular meal. Most of them are zero-related to
nouns that name these meals. They are intransitive verbs, however, they can take
one argument consisting of a prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’ or c alaa ‘on’
which is assigned to the patient role.
8.3.22.5

walaga ‘lip/drink’ verbs

Class Members:
c

abba ‘lip’, šaqac a ‘drink’, ġadira ‘drink’, saPama ‘drink’, faPama ‘drink’, kamac a
˙
‘drink’, karac a ‘drink’, walaġa ‘lip/drink’
Properties:
(429) walaga l-kalb-u.
drunk DEF-dog-NOM
‘The dog drunk.’
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(430) walaga l-kalb-u
fii l-PiinaaP-i.
lipped DEF-dog-NOM in DEF-bowl-GEN
‘The dog drunk from the bowl.’
(431) ? Unspecified Object Alternation:
a. walaga l-kalb-u.
drunk DEF-dog-NOM
‘The dog drunk.’
b. ? walaga l-kalb-u
l-maaP-a.
drunk DEF-dog-NOM DEF-water-ACC
‘The dog drunk water.’
(432) Causer Alternation (some verbs):
a. walaga l-kalb-u.
drunk DEF-dog-NOM
‘The dog drunk.’
b. Pa-wlaga
zayd-un l-kalb-a.
CAUS-drunk Zayd-NOM DEF-dog-CAUS
‘Zayd gave the dog to drink.’
Comment:
These verbs are mainly intransitive verbs of ingestion. They do not take a patient
argument at all, although they are not zero-related to nominal comestible objects.
Moreover, the patient is mainly understood to be some liquid object. Some of
them restrict the agent to be an animal. All verbs take a prepositional phrase
describing the location or the container from which the agent take the liquid
object.
8.3.22.6

Pic taaša ‘survive’ verbs

Class Members:
c

aaša ‘live’, Pic taaša ‘survive’, Piqtaata ‘feed’, taġaddaa ‘feed’, tac ayyaša ‘survive’

Properties:
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(433) * Pic taaša l-laajiPuun-a.
survived DEF-refugees-NOM
‘The refugees survived.’
c
(434) Pic taaša l-laajiPuun-a
alaa n-nabaataat-i.
survived DEF-refugees-NOM on DEF-plants-GEN
‘The refugees survived on plants.’

(435) * Unspecified Object Alternation:
a. * Pic taaša l-laajiPuun-a.
survived DEF-refugees-NOM
b. * Pic taaša l-laajiPuun-a
n-nabaataat-i.
survived DEF-refugees-NOM DEF-plants-GEN
* ‘The refugees survived the plants.’
Comment:
These verbs are originally verbs of existence. They are used to describe what a
person lives on, or in Levin’s words “what a person’s diet consists of” (Levin, 1993,
216). They are intransitive realizing the patient as the object of a prepositional
phrase headed either by bi ‘with’, min ‘from’ or c alaa ‘on’. However, they do not
allow the prepositional phrase to be dropped.

8.3.23

Verbs of feeding

8.3.23.1

Pakkala ‘CAUS-eat/feed’ verbs

Class Members:
Pašraba ‘CAUS-drink’, Patc ama ‘feed’, Pakkala ‘CAUS-eat’, Palqama ‘handfeed’,
˙
Paqaata ‘feed’, Pardac a ‘suckle’, c allafa ‘feed (for animal)’ šarraba ‘CAUS-drink’,
˙
laqqama ‘handfeed’, qaata ‘feed’, raddac a ‘suckle’, saqaa ‘give-to-drink’, warrada
˙˙
‘CAUS-drink (for animal)’,
Properties:
(436) Patc am-t Salma sagiir-a-haa.
˙ 1.F.SG Salma baby˙
fedACC-her
‘Salma fed her baby.’
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(437) Patc am-t Salma sagiir-a-haa xudar-an
taazijat-an.
˙
˙
˙
˙
fed-1.F.SG Salma baby-ACC-her vegetables-ACC-IND freshACC
‘Salma fed her baby fresh vegetables.’
(438) * Dative Alternation:
a. * Patc am-t Salma li-sagiir-i-haa
xudar-an
taazijat-an.
˙
˙
˙
˙
fed-1.F.SG Salma to-baby-GEN-her vegetables-ACC-IND freshACC
* ‘Salma fed fresh vegetables to her baby.’
b. Patc am-t Salma sagiir-a-haa xudar-an
taazijat-an.
˙ 1.F.SG Salma baby˙
˙
˙
fedACC-her vegetablesACC-IND freshACC
‘Salma fed her baby fresh vegetables.’
(439) Unpecified Object Alternation:
a. Ptc am-t Salma sagiir-a-haa xudar-an
taazijat-an.
˙ 1.F.SG Salma baby˙
˙
˙
fedACC-her vegetablesACC-IND freshACC
‘Salma fed her baby fresh vegetables.’
b. * Patc am-t Salma xudar-an
taazijat-an.
˙
˙
˙
fed-1.F.SG Salma vegetables-ACC-IND freshACC
* ‘Salma fed fresh vegetables.’
Comment:
These verbs describe causing a person or an animal to eat something. Most of
them are morphologically and semantically related to verbs of the class Pakala ‘eat’
8.3.22.1 or madaga and ‘shew’ 8.3.22.2. In this sense, they inherit most properties
˙
of these verbs, such as the restrictions imposed on the recipient (human versus
animal) or on the patient (solid versus liquid). They take three main participants:
An agent or a cause assigned to the subject, a patient or a theme realized as
the direct object and a recipient as second object. However, unlike the verbs of
feeding in English, these verbs do neither participate in the dative alternation nor
do they assign the patient/theme to some propositional phrase. In addition, they
are not allowed to leave the patient object unspecified.
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8.3.23.2

ġaddaa ‘CAUS-lunch’ verbs

Class Members:
c
aššaa ‘CAUS-dine’, dahhaa ‘CAUS-brunch’, ġaddaa ‘CAUS-lunch’, fattara ‘CAUS˙ ˙˙
˙˙
breakfast’, sahhara ‘CAUS-eat before daybreak’
˙˙
Properties:
c
(440) gaddaa
aliy-un duyuuf-a-hu.
˙
CAUS-lunched Ali-NOM guestsACC-his
‘Ali gave lunch to his guests.’
c
(441) gaddaa
aliy-un duyuuf-a-hu bi-lahm-i
l-xaruuf-i.
˙
˙
CAUS-lunched Ali-NOM guestsACC-his with-meatGEN DEF-lamb-GEN
‘Ali gave his guest a lamb for lunch.’
c
(442) * gaddaa
aliy-un bi-lahm-i
l-xaruuf-i.
˙
CAUS-lunched Ali-NOM with-meat-GEN DEF-lamb-GEN
* ‘Ali lunched (x) with meat of lamb.’

Comment:
This class populates verbs which are morphologically and semantically related
to verbs of the class tagaddaa ‘lunch’. They describe causing a person to eat
specific meal. The agent and the recipient are realized as the subject and the
object, respectively. The patient/theme, however, is realized as the object of
a prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’ or c alaa ‘on’. These verbs allow the
patient prepositional phrase to be dropped.
8.3.23.3

tamara ‘feed-date’ verbs

Class Members:
Patmara ‘feed-date’, Pazbada ‘feed-butter’, Psmana ‘feed-salted-butter’, šahama
˙
‘feed-grease’, lahama ‘feed-meat’, sammana ‘feed-salt-butter’, tamara ‘feed-date’,
˙
tammara ‘feed-date’, xabaza ‘feed-bread’
Properties:
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(443) lahama c aliy-un dyuuf-a-hu.
˙
˙
fed-meat
Ali-NOM guestsACC-his
‘Ali gave his guests meat to eat’
(444) * Causative Alternation:
a. lahama c aliy-un dyuuf-a-hu.
˙
˙
fed-meat
Ali-NOM guestsACC-his
‘Ali gave his guests meat to eat’
b. * lahama d-duyuuf-u.
˙
˙ ˙ -guests-NOM
fed-meat
DEF
(445) * Unspecified Object Alternation:
a. lahama c aliy-un dyuuf-a-hu.
˙
˙
fed-meat
Ali-NOM guestsACC-his
‘Ali gave his guests meat to eat’
b. * lahama c aliy-un.
˙
fed-meat
Ali-NOM
Comment:
These verbs are zero-related to nouns that name comestible objects. Their meaning
can be paraphrased as x causes y to eat z where z is zero-related to the verb. They
have a very restricted syntactic behaviour in that they take the recipient as the
direct object and do not allow it to be left unspecified.

8.3.24

Verbs of killing

8.3.24.1

qatala ‘kill’ verbs

Class Members:
Pac dama ‘execute’, Pabaada ‘exterminate’, Pahlaka ‘perish’, Pamaata ‘CAUS-die’,
Pardaa ‘kill’, Pataaga ‘perish’, c aqara ‘immolate’, saffaa ‘execute’, sarac a ‘kill’,
˙
˙
dakkaa ‘immolate’, dabaha ‘butcher’, dabbaha ‘butcher’, Piġtaala ‘murder’, nahara
¯
¯
¯
˙
˙
˙
‘butcher’, qatala ‘kill’, qattala ‘kill’
Properties:
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(446) Pigtaala l-mutamarriduun-a r-raaiis-a.
murdered DEF-rebels-NOM
DEF-president-ACC
‘The rebels murdered the president.’
(447) Causative Alternation (some verbs):
a. Pahlaka
l-jayš-u
l-mutamaridiin-a.
eliminated DEF-army-NOM DEF-rebels-ACC
‘The army eliminated the rebels.’
b. halaka
l-mutamarriduun-a.
(INCH-)eliminated DEF-rebels-NOM
‘The rebels have been eliminated.’
(448) Instrument Subject Alternation (some verbs)
a. qatala l-mutamarriduun-a r-raaiis-a
bi-s-summ-i.
killed DEF-rebels-NOM
DEF-president-ACC with-DEF-poison-GEN
‘The revels killed the president with poison.’
b. qatala s-summ-u
r-raaiis-a.
killed DEF-poison-NOM DEF-president-ACC
‘The poison killed the president.’
(449) Means/Manner N-Object (some verbs):
qatala l-mutamarriduun-a r-raaiis-a
ramy-an
killed DEF-rebels-NOM
DEF-president-ACC shooting-NUN
bi-r-rasaas-i.
˙ -ball˙
with-DEF
GEN
‘The rebels killed the president by shooting him.’
Comment:
This class populates verbs of killing and is constituted of two subclasses. One
subclass contains verbs such as as the verb qatala ‘kill’ describing the mere event
of bringing about the death, without specifying the manner or the purpose of
the event. The second subclass specifies the manner of how the killing was
carried out as is the case for the verb dabaha ‘butcher’. All these verbs can take an
˙
instrumental prepositional phrase, however, only few of them realize the instrument
as the subject (Instrument subject alternation). Some of them participate in a
range of alternations associated with causativity. The intransitive variant of
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some verbs describes the event of dying without someone having brought about
the death. This is the case of the verb Pamaata ‘CAUS-die’ and its intransitive
counterpart maata ‘die’. The intransitive variant of such verbs rather describes the
disappearance of a being, they are therefore listed in the class Pixtafaa ‘disappear’.
Other verbs have an intransitive form encoding inchoativity which entails that
an external entity causes the death, such as with the verb pair qatala ‘kill’ and
Pinqatala ‘INCH-kill’.
Some verbs (obviously those that do not inherently specify the means or the
manner ) take a nunated object specifying the manner of the death being brought
about. Note that the nunated object cannot be a instrument.
8.3.24.2

fataka ‘murder’ verbs

Class Members:
fataka ‘murder’, bataša ‘immolate’, qadaa ‘eliminate/kill’
˙
˙
Properties:
(450) fataka
l-lusuus-u
bi-l-musaafir-i.
˙
˙
murdered DEF-robbers-NOM with-DEF-traveler-GEN
‘The robbers murdered the traveler.’
(451) * fataka
l-lusuus-u
l-musaafir-a.
˙
˙
murdered DEF-robbers-NOM DEF-traveler-ACC
‘The robbers murdered the traveler.’
(452) Instrument Subject Alternation (the verbs qadaa only):
˙
c
a. qadaa l-bustaaniy-u
laa l-fiPraan-i
bi-s-summ-i
˙
killed DEF-gardener-NOM on DEF-mice-GEN with-DEF-poison-GEN
‘The gardener killed the mice with poison.’
c
b. qadaa s-summ-u
laa l-fiPraan-i.
˙
killed -DEF-poison-NOM on DEF-mice-GEN
‘The poison killed the mice.’

Comment:
These intransitive verbs relate to killing in an aggressive and speedy way and
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realize the patient as the object of a propositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’
or c alaa. Only the verb qadaa ‘eliminate/kill’ takes an instrumental phrase and
˙
participate in the instrument subject alternation.

8.3.25

Verbs of emission

8.3.25.1

talaPlaPa ‘sparkle’ verbs

Class Members:
Pašacc a ‘shine’, Pašraqa ‘shine’, PadaaPa ‘gleam’, Palaqa ‘sparkle ’, Palla ‘flash’,
˙
Panaara ‘gleam’, Pawmada ‘twinkle’, šacc a ‘shine’, šac šac a ‘glisten’, daaPa ‘gleam’,
˙
˙
sanaa ‘flash’, bassa ‘glitter’, baraqa ‘twinkle’, PiPtalaqa ‘sparkle’, Pištac ala ‘flame’,
˙˙
Piltadaa ‘glow’, Piltahaba ‘flame’, Piltamac a ‘sparkle’, Pittaqada ‘flame’, laPlaPa
¯˙
‘sparkle’,
ladaa ‘flame’, lahaba ‘flame’, lamac a ‘flicker’, nawwara ‘shine’, satac a
¯˙
˙
‘shine’, taPallaqa
‘sparkle’, talaPlaPa ‘sparkle’, taladdaa ‘flame’, talahhaba ‘flame’,
¯˙ ¯˙
tanawwara ‘shine’, tawahhaja ‘flame’, tawaqqada ‘flame’,
wahaja ‘flame’, wamada
˙
‘twinkle’
Properties:
(453) talaPlaPa-t l-jawwaahir-u.
sparkled-PL DEF-jewels-NOM
‘The jewels sparkled.’
(454) Locative Alternation:
a. talaPlaPa-t l-jawwaahir-u fii yad-i-haa.
sparkled-PL DEF-jewels-NOM in hand-GEN-her
‘The jewels sparkled in her hand.’
b. talaPlaPa-t yad-u-haa
bi-l-jawwaahir-i.
sparkled-PL hand-NOM-her with-DEF-jewels-GEN
‘Her hand sparkled with jewels.’
(455) Causative Alternation:
a. talaPlaPa-t l-jawwaahir-u.
sparkled-PL DEF-jewels-NOM
‘The jewels sparkled.’
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b. laPlaPa s-saaPig-u
l-jawwaahir-a.
˙
˙
sparkled DEF-goldsmith-NOM DEF-jewels-ACC
‘The goldsmith made the jewels sparkle.’
Comment:
These verbs describe the emission of light by some object. They differ from
each others in lexical semantic features like the continuity or the discontinuity
(iteration) of the emission and the intensity of the light emitted. They are mainly
intransitive realizing the emitter as the subject and taking a location prepositional
phrase. They also have the ability to participate in the locative alternation. Most
of verbs can be causativized through covert marking. However, verbs like PaadaaPa
˙
‘shine’ and laPlaPa ‘sprinkle’ can express the causative meaning without the need
to be marked.
8.3.25.2

ranna ‘clink’ verbs

Class Members:
?adajja ‘roar’, Pajlaba ‘roar’, Pajrasa ‘dong’, Pazza ‘wheeze’, PzPaza ‘wheeze’, Pzza
˙
‘wheeze’, c ajja ‘roar’, c awaa ‘howl’, dac aqa ‘cry’, šaxšaxa ‘jingle’, šaxxa ‘jingle’,
¯
dajja ‘roar’, ġarġara ‘gurgle’, haffa ‘whish’, saata ‘cry’, saffara ‘whistle’, salsala
˙
˙
˙
˙
˙ ˙
‘hiss’, salla ‘hiss’, sarsara ‘rattle’, sarra ‘whistle’, saxaba ‘roar’, tabtaba ‘purr’,
˙
˙ ˙
˙
˙
˙ ˙
tantana ‘plunk’, tanna ‘plunk’, taqtaqa ‘crackle’, taqqa ‘explode’, baqbaqa ‘plop’,
˙ ˙
˙
˙ ˙
˙
damdama ‘burr’, dandana ‘ting’, danna ‘ting’, dannana ‘ting’, daqqa ‘clang’, fahha
˙˙
‘hiss’, hadara ‘growl’, haffa ‘whish’, halla ‘sound’, hashasa ‘whisper’, hassa ‘whisper’, hazza ‘jiggle’, Pistakka ‘clatter’, Pinfajara ‘explode’, jallaba ‘roar’, karkara
˙˙
‘roar’, lac lac a ‘rumble’, lajaba ‘clatter’, naPama ‘sound’, nac ara ‘twang’, qac qac a
‘clink’, qarqara ‘clatter’, rac ada ‘thunder’, ranna ‘clink’, tafarqac a ‘explode’, takka
‘tick’, taktaka ‘tick’, wašwaša ‘whisper’, xašxaša ‘rustle’, xarra ‘purr’, xarxara
‘purr’, zac aqa ‘scream’, zanzana ‘whistle’, zanna ‘whistle’
Properties:
(456) daqqa l-jaras-u.
chimed DEF-bell-NOM
‘The bell chimed.’
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(457) Locative Alternation (few verbs):
a. dajja-t
s-sayaaraat-u fii l-madiinat-i.
˙roared-1.F.SG DEF-cars-NOM in DEF-city-GEN
‘The cars roared in the city.’
b. dajja-t
l-madiinat-u bi-s-sayaaraat-i.
˙
roared1.F.SG DEF-city-NOM with-DEF-cars-GEN
‘The city roared with cars.’
Class Members:
These verbs relate to the emission of sounds, where some of them are associated
with a particular emitter such as water, wind or plants. In general, they specify
the physical property of the emitter (e.g. metallic, liquid) and most of them are
onomatopoeias having the pattern CaCCaCa or CaCCa. Some of them can take
an animate (human) emitter, which is the case for verbs that are not associated
with a transfer of information and therefore do not specify a topic and a recipient.
Similar to verbs of light emission (see section 8.3.25.1), they are intransitive
realizing the emitter as the subject, but they also take a locative prepositional
phrase. Only few verbs participate in the locative alternation.
8.3.25.3

nazafa ‘bleed’ Verbs

Class Members:
Pantac a ‘ooze’, Pazaba ‘gush’, talata ‘leak’, badda ‘ooze’, basac a ‘leak’, darra ‘gush’,
˙ ¯
˙˙
˙
faada ‘gush’, faara ‘gush’, faraza ‘exude’, hatala ‘flow’, hamac a ‘ooze’, Pitc anjara
¯
˙
˙
‘flow’, Pinbajasa ‘seep’, Pinhamara ‘flow’, jaraa ‘stream’, našaġa ‘seep’, nabac a
‘gush’, nabata ‘gush’, nadaha ‘gush’, natac a ‘ooze’, nataha ‘ooze’, nazafa ‘bleed’,
˙
˙ ˙
˙
qatara ‘drip’, rašaha ‘seep’, saala ‘gush’, saraba ‘leak’, tahallaba ‘seep’, tadaffaqa
˙
˙
˙
‘gush’, tafajjara ‘gush’, tahammac a ‘ooze’, wakafa ‘drip’, wazaba ‘ooze’
Properties:
(458) nazafa l-jurh-u.
˙
bled DEF-woundNOM
‘The wound bled.’
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(459) nazafa l-jurh-u
dama-an.
˙
bled DEF-wound-NOM blood-ACC-IND
‘The wound exuded blood.’
(460) Substance/Source Alternation (some verbs):
a. nazafa l-jurh-u
dama-an.
˙
bled DEF-wound-NOM blood-ACC-IND
‘The wound exuded blood.’
b. nazafa d-dam-u
min l-jurh-i.
˙
bled DEF-blood-NOM from DEF-woundGEN
‘Blood exuded from the wound.’
(461) ? Locative Alternation
a. jaraa
l-miyaah-u
fii š-šaaric -i.
streamed DEF-water-NOM in DEF-street-GEN
‘Water streamed through the street.’
b. ? jaraa
š-šaaric -u
bi-l-maaP-i.
streamed DEF-street-NOM with-DEF-water-GEN
? ‘The street streamed with water.’
(462) Object/biPP Alternation (some verbs):
a. nadaha-t
l-c ayn-u
maaP-an.
˙
gushed-1.F.SG fountain-NOM water-ACC-IND
‘The fountain gushed water.’
b. nadaha-t
l-c ayn-u
bi-l-maaP-i.
˙
gushed-1.F.SG fountain-NOM with-DEF-water-GEN
‘The fountain gushed water.’
Comment:
These verbs relate to the emission of substances where the emitter is conceived
as the source and is realized as the main argument of the verb (subject). Most
verbs differ in the manner the emission of substance takes place (e.g. dripping
versus streaming), others relate to a specific substance (nazafa to blood), but are
not zero-related to nouns of substances.
These verbs show a richer syntactic behavior than other verbs of emission. They
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take a direct object that describes the emitted substance, however, they can also
be used intransitively with the hearer entailing general (and in some cases specific)
properties of the emitted substance (e.g. blood, tears, liquid). In addition, some
of the verbs can realize the emitter and the emittee alternatively as the subject,
whereby in the first case the substance is assigned to a direct object and in the
second case the source is realized as prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘from’.
However, it has not been observed that these verbs participate in the locative
alternation. Other verbs realize the substance alternatively as the object of a
prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’.

8.3.26

Verbs of change of state

8.3.26.1

tawaa ‘bend’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
Pasara ‘bend’, c atafa ‘bend’, c awwaja ‘warp’, ġaddana ‘rumple’, ġadana ‘rumple’,
˙
˙
˙˙
˙
halla ‘unfold’, hanaa ‘bend’, tawaa ‘bend’, tanaa ‘bend’, barama ‘twist’, basata
¯
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘unfold’, jacc ada ‘wrinkle’, jamac a ‘fold’, kammaša ‘wrinkle’, karraša ‘wrinkle’,
kawwara ‘roll’, labbada ‘compress’, lawaa ‘twist’, maġata ‘distend’, mattata ‘dis˙
˙˙ ˙
tend’, maddada ‘distend’, mazac a ‘inflate’, našara ‘unfold’, nafaša ‘inflate’, nafaxa
‘inflate’, qawwama ‘unwind’, qawwasa ‘bend’
Properties:
(463) c awwaaja l-hddaad-u
l-hadiidat-a
bi-l-milqaat-i.
˙
˙
˙
bent
DEF-smith-NOM DEF-piece-of-iron-ACC with-DEF-pliers
‘The smith bent the piece of iron with pliers.’
(464) Causative/Inchoative Alternation:
a. c awwaaja l-hddaad-u
l-hadiidat-a.
˙
˙ -piece-of-iron-ACC
bent
DEF-smith-NOM DEF
‘The smith bent the piece of iron.’
b. ta-c awwaaja-t l-hadiidat-u.
˙ -piece-of-iron-NOM
INCH-bent
DEF
‘The piece of iron bent.’
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(465) Instrument Subject Alternation:
a. c awwaaja l-hddaad-u
l-hadiidat-a
bi-l-milqaat-i.
˙
˙
˙
bent
DEF-smith-NOM DEF-piece-of-iron-ACC with-DEF-pliers
‘The smith bent the piece of iron with pliers.’
b. c awwaaja l-milqaat-u
l-hadiidat-a.
˙ NOM DEF
˙ -piece-of-iron-ACC
bent
DEF-pliers‘The pliers bent the piece of iron.’
(466) * Resultative Phrase:
* c awwaaja l-hddaad-u
l-hadiidat-a
Pilaa halaqat-in.
˙
˙
˙
bent
DEF-smith-NOM DEF-piece-of-iron-ACC into circleGEN-IND
‘The smith bent the piece of iron into a circle.’
Comment:
These verbs describe a change in the form or shape of an object after an (often)
forceful contact without implying a degradation of its material integrity. As is the
case for most verbs of change of state, they realize the agent and the patient as
the subject and the direct object and licence an instrumental prepositional phrase.
Furthermore, the verbs allow for the causative/inchoative alternation and realize
the instrument as the subject. However, they are ungrammatical with a resulative
phrase.
8.3.26.2

tabaxa ‘cook’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
Paġlaa ‘boil’, Pahamma ‘heat’, Paharra ‘heat’, Pahmaa ‘heat’, PadfaPa ‘heat’, Pafaara
˙
˙
˙
‘steam’, Pandaja ‘cook’, Pasxana ‘heat’, šawaa ‘grill’, šawwata ‘sear’, ġalaa ‘boil’,
˙
˙
ġallaa ‘boil’, hammasa ‘toast’, tabaxa ‘cook’, tahaa ‘cook’, baxxara ‘sear’, daffaPa
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘heat’, fawwara ‘sear’, haššaa ‘overcook’, jammara ‘grill’, qalaa ‘fry’, qarmaša
‘grisp’, salaqa ‘parboil’, saxxana ‘heat’
Properties:
(467) Causative/Inchoative Alternation:
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a. hammara-t Salma d-dajaajat-a.
˙
grilled1.F.SG Salma DEF-chicken-ACC
‘Salma grilled the chicken.’
b. ta-hammara-t
d-dajaajat-u.
˙ -grilled-1.F.SG DEF-chicken-NOM
INCH
‘The chicken grilled.’
(468) Instrument Subject Alternation:
a. hammara-t Salma d-dajaajat-a
fii l-furn-i.
˙
grilled1.F.SG Salma DEF-chicken-ACC in DEF-oven-GEN
‘Salma grilled the chicken in the oven.’
b. hammara
l-furn-u
d-dajaajat-a.
˙grilled-1.F.SG DEF-oven-NOM DEF-chicken-ACC
‘The oven grilled the chicken.’
Class Members:
These verbs relate to changing the physical state of an object by employing
different ways of cooking. Some of them can be used as verbs of preparing and
take a beneficiary argument and they show the two typical alternations for change
of state verbs which are the causative/inchoative alternation and the instrument
subject alternation.
8.3.26.3

Other change of state Verbs

Class Members:
c

addana ‘metalize’, c allaka ‘caramelize’, c aqqada ‘complicate’, c aqqama ‘sterilize’,
šawwata ‘grieve’, qaddasa ‘make holy’, c akkara ‘discolor’, hayyada ‘neutralize’,
˙
˙
Paddaba ‘make erudite’, Pac azza ‘glorify’, haraqa ‘burn ’, fataha ‘open’, ġalaqa
˙
˙
‘close’, Pajjaja ‘fan’, Palhaba ‘fan’, Panaara ‘light’, Pannaqa ‘make elegant’, Panc aša
‘reanimate’, Pawsada ‘close’, xahhaba ‘fertilize’, tarrafa ‘radicalize’, ballala ‘wet’,
˙
˙˙
˙
basotara ‘pasteurize’, bassaha ‘simplify’, dahada ‘falsify’, dahowara ‘deteriorate’,
˙
˙
faltaha ‘flatten’, fannada ‘nullify’, Pawqada ‘light’, Pawsada ‘close’, Pistaslaha ‘re˙ ˙
˙
˙ ˙
forme’, Pazzama ‘aggravate’, c aqqada ‘complicate’, saqala ‘shine’, lammac a ‘glaze’,
˙
dahwara ‘deteriorate’, dajjana ‘domesticate’, faaqama ‘aggravate’, faltaha ‘flatten’,
˙
˙ ˙
fannada ‘nullify’, garraba ‘make strange’, gayyara ‘change’, hajjana ‘hybridize’,
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laxxasa ‘summarize’, nawwac a ‘diversify’, Pawojaza ‘abbreviate’, xattana ‘circum˙
cise’, Payoqada ‘waken’, . . .
¯
Zero-related˙ to adjectives: fassah ‘make eloquent’, daxxama ‘inflate’, c ammaqa
˙˙ ˙
˙
‘make deep’, jammala ‘beautify’, kattafa ‘condense’, sayyala ‘liquidize’, xallada
¯¯
‘eternalize’, šayyac a ‘make to a Shiite’, c ammama ‘generalize’, c arraba ‘arabize’,
...
Zero-related to color names: bayyada ‘whiten’, saffara ‘yellow’, hmmara
˙
˙
˙
‘redden’, sawwada ‘blacken’, xaddara ‘green’, zarraqa ‘change-to-blue’, . . .
˙˙
Zero-related to nouns: sannama ‘idolize’, šayyac ‘make to a Shiite’, c arraba
˙
‘arabize’, c assala ‘make to a honey’, Pisotac obada ‘make to a slave’, Paksada ‘oxidize’, Pammama ‘nationalize’, Pannata ‘make feminize’, damaqrata ‘democratize’,
¯
˙
dastara ‘constitutionalize’, jabbana ‘make to cheese’, zabbada ‘make to butter’,
jannasa ‘naturalize’, kabrata ‘sulfurize’, kallasa ‘calcify’, maPsasa ‘institutionalize’,
maddana ‘urbanize’, magnata ‘magnetize’, rajjala ‘make to a man’, rasmala ‘capi˙
talize’, nassara ‘christianize’, qannana ‘legalize’, dahhaba ‘make to gold’, xasxasa
¯
˙˙
˙ ˙
‘privatize’, karmala ‘caramelize’, . . .
Zero-related to Country names: fatnama ‘vietnamize’, c arqana ‘Irakize’,
Pafġana ‘afghanize’, Pafraqa ‘africanize’, Pamraka ‘americanize’, Pasbana ‘make
spanish’, Pasorala ‘Israelize’, Pawraba ‘make european’, sawmala ‘somalize’, balqana
˙
‘balkanize’, farnasa ‘frenchify’, Pasbana ‘hispanize’, jaromana ‘germanize’, labnana
‘libanize’, magraba ‘moroccanize’, . . .
-ana verbs: c almana ‘mondialize’, šaxsana ‘personalize’, Panosana ‘humanize’,
˙
c
aqlana ‘make rational’, . . .
Properties:
(469) Causative/Inchoative Alternation:
a. (CAUS)-jaffafa-t Salma l-malaabis-a.
dried-1.F.SG
Salma clothes-ACC
‘Salma dried the clothes.’
b. jaffa-t
l-malaabis-u.
dried-1.F.SG clothes-NOM
‘The clothes dried.’
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(470) Instrument Subject Alternation:
a. jaffafat Salma l-malaabis-a bi-l-mikwaat-i.
dried Salma clothes-ACC with-DEF-pressing-iron-GEN
‘Salma dried her clothes with the pressing iron.’
b. jaffafat l-mikwaat-u
l-malaabis-a.
dried DEF-pressing-iron-NOM clothes-ACC
‘The pressing iron dried the clothes.’
Class Members:
This class contains different kinds of causative verbs of change of state. Many
of them involve the change of a physical property of an object (e.g. form, color)
or other more abstract properties. A subset of verbs are zero-related to nouns
that encode to name of states that the object changes to. Some of them may
have other meanings such as moving the object (zero-related to the verb) to some
location. Thus, the verb zabbada ‘butter’ in Arabic is a verb of change of state and
has the interpretation of causing an object to be in the physical state of butter,
but it also has the meaning of putting butter to some location. These verbs are
therefore crosslisted in the class dahana ‘grease’ (section 8.3.1.6). Another subset
of verbs is zero-related to adjectives (de-adjectives) and describe causing an object
to change to the state describes by these adjectives.
From a morphological point of view, verbs of change of state can be subdivided
into two major groups: one that contains causative verbs from which intransitive
verbs are derived, and a second group of verbs which are derived from originally
intransitive verbs of change of state. We put both groups of verbs into the same
class since they share all syntactic and semantic properties. Similarly, a class
of intransitive verbs built to accommodate simple intransitive verbs as well as
derived intransitive verbs.
These verbs show the main properties of verbs of change of state, that is, they
participate in the causative/inchoative alternation and in the instrument subject
alternation.
8.3.26.4

sadiPa ‘rust’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
Pašjara ‘flower’, PasdaPa ‘rust’, Pabqala ‘germinate’, Pasina ‘stagnate’, Pawraqa
˙
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‘bloom’, Paxlasa ‘gray’, Paynac a ‘bloom’, Pazhara ‘flower’, c adima ‘stagnate’, c afina
‘molder’, dabala ‘wither’, dawiia ‘wither’, ġamala ‘molder’, sadiPa ‘rust’, barc ama
¯
¯
˙
‘sprout’, daada ‘become-wormy’, dawwada ‘become-wormy’, dayyada ‘becomewormy’, fatira ‘stagnate’, PiPtakala ‘corrode’, Pidmahalla ‘decompose’, Pinhatta
˙
˙
˙
‘corrode’, Pixtamara ‘ferment’, kasada ‘stagnate’, naġala ‘become-wormy’, nawwara
‘flower’, qadiPa ‘molder’, qaaha ‘fester’, qarraha ‘fester’, qayyaha ‘fester’, rakada
˙
˙
˙
˙
‘stagnate’, taPaakala ‘corrode’, taPaksada ‘oxidize’, tac affana ‘molder’, tahaatta
˙
‘corrode’, tahallala ‘decompose’, tasaddaPa ‘rust’, tabarc ama ‘sprout’, tafassxa
˙
˙
‘decompose’, taqarraha ‘fester’, taqayyaha ‘fester’, taxammara ‘ferment’, taxxa
˙
˙
‘spoil’, warrada ‘flower’, xaasa ‘deteriorate’, xamara ‘ferment’, xamija ‘molder’
Properties:
(471) sadaPa s-sikkiin-u.
˙
rusted
DEF-knife-NOM
‘The knife rusted.
(472) Causative Alternation (some verbs):
a. xammarat
Salma
l-c ajiin-a.
(CAUS)-fermented DEF-Salma-NOM DEF-dough-ACC
‘Salma made the dough ferment.’
b. xamira
l-c ajiin-u.
fermented DEF-dough-NOM
‘The dough fermented.’
Comment:
This class populates intransitive verbs of change of state. Their main property is
their high selective behavior in that they restrict their subject to be of a specific
nature such as water for verbs like rakada, Pasina, fatara ‘stagnate’ or plants for the
verbs Paynac a warrada ‘flourish’ etc. Unlike English (Levin, 1993, 246–247), some
of them can be externally caused either by natural forces or by an animate agent.
However, in the absence of such a causer, these verbs entail only an internally
caused change of state. The causative derived form of these verbs is crosslisted in
the main class of change of state verbs (see section 8.3.26.3).
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tadaac afa ‘double’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
ġalaa ‘increase’, sac ada ‘rise’, tafara ‘jump’, talac a ‘increase’, habata ‘decrease’,
˙
˙
˙
˙
Pinhadara ‘decrease’, Pinfajara ‘explode’, Pinhaara ‘fall’, Pinxafada ‘lower’, Pirtafac a
˙
˙
‘increase’, Pizdaada ‘grow’, nakasa ‘decline’, namaa ‘grow’, naqasa ‘diminish’,
˙
˙
nazala ‘decrease’, qafaza ‘jump’, raxasa ‘lower’, saqata ‘fall’, tac aadama ‘swell’,
˙
˙
˙
tadaac afa ‘multiply’, tadaaPala ‘dip’, tadahwara ‘plummet’, tadannaa ‘decrease’,
˙
˙
taqahqara ‘decrease’, taraajc a ‘diminish’, zaada ‘grow’, . . .
8.3.26.5

Properties:
(473) Piratafac a-t s-saadiraat-u.
˙ ˙ -exports-NOM
increased DEF
‘The exports increased.’
(474) Possessor Subject Possessor-Attribute Factoring Alternation:
a. Pirtafac a taman-u l-bituruul-i.
¯
increased price-NOM DEF-oil-GEN
‘The price of oil increased.’
b. Pirtafac a l-bituruul-u fii t-taman-i.
¯¯
increased DEF-oil-GEN in price-GEN
‘The oil increased in price.’
(475) Causative Alternation:
a. Pirtafac a taman-u l-bitruul-i.
¯
increased price-NOM DEF-oil-GEN
‘The price of oil increased.’
b. rafac a-t
Puupek taman-a l-bitruul-i.
¯
increased-1.F.SG OPEC price-ACC DEF-oil-GEN
‘OPEC increased the price of oil.’
(476) Extent Phrase:
a. Piratafac a-t s-saadiraat-u
bi 50%.
˙
˙
increased DEF-exports-NOM by 50%
‘The exports increased by 50%.’
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b. Piratafac a-t s-saadiraat-u
50%.
˙
˙
increased DEF-exports-NOM 50%
‘The exports increased by 50%.’
Class Members:
These verbs describe a positive or a negative change of scalar values. Similar
to classes of change of state, this class is morphologically heterogeneous. It is
constituted of two main group of verbs. The first group contains inherently
intransitive verbs, whereas the second group contains derived intransitive verbs.
They are put together in the same group since they show the same semantic and
syntactic properties. These verbs can take measurable attributes as objects, which
can alternatively be realized as the subject. In addition, they take prepositional
phrases describing the extend of change taking place. Unlike corresponding verbs
in English (Levin, 1993, 247–248), these verbs allow the causative alternation.
The intransitive (causative) derived verbs are listed separately in a sibling class.
8.3.26.6

c

atina ‘become-stinky’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
Padfara ‘become-smelly’, Pantana ‘become-stinky’, c atina ‘become-smelly’, c atana
¯
˙
‘become-smelly’, tac ata ‘become-stinky’, baxira ‘become-smelly’, dafira ‘become¯ ˙
reeky’, Pijtaafa ‘become-stinky’, Pinjaafa ‘become-stinky’, jaafa ‘become-stinky’,
naššama ‘become-reeky’, namasa ‘become-stinky’, nammasa ‘become-stinky’, nasima
‘become-smelly’, natana ‘become-stinky’, xamija ‘become-reeky’, xamma ‘becomestinky’, xanaza ‘become-stinky’, zahima ‘become-smelly’, zamhaqa ‘become-reeky’,
zaxama ‘become-stinky’
Properties:
(477) natina
l-lahm-u.
became-stinky DEF˙-meat-NOM
‘The meat became stinky.’
(478) Causative Alternation:
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a. Pa-ntana-t
l-haraarat-u
l-murtafic at-u
˙
CAUS-became-stinky-1.F.SG DEF-temperature-NOM DEF-high-NOM
l-lahm-a.
DEF˙-meat-ACC
‘The high temperature caused the meat to be stinky.’
b. natina
l-lahm-u.
became-stinky DEF˙-meat-NOM
‘The meat became stinky.’
Comment:
Unlike English verbs like smell, reek and stink (Levin, 1993, 272-273) which are
stative verbs of emission, these verbs denote a change of state and describe the
change in the olfactory state of the object. They are mainly intransitive and the
change they describe is internally caused, that is, it does not require an external
causer. However, they all have a causative transitive variant. Depending on the
nature of the agent (human versus natural force), the causativity can vary between
a permissive and a coercive reading.

8.3.27

Verbs of motion

8.3.27.1

haraba ‘escape’ verbs

Class Members:
Pabaqa ‘flee’, Paqbala ‘come’, Pataa ‘come’, Pawġala ‘plunge’, Pawaa ‘go’, Ptawaa
‘arrive’, c aada ‘return’, c abara ‘cross’, dahaba ‘go’, dac ana ‘go’, ġatasa ‘plunge’,
¯
¯
˙
ġaraba ‘go’, sac ada ‘ascend’, danaa ‘approach’, daxala˙ ‘enter’, farra ‘flee’, haajara
˙
‘leave’, habata ‘descend’, haraba ‘escape’, hawaa ‘fall’, Pijtaaza ‘cross’, Pinsarafa
˙
˙
‘go/leave’, Pintalaqa ‘depart’, Pinhadara ‘descend’, Pinsahaba ‘retreat’, Piqtaraba
˙
˙
‘approach’, Pirtadda ‘return’, jaaPa ‘come’, madaa ‘go’, nafara ‘flee’, nazaha ‘leave’,
˙
˙
nazala ‘descend’, qadima ‘arrive’, rahala ‘leave’, raaha ‘go’, rahala ‘leave’, saqata
˙
˙
˙
‘fall’, taPawwaa ‘go’, taqaddama ‘advance’, taqahqara ‘retreat’, taraajac a ‘return’,
tawaġġala ‘plunge’, wasala ‘arrive’, wafada ‘come’, walaja ‘enter’
˙
Properties:
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(479) daxala zayd-un.
entered Zayd-NOM
‘Zayd came in.’
(480) Locative Preposition Drop Alternation (some verbs):
a. daxala zayd-un Pilaa ġurfat-i-hi.
entered Zayd-NOM in
room-GEN-his
‘Zayd entered in his room.’
a. daxala zayd-un ġurfat-a-hu.
entered Zayd-NOM room-ACC-his
‘Zayd entered his room.’
(481) Causative Alternation:
a. daxala zayd-un Pilaa ġurfat-i-hi.
entered Zayd-NOM in
room-GEN-his
‘Zayd entered in his room.’
c
b. Pa-dxala
aliy-un zayd-an Pilaa ġurfat-i-hi.
CAUS-entered Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC in
room-GEN-his
‘Ali introduced Zayd in his room.’

Class Members:
The verbs of this class are intransitive verbs of motion. They specify the direction
of motion and take no directional complements at all and do not lexicalize the
manner of motion. Some of them can realize the direction as a prepositional
phrase or as the direct object (locative preposition drop). Unlike English verbs
of directed motion (Levin, 1993, 263), these verbs participate in the causative
alternation. Most of them have a causative transitive derived form where some
of these forms bear the meaning of verbs of putting (see section 8.3.1.1) and of
transitive verbs of directed motion.
8.3.27.2

ġaadara ‘leave’ verbs

Class Members:
Paġdara ‘leave’, ġaadara ‘leave’, baaraha ‘leave’, baraha ‘leave’, faasala ‘abondon’,
˙
˙
˙
faaraqa ‘leave’, hajara ‘leave’, taraka ‘leave’
Properties:
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(482) hajara c aliy-un l-madiinat-a.
left
Ali-NOM DEF-city-ACC
‘Ali left the city.’
(483) * hajara c aliy-un min l-madiinat-i.
left
Ali-NOM from DEF-city-GEN
* ‘Ali left from the city.’
Comment:
The verbs of this class describe motion away from some location. Unlike verbs
of the class haraba ‘escape’, they do not specify the direction of the motion and
realize the location as the direct object but never as prepositional phrase.

8.3.28

Manner of motion verbs

8.3.28.1

qafaza ‘jump’ verbs

Class Members:
Pafaqa ‘travel’, Pahrac a ‘hurry’, Pakraba ‘hasten’, Pasraa ‘walk’, Pasrac a ‘hasten’,
Paxdaa ‘walk’, c aama ‘swim’, c adaa ‘run’, c araja ‘limp’, c arija ‘limp’, daPala ‘run’,
¯
dalac a ‘limp’, šakka ‘limp’, šarada ‘bolt’, ġamaza ‘limp’, haama ‘bolt’, habaa
¯˙
˙
˙
‘creep’,
hajala ‘jump’, taafa ‘wander’, taara ‘fly’, tafara ‘jump’, tawwada ‘tour’,
˙
˙
˙
˙
˙
baxtara ‘strut’, daPdaPa ‘run’, dac dac a ‘run’, daara ‘tour’, dabba ‘creep’, dalafa
‘toddle’, daraja ‘creep’, hafaa ‘hasten’, haffa ‘jump’, harac a ‘hurry’, harwala ‘hurry’,
hazac a ‘run’, Pijtaaba ‘travel’, Pinmalac a ‘walk’, Pixtataa ‘walk’, Pixtaata ‘walk’,
˙
˙
jaaba ‘tour’, jaala ‘tour’, jaraa ‘run’, karra ‘run’, laffa ‘tour’, mac aja ‘meander’,
mašaa ‘walk’, mataa ‘walk’, maaha ‘waddle’, maada ‘strut’, malac a ‘run’, mazac a
˙
˙
‘run’, natta ‘jump’, naqaza ‘jump’, nazaa ‘leap’, qaara ‘walk’, qafaza ‘jump’,
˙˙
qarmata ‘run’, rahwaja ‘gallop’, rajala ‘pad’, rakada ‘gallop’, rataa ‘walk’, sac aa
˙
˙
‘walk’, saaha ‘travel’, saara ‘walk’, sabaha ‘swim’, saraa ‘walk-by-night’, tac ajjala
˙
˙
‘hurry’, taġaayada ‘meander’, tatawwafa ‘tour’, taaha ‘saunter’, tabaxtara ‘wob˙
ble’, tafaxxata ‘wobble’, tahazzac a ‘wobble’, tajawwala ‘travel’, tamašša ‘walk’,
tamaayaha ‘strut’, tamayyaha ‘strut’, tanazzaha ‘promenade’, tasakkac a ‘saunter’,
˙
˙
tasallaqa ‘climb’, taxatrafa ‘limp’, taxaayala ‘strut’, wataba ‘jump’, . . .
¯
˙
Properties:
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c
(484) qafaza l-hisaan-u
alaa/fawqa l-haajiz-i.
˙
˙
˙ -fence-GEN
jumped DEF-horse-NOM on/over
DEF
‘The horse jumped over the fence.’

(485) Induced Action Alternation (some verbs):
c
a. qafaza l-hisaan-u
alaa/fawqa l-haajiz-i.
˙
˙
˙ -fence-GEN
jumped DEF-horse-NOM on/over
DEF
‘The horse jumped over the fence.’
c
b. qaffaza
l-faaris-u
l-hisaan-a
alaa l-haajiz-i.
˙
˙
˙ -fence-GEN
(CAUS)-jumped DEF-rider-NOM DEF-horse-ACC over DEF
‘The rider jumped the horse over the fence.’

(486) Locative Preposition Drop Alternation (some verbs):
a. tasallaqa c aliy-un c alaa n-naxlat-i.
climbed Ali-NOM on DEF-palm-GEN
‘Ali climbed on the palm.’
b. tasallaqa c aliy-un n-naxlat-a.
climbed Ali-NOM DEF-palm-GEN
‘Ali climbed the palm.’
(487) Measure Phrase (some verbs):
jarraa zayd-un miil-ayn.
ran Zayd-NOM mile-DUAL
‘Zayd run two miles.’
Class Members:
These verbs describe the motion of an animate entity. They specify the manner
of motion with features like speed and rhythm. The verb saraa ‘walk-by-night’
specifies the time or the part of day in which the motion takes place. Some of these
verbs can be used to describe the motion of unanimated objects or their mode of
existence such as jaraa ‘run/stream’ or tamac aja ‘meander’, which describe the
location of a long and continuous object (for instance a river). However, they do
not specify the direction of motion.
Some verbs realize the direction as the direct object (preposition drop) which
alternates with the directional prepositional phrase. Others participate in the
induced action alternation; an instance of the causative alternation in Arabic
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which introduces a new participant (agent) causing or inciting the object to act.
Depending on the context, an accompanied motion of the agent can or cannot be
induced (jumping a horse by riding it versus jumping a horse without riding it).
Most of these verbs take measure phrase.
8.3.28.2

taarada ‘chase’ verbs
˙
Class Members:
taarada ‘chase’, dabara ‘follow’, Piqtafaa ‘track’, Pittabac a ‘pursue’, lahiqa ‘pursue’
˙
˙
laahaqa ‘track’, qafaa ‘track’, radafa ‘follow’, tac aqqaba ‘shadow’, tatallaba ‘trail’,
˙
˙
taabac a ‘follow’, tabac a ‘follow’, talaa ‘follow’, taqaffaa ‘track’, tatabbac a ‘follow’,
tatabbac a ‘follow’
Properties:
(488) taarada š-šurtiy-u
l-liss-a.
˙
˙
˙ ˙-thief-ACC
chased
DEF-policemanNOM DEF
‘The policeman chased the thief.
(489) * Causative Alternation:
a. taarada š-šurtiy-u
l-liss-a.
˙
˙
˙ ˙-thief-ACC
chased
DEF-policemanNOM DEF
‘The policeman chased the thief.
b. * ta-taarada l-liss-u.
˙ -chased DEF
˙ ˙-thief-NOM
INCH
* ‘the thief chased.’
Comment:
These verbs relate to chasing a moving object. They realize the chaser as the
subject and the entity being chased as the direct object. Unlike the corresponding
verbs English (Levin, 1993, 269-270), these verbs do not allow for a prepositional
phrase with the chased entity as the object. They can also not to be used
intransitively.
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8.3.28.3

raafaqa ‘accompany’ verbs

Class Members:
šayyac a ‘accompany’, sahiba ‘accompany’, saahaba ‘accompany’, Pistahaba ‘ac˙ ˙
˙ ˙
˙˙ ˙
company’, Piiqtaada ‘guide’, Piistashaba ‘accompany’, jaaraa ‘run-with’, maašaa
˙˙
‘walk-with’, qaada ‘lead’, raafaqa ‘accompany’, saaqa ‘conduct’, saawaqa ‘accompany’, saayara ‘walk-with’, wassala ‘conduct’, waakaba ‘accompany’
˙˙
Properties:
c
(490) raafaqa
aliy-un zayd-an.
accompanied Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC
‘Ali accompanied Zayd.’
c
(491) raafaqa
aliy-un zayd-an Pilaa l-maktabat-i.
accompanied Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC to DEF-library-GEN
‘Ali accompanied Zayd to the library.’

(492) Reciprocal Alternation:
c
a. raafaqa
aliy-un zayd-an.
accompanied Ali-NOM Zayd-ACC
‘Ali accompanied Zayd.’
c
b. ta-raafaqa
aliy-un wa-zayd-un.
INTR-accompanied Ali-NOM and-Zayd-NOM
‘Ali and Zayd accompanied each other.’

Comment:
These verbs involve accompanying a person by another person and therefore
describe parallel motion to some location. The two participants are realized as the
subject and direct object, respectively. In addition they take a directional complement. From a morphological point of view, most of verbs have the reciprocality
pattern CaaCaCa ([f]aa[c ]a[l]a). Consequently, they participate in the reciprocal
alternation, which arises from the combination of the reciprocality pattern and
the intransitivity marking.
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8.3.28.4

Pajbala ‘reach-the-mountain’ verbs

Class Members:
Pašraqa ‘go-to-the-east’, Paštaa ‘arrive-to-a-rainy-region’, Pashara ‘reach-the-desert’,
˙
Pjbala ‘reach-the-mountain’, Pnhara ‘reach-the-river’, Pshala ‘reach-the-plain’, šataa
‘arrive-to-a-rainy-region’, tajabbala ‘reach-the-mountain’
Properties:
(493) Pajobala
l-musaafuruun-a.
reached-the-mountain DEF-travelers-NOM
‘The travelers reached the mountain.’
(494) Destination Phrase:
* Pajobala
l-musaafuruun-a Pilaa Pifraan-a.
reached-the-mountain DEF-travelers-NOM to Ifran-GEN
(495) * Causative Alternation:
a. Pajobala
l-musaafuruun-a.
reached-the-mountain DEF-travelers-NOM
‘The travelers reached the mountain.
b. * Pajobala
l-muršid-u
l-musaafuriin-a.
(CAUS)-reached-the-mountain DEF-guide-NOM DEF-travelers-ACC
Class Members:
These verbs are zero-related to nouns that are names of landscapes or locations.
The verbs are intransitive realizing the moved person as the subject and they take
no destination complement and do not participate in the causative alternation.

8.3.29

Aspectual verbs

8.3.29.1

badaPa ‘begin’ verbs

Class Members:
PanšaPa ‘start’, Paxada ‘start’, c allaqa ‘keep’, šarac a ‘begin’, tafaqa ‘start’, badaPa
˙
‘begin’, habba ‘commence’, halhala ‘start’, PibtadaPa ‘start’, Piftataha ‘commence’,
˙
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Pinbaraa ‘start’, Pistaftaha ‘start’, Pistahalla ‘begin’, jac ala ‘begin’, qaama ‘start’
˙
Properties:
(496) badaPa l-Pijtimaac -u.
started DEF-meeting
‘The meeting started.’
(497) Instrument Phrase:
badaPa l-Pijtimaac -u bi-xidaab-in.
˙
started DEF-meeting with-speechGEN-IND
‘The meeting started with a speech.’
(498) Causative Alternation (some verbs):
a. badaPa l-Pijtimaac -u.
started DEF-meeting
‘The meeting started.’
b. badaPa l-mudiir-u
l-Pijtimaac -u.
started DEF-director-NOM DEF-meeting-ACC
‘The director started the meeting.’
(499) Object/nullCP/Nominalization Alternation (some verbs):
a. badaPa l-kaatib-u
l-maqaalat-a.
began DEF-author-NOM DEF-article-ACC
‘The author began the article.’
b. badaPa l-kaatib-u
yaktubu l-maqaalat-a.
began DEF-author-NOM write
DEF-article-ACC
‘The author began to write the article.’
c. badaPa l-kaatib-u
kitaabat-a l-maqaalat-i.
began DEF-author-NOM writing-ACC DEF-article-GEN
‘The author began writing the article.’
(500) Object/fiiPP Alternation (some verbs):
a. badaPa l-kaatib-u
kitaabat-a l-maqaalat-i.
began DEF-author-NOM writing-ACC DEF-article-GEN
‘The author began writing the article.’
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b. badaPa l-kaatib-u
fii kitaabat-i l-maqaalat-i.
began DEF-author-NOM in writing-GEN DEF-article-GEN
‘The author began writing the article.’
Comment:
This is the first class of aspectual verbs found in Arabic and its members describe
the start of an event. Only the verbs badaPa and PibtadaPa ‘begin’ are found with
the causative alternation. Untypically, they are not overtly marked for transitivity
(or intransitivity).
These verbs mainly take complement clauses, which are, however, not headed by
an overt complementizer. In addition, they take a nominalization as a complement
with a deverbal head and regular sentence arguments. The verbs badaPa, PibtadaPa
and šarac a ‘begin’ take a prepositional phrase headed by fii ‘in’. The object of
this phrase is restricted to be a deverbal nouns or some other type of eventive
(argument taking) noun.
8.3.29.2

Pintahaa ‘finish’ verbs

Class Members:
Pntahaa ‘finish’, kamula ‘termnite’, tamma ‘terminate’
Properties:
(501) Pintaha-t
l-mubaarat-u
fii 14.00.
ended-1.F.SG DEF-match-NOM at 14.00
‘The match ended at 14.00.’
(502) Instrument Phrase:
Pintaha-t
l-mubaarat-u
bi 2 li 1.
ended-1.F.SG DEF-match-NOM with 2 to 1
‘The match ended with two goals to one.’
(503) Causative Alternation (some verb):
a. Panhaa l-hakam-u
l-mubaaraat-a.
ended DEF-umpire-NOM DEF-match-ACC
‘The umpire ended the match.’
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b. Pintaha-t
l-mubaarat-u.
ended-1.F.SG DEF-match-NOM
‘The match ended.’
Comment:
This class populates intransitive verbs describing the coming to an end of something.
They realize the entity or the event as the subject but take an instrumental
prepositional phrase. Some of them have a transitive causative derived form and
participate accordingly in the causative alternation. The causative variant of these
verbs are listed in the next class.
8.3.29.3

Panhaa ‘finish’ verbs

Class Members:
Pakmala ‘terminate’, Panhaa ‘end’, Patamma ‘finish’, Pawqafa ‘stop’, Pistakmala
‘termninate’, Pistatamma ‘finish’, Pistawfaa ‘end’, Pixtatama ‘end’, kammala ‘terminate’, tammama ‘finish’, waffaa ‘end’
Properties:
(504) Panhaa l-taalib-u
Putruuhat-a-hu.
˙
˙ ACC
˙ -his
finished DEF-student-NOM thesis‘The student finished his thesis.’
(505) Instrument Phrase
Panhaa l-mudiir-u
l-Pijtimaac -a
bi-xitaab-in.
˙
finished DEF-director-NOM DEF-meeting-ACC with-speechGEN-IND
‘The director finished the meeting with a speech.’
(506) * Object/fiiPP Alternation:
a. Panhaa l-taalib-u
Putruuhat-a-hu.
˙
˙ ACC
˙ -his
finished DEF-student-NOM thesis‘The student finished his thesis.’
b. * Panhaa l-taalib-u
yaktubu Putruuhat-a-hu.
˙
˙ ACC
˙ -his
finished DEF-student-NOM writes thesis‘The student finished writing his thesis.’
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c. Panhaa l-taalib-u
kitaabat-a Putruuhat-i-hi.
˙
˙ GEN
˙ -his
finished DEF-student-NOM writing-ACC thesis‘The student finished writing his thesis.’
(507) Causative Alternation:
a. Panhaa l-mudiir-u
l-Pijtimaac -a.
finished DEF-director-NOM DEF-meeting-ACC
‘The director finished the meeting.’
b. Pintahaa
l-Pijtimaac -u.
(INTR)-finished DEF-meeting-NOM
‘The meeting finished.’
Comment:
These verbs are transitive verbs describing the termination of something or some
events. Similar to verbs of the class badaPa ‘begin’ they participate in the causative
alternation and take an instrumental phrase, however they differ from them in
that they do not take clausal complements. In addition, they take a deverbal
phrase complement.

8.3.30

Summary

We presented a list of 122 classes for Arabic verbs built on the basis of the
diathesis alternations, the verb class collection provided by Levin (1993) as
well as the list of Arabic-specific alternaions presented in chapters 6 and 7.
The list is a part of a collection containing 336 classes populating 7774 verbs,
which can be consulted online under http://ling.uni-konstanz.de/pages/
home/mousser/files/Arabic_verbnet.php. 264 classes are built manually and
72 are automatically generated by extending the available classes using morphosemantic derivational relations like causativity, reciprocality, inchoativity (see
section 9.3.3 for more details). Some of these classes can be considered to be
the Arabic version of the same class in English in so far as they share most of
their properties such as the lexicalization of the central meaning components and
the syntactic behavior as reflected in the alternations. Others are Arabic-specific
and have no correspondence in Levin’s collection since they either use different
lexicalization strategies of meaning components or they show a different syntactic
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behavior as verbs in English.
The next chapter shows hows the verb classes for Arabic are organized into a verb
lexicon.
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Chapter 9
Arabic VerbNet (AVN)
This chapter shows how Arabic verb classes are organized into a computer readable format. The general architecture of the resulting database, as well as the
information provided for each class, is generally the same as in English VerbNet.
The resource consists of verb entries, a list of thematic roles assigned by the verbs,
a number of frames with descriptions and example sentences, shallow syntactic
structures and their semantic structure. Each class can have subclasses, which
have the same structure as their parent class and can also have subclasses.
We also add new features to describe Arabic-specific properties such as the syntactic sentence structure predominantly obeying the VSO word order, the strong
correlation between semantics and morphology and some specific meaning structures of Arabic. For instance, a verb entry in Arabic VerbNet is represented
not only as the infinite verb form as is the case in English VerbNet, but as a
node containing the verb itself, its root, its deverbal form(s) and its participial
form(s). In addition, a new class type, the sibling class or satellite class, is
added to counter the rigid hierarchical structure of English verb classes, which,
when applied to Arabic, has the undesirable effect of excluding derived verbs from
the classes of verbs they are derived from, despite the fact that they share many
of their properties. In addition, since Levin’s verb classes are –as we have seen–
not expected to be similar in number and properties to classes of verbs in Arabic,
new classes with new content are built.
From the point of view of the information provided, verbs and frame examples
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are encoded in Arabic characters and with the Buckwalter transliteration1 . New
frame descriptions as well as new syntactic structures are added to describe Arabic
sentences. In addition, a number of new semantic predicates are added such as
the predicate juridical state or olphactic state, etc (see section 9.1.3.4).
Existing semantic structures are modified to reflect the meanings of Arabic sentences.

9.1

Arabic verb classes as a lexical database

9.1.1

Entries

A verb entry in Arabic VerbNet is a node that has four child nodes representing
the verb itself, its root, a deverbal noun, and a participle. The two derived forms
can have multiple entries since one verb can have more than one deverbal or
participle. All these elements are transliterated according to Buckwalter (1).
(1) Verb entry hawsaba ‘computerize’:
˙
MEMBER

Root

Verb
AR

TRS

AR

TRS

I.ñk

Hawosaba

I.k

Hsb

Deverbal

Participle

AR

TRS

AR

TRS

I.ñk

Hawosabap

I. ñm×

muHawosib

The containment relation between the verb as a parent node and its children
makes no claim about the organization of these elements in the lexicon. It is
rather a way to organize verbs and the elements they are morphologically and
semantically related to, given the fact that the database is aimed to be verb based
and not root-based.
The motivation behind encoding the deverbal and participial forms is their frequent
use in Arabic, especially as they alternate with complement clauses (see chapter
1

http://open.xerox.com/Services/arabic-morphology/Pages/buckwalter-about
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7). In addition, they inherit most grammatical and semantic properties of the
verb they are derived from.
For many knowledge-based systems, verb nominalization is of a similar importance
as verbs, since they convey the same information as verbs do. For instance,
a question answering system is expected to answer a question like “Did the
Mongolians destruct Baghdad?” affirmatively, based on the information encoded
in the NP “The Mongolians destruction of Baghdad”. Similarly, the same system
should ideally entail information like “Hulagu destroyed Baghdad” from a nominal
sentence headed by a participle like “Hulagu, destroying Baghdad...”. Nevertheless,
mapping the arguments of deverbal nouns or participles to arguments of the
corresponding verb is still a challenge for many NLP and knowledge representation
systems (Crouch et al., 2008). Most parsers make no difference between what we
call simple nouns (nouns describing objects and entities) and verb nominalization.
The main challenge lies in identifying these nouns as deverbal and in relating them
to their arguments in the same manner verbs are related to their arguments. In
the absence of a lexical database which explicitly encodes verbs and their possible
nominalizations, researchers have to develop algorithms and heuristics to
a. identify verb nominalizations in texts or corpora
b. link them to the corresponding verbs
c. map their arguments to the arguments of the corresponding verbs
Unlike English VerbNet, Arabic VerbNet provides one or more corresponding
deverbal and participial forms for each verb entry. Since nominalization in Arabic
is a very productive and to a large extent regular morphological phenomena, it can
be predicted and automatically generated using algorithms exploiting the rootpattern structure of Arabic words. Thus, about 73% of deverbals and participles
in Arabic VerbNet were generated automatically.
For each verb, Arabic VerbNet provides the root it is directly or indirectly derived
from. The root is not directly involved in determining the semantic or syntactic
properties of verbs. However, its encoding helps to determine how morphology
and semantics interact to build verb meaning. Thus, one can use root-pattern
information in combination with semantic information provided by verb classes
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to explore the correlation between some meaning aspects and pattern. Similarly,
one can use them to compute the correlation between phonetic properties of roots
and some basic meaning (Bohas, 1991). In addition, encoding the root of verbs
will have the effect of connecting all verbs carrying the same root across different
classes.
Classes in Arabic VerbNet cannot only be accessed through the main verb, but
also through the deverbal, the participle or the root.
Polysemy in AVN is resolved through crosslisting entries in different classes. For
instance, the verb jaraa with the meaning of ‘run’, ‘meander’, ‘occur’, ‘flow’ is
listed in four classes: the class qafaza ‘jump’, populating verbs of motion, the
class rafrafa ‘weave’, populating verbs of being involving motion, the class hasala
˙ ˙
‘occur’ populating verbs of occurring and the class nazafa ‘bleed’ populating verbs
of substance emission.

9.1.2

Thematic roles

We adopted the entire set of thematic roles used in English VerbNet, however, we
expanded the scope of some them to encompass more cases than those for which
they were originally designed. According to (Kipper Schuler, 2005), these roles are:

Agent: encodes an active and volitionally acting ‘doer’ or instigator of
the action denoted by the verb, which is generally a human or an animate
subject. As in English VerbNet, the agent is also used to describe internally
controlled subjects such as machines or natural forces. Unlike the remaining
thematic roles, the agent is exclusively assigned to the external argument
(subject).
Patient: denotes the ‘undergoer’ of the action or event denoted by the verb.
A patient is different from other undergoer roles in that it entails a change
of state of the participant. Similar to English VerbNet, we use patient1 and
patient2 for some classes of mixing or amalgamating where two coequal
participants undergo the same change of state. The patient can be assigned
to the external argument of intransitive verbs and to all possible internal
arguments including objects or obliques.
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Theme: describes an entity in a certain position or location or an entity
moved as a result of the action denoted by the verb. We also use theme1
and theme2 to denote two coequal participants in some classes of verbs like
faaqa ‘exceed’ and jaawara ‘border’. Thus, in (2), maġrib ‘Morocco’ and
Pisabaanyaa ‘Spain’ are assigned the roles theme1 and theme2 respectively,
since there is no feature allowing a clear distinction between them.
(2) yajaawiru l-maġrib-u
Pisbaanyaa.
borders DEF-morocco-NOM Spain
‘Morocco borders Spain.’
Experiencer: the living entity that experiences the action or event denoted
by the verb. It is assigned by transitive or intransitive psych verbs, verbs of
perception and verbs involving bodily-reflexes.
Actor: generally describes agent-like participants of verbs that do not
imply a change of state. These verbs are mainly verbs of communication
and involves explicit or implicit coequal participants: actor1 and actor2.
Cause: in English VerbNet, it is used to describe an agent-like participant
causing a living entity to experience an emotional state. It is mainly used
for psych verbs and verbs involving the body. However, we expanded it
to cover the main participant of verbs involving coercive and permissive
actions like Paktaba ‘cause-to-write’. The cause can be a concrete entity
(human, organization or force) or an abstract entity (e.g. sadness, hunger,
happiness).
Recipient: the target of a transfer of concrete or abstract entities. It is
found with verbs of possession transfer, information transfer and a variety
of verbs involving the body.
Beneficiary: the entity benefiting from the action denoted by the verb. In
Arabic the benefactive is in most cases assigned to a prepositional phrase
headed by li or min-Pajl ‘for’.
Instrument: the medium and –generally– the object or the force by which
the action or the event denoted by the verb is carried out. The instrument
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is introduced mostly by verbs involving a change of state and is assigned
to a prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’ or the compound preposition
bi-waasitat ‘with-the-medium-of’. However, some classes of verbs allow the
instrument to be assigned to the subject (subject instrument alternation).
Location: generally an unspecified place, destination or source. It is
introduced by prepositional phrases only.
Destination: the end point of a directed or undirected motion. It is mostly
introduced by the prepositions Pilaa and li ‘to’, but it can also be realized
as the direct object verbs like daxala ‘enter’ or walaja ‘penetrate’.
Source: the starting point of a directed or undirected motion. It can be
assigned to a prepositional phrase headed by min ‘from’ and also to a direct
object by verbs of the class ġaadara ‘leave’, like hajara ‘leave’, baraha ‘leave’
˙
and taraka ‘abandon’. It can also be found with verbs of possession transfer.
Here, it describes the place (container) that the entity occupied before being
transferred to another possessor.
Asset: the sum of money used in a transaction (in the broad sense). It is
used for verbs of obtaining and getting as well as verbs of creation.
Extent: the degree of change of an entity measured in percent or in other
values. It is used for classes of calibratable change of state like tadaac afa
˙
‘double’ and daac afa ‘CAUS-double’. This role is mostly assigned to a
˙
prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘with’, but it can also be assigned to a
NP.
Stimulus: used for external entities or events that attract the attention of
the experiencer and elicit a response of some kind. It is used for verbs of
perception like raPaa ‘see’ and samic a ‘hear’.
Attribute: the property of an entity–typically a patient– such as the price,
the temperature or the mass that undergoes a change as a result of the
action described by the verb. It is found with transitive and intransitive
verbs of calibratable change of state and a variety of verbs of change of state.
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Verbs of these classes set restrictions on the nature of the attribute. Thus,
a verb like tadaac afa ‘double’ imposes the restriction [+/- SCALAR] to its
˙
attribute.
Proposition: the abstract or concrete object of conception and knowledge
verbs such as fahima ‘understand’ or Padraka ‘apprehend’.
Topic: describes the topic or the message in communication verbs and verbs
of information transfer like šaraha ‘explain’ and qaala ‘say’.
˙
Time: a class specific role describing the time.
Material: the raw material as the starting point of change of state verbs.
This role is assigned by verbs of transformation and creation.
Product: the end state or the product of change of state verbs assigned
mainly by verbs of transformation and creation.
As mentioned above, many verbs impose selectional restrictions to constrain the
type of thematic roles. In sum, there are 36 selectional restrictions (semantic
types) taken from EuroWordNet Interlingua (Vossen, 1998, 2004). Figure 9.1
shows the hierarchy of these restrictions.1 which, are used in combination with the
operators [+/-], where the positive value describes the case where the restriction
applies for a role and the negative value when the opposite property applies.
Thus, the restriction [+Solid] describes the physical property of a solid object,
[-Solid] describes the physical property of a liquid object. Furthermore, selectional
restrictions can be combined using the logical operators [AND/OR]. Thus, the verb
Pakala ‘eat’ imposes two restrictions on the patient: [+Solid AND +Comestible]
(since not all solid objects are comestible and not all comestible objects are solid),
in contrast to a verb like šariba ‘drink’ which imposes the restrictions [-Solid AND
+Comestible].
1

This figure was taken from the official website of English VerbNet http://verbs.colorado.
edu/~mpalmer/projects/VerbNet.html
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Figure 9.1: Selectional restrictions on thematic roles.

9.1.3

Frames

The third information level in Arabic VerbNet is the frames. A frame represents
one realization of the argument structure of a verb class. Most frames represent
one of two or three variants of the alternations the verbs are found with. A frame
has four components: a general description of the argument structure of the verb,
an example sentence in Arabic and in Buckwalter transliteration, a syntactic frame
with a surface sentence structure and finally a semantic structure constituted of a
set of semantic predicates with different arguments.
9.1.3.1

Frame descriptions

Similar to English VerbNet, Arabic VerbNet uses short-hand descriptive constructs,
which are consistent for the whole verb lexicon, to name frames and distinguish
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between them. They consist of primary and secondary descriptions. Primary
descriptions are more general and reflect the surface syntactic structure of the
frame such as V NP NP for a standard accusative sentence, V NP NP NP
for a distransitive or V NP NP PP for an accusative sentence with an adjunct
prepositional phrase. In some cases, they provide information on the thematic
roles assigned to the arguments. Thus, the description V NP.Product PP.Material
is for a frame of intransitive verbs of transformation taking a product as the first
argument (subject) and some material as the second argument (object), such as
in (3). This distinguishes it from a frame with a similar syntactic argument V NP
NP but with a different thematic role assignment like V NP.Theme PP.Location,
such as in (4).
(3) namat naxlat-un min n-nawaat-i.
grew palm-NOM from DEF-kernel-GEN
‘A palm grew from the kernel.’
(4) Pinobac atat l-haraarat-u
min l-furn-i.
¯
˙
radiated
DEF-heat-NOM from DEF-oven-GEN
‘Heat radiated from the oven.
Secondary descriptions are more specific and provide additional and consistent
information on syntactic or semantic properties of arguments such as the category
(simple noun vs deverbal), the type of complement clause selected (PannaCP vs.
PanCP, the type of preposition heading the prepositional phrase and the semantic
properties or the alternation they are part of. For example, the description in (5)
describes the frame of a sentence whose main verb subcategorizes for three arguments, where the third argument has the beneficiary. The secondary description
(the part after the slashes) specifies the nature of the internal arguments, which
consists of a NP (the direct object) and a prepositional phrase headed by bi ‘for’.
(5) NP V NP PP.beneficiary // NP-PPli-PP
Frame descriptions provided by English VerbNet are adapted to Arabic such that
they reflect:
a. the word order of Arabic which is predominantly VSO;
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b. Arabic-specific word categories, e.g., a simple noun versus deverbal nouns;
c. Arabic-specific sentence structures which, for instance, allow a complement clause to be part of a PP or a allow complement phrase with a
null-complementizer;
d. the inventory of Arabic prepositions (li ‘for’ or min ‘for’) and complementizers
Pan, Panna ‘to/that’, kayfa ‘how’, maa ‘what’) .
9.1.3.2

Syntactic frames

The surface syntactic structures (frames) are provided to describe possible realizations of the argument structure of the class members and in many cases variants
of diathesis alternations. Similar to English VerbNet, a syntactic frame maps
the thematic roles onto the arguments positions. These positions corresponds
to nominal phrases, complement clauses of some type, PREP for propositions
and LEX for lexical items other than nouns and prepositions such as ka ‘as’.
The element PREP can take one or more prepositions as a value for cases where
the verb requires particular prepositions like c alaa ‘on’ for a verb like Pic tamada
‘count’. It can also take on a generic value such as [+LOC] for a verb like wadc a
˙
‘put’ to point to the fact that this verb takes a variety of locative prepositions.
Selectional restrictions determine the features needed for an argument in order to
be grammatically well-formed. These features determine the word category of the
argument such as [+/−SENTENTIAL], the grammatical properties like number
[+/−PLURAL] for frames that impose plural agreement on one of the argument
or the nature of the head of a phrase such as [Pan comp] which restricts the head
of a clausal complement to be ?an ‘to/that’.
Similar to restrictions associated with thematic roles, these restrictions can be
combined with thes logical operators [AND] and [OR]. Thus, a frame of the verb
Paraada ‘want’ set the restrictions [+SENTENTIAL AND +Pan comp] to its
external argument, which means that it has to be a complement clause headed by
the complementizer Pan. Here too, new syntactic frames and selectional restrictions are built to describe the Arabic-specific properties mentioned previously.
Example (7) show the syntactic frame of the sentence in (6). The object is
restricted to be plural or dual, which reflects the Arabic-specific dual agreement.
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(6) mazaja t-tabbaax-u
l-bayd-a
w-l-haliib-a.
˙
˙
˙
˙
mixed DEF-cook-NOM DEF-eggs-ACC and-DEF-milk-GEN
‘The cook mixed eggs and milk.
(7) VERB NP(agent) NP(patient<+PLURAL OR +DUAL>)
9.1.3.3

Semantic structures

The final important information provided by the frames is the semantic structure.
This level of description consists of a compositional semantics similar the one
introduced by Jackendoff (1983, 1990a,b). Basic predicates like cause, state, use
or instrument are conjoined in association with information on thematic roles as
well as temporal information to convey the core semantic meaning of each frame.
The compositional nature has the advantage of allowing verb sense extension or
modification contributed by morphological morphemes or by different types of
arguments (subcategorized and unsubcategorized).
9.1.3.4

Semantic predicates

Arabic VerbNet adopts the entire set of semantic predicates used in English
VerbNet. However, new semantic predicates are added to describe Arabic-specific
meaning aspects.
Semantic predicates fall into four types (see Kipper Schuler, 2005, 39–40):
1. General predicates such as cause, manner, motion, state, provide a high
degree of generalization allowing them to be identified in many verb classes
in one language as well as cross-linguistically.
2. Variable predicates such as Prep, Adv and Pred are associated with a
specific type of words or phrases. Thus, Prep is used for prepositional
phrases (e.g. locative PPs) and Adv describes the meaning provided by
adverbs or adverbial phrases. The value of these predicates varies according
to the verbs they are associated with.
3. Specific predicates describe the specific meaning of certain verb classes
such as exceed for the class faaqa ‘exceed’, or suffocate for the class Pixtanaqa.
Most predicates added for Arabic are of this type. Thus, we consider it useful
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to specify some state predicates to distinguish different types of change of
state verbs. Thus, for the generic predicate state, a new state predicate
juridical state for the classes harrama ‘forbid/cause-to-be-forbidden’ and
˙
hallala ‘allow/cause-to-be-allowed’ is added. This state can be specified by
˙
a new restriction [+allowed] for a verb like harrama or [−allowed] for a verb
˙
like hallala ‘allow/cause-to-be-allowed’.
˙
Other predicates are coined to describe the meaning of Arabic-specific classes.
For instance, the predicate seek protection describes the meaning associated
with a verb like Pi-hotamaa ‘seek-protection’ in contrast to its causative
˙
counterpart hamaa ‘defend/protect’ described by the predicate defend.
˙
4. Predicates for multiple events are used to describe the meaning of
verbs with a compositional event structure. For instance, the predicate
equal, which takes two argument Event1 and Event2, is used to describe the
meaning of motion verbs involving an accompanied motion. It signals that
the motion of the agent and the motion of the theme of a verb like jalaba
‘bring’ occurs simultaneously.
Some of these predicates are modified to reflect the morphological and semantic
relation between derivationally related verb classes. This is particularly the case for
pairs of verbs like dahara ‘appear’ and Pa-dhara ‘show/cause-to-appear’. English
˙
˙
VerbNet defines the meanings of these two verbs with two different predicates: show
and appear. In this case, the predicate show is replaced with the compositional
sturcture cause (appear) to signal the relation to t heverb hahara ‘appear’, since
˙
in Arabic showing something is semantically equivalent to causing something to
appear.
Similar to English VerbNet, the semantic predicates license four types of arguments:
1. ThemRole corresponds to the thematic roles described in section 9.1.2.
Thematic roles can be explicitly or implicitly present in the semantic structure. Implicit thematic roles are marked with an interrogative mark such as
?Agent. This part of the representation is responsible of mapping syntactic
elements to semantic predicates.
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2. Event corresponds to the event itself or one or more of its subparts as
introduced by (Moens & Steedman, 1988) (see section 2.4). The subparts of
an event describe the times in which a semantic predicate is true. These
are: start(E), during(E), end(E) and result(E). For instance, change of
state verbs denote and event with an endstate (endstate(E)) and a result
(result(E)). The frame introducing the instrument is described by adding a
new temporal predicate during(E) to indicate that the instrument was used
during the whole event and not only in one part of it. Transitive verbs of
motion (or change of location) such as wadac a ‘put’ are described with a
˙
more complex temporal structure involving the location of the object at the
start of the event (start(E)) and at its end (end(E)).
3. Constants are arguments added to specify semantic predicates. Thus, the
predicate forceful is used to specify a contact by impact denoted by verbs
like daraba ‘hit’ as opposite to a verb like lamasa ‘touch’ with does not
˙
involve a forceful contact.
4. Verb specific describes the idiosyncratic part of verb meaning which cannot
be covered by the generalized descriptions provided in the semantic structures.
For instance, verbs of emission share the basic predicate emit, but they vary
in the nature of the material emitted. Thus, the specifications odor and
sound are used to distinguish both classes of verbs.
The semantic description of a verb like wadac a ‘put’ in the frame (8) is shown in
˙
(9).
(8) V NP NP PP.destination
wadac a l-miikaaniikiy-u
l-c ajalat-a
fawqa r-ruff-i.
˙
put
DEF-mechanic-NOM DEF-wheel-ACC in
DEF-rack-GEN
‘The mechanic put the wheel on the rack.’
(9) motion(during(E), Theme), not(Prep(start(E), Theme, Destination)),
Prep(end(E), Theme, Destination), cause(Agent, E)
This description consists of four predicates: A generic predicate motion taking two
arguments: the role Theme which means that the object being moved is the theme,
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and a temporal argument during(E) which means that the motion of the theme
covers all intervals of the events. The second part of the description is a negated
variable predicate Prep whith three arguments: the Theme, the Destination and a
temporal predicate start(E). The third part of the description consists of the same
predicate with the same thematic roles but with a different temporal predicate
end(e). Both parts of the description mean that at the start of the event E the
Theme was not at the Destination y but at the end of event it was. The last
predicate is the generic predicate cause taking the role Agent and the event E
as arguments and simply entails that the Agent is the instigator of the event
consisting on moving the object x to Destination y.

9.2

Organization of the lexicon: Classes, subclasses and sibling classes

The main elements of AVN are the verb classes. A verb class is an XML document
with a DTD (data type definition) describing the elements, attributes and values
allowed to appear. The root element (AVNCLASS) names the class itself and the
superclass it belongs to with a reference to the corresponding chapter in Levin’s
book.1 The child elements are the members, thematic roles and the frames. A
member is constituted of the verb itself, the root the deverbal and the participle.
Each frame has an example sentence, a syntactic structure and a semantic structure. The rest of the class children are the subclasse(s) and the sibling classe(s).
The last two elements can be empty in cases where classes do not possess them.

9.2.1

Hierachical structure of AVN and the subclasses

A subclass in AVN has the same structure as the main class. The relation between
the main class and a subclass is an unidirectional relation insofar as the subclass
inherits all information from the main class. The main class however, is closed to
1

We refer to Levin’s book instead of this dissertation, since not all classes and superclasses
in the lexicon are treated in there.
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the information added by a subclass. A subclass can take one or more subclasses
when there is a need to add new information or specifications.
A subclass can be used to populate verbs which share most properties of the main
class, but diverge from it in marginal points. Thus, the verbs šariba ‘drink’ of the
class of ingestion is put in a sublclass because it restricts the patient to be liquid
in contrast to verbs like Pakala ‘eat’ which impose the patient to be solid.
A subclass can add new syntactic frames which are not allowed by verbs of the
main class. For instance, the verb xalaqa of the class xalaqa ‘create’ is put in a subclass because it can be used with the frame V NP.agent NP.patient NP.material
in contrast to verbs of the main class. Other subclasses arise because verbs
with the same semantic structures assign one of their roles to PPs headed by
different prepositions. Thus the class tasallaa ‘INTR-amuse’ is subdivided into
five subclasses according to the prepositions of the allowed PP. Those are min
‘from’, bi ‘with’, li ‘to’, c alaa ‘on’ and fii ‘in’.
A subclass can also arise when verbs add new predicates to the semantic structure
of the main class. However, in Arabic VerbNet this kind of subclass is only possible
when the added predicate is not morphologically marked. If this is not the case,
the new class type sibling class is used (see next section).

9.2.2

Sibling classes

A sibling class is a class which has the same structure and provides the same
information on verbs as a normal class. What distinguishes it from the normal
class it the fact that it populates derived verbs participating in alternations of
the main class and it can be considered a derived class wich has relations to
the class it is derived from. As we have seen throughout this dissertation, some
semantic predicates like cause are morphologically marked. Accordingly many
alternations in Arabic are only possible when the verb is overtly marked. Thus,
for a causative verb like qatac a ‘cut’ to participate in the inchoative alternation,
˙
it must be marked with the prefix Pin- or some equivalent prefix. Given the
hierarchical structure of AVN classes and the rigid inheritance relation between
its subparts, putting derived verbs in the same class as the base verbs or in a
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subclass will be problematic, since it entails that these verbs have inheritance
relations to verbs of the main class. Thus, the inchoative version of the verb
qatac a ‘cut’ indeed shares most of its semantic properties, but it diverges from
˙
it in that in blocks the appearance of the agent in the semantic structure and
its corresponding argument in the syntactic structure. Thus the verbs P-inqatac
˙
‘INCH-cut’ has a high degree of autonomy and can be considered a new verb entry.
However, transporting this verb entry to a new class risks loosing its connection
to the verb it is derived from (and consequently to the class it belongs to), which
is an undesired effect since it does not necessarily reflect the natural organization
of the lexicon of Arabic.
Thus the introduction of sibling classes is a way to resolve the problem arising
from the discrepancy between two derivationally related morphological verb forms
which participate in the same set of alternations and therefore share the same
meaning.
It is worth noting that sibling classes show most alternations of the main class
especially those which do not require a morphological change. Thus, a we can see
in Tables 9.1 and 9.2, the frames and alternations in the sibling classes represent
the intransitive inchoative version of the frame and the alternation of the main
class.
To enforce the relation between classes and sibling classes, each sibling class is
linked to the class it is related to. The linking is mutual such that one can access
the sibling class from the main class and vice versa. Additionally each verb is
separately linked to the verb it is derived from.

9.3

Automatic extension of Arabic VerbNet via
sibling classes

The concept of sibling classes is used to extend the coverage of Arabic VerbNet
by exploiting the natural correlation between morphology and meaning aspects of
verbs in Arabic. The main effort is concentrated on valency-changing phenomena
such as causativization, decausativization and reciprocalization, that is, semantic
morphological operations with an impact on the thematic arity of the verb and its
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Class: Change of State
Members: ,as.rana ‘modernize’, has.has.a ‘privatize’, ,awolama ‘globalize’,
˘ ˘
,arraba ‘arabize’, etc.
Roles and Restrictions: Agent [+int control] Patient Instrument
Descriptions
Examples
Syntax
Semantics
Basic Intransitive naśśafa saliym malā- V Agent Patient cause (Agent, E), state
bisahu. (Salim dried
his clothes)
NP-PP
naśśafa saliym malaābisahu
biālbuhaār.
˘
(Salim dried his clothes
with the vapour)
Instrument Sub- naśśafa
ālbuhaāru
˘ (The
ālmalābisa.
ject Alternation
vapour
dried
the
clothes.)

V Agent Patient
{bi} Instrument

V Instrument
Patient

(result (E), Endstate, Patient)
cause (Agent, E), state
(result (E), Endstate,
Patient), use(during(E),
Agent, Instrument)
use (during (E), ?Agent,
Instrument), state(result
(E), Endstate, Patient)

Subclass

Table 9.1: The change of state class in Arabic. The causative use.
compositional semantics. As we have seen throughout this dissertation, these three
phenomana are very productive and show a high degree of regularity that allow
them to be predicted and generated automatically. Morphological information on
the verbs, such as the root and the pattern, can be used in combination with the
semantic structure to decide whether a verb may have a derived form or not an if
that is the cas what kind of sibling classes they can generate. For instance, verbs
with a semantic structure that contains the predicate [CAUSE] are most likely to
have an intransitive (inchoative or reflexive) form. Thus, the task here consists of
1 identifiying expandable classes;
2 defining the type of sibling classes they can have;
3 generating derived verb forms including the participle and the deverbal;
4 rewriting frame information such as frames descriptions, syntactic structures
and semantic structures.
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Sibling Class: Change of State
Members: ta,as.rana ‘modernize(INCH)’, tahas.has.a ‘privatize(INCH)’, ta,awolama
˘
‘globalize(INCH)’, ta,arraba ‘arabize(INCH)’,˘ etc.
Roles and Restrictions: Agent [+int control] Patient Instrument
Descriptions
Examples
Syntax
Semantics
V NP.patient
naśafati ālmalābisahu. V Patient
state(result(E), Endstate,
V NP
Middle
PP

(The clothes dried)
ADVC- malaābisu
āl.qot.ni
tan.śifu
bisuhuwlat.
(Cotton clothes dry
easily.)
naśafati ālmalābisahu
biālbuhaār.
(The
˘ dried with the
clothes
vapour.)

Patient
ADVC

V

V Patient Instrument

Patient)
property(Patient,
AdvC(Prop))

Prop),

use(during(E), ?Agent, Instrument), state(result(E),
Endstate, Patient)

Subclass

Table 9.2: The change of state sibling class in Arabic with the inchoative use.

9.3.1

Morphological verb analyzer

In order to generate derived verb forms, a Java based morphological analyser was
implemented as part of a system that automatically generates sibling classes (Sibling Class Generator; SCG), and which provides an analysis of the morphological
composition of the input verbs. The program is based on regular expressions and
identifies the following features:
• Verb root: corresponds to an abstract form of two to four consonants carrying
the basic semantic meaning of the verb (see section 4.2).
• Verb pattern: corresponds to the verb pattern in the classical Arabic grammar
(see section 4.2)
• Segmental material: results from extracting the root from the input verb
by considering the pattern information. Table 9.3 shows the produced
morphological analysis of the verbs kataba ‘to write’, Pinokataba ‘INCHwrite’ and takaataba ‘to correspond’.
The extracted features are then used in combination with the semantic information
of verb classes to generate morpho-semantic derivational forms of verbs and later
semantically derived verb classes (sibling classes). The generated outputs are then
checked manually to eliminate unnaturally occurring or asynchronic verb forms.
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Verb
kataba
Pinkataba
takaataba

Root
ktb
ktb
ktb

Pattern
fac ala
Iinfac ala
tafaac ala

Segments
aaa
Pino a a a
ta aa a a

Table 9.3: Morphological information

9.3.2

Identifying expandable verb classes

The input to the SCG are the basic verb classes produced in the first step of
the lexicon building (Mousser, 2010). In order to define which classes are good
candidates to be expanded according to causativity or reciprocality, the thematic
role information and semantic predicates of the class frames are detected. Classes
of verbs with the thematic role agent and compositional semantics containing the
causative predicate cause are selected. Other classes are subject to a more subtle
analysis to decide whether they allow a reciprocal reading. Thus, classes of social
interaction or communication with two symmetrical thematic roles such as actor1
and actor2 and without simple reciprocal alternation (10) are selected to produce
sibling classes.
(10) Piltaqaa r-ragulaani.
meet
DEF-man-DU-SUBJ
‘The two men meet.’
Additionally, inherently inchoative verb classes involving a change of state are
identified according to whether they possess a patient role occupying the subject
position and whether their compositional semantics includes the state predicate
state.

9.3.3

Generating sibling classes

In the next step we generate sibling classes (see Figures 9.2 and 9.3), which
requires: generating the appropriate morphological verb forms, a new list of
thematic roles and new frames with a new syntactic description and new predicate
semantics.
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9.3.3.1

Generating new verb forms

Verbs of the new sibling classes are generated from morphological forms of the
base verbs using the following information:
a. The semantic and morphological operation required for the input class
(causativization, reciprocalization or decausativization).
b. The morphological properties of the input verbs such as root, pattern and
segmental material.
c. Rewrite rules which defines the appropriate derivative form for each input
verb pattern to express the target semantic meaning. Conditions are set to
block the rewrite to semantically invalid frames. For instance, as shown in
Figure (9.2), the rewrite is blocked for the instrument subject alternation
since the transfer (rewrite) to the inchoative sibling class will produce a
semantically invalid frame.
Input pattern
Output pattern
fac ala
=⇒ Pinfac ala
fac ãla
=⇒ tafacc ala
faac ala
=⇒ tafaac ala
c
fa lana
=⇒ tafac lana
fawoc ala
=⇒ tafawoc ala
Table 9.4: Rewrite rules for decausativization
The generation of derived verbs reveals itself to be the reverse of the morphological
analysis, as it involves replacing the consonants f, c and l of the relevant output
pattern with the root consonants of the input verb. Thus, the change-of-state verb
fahhama ‘carbonize’ with the root fhm and the pattern facc ala will produce the
˙˙
˙
derived verb tafhhahama according to the decausativation rule 2 in Table 9.4 and
˙˙
by replacing the output pattern consonants f, c and l with the root consonants f,
h and m respectively.
˙
9.3.3.2

Generating new lists of thematic roles

Building sibling classes is not only a morphological process, but also a semantic
one which has repercussions on the thematic arity of the concerned class. Thus,
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the simple reciprocal alternation found with social interaction and communication
verbs adds a new theme role actor which can be used interchangeably with the
two symmetrical themes actor1 and actor2. Other operations delete thematic
roles in the new class. Thus decausativization deletes the thematic role agent
from the list of roles.
9.3.3.3

Generating new argument structures

Changing the thematic roles of the new sibling classes has an influence on their
argument structures. For instance, the introduction of the thematic role actorin the
simple reciprocal alternation of interaction verbs imposes an additional restriction
[+DUAL] or [+PLURAL] on the subject at the syntactic level, whereas the object
is omitted from the argument structure of the respective frame.
Additionally, the mapping between thematic roles and grammatical arguments
is subject to change. Thus, change-of-state verbs and other causative verbs are
reflexivized by assigning a agent role to the patient in the causative reading. At the
syntactic level this operation is reflected by omitting the subject and promoting
the object to subject position.
9.3.3.4

Generating new semantic descriptions

For sibling classes to reflect the meaning variations introduced by the new morphological material, the semantic description of the input classes has to be modified
by adding or omitting appropriate semantic predicates. Thus, causativization
introduces the predicate cause to the semantic description of the class, whereas
decausativization is reflected by omitting the same predicate and its argument
which mostly corresponds to the agent of the concerned frame. For a simple
reciprocal alternation the presence of a (plural) actor is reflected by introducing
two implicit actor roles: actor i and actor j, in the main semantic description of
the verb as shown in (11) in contrast to explicit actor roles in (12).
(11) Implicit symmetrical actor roles
social interaction(during(E), Actor i, Actor j)
(12) Explicit symmetrical actor roles
social interaction(during(E), Actor1, Actor2)
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9.3.3.5

Generating new frames

We generate new frames (alternations) on the basis of frames of the base (input)
classes. Since operations like decausativization affect only the thematic arity of the
class, alternations which are not related to causativity are reproduced in the new
classes. For instance, the frame for the instrumental alternation of the causative
verb class is produced by adapting the thematic structure to the inchoative use.
Thus, the frame alternation of (13a) will produce the frame alternation (13b),
since the instrumental alternation in Arabic can be found with causative verbs as
well as inchoative verbs.
(13) a nššafa saliim-un
l-malaabis-a
bi-l-buxaar-i.
dried Salim-NOM DEF-cloths-ACC with-DEF-vapor.
‘Salim dried the clothes with the vapor.’
b našafa-t l-malabis-u
bi-l-ilbuxaar-i.
dried-PL DEF-cloths-NOM with-DEF-vapor-GEN.
‘The clothes were dried with the vapor.’

9.4

Summary

We presented an overview on Arabic VerbNet (AVN), the verb lexicon built for the
verb classes created following the method described in the previous chapter. AVN
adopts the architecture and the information elements provided by the English
VerbNet. However, we added a new type of class to populate derived verbs that
participate in alternations of the main classes. We also added new features to reflect
the Arabic-specific syntactic and semantic properties. We then extended AVN
using the internal information of the classes such as the root-pattern properties of
the verbs and their semantic structures (see Figures 9.2 and 9.3).
AVN currently counts 336 classes and sibling classes, which populate 7748 verbs,
7819 deverbals, 7774 participles and 1399 frames.
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"jaf~afa AlEum~aAlu Als~aj~aAda"
"The workers dried the carpet"
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"jaf~afa Alum~aAlu Alsa~j~aAda biAlbuxaAr"
"The workers dried the carpet with the vapor"

use(during(E), ?Agent, Instrument),
state(result(E), Endstate, Patient)

"The vapor dried the carpet"
Verb Instrument Patient

BLOCKED REWRITE!

Rewrite Frame 2:
1.Inchoativization Rule:
cause(Agent, E), state(result(E), Endstate, Patient), use(during(E), Agent,
Instrument)
!state(result(E), Endstate, Patient), use(during(E), Agent?, Instrument)
2. Reflexivization Rule:
cause(Agent, E), state(result(E), Endstate, Patient)
!cause(Agent, E), state(result(E), Endstate, Agent??), use(during(E),
Agent, Instrument)

Rewrite Frame 1:
1. Inchoativization Rule:
cause(Agent, E), state(result(E), Endstate, Patient)
!state(result(E), Endstate, Patient)
2. Reflexivization Rule:
cause(Agent, E), state(result(E), Endstate, Patient)
!cause(Agent, E), state(result(E), Endstate, Agent??)

Verb Patient
state(result(E), Endstate, Patient)

Syntax:
Semantic:

Verb Patient {bi} Instrument
state(result(E), Endstate, Patient),

Syntax:
Semantic:

use(during(E), Agent??, Instrument)

"tajaf~afa Alsa~j~aAdu biAlbuxaAr"
"The carpet dried with vapor"

Example:

Frame 2:
Description: Instrument-PP

"tajaf~af Als~aj~aAd"
"The carpet dried"

Example:

Frame 1:
Description: Basic Intransitive

- Instrument []

Thematic Roles:
- Patient []

taSad~aOa 'oxidize'
...

tajaf~afa 'dry'
taEar~aba 'arabize'

Members:
IinoHoraqa/IiniHaraq 'burn'

Change-ofState Sibling

Mauris ante urna, congue in, venenatis eu, dictum vel, justo. Donec neque. Nam

Semantics:

Syntax:

Description: Instrument Subject
Example:
"jaf~afa AlbuxaAru Als~aj~aAda"

Frame 3:

use(during(E), Agent, Instrument)

Syntax:
Verb Agent Patient {bi} Instrument
Semantics: cause(Agent, E), state(result(E), Endstate, Patient),

Example:

Frame 2:
Description: Instrument-PP

Syntax:
Verb Agent Patient
Semantics: cause(Agent, E), state(result(E), Endstate, Patient)

Example:

Rerwite Rules for Verb Generation
CAUS(OafoEala) ! MID(IifotaEala/IinofaEala)
CAUS(faE~ala) ! MID(tafaE~ala)
CAUS(FaE~ala) ! MID(tafaE~ala)
CAUS(FaE~ala) ! MID(taFaE~ala)

Rewrite Thematic Roles for Unaccusative
1. Inchoativization Rule:
CAUS(Agent[+int_control), Patient, Instrument) ! INCH(Patient, Instrument)
2. Reflexivization Rule:
CAUS(Agent[+int_control), Patient, Instrument) ! REFL(Agent[+int_control), Instrument)

Morphological Analysis for Verb Entries:
Rt(Hrq), Sgt(0a_o_a_q), Ptrn(OafoEala)
Rt(jff), Sgt(_a_o_a_a), Ptrn(faE~ala)
Rt(Erb), Sgt(_a_o_a_b), Ptrn(FaE~ala)
Rt(SdO), Sgt(_a_o_a_a), Ptrn(faE~ala)

Frame 1:
Description: Basic Transitive

- Patient []
- Instrument []

Thematic Roles:
- Agent [+int_control]

Sad~aOa 'oxidize'
...

jaf~afa 'dry'E
Ear~aba 'arabize'

Members:
OoHoraqa 'burn'

Change-ofState Class

Figure 9.2: Generating an inchoative sibling class
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"naAfasa AlT~alibu OusataAdahu"
"The student challenged his professor"

Semantics: social_interaction(during(E), Actor1, Actor2), about(E, Topic)

Syntax:

"The student competed with his professor about the price"
Verb Actor1 Actor2 {EalaY|Hawola} Topic

Description: PPtopic-PP
Example: "naAfasa AlT~aAlibu OustaAdahu EalaY AljaA}iza"

Frame 2:

Syntax:
Verb Actor1 Actor2
Semantics: social_interaction(during(E), Actor1, Actor2), about(E, ?Topic)

Example:

Frame 1:
Description: Basic Transitive

- Topic []

- Actor1 [+animate|+organisation]
- Actor2 [+animate|+organisation]

Rerwite Rules for Verb Generation
TRANS(faAEala) ! RECIP(tafaAEala)
TRANS(faAEala) ! RECIP(tafaAEala)
TRANS(faAEala) ! RECIP(tafaAEala)
TRANS(faAEala) ! RECIP(tafaAEala)

Rewrite Frame 2:
1. Reciprocalization Rule:
social_interaction(during(E), Actor1, Actor2), about(E,
?Topic)
! social_interaction(during(E), Actor_i, Actor_j), about(E,
Topic)

Rewrite Frame 1:
1. Reciprocalization Rule:
social_interaction(during(E), Actor1, Actor2), about(E,
?Topic)
! social_interaction(during(E), Actor_i, Actor_j), about(E,
?Topic)

NO CHANGE

Morphological Analysis for Verb Entries:
Rt(xSm), Sgt(_aA_a_a), Ptrn(faAEala)
Rt(nfs), Sgt(_aA_a_a), Ptrn(faAEala)
Rt(brz), Sgt(_aA_a_a), Ptrn(faAEala)
Rt(jdl), Sgt(_aA_a_a), Ptrn(faAEala)

Thematic Roles:
- Actor [+animate|+organisation]

jaAdala 'expostulate'
...

naAfasa 'challenge'
baAraza 'combat'

Members:
xaASama 'feud'

Social
Interaction
Class

"tanaAfasa Alr~ajulaAn"
"The two men challenged each other"

"The two men competed with each other about the price"
Verb Actor [+dual|+plural] {EalaY|Hawola} Topic
Semantics: social_interaction(during(E), Actor_i, Actor2_j, about(E, Topic)

Syntax:

Description: PPtopic-PP
Example: "tanaAfasa Alr~EajulaAn alaY AljaA}iza"

Frame 2:

Syntax:
Verb Actor[+dual|+plural]
Semantics: social_interaction(during(E), Actor_i, Actor_j), about(E, ?Topic)

Example:

Frame 1:
Description: Basic Intransitive

- Topic []

- Actor1 [+animate|+organisation]
- Actor2 [+animate|+organisation]

Thematic Roles:
- Actor [+animate|+organisation]

tajaAdala 'RECP-expostulate'
...

tanaAfasa 'RECP-challenge'
tabaAraza 'RECP-combat'

Members:
taxaASama 'RECP-feud'

Social
Interaction
Sibling

Figure 9.3: Generating a reciprocal sibling class
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Chapter 10
Evaluating AVN
Although in the last two decades huge text corpora such as Arabic Newswire
(Graff & Walker, 2001) and Arabic Gigaword (Graff, 2003) were made available for
Arabic, using these corpora for evaluating AVN reveals itself to be difficult, since
they do not provide the required semantic information. Other more sophisticated
resources such as the Penn Arabic Treebank (Maamouri et al., 2004), the Prague
Arabic Dependency Treebank (Hajic̆ et al., 2004) and the Columbia Arabic
Treebank (CATiB) (Habash & Roth, 2009) focus more on the syntactic structure
and annotate dependencies and predicate-argument relations without a semantic
dimension. Thus, the evaluation task is faced with a kind of vicious circle, since,
to evaluate AVN, one has to find a way to provide these corpora with appropriate
semantic information to be compared with the information provided by AVN. Due
to the size of these corpora, one has to develop some algorithms that do the task
automatically. Techniques for automatic text annotation such as automatic role
labeling (Gildea & Jurafsky, 2002) provide the appropriate technology, however,
they depend on the existence of a model on the basis of which features for the
automatic annotation is learned. This model is mostly the result of a manual
or semi-automatic annotation effort. Following this schema for evaluating AVN
is not only a Sisyphean, but also a redundant task, since the effort needed to
annotate the corpus for the evaluation is the same as the effort needed to build
the lexicon in the first place.
Fortunately, new resources for Arabic have appeared in the last five years, which
provide the type of information needed to evaluate AVN. The main resource of
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interest is Arabic PropBank (Palmer et al., 2008; Zaghouani et al., 2010). In the
next sections we show how this resource is used to evaluate AVN.

10.1

Arabic PropBank

As we have seen in section 3.4, Arabic PropBank is an automated resource which
relies on the Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB), a copus annotated with constituency
parses (Maamouri et al., 2004), by providing its dependency structures with
argument labels and words with sense tags. The developers of APB first created
a lexical resource of frame files constituted of thousands of verb framesets. The
database was then given to annotators to annotate a text corpus. Therefore,
similar to the English and Chinese PropBank, Arabic PropBank has two parts:
the frameset database and the annotated corpus. Whereas English PropBank
was used for training statistical semantic taggers and parsers (Gildea & Jurafsky,
2002), no such work has been reported for Arabic as of yet.
Examples (1) and (2) respectively show a sentence from the APB frame file
hAjam-v with its transliteration and the annotation in APB.1
(1)

 Ì '@ K P Ñk Aë ø YË@ ñë àðPA
.QÓA A m @ éÓñºm
.
$aArwn hw Al*y hajm r}ys AlHkwmap AsHAq $Amyr.
‘Sharon was the one who attacked prime minister Yitzhak Shamir.’

(2) [$aArwn]ARG0 hw Aly [hAjm]PREDICATE [r}ys AlHkwmap AsHAq $Amyr]ARG1 .

ARG0 corresponds to the subject of the sentence in PATB which is $aArwn,
‘Sharon’, ARG1 corresponds to the direct object r}ys AlHkwmap AsHAq $Amyr
‘prime minister Yitzhak Shamir’ and PREDICATE to the verb hAjm ‘attack’.
Note that these tags are consistent across different argument realizations of the
1

As in APB we use here the Buckwalter transliteration.
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verb, which constitutes the difference to the syntactic annotation of PATB. Thus,
in the passive version of the sentence in (3), r}ys AlHkwmap AsHAq $Amyr ‘prime
minister Yitzhak Shamir’ is annotated as the subject. In APB however, it is
consistently annotated as ARG1 (4).
(3)

 Ì '@ K P
Ñk. ñë .QÓA A m @ éÓñºm
r}ys AlHkwmap AsHAq $Amyr hwjm.
’Prime minister Yitzhak Shamir was attacked .’

(4) [r}ys AlHkwmap AsHAq $Amyr]ARG1 [hwjm]PREDICATE .

This consistency is also observed in diathesis alternations. For instance, in the
causative/inchoative alternation, both the object of the transitive causative sentence and the subject of the intranstive inchoative alternant are annotated as
ARG1 such as in: kasaraPREDICATE [ssabiyu]ARG0 [nnaafidata]ARG1 ‘The child
broke the window’ and [Pin-kasat]PREDICATE[n−naafidatu]ARG1 ‘The window broke’.
In APB, each of these roles has a second part describing the verb-specific meaning.
Thus, the two main arguments of the sentence in (2) are associated with the
specification: [attacker] for ARG0 and [attacked] for ARG1.
An argument set or a role set contributes to defining framesets. A framset describes the broad meaning of the verb and its possible syntactic realizations. It is
constituted of a role set with argument descriptions, a general meaning description,
an illustrating example in the form of a sentence and/or a parse tree extracted
from PATB. Table 10.1 illustrates the frameset for the verb haajama ‘attack’ for
sentence (1). A frameset in APB describes the syntactic and semantic properties
of a single verb and not a group of verbs.
Polysemous verbs have more than one frameset. For instance, as illustrated in
Table 10.2, APB provides three framesets for the verb jaraa ‘run’ to describe three
of its readings: ‘run’, ‘operate’ and ‘happen’. Framesets in APB are concerned
with collecting frames of verbs as they occur in ‘real life’. Thus, it is often the
case that framesets in APB only provide a small part of the frames that verbs are
found with, as shown in Table 10.3.
APB does not only consider verbs, but also the PiDaafa constructions. These cor-
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ID
Definition
Roles

Frame 1

Frame 2

hAjam
to attack
Argument
ARG0
ARG1
ARG2

Description
attacker
attacked
attribute

 Ì '@ K P Ñk Aë ø YË@ ñë àðPA
.QÓA A m @ éÓñºm
.

[$aArwn]ARG0 hw Al*y [hAjm]PREDICATE [r}ys AlHkwmap
AsHAq $Amyr]ARG1
[Sharon]ARG0 was the one who [attacked]PREDICATE
[prime minister Yitzhak Shamir]ARG1

áº. AJÊJK @Qå @ AJ£ñJÓ úæJ¢Ê¯ Ñk. Aë
[hAjm]PREDICATE [falasTyny]ARG0 [mustwTin IsrA}yliy]ARG1
[bisikyn]ARG2
[A Palestinian]ARG0 [attacked]PREDICATE [the Israeli
settler]ARG1
[with a knife]ARG2

Table 10.1: Frameset for the verb haajama ‘attack’ in APB
respond to what we call deverbals or deverbal constructions, which are annotated
in a similar manner as verbs and are indirectly linked to the verbal base forms via
their common argument set (Table 10.4). APB also annotates adjectives, especially those with verb-like predication. These are mainly participial adjectives like
daahib ‘goer’, šaakir ‘the thanking person’, šaariy ‘buyer’ or relational adjectives
¯
such as Pintihaariy ‘suicidal’, derived from the verb Pintahara ‘suicide’, or ziraac y
˙
˙
‘agricultural’ derived from the verb zarac a ‘cultivate’. Another part is related to
nouns as is the case with zujaajiy ‘glassy’, derived from the noun zujaaj ‘glass’.
The remaining adjectives are without clear derivational relations to other word
categories.
Frames of adjectives in APB are defined in a similar manner as frames for verbs.
Thus, the adjective ziraac y ‘agricultural’ is defined with two arguments: ARG0
with the description “relation” and ARG1 with the description “attribute of the
relationship”.
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Fs

Fs1

Definition
to run, walk quickly

Example

ARG0: the runner
ARG1: the path

Alyawm IiDTar-[tu]ARG0 An [Ajry]PREDICATE
[IilY AlbAS]ARG1 .
today [I]ARG0 was obliged to [run]PREIDCATE
[to the bus]ARG1

to operate
Fs2

  
AJ.Ë@ úÍ@ ø Qk. @ à @ HP
Q¢@ ÐñJË@

 PAÜÏ @ úÎ« HA
 AJ.Ë@ è Yë ø Qm.'
Hð

ARG0:agent
ARG1: machine,
operation or procedure
ARG2: instrument
to happen, occur

[tajry]PREDICATE [h*hi AlbASAt]ARG0 [EalY
AlmAzwt]ARG1
[These buses]ARG0 [run]PREDICATE [on diesel
fuel]ARG1

ARG1: event
ARG2: attribute of arg1

ha*h AltSryHAt AlEalnyp lA tEks [mA]ARG1
[sayjry]PREDICATE
These declarations do not reflect [what]ARG1
will [happen]PREDICATE

Fs3

 m' QåJË@ è Yë
ø Qj.J AÓ ºªK éJ JÊªË@ HA

Table 10.2: The three framesets of the verb jaraa ‘run’ in APB

10.2

Comparing AVN and APB

Although both resources overlap in treating semantic aspects of verbs with the
ambition of covering the most frequently used verbs in Arabic, they diverge considerably with respect to several points. AVN is built on the basis of theoretical
premises about verb meaning, the relation between syntax and semantics and the
possibility of a consistent classification of verbs into classes. In contrast, APB
is to a large extent theory neutral and is built on the basis of empirical and
quantitative corpus analysis. This divergence is reflected in: the understanding of
thematic roles, the information they provide, their architectures and the treatment
of syntactic frames. Thus, AVN assigns specific meanings to each of its 27 roles and
tries to adapt them to different classes by using multiple selectional restrictions
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ID
Definition
Roles

Frame 1

Frame 2

daxala
to enter
Argument
ARG0
ARG1
ARG2

Description
entity entering
end state, goal
source, origin

 ¢JK@ ð È QÖÏ @ IÊ
 gX
úÎJË HQ
[dxal]PREDICATE -[t]ARG0 [Almanzila]ARG1 w AntaZartu laylaY
[She]ARG0 [entered]PREDICATE [the house]ARG1 and waited for
Layla.


. AJ.KñJK. úÍ@ Xñ B@ àAgYË@ ÉgYK

[yadxl]PREDICATE [AldxAn AlOawdu]ARG0 [IlaY bywtinA]ARG1
[The black smoke]ARG0 [enter]PREDICATE [our houses]ARG1
Table 10.3: Preposition-drop alternation in APB

(chapter 9). In contrast, PropBank assigns no particular meaning to its roles.
Accordingly, APB does not dispose of a predefined set of selectional restriction for
these arguments. In this sense, they have rather the profile of Dowty’s Proto-Roles
(Dowty, 1991) than the roles of VerbNet. Thus, the argument ARG0 corresponds
to the agent with verbs of change of state, to the experiencer in psych verbs and
to the theme with intransitive verbs of motion.
APB only provides two types of semantic information: the role sets and the meaning descriptions, whereby the latter is a paraphrase intended to help annotators,
rather than a consistent formal description. AVN, on the other hand, provides a
meaning description for each frame in terms of a semantic decomposition. Each
description consists of semantic predicates and their arguments as well as temporal
information defining the intervals in which an event is true (see section 9.1.3.4 ).
AVN treats verbs in terms of classes: Syntactic and semantic properties of verbs
are inherited from the class or the subclass they belong to. In contrast, APB
treats verbs as single lexical entries and assigns syntactic and semantic properties
to them according to their occurrence in the corpus. Verbs may share the same
role set with the same meaning description, but unlike AVN, they do not belong to
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ID
Definition
Roles

Frame 1

duxuwl
entering
Argument
ARG0
ARG1
ARG2

Description
entity entering
end state, goal
source, origin

 Ég@ X úÍ@ áÒJªÖÏ @ áÓ é«ñÒm
 × ÈñkX úÎ« QmÌ '@  ¯@ð
.Qå®Ë@
.

waAfq AlHrs EalY [duxuwl]PREDICATE [mjmwEp min
AlmEtSmiyn]ARG0 [IlY AlqSr]ARG1
The guards allowed [a group of protestors]ARG0 to [enter]predicate
[the palace]ARG1
Table 10.4: Preposition-drop alternation in APB

the same frameset. Furthermore, whereas AVN takes into account the derivational
relation between verbs by classifying them into related classes (sibling classes),
APB treats derivationally related verbs independently.
However, despite the divergence of the two lexical semantic resources, they may
be used to complement each other. Thus, as Kipper Schuler (2005, 67) has
argued, the hierarchical structure of VerbNet can be used to assist in the semantic
annotation of the PropBank corpus by applying the annotation of a single verb
instance found in AVN to the remaining members of the same class. In addition,
the set of semantic predicates used in VerbNet can be used to enrich the shallow
semantic descriptions provided by PropBank.
In turn, PropBank can be used to test the theoretical evidence underlying the
concept of verb classes in “real life”. This is true for testing features like thematic
roles, the membership of verbs in classes or the participation of verbs in a class
framesets. According to the results of these tests, AVN may then be modified by
reclassifying misclassified verbs, by adding or deleting inappropriate frames and
finally, by adding new classes for verbs which are not treated in AVN.
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10.3

Evaluation of AVN against APB

In the next sections, we evaluate AVN against APB according the to following
points:
1. Coverage against the APB lexicon. This includes general statistics on:
a. the number of verbs,
b. the number of deverbals,
c. the number of frames,
d. the number of framesets/classes.
2. Accuracy of information provided by AVN. This includes the following
points:
a. the accuracy of thematic role labeling in AVN. These tests include the
sets of thematic roles for each class as well as single thematic labels
inside these sets.
b. the membership of verbs in the respective classes.
c. the accuracy of frames and framesets. This test includes the type of
frames and the type and number of their arguments.
3. Testing other features such as:
a. the behavior of deverbal predicates.
b. the polysemy of verbs. This point includes the number of verbs and
the kind of meanings in AVN in comparison to APB.

10.4

Data preparation

A first preparatory step was required for the evaluation. Although both resources
use the Buckwalter transliteration, they do that in terms of two different conventions: For instance, APB uses the transcription {i for the glottal @, whereas AVN
uses the upper case I. In addition, unlike AVN which provides a fully diacritized
verb encoding (alongside with an undiacritized version of the same verb), APB is
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more sparse. For instance, a verb entry like

 ¯@P is encoded as raAfaqa in AVB

and as rAfaq in APB. Thus, the transliteration conventions of both resources have
to be unified and the missing diacritics in the APB entries have to be added.
Similarly, verbs in Arabic can be written in two or more slightly different variants,
which variants often vary in one vowel of the verb pattern. Thus, the root [h][s][b]
˙
can form a verb in two different ways to produce the two synonymous verbs hasaba
˙
and hasiba ‘count’: one uses the pattern CaCala and another uses the pattern
˙
CaCiCa. However, not all dictionaries and lexical resources encode both of these
forms. To map these forms to a single entry, we used a modified Levenshtein
distance measure which identifies verbs like hasaba and hasiba ‘count’ as the
˙
˙
same entry. The Levenshtein distance is a metric that computes the distance
between two character sequences. This distance corresponds to the number of
edits (substitution, insertion) needed for two strings to be equal (or not). It
returns zero if the two strings are equal and n>0 if they are not. The classic
Levenshtein distance measure will return 1 for the verbs hasaba and hasiba ‘count’
˙
˙
since a is substituted by i. The Levenshtein distance measure is modified such
that it returns zero if the characters making the difference between two verbs are
a i or u. The outputs is then checked manually and classified with respect to
whether they are variations of the same verb entries or two different verb entries
APB shows several cases of verbs and frame sentences from colloquial variants of
Arabic, especially from Egyptian Arabic. Thus, since AVN is designed for Modern
Standard Arabic, these verbs are manually removed from the data set.

10.5

Comparative statistics of AVN and APB

This section presents general statistics on the coverage of AVN and APB. We
expect APB to be representative since the development of APB was exclusively
corpus based. In contrast,
a. many verbs in AVN were collected from different online dictionaries and
lexica. These resources generally do not focus on making precise whether a
verb is used in Modern Standard Arabic or whether it belongs to classic or
colloquial Arabic.
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b. AVN was build on the basis of English VerbNet and Levin’s verb classes.
Thus, it is possible that some verbs were consciously or unconsciously coined
by the author to translate the meaning of the English verbs. This, is
especially true for verbalization of nouns like bawdara ‘powder’, salfara
‘sulphur’ or Pmraka ‘americanize’.
c. Many entries in AVN were generated automatically using a combination of
semantic and morphological rewrite rules (section 9.3.3.1). If a verb has a
derived form, we assume that the rest of the class members must also have
derived forms. The evaluation will help answering whether the automatically
generated entries actually exist synchronically or not.
d. Classes in AVN are to a large extent built by transferring classes of a
typologically different language. Thus, these statistics will give a first
evidence on the accuracy of the transfer and the basis of its theoretical
motivation.

10.5.1

Comparing entries

The total number of lemmas including verbs, deverbals and participles (adjectives
for APB) is higher in AVN (16557 entries) than in APB (4604) (Table 10.5).
Each lemma may occur one or more times according to the number of meanings
(framesets or classes) it has. Thus, the number of framesets in AVN is 23192, with
an average of 1.37 framesets per lemma (23192/16891).1 The number of framsets
in APB is 5159 with an average of 1.12 framesets per lemma (5159/4604) (Table
10.6).
The comparatively low number of lemmas in APB is due to the fact that it contains
only the entries of the verb lexicon (used mainly to guide corpus annotators).
Entries of the APB annotated corpus are expected to cover more verbs.
The number of verbs in APB is higher than for other syntactic categories: 2678
verbs, 528 deverbals, 1398 adjectives. In AVN, the number of entries of the
three syntactic categories is quite similar: 5529 verbs, 5589 deverbals, and 5439
participles (Table 10.5). This is because AVN systematically generates one or
1

This means that, in average, one lemma occurs in 1.37 classes
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more deverbals or participles for each verb entry, whereas APB annotates the
deverbals and the participles as they occur in the corpus without connecting them
to the verbs they are derived from.

10.5.2

Comparing the number of frames

Next, we compare the total number of frames in both resources. Whereas the
frame counting in APB is quite simple, a special counting is required for AVN.
This should take under consideration the nested structure of the classes. This
structure allows a subclass to inherit the frames of the parent class or subclass
but not vice versa.
The average number of frames per entry in AVN is 5.03 (116655 entries frames/23192)
and 1.10 in APB.
Verbs (lemma)
Deverbals (lemma)
Adj/Participles(lemma)
Total

AVN
5640
5700
5551
16891

APB
2678
528
1398
4604

Table 10.5: Number of lemmas in AVN and APB

Verbs
Deverbals
Adj/Participles
Total

AVN
7699
7768
7725
23192

APB
3332
674
1553
5159

Table 10.6: Number of framesets in AVN and APB

10.5.3

Comparing framesets

The next statistics calculates polysemy in APB and AVN as reflected in the
total and the average number of framesets/classes. As AVN was developed on
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Entries per class/framesets (mean)
Total number of frames
Number of frames per class/frameset (mean)

AVN
69.64
1397
5.03

APB
1.20
5022
1.10

Table 10.7: General Statistics for AVN and APB
the basis of dictionaries and native speaker intuition, often informed by the
structures of English VerbNet, a question that arises is whether all the frames
posited in AVN are actually found in MSA. However, we consider polysemy to
be a relative indicator for the accuracy in meaning assignment, since APB is still
under construction and we only have access to a part of the resource (the APB
lexicon).
In Table 10.8 we count the number of lemmas with one to eight senses and divide
the resources according to the three syntactic categories, verb, deverbal and
participle. Polysemy in AVN is indicated by crosslisting lemmas in more than
one class and in APB by assigning one lemma to more than one frameset. Table
10.9 compares the average number of entries with (or without) polysemy, whereas
Figure 10.1 illustrates the distribution of polysemous lemmas in each resource.
Here, we observe a similar distribution of framesets over the three parts-of-speech
in both resources especially with respect to verbs. The main difference is observed
with respect to participles/adjectives. This difference can be explained by the
fact that a large part of this part-of-speech in APB is constituted of adjectives
and passive-participles. We conclude that that AVN is indeed related to MSA as
attested in corpora as manifestation of the real usage of Arabic.

10.5.4

Comparing thematic roles

This comparison aims at providing first evidence on the mapping possibilities of the
two resources, since entries in both resources match if they have the same number
and in particular the same type of thematic roles. Unlike the last evaluation, we
count thematic roles not relative to lemmata, but to entries, since a lemma may
have more than one meaning and is not expected to have the same number or
type of syntactic arguments.
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Number of
Framesets
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Verbs
AVN APN
4346
2220
955
343
251
75
59
23
21
6
5
3
1
3
2
3

Deverbals
AVN APB
4428
417
946
85
249
21
53
2
15
2
7
1
1
0
1
0

Participle
AVN APB
4236
1270
969
104
246
18
71
4
21
1
5
0
3
0
0
0

Table 10.8: Polysemy in AVN and APB
Number of
Framesets
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Verbs
AVN APN
77.05 82.89
16.93 12.47
4.45
2.80
1.04
0.85
0.37
0.22
0.08
0.11
0.01
0.11
0.03
0.11

Deverbals
AVN APB
77.68 78.97
16.59 16.09
4.36
3.97
0.92
0.37
0.26
0.37
0.12
0.18
0.01
0
0.01
0

Participle
AVN APB
76.31 90.83
17.45 7.43
4.43
1.28
1.27
0.28
0.37
0.7
0.09
0
0.05
0
0
0

Table 10.9: Percentage of polysemous entries in AVN and APB
Frames of AVN have a minimum roles number of one and a maximum roles number
of 6 six. APN frames have a minimum of one and a maximum of five.
Whereas the average number of entries with role sets of one, four and five role are
quite close in both resources, it is more diversified when it comes to role sets with
two and three roles. Most entries in APB have two arguments (55% of verbs, 45%
of deverbals and 62% of adjectives), whereas in AVN, entries with three arguments
are the majority (46% for all entries). This can be explained by the fact that
AVN describes more adjuncts and other unsubcategorized elements than APN.1
In general terms, in both resources the majority of entries have either two or three
1

The alternation system proposed by Levin (1993) and adopted in this dissertation allows
alternating constuctions with unsubcategorized elements.
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Figure 10.1: Polysemy distribution in AVN and APB
arguments (∼75%) (Table 10.10).
Although these statistics are significant in detecting the distribution of general
Number of
Roles
1
2
3
4
5
6

Verbs
AVN APN
578
231
2431
1833
3600
1116
749
134
173
18
10
0

Deverbals
AVN APB
578
16
2465
306
3625
292
754
49
175
11
10
0

Participle
AVN APB
579
248
2450
965
3603
313
750
27
173
1
10
0

Table 10.10: Number of Roles in AVN and APB
features, they do not say much about the overlap between the two resources. The
next evaluation are concerned with the occurrence of APB lemmata in AVN,
followed by a comparison of general features of entries found in both resources.
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Number of
Roles
1
2
3
4
5
6

Verbs
AVN APN
7.5
6.93
31.57 55.01
46.75 33.49
9.72
4.02
2.24
0.54
0.12
0

Deverbals
AVN APB
7.44
2.37
31.73 45.4
46.66 43.32
9.7
7.27
2.25
1.63
0.12
0

Participle
AVN APB
7.49 15.96
31.71 62.13
46.64 20.15
9.7
1.73
2.23
0.06
0.12
0

Table 10.11: Percentage of Roles in AVN and APB

10.5.5

Counting shared entries

We consider an APB lemma to be present in AVN if it is found one or more times
in AVN, although it may have more than one frameset or the matching lemma in
AVN may have a different sense.
As shown in Table ??, 70.48% of verbs in APB are found in AVN one or more
times. Similarly, 70.64% of APB deverbals are found in AVN. However, only 42%
of adjectives/participles are found in AVN. As mentioned above, this is because
APB annotates more word categories than AVN (e.g. adjectives, passive and
active participles).
We should mention that the portion of non-overlapping entries is of importance
for a further enhancement and expansion of both resources. For AVN, they can
either be integrated into the available classes or they can be used to build new
classes. For APB, they can be used to annotate unseen entries in the corpus based
on the class they share with the known entries.

10.5.6

Comparing thematic roles in the set of shared entries

Arguments of shared entries show a similar distribution to the one observed for
entries of the entire resource. This is marked by the predominance of entries
with two and three arguments in both resources, whereby three-argument entries
(ditransitive) are more frequent in AVN and two arguments entries (transitive)
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ThesisFigs/roles.pdf

Figure 10.2: The distribution of thematic roles in AVN and APB
are more frequent in APB. One argument entries (intransitive) generally have a
similar distribution. (see Tables 10.14, 10.15 and Figure 10.4)

10.5.7

Interim summary

We compared APB and AVN in terms of general features like the number of
entries, the number of framesets, frames and thematic roles. About 70% of APB
entries are found in AVN, which corresponds to 2921 lemmas including verbs,
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Number of
Framesets
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Verbs
AVN APB
64.8 79.43
25.55 15.15
9.40
3.40
2.7
1.23
1.05
0.23
0.41
0.11
0.05
0
0.11
0

Deverbals
AVN APB
57.82 72.84
23
20.76
12.14 5.11
3.19
0.63
2.23
0.63
1.27
0.31
0.31
0
0
0

Participle
AVN APB
58.98 87.95
25.08 10.02
11.69 1.01
3.55
0.16
1.52
0.16
0
0
0
0
0
0.16

Table 10.12: Polysemy percentage in similar entry sets of AVN and APB
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Figure 10.3: Distribution of polysemy in similar entry sets
deverbals and participles. This number only represents 17.29% of entries in AVN.
As we have seen, this has to do with the fact that we are only comparing entries
of the APB lexicon, but not of the annotated corpus. Nevertheless, if we consider
the fact that APB entries found in AVN are identified in 321 of 335 classes, we
then allow ourselves to draw a positive conclusion for the coverage of AVN. This
means that 95.82% of the classes of AVN have one or more entries present in a
real-life text corpus.
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Verbs
AVN APB
2904
2219

Deverbals
AVN APB
547
430

Participles
AVN APB
1101
679

Table 10.13: Total number of framesets in similar entry sets of AVN and APB
Number of
roles
1
2
3
4
5
6

Verbs
AVN APB
205
158
945
1168
1373
773
306
103
71
17
4
0

Deverbals
AVN APB
47
9
167
186
248
192
68
35
14
8
3
0

Participles
AVN APB
64
90
385
391
517
179
99
19
33
0
3
0

Table 10.14: Thematic roles in similar entry sets of AVN and APB
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Figure 10.4: Distribution of thematic roles in similar entry sets
It is worth noting that the set of AVN deverbals covers 70% of APB deverbals.
We consider this score to be positive especially when considering that deverbals
were generated automatically from the verbs.
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Number of
roles
1
2
3
4
5
6

Verbs
AVN APB
7.05
7.12
32.54 52.63
47.27 34.83
10.53 4.64
2.44
0.76
0.13
0

Deverbals
AVN APB
8.59
2.09
30.53 43.25
45.33 44.65
12.43 8.13
2.55
1.86
0.54
0

Participles
AVN APB
5.81 13.25
34.96 57.58
46.95 26.36
8.99
2.79
2.99
0
0.27
0

Table 10.15: Thematic roles in similar entry sets of AVN and APB
We then compared the distribution of these features in both resources with the
expectation that a similar distribution will provide a first evidence about the
overlaps in the resources and the accuracy of information provided by the AVN
classes. This comparison reveals a similar distribution of framesets (polysemous
entries), however, there is no way to compare the distribution of frames since the
APB lexicon does not provide the complete frames for the entries.
Comparing the distribution of thematic roles in both resources reveals differences,
in particular with respect to two and three arguments entries: most entries in
AVN have three arguments and the majority of entries in APB has two arguments.
We should notice that these results are of relative validity since APB is still under
development. Thus, one has to be careful in using these results in remodeling
AVN, especially when the question is one of deleting entries or frames.
In the next section, we evaluate AVN by comparing its information content to
that provided by APB.

10.6

Comparing the information content of AVN
and APB

To be able to compare the information content of both resources, a second data
preparation is required. However, this only concerns the set of similar entries. The
data preparation includes linking framesets and classes found in both resources
to each other and mapping between thematic roles of AVN and the arguments
of APB. Whereas the first task was performed within an acceptable time frame
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and effort, the second task reveals itself to be more difficult and time consuming,
since it implies linking thematic roles of thousand of frames in both resources
to each other. Thus, to test the accuracy of argument assignment, we restricted
ourselves to comparing the number of thematic roles in a set of 100 randomly
selected entries.
The dataset is lemma-oriented (not frameset or class oriented), however, we
devided it into subsets according to the part-of-speech (verb, deverbal, participle)
and the number of framesets/classes an entry is found with. This results in four
subsets with eight subsets each.

10.6.1

Meaning overlap in AVN and APB

An entry in AVN is considered to have the same meaning as its counterpart in
APB, if the class to which it belongs describes the same state of affairs as the
frameset associated with the APB enty. As we have seen in Table 10.14, the total
number of framesets of APB entries found in AVN is 3328. 2495 framesets are
identified in AVN, which means that 75.97% of framesets (meanings) of APB are
found in AVN. This also means that by common lemmas, AVN and APB have
a 75.97% matching in assigning meaning to entries. This number is reduced if
we take under consideration the whole number of AVN frameset, which is much
higher than in APB (23192 compared to 5159) (see Table 10.8). Thus, the number
of APB framesets (meanings) found in AVN, given the total number of framesets
in AVN, is only 11% of the total number of framesets in AVN. On the other hand,
the number of framesets found in both resources makes up 47.44% of the total
number of APB framesets (5159).
In the next section, we examine the distribution of the lemmas with shared
meaning.

10.6.2

Meaning overlaps in parts-of-speech

Here we examine the distribution of shared meaning attribution over the three
syntactic categories verb, deverbal and participle in AVN and APB. Table 10.16
shows the common meaning assignments in the set of common entries.
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Here, AVN and APB assigns the same meanings to verbs in 80.25% of cases, in
73% to deverbals and in 74.66% to participles.
Verbs
Deverbals
Adj/Participles

APB Framesets
2219
430
679

Found in AVN
1780 (80.25%)
314 (73%)
507 (74.66%)

Table 10.16: Number of common framesets in AVN and APB

10.6.3

Overlap in the number of frames

We now compare the number of frames of entries that are assigned the same
meaning in both resources. It is worth noting that this comparison is a quantitative
comparison without any claim about the nature of the frames (argument structures)
the entries are found with. The comparison is expected to produce the same result
as the comparisons concerning the whole resources or the set of common lemmas.
Thus, the total number of frames in the AVN set is 12955 with an average frames
number of 5.19 per entry (12955/2495). In APB, the total is 3584 with an average
number of frames of 1.43 per entry. This distribution is also similar with respect
to the three syntactic categories in both resources. In AVN, the average number
of frames per verb is 4.6 (8344/1780), 6.29 per deverbal (1977/314) and 5.08 per
participle (2809/552). In APB, the average number of frames per verb is 1.25
(2225/1780), 1.16 per deverbal (365/314) and 1.02 per participle (518/507).

10.6.4

Overlap in the number of thematic roles

Next, we compare the number of thematic roles assigned to the sets of entries
with the same meaning. Here, we also expect a similar distribution as for the
whole resource or for the set of common lemmas. The total number of roles in
AVN is 6916 with an average role number of 2.77 per entry (6916/2495), in ABP
the total number is 6004 roles with an average of 2.40 roles per entries.
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Number of
frames
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Total

Verbs
AVN APB
6087
1200
1636
314
378
88
150
38
22
6
8
3
36
8
27
10
8344
1667

Deverbals
AVN APB
1282
198
395
78
101
28
9
3
5
2
7
2
0
0
0
0
1977
311

Participles
AVN APB
2368
431
385
72
35
12
15
5
6
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2809
522

Table 10.17: Number of frames in sets of entries with same meaning

10.6.5

Comparing thematic roles assignement and argument structures

Now we compare the overlap in assigning thematic roles and frames in a sample
of 100 entries that were randomly selected from the sets of entries assigned the
same meaning. The sample is assumed to be, on average, representative of the
entire dataset.
We start with linking thematic roles of the AVN entries to their corresponding
arguments in APB. Most arguments of APB belong to the three prime arguments:
ARG0, ARG1, ARG2, where ARG0 is linked to the thematic role agent 55 times
(out of 80), seven times to the role experiencer and six times to role theme. Other
roles are patient, cause, and actor. ARG1 is linked 41 times (of 93) to theme, 11
times to patient, 7 time to topic. Other roles are experiencer, recipient, cause etc.
ARG2 is linked to recipient eight times (out of 41) and is equally linked to the
location, topic, predicate, and product.
From a total number of 234 APB arguments found in 100 sample entries, 220
are linked to AVN thematic roles in a total of 269 AVN roles. This means that
94% of APB arguments can be linked to corresponding thematic roles in AVN,
which corresponds to 81.78% of the thematic roles of AVN. AVN thematic roles
that can not be linked to an APB argument are mainly those roles assigned to
adjunctive or unsubcategerized elements which –as we have seen– are not taken
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Number of
roles
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Total

Verbs
AVN APB
3337
2879
874
760
236
217
94
92
14
16
7
7
23
15
16
28
4601
4014

Deverbals
AVN APB
567
531
233
204
84
78
7
8
5
7
7
4
0
0
0
0
903
832

Participles
AVN APB
1182
962
187
161
29
20
9
9
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
1412
1158

Table 10.18: Number of roles in sets of entries with the same meaning
into account in APB. Next, we link frames in AVN to the corresponding frames
in APB. Given the big differences in the mean frame number in AVN and APB
(5.12 to 1.4 frames per entry respectively), the target of this evaluation is to show
the number of APB frames that are found in AVN and not vice verse. Thus, 100
entries in APB have a total number of 108 frames resulting in an average of 1.08
frames per entry. 100 entries in AVN have 491 frames with an average of 4.91
frame per entry. From the total number of 108 APB frames, 94 frames are found
in AVN (86.86% of the APB frames). This number corresponds to 19.14% of
the total number of frames of AVN. This simply means that AVN has 70% more
frames than APB.

10.7

Summary

We evaluated AVN against the APB lexicon, a resource providing similar information for verbs, deverbals and participles. The evaluation consisted of comparative
statistics on the number of entries, number of framesets (classes or meanings),
the number of roles and the overlaps in meaning assignment between the two
resources. The aim was to test the coverage of AVN and the accuracy of the
provided information against the coverage and information provided by a resource
based on an empirical corpus analysis.
We divided the evaluation into three parts: the first part compares the entire
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resources, the second part compares the sets of similar lemmata, whereas the third
part compares the sets of entries sharing at least one meaning (frameset). This
division is motivated by the need to neutralize the effect of non-shared elements
and to test the overlap of meaning assignement of homonymous entries.
The first evaluation revealed a supremacy of AVN against APB with respect to
the number of entries, the number of framesets, frames and thematic roles (AVN
has 3.5 times more entries than the APB lexicon). However, the distribution of
thematic roles and framessets in both resources reveals considerable similarities:
as shown in section 10.5.4, about 75% of entries have either two or three arguments
(Tables and 10.10 and 10.11); about 80% of all entries have one frameset (meaning)
and 14% two framesets (Tables 10.8 and 10.9). The second and the third statistic
revealed quite similar results. Evaluating the meaning overlap of AVN and ABP
also reveals positive results: about 76% of APB meanings are found in AVN.
Similarly, about 80% of all argument structures in APB can be found in AVN.
As we mentioned in the previous sections, the results of this evaluation are of
relative validity, insofar as APB and also AVN are still under development. In
addition, we only compared AVN to the APB lexicon , which represents only a
small part of APB. Evaluating AVN against the annotated APB corpus should be
more revealing.
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Chapter 11
Conclusion
We presented a scheme for classifying verbs in Arabic using Levin’s verb classes
and alternations (Levin, 1993) for the purpose of a large coverage verb lexicon
for Arabic, inspired by the work of Kipper Schuler (2005) on English VerbNet.
Being aware of the challenges that such a task involves, such as the sparseness
of theoretical work on verbal semantics for Arabic and the lack of established
collections of classes, we first built a collection of alternations for Arabic that are
used as filter for classifying verbs, based on the fact that diathesis alternations are
meaning preserving. The resulting alternation set is constituted of three subsets,
the first contains 49 alternations acquired by testing Levin’s alternations for their
availability in Arabic, the second set contains of 46 alternations built to reflect
the specific properties of Arabic such as the rich and multidirectional derivation
of Arabic verbs, the presence of specific linguistic phenomena such as the second
causation, the nunated object, the abundance of objNP/PP alternations and the
presence of specific alternations like the cognate subject alternation. The third
subset is constituted of 19 mostly tripartite alternations involving complement
clauses and nominalizations. Although the final list of alternations is far of being
the final and exhaustive list of all possible alternations in Arabic, we judge it to
be large and expressive enough to be used for classifying Arabic verbs.
We then collected verbs from different resources (e.g. online dictionaries and
corpora) and accommodated them in super-classes such as psych verbs, change
of state verbs, verbs of motion and verbs of contact by impact. Each super-class
was provided with a generalized description composed of semantic predicates,
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thematic roles and other specifications. Finer-grained classes were then built
on the basis of two main criteria: how verbs lexicalize the meaning components
of the super-classes and which set of alternations they are found with. The
final 364 classes handcrafted in this way contain many classes that have a direct
correspondence to their counterpart in English, whereby the difference lies in
the type and the number of argument structures they are found with. Others
classes are Arabic specific in that they use different lexicalization strategies of
the meaning components provided by the super-classes. On the basis of the
resulting set of classes, we built a verb lexicon called Arabic VerbNet (AVN).
Although, we adopted most features from the English VerbNet, such as the set of
thematic roles, the set of semantic predicates and the hierarchical structure of
the classes, we added new features to represent the specific properties of Arabic
verbs. Thus, two features can be considered as big plus vis-´`a-vis the English
VerbNet. First, Arabic VerbNet provides each verb entry with the abstract root
it is derived from, one or more deverbals as well as one or more participials. For
some NLP tasks, the presence of these three elements may economize the effort of
identifying derivationally related nouns (deverbal and participle) and to link them
to their corresponding verb. Encoding the root form may be used to explore the
correlation between basic semantic concepts of verbs and their phonetic properties
in a manner similar to Bohas (1991). Second, we added a new type of class, namely
sibling or satellite classes, to accommodate verbs that participate in a type of
alternations, that requires a morphological marking, such that the marked verbs
cannot be kept longer in the original classes. A class can have one or more sibling
classes and sibling classes can themselves have siblings. The concept of the sibling
classes has proven to be a good device to reflect the derivational connectivity of
verbs in Arabic and could be more efficiently exploited for Arabic VerbNet (see
section 9.3.3). Most of the sibling classes are generated automatically using a
combination between the morphological root-pattern system of Arabic and the
semantic information provided by the classes. All the produced sibling classes
are either the causative, the inchoative or the reciprocal derivative of the base
class, however, other semantic feature like intensity, second causation and the
curative can be used to produce more sibling classes, which may provide a denser
connectivity of classes and entries. Furthermore, we added new types of semantic
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predicates to deal with Arabic-specific concepts. Most of them are specification
of already existent concepts such as the semantic predicate juridical-state or
olphactic-state which further specify the generic semantic predicate state in classes
of change of state verbs. Other specifications relate to selectional restrictions
for thematic roles such as the restriction +/-DUAL used in disjunction with the
restriction +/-PLURAL for verb frames which require more than one participant,
as is the case with verbs of social interaction or verbs of message transfer. On the
level of syntactic presentation, we adapted AVN to the Arabic-specific word-order
which is predominantly VSO, as well as to other specific phrase structures such as
PPs with clausal or deverbal objects.
We then evaluated AVN against a resource which provides similar information:
Arabic PropBank (APB). Since APB is corpus-based, empirical and to a large
extent theory-neutral, we expected a revealing statistical comparison, especially
with respect to the actual usage of Arabic verbs. We compared the two resources
using recall and precision. For recall, we considered features like the number
of entries, the number of roles, the number of frames, the number of framesets
(classes) and the number of senses per entry (polysemy). For precision, we
compared sets of similar entries and considered features such as the semantic
content (whether entries have the same meaning), the number of similar role
assignment, the number and type of frames for classes or framesets, and the type
of classes entries belong to. The results show a supremacy of AVN against ABP
with respect to the coverage (e.g. number of entries, number of frames, number of
roles per class) and a high degree of matching in features like polysemy (types
and number of meaning per entry), role assignment (type of roles assigned) and
the frames of each class/frameset. These results, as encouraging as they may be,
are relative, since they are produced by comparing AVN only to the ABP lexicon
and not to the APB annotated corpus.

11.1

The use of AVN

Arabic VerbNet has recently been requested by many research groups in England,
USA, Morocco and Egypt for work on automatic class extraction (USA), expanding
verb collections in the lexica of Arabic WordNet (Morocco) and for mapping to
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other resources such as Arabic PropBank (USA). We are still expecting the results
and the publication of this work.
The multi-level information provided by AVN can be exploited for a variety of NLP
tasks and for basis linguistic research. These tasks can be the same as those in
which the English VerbNet has been used, namely automatic thematic role labeling
(Bauer & Rambow, 2011; Das & Smith, 2009; Gildea & Jurafsky, 2002; Giuglea &
Moschitti, 2006; Merlo & Van der Plas, 2009), machine translation (Habash et al.,
2003), spoken dialog processing (Swift, 2005), question-answering (Bobrow et al.,
2007), providing parser with semantic role labeling function (Zaenen et al., 2008)
(see chapter 1 for more examples). It could also be used for more challenging
tasks like conceptual inference in language understanding, by exploiting the event
decomposition and temporal structure provided by the resource (Palmer & Bonial,
2013).
The new features of AVN also provide possibilities for other work. As previously
mentioned, AVN provides semantic and syntactic information not only for verbs
but also for their deverbals and participles. Therefore, AVN can be used to link
deverbals and participles to their verbal base form and can provide them with
the appropriate information including thematic roles and syntactic and semantic
description. These three items can also be used for other basic researches exploring
the correlation between the semantic content and the root-pattern of the base
verb and the root pattern and the semantic content of the derived deverbal and
participle. Moreover, AVN can also be used to explore the same correlation
between the root information – also provided in AVN – and the derived item
like verbs, deverbal and participle or between entries of a class and their derived
counterpart in sibling classes. The resulting knowledge can be used as parameters
for automatic class expansion and for predicting verbs forms and verbal semantics
of unseen entries.

11.2

Criticism

Arabic VerbNet, like all handcrafted resources, is prone to a variety of errors
especially with respect to assigning entries to their respective classes. Although we
tried to base our classification decision on evidence from the literature on actual
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Arabic as found in dictionaries, grammar books and samples from corpora, the
risk of misclassification cannot be avoided with absolute certainty. One reason for
a possible misclassification is the frequent problem of incomplete sets of frames
found for entries in resources due to the infrequent use of that verb in Arabic. In
this case, we often put the entry in the class which shares most of its properties
and which populates entries with a close semantic relation to the new entry, such
as synonymy, antonymy, hypernymy and hyponymy. For instance, the psych verb
maqata ‘abhor’ was found with four frames of the six frame of the candidate class
Pahabba ‘love’ (see section 8.3.17.2). Since the class includes synonymous verbs
˙
like bagada ‘abhor’, we concluded that the verb most likely exhibits the same
˙
syntactic behavior as the synonymous verb and provided it with the two missing
frames. However, without a solid empirical validation, there is no guarantee that
this verb indeed shares the properties of the class it is assigned to.
Another source of error is the automatic extension of AVN using sibling classes.
We based our extension on the assumption that verbs that share the same semantic
content and have the same syntactic structure as reflected in diathesis alternations
also share the derivational behavior, knowing that many alternation engage
morphological marking/derivation. Thus, in some cases, there may be no evidence
for a real usage of the generated entries.
Furthermore, since AVN is based on the English VerbNet, it inherits all its
shortcomings. The first one relates to the static nature of the resource and its
insensitivity to the creativity and coercion in the real usage of the language, which
allows a verb to be used in an “atypical context” (Palmer & Bonial, 2013). For
instance, the intransitive verb of motion jaraa ‘run’ is used transitively with the
so called X’s way construction as in (1)1 , knowing that this construction is not
found with verbs in Arabic and is rather the product of a translation of the similar
construction in English.
(1) jaraa l-mugaamir-u
tariiq-a-hu c abr-a l-gaabat-i.
˙
run DEF-adventurer-NOM wayACC-his through DEF-forest-GEN
‘The adventurer run his way through the forest.’
Another related problem is the metaphorical and idiomatic use of verbs. In some
cases, the metaphorical use of verbs is considered as an instance of polysemy
1

Heard in a TV program of the Arabic National Geographic channel.
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and the associated verb is classified in classes that correspond to that meaning.
However, due the the abundance of metaphors in the language, classifying verbs
with respect to all metaphors they may be found with is impracticable using the
current components AVN dispose of. On the other side, VerbNet has been criticized
for not being applicable to all possible domains and applications especially for
conceptual inference tasks (Zaenen et al., 2008).
AVN, like the English VerbNet, makes use of a heterogeneous set of thematic
roles which makes the interoperability of VerbNet difficult (Palmer & Bonial,
2013). Thus, the list of thematic roles used in AVN is composed of three subsets:
the first subset contains commonly used roles like agent, patient and theme, the
second subset contains thematic roles that are specific to some classes of verbs,
such as the role topic for classes of transfer message and the role extent for
classes of transfer of possession. The third subset contains thematic roles that are
syntactically motivated such as the roles oblique, predicate and attribute. Many
of these roles are specified via a set of selectional restrictions. Recent thematic
roles constellations demonstrated the utility of hierarchized thematic role sets
when it comes to unifying lexical resources with different granularities. Thus, as
Palmer & Bonial (2013) show, VerbNet turns out to be too fine-grained for a
resource like PropBank, and too coarse-grained for a resource like FrameNet.

11.3

Future Work

Future work on AVN is concerned with three main tasks, each of which is related
to one of the following aspects: the coverage and the content of AVN and its
interoperability.
Arabic VerbNet counts about 7600 verb entries. However, as Arabic disposes of
a larger number of verbs (about 20.000 verbs)1 , more effort has to be done in
order to expand AVN to cover at least 50% of the total number of Arabic verbs.
Two methods can be applied, the first method, as already tested in this work (see
section 9.3), uses internal information of AVN such as the root-pattern structure
1

Until this moment no reliable statistics can be found on the total number of Arabic verbs.
This number has been reported in a personal communication by several linguists at the LREC
conference 2010
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of verbs in combination with the semantic and syntactic information provided
for each entry to derive new verb entries and their classes (sibling classes). The
second method enriches the existent classes with novel verb entries extracted
from corpora using machine learning algorithms in a manner similar to Diab &
Snider (2006), profiting from our classes as basis for learning features and also
by providing a gold standard for evaluation. The automatic expansion of AVN is
expected to help in solving the problem of misclassification.
Efforts to refine the information in AVN has already started by modifying the
current thematic role set to avoid the shortcomings described in the previous section
following Palmer & Bonial (2013), who use a more generic (neither class-specific,
nor associated to certain syntactic elements) and hierarchically structured set of
thematic structures inspired by LIRICS (Linguistic Infrastructure for Interoperable
Resources and Systems) (?). The hierarchy starts with a root role called participant
which has four generic participants, namely time, place, actor and undergoer (for
coarse-grained thematic roles). Each one of these roles splits into finer grained
roles as can been shown in Figure 11.1. Although only one level of thematic roles
will be present in AVN, thematic roles of higher or lower levels can easily be
deduced from the hierarchy. The advantage lies in that the user is free to select
the level of thematic hierarchy that optimally fits his task, especially when it
comes to mapping resources with different information content or structures.
The third task involves the linking of AVN to two semantic resources for Arabic,
Arabic WordNet (AWN) and Arabic PropBank, following the method used by
Lei & Mihalcea (2005) to link English VerbNet to English WordNet, PropBank
and FrameNet. Linking resources to each other may help avoiding shortcomings
of each of these resources, such as the lack of richer semantic relations between
entries inside and across classes and fuzziness of some selectional restrictions in
Verbnet, the lack of a compositional semantics and the descriptions of temporal
structures in WordNet and ProbBank. By doing this, one can build a robust
knowledge base that can be used for many challenging NLP tasks.
Other future work relates to the practical use of AVN in some NLP tasks. We
think of going back to our original project, a Question-answering system for on the
basis of LFG (Lexical Functional Grammar) (see section 3.8) and the development
environment XLE (Maxwell & Kaplan, 1996) to provide the Arabic LFG parser
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(Attia, 2008) with the semantic information in AVN in a manner similar to Bobrow
et al. (2007).
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Fig. 1. Hierarchy of Unified Semantic Roles
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c

a/uniya ‘worry’, 260
c
adala ‘blame’, 127, 132, 135, 136, 246
¯
c
atana ‘cure’, 173
¯
c
addama ‘honor’, 127, 132, 135, 136, 246
¯¯
c ˙ ˙
adda ‘bite’, 78, 97, 126, 158, 207
˙˙
c
adda ‘bte’, 157, 158
˙˙
c
assaba ‘bind’, 109, 144
˙˙
c
assara ‘wring’, 113
˙˙
c
asaba ‘bandage’, 110, 152
˙
c
asara ‘wring’, 113
˙
c
attara ‘perfume’, 110, 152
˙˙
c
atafa ‘pity’, 260
˙
c
atiša ‘thirst’, 179, 230
˙
c
atina ‘become smelly’, 173
˙
c
ašiqa ‘love’, 77, 128, 132, 134, 136, 181,
192, 198, 209, 217, 259

c

aaqaba ‘punish’, 127, 132, 135, 136, 246

c

aarada ‘differ’, 101
˙
c
aarada ‘disagree’, 91
˙
c
aaraka ‘tussle’, 91, 101
c
c

aataba ‘blame’, 127, 245
aawana ‘cooperate’, 91

c

aawana ‘help’, 229

c

aaza ‘want’, 133, 135, 137, 218

c

abara ‘cross’, 195
abasa ‘frown’, 177, 190

c
c

abba ‘quaff ’, 405

c

abbaPa ‘fill’, 109, 144

c

abbara ‘express’, 237
abiPa ‘care’, 260

c
c

adaa ‘run’, 83, 160

c

adda ‘bite’, 94

aadama ‘swell’, 135
˙
c
aaba ‘fault’, 127, 245
c
aada ‘return’, 100, 195

c

c

ahida ‘confide’, 78

c

c

ajana ‘back’, 106, 115, 208

c

aafa ‘detest’, 77, 128, 132, 134, 136, 181,
198, 209, 217, 259

c

adda ‘count’, 140, 191
c
addana ‘metalize’, 75, 142

aafa ‘disgust’, 178, 198, 218, 223, 260
aama ’desire’, 230

c

ajana ‘bake’, 146
c
ajiba ‘marvel’, 199
c

ajiba ‘wonder’, 260

aama ‘intend’, 179

c

akkara ‘discolor’, 75, 142

c

aama ‘swim’, 83, 160

c

c

aamala ‘treat’, 140, 191
aanaa ‘suffer’, 199

c
c

c

akkara ‘rouge’, 87
c
alaa ‘overreach’, 194
c
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alafa ‘eat (for animals)’, 403

INDEX

c
c
c
c

alafa ‘eat’ (for animals), 85, 182

c

arraba ‘arabize’, 75

alaka ‘chew, 404
allaka ‘caramelize’, 75, 142

c

arrafa ‘define’, 140, 191
asaa ‘may’, 249

allala ‘prove’, 80, 104, 231, 240, 241,

c

ataba ‘blame’, 127, 245

c

awaa ‘howl’, 179, 185
ayaa ‘fatigue’, 173, 186, 210

243
c

c

allama ‘sign’, 109, 144
c
allama ‘teach’, 85, 242, 243

c
c

ayaa ‘tire’, 199

c

allaqa ‘begin’, 248

c

ayyaba ‘fault’, 127, 245

c

allaqa ‘go on’, 238

c

ayyana ‘appoint’, 105, 140, 191
aza/ima ‘decide’, 228

c

almana ‘mondialize’, 75
c
amiqa ‘deepen’, 171
c

amiya ‘go blind’, 171

c

anaa ‘mean’, 219
c
andala ‘chitter’, 179, 185
c

c

azala ‘discharge’, 111

c

azala ‘isolate’, 119, 121, 201

c

azara ‘hit’, 78, 97, 126, 157, 158, 207
azi/ama ‘decide’, 179

c

annafa ‘reprimand’, 127, 132, 135, 136, adaa‘sing 0 , 85, 208
246

c

c

?istakmala ‘complete’, 239

anwana ‘entitle’, 110, 152

?adajja ‘roar’, 416
˙
ġadiba ‘anger’, 173, 186, 199, 210
aqasa ‘plait’, 87, 89
˙
˙
c
aqaba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, 79, 97, 154, ġasaba ‘extort’, 107, 112
˙
207
ġasaba ‘force’, 229
˙
c
aqada ‘knot’, 119, 120, 201
ġattaa ‘cover’, 109, 144
˙˙
c
ġatasa ‘plunge’, 195
aqara ‘immolate’, 79, 194
˙
c
aqila ‘comprehend’, 233, 242, 243
ġaššaa ‘cover’, 109, 144
c

c

aqlana ‘make rational’, 75

ġaazala ‘flirt’, 101

c

aqqada ‘complicate’, 75, 142

ġabbara ‘powder’, 110, 152
ġafaa ‘doze’, 178

c

aqqama ‘sterilize’, 75, 142
c
arafa ‘know’, 140, 141, 191

ġafaqa ‘nap’, 178

c

araja ‘limp’, 83, 160

ġalaa ‘become expensive’, 173

c

araka ‘wring’, 88, 99
ari/aqa ‘sweat’, 189

ġalaa ‘increase’, 139, 192
ġalaba ‘exceed’, 194

c
c

arqaba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, 79, 97, 154, ġalaqa ‘close’, 75, 142
207

c

arqana ‘irakize’, 75

ġallaa ‘increase’, 134
ġallala ‘chain’, 119, 120, 201
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INDEX

Piġtasaba ‘filch’, 284
˙
Piġtanama ‘capture’, 284

ġaluda ‘thicken’, 171
¯˙
ġamġama
‘snarl’, 179, 185
ġamara ? ‘flood’, 187

Piġtanama ‘earn’, 305

ġamara ‘flood’, 109, 144

Piġtazala ‘spin’, 342

ġamma ‘cover’, 109, 144

Pihtašša ‘hay’, 308
˙
Pihtataba ‘collect-wood’, 308
˙ ˙
Pihtaara ‘INTR-confuse’, 368
˙
Pihtabasa ‘imprison’, 277
˙
Pihtafada ‘keep’, 315
¯˙
˙
Pihtalaba
‘milk’, 287
˙
Pihtaqafa ‘pit’, 287
˙
Pibtac ata ‘send’, 293
¯
Pibtaac a ‘buy’, 305
Pibtadac a ‘invent’, 344

ġamma ‘plug’, 187
ġanima ‘capture’, 107, 112
ġarada ‘need’, 179, 230
˙
ġaraa ‘glue’, 119, 120, 201
ġaraba ‘go’, 195
ġarasa ‘plant’, 80, 99, 109, 188
ġarraba ‘banish’, 112
ġarrada ‘chitter’, 179, 185
ġarrqa ‘drown’, 79
ġasala ‘wash’, 87, 89

Pibtakara ‘invent’, 344

ġayyara ‘change’, 117, 196

Pibtazza ‘extort’, 284

ġazala ‘spin’, 106, 115, 146, 147, 208

Piftasa ‘sever’, 339
˙
Piftakka ‘earn’, 305

Paajara ‘compensate’, 303
Paforada ‘allot’, 301
PajozaPa ‘portion’, 301
Panhaka ‘tire’, 363

Piftaraqa ‘branch’, 341
Pijtatta ‘uproot’, 281
¯¯
Pijtalaba ‘bring’, 295
Pijtanaa ‘collect’, 305

Panozaha ‘extradite’, 282
˙
Paqlaqa ‘worry’, 363

Pijtassa ‘touch’, 327

PatPama ‘give-birth-to-a-twin’, 351

Piktaraa ‘lease’, 305

Pawqac a ‘shape’, 350

Piktasaba ‘gain’, 305
Piktasaba ‘acquire’, 312

Pazaada ‘provision’, 303
Pddaxxara ‘hoard’, 314
c

Pi šawšaba ‘hay’, 308
Pic tabara ‘consider’, 365
c

Pi tamada ‘designate’, 352
Pidaxara ‘hoard’, 314
¯
Pištaġala ‘work’, 357
Pištara ‘buy’, 305

Piltahaa ‘rind’, 287
˙
Piltamasa ‘touch’, 327
Piltaqafa ‘grasp’, 315
Pimtaaza ‘vary’, 341
Pimtalaxa ‘extirpate’, 281
Pinhadara ‘decrease’, 425
˙
Pinfajara ‘explode’, 425
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Pintahala ‘extort’, 284
˙
Pintabaha ‘look’, 361

Pistanc ata ‘qualify’, 356
Pistaqtara ‘drip’, 269
˙
Pistaradda ‘retrieve’, 305

Pintaqaa ‘select’, 305

Pistaraqqa ‘steal’, 284

Pintaxaba ‘elect’, 352

Pistarfada ‘earn’, 305
Pistarjac a ‘capture’, 284

Pinhaara ‘fall’, 425

c

Pintaza a ‘exact’, 305
Pintazac a ‘snatch’, 284
Pinwalada ‘INCH-bear’, 349
Pinxafada ‘lower’, 425
˙
Piqtatac a ‘subtract’, 281
˙
Piqtatafa ‘pluck’, 305
˙
Piqtalac a ‘eradicate’, 281
Piqtanaa ‘purchase’, 305
Piqtarada ‘borrow’, 305
˙
Piqtaraha ‘offer’, 302
˙
Pirtafac a ‘increase’, 425
Pirtajala ‘improvise’, 348
PistaPsala ‘uproot’, 281
˙
PistaPjara ‘rent’, 305
c

Pistarjac a ‘retrieve’, 305
Pistawsafa ‘describe’, 356
˙
Pistawlaa ‘extort’, 286
Pistaxlasa ‘extract’, 281
˙
Pistaxlasa ‘liberate’, 284
˙
Pistaxraja ‘extract’, 281
Pixtatafa ‘kidnap’, 284
˙
Pixtaara ‘elect’, 352
Pixtaara ‘select’, 305
Pixtalafa ‘differ’, 341
Pixtalasa ‘filch’, 284
Pixtazana ‘store’, 314
Pizdaada ‘generate’, 349

Pista aada ‘reclaim’, 284

Pizdaada ‘grow’, 425

Pistac aada ‘regain’, 305

Pizdahara ‘keep’, 315
Pizdaraa ‘debase’, 365

c

Pista aara ‘borrow’, 305
Pistahadara ‘remember’, 353
˙ ˙
Pistahdata ‘invent’, 344
˙ ¯
Pistahwada ‘extort’, 286
˙ ¯
Pistataaba ‘gain’, 305
¯
Pistabdala ‘change’, 310

Pc laqa ‘suspend’, 279
Pac šaba ‘hay’, 308
Pac dama ‘glorify’, 365
˙
Pac taa ‘give’, 297
˙
Pac aada ‘return’, 293, 299

Pistadaana ‘borrow’, 305

Pac aafa ‘disgust’, 362

Pistalaba ‘thieve’, 284

Pac aara ‘lend’, , 297
Pac azza ‘cherish’, 365

Pistalafa ‘borrow’, 305
Pistalama ‘get’, 305

Pac azza ‘glorify’, 421

Pistalla ‘extract’, 281

Pac daa ‘contaminate’, 273

Pistamac a ‘listen’, 361

Pac dama ‘execute’, 412
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Pac faa ‘unburden’, 286
c

Pa lama ‘inform’, 391
Pac lana ‘announce’, 352
c

Pa qaba ‘reply’, 390
Pac taša ‘CAUS-thirst’, 362
Pac yaa ‘exhaust’, 362
Padaaba ‘melt’, 335
¯
Padalla ‘humiliate’, 362
¯
Padhaba ‘eliminate’, 281
¯
Padhala ‘amaze’, 362
¯
Pašc ara ‘alert’, 391
Pašacc a ‘shine’, 415
Pašaba ‘mix’, 335
Pašbac a ‘satisfy’, 362
Pašjara ‘flower’, 423
Pašraba ‘CAUS-drink’, 409
Pašraqa ‘go-to-the-east’, 433
Pašraqa ‘shine’, 415
Paštaa ‘arrive-to-a-rainy-region’, 433
Padhara ‘show’, 387
¯
Pad˙ aaPa ‘gleam’, 415
˙
Padaafa ‘add’, 390
˙
Padaafa ‘add’, ilaa, 335
˙
Padmara ‘hide’, 317
˙
Paġšaa ‘cover’, 273
Paġdaba ‘enrage’, 362
˙
Paġaadaa ‘enrage’, 362
¯
Paġaat˙a ‘free’, 286
¯
Paġbata ‘envy’, 365
˙
Paġdara ‘leave’, 428
Paġlaa ‘boil’, 420
Paġmada ‘sheathe’, 277
Paġraa ‘fascinate’, 362

Paġraqa ‘flood’, 273
Paġraqa ‘immerse’, 267
Paġwaa ‘fascinate’, 362
Pahdara ‘bring’, 295
˙˙
Pahaata ‘cloak’, 273
˙ ˙
Pahaala ‘change’, 346
˙
Pahabata ‘frustrate’, 362
˙
˙
Pahabba ‘want’, 371
˙
Pahabba ‘love’, 365
˙
Pahamma ‘heat’, 420
˙
Paharra ‘heat’, 420
˙
Pahassa ‘feel’, 368
˙
Pahdata ‘cause’, 350
˙ ¯
Pahmaa ‘heat’, 420
˙
Pahraja ‘embarrass’, 362
˙
Pahraza ‘get’, 305
˙
Pahraza ‘pocket’, 277
˙
Pahzana ‘sadden’, 362
˙
Pasġaa ‘listen’, 361
˙
Pasaaba ‘abduct’, 284
˙
Pasaaba ‘obtain’, 305
˙
Pasaaba ‘hurt’, 362
˙
Pasara ‘bend’, 419
˙
PasdaPa ‘rust’, 423
˙
Pasfara ‘empty’, 288
˙
Patc ama ‘feed’, 409
˙
Pattara ‘frame’, 273
˙˙
Pataaqa ‘tolerate’, 365
˙
Patlaqa ‘fire’, 318
˙
Patraba ‘exhilaratee’, 362
˙
Patc aba ‘exhaust’, 362
¯
Pathafa ‘exhilaratee’, 362
¯˙
Pataara ‘excite’, 362
¯
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Pataara ‘generate’, 350
¯
Patqala ‘burden’, 303
¯
Paatara ‘prefer’, 371
¯
Paatara ‘prefer’, 365
¯
Paadaa ‘hurt’, 362
Paalama ‘pain’, 362
Paanasa ‘divert’, 362
c

Pab ada ‘remove’, 281
Pabc da ‘banish’, 282
Pabsara ‘detect’, 359
˙
Pabsara ‘sight’, 360
˙
Pabtana ‘hide’, 317
˙
Pabaada ‘exterminate’, 412

Padhaša ‘amaze’, 362
Padlaqa ‘pour’, 269
Padmaja ‘insert’, 267
Padmaja ‘merge’, 335
Padraka ‘obtain’, 305
Padxala ‘enter’, 267
Pafġana ‘afghanize’, 422
Pafhama ‘convince ’, 362
˙
Pafatara ‘breakfast’, 406
˙
Pafaada ‘declare’, 391
Pafaada ‘interest’, 362
Pafaada ‘utter’, 390
Pafaara ‘steam’, 420

Pabaana ‘separate’, 339
Pabaqa ‘flee’, 427

Pafaqa ‘travel’, 429
Pafhama ‘explicate’, 384

Pabdac a ‘invent’, 344

Pafqaha ‘explain’, 384

Pabdala ‘change’, 310

Pafraġa ‘empty’, 269, 288

Pabhaja ‘enchant’, 362
Pabhara ‘amaze’, 362

Pafraha ‘gladden’, 362
˙
Pafraqa ‘africanize’, 422

Pablaġa ‘report’, 391

Pafraxa ‘give-birth-to-a-chick’, 351

Pabqala ‘germinate’, 423

Paftaa ‘dictate’, 387

PabraPa ‘cure’, 286
Pabraza ‘insist’, 390

Pafzac a ‘horrify’, 362
Pahaaba ‘frighten’, 362

Pabxala ‘qualify-as-avaricious’, 358

Pahaala ‘frighten’, 362

Padġama ‘put’, 267

Pahaana ‘humiliate’, 362

Padaana ‘lend’, 297
Padda ‘remit’, 299

Pahdaa ‘present’, 297
Pahlaka ‘perish’, 412

Paddaa ‘pay’, 309

Pahrac a ‘hurry’, 429

Paddaa ‘perform’, 348

Pajalla ‘glorify’, 365

Paddaba ‘make erudite’, 421
PadfaPa ‘heat’, 420

Pajama ‘hate’, 365
Pajanna ‘conceal’, 317

Padfaqa ‘spill’, 269

Pajfala ‘affray’, 362

Padfara ‘become-smelly’, 426

Pajhada ‘exhaust’, 362
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Pajjaja ‘fan’, 421
Pajjara ‘rent’, 297
Pajlaa ‘evict’, 281
Pajlaba ‘bring’, 295
Pajlaba ‘roar’, 416
Pajnana ‘conceal’, 317
Pajrasa ‘dong’, 416

Pallaha ‘idolize’, 365
Pallama ‘pain’, 362
Palmaha ‘glimpse’, 360
˙
Palqaa ‘recite’, 387
Palqaa ‘throw’, 318
Palqama ‘handfeed’, 409
Palsaqa ‘tape’, 337

Pakbara ‘respect’, 365
Pakkala ‘CAUS-eat’, 409

Pamtara ‘shower’, 320
˙
Pamaata ‘remove’, 281
˙
Pamaata ‘CAUS-die’, 412
Pamadda ‘provide’, 303

Pakmala ‘terminate’, 436

Pamalla ‘bore’, 362

Paknaa ‘dub’, 354

Pamara ‘instruct’, 394

Pakraa ‘rent’, 297
Pakraba ‘hasten’, 429

Pamila ‘hope’, 371
Pamina ‘trust’, 369

Pakrama ‘endow’, 303

Pamlaa ‘dectate’, 387

Paksada ‘oxidize’, 422

Pammama ‘nationalize’, 422

Palġaa ‘omit’, 281
Palhaa ‘ring’, 287
˙
Palaqa ‘sparkle ’, 415

Pamraka ‘americanize’, 422
Pamsaka ‘hold’, 315

Palfaa ‘find’, 305

Panc aša ‘relieve’, 362

Palhaa ‘distract’, 362
Palhaba ‘excite’, 362

Panc aša ‘reanimate’, 421
Panc ama ‘favor’, 300

Palhaba ‘fan’, 421
Palhama ‘inspire’, 362

Pandara ‘warn’, 394
¯
PanšaPa ‘start’, 433

Palifa ‘treasure’, 365
Paljama ‘bridle’, 275

Panšada ‘chant’, 348
Panšafa ‘drain’, 288

Palla ‘flash’, 415
Pallafa ‘compose’, 348
Pallafa ‘consolidate’, 335

Pandaja ‘cook’, 420
˙
Pansata ‘listen’, 361
˙
Pana/ifa ‘scorn’, 369
Panaala ‘give’, 297

Pallafa ‘consolidate’, 335

Panaara ‘gleam’, 415

Pallaha ‘qualify-as-divine’, 358

Panaara ‘light’, 421

Pakdaba ‘qualify-as-liar, 358
¯
Pakanna ‘hide’, 317

Pallafa ‘assemble’, 342

Pamtac a ‘amuse’, 362
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PanbaPa ‘inform’, 391

Pardaa ‘kill’, 412

Panfasa ‘throw’, 318
˙
Panfaqa ‘spend’, 309

Pardafa ‘reply’, 390
Parhaba ‘terrorize’, 363

Panhaa ‘end’, 436

Parhana ‘pawn’, 297

Panifa ‘reject’, 365

Parhaqa ‘exhaust’, 363

Pannata ‘feminize’, 422
¯
Pannaqa ‘make elegant’, 421

Pariba ‘need’, 372
Parjac a ‘return’, 293, 299

Panosana ‘humanize’, 422

Parsala ‘send’, 293

Panqaa ‘clean’, 288

PasPama ‘bore’, 363

Panta a ‘ooze’, 417
Pantaja ‘produce’, 344, 348

Pasc ada ‘gladden’, 363
Pasc afa ‘cure’, 286

Pantana ‘become-stinky’, 426

Pashara ‘reach-the-desert’, 433
˙
Pasaa ‘sadden’, 363

c

Paqhama ‘insert’, 267
˙
Paqtac a ‘apportion’, 301
˙
Paqaala ‘disengage’, 281

Pasaala ‘shed’, 269
Pasalla ‘pinch’, 284

Paqaama ‘construct’, 344

Pasarra ‘gladden’, 363

Paqaata ‘feed’, 409

Pasbana ‘hispanize’, 422

Paqbala ‘come’, 427
Paqlaqa ‘worry’, 363

Pasbana ‘make spanish’, 422
Pasdaa ‘submit’, 299

Paqmasa ‘dip’, 267

Pasifa ‘regret’, 368

Paqnata ‘bore’, 363
˙
Paqrada ‘lend’, 297
˙
Paqrafa ‘disgust’, 363

Pasina ‘stagnate’, 423

Paqrana ‘join’, 335

Paslama ‘pass’, 297

Parc aba ‘scare’, 363

Pasmaa ‘name’, 354

Paršafa ‘archive’, 277
Pardac a ‘suckle’, 409
˙
Pardaa ‘content’, 363
˙
Paraac a ‘scare’, 363

Pasnada ‘lean’, 279
Pasorala ‘Israelize’, 422

Paraaha ‘satisfy’, 363
˙
Paraada ‘want’, 371

Pasrara ‘conceal’, 317
Passasa ‘found’, 344

Paraaqa ‘spill’, 269

Pasxaa ‘listen’, 361

Parbaka ‘disturb’, 363

Pasxana ‘heat’, 420

Paskara ‘intoxicate’, 363
Paslafa ‘lend’, 297

Pasrac a ‘hasten’, 429
Pasraa ‘walk’, 429
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Patc asa ‘sadden’, 363
Pataa ‘come’, 296, 427
Pataaga ‘perish’, 412

Paxada ‘start’, 433
Paxada ‘take’, 284
Paxbara ‘inform’, 391

Patamma ‘finish’, 436

Paxdaa ‘walk’, 429

Patmara ‘feed-date’, 411

Paxfaa ‘hide’, 317
Paxjala ‘shame’, 363

c

Patra a ‘fill’, 273
Pawdaha ‘explain’, 387
˙ ˙
Pawġala ‘plunge’, 427

Paxlaa ‘empty’, 288
Paxlaa ‘free’, 286

Pawhaa ‘reveal’, 390
˙
Pawsaa ‘bequeath’, 302
˙
Pawsaa ‘advise’, 394
˙
Pawsada ‘close’, 421
˙
Pawsala ‘bring’, 295
˙
Pawsala ‘deliver’, 293
˙
Pawtaqa ‘band’, 337
¯
Pawaa ‘go’, 427

Paxlasa ‘gray’, 424
Paxraja ‘banish’, 282

Pawjac a ‘pain’, 363

Pazhala ‘remove’, 281
˙
Pazaaha ‘remove’, 281
˙
Pazaala ‘remove’, 281

Pawjaba ‘engender’, 350
PawkaPa ‘lean’, 279
Pawmada ‘twinkle’, 415
˙
Pawojaza ‘abbreviate’, 422
Pawqada ‘light’, 421
Pawqafa ‘ stand’, 279

Paxraja ‘direct’, 348
Paxzaa ‘humiliate’, 363
PayPasa ‘disappoint’, 363
Paynac a ‘bloom’, 424
Payoqada ‘waken’, 422
¯
Pazc aja˙ ‘annoy’, 363

Pazaana ‘embellish’, 273
Pazaba ‘gush’, 417
Pazaraa ‘button’, 337
Pazbada ‘feed-butter’, 411

Pawqafa ‘stop’, 436

Pazhara ‘flower’, 424

Pawrata ‘bequeath’, 301
¯
Pawraba ‘make european’, 422
Pawraqa ‘bloom’, 424

Pazmac a ‘aim’, 373
Pazmac a ‘want’, 371

Pawsaxa ‘dirty’, 273

Pazzama ‘aggravate’, 421

Paxsaa ‘castrate’, 287
˙
Paxada ‘get’, 305
¯
Paxada ‘take’, 295
¯
Paxaafa ‘frighten’, 363

Pbġada ‘abhor’, 365
˙
Pbġada ‘abhor’, 365
˙
Pbrada ‘post’, 293

Paxada ‘fascinate’, 363

PiPtalaqa ‘sparkle’, 415

Pazza ‘wheeze’, 416

PiPtakala ‘corrode’, 424
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Pic taaša ‘survive’, 408
c

Pihtaaja ‘INTR-excite’, 367

Pi tazama ‘intend’, 373
Pic tazza ‘gladden’, 368

Pihtamma ‘sadden’, 368
Pihtazza ‘INTR-excite’, 368

PišmaPazza ‘INTR-disgust’, 367

Piiqtaada ‘guide’, 432

Pištac ala ‘flame’, 415
Pištaaqa ‘long’, 372
Pištahaa ‘desire’, 371

Piistashaba ‘accompany’, 432
˙˙
Pijtaaba ‘travel’, 429
Pijtaafa ‘become-stinky’, 426

Pištamma ‘smell’, 359

Pijtaaza ‘cross’, 427

Pidmahalla ‘decompose’, 424
˙
˙
Piġtaša ‘qualify-as-betrayer’, 358
Piġtaada ‘anger’, 367
˙
Pihtadara ‘distrust’, 369
˙ ¯
Pihtadana ‘embrace’, 379
˙ ˙
Pihtaata ‘distrust’, 369
˙
˙
Pihtaaja ‘need’, 371, 372
˙
Pihtaara ‘INTR-confuse’, 367, 368
˙
Pihtamala ‘support’, 365
˙
Pihtaqara ‘disdain’, 365
˙
Pihtarama ‘respect’, 365
˙
Pihtarasa ‘INTR-beware’, 367
˙
Pistahaba ‘accompany’, 432
˙˙ ˙
Pistakka ‘clatter’, 416
˙˙
Pitc anjara ‘flow’, 417
¯
PibGtarra ‘wallow’, 368

Pijtalaa ‘investigate’, 360

Pibtadala ‘disdain’, 365
¯
Pibtaġaa ‘want’, 371
PibtadaPa ‘start’, 433

Pinfajara ‘explode’, 416

Pibtahaja ‘gladden’, 368
Piftaqada ‘miss’, 365

Pinjadaba ‘’INTR-attract, 368
¯
Pinjaafa ‘become-stinky’, 426

Piftaqara ‘need’, 372
Piftataha ‘commence’, 434
˙
Piftatana ‘INTR-fascinate’, 368

Pinmalac a ‘walk’, 429
Pinsahaba ‘retreat’, 427
˙
Pintac aša ‘INTR-relieve’, 367, 368

Piftaxara ‘pride’, 368

Pintašaa ‘rejoice’, 368

Piltadaa ‘glow’, 415
¯˙
Piltahaba
‘INTR-excite’, 367
Piltahaba ‘flame’, 415
Piltamac a ‘sparkle’, 415
Piltamasa ‘desire’, 371
Pimtahana ‘disdain’, 365
Pinšaġala ‘worry’, 368
Pinhatta ‘corrode’, 424
˙
Pinsadama ‘INTR-shock’, 367
˙
Pinsarafa ‘go/leave’, 427
˙
Pintalaqa ‘depart’, 427
˙
Pinbahara ‘INTR-amaze’, 368
Pinbajasa ‘seep’, 417
Pinbaraa ‘start’, 434
Pindahaša ‘marvel’, 368
Pinhadara ‘descend’, 427
Pinhamara ‘flow’, 417
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Pinzac aja ‘INTR-annoy’, 367, 368
Piqtaata ‘feed’, 408
Piqtafaa ‘track’, 431

Pistataara ‘anger’, 367
¯
PistaaPa ‘INTR-sadden’, 367
PistaaPa ‘sadden’, 368

Piqtanac a ‘INTR-convince’, 368

Pistabdac a ‘qualify-as-heretic’, 358

Piqtaraba ‘approach’, 427

Pistafaada ‘INTR-interest’, 367

c

Pirta aba ‘INTR-fear’, 367
Pirtaac a ‘INTR-scare’, 367
Pirtaac a ‘fear’, 368

Pistafazza ‘provoke’, 363
Pistaftaha ‘start’, 434
˙
Pistahalla ‘begin’, 434

Pirtaaha ‘INTR-satisfy’, 367
˙
Pirtaaha ‘delight’, 368
˙
Pirtabaka ‘INTR-disturb’, 367

Pistahjana ‘misprize’, 365

Pirtadda ‘return’, 427

Pistakšafa ‘discover’, 360

Pisotac obada ‘make to a slave’, 422

Pistakšafa ‘explore’, 375

PistaPnasa ‘INTR-divert’, 368
Pistadalla ‘disdain’, 365
¯
Pistašc ara ‘sense’, 359

Pistakmala ‘termninate’, 436
Pistakraha ‘hate’, 365

Pistašaata ‘anger’, 367
˙
Pistaġaša ‘qualify-as-betrayer’, 358
Pistaġraba ‘wonder’, 369
Pistaġwara ‘explore’, 375
Pistahabba ‘like’, 365
˙
Pistahlaa ‘qualify-as-cute’, 358
˙
Pistahmara ‘qualify-as-donkey’, 358
˙
Pistahsana ‘like’, 365
˙
Pistahsana ‘qualify-as-beautiful’, 358
˙
Pistasġara ‘disdain’, 365
˙
Pistasġara ‘misprize’, 365
˙
Pistaslaha ‘reforme’, 421
˙ ˙
Pistatc ama ‘support’, 365
˙
Pistataaba ‘like’, 365
˙
Pistataaba ‘qualify-as-nice’, 358
˙
Pistatlac a ‘explore’, 375
˙
Pistatlac a ‘investigate’, 360
˙

Pistajlaa ‘investigate’, 375
Pistajlaa ‘investigate’, 360

Pistaltafa ‘qualify-as-kind’, 358
˙
Pistaladda ‘enjoy’, 369
¯¯
Pistamtac a ‘INTR-amuse’, 368
Pistansaha ‘qualify-as-clever’, 358
˙ ˙
Pistaqsaa ‘delve’, 376
˙
Pistaqsaa ‘investigate’, 360
˙
Pistasaaġa ‘support’, 365
Pistatamma ‘finish’, 436
Pistawfaa ‘end’, 436
Pittabac a ‘pursue’, 431
Pittaqaa ‘fear’, 369
Pittaqada ‘flame’, 415
Pixtataa ‘walk’, 429
˙
Pixtaata ‘walk’, 429
˙
Pixtamara ‘ferment’, 424
Pixtarac a ‘invent’, 344
Pixtatama ‘end’, 436
Pjbala ‘reach-the-mountain’, 433
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Plsaqa ‘tape’, 337
˙
Pmjada ‘glorify’, 365
PnšaPa ‘create’, 344
Pnhara ‘reach-the-river’, 433
Pnqaa ‘cleanse’, 286
Pnqada ‘free’, 286
Pntahaa ‘finish’, 435
Pntaja ‘engender’, 350
Pntaja ‘produce’, 348
Pqšac a ‘remove’, 281
Pqsaa ‘eliminate’, 281
˙
Pqtac a ‘pass’, 297
˙
Praaha ‘free’, 286
˙
Prsaxa ‘implant’, 265
Pshala ‘reach-the-plain’, 433

c

attaša ‘CAUS-thirst’, 363
˙˙
attara ‘parfume’, 275
˙˙
c
atafa ‘bend’, 419
˙
c
atiša ‘thirst’, 372
˙
c
atina ‘become-smelly’, 426
˙
c
atana ‘become-smelly’, 426
¯
c
aaša ‘live’, 408
c

c

aada ‘compensate’, 303
˙
c
aada ‘arrive’, 296
c
aada ‘return’, 427
c

aadaa ‘antagonize’, 381

c

aafa ‘disgust’, 369

c

aafa ‘detest’, 365
aafaa ‘cure’, 286

c
c

aalaa ‘vie’, 381

Psmana ‘feed-salted-butter’, 411

c

aalaja ‘cure’, 286

Ptawaa ‘arrive’, 427

c

Pxtra ‘alert’, 391
˙
Pxraja ‘extract’, 281

c

aama ‘aim’, 372
aama ‘swim’, 429

c

aamala ‘treat’, 353

PzPaza ‘wheeze’, 416

c

aana ‘suffer’, 367

Pzza ‘wheeze’, 416

c

c

aššaa ‘CAUS-dine’, 411
c
ašiqa ‘love’, 365

c

aanaša ‘hug’, 379
aanaqa ‘hug’, 379

c

c

adda ‘bite’, 321
˙˙
c
addama ‘glorify’, 365
˙˙
c
assaba ‘bind’, 273
˙˙
c
assaba ‘enrage’, 363
˙˙
c
asaa ‘club’, 323
˙
c
asaba ‘bandage’, 275
˙
c
asama ‘band’, 337
˙
c
asara ‘vein’, 287
˙
c
asara ‘wring’, 290
˙
c
attaš ‘CAUS-thirst’, 362
˙˙

c

aarada ‘change’, 311
˙
aarada ‘disagree’, 376, 381
˙
c
aaraka ‘fight’, 381
c

aawada ‘substitute’, 310, 311
˙
c
aayana ‘discern’, 359
c
c

aayana ‘eye’, 360
aayara ‘insult’, 356

c

aaza ‘desire’, 371

c

abada ‘venerate’, 365

c

abara ‘cross’, 427
abba ‘lip’, 407

c
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c

abbaPa ‘fill’, 273

c

aqqama ‘sterilize’, 421

adaa ‘run’, 429
adda ‘count’, 355

c

arada ‘offer’, 302
˙
arafa ‘know’, 353

c

addaba ‘torture’, 363

c

c

addana ‘metalize’, 421
adima ‘stagnate’, 424

c
c

c

c

araja ‘limp’, 429
c
araka ‘wring’, 327
c

arija ‘limp’, 429

afina ‘molder’, 424

c

arqaba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, 325

c

ajana ‘knead’, 342

c

c

ajiba ‘wonder’, 368
ajja ‘roar’, 416

c

c

arqana ‘Irakize’, 422
c
arra ‘denude’, 286
c

arraba ‘arabize’, 422

akala ‘tie’, 335

c

arrafa ‘define’, 353

c

akkara ‘discolor’, 421

c

c

allaba ‘can’, 277
allafa ‘feed (for animal)’, 409

c

c
c

allaka ‘caramelize’, 421

c

allala ‘prove’, 387

c

allama ‘sign’, 273
allama ‘teach’, 384

c

asama ‘hanker’, 373
c
awaa ‘howl’, 416
c

awwada ‘compensate’, 303
˙
c
awwaja ‘warp’, 419
c

ayaa ‘tire’, 367
c
ayyafa ‘disgust’, 363
c

ayyana ‘appoint’, 352

allaqa ‘connect’, 335

c

ayyana ‘assign’, 301

c

allaqa ‘hang’, 279

c

c

allaqa ‘keep’, 433
almana ‘mondialize’, 422

c

c

aza/ima ‘intend’, 373
c
azafa ‘play’, 348
c

azala ‘disengage’, 281

amila ‘work’, 357

c

azala ‘suppress’, 317

c

ammama ‘generalize’, 422

c

c

ammaqa ‘make deep’, 422
anaa ‘suffer’, 368

c

c
c

annaqa ‘hug’, 379

c

anwana ‘title’, 354

c

anwana ‘entitle’, 275
aqaba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, 325

c
c

aqara ‘immolate’, 412

c

aqlana ‘make rational’, 422

c

aqqada ‘complicate’, 421

azara ‘hit’, 321
c
azzaa ‘comfort’, 363
c

kkara ‘disturb’, 363

daPala ‘run’, 429
¯
dac aqa ‘cry’, 416
¯
dac ara ‘frighten’, 363
¯
dahaa ‘remove’, 282
¯ ˙
daakara ‘learn’, 312
¯
daaqa ‘savor’, 360
¯
dabala ‘wither’, 424
¯
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dahaba ‘go’, 427
¯
dahhaba ‘make to gold’, 422
¯
dakara ‘voice’, 390
¯
dakkaa ‘immolate’, 412
¯
dakkara ‘remember’, 391
¯
dawiia ‘wither’, 424
¯
dawwaba ‘meld’, 335
¯
daxara ‘hoard’, , 314
¯
drra ‘sprinkle’, 271
¯
šaPa ‘want’, 371
šacc a ‘shine’, 415

šabba ‘grow’, 349

šac šac a ‘glisten’, 415

šakka ‘limp’, 429

šac ara ‘feel’, 368

šakkala ‘assemble’, 342

šaġġala ‘hire’, 352
šaġala ‘worry’, 363

šamšama ‘smell’, 374
šamma ‘smell’, 359

šahhama ‘grease’, 275
˙˙
šahama ‘feed-grease’, 411
˙
šahana ‘port’, 293
˙
šahana ‘load’, 271
˙
šataba ‘eliminate’, 281
˙
šatara ‘split’, 329
˙
šaaPama ‘discourage’, 363
šaahana ‘conflict’, 381
˙
šaaba ‘mix’, 335

šammac a ‘wax’, 275

šabbac a ‘saturate’, 273
šabic a ‘INTR-satisfy’, 367
šadddaba ‘prune’, 331
¯¯
šadaa ‘chant’, 348
šadaxa ‘gash’, 331
šadda ‘tug’, 315
šafata ‘extrude’, 281
˙
šafaa ‘cure’, 286
šahida ‘discern’, 359
šajjac a ‘encourage’, 363, 394

šana/iPa ‘detest’, 365
šaqac a ‘drink’, 407
šaqaa ‘INTR-sadden’, 367
šaqqa ‘cleave’, 329
šaqqaa ‘sadden’, 363
šaršara ‘chip’, 329
šarac a ‘begin’, 433

šaada ‘found’, 344
šaadda ‘dispute’, 381

šaraha ‘chip’, 331
˙
šaraha ‘explain’, 387
˙
šarata ‘gash’, 331
˙
šaraa ‘buy’, 305

šaahada ‘watch’, 360

šarada ‘bolt’, 429

šaajara ‘wrangle’, 381

šaraja ‘tack’, 337

šaakasa ‘dispute’, 381
šaala ‘carry’, 295

šaraxa ‘gash’, 331
šarraha ‘chip’, 331
˙
šarrata ‘gush’, 331
˙
šarraba ‘CAUS-drink’, 409

šaabaka ‘link’, 335

šaawara ‘consult’, 376
šabaka ‘link’, 335, 337
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šarraba ‘fill’, 273
šarraja ‘tack’, 337
šataa ‘arrive-to-a-rainy-region’, 433
šawšara ‘disturb’, 363
šawaa ‘grill’, 420
šawwaša ‘disturb’, 363
šawwata ‘sear’, 420
˙
šawwata ‘grieve’, 421
˙
šawwaqa ‘CAUS-desire’, 363
šaxšaxa ‘jingle’, 416
šaxsana ‘personalize’, 422
˙
šaxxa ‘jingle’, 416
šayyac ‘make to a Shiite’, 422
c

šayya a ‘accompany’, 432
šayyac a ‘make to a Shiite’, 422
šayyada ‘construct’, 344
šbbac a ‘satisfy’, 362
dac ana ‘go’, 427
¯
d˙ afara ‘win’, 307
¯
d˙ alac a ‘limp’, 429
¯
d˙ anna ‘believe’, 355
¯
d˙ ac dac a ‘crush’, 331
˙ ˙
daġata ‘squash’, 267
˙
˙
dahhaa ‘CAUS-brunch’, 411
˙ ˙˙
daaPa ‘gleam’, 415
˙
daadda ‘combat’, 381
˙
daajac a ‘RECP-sleep’, 379
˙
daaqa ‘INTR-bore’, 368
˙
daaraba ‘battle’, 381
˙
daayaqa ‘ruffle’, 363
˙
dafaa ‘grow’, 349
˙
dajira ‘INCH-bore’, 368
˙
dajira ‘INTR-bore’, 367
˙

dajja ‘roar’, 416
˙
dalac a ‘hit-on-the-rib’, 325
˙
dalac a ‘hit-on-the-side’, 325
˙
damma ‘add’, 335
˙
damma ‘appropriate’, 305
˙
damma ‘hug’, 379
˙
dammada ‘bind’, 273
˙
daraba ‘hit’, 321
˙
daraba ‘toss’, 318
˙
darasa ‘bite’, 323
˙
daxxama ‘inflate’, 422
˙
ġaššaa ‘cover’, 273
ġaddana ‘rumple’, 419
˙˙
ġadana ‘rumple’, 419
˙
ġadiba ‘anger’, 367, 368
˙
ġasaba ‘filch’, 284
˙
ġattaa ‘cover’, 70
˙˙
ġatta ‘dip’, 267
˙˙
ġattaa ‘cover’, 273
˙˙
ġattsa ‘dip’, 267
˙˙
ġatasa ‘dip’, 267
˙
ġatasa ‘plunge’, 427
˙
ġaada ‘anger’, 363
˙
ġaadara ‘leave’, 428
ġaalaba ‘struggle’, 381
ġaazala ‘flirt’, 379
ġabbara ‘powder’, 275
ġabita ‘envy’, 365
˙
ġaddaa ‘CAUS-lunch’, 411
ġadira ‘drink’, 407
ġalaa ‘boil’, 420
ġalaa ‘increase’, 425
ġalaqa ‘close’, 421
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ġallaa ‘boil’, 420
ġamasa ‘disdain’, 365
˙
ġamada em ‘sheathe’, 277
ġamala ‘molder’, 424
ġamara ‘flood’, 273
ġamasa ‘dip’, 267
ġamaza ‘limp’, 429
ġamma ‘cover’, 273
ġamma ‘sadden’, 363
ġammada ‘sheathe’, 277
ġammasa ‘dip’, 267
ġanima ‘capture’, 284
ġannaa ‘sing’, 348
ġarġara ‘gurgle’, 416
ġarada ‘intend’, 372
˙
ġaraa ‘glue’, 337
ġaraba ‘go’, 427
ġarasa ‘implant’, 265
ġarasa ‘plant’, 271
ġaraza ‘tuck’, 267
ġarbala ‘sieve’, 291
ġarraba ‘expel’, 282
ġasala ‘wash’, 290
ġawaa ‘fascinate’, 363
ġawwasa ‘dip’, 267
˙
ġayyara ‘change’, 346
hadda ‘cut’, 329
˙ ¯¯
haddara ‘warn’, 394
˙ ¯¯
hadafa ‘omit’, 281
˙ ¯
hadira ‘distrust’, 369
˙ ¯
hašša ‘grind’, 331
˙
haššama ‘shame’, 363
˙
hašaa ‘hit-on-the-stomach’, 325
˙

hašaa ‘stuff ’, 271
˙
hašama ‘INTR-shame’, 367
˙
hašara ‘tuck’, 267
˙
hadara ‘pocket’, 277
˙ ¯
had˙ iia ‘get’, 307
˙ ¯
had˙ da ‘incite’, 394
˙ ˙˙
hadana ‘embrace’, 379
˙ ˙
hassala ‘gain’, 307
˙ ˙˙
hassala ‘get’, 305
˙ ˙˙
hassala ‘study’, 312
˙ ˙˙
hasada ‘crop’, 331
˙ ˙
hasala ‘get’, 307
˙ ˙
hatta ‘put’, 265
˙ ˙˙
hataba ‘collect-wood’, 308
˙ ˙
hatta ‘incite’, 394
˙ ¯¯
haaja ‘need’, 372
˙
haajaja ‘debate’, 381
˙
haajja ‘debate’, 381
˙
haaka ‘spin’, 342
˙
haama ‘bolt’, 429
˙
haara ‘INTR-confuse’, 368
˙
haaraba ‘battle’, 381
˙
haarafa ‘compensate’, 303
˙
haawara ‘communicate’, 376
˙
haaza ‘obtain’, 307
˙
habaa ‘creep’, 429
˙
habaa ‘provide’, 303
˙
habaka ‘crochet’, 342
˙
habasa ‘imprison’, 277
˙
habasa ‘sequester’, 317
˙
habbada ‘prefer’, 371
¯
˙
habbada ‘like’, 365
˙
haddaqa ‘peer’, 361
˙
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hafa/ida ‘keep’, 314
¯
˙
hafara˙‘dig’, 344
˙
haffa ‘whish’, 416
˙
haffaza ‘encourage’, 394
˙
hafida ‘memorize’, 312
˙ ¯˙
hajaba
‘screen’, 317
˙
hajala ‘jump’, 429
˙
hajaza ‘book’, 305
˙
hajaza ‘confiscate’, 286
˙
hajjaba ‘cloak’, 275
˙
hakaa ‘narrate’, 387
˙
hakka ‘rub’, 327
˙
halhala ‘cut’, 329
˙ ˙
hala/ima ‘dream’, 373
˙
halaba ‘milk’, 287
˙
halla ‘unfold’, 419
˙
hamala ‘heave’, 295
˙
hamlaqa ‘glance’, 361
˙
hammasa ‘toast’, 420
˙
˙
hammala ‘load’, 271
˙
hammasa ‘enthuse’, 363
˙
hanaa ‘bend’, 419
˙
hanaa ‘long’, 372
˙
hanaqa ‘anger’, 368
˙
hanna ‘long’, 372
˙
haqana ‘inject’, 271
˙
haqara ‘disdain’, 365
˙
haqqara ‘disdain’, 365
˙
haqqara ‘qualify-as-worthless’, 358
˙
harama ‘deprive’, 286
˙
haraqa ‘burn’, 421
˙
harata ‘massage’, 327
˙
harraka ‘move’, 363
˙

harrara ‘free’, 286
˙
harrara ‘liberate’, 284
˙
harraza ‘pocket’, 277
˙
hasada ‘envy’, 365
˙
hasada ‘envy’, 365
˙
hasama ‘cut’, 329
˙
hasiba ‘assume’, 355
˙
hawwaša ‘collect’, 305
˙
hawwata ‘surround’, 273
˙
˙
hawwala ‘transfer’, 293, 299
˙
hawwala ‘transform’, 346
˙
hayyada ‘neutralize’, 421
˙
hayyara ‘confuse’, 363
˙
hazina ‘sadden’, 368
˙
hazza ‘cut’, 329
˙
hazzana ‘sadden’, 363
˙
hmmara ‘redden’, 422
˙
saPama ‘drink’, 407
˙
sac ada ‘ascend’, 427
˙
sac ada ‘rise’, 425
˙
sahiba ‘accompany’, 432
˙ ˙
saaġa ‘forge’, 342
˙
saahaba ‘accompany’, 432
˙ ˙
saadama ‘conflict’, 381
˙
saadara ‘confiscate’, 284
˙
saarac a ‘wrestle’, 381
˙
saata ‘cry’, 416
˙
sabara ‘endure’, 368
˙
sabba ‘pour’, 269
˙
sadama ‘shock’, 363
˙
saddc a ‘crack’, 331
˙
sadiPa ‘rust’, 424
˙
safac a ‘spank’, 321
˙
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safaqa ‘spank’, 321
˙
saffaa ‘clear’, 288
˙
saffaa ‘purify’, 286
˙
saffaa ‘execute’, 412
˙
saffada ‘bind’, 273
˙
saffada ‘fetter’, 337
˙
saffara ‘empty’, 288
˙
saffara ‘whistle’, 416
˙
saffara ‘yellow’, 422
˙
sahara ‘fuse’, 335
˙
sakka ‘nudge’, 321
˙
salsala ‘hiss’, 416
˙ ˙
salama ‘amputate’, 333
˙
salla ‘hiss’, 416
˙
sallama ‘amputate’, 333
˙
sammama ‘design’, 344
˙
sanac a ‘cause’, 350
˙
sanac a ‘make’, 342
˙
sandaqa ‘box’, 277
˙
sannafa ‘classify’, 353
˙
sannama ‘idolize’, 422
˙
saqala ‘shine’, 421
˙
sarsara ‘rattle’, 416
˙ ˙
sarac a ‘kill’, 412
˙
sarafa ‘exchange’, 310
˙
sarafa ‘spend’, 309
˙
sarama ‘cut’, 329
˙
sarra ‘pocket’, 277
˙
sarra ‘whistle’, 416
˙
sarrafa ‘exchange’, 310
˙
sarrama ‘cut’, 329
˙
sawmala ‘somalize’, 422
˙
sawwara ‘characterize’, 353
˙

sawwara ‘form’, 344
˙
saxaba ‘roar’, 416
˙
tacc ama ‘inject’, 273
˙
tac ana ‘stab’, 321
˙
tahana ‘grind’, 331
˙ ˙
taac ana ‘duel’, 381
˙
taafa ‘wander’, 429
˙
taalac a ‘read’, 312
˙
taaqa ‘love’, 365
˙
taara ‘fly’, 429
˙
taaraha ‘exchange’, 311
˙
˙
taarada ‘chase’, 431
˙
tabtaba ‘purr’, 416
˙ ˙
tabaxa ‘cook’, 342, 420
˙
tafaqa ‘start’, 433
˙
tafara ‘jump’, 429
˙
tafara ‘jump’, 425
˙
tahaa ‘cook’, 342, 420
˙
tahhara ‘clean’, 288
˙
tahhara ‘cleanse’, 286
˙
talac a ‘increase’, 425
˙
talata ‘leak’, 417
˙ ¯
talaa ‘smear’, 271
˙
tallaqa ‘divorce’, 339, 379
˙
tama/ic a ‘crave’, 373
˙
tamara ‘immerse’, 265
˙
tamiha ‘aim’, 372
˙
˙
tamma ‘flood’, 273
˙
tantana ‘plunk’, 416
˙ ˙
tanna ‘plunk’, 416
˙
taqtaqa ‘crackle’, 416
˙ ˙
taqqa ‘explode’, 416
˙
tarada ‘expel’, 282
˙
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taraqa ‘cuff ’, 321
˙
taraqa ‘hammer’, 268
˙
tardasa ‘bind’, 273
˙
tariba ‘INTR-exhilarate’, 368
˙
tarrafa ‘radicalize’, 421
˙
tawaa ‘bend’, 419
˙
tawwaha ‘shove’, 318
˙
˙
tawwada ‘tour’, 429
˙
tawwaqa ‘bind’, 273
˙
tawwara ‘CAUS-evolve’, 346
˙
tawwara ‘develop’, 342
˙
tayyaba ‘parfume’, 275
˙
Pıhtalaba ‘milk’, 154
˙
Pac aana ‘help’, 229
Pac azza ‘glorify’, 75, 142
Pac faa ‘unburden’, 223
Pac lana ‘announce’, 206

Pamraka ‘americanize’, 75
Pamsaka ‘hold’, 200
Panc aša ‘reanimate’, 75, 142
Panšada ‘chant’, 85, 106, 208
Panaara ‘light’, 75, 142
Pannata ‘feminize’, 75
¯
Pannaqa ‘make elegant’, 75, 142
Panosana ‘humanize’, 75
Panzala ‘decrease’, 134
Parsala ‘send’, 200
Pasobana ‘hispanize’, 75
Pasobana ‘make Spanish’, 75
Pasorala ‘Israelize’, 75
Pasqata ‘deduct’, 143
˙
Pawhaka ‘be on the point’, 221, 239, 248
˙
Pawsada ‘close’, 75, 142
˙
Pawojaza ‘abbreviate’, 75, 142

Paġoraqa ‘flood’, 187
Patbata ‘prove’, 143
¯
Padarra ‘harm’, 157
˙
Paadaa ‘hurt’, 157
¯
Pablaga ‘report’, 206
Paddaba ‘make erudite’, 75, 142

Pawqada ‘light’, 75, 142
Pawraba ‘make European’, 75

Pafġana ‘afghanize’, 75
Pafraqa ‘africanize’, 75

Pic tasara ‘writhe’, 185
˙
Pic tabara ‘consider’, 181

Pagolaqa ‘close’, 94
Pajjaja ‘fan’, 75, 142

Pic taqada ‘believe’, 235, 260
Pic tarafa ‘confess’, 104, 235, 244

Paksada ‘oxidize’, 75

Pic tazama ‘decide’, 228

Palgaa ‘nullify’, 143

Pic tazama ‘intend’, 179

Palhaba ‘fan’, 75, 142
Pallafa ‘compose’, 85, 208
Palzama ‘constrain’, 205

Piġtasaba ‘extort’, 107, 112
˙
Piġtaada ‘anger’, 199
˙
Piġtanama ‘capture’, 107, 112

Pammama ‘nationalize’, 75

Piġtanama ‘earn’, 107, 147, 202

Payoqada ‘waken’, 75, 142
¯
Pazaba ˙‘gush’, 84
Pazmac a ‘intend’, 228
Pazzama ‘aggravate’, 75, 142
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Pidtarra ‘force’, 230
Pijtanaba ‘avoid’, 219
˙˙
Pijtassa ‘touch’, 88, 99
Pihmarra ‘redden’, 172
˙
Pihtadara ‘beware’, 178, 198, 218, 223, Piktaddaa ‘teem’, 187
¯˙ ¯˙
˙ ¯
260
Piktašafa
‘detect’, 133, 137
Pihtaaja ‘need’, 133, 135, 137, 179, 218, Piktaraa ‘lease’, 107, 147, 202
˙
Piktasaba ‘gain’, 107, 147, 202
230
Piltaha ‘rinf ’, 154
Pihtaqafa ‘debone’, 154
˙
˙
Pihtaraza ‘sidetep’, 219
Piltafata ‘care’, 260
˙
PišmaPazza ‘disgust’, 199
Piltamasa ‘touch’, 88, 99
Piltamasa ‘want’, 133, 135, 137, 218
Pištaaqa ‘long’, 179, 230

Pištara ‘buy’, 107, 147, 202
Pibtaġa ‘aim’, 133, 135, 137, 218

Pinhadara ‘decrease’, 139, 192
˙
Pinhanaa ‘bow’, 190
˙
Pinsarafa ‘go’, 195
˙
Pintalaqa ‘go’, 195
˙
Pinbaraa ‘start off ’, 238

Pibtaac a ‘buy’, 107, 147, 202

Pinbaraa ‘start’, 248

Pibtadac a ‘invent’, 106, 115, 208

Pindahaša ‘marvel’, 199

PibtadaPa ‘begin’, 238
Pibtakara ‘invent’, 106, 115, 208

Pinfajara ‘explode’, 139, 192
Pinhaara ‘fall’, 139, 192

Pibtana ‘build’, 106, 115, 208

Pinmasaxa ‘mutate’, 116, 118

Pibtasama ‘smile’, 177, 190

Pinoqašac a ‘clear’, 114

Piddarac a ‘wear a cuirass’, 153
Piftakka ‘earn’, 107, 147, 202

Pinqabada ‘convulse’, 185
˙
Pinqalaba ‘alter’, 116, 118

Piftaqara ‘need’, 179, 230

Pinsahaba ‘leave’, 195
˙
Pintaġaša ‘crawl’, 113, 186

Pištahaa ‘seek’, 133, 135, 137, 218
Pištamma ‘smell’, 133, 137, 234
Pištaqqa ‘derive’, 233

Piftataha ‘commence’, 238
˙
Pihtamma ‘care’, 260
Pihtazza ‘shake’, 185

Pintahaba ‘cry’, 177, 190
˙
Pintabaha ‘care’, 260

Pijtatta ‘uproot’, 111
¯¯
Pijtaaba ‘travel’, 100

Pintafada ‘shake’, 185
˙
Pintahara ‘rebuke’, 128, 132, 135, 137,

Pijtaaza ‘traverse’, 195
Pijtadaa ‘suplicate’, 220

246
Pintaqaa ‘select’, 107, 147, 202

Pijtalaa ‘figure out’, 233

Pintaqada ‘criticize’, 128, 132, 135, 137,

Pijtanaa ‘collect’, 107, 147, 202

246
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Pintaxaba ‘elect’, 105, 140, 191
Pintazac a ‘exact’, 107, 147, 202

Pistaslaha ‘reforme’, 142
˙ ˙
Pistašc ara ‘feel’, 234
Pistašc ara ‘sense’, 133, 137

Pintazac a ‘extract’, 111

Pistaššafa ‘figure out’, 233

Pintazac a ‘snatch’, 107, 112

PistaaPa ‘anguish’, 199

Pinwalada ‘generate’, 116
Pinxafada ‘lower’, 139, 192
˙
Pinzac aja ‘mind’, 199

Pistadaana ‘borrow’, 107, 147, 202
Pistafaada ‘deduce’, 233

Piqtatafa ‘pluck’, 107, 147, 202
˙
Piqtalac a ‘extract’, 111
Piqtanaa ‘purchase’, 107, 147, 202

Pistahjana ‘reprove’, 128, 132, 135, 137,

Piqtarada ‘borrow’, 107, 147, 202
˙
Piqtaraba ‘approach’, 195

Pistajlaa ‘figure out’, 233

Pintawaa ‘intend’, 220

Pistahalla ‘begin’, 238
246
Pistajda ‘suplicate’, 220

Pirotajala ‘improvise’, 85, 208
Pirtac aša ‘shiver’, 185

Pistaladda ‘enjoy’, 178, 198, 218, 223,
¯¯
260
Pistalaba ‘steal’, 107, 112

Pirtac aba ‘fear’, 199

Pistalafa ‘borrow’, 107, 147, 202

Pirtac ada ‘shiver’, 185

Pistalama ‘get’, 108, 147, 202

c

Pirtaa a ‘frighten ’, 199
Pirtadda ‘return’, 195
Pirtajafa ‘tremble’, 185

Pistalla ‘retract’, 111
Pistamnaha ‘request’, 220
˙
Pistanbata ‘infer’, 233
˙
Pistankara ‘condamne’, 127

Pirtajja ‘tremble’, 185
Pisotac obada ‘enslave’, 75

Pistankara ‘condemne’, 245
Pistantaja ‘conclude’, 233

Pistac aada ‘regain’, 107, 147, 202

Pistaqsaa ‘survey’, 129
˙
Pistaqtara ‘drip’, 188
˙
Pistaqaa ‘infer’, 233
Pistaradda ‘retrieve’, 108, 147, 202

Pirtafac a ‘increase’, 139, 192

Pistac aada ‘salvage’, 107, 112
Pistac aara ‘borrow’, 107, 147, 202
Pistac taa ‘beg’, 220
PistaPsala ‘uproot’, 111
˙
PistaPjara ‘rent’, 107, 147, 202

Pistaraqqa ‘steal’, 107, 112

Pistataaba ‘gain’, 107, 147, 202
¯
Pistahadara ‘recollect’, 140, 191
˙ ˙
Pistahaala ‘turn’, 116, 118
˙
Pistaslaha ‘reform’, 75
˙ ˙

Pistarjac a ‘repossess’, 107, 112
Pistarjac a ‘retrieve’, 108, 147, 202

Pistarfada ‘earn’, 108, 147, 202

Pistarjaa ‘ask’, 220
Pistawc aba ‘assimilate’, 233, 242, 243
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Pistawfaa ‘cease’, 239

Pac aara ‘lend’, 103

Pistaxlasa ‘conclude’, 233
˙
Pistixlaas ‘extract’, 111
˙
Pittahama ‘accuse’, 236

Pac adda ‘fit’, 90
Pac azza ‘cherish’, 77, 128, 132, 134, 136,

Pittaqaa ‘avert’, 219

Pac daa ‘contaminate’, 109, 144

181, 192, 198, 209, 217, 259

Pittaqaa ‘beware’, 178, 198, 218, 223, Pac dama ‘execute’, 79, 194
260
Pac lama ‘alert’, 93
Pixtataa ‘overcome’, 194
Pac lama ‘inform’, 234, 244
˙
Pixtaata ‘overcome’, 194
Pac lana ‘announce’, 237
˙
Pixtaara ‘select’, 105, 108, 140, 147, 191, Pac lana ‘declare’, 105, 140, 191
202
Pac qaba ‘reply’, 232, 240
Pixtarac a ‘invent’, 106, 115, 208

Pac raba ‘express’, 237

Pixtatama ‘terminate’, 239

Paġšaa ‘cover’, 109, 144

Pizdahama ‘teem’, 187
˙
Pizdaada ‘generate’, 116

Paġbata ‘envy’, 77, 128, 132, 134, 136,
˙
181, 192, 198, 209, 259

Pizdaada ‘grow’, 139, 192

Paġraqa ‘drwon’, 79

Pizdajara ‘rebuke’, 128, 132, 135, 137, Paġraqa ‘flood’, 109, 144
246
Pataaba ‘recompense’, 127, 132, 135, 136,
¯
Pizdaraa ‘debase’, 77, 128, 132, 134, 136,
246
181, 198, 209, 217, 259
Proxasa ‘lower’, 135
˙
Pugmiya ‘faint’, 160
Pugrima ‘fall in love’, 161

Padhara ‘show’, 80, 104, 231, 240, 241,
¯˙
243

Padaafa ‘add’, 232, 240
˙
Pahdara ‘bring’, 103, 159
˙˙
Pahha ‘sweat’, 189
Puulic a ‘fall in love’, 161
˙˙
Pahaata ‘cloak’, 109, 144
Pštaffa ‘gulp’, 405
˙ ˙
Pac dama ‘glorify’, 127, 132, 135, 136, Pahaala ‘turn’, 117, 196
¯˙
˙
Pahabba ‘like’, 133, 135, 137, 218
246
˙
Pac dama ‘glorify’, 77, 128, 132, 134, 136, Pahabba ‘love’, 77, 128, 132, 134, 136,
˙
˙
181, 192, 198, 209, 217, 259
181, 192, 198, 209, 217, 259

Pac ta ‘give’, 103
˙
Pac taa ‘give’, 78, 124
˙
Pac aada ‘give back’, 78
Pac aara ‘give’, 78, 124

Pahalla ‘warrant’, 203, 216
˙
Pahraza ‘get’, 107, 147, 202
˙
Pasaaba ‘hurt’, 158
˙
Pasaaba ‘obtain’, 107, 147, 202
˙
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Pasaaba ‘win’, 107, 112
˙
Pattara ‘frame’, 109, 144
˙˙
Pattara ‘perfume’, 110, 152
˙˙
Pataaqa ‘tolerate’, 77, 128, 132, 134, 136,
˙
181, 192, 198, 209, 217, 259
c

Padaana ‘condemn’, 127, 132, 135, 136,
246
Padaana ‘denounce’, 236
Paddaa ‘pay’, 78
Padfaqa ‘spill’, 188

Paš ara ‘alert’, 93
Pašc ara ‘notify’, 234, 244

Padlaa ‘announce’, 396
Padlaa ‘declare’, 236, 245

Pašaara ‘point’, 86

Padlaqa ‘spill’, 188

Pašfaqa ‘pity’, 260

Padraja ‘insert’, 80, 109

Paadaa ‘hurt’, 158
Padraka
¯
Paadara ‘prefer’, 218
Padraka
¯
Paatara ‘prefer’, 77, 128, 132–137, 181, Padraka
¯
Padraka
192, 198, 209, 217, 259

‘apprehend’, 233, 242, 243
‘notice’, 133, 137
‘obtain’, 107, 147, 202
‘perceive’, 234

Pafsaha ‘expres’, 237
Paajara ‘recompense’, 246
˙ ˙
Paajara recompense‘’, 127, 132, 135, 136 Pafaada ‘add’, 236, 245
Paalafa ‘consolidate’, 77, 119, 120, 201

Pafaada ‘inform’, 234, 244, 396

Paamana ‘believe’, 235, 260

Pafaada ‘utter’, 232, 240

Paata ‘lend’, 78, 124
Paawa ‘lodge’, 145

Pafaqa ‘travel’, 82, 160
Pafraġa ‘empty’, 111

Paaxada ‘blame’, 127, 245
¯
Pabc ada ‘abscise’, 111

Pafraġa ‘pour’, 188

c

Pab da ‘deport’, 112
Pabsara ‘discern’, 133, 137, 234
˙
Paba/iha ‘care’, 260

Pafrada ‘impose’, 216
˙
Pafraza ‘secrete’, 84
Paftaa ‘dictate’, 80, 86, 104, 231, 240,
241, 243

Pabaaha ‘permit’, 203, 216
Pahhala ‘prepare’, 90
˙
Pabaada ‘exterminate’, 76, 79, 194, 209 Pahlaka ‘destroy’, 76, 209
Pabaana ‘state’, 237
Pahlaka ‘perish’, 79, 194
Pabbaxa ‘decry’, 127, 132, 135, 136, 246 Pahrac a ‘speed’, 82, 160
Pabdac a ‘invent’, 106, 115, 208

Pajaaza ‘licence’, 216

Pablaġa ‘report’, 234, 244
Pabraza ‘insist’, 232, 240

Pajaaza ‘license’, 203
Pajalla ‘glorify’, 77, 128, 132, 134, 136,

Pabraza ‘shit’, 189

181, 192, 198, 209, 217, 259
Pajalla ‘honor’, 127, 132, 135, 136, 246
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Pajbara ‘force’, 229

Panifa ‘reject’, 77, 128, 132, 134, 136,

Pajjara ‘lease’, 78, 124
Pajrasa ‘knell’, 159

181, 198, 209, 217, 259
Panjaza ‘complete’, 239

Pakala ‘eat’, 85, 142, 182, 403

Pannaba ‘castigate’, 127, 132, 135, 136,

Pakaraha ‘oblige’, 229
Pakbaa ‘fail’, 225
PaklaPa ‘eat (for animals)’, 403
PaklaPa ‘eat’ (for animals), 85, 182
Pakmala ‘complete’, 239
Pakraba ‘rush’, 82, 160
Palġaa ‘dismiss’, 111

246
c

Paqda a ‘insult’, 127, 132, 135, 136, 246
¯
Paqsaa ‘expel’, 111, 112
˙
Paqtac a ‘allocate’, 78, 103
˙
Paqada ‘lend’, 78, 124
˙
Paqaala ‘discharge’, 111
Paqaama ‘construct’, 106, 115, 208

Palhaa ‘rind’, 154
˙
Palaka ‘mastikate’, 404

Paqalla ‘carry’, 145

Palfaa ‘find’, 107, 147, 202
Paljama ‘bridle’, 110, 152

396
Paqarra ‘authorize’, 203, 216

Pallafa ‘consolidate’, 77, 119, 120, 201

Paqbala ‘approach’, 195

Paqarra ‘acknowledge’, 104, 235, 244,

Pallaha ‘idolize’, 77, 128, 132, 134, 136, Paqlama ‘adapt’, 90
181, 192, 198, 209, 259
Paqrana ‘join’, 77, 119, 120
Palqaa ‘recite’, 80, 104, 231, 240, 241, Paqrana ‘manzil-an. manzil-an. join’,
243

201

Pamara ‘instruct’, 93

Paqrara ‘acknowledge’, 104, 235, 244,

Pamara ‘order’, 226
Pamina ‘trust’, 178, 198, 218, 223, 260

396
Parġama ‘force’, 229

Pamlaa ‘dectate’, 231, 240, 241

Paršaha ‘sweat’, 189
˙
Paraada ‘want’, 133, 135, 137, 218

Pamlaa ‘dictate’, 80, 86, 104, 243
Pammana ‘assure’, 217
Pandara ‘warn’, 93
¯
PanšaPa ‘start’, 238, 248

Paraaqa ‘dribble’, 188
Pardaa ‘kill’, 79, 194

PanbaPa ‘notify’, 234, 244

Pariba ‘need’, 179, 230

Panfasa ‘eject’, 199
˙
Panhaa ‘finish’, 239

Parjac a ‘turn back’, 78
Parsala ‘send’, 103

Pardafa ‘reply’, 232, 240

Pani/afa ‘disgust’, 178, 198, 218, 223, Pasaaġa ‘licence’, 203, 216
260

Pasaala ‘spew’, 188
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Pasifa ‘regret’, 260
Paskana ‘lodge’, 145
Pasmaa ‘call’, 105, 140

Paxada ‘undertake’, 238
Paxbara ‘inform’, 93
Paxbara ‘update’, 234, 244

Pasraa ‘walk by night’, 82, 160

Paxfaqa ‘fail’, 225

Passasa ‘found’, 106, 115

Paxlaa ‘clear’, 111
Paxraja ‘extradite’, 112

Passasa‘found’, 208
Pataa ‘come’, 195

Paxraja ‘extrude’, 111

Patamma ‘end’, 239

Paxraja ‘exude’, 84

Patlafa ‘devastate’, 76, 209

Pazaa ‘wheeze’, 179, 185
Pazaaha ‘remove’, 111
˙
Pazaala ‘remove’, 111

c

Patra a ‘fill’, 109, 144
Pawġala ‘enter’, 195
Pawtaqa ‘bind’, 120, 201
¯
Pawtaqa ‘tie’, 119, 120, 201
¯
Pawdaha ‘’explain, 86
˙ ˙
Pawdaha ‘clarify’, 80, 231, 241, 243
˙ ˙
Pawdaha ‘explain’, 104, 240
˙ ˙
Pawhaa ‘reveal’, 232, 240
˙
Pawsaa ‘’advise, 226
˙
Pawsala ‘carry’, 103, 159
˙
Pawaa ‘reside’, 145
Pawjaba ‘obligate’, 216
PawmaPa h‘wink’, 86, 162, 190
Pawmada ‘gesture’, 86, 162, 190
˙
Pawqafa ‘stop’, 239
Pawrata ‘bequeath’, 78, 103
¯
Pawsaxa ‘dirty’, 109, 144
Paxsaa ‘castrate’, 154
˙
Paxtara ‘notify’, 93
˙
Paxada ‘blame’, 127
¯
Paxada ‘blame’,, 245
¯
Paxada ‘get’, 107, 147, 202
¯
Paxada ‘begin’, 248
Paxada ‘take’, 107, 112

Pazaana ‘embellish’, 109, 144
Pazmac a ‘intend’, 179
Pazza ‘fizz’, 159
Pbġada ‘abhor’, 77, 128, 132, 134, 136,
˙
181, 198, 209, 217, 259
Phdaa ‘present’, 103
Phodaa ‘present’, 78, 124
Pic tarafa ‘acknowledge’, 396
Pihtadana ‘house’, 145
˙ ˙
Pihtawa ‘contain’, 145
˙
Pištakaa ‘complain’, 397
Pibtalac a ‘gobble’, 405
Piftarasa ‘devour’, 405
Pijtarra ‘masticate’, 404
Piltahama ‘devour’, 405
Piltaqaa ‘meet’, 91
Piltaqama ‘wolf ’, 405
Pinjaafa ‘become smelly’, 173
Pistahlaka ‘consume’, 405
Pistarata ‘gobble’, 405
˙
Pistawc aba ‘contain’, 145
Pixtalafa ‘differ’, 210
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dac dac a ‘raze’, 76, 209
˙ ˙
Plc aba ‘drool’, 189
dahaka ‘whinny’, 179, 185
˙ ˙
Plsaqa ‘glue’, 119, 120, 201
dahika ‘laugh’, 177, 190
˙
˙ ˙
PnšaPa ‘build’, 106, 115, 208
daaPala ‘dip’, 135
˙
Pntaja ‘prduct’, 208
daaqa ‘narrow’, 171
˙
Pntaja ‘product’, 106, 115
dafara ‘plait’, 87, 89
˙
Prsaxa ‘plant’, 80, 109
daji/ara ‘bore’, 173, 186, 210
˙
Puġrima ‘love’, 260
dalac a ‘hit-on-the-rib’, 79, 97, 154, 207
˙
Puulic a ‘adore’, 260
dalac a ‘hit-on-the-side’, 79, 97, 154, 207
˙
Pxtra ‘notify’, 234, 244
damina ‘assure’, 217
˙
˙
daaba ‘melt’, 171
damma ‘appropriate’, 107, 147, 202
¯
˙
daakara ‘converse’, 400
damma ‘contain’, 145
¯
˙
dahaba ‘’go, 195
damma ‘embed’, 145
¯
˙
dahaba ‘go’, 100
dammada ‘bind’, 109, 144
¯
˙
dahhaba ‘make to gold’, 75
daraba ‘hit’, 78, 97, 126, 157, 158, 207
¯
˙
dakara ‘voice’, 232, 240
haddara ‘warn’, 224
¯
˙ ¯¯
dakkaa ‘immolate’, 79, 194
hadda ‘cut’, 76, 98, 131, 195
¯
˙ ¯¯
dakkara ‘remember’, 93, 226
haddara ‘warn’, 93
¯
˙ ¯¯
dakkara ‘remind’, 234, 244
hadira ‘beware’, 178, 198, 218, 223, 260
¯
˙ ¯
damma ‘reprimand’, 127, 132, 135, 137, hatta ‘advise’, 228
¯
˙ ¯¯
246
hatta ‘encourage’, 93
˙ ¯¯
darafa ‘drip’, 84
hatafa ‘omit’, 111
¯
˙ ¯
drra ‘sprinkle’, 99, 109, 188
hada ‘advise’, 228
¯
˙ ¯
tac ata ‘become stinky’, 173
had˙ da ‘admonish’, 93
¯ ˙
˙ ˙˙
taġa ‘baa’, 179, 185
hassala ‘get’, 107, 147, 202
¯
˙ ˙˙
taara ‘anger’, 199, 212
hatta ‘place’, 80, 109
¯
˙ ˙˙
tabbata ‘position’, 80, 109
hattama ‘crumble’, 76, 196
¯
˙ ˙˙
taqaba ‘bore’, 126
hattama ‘wreck’, 76, 209
¯
˙ ˙˙
taqaba ‘pierce’, 94
hašaa ‘hit-on-the-stomach’, 79, 97, 154,
¯
˙
taqifa ‘learn’, 233, 242, 243
207
¯
tartara ‘gossip’, 190
hašaa ‘stuff ’, 187
¯ ¯
˙
taxina ‘thicken’, 171
hašama ‘shame’, 173, 186, 210
¯ c
˙
dala a ‘limp’, 83, 160
haaja ‘need’, 179, 230
¯˙
˙
Pizdarada ‘bold’, 405
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haajja ‘argue’, 400
˙
haaka ‘spin’, 106, 115, 146, 147, 208
˙
haara ‘anger’, 199
˙
haara ‘become confused’, 173, 186, 210
˙
haawala ‘try’, 220
˙
haawara ‘converse’, 400
˙
haawara ‘discuss’, 91, 101
˙
haayada ‘avoid’, 219
˙
habaa ‘crawl’, 83, 160
˙
habaka ‘knit’, 106, 115, 146, 208
˙
habbada ‘prefer’, 133, 135, 137, 218
¯
˙
habita ‘fail’, 225
˙ ˙
hadara ‘decrease’, 134
˙
hafada ‘save’, 180
˙ ¯˙
hafara
‘dig’, 106, 115, 208
˙
haffa ‘whish’, 159
˙
haffaza ‘encourage’, 93, 228, 229
˙
hajaza ‘book’, 107, 147, 202
˙
hajjaba ‘cloak’, 110, 152
˙
hakaa ‘narrate’, 80, 86, 104, 231, 240,
˙
241, 243

hammala ‘load’, 99, 109, 188
˙
hanaa ‘long’, 230
˙
hanaa ‘love’, 260
˙
hanaqa ‘anger’, 173, 186, 210
˙
hanna ‘long’, 179, 230
˙
hannaa ‘henna’, 87
˙
haraa ‘may’, 249
˙
harama ‘deprive’, 223
˙
haraqa ‘burn’, 75, 142, 158
˙
harata ‘massage’, 88, 99
˙
harija ‘become prohibited’, 172, 222
˙
harima ‘become prohibited’, 172, 222
˙
harrada ‘incite’, 229
˙
˙
harraja ‘forbid’, 203, 216
˙
harrama ‘prohibit’, 203, 216
˙
hasaa ‘sip’, 404
˙
hasada ‘envy’, 77, 128, 132, 134, 136,
˙
181, 198, 209, 217, 259
hasama ‘cut’, 76, 98, 131, 195
˙
hasbala ‘claim: God is all I need. He is
˙
the best guardian.’, 402

hakka ‘rub’, 88, 99
˙
halhala ‘cut’, 195
˙ ˙
halhala ‘degradate’, 76, 98, 131
˙ ˙
halaa ‘sweeten’, 171
˙
halaba ‘milk’, 154
˙
halaqa ‘shave’, 87
˙
hali/ama ‘dream’, 179
˙
halla ‘become allowed’, 172, 222
˙
hallala ‘permit’, 203, 216
˙
hamala ‘bring’, 103, 159
˙
hamdala ‘claim: Praise to God’, 402
˙
hamiya ‘heat’, 171
˙

hasiba ‘conceive’, 191
˙
hasiba ‘conseive’, 140
˙
hattama ‘require’, 216
˙
hawqala ‘claim: There is no power nor
˙
might except with God.’, 402
hawwata ‘surround’, 109, 144
˙
˙
hawwaša ‘collect’, 107, 147, 202
˙
hawwala ‘send’, 78
˙
hawwala ‘turn’, 117, 196
˙
hayyaa ‘greet’, 127, 132, 135, 137, 246
˙
hayyada ‘neutralize’, 75, 142
˙
hazina ‘sadden’, 173, 186, 210
˙
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hazza ‘cut’, 76, 98, 131, 195
˙
sacc ada ‘rise’, 134
˙
sac ada ‘rise’, 139, 173, 192, 195
˙
sac ida ‘ascend’, 100
˙
saġura ‘reduce’, 171
˙
saaha ‘call’, 179, 185
˙ ˙
saadafa ‘meet’, 102
˙
saadaqa ‘befriend’, 102
˙
saadara ‘confiscate’, 107, 112
˙
saarac a ‘wrestle’, 91, 101
˙
sabara ‘comfort’, 173, 186, 210
˙
sabba ‘slop’, 188
˙
sadaha ‘annouce’, 236, 245
˙
˙
sadaha ‘echo’, 114
˙
˙
sadaha ‘proclaim’, 396
˙
˙
safac a ‘spank’, 78, 97, 126, 131, 157, 158,
˙
207

salla ‘clank’, 159
˙
sallama ‘amputate’, 183
˙
sammama ‘construct’, 106, 115, 208
˙
sanac a ‘fabricate’, 106, 115, 208
˙
sannama ‘idolize’, 75
˙
saqala ‘shine’, 75, 142
˙
sarsara ‘chirp’, 179, 185
˙ ˙
sarsara ‘clink’, 159
˙ ˙
saraPa ‘whistle’, 159
˙
sarama ‘cut’, 76, 98, 131, 195
˙
saraxa ‘cry’, 159
˙
sarra ‘whistle’, 159
˙
sarraha ‘declare’, 236, 245
˙
˙
sarraha ‘proclaim’, 396
˙
˙
sarrama ‘cut’, 76, 98, 131, 195
˙
sawmala ‘somalize’, 75
˙
sawwara ‘copy’, 180
˙
safaqa ‘clap’, 86, 162, 190
sawwara ‘fashion’, 106, 115, 208
˙
˙
safaqa ‘spank’, 78, 97, 126, 157, 158, 207 sawwara ‘represent’, 140, 191
˙
˙
tacc ama ‘inject’, 109, 144
safda ‘handcuff ’, 119, 120, 201
˙
˙
tac ana ‘knife’, 79, 131
saffaa ‘execute’, 79, 194
˙
˙
tac ana ‘stab’, 78, 97, 126, 157, 158, 207
saffada ‘bind’, 109, 144
˙
˙
tac ima ‘eat’, 85, 142, 182, 403
saffada ‘handcuff ’, 119, 120, 201
˙
˙
tahana ‘crunch’, 404
saffafa ‘braid’, 87, 89
˙
˙ ˙
tahana ‘mull’, 94
saffaqa ‘clap’, 86, 162, 190
˙
˙ ˙
tahara ‘groan’, 177, 190
saffara ‘whistle’, 177, 190
˙
˙ ˙
taaba ‘sweeten’, 171
saffra ‘whistle’, 159
˙
˙
taafa ‘stroll’, 100
sahala ‘whinny’, 179, 185
˙
˙
taalac a ‘read’, 233
sakka ‘cuff ’, 131
˙
˙
sakka ‘nudge’, 78, 97, 126, 157, 158, 207 taara ‘fly’, 83, 160
˙
˙
tabac a ‘print’, 125, 180
salsala ‘clank’, 159
˙ ˙
˙
tabaxa ‘cook’, 96, 106, 115, 146, 208
salaba ‘crucify’, 79
˙
˙
tabbala ‘thrum’, 159
salama ‘amputate’, 183
˙
˙
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tafaqa ‘go on’, 238
˙
tafaqa ‘start’, 248
˙
tafara ‘jump’, 83, 139, 160, 173, 192
˙
tahaa ‘cook’, 106, 115, 146, 208
˙
talac a ‘increase’, 139, 192
˙
talac a ‘rise’, 173
˙
talaa ‘smear’, 99, 109, 188
˙
talaba ‘ask’, 220
˙
tallac a ‘increase’, 134
˙
tallaqa ‘divorce’, 119, 121, 201
˙
tamara ‘bury’, 80, 109
˙
tamasa ‘unmake’, 76, 209
˙
tamiha ‘quest’, 230
˙
˙
tamma ‘flood’, 144
˙
tantana ‘plonk’, 159
˙ ˙
tanna ‘plonk’, 159
˙
taqtaqa ‘crockle’, 159
˙ ˙
taqqa ‘crockle’, 159
˙
taraha ‘extirpate’, 111
˙
˙
tarada ‘expel’, 111, 112
˙
taraqa ‘cuff ’, 78, 97, 126, 157, 158, 207
˙
taraza ‘embroider’, 125
˙
tardasa ‘bind’, 144
˙
tariba ‘amuse’, 173, 186, 210
˙
tarrafa ‘radicalize’, 75, 142
˙
tarraza ‘embroider’, 125
˙
tawwaha ‘launch’, 199
˙
˙
tawwaqa ‘bind’, 144
˙
tawwara ‘develop’, 106, 115, 146, 208
˙
tayyaba ‘perfume’, 110, 152
˙
tac ata ‘become-stinky’, 426
¯ ˙
taġara ‘notch’, 331
¯
taara ‘INTR-excite’, 368
¯

taara ‘anger’, 367
¯
tabbata ‘frustrate’, 363
¯
˙
tabbata ‘mount’, 265
¯
tammana ‘appreciate’, 365
¯
tanaa ‘bend’, 419
¯
taqaba ‘perforate’, 331
¯
tarada ‘mince’, 331
¯ c
ša ala ‘light’, 171
šaġġala ‘appoint’, 105, 140, 191
šaddaba ‘’, 89
¯¯
šaddaba ‘snip’, 87
¯¯
šadda ‘split’, 76, 196
¯¯
šah˙ h˙ ama ‘grease’, 110, 152
˙˙
šahaba ‘pale’, 171
˙
šahana ‘load’, 99, 109, 188
˙
šatafa ‘rinse’, 87, 89
˙
šatara ‘split’, 76, 98, 131, 195
˙
šaahana ‘conflict’, 91, 101
˙
šaaba ‘gray’, 171
šaabaka ‘connect’, 77, 119, 120, 201
šaada ‘build’, 106, 115, 208
šaajara ‘wrangle’, 91
šaawara ‘consult’, 91, 101, 400
šaaxa ‘age’, 171
šabba ‘rejuvenate’, 171
šabbac a ‘saturate’, 109, 144, 187
šadaa ‘chitter’, 179, 185
šadaxa ‘fracture’, 76, 196
šaddaba ‘prune’, 126
šahaqa ‘sob’, 177, 190
šahhada ‘claim: There is no god but God
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šahida ‘perceive’, 234

šaxšaxa ‘clink’, 159

šahida ‘see’, 141
šaxbata ‘scratch’, 125
˙
šajaba ‘denounce’, 127, 132, 135, 136, šaxxa ‘piss’, 189
246
šajjac a ‘encourage’, 228, 229
šakaa ‘complain’, 397
šakara ‘thank’, 127, 132, 135, 137, 246
šakkala ‘form’, 106, 115, 146, 208
šamšama ‘rifle’, 129
šama/ila ‘contain’, 145
šamma ‘smell’, 133, 137, 234
šammac a ‘gel’, 87, 89
šammac a ‘wax’, 110, 152
šanaqa ‘hang’, 79
šaqšaqa ‘chirp’, 179, 185
šaqqa ‘cleave’, 76, 98, 131, 195
šaqqa ‘crack’, 76, 196
šaršara ‘chip’, 76, 196
šarac a ‘proceed’, 238

šaxxasa ‘diagnose’, 140, 191
˙
šayyac a ‘make to a Shiite’, 75
šayyada ‘build’, 106, 115, 208
c

assala ‘make to honey’, 75

c

arraba ‘arabize’, 422
assala ‘make to a honey’, 422

c

haawala ‘try’, 220
˙
dahada ‘falsify’, 75
˙ ˙
dahada ‘falsify’, 421
˙
damaqrata ‘democratize’, 422
˙
damaqrata ‘democratize’, 75
˙
jaromana ‘germanize’, 75
jaromana ‘germanize’, 422
magnata ‘magnetize’, 422
˙
magnata ‘magnetize’, 75
˙
rasmala ‘capitalize’, 75

šaraha ‘chip’, 196
˙
rasmala ‘capitalize’, 422
šaraha ‘explain’, 80, 86, 104, 231, 240,
˙
241, 243
bacc ada ‘banish, 112
šaraa ‘buy’, 107, 147, 202
bac ata ‘post’, 103
¯
šarama ‘cut’, 158
bac ata ‘radiate’, 84
¯
šariba ‘drink’, 85, 142, 182, 403
bac ata ‘send’, 200
¯
šarrac a ‘authorize’, 203, 216
baġaa ‘desire’, 133, 135, 137, 218
šarraha ‘cut’, 98, 131, 196
badda ‘ooze’, 417
˙
˙˙
šarraba ‘fill’, 109, 144
baġada ‘abhor’, 365
˙
šarraba ‘saturate’, 187
baġaa ‘want’, 371
šatama ‘insult’, 127, 132, 135, 137, 246 bahtara ‘waste’, 309
˙¯
šawwata ‘grieve’, 75, 142
bahata ‘search’, 374
˙
˙ ¯
šawwara ‘point’, 86
bahlaqa ‘gaze’, 361
˙
šaxsana ‘personalize’, 75
bassa ‘glitter’, 415
˙
˙˙
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basac a ‘leak’, 417
˙
basura ‘regard’, 360
˙
battana ‘staff ’, 273
˙˙
bataša ‘immolate’, 414
˙
batana ‘hit-on-the-stomach’, 325
˙
bacc ada ‘evacuate’, 282
bac ata ‘send’, 293
¯
bac aja ‘squash’, 331

baala ‘piss’, 189

bac zaqa ‘waste’, 309

baasa ‘kiss’, 88, 99, 130

baddara ‘waste’, 309
¯¯
badala ‘spend’, 309
¯
bašara ‘skin’, 287

baasa ‘kiss’, 327
baasata ‘joke’, 377
˙
baasata ‘banter’, 101
˙
baayac a ‘elect’, 105, 140, 191

baalaa ‘care’, 260
baaraha ‘leave’, 428
˙
baaraa ‘battle’, 381
baaraa ‘compete’, 91, 101
baaraza ‘fight’, 382
baaraza ‘duel’, 91, 102
baasa ‘kiss’, 379

badda ‘ooze’, 189
˙˙
bahata ‘search’, 129
˙ ¯
basaqa ‘spit’, 189
˙
basbasa ‘squint’, 86, 162, 190
˙ ˙
battana ‘staff ’, 144
˙˙
batana ‘hit-on-the-stomach’, 79, 98, 154,
˙
207

baayac a ‘rate’, 352
baayana ‘argue’, 382
badaPa ‘begin’, 433
badaPa ‘begin’, 238, 248
badaPa ‘invent’, 106, 115, 208
baddala ‘change’, 346

batbata ‘quack’, 179, 185
˙
baac a ‘sell’, 78, 103, 124

baddala ‘change’, 117, 196

baada ‘lay-an-egg’, 351
˙
baadac a ‘RECP-sleep’, 379
˙
baaġata ‘surprise’, 363
¯
baahata ‘negotiate’, 377
˙ ¯
baac a ‘sell’, , 297
baaPa ‘reveal’, 104, 235, 244

bahhara ‘flavour’, 110, 152
bahhara ‘flavour’, 275

baaPa ‘acknowledge’, 396

bajjala ‘praise’, 127, 132, 135, 137, 246

baaha ‘become tolerable’, 172, 222
˙
baaha ‘confess’, 396
˙
baaha ‘reveal’, 104, 235, 244
˙
baahata ‘negociate’, 91, 101
˙ ¯
baadala ‘exchange’, 311

bakaa ‘cry’, 155, 177, 190

bahata ‘pale’, 171

bahi/aja ‘gladden’, 173, 186, 210
bahija ‘gladden’, 368
bajja ‘gash’, 331
bajjala ‘venerate’, 365

bakala ‘mix’, 335
bakata ‘castigate’, 128, 132, 135, 137,
246
bakka ‘pierce’, 331
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bakkala ‘mix’, 335

barrara ‘explain’, 80, 104, 231, 240, 241,

balġama ‘spit’, 189
balac a ‘gobble’, 405

243
barrara ‘rationalize’, 143

ballaġa ‘inform’, 93
ballaġa ‘report’, 234, 244

basata ‘unfold’, 419
˙
basaqa ‘spit’, 189

ballaġa ‘report’, 391
ballaga ‘report’, 206

basmala ‘claim: In the name of God
Most Gracious Most Merciful’,

ballala ‘wet’, 75, 142

402

ballala ‘wet’, 421

basotara ‘pasteurize’, 75, 142

balqana ‘balkanize’, 75
balqana ‘balkanize’, 422
banaa ‘build’, 342

basotara ‘pasteurize’, 421
bassaha ‘simplify’, 421
˙
bassaha ‘simplify’, 75, 142
˙
batala ‘cut’, 329

baqara ‘perforate’, 331
baqbaqa ‘plop’, 416

batala ‘sever’, 339
batala ‘cut’, 76, 98, 131, 196

baqbaqa ‘babble’, 159

batara ‘truncate’, 329

baqqac a ‘fleck’, 144

batara ‘cut’, 158

banaa ‘construct’, 106, 115, 208

c

baqqa a ‘fleck’, 273
barc ama ‘sprout’, 424

batara ‘truncate’, 76, 98, 131, 196
batta ‘cut’, 329

baršama ‘rivet’, 337

batta ‘cut’, 76, 98, 131, 196

baršama ‘clinch’, 119, 120, 201

battala ‘cut’, 329

baraha ‘leave’, 428
˙
baraa ‘file’, 87, 89

battala ‘cut’, 76, 98, 131, 196
bawdara ‘powder’, 110, 152

barada ‘file’, 331

bawdara ‘powder’, 275

barada ‘file’, 87, 89, 126

baxaqa ‘gouge out’, 333

barama ‘twist’, 419
baraqa ‘twinkle’, 415

baxira ‘become-smelly’, 426
baxira ‘become smelly’, 173

barhana ‘prove’, 143

baxtara ‘strut’, 429

barmaja ‘program’, 342

baxtara ‘strut’, 83, 160

barmaja ‘program’, 106, 115, 146, 208
barraPa ‘cure’, 286

baxxara ‘sear’, 420
bayyada ‘lay-an-egg’, 351
˙
bayyada ‘whiten’, 422
˙
bayyana ‘show’, 387

barrara ‘explain’, 387
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bayyana ‘show’, 80, 104, 143, 231, 240, daarasa ‘discuss’, 101
241, 243
bazala ‘clip’, 329

daawaa ‘cure’, 286
daawala ‘negotiate’, 377

bazala ‘clip’, 76, 98, 131, 196

daawala ‘negociate’, 101

bazza ‘extort’, 284

daaxa ‘INTR-daze’, 367

bazza ‘cop’, 112
bazza ‘thieve’, 107, 202

daaxa ‘daze’, 174, 186, 210
dabaha ‘butcher’, 412
˙
dabaha ‘butcher’, 79, 194
˙
dabara ‘follow’, 431

dac aa ‘invite’, 220
dac aka ‘rub’, 88, 99
daPdaPa ‘run’, 429
daġdaġa ‘tickle’, 363
dahara ‘banish’, 282
˙
dahara ‘disloge’, 281
˙
dahwara ‘deteriorate’, 421
˙
dac aa ‘call’, 354
dac aka ‘rub’, 327
dac asa ‘squash’, 331
c

c

da da a ‘run’, 429
dattara ‘cover’, 110, 152
¯¯
dahada ‘falsify’, 142
˙ ˙
dahara ‘evacuate’, 112
˙
dahwara ‘deteriorate’, 75, 142
˙
dattara ‘cover’, 275
¯¯
daac aba ‘banter’, 102
daac aba ‘banter’, 379
daada ‘become-wormy’, 424
daafa ‘admix’, 335
daana ‘borrow’, 305
daana ‘borrow’, 107, 147, 202
daara ‘tour’, 429
daaraa ‘hide’, 317
daarasa ‘negotiate’, 377

dabasa ‘pin’, 337
dabasa ‘tack’, 119, 120, 201
dabba ‘creep’, 429
dabba ‘crawl’, 83, 160
dabbaha ‘butcher’, 412
˙
dablaja ‘translate’, 346
dablaja ‘translate’, 117, 196
dafac a ‘emanate’, 84
dafac a ‘oblige’, 230
dafac a ‘pay’, 78
dafac a ‘push’, 96
dafac a ‘throw’, 199
dafac a ‘ push’, 295
dafac a ‘pay’, 309
dafac a ‘push’, 318
dafac a ‘reimburse’, 299
dafac a ‘remove’, 281
dafana ‘bury’, 265
dafana ‘bury’, 80, 109
daffaPa ‘heat’, 420
daffaqa ‘spurt’, 269
daffaqa ‘spill’, 188
dafira ‘become-reeky’, 426
dagata ‘press’, 96
˙
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dahaka ‘squash’, 331

dammara ‘break’, 77, 93, 138, 221, 259

dahaka ‘chew’, 404
dahana ‘gel’, 87, 89

dammara ‘destroy’, 76, 209
danaa ‘approach’, 427

dahana ‘grease’, 110, 152

danaa ‘approach’, 195

dahana ‘smear’, 99, 109, 188

dandana ‘chant’, 348

dahana ‘grease’, 275
dahana ‘smear’, 271

dandana ‘ting’, 416
danna ‘ting’, 416

dahana ‘smear’, 70

dannaa ‘decrease’, 135

dahiša ‘wonder’, 260

dannana ‘ting’, 416

dahowara ‘deteriorate’, 75, 142
dahowara ‘deteriorate’, 421

daqana ‘hit-on-the-chin’, 325
daqana ‘hit-on-the-chin’, 79, 98, 154, 207

dahwara ‘plummet’, 135

daqqa ‘clang’, 416

dajjana ‘domesticate’, 75, 142

daqqa ‘grind’, 331

dajjana ‘domesticate’, 421
dakka ‘ruin’, 76, 209

daqqa ‘hit’, 321
daqqa ‘pund’, 268

dalafa ‘toddle’, 429

daqqa ‘hit’, 78, 97, 126, 157, 158, 207

dalaka ‘knead’, 96

daqqaqa ‘grind’, 331

dalaka ‘massage’, 88, 99
dalaka ‘massage’, 327

daraja ‘creep’, 429
daraja ‘step’, 83, 160

dalaqa ‘spurt’, 269

darasa ‘study’, 312

dalaqa ‘spill’, 188

darra ‘gush’, 417

daldala ‘dangle’, 279
dallaa ‘dangle’, 279

darrasa ‘teach’, 384
darrasa ‘instruct’, 242, 243

damaġa ‘hit-on-the-head’, 79, 97, 154, darrasa ‘teach’, 85
207

dasara ‘shove’, 96

damaġa ‘postmark’, 110, 152
damaġa ‘hit-on-the-head’, 325

dassa ‘fit’, 268
dastara ‘constitutionalize’, 75

damaġa ‘postmark’, 275

dastara ‘constitutionalize’, 422

damaja ‘merge’, 335

dawwaša ‘shower’, 89

damaja ‘push’, 268
damasa ‘bury’, 265

dawwada ‘become-wormy’, 424
dawwana ‘scribble’, 125

damdama ‘burr’, 416

dawwara ‘search’, 374

dammara ‘discompose’, 363

dawwara ‘search’, 129
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dawwaxa ‘daze’, 363
daxala ‘enter’, 427
daxala ‘enter’, 100, 195
daxara ‘hoard’, 314
daxxala ‘enter’, 268
dayyada ‘become-wormy’, 424
faPama ‘drink’, 407
faddala ‘prefer’, 365, 371
˙˙
faddala ‘prefer’, 365
˙˙
fahha ‘hiss’, 416
˙˙
fahasa ‘examine’, 375
˙ ˙
fahasa ‘inspect’, 360
˙ ˙
fassa ‘sever’, 339
˙˙
fassah ‘make eloquent’, 422
˙˙ ˙
fassala ‘explain’, 387
˙˙
fassala ‘tailor’, 342
˙˙
fassala ‘truncate’, 329
˙˙
fasasa ‘rip’, 329
˙ ˙
fasada ‘cut-a-vein’, 333
˙
fasala ‘disengage’, 281
˙
fasala ‘separate’, 339
˙
fasama ‘clip’, 331
˙
fattara ‘CAUS-breakfast’, 411
˙˙
fatara ‘breakfast’, 406
˙
fatara ‘create’, 344
˙
fašaxa ‘spank’, 321

fasasa ‘rip’, 76, 98, 131, 196
˙ ˙
fasala ‘expel’, 111
˙
fasala ‘separate’, 119, 121, 201
˙
fatara ‘create’, 106, 115, 208
˙
fatasa ‘die’, 184
˙
fatina ‘understand’, 233, 242, 243
˙
fašaxa ‘spank’, 78, 97, 126, 157, 158, 207
fašila ‘fail’, 225
faada ‘gush’, 417
˙
faasala ‘abondon’, 428
˙
faada ‘flow’, 189
˙
faadaa ‘substitute’, 310
faajaPa ‘surprise’, 363
faajaPa ‘surprise’, 77, 93, 138, 221, 259
faakaha ‘joke’, 400
faaqa ‘outnumber’, 194
faaqama ‘aggravate’, 75, 142
faaqama ‘aggravate’, 421
faara ‘gush’, 417
faara ‘effervesce’, 189
faaraqa ‘leave’, 428

faaraqa ‘differ’, 91, 101
faataha ‘discuss’, 377
˙
faataha ‘discuss’, 101
˙
faataha ‘talk’, 400
˙
faawada ‘negotiate’, 377
˙
faawada ‘negociate’, 91, 101
˙
faddala ‘prefer’, 77, 128, 132–137, 181,
faawada ‘negotiate’, 400
˙˙
˙
192, 198, 209, 217, 218, 259
faawata ‘vie’, 382
fahha ‘hiss’, 179, 185
faaza ‘win’, 307
˙˙
fassala ‘explain’, 80, 86, 104, 231, 240,
fabraka ‘fabricate’, 344
˙˙
241, 243
fabraka ‘fabricate’, 106, 115, 208
fassala ‘truncate’, 76, 98, 131, 196
fadac a ‘twist’, 158
˙˙
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fadaa ‘substitute’, 310
fadda ‘substitute’, 310
fagara ‘open (mouth)’, 87

faraša ‘cover’, 99, 109, 188
faraa ‘clip’, 329
faraa ‘rip’, 331

fahhama ‘explicate’, 384

faraa ‘clip’, 76, 98, 131, 196, 197

fahima ‘understand’, 353

farama ‘fleece’, 329
farama ‘fleece’, 76, 98, 131, 196

fahima ‘understand’, 233, 242, 243
fajjara ‘qualify-as-immoral’, 358

faraqa ‘separate’, 339

fakka ‘disassociate’, 339

faraqa ‘separate’, 119, 121, 201

fakka ‘salvage’, 284

faraza ‘differentiate’, 339
faraza ‘exude’, 417

fakka ‘disassociate’, 119, 121
fakkaka ‘fragment’, 76, 196
fakkara ‘think’, 373
fakkara ‘think’, 179
faltaha ‘flatten’, 421
˙ ˙
faltaha ‘flatten’, 75, 142
˙ ˙
falaa ‘louse’, 287
falaqa ‘hit’, 321

faraza ‘segregate’, 119, 121, 201
fariha ‘gladden’, 368
˙
fariha ‘gladden’, 174, 186, 210
˙
farnasa ‘frenchify’, 75
farnasa ‘frenchify’, 422
farqac a ‘run’, 83, 160
farra ‘flee’, 427
farra ‘rip’, 331

falaqa ‘hit’, 78, 97, 126, 157, 158, 207
falaqa ‘split’, 76, 196

farra ‘escape’, 195

falfala ‘pepper’, 110, 152

farraġa ‘empty’, 111

falfala ‘pepper’, 275

farraġa ‘empty’, 288
farraha ‘gladden’, 363
˙
farraša ‘cover’, 271

fallada ‘cut’, 329
¯
fallada ‘cut’, 76, 98, 131, 196
¯
fallaa ‘louse’, 287
fannada ‘nullify’, 75, 142
fannada ‘nullify’, 421
faqaPa ‘knock out’, 333

farrada ‘force’, 216
˙
farraša ‘cover’, 99, 109, 188
farraqa ‘distribute’, 299
farraqa ‘separate’, 339

faqiha ‘apprehend’, 233, 242, 243

farraqa ‘distribute’, 78

faqqaha ‘explain’, 384

farraqa ‘separate’, 119, 121, 201
farraxa ‘give-birth-to-a-chick’, 351

faraša ‘cover’, 271
faraša ‘outspread’, 70
farada ‘force’, 216
˙
farata ‘ ’, 287
¯

fasaxa ‘detach’, 281
fasaxa ‘annihilate’, 76, 209
fassaqa ‘qualify-as-whorish’, 358
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fassara ‘interpret’, 387

gayyara ‘change’, 421
fassara ‘interpret’, 80, 86, 104, 140, 191, gušiya ‘swoon’, 160
232, 240, 241, 243
hatala ‘flow’, 417
fataha ‘open’, 421
˙
˙
haddaba ‘prune’, 331
fataha ‘open’, 75, 94, 142
¯¯
˙
haššaa ‘overcook’, 420
fataka ‘murder’, 414
haššama ‘crush’, 331
fatana ‘fascinate’, 363
hasara break’, 76, 196
fatana ‘seduce’, 77, 93, 138, 221, 259
˙
haššama ‘desecrate’, 76, 209
fataqa ‘tear’, 76, 196
haššama ‘smash’, 76, 196
fatira ‘stagnate’, 424
haac a ‘vomit’, 189
fatnama ‘vietnamize’, 75
haada ‘fragment’, 76, 196
fatnama ‘vietnamize’, 422
˙
haaba ‘fear’, 369
fatta ‘mush’, 331
haaba ‘fear’, 178, 198, 218, 223, 260
fattaša ‘search’, 374
haadata ‘converse’, 400
fattaša ‘search’, 129
¯
haadaha ‘talk’, 92
fattata ‘mush’, 331
˙
haaja ‘anger’, 367
fawwara ‘sear’, 420
haaja ‘anger’, 199
faxata ‘cut’, 329
haaja ‘stir’, 174, 186, 210
faxata ‘cut’, 76, 98, 131, 196
haajara ‘leave’, 427
fazic a ‘fear’, 199
haajara ‘travel’, 195
fazic a ‘scare’, 174, 186, 210
haama ‘fancy’, 368
fazic a ‘INTR-frighten’, 367
haatara ‘disagree’, 382
fazic a ‘fear’, 368
haazala ‘joke’, 400
fazzac a ‘scare’, 363
habata ‘descend’, 427
fujic a ‘INTR-shock’, 368
˙
habata ‘decrease’, 425
˙
gasaba ‘extort’, 202
habata ‘ascend’, 195
˙
˙
gallaa ‘boil’, 94, 96
habata ‘decrease’, 139, 173, 192
˙
gamaza ‘wink’, 86, 162, 190
habba ‘commence’, 433
gannaa ‘sing’, 85, 208
habba ‘start off ’, 238
garraba ‘make strange’, 75, 142

habba ‘start’, 248

garraba ‘make strange’, 421

habbata ‘decrease’, 134
˙
hadaPa ‘calm’, 368

gayyara ‘change’, 75, 142
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hadaPa ‘calm’, 174, 186, 210

hamma ‘sadden’, 363

hadafa ‘aim’, 372
hadafa ‘aim’, 179, 230

hamma ‘sadden’, 77, 93, 138, 221, 259
hammara ‘grill’, 94

hadama ‘demolish’, 76, 209

hammasa ‘enthuse’, 77, 93, 138, 221, 259

hadara ‘growl’, 416

hannaPa ‘congratulate’, 128, 132, 135,

hadda ‘ruin’, 76, 209
haddaPa ‘appease’, 363

137, 246
harac a ‘hurry’, 429

haddata ‘talk’, 92, 400
¯
haddada ‘menace’, 363

haraa ‘club’, 323
haraba ‘escape’, 427

haddada ‘menace’, 77, 93, 138, 221, 259 haraba ‘escape’, 100, 195
haddama ‘demolish’, 76, 209
haraqa ‘burn’, 157
hafaa ‘hasten’, 429

haraqa ‘pour’, 269

hafaa ‘jump’, 83, 160

harasa ‘mash’, 331

haffa ‘jump’, 429
haffa ‘whish’, 416

harasa ‘shatter’, 76, 196
harra ‘snarl’, 179, 185

hajaa ‘dispraise’, 128, 132, 135, 137, 246 harraba ‘smuggle’, 284, 293
hajada ‘slumber’, 178

harraba ‘smuggle’, 107, 112

hajara ‘leave’, 428
hajjana ‘hybridize’, 75, 142

harwala ‘hurry’, 429
harwala ‘trot’, 83, 160

hajjana ‘hybridize’, 422

hashasa ‘whisper’, 416

hajjara ‘extradite’, 282

hashasa ‘whisper’, 232, 240

hajjara ‘deport’, 112
halaka ‘perish’, 184

hassa ‘whisper’, 416
hassa ‘whisper’, 232, 240

halhala ‘start’, 433

hawaa ‘fall’, 427

halhala ‘begin’, 248

hawaa ‘fancy’, 365

halla ‘sound’, 416
hallac a ‘scare’, 363

hawwama ‘sleep’, 178
hayyaPa ‘prepare’, 90

hallala ‘claim: There is no god but God hayyaja ‘excite’, 363
and Muhammad is the messen- hazac a ‘hurry’, 83, 160
ger of God’, 402
c
hama a ‘ooze’, 417

hazac a ‘run’, 429
hazu/ila ‘slim’, 171

hamada ‘rest’, 178

hazza ‘jiggle’, 416

hamasa ‘whisper’, 232, 240
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ic tabara ‘concider’, 217

jaada ‘favor’, 300
i tabara ‘consider’, 77, 128, 132, 134, jaadala ‘dispute’, 382
jaadala ‘argue’, 400
136, 192, 198, 209, 259
c

iġtaala ‘murder’, 79, 194

jaadala ‘dabate’, 91

iġtaala ‘murder’, 412

jaadala ‘debate’, 91
jaadala ‘dispute’, 91

c

indafa a ‘move’, 101
intadara ‘intend’, 219
¯˙
intawa
‘intend’, 219
inzalaqa ‘glide’, 101
istafazza ‘provoke’, 77, 93, 138, 222
jac ala ‘commence’, 238
c

ja ala ‘start’, 248
jac jac a ‘roar’, 179, 185
jahafa ‘carve’, 331
˙
jacc ada ‘wrinkle’, 419
jac ala ‘begin’, 434
jaddara ‘uproot’, 281
¯¯
jadaba ‘astonish’, 363
¯
jadaba ‘pull’, 295, 315
¯
jadama ‘cut’, 329
¯
jadara ‘uproot’, 281
¯
jadaba ‘attract’, 77, 93, 138, 222
¯
jadama ‘cut’, 76, 98, 131, 196
¯
jatta ‘uproot’, 281
¯¯
jaac a ‘hunger’, 179, 230
jaaPa ‘come’, 427
jaac a ‘hunger’, 372
jaaPa ‘come’, 100, 195
jaaa ‘come’, 296
jaaba ‘tour’, 429
jaaba ‘tour’, 83, 160
jaaba ‘wander’, 100

jaafa ‘become-stinky’, 426
jaafa ‘become smelly’, 173
jaala ‘tour’, 429
jaala ‘stroll’, 100
jaalasa ‘associate’, 102
jaamac a ‘RECP-sleep’, 379
jaamala ‘compliment’, 128, 132, 135, 137,
246
jaanaba ‘outrun’, 219
jaaraa ‘compete’, 382
jaaraa ‘run-with’, 432
jaasa ‘spy’, 360
jaawaza ‘exceed’, 194
jaaza ‘become pemitted’, 172, 222
jaaza ‘compensate’, 128, 132, 135, 137,
246
jabaha ‘hit-on-the-forehead’, 325
˙
jabaha ‘hit-on-the-forehead’, 79, 98, 154,
˙
207
jabaa ‘collect’, 305
jabaa ‘collect’, 108, 147, 202
jabala ‘create’, 344
jabala ‘create’, 106, 115, 208
jabba ‘truncate’, 329
jabba ‘truncate’, 76, 98, 131, 196
jabbana ‘qualify-as-coward’, 358
jabbana ‘make to cheese’, 75
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jabbana ‘make to cheese’, 422

jammac a ‘collect’, 108, 147, 202

jadac a ‘cut’, 76, 98, 131, 183, 196
jadac a ‘cut’, 329, 333

jammac a ‘collect’, 305
jammala ‘embellish’, 273

jadala ‘plait’, 87, 89

jammala ‘embellish’, 144

jafala ‘INTR-affray’, 367

jammala ‘beautify’, 422

jaffafa ‘drain’, 288
jaffafa ‘drain’, 111

jahhaza ‘equip’, 303
jahhaza ‘equip’, 90, 124

jammara ‘grill’, 420
janaha ‘intend’, 372
˙
janaha ‘intend’, 179
˙
janaha ‘long’, 230
˙
janaa ‘collect’, 305
janaa ‘reap’, 281

jalaa ‘dislofge’, 281

janaa ‘collect’, 108, 147, 202

jalaba ‘bring’, 295

janana ‘conceal’, 317

jalaba ‘generate’, 350
jalaba ‘bring’, 103, 159

janna ‘conceal’, 317
jannaqa ‘catapult’, 320

jalada ‘belt’, 79, 97, 154, 207

jannasa ‘naturalize’, 75

jalada ‘belt’, 325

jannasa ‘naturalize’, 422

jalafa ‘shell’, 287
jalafa ‘rind’, 154

jarac a ‘quaff ’, 405
jaraha ‘hurt’, 363
˙
jaraša ‘grind’, 331

jaffafa ‘dry’, 94
jahhala ‘qualify-as-ignorant’, 358

jaljala ‘rattle’, 114
jallaa ‘explain’, 387

jarah ‘injure’, 157
˙
jallaa ‘explain’, 80, 104, 232, 240, 241, jaraha ‘hurt’, 77, 93, 138, 222
˙
243
jaraha ‘injure’, 158
˙
jallaba ‘roar’, 416
jaraa ‘run’, 429
jamac a ‘collect’, 108, 147, 202
c

jaraa ‘stream’, 417

jama a ‘form’, 106, 115, 146, 147, 208
jamac a ‘join’, 77, 119, 120, 201

jaraa ‘flow’, 189
jaraa ‘run’, 83, 160

jamaha ‘INTR-affray’, 367
˙
jamac a ‘arrange’, 342

jaraza ‘cut’, 329

c

jaraza ‘bolt’, 405

jama a ‘collect’, 305
jamac a ‘fold’, 419

jaraza ‘cut’, 76, 98, 131, 196
jarjara ‘pull’, 295

jamac a ‘join’, 335

jarra ‘pull’, 295, 315

jamada ‘freeze’, 172

jarrada ‘free/disarm’, 286
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jarrara ‘schlep’, 295
jassa ‘touch’, 327

kaddaa ‘staff ’, 273
¯ ¯˙
kad˙ ama
‘repress’, 317
¯˙
kaada ‘be on the point’, 221, 239, 248

jassa ‘touch’, 88, 99

kaafaPa ‘reward’, 303

jawwaza ‘licence’, 203, 216
jazaha ‘give’, 297
˙
jazala ‘chop’, 329

kaafaha ‘fight’, 382
˙
kaalama ‘talk’, 400
kaataba ‘correspond’, 377

jazala ‘chop’, 76, 98, 131, 196

kaataba ‘write’, 101

jazama ‘clip’, 329

kabata ‘repress’, 317

jazama ‘clip’, 76, 98, 131, 196
jazza ‘snip’, 329

kabbala ‘band’, 337
kabbala ‘bind’, 273

jazza ‘snip’, 76, 98, 131, 196

kabbala ‘bind’, 144

jazzaPa ‘shear’, 329

kabbara ‘claim: God is great’, 402

jazzaPa ‘shear’, 76, 98, 131, 196
junna ‘become-crazy’, 212

kabrata ‘sulfurize’, 75
kabrata ‘sulfurize’, 422

jarrama ‘qualify-as-criminal’, 358

kaddara ‘ruffle’, 363
kac aba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, 79, 98, 154,
kaddasa ‘stuff ’, 271
207
kafala ‘guarantee’, 217
kac aba ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, 325
kafara ‘disbelieve’, 235
kaddaba ‘qualify-as-layer’, 358
kaffara ‘qualify-as-unbeliever’, 358
¯¯
kašata ‘remove’, 281
kahraba ‘excite’, 363
˙
kaddaba ‘disbelieve’, 235
kalaPa ‘eat (for animals)’, 403
¯¯
katura ‘abound’, 172
kalaPa ‘eat’ (for animals), 85, 182
¯
kaddaa ‘staff ’, 144
kalifa ‘adore’, 260
¯¯
kah˙ h˙ a ‘cough’, 189
kalla ‘INTR-bore’, 367
˙˙
kahhala ‘treat the eyelids with kohl’, 87,
kalla ‘bore’, 174, 186, 210
˙˙
89
kallala ‘crown’, 273
kattafa ‘condense’, 422
kallala ‘crown’, 144
¯¯
kaššara ‘frown’, 177, 190
kallala ‘garland’, 110, 152
kašata ‘wrench’, 111
kallala ‘garland’, 275
˙
kašafa ‘detect’, 234
kallama ‘speech’, 92
kašafa ‘disclose’, 206
kallama ‘talk’, 400
kašafa ‘show’, 237
kallasa ‘calcify’, 75
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kallasa ‘calcify’, 422
c

karrama ‘reward’, 303

kama a ‘drink’, 407
kamaša ‘hold’, 315

karrara ‘repeat’, 390
karrara ‘repeat’, 232, 240

kammaša ‘wrinkle’, 419

kasac a ‘hit’, 78, 97, 126, 157, 158, 207

kammala ‘terminate’, 436
kammala ‘end’, 239
kammama ‘muzzle’, 273

kasaha ‘whisk’, 290
˙
kasac a ‘hit’, 321
kasaa ‘cover’, 273

kammama ‘muzzle’, 110, 144, 152

kasaa ‘cover’, 144

kammama ‘muzzle’, 275

kasaba ‘earn’, 305

kamula ‘termnite’, 435
kamula ‘become perfect’, 172

kasaba ‘earn’, 108, 147, 202
kasada ‘stagnate’, 424

kanaa ‘dub’, 354

kasara ‘break’, 76, 94, 158, 196

kanasa ‘brush’, 291

kataba ‘allocate’, 301

kanaza ‘hoard’, 314
kanna ‘dub’, 354

kataba ‘write’, 348, 390
kataba ‘allocate’, 78

kannaa ‘rename’, 105, 140

kataba ‘obligate ’, 216

karac a ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, 79, 97, 154, kataba ‘write’, 85, 94, 125, 180, 208, 232,
207
karac a ‘drink’, 407

240
katama ‘repress’, 317

karac a ‘hit-on-the-ankle’, 325

kawwana ‘create’, 344

karaa ‘lease’, 78, 103, 124

kawwana ‘form’, 106, 115, 208

kari/uba ‘be on the point’, 221, 239, 248 kawwara ‘roll’, 419
kariha ‘become abhored’, 172, 222
kayyafa ‘adapt’, 90
kariha ‘hate’, 77, 128, 132, 134, 136, 181, kayyasa ‘bag’, 277
198, 209, 217, 259
kariha ‘hate’, 365
kariya ‘sleep’, 178
karkara ‘roar’, 416
karmala ‘caramelize’, 75
karmala ‘caramelize’, 422
karra ‘run’, 429
karraša ‘wrinkle’, 419
karraha ‘proscibe’, 203, 216

lac a/iqa ‘suck’, 404
lac aba ‘drool’, 189
lac iba ‘play’, 85, 208
laġaa ‘gossip’, 190
laġafa ‘bolt’, 405
laPama ‘join’, 335
laPlaPa ‘sparkle’, 415
lahhafa ‘envelop’, 273
˙˙
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lahhana ‘compose’, 344
˙˙
lahaa ‘rind’, 287
˙
lahada ‘put-in-a-tomb’, 277
˙
lahama ‘feed-meat’, 411
˙
lahama ‘solder’, 337
˙
lahama ‘unite’, 335
˙
lahasa ‘lick’, 327
˙
lahida ‘discern’, 359
˙ ¯˙
lahiqa
‘pursue’, 431
˙
lassaqa ‘tape’, 337
˙˙
lattxa ‘speckle’, 273
˙˙
latac a ‘spank’, 321
˙
latac a ‘lick’, 327
˙
latama ‘spank’, 321
˙
lataxa ‘speckle’, 273
˙
lac iba ‘play’, 348
lac lac a ‘rumble’, 416
laPafa ‘chew’, 404
laPafa ‘wolf ’, 405
laPama ‘join’, 77, 119, 120, 201
laPuma ‘become villainous’, 172
latama ‘kiss’, 88, 99, 130
¯
lahhafa ‘envelop’, 144
˙˙
lahada ‘discern’, 133, 137
˙ ¯
lahad˙ a ‘notice’, 234
˙ ¯
lahaa˙ ‘rind’, 154
˙
lahasa ‘lick’, 88, 99
˙
lahasa ‘suck’, 404
˙
lassaqa ‘glue’, 119, 120, 201
˙˙
lattxa ‘speckle’, 144
˙˙
latac a ‘lick’, 88, 99
˙
latac a ‘sip’, 404
˙

latac a ‘spank’, 78, 97, 126, 131, 157, 158,
˙
207
latama ‘spank’, 78, 97, 126, 157, 158,
˙
207
lataxa ‘speckle’, 144
˙
latufa ‘become aimable’, 172
˙
latama ‘kiss’, 379
¯
latama ‘kiss’, 327
¯
ladaa ‘flame’, 415
¯
laa˙ c aba ‘play’, 91, 102
laaġaa ‘chitchat’, 400
laahata ‘detect’, 359
˙ ˙
laahada ‘observe’, 390
˙ ¯˙
laahama
‘unite’, 335
˙
laahaqa ‘track’, 431
˙
laac aba ‘banter’, 379
laaha ‘wave’, 86
˙
laahada ‘notice’, 133, 137, 234
˙ ¯
laahad˙ a ‘observe’, 232, 240
˙ ¯˙
laahama
‘unite’, 77, 119, 120, 201
˙
laašaa ‘annihilate’, 76, 209
laajja ‘dispute’, 382
laaka ‘shew’, 404
laakama ‘fight’, 382
laana ‘become soft’, 172
laaqa ‘find’, 305
laaqa ‘find’, 108, 147, 202
laaqa ‘meet’, 102
laaqaa ‘meet’, 91
labada ‘tape’, 337
labaka ‘mix’, 335
labbada ‘compress’, 419
labnana ‘libanize’, 75
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labnana ‘libanize’, 422

lamasa ‘feel’, 133, 137

ladaġa ‘pinch’, 94
lafada ‘eject’, 111
¯˙
lafaqa
‘sew’, 342

lamasa ‘sense’, 234
lamasa ‘touch’, 88, 99, 130

laffa ‘coil’, 273

lamisa ‘feel’, 359

laffa ‘tour’, 429
laffa ‘coil’, 144

lamma ‘collect’, 305
lamma ‘collect’, 108, 147, 202

laffa ‘stroll’, 100

lammac a ‘glaze’, 75, 142

laffaqa ‘sew’, 342

lammac a ‘glaze’, 421

lahata ‘gasp’, 177, 190
¯
lahata ‘gobble’, 405
˙
lahaba ‘flame’, 415

lammaha ‘gesture’, 86
˙
laqata ‘grip’, 315
˙
laqafa ‘grasp’, 315

lahafa ‘wolf ’, 405

laqama ‘wolf ’, 405

lahasa ‘lick’, 327
lahasa ‘lick’, 88, 99
lahija ‘adore’, 260

laqina ‘learn’, 233, 242, 243
laqqaha ‘inject’, 273
˙
laqqaha ‘inject’, 144
˙
laqqaba ‘nickname’, 354

lajaba ‘clatter’, 416
lajlaja ‘masticate’, 404

laqqaba ‘dub’, 105, 140
laqqama ‘handfeed’, 409

lakaPa ‘punch’, 321

laqqana ‘teach’, 384

lahhaa ‘entertain’, 363

lamasa ‘touch’, 327

lakaPa ‘punch’, 78, 97, 126, 157, 158, laqqana ‘ teach, 243
207
lakama ‘punch’, 321

laqqana ‘teach’, 85
laqqana ‘teach, 242

lakama ‘punch’, 78, 97, 126, 157, 158, lasac a ‘pinch’, 94
207

lasac a ‘prick’, 157, 158, 207

lakaza ‘punch’, 321
lasac a ‘prick’, 321
lakaza ‘punch’, 78, 97, 126, 157, 158, 207 lassa ‘lick’, 327
lakka ‘punch’, 321

lassa ‘lick’, 88, 99

lakka ‘punch’, 78, 97, 126, 157, 158, 207 lawaa ‘twist’, 419
lamaha ‘sight’, 360
˙
lamac a ‘flicker’, 415
lamaha ‘see’, 234
˙
lamasa ‘feel’, 359

lawwata ‘dirty’, 144
¯
lawwaha ‘wave’, 86
˙
lawwata ‘dirty’, 273
¯
laxxasa ‘summarize’, 422
˙
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laxxasa ‘summarize’, 75, 142
˙
lazaqa ‘glue’, 119, 120, 201
lazzaqa ‘tape’, 337
maPsasa ‘institutionalize’, 422
madaa ‘go’, 427
˙
maġata ‘distend’, 419
˙
mahhasa ‘clear’, 290
˙˙ ˙
mahasa ‘’, 290
˙ ˙
mahaša ‘grind’, 331
˙
mahaa ‘erase’, 281, 290
˙
mattata ‘distend’, 419
˙˙ ˙
mataa ‘walk’, 429
˙
mac aja ‘meander’, 429
maššata ‘comb’, 291, 375
˙
mašaa ‘walk’, 429
maPsasa ‘institutionalize’, 75
maPmaPa ‘bleat’, 179, 185
mattala ‘act’, 85, 208
¯¯
madaġa ‘shew’, 404
˙
madaa ‘go’, 195
˙
mahaa ‘eradicate’, 111
˙
massa ‘suck’, 404
˙˙
mattala ‘envisage’, 353
¯¯
mattala ‘play’, 348
¯¯
maššata ‘braid’, 87
˙
mašata ‘INTENS-braid’, 87
˙
maac a ‘fluidify’, 172
maaha ‘waddle’, 429
˙
maahaka ‘struggle’, 382
˙
maašaa ‘walk-with’, 432
maaPa ‘baa’, 179, 185
maata ‘fuse’, 335
¯

maada ‘strut’, 429
maaja ‘swarm’, 113, 186
maala ‘tend’, 230
maata ‘die’, 184
maaza ‘differentiate’, 339
maaza ‘part’, 119, 121, 201
maazaha ‘joke’, 377
˙
maazaha ‘banter’, 91, 101
˙
maazaha ‘joke’, 400
˙
maazaja ‘intermix’, 77, 119, 120, 201
maazaja ‘intermix’, 335
madaha ‘praise’, 128, 132, 135, 137, 246
˙
madda ‘supely’, 303
maddada ‘distend’, 419
magraba ‘moroccanize’, 75
magraba ‘moroccanize’, 422
malaPa ‘fill’, 273
malac a ‘run’, 429
malaPa ‘fill’, 109, 144, 187
malaxa ‘detach’, 281
malla ‘tire’, 369
malla ‘bore’, 174, 178, 186, 198, 210, 218,
223, 260
mallaha ‘salt’, 275
˙
mallaha ‘salt’, 110, 152
˙
mallaka ‘CAUS-own’, 297
malusa ‘become soft’, 172
manaha ‘give’, 297
˙
manaha ‘give’, 78, 124
˙
manaha ‘spend’, 103
˙
manna ‘endow’, 300
maqala ‘dip’, 268
maqala ‘discern’, 234
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maqala ‘notice’, 133, 137

mawwaja ‘wave’, 87, 89
maqata ‘abominate’, 77, 128, 132, 134, mayyaza ‘differentiate’, 339
136, 181, 198, 209, 217, 260
mayyaza ‘distinct’, 353
maqata ‘abominate’, 365

mayyaza ‘notice’, 234

maraha ‘gladden’, 368
˙
marasa ‘wring’, 327
marasa ‘wring’, 88, 99

mayyaza ‘part’, 119, 121, 201
mazac a ‘inflate’, 419

marhama ‘pomade’, 110, 153

mazaha ‘jok’, 190
˙
mazaja ‘mix’, 77, 94, 119, 120, 201
mazaja ‘mix’, 335

marhama ‘pomade’, 275
marida ‘INTR-sicken’, 367
˙
marida ‘sicken’, 172, 174, 186, 210
˙
marraha ‘entertain’, 363
˙
marrara ‘pass’, 293, 318
masaha
˙
masaha
˙
masaha
˙
masaha
˙
masaha
˙
masada

‘erase’, 290
‘scan’, 360, 375
‘clear’, 113
‘eradicate’, 111
‘wipe’, 111
‘massage’, 88, 99

masada ‘massage’, 327
masaka ‘hold’, 315
masaka ‘hold’, 200
masaxa ‘metamorphose’, 346
masaxa ‘mutate’, 117, 196
massa ‘touch’, 327
massa ‘touch’, 88, 99
mattac a ‘amuse’, 77, 93, 138, 222
mattac a ‘amuse’, 363
matuna ‘thicken’, 172
mawdac a ‘position’, 265
˙
mawdac a ‘place’, 80, 109
˙
mawqac a ‘position’, 80, 109
mawqac a ‘position’, 265

mazac a ‘run’, 429

mazza ‘sip’, 404
mazzaqa ‘rip’, 329
mazzaqa ‘rip’, 76, 98, 131, 196
nac aba ‘caw’, 179, 185
nac aqa ‘croak’, 179, 185
nac asa ‘drowse’, 178
nac ata ‘term’, 105, 140
nac ima ‘become soft’, 172
naġaša ‘crawl’, 113, 186
naPama ‘sound’, 416
nadaha ‘spray’, 271
˙ ˙
nadaha ‘gush’, 417
˙ ˙
nadaja ‘mature’, 349
˙
nadaxa ‘spray’, 271
˙
naġala ‘become-wormy’, 424
nahhaa ‘oust’, 281
˙˙
nahara ‘butcher’, 412
˙
nahata ‘carve’, 331, 342
˙
nahata ‘sculpture’, 348
˙
nassara ‘christianize’, 422
˙˙
nasaha ‘advise’, 394
˙ ˙
nasaba ‘stand’, 279
˙
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natta ‘jump’, 429
˙˙
nataha ‘butt’, 321
˙ ˙
nac ara ‘twang’, 416
c

naadara ‘converse’, 400
¯˙
naadaa
‘call’, 354
naadaa ‘call’, 105, 140

na ata ‘qualify’, 356

naafasa ‘compete’, 382

naššata ‘entertain’, 363
˙
naššafa ‘drain’, 288
naššama ‘become-reeky’, 426

naafasa ‘compete’, 91, 102

našaPa ‘evolve’, 349

naala ‘obtain’, 305

našaġa ‘seep’, 417

naala ‘obtain’, 108, 147, 202

našala ‘thieve’, 284
našara ‘saw’, 329

naama ‘sleep’, 172, 178
naaqada ‘controvert’, 382
˙
naaqaša ‘dispute’, 382

našara ‘unfold’, 419
našita ‘INTR-amuse’, 368
˙
nadama ‘organize’, 106, 115, 208
¯
nad˙ aja ‘maturate’, 172
˙
nadaja ‘mature’, 116
˙
nahara ‘butcher’, 79, 194
˙
nahata ‘carve’, 106, 115, 125, 146, 208
˙
nahifa ‘become skinny’, 172
˙
nassara ‘christianize’, 75
˙˙
nasaha ‘advise’, 93, 226
˙ ˙
nataha ‘butt’, 131, 157, 158, 207
˙ ˙
naššama ‘become smelly’, 173

naajaza ‘dual’, 382
naajaza ‘duel’, 91, 102

naaqaša ‘discuss’, 400
naaqašaa ‘debate’, 91
naawaša ‘battle’, 382
naawala ‘hand’, 78, 103, 124
naawala ‘hand’, , 297
naazac ‘quarrel’, 91, 101
naazac a ‘long’, 230
naazac a ‘intend’, 372

našaPa ‘evolve’, 116

nabata ‘gush’, 417
˙
nabac a ‘gush’, 417
nabada ‘throw’, 318
¯
nabada ‘push’, 199
¯
nabbaPa ‘inform’, 391

našala ‘pickpocket’, 107, 112
našara ‘saw’, 76, 98, 131, 196

nabbaPa ‘inform’, 234, 244
nadala ‘steal’, 284

naddafa ‘clean’, 288
¯¯
nad˙ d˙ afa ‘cleanse’, 286
¯ ¯˙
nad˙ ama
‘compose’, 344, 348
¯˙
nadara ‘look’, 361
¯˙
naad
ala ‘fight’, 382
˙
naahara ‘battle’, 382
˙

nadima ‘regret’, 260

naša/ifa ‘dry’, 172

nafada ‘share-off ’, 290
˙
nafaša ‘inflate’, 419
nafata ‘putt’, 84
¯
nafaa ‘banish’, 282
nafaa ‘banish’, 112
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nafara ‘INTR-disgust’, 367
nafara ‘disgust’, 369
nafara ‘flee’, 427

naqasa ‘decrease’, 173
˙
naqasa ‘diminish’, 134, 139, 192
˙
naqaša ‘carve’, 106, 115, 146, 208

nafara ‘disgust’, 178, 198, 218, 223, 260 naqaša ‘engrave’, 125
nafara ‘escape’, 195

naqaba ‘bore’, 331

nafara ‘scare’, 174, 186, 210
nafaxa ‘inflate’, 419

naqafa ‘carve’, 331
naqafa ‘toss’, 318

naffda ‘share-off ’, 290
˙
nahaša ‘shew’, 404

naqala ‘carry’, 295

nahaa ‘warn’, 394
nahaa ‘caution’, 93

naqala ‘copy’, 180
naqara ‘fling’, 318

nahaa ‘disadvise’, 227

naqara ‘peck’, 321

najaha ‘succedd’, 225
˙
najara ‘chisel’, 342
najisa ‘become sullied’, 172

naqara ‘peck’, 157, 158, 207, 404

najjaa ‘free’, 286

naqqata ‘dot’, 273
˙
naqqata ‘dot’, 109, 144
˙
naqqaa ‘cleanse’, 286
naqqaa ‘clean’, 288

najjasa ‘dirty’, 273
najjasa ‘dirty’, 109, 144
nakasa ‘decline’, 425
˙
nakasa ‘decline’, 134, 139, 173, 192
˙
nakkata ‘jok’, 190

naqala ‘transport’, 293

naqaza ‘jump’, 429
naqqa ‘croak’, 179, 185

naqqaba ‘search’, 374
naqqaba ‘excavate’, 129

namasa ‘pluck’, 89
˙
namaa ‘grow’, 349

naqqala ‘carry’, 295
nasaPa ‘sale’, 297

namaa ‘grow’, 139, 173, 192

nasaja ‘weave’, 342

namaa ‘grow’, 425

nasaja ‘spin’, 106, 115, 146, 147, 208

namasa ‘become-stinky’, 426
namasa ‘flavor’, 173

nasaxa ‘copy’, 125, 180
nasima ‘become-smelly’, 426

namaSa ‘pluck’, 87

nasima ‘flavor’, 173

nammaa ‘grow’, 134

natac A ‘leak’, 189

nammasa ‘become-stinky’, 426
naqasa ‘diminish’, 425
˙
naqaša ‘carve’, 331, 342

natac a ‘ooze’, 84
nataha ‘ooze’, 417
˙
natac a ‘ooze’, 417

naqada ‘ruin’, 76, 209
˙

nataša ‘snatch’, 284
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nataha ‘leak’, 189
˙
nataha ‘seep’, 84
˙
nataša ‘snatch’, 107, 112
natafa ‘pluck’, 87, 89
natana ‘become-stinky’, 426
natana ‘become stinky’, 173
nawaa ‘intend’, 373
nawaa ‘pit’, 287
nawaa ‘intend’, 179, 219, 220
nawaa ‘pit’, 154
nawwac a ‘diversify’, 75, 142
nawwac a ‘diversify’, 422
nawwara ‘flower’, 424
nawwara ‘shine’, 415
naxala ‘sieve’, 287
naxara ‘gnaw’, 404
naxasa ‘pierce’, 331
naxraba ‘perforate’, 331
nazac a ‘extract’, 111
nazac a ‘tend’, 230
nazaha ‘leave’, 427
˙
nazac a ‘extract’, 281
nazac a ‘intend’, 372
nazac a ‘take’, 284
nazaa ‘leap’, 429
nazafa ‘bleed’, 417
nazafa ‘bleed’, 84, 189
nazala ‘descend’, 427
nazala ‘decline’, 173
nazala ‘decrease’, 139, 192
nazala ‘decrease’, 425
nazzaha ‘extradite’, 282
˙
nazzac a ‘extract’, 281

nazzaha ‘deport’, 112
˙
nazzala ‘decrease’, 134
qac afa ‘swallow’, 405
qadda ‘clip’, 331
˙˙
qadaa ‘eliminate/kill’, 414
˙
qadiPa ‘molder’, 424
˙
qahafa ‘bone’, 287
˙
qahafa ‘hit-on-the-head’, 325
˙
qassa ‘cut’, 329
˙˙
qassa ‘gash’, 329
˙˙
qassa ‘narrate’, 387
˙˙
qasaba ‘chop’, 329
˙
qasafa ‘bombard’, 320
˙
qasala ‘cut’, 329
˙
qattac a ‘INTS-cut’, 329
˙˙
qattara ‘drip’, 269
˙˙
qatac a ‘apportion’, 301
˙
qatac a ‘cut’, 329, 339
˙
qatac a ‘pass’, 297
˙
qatac a ‘cut’, 329
˙
qatafa ‘pluck’, 305
˙
qatala ‘truncate’, 329
˙
qatama ‘cut’, 329
˙
qatara ‘drip’, 417
˙
qatrana ‘tar’, 275
˙
qac qac a ‘clink’, 416
qadafa ‘throw’, 318
¯
qadfa ‘slander’, 356
¯
qaššra ‘peel’, 287
qašac a ‘remove’, 281
qadafa ‘insult’, 128, 132, 135, 137, 246
¯
qadafa ‘shoot’, 199
¯
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qadda ‘ravage’, 76, 209
˙˙
qadaa ‘determine’, 216
˙
qadaa ‘die’, 184
˙
qadama ‘nibble’, 404
˙
qahafa ‘hit-on-the-head’, 79, 97, 154, 207
˙
qassa ‘cut’, 76, 98, 131, 196
˙˙
qassa ‘gash’, 76, 98, 131, 196
˙˙
qassa ‘narrate’, 80, 104, 232, 240, 241,
˙˙
243

qaala ‘say’, 232, 236, 240, 245, 396
qaala ‘tell/say’, 80, 104, 232, 240, 241,
243
qaama ‘start’, 434
qaama ‘begin’, 248
qaama ‘start’, 238
qaara ‘perforate’, 331
qaara ‘walk’, 429
qaarac a ‘vie’, 382

qasac a ‘swallow’, 405
qaasaa ‘suffer’, 367
˙
qasaba ‘chop’, 76, 98, 131, 196
qaata ‘feed’, 409
˙
qasada ‘mean’, 219
qaatala ‘battle’, 382
˙
qasala ‘cut’, 76, 98, 131, 196
qaatala ‘battle’, 91, 101
˙
qasura ‘shorten’, 172
qaawala ‘speak’, 400
˙
qaayada ‘’negotiate, 377
qattaba ‘raise (brows)’, 87
˙
˙˙
qaayada ‘trade’, 311
qattara ‘drip’, 188
˙
˙˙
qaayada ‘negociate’, 101
qatac a ‘allocate’, 78, 103
˙
˙
qatac a ‘cut’, 76, 94, 98, 119, 121, 131, qabada ‘get’, 305
˙
˙
qabada ‘handle’, 315
196
˙
qabada ‘get’, 108, 147, 202
qatafa ‘pluck’, 108, 147, 202
˙
˙
qabara ‘put-in-a-tomb’, 277
qatala ‘truncate’, 76, 98, 131, 196
˙
qabara ‘bury’, 80, 109
qatama ‘cut’, 76, 98, 131, 196
˙
qabba ‘cut’, 329
qatara ‘drip’, 84, 189
˙
qabba ‘cut’, 76, 98, 131, 196
qatrana ‘tar’, 110, 153
˙
qabbala ‘kiss’, 379
qaššra ‘shell’, 154
qaaha ‘fester’, 424
˙
qaaPa ‘vomit’, 189

qabbala ‘kiss’, 88, 99, 130
qabbala ‘kiss’, 327

qaatac a ‘boycott’, 219
˙
qaabala ‘barter’, 310

qabila ‘accept’, 305, 353

qaabala ‘meet’, 91, 102
qaada ‘lead’, 432

qaddama ‘present’, 353
qaddama ‘remit’, 299

qaala ‘say’, 390

qaddama ‘yield’, 301

qaala ‘tell/say’, 387

qaddama ‘give’, 78

qabila ‘accept’, 108, 140, 147, 191, 202
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qaddama ‘present’, 140, 191

qaddasa ‘make holy’, 75, 142

qamtara ‘case’, 277
˙
qamata ‘bind’, 273
˙
qamata ‘bind’, 109, 144
˙
qamasa ‘dip’, 268

qaddasa ‘make holy’, 421

qamma ‘whisk’, 290

qaddara ‘appreciate’, 365
qaddara ‘obligate’, 216

qadima ‘arrive’, 296, 427
qadima ‘come’, 195

qammata ‘bind’, 273
˙
qammata ‘bind’, 144
˙
qafaa ‘track’, 431
qanata ‘INTR-despair’, 367
˙
qafaa ‘hit-on-the-nape’, 79, 97, 154, 207 qanata ‘dispit’, 174, 186, 210
˙
qanbala ‘bombard’, 320
qafaa ‘hit-on-the-nape’, 325
qannata ‘dispirit’, 363
qafada ‘hit-on-the-neck’, 325
˙
qafada ‘hit-on-the-neck’, 79, 97, 154, 207 qannana ‘legalize’, 75
qafaza ‘jump’, 429

qannana ‘legalize’, 422

qafaza ‘jump’, 139, 173, 192
qafaza ‘jump’, 425

qarsana ‘pirate’, 284
˙
qarsana ‘pirate’, 107, 112
˙
qaraPa ‘read’, 312, 387

qahqaha ‘roar’, 177, 190

qalaa ‘detest’, 365

qarada ‘recite’, 348
˙
qarasa ‘pinch’, 321
˙
qarasa ‘string’, 327
˙
qarata ‘chop’, 329
˙
qaraša ‘grind’, 331

qalaa ‘fry’, 420
qalaba ‘alter’, 346

qaraPa ‘read’, 80, 86, 104, 232, 233, 240,
241, 243

qalaba ‘turn’, 117, 196

qaliqa ‘worry’, 368

qarada ‘nibble’, 404
˙
qarasa ‘pinch’, 157, 158, 207
˙
qarasa ‘string’, 88, 99, 130
˙
qarata ‘chop’, 76, 98, 131, 196
˙
qaraša ‘crunch’, 404

qaliqa ‘worry’, 174, 186, 199, 210

qarafa ‘rind’, 287

qahqaha ‘whinny’, 179, 185
qahqara ‘decrease’, 135
qalac a ‘extract’, 111
qalac a ‘extract’, 281

qalafa ‘rind’, 287
qalafa ‘rind’, 154
qaliqa ‘INTR-worry’, 367

c

qalla a ‘extract’, 281
qallama ‘trim’, 331

qarafa ‘rind’, 154
qarama ‘nibble’, 404

qallama ‘cut’, 87, 89

qarana ‘hit-on-the-horm’, 207

qallaqa ‘worry’, 363

qarana ‘hit-on-the-horn’, 79, 97, 154
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qarana ‘join’, 77, 119, 120, 201

qazzaza ‘disgust’, 77, 93, 138, 222

qarana ‘hit-on-the-horm’, 325
qarana ‘join’, 335

rac aša ‘shiver’, 185

qarmata ‘run’, 429
˙
qarmaša ‘grisp’, 420
qarqara ‘clatter’, 416
qarqara ‘roar’, 177, 190
qarra ‘become lawful’, 172, 222
qarrada ‘lend’, 297
˙
qarraha ‘fester’, 424
˙
qarrata ‘chop’, 329
˙
qarrata ‘chop’, 76, 98, 131, 196
˙
qasaa ‘harden’, 172
qatala ‘kill’, 79, 194
qatala ‘kill’, 412
qatima ‘darken’, 172
qattala ‘kill’, 412
qawlaba ‘put-into-a-template’, 277
qawqaPa ‘cackle’, 179, 185
qawwada ‘undo’, 76, 209
˙
qawwama ‘unwind’, 419
qawwara ‘performate’, 331
qawwasa ‘bend’, 419
qayyaha ‘fester’, 424
˙
qayyada ‘fetter’, 337
qayyada ‘tie’, 273
qayyada ‘register’, 180
qayyada ‘string’, 119, 120, 201
qayyada ‘tie’, 144
qayyama ‘appreciate’, 365
qayyara ‘tar’, 110, 153
qayyara ‘tar’, 275
qazzaza ‘disgust’, 363

raPaa ‘see’, 353, 359
raPasa ‘hit-on-the-head’, 325
radda ‘bruise’, 331
˙˙
raddac a ‘suckle’, 409
˙˙
radibia ‘anger’, 368
˙
raġiba ‘want’, 373
rahhala ‘deport’, 282
˙˙
rahada ‘wash’, 290
˙ ˙
rahala ‘leave’, 427
˙
rassac a ‘garnish’, 273
˙˙
rasada ‘observe’, 360
˙
rasada ‘allot’, 301
˙
ratama ‘spank’, 321
˙
rac ada ‘thunder’, 416
rašša ‘spray’, 271
raššaha ‘proclaim’, 352
˙
rašaha ‘seep’, 417
˙
rašaqa ‘pelt’, 320
raPaa ‘see’, 141
raPaa ‘see’, 140, 191, 234
raPasa ‘hit-on-the-head’, 79, 97, 154, 207
radac a ‘sip’, 404
˙
radac a ‘suckle, 403
˙
rahhala ‘deport’, 112
˙˙
rassac a ‘garnish’, 144
˙˙
ratama ‘spank’, 157, 158, 207
˙
rašša ‘load’, 188
rašša ‘spray’, 99, 109
raššaha ‘select’, 105, 140, 191
˙
rašaha ‘exude’, 84
˙
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rašaha ‘sweat’, 189
˙
rašafa ‘sip’, 404
rašama ‘stamp’, 125
c

radda ‘turn back’, 78
raddada ‘repeat’, 390
raddada ‘repeat’, 232, 240

raa a ‘disgust’, 77, 93, 138, 222

radiya ‘die’, 184

raaha ‘go’, 427
˙
raac a ‘disgust’, 363
raaha ‘go’, 195
˙
raafaqa ‘accompany’, 432

rafac a ‘increase’, 134
rafac a ‘remove’, 281

raajac a ‘learn’, 312
raakada ‘compete’, 382
˙
raakama ‘collect’, 305

rafaša ‘shovel’, 291
rafasa ‘kick’, 321
rafasa ‘kick’, 157, 158, 207
rahala ‘leave’, 427
rahana ‘pawn’, 297

raakama ‘collect’, 108, 147, 202

rahana ‘pawn’, 103, 182

raama ‘propose’, 372

rahhaba ‘terrorize’, 363
rahiba ‘INTR-fear’, 367

raama ‘aim’, 230
raama ‘want’, 133, 135, 137, 218

rahiba ‘fear’, 369

raaqaba ‘inspect’, 375

rahiba ‘fear’, 178, 198, 218, 223, 260

raaqaba ‘survey’, 360

rahwaja ‘gallop’, 429
rajac a ‘return’, 296

raasala ‘correspond’, 377
raasala ‘correpond’, 101

rajaa ‘hope’, 133, 135, 137, 218

raasala ‘correspond’, 91

rajaa ‘importune’, 220

raawada ‘flirt’, 377

rajafa ‘shiver’, 185
rajala ‘pad’, 429

rabata ‘band’, 337
˙
rabata ‘tie’, 335
˙
rabata ‘tie’, 77, 119, 120, 201
˙
rabaa ‘evolve’, 349
rabaa ‘grow’, 116
rabada ‘pasture’, 277

rajama ‘stone’, 320
rajama ‘stone’, 79
rajjac a‘turn back’, 78
rajjac a ‘remit’, 299
rajjac a ‘return’, 293

rabaqa ‘lasso’, 337

rajjac a ‘take’, 284

rabaqa ‘string’, 119, 120, 201

rajjala ‘make to a man’, 75
rajjala ‘make to a man’, 422

rabiha ‘gain’, 305
˙
rabiha ‘gain’, 108, 147, 202
˙
radafa ‘follow’, 431
radda ‘return’, 293, 299

rakac a ‘kneel’, 190
rakada ‘gallop’, 429
˙
rakaba ‘hit-with-the-knee’, 323
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rakada ‘stagnate’, 424
rakala ‘kick’, 318, 321
rakala ‘hoof ’, 131

raqqa ‘thin’, 172
raqqac a ‘patch’, 144
raqqac a ‘patch’, 273

rakala ‘kick’, 157, 158, 207

raqqaa ‘upgrade’, 105, 140, 191

rakama ‘collect’, 305

raqqaqa ‘chip’, 331
rasa/iba ‘fail’, 225

rakama ‘collect’, 108, 147, 202
rakana ‘park’, 265

rasama ‘paint’, 348

rakana ‘park’, 80, 109

rasama ‘draw’, 125

rakaza ‘position’, 265

rasama ‘paint’, 85, 208
rassaxa ‘plant’, 80, 109

rakaza ‘position’, 80, 109
rakkaza ‘position’, 265

rataa ‘walk’, 429

rakkaza ‘concentrate’, 245

rattaba ‘organize’, 344

rakkaza ‘position’, 80, 109

rattala ‘recite’, 348
rattala ‘carol’, 85, 208

ramaha ‘pierce’, 331
˙
ramaha ‘hit-with-the-spear’, 323
˙
ramaa ‘pelt’, 320

rawaa ‘narrate’, 387
rawaa ‘narrate’, 80, 104, 232, 240, 241,

ramaa ‘slander’, 356
ramaa ‘throw’, 318
ramaa ‘accuse’, 236

243
c

ramasa ‘bury’, 80, 109

rawwa a ‘scare’, 363
raxasa ‘lower’, 425
˙
raxasa ‘become cheap’, 173
˙
raxasa ‘lower’, 139, 192
˙
raxxasa ‘licence’, 203, 216
˙
raxxasa ‘lower’, 134
˙
rayyaha ‘comfort’, 363
˙
rayyaša ‘remove-feather’, 287

rammala ‘sand’, 110, 153
rammala ‘sand’, 275

rayyaša ‘displume’, 154
razama ‘bag’, 277

rammaqa ‘glimpse’, 360

razaqa ‘endow’, 303

ranna ‘clink’, 416

razaqa ‘give’, 297

raqasa ‘dance’, 348
˙
raqaba ‘observe’, 360

razzama ‘bag’, 277

ramaa ‘aim’, 179
ramaa ‘throw’, 199
ramaqa ‘glimpse’, 360
ramaqa ‘see’, 234
ramasa ‘put-in-a-tomb’, 277

raqada ‘sleep’, 178
raqana ‘type’, 125, 180

sac aa ‘aim’, 179
sac aa ‘quest’, 230
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sac ala ‘cough’, 177, 189, 190
c

sa ida ‘gladden’, 174, 186, 210
saPa/ima ‘tire’, 369
saPima ‘tire’, 367

saabaqa ‘compete’, 91, 102
saafa ‘hit-with-the-sword’, 323
saajala ‘dispute’, 382
saajala ‘dispute’, 91, 102

sahhara ‘CAUS-eat before daybreak’, 411 saala ‘gush’, 417
˙˙
saala ‘leak’, 84
sahaba ‘confiscate’, 284
˙
sahaba ‘pull’, 295, 315
saala ‘stream’, 189
˙
saamaha ‘forgive’, 128, 132, 135, 137,
sahaba ‘retrieve’, 305
˙
˙
sahaba ‘withdraw’, 281
246
˙
sahaja ‘file’, 331
saamaa ‘compete’, 382
˙
sahana ‘pestle’, 331
saaqa ‘conduct’, 432
˙
sahaqa ‘grind’, 332
saaqa ‘drive’, 295
˙
sahara ‘charm’, 363
saara ‘walk’, 429
˙
sahara ‘metamorphose’, 346
saawama ‘negotiate’, 377
˙
sattara ‘line’, 273
saawama ‘negociate’, 91, 101
˙˙ c
sata a ‘shine’, 415
saawaqa ‘accompany’, 432
˙c
sa aa ‘aim’, 372
saayafa ‘duel’, 382
sac aa ‘walk’, 429
sac ida ‘gladden’, 368
saPima ‘bore’, 174, 186, 210

saayara ‘walk-with’, 432
sabhala ‘claim: Glory be to God’, 402
˙
sabaġa ‘color’, 87

saPala ‘ask’, 220

sabaha ‘swim’, 429
˙
saPi/ama ‘bore’, 178, 198, 218, 223, 260 sabaka ‘form’, 106, 115, 146, 208
sahaba ‘retrieve’, 108, 147, 202
sabaqa ‘outrace’, 194
˙
sahaba ‘withdraw’, 111
sabata ‘hibernate’, 178
˙
sahana ‘crunch’, 404
sabba ‘insult’, 128, 132, 135, 137, 246
˙
sabbaba ‘cause’, 350
sahaqa ‘crunch’, 404
˙
sattara ‘line’, 144, 180
sadaa ‘kick’, 318
˙ ˙c
saa ada ‘help’, 229
sadda ‘cloak’, 273
saaġa ‘become dlicence’, 222

sadda ‘cloak’, 144

saaPa ‘hurt’, 363
saaha ‘travel’, 429
˙
saata ‘whip’, 323
˙
saabaqa ‘compete’, 382

sadda ‘cork’, 110, 153
saddada ‘kick’, 318
saddada ‘reimburse’, 299
saddada pay back’, 78
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saddara ‘export’, 293

samala ‘knock out’, 333

saffaha ‘qualify-as-studip’, 358
sajada ‘bow’, 190

samic a ‘hear’, 133, 137, 234
samic a ‘hear’, 359

sajama ‘leak’, 84

samina ‘thicken’, 172

sajana ‘imprison’, 278

samma ‘poison’, 79

sajjala ‘register’, 180
sakaba ‘pour’, 269

sammaa ‘name’, 354
sammaa ‘name’, 105, 140

sakaba ‘pour’, 188

sammama ‘poison’, 363

sakana ‘calm’, 368

sammama ‘poison’, 79, 110, 153

sakka ‘coin’, 344
sakkana ‘calm’, 363

sammama ‘poison’, 275
sammana ‘feed-salt-butter’, 411

sakkana ‘house’, 145

sammara ‘nail’, 119, 120, 201

sakkara ‘sugar’, 110, 153

sammara ‘nail’, 337

sakkara ‘sugar’, 275
salac a ‘gash’, 332

samuka ‘thicken’, 172
sanna ‘bite’, 323

salaba ‘thieve’, 284

salla ‘extract’, 281

saqata ‘fall’, 427
˙
saqata ‘fall’, 425
˙
saqata ‘fail’, 225
˙
saqata ‘fall’, 139, 173, 192
˙
saqaa ‘give-to-drink’, 409

salla ‘pinch’, 284

saqama ‘sicken’, 367

salla ‘extrude’, 111
sallaha ‘arm’, 303
˙
sallaha ‘arm’, 90, 124
˙
sallaa ‘amuse’, 363

saqama ‘sicken’, 174, 186, 210
saqqafa ‘roof ’, 110, 153

salaba ‘thieve’, 202
salaqa ‘parboil’, 420
salata ‘cut’, 333

saqqafa ‘roof ’, 275

sallafa ‘lend’, 297
sallafa ‘lend’, 103

sarata ‘gobble’, 405
˙
saraa ‘walk-by-night’, 429
saraba ‘leak’, 417

sallala ‘smuggle’, 293

sarada ‘narrate’, 387

sallama ‘pass’, 297

sarada ‘narrate’, 80, 104, 232, 240, 241,

sallama ‘acknowledge’, 104, 235, 244,
243
396
saraqa ‘steal’, 284
sallamaa ‘hadn’, 103

saraqa ‘steal’, 202

salsala ‘chain’, 119, 120, 201

sarra ‘gladden’, 363
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sarra ‘gratify’, 77, 93, 138, 222

taPallama ‘INTR-pain’, 367

sarraja ‘saddle’, 110, 153
sarraja ‘saddle’, 275

taPallaqa ‘sparkle’, 415
taPama ‘give-birth-to-a-twin’, 351

satara ‘cover’, 273

taPammala ‘gaze’, 361

satara ‘screen’, 317

taPawwaa ‘go’, 427

tadahhaa ‘brunch’, 406
˙ ˙˙
tadaaPala ‘dip’, 425
˙
tadaac afa ‘multiply’, 425
˙
sawwaka ‘brush’ (with a special brush), tadaadda ‘INTR-combat’, 383
˙
tadaajac a ‘INTR-RECP-sleep’, 381
87
˙
sawwaka ‘brush’ (with a special stick), tadaamma ‘INTR-hug’, 381
˙
tadaaraba ‘INTR-battle’, 383
89
˙
tadaayaqa ‘INTR-confuse’, 367
saxaa ‘donate’, 300
˙
tadaayaqa ‘INTR-disturb’, 368
saxxana ‘heat’, 420
˙
taġaalaba ‘INTR-struggle’, 383
sayyaja ‘fence’, 273

satara ‘cover’, 144
sawwata ‘belt’, 323
˙
sawwada ‘blacken’, 422

sayyaja ‘fence’, 144

taġaayada ‘meander’, 429

sayyala ‘liquidize’, 422

taġaayara ‘vary’, 341

sanaa ‘flash’, 415

taġaazala ‘INTR-flirt’, 381
taġaddaa ‘feed’, 408

tac attaša ‘thirst’, 179, 230
˙˙
tac aadama ‘swell’, 139, 192
˙
tac addaa ‘overreach’, 194
tac allama ‘learn’, 233
tac ammama ‘wear a turban’, 153
tac arraqa ‘sweat’, 189
ta-raasala ‘correpond’, 122
taġawwata ‘shit’, 189
˙
taġayyara ‘change’, 116, 118
taPaddaa ‘INTR-hurt’, 367
¯¯
taPattala ‘earn’, 305
¯¯
taPaakala ‘corrode’, 424
taPaksada ‘oxidize’, 424
taPallama ‘INTR-pain’, 368

taġaddaa ‘lunch’, 406
tahassala ‘get’, 307
˙ ˙˙
tahaadana ‘INTR-embrace’, 381
˙ ˙
tahaajaja ‘INTR-debate’, 383
˙
tahaajja ‘INTR-debate’, 383
˙
tahaaraba ‘INTR-battle’, 383
˙
tahaatta ‘corrode’, 424
˙
tahaawara ‘INTR-communicate’, 378
˙
tahallaba ‘seep’, 417
˙
tahallala ‘decompose’, 424
˙
tahammala ‘support’, 365
˙
tahammasa ‘enthuse’, 368
˙
taharraa ‘investigate’, 376
˙
taharraja ‘INTR-embarass’, 367
˙
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tahassara ‘regret’, 368
˙
tahassasa ‘taste’, 376
˙
tahassasa ‘touch’, 327
˙
tahawwaja ‘need’, 372
˙
tahayyara ‘INTR-confuse’, 368
˙
tasaadama ‘INTR-conflict’, 383
˙
tasaarac a ‘INTR-wrestle’, 383
˙
tasaddaPa ‘rust’, 424
˙
tasaddaqa ‘donate’, 300
˙
tasaffaha ‘browse’, 375
˙
˙
tasarrafa ‘act’, 357
˙
tasawwara ‘imagine’, 353
˙
tataac ana ‘INTR-duel’, 383
˙
tataalaqa ‘INTR-divorce’, 381
˙
tatallac a ‘look’, 361
˙
tatallac a ‘propose’, 372
˙
tatallaba ‘track’, 376
˙
tatallaba ‘trail’, 431
˙
tatawwac a ‘donate’, 300
˙
tatawwafa ‘tour’, 429
˙
tacc aba ‘tire’, 363
c

ta assaba ‘INTR-excite’, 367, 368
˙˙
tac attaša ‘thirst’, 372
˙˙
tac aššaa ‘dine’, 406

tac ajjaba ‘wonder’, 368
tac ajjala ‘hurry’, 429
tac akkara ‘madden’, 368
tac allama ‘learn’, 312
tac annaqa ‘INTR-hug’, 381
tac aqqaba ‘shadow’, 431
tac ayyaša ‘survive’, 408
tac azza ‘INTR-comfort’, 368
tac iba ‘tire’, 367
tac isa ‘sadden’, 368
tadakkara ‘remember’, 353
¯
tadawwaqa ‘savor’, 360
¯
taššamama ‘smell’, 359
tašaaPama ‘INTR-despair’, 367
tašaaPama ‘despair’, 368
tašaahana ‘INTR-conflict’, 383
˙
tašaadda ‘INTR-dispute’, 383
tašaajara ‘INTR-wrangle’, 383
tašaakasa ‘INTR-dispute’, 383
tašaawara ‘INTR-consult’, 378
tašahhaa ‘fancy’, 371
tašammama ‘smell’, 376
tašawšara ‘INTR-disturb’, 367
tašawwaša ‘INTR-disturb’, 367

tac aadama ‘swell’, 425
˙
tac aadaa ‘antagonize’, 383
tac aanaša ‘INTR-hug’, 381

tašawwaqa ‘long’, 372
taPattala ‘earn’, 108, 147, 202
¯¯
taPassafa ‘regret’, 260

tac aanaqa ‘INTR-hug’, 381

tadaakara ‘talk’, 101
¯
tadammra ‘complain’, 397
¯
tataaPaba ‘yawn’, 177, 190
¯
tatakkara ‘remember’, 140, 191
¯
tadallama ‘complain’, 397
¯
tad˙ aac afa ‘multiply’, 135, 139, 192
˙

c

ta aarada ‘INTR-disagree’, 378, 383
˙
tac aaraka ‘INTR-fight’, 383
tac addabaa ‘suffer’, 368
tac affana ‘molder’, 424
tac ajjaba ‘marvel’, 367
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tadaaPala ‘dip’, 139, 192
˙
tadawwara ‘writhe’, 185
˙
tahaamaa ‘avoid’, 219
˙
tahaddata ‘talk’, 190
¯
˙
tahajjaba ‘wear a veil’, 153
˙
taharra ‘investigate’, 129
˙
taharraza ‘distrust’, 219
˙
tahassasa ‘touch’, 88, 99
˙
tahawwaja ‘need’, 179, 230
˙
tahawwala ‘turn’, 116, 118
˙
tahazzama ‘wear a belt’, 153
˙
tasaadafa ‘meet’, 211
˙
tasawwara ‘imagine’, 140, 191
˙
tatallac a ‘aim’, 179, 230
˙
tatarbaša ‘wear a tarboosh’, 153
˙
tatawwara ‘transform’, 116, 118
˙
tašaajara ‘wrangle’, 101

tabaasata ‘INTR-joke’, 378
˙
tabaawasa ‘INTR-kiss’, 381
tabaayana ‘INTR-argue’, 383

tašakkaa ‘complain’, 397
tašannaja ‘convulse’, 185

tadaffaqa ‘gush’, 417
tadahwara ‘plummet’, 139, 192

tašawwaqa ‘long’, 179, 230

tadahwara ‘plummet’, 425

taabac a ‘add’, 232, 240

tadannaa ‘decrease’, 139, 192

c

tabaayana ‘differ’, 341
tabarc ama ‘sprout’, 424
tabarqac a ‘wear a veil’, 153
tabarrac a ‘contribute’, 300
tabarrama ‘tire’, 367
tabarraza ‘shit’, 189
tabassama ‘smile’, 177, 190
tabawwala ‘piss’, 189
tabaxtara ‘wobble’, 429
tabayyana ‘perceive’, 133, 137
tadahoraja ‘roll’, 101
˙
tadaac aba ‘INTR-banter’, 381
tadaarasa ‘INTR-negotiate’, 378
tadaawala ‘INTR-negotiate’, 378

taaba a ‘add’, 390
taabac a ‘follow’, 431

tadannaa ‘decrease’, 425
tadarrac a ‘wear an cuirass’, 153

taaha ‘saunter’, 429

tadayyana ‘borrow’, 305

taaqa ‘long’, 372

tadayyana ‘borrow’, 108, 147, 202

taaqa ‘long’, 179
taaqa ‘lust’, 230

tafaddala ‘accord’, 300
˙˙
tafahhsa ‘examine’, 360
˙ ˙˙
tafaaPala ‘optimize’, 368

tabac a ‘follow’, 431
tabattana ‘assimilate’, 233, 242, 243
˙˙
tabaadac a ‘RECP-sleep’, 381
˙
tabaahata ‘INTR-negotiate’, 378
˙ ¯
tabaaraa ‘INTR-battle’, 383
tabaaraza ‘INTR-fight’, 383

tafaadaa ‘dodge’, 219
tafaajaPa INTR-surprise’, 367
tafaajaPa ‘INTR-suprize’, 368
tafaawada ‘INTR-negotiate’, 378
˙
tafaawata ‘INTR-vie’, 383
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tafaawata ‘differ’, 341

takaddara ‘INTR-ruffle’, 367
takahraba ‘INTR-excite’, 368

tafaaxara ‘pride’, 368
tafahhama ‘understand’, 233, 242, 243

takallama ‘speak’, 190

tafajjara ‘gush’, 417

takarrama ‘favor’, 300

tafala ‘spit’, 189

takassaba ‘gain’, 305
takassaba ‘gain’, 108, 147, 202

tafaqqada ‘examine’, 360
tafaqqada ‘survey’, 375
c

takka ‘tick’, 416

tafarqa a ‘explode’, 416

taktaka ‘tick’, 416

tafarraja ‘watch’, 361

talssasa ‘spy’, 361
˙˙ ˙
talaġġafa ‘bolt’, 405

tafassxa ‘decompose’, 424
tafawwac a ‘womit’, 189
tafaxxata ‘wobble’, 429
taffa ‘spit’, 189
tahaatara ‘INTR-disagree’, 383
tahajjda ‘slumber’, 178

talaPlaPa ‘sparkle’, 415
taladdaa ‘flame’, 415
¯¯
talaa˙ ˙‘follow’, 431
talaa ‘read’, 387
talaa ‘read’, 80, 104, 232, 240, 241, 243

tahamma a ‘ooze’, 417

talaac aba ‘INTR-banter’, 381

tahammasa ‘enthuse’, 368
tahawwala ‘INTR-frighten’, 367
tahawwama ‘slumber’, 178

talaatama ‘INTR-kiss’, 381
¯
talaafaa ‘avoid’, 219
talaajja ‘INTR-dispute’, 383

tahayaja ‘INTR-excite’, 367

talaakama ‘INTR-fight’, 383

tahazzac a ‘wobble’, 429

talaaqa ‘meet’, 211

taj-aadala ‘dispute’, 102
tajaadala ‘INTR-dispute’, 383

talahhaba ‘flame’, 415
talahhafa ‘yearn’, 372

tajaamac a ‘INTR-RECP-sleep’, 381

talahhafa ‘long’, 179, 230

tajaaraa ‘INTR-compete’, 383

talahhama ‘devour’, 405

tajaawaza ‘exceed’, 194
tajabbala ‘reach-the-mountain’, 433

talammasa ‘touch’, 327
talammasa ‘touch’, 88, 99

tajassasa ‘spy’, 361

talammasa ‘taste’, 376

tajawraba ‘wear socks’, 153

talaqqaa ‘get’, 305

tajawwala ‘travel’, 429
takaafaha ‘INTR-fight’, 383
˙
takaataba ‘INTR-correspond’, 378

talaqqaa ‘get’, 108, 147, 203
talaqqafa ‘grasp’, 315

c

takaddara ‘INTR-disturb’, 368

tamac tafa ‘wear a jacket’, 153
˙
tamacc ana ‘glance’, 361
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tamašša ‘walk’, 429
tamattala ‘recollect’, 140, 191
¯¯
tamattala ‘imagine’, 353
¯¯
tamaahaka ‘INTR-struggle’, 383
˙
tamaayaha ‘strut’, 429
˙
tamaayaza ‘differ’, 341
tamaazaha ‘INTR-joke’, 378
˙
tamannaa ‘whish’, 218
tamannaa ‘wish’, 133, 135, 137
tamantaqa ‘wear a belt’, 153
tamara ‘feed-date’, 411

tanawwara ‘shine’, 415
tanaxxac a ‘spit’, 189
tanaxxama ‘spit’, 189
tanazzaha ‘promenade’, 429
tanbara ‘postmark’, 110, 153
tanbara ‘postmark’, 275
taqassaa ‘investigate’, 360
˙˙
taqasaa ‘delve’, 376
˙
taqasaa ‘survey’, 129
˙
taqaabala ‘meet’, 211
taqaarac a ‘INTR-vie’, 383

tamattc a ‘INTR-amuse’, 368

taqaatala ‘INTR-battle’, 383

tamayyaha ‘strut’, 429
˙
tamayyaza ‘differ’, 341
tamma ‘terminate’, 435

taqaayada ‘INTR-negotiate, 378
˙
taqabbala ‘INTR-kiss’, 381

tammama ‘finish’, 436

taqabbala ‘accept’, 108, 140, 147, 191,

taqabbala ‘accept’, 305, 353

tammama ‘finish’, 239

203

tammara ‘feed-date’, 411
tanaġġaša ‘crawl’, 113, 186

taqaddama ‘advance’, 427
taqaddma ‘approach’, 195

tanassata ‘listen’, 361
˙˙
tanaadala ‘INTR-fight’, 383
˙
tanaahara ‘INTR-battle’, 383
˙
tanaafasa ‘INTR-compete’, 383

taqaffaa ‘track’, 431

tanaajaza ‘INTR-dual’, 383

taqahqara ‘decrease’, 425

tanaama ‘grow’, 349

taqalnasa ‘wear a cap’, 153

tanaamaa ‘grow’, 116
tanaaqada ‘INTR-controvert’, 383
˙
tanaaqaša ‘INTR-dispute’, 383
tanaawaša ‘INTR-battle’, 383

taqammasa ‘wear a shirt’, 153
˙
taqarraha ‘fester’, 424
˙
taqayyaha ‘fester’, 424
˙
taqayyaPa ‘vomit’, 189

tanaazala ‘leave’, 302
tanaddama ‘regret’, 260

taqazzaza ‘’INTR-disgust, 368
taqazzaza ‘INTR-disgust’, 368

tanahhada ‘sigh’, 177, 190

tarassada ‘observe’, 360
˙˙
tarac rac a ‘evolve’, 349

tanaqqaba ‘wear a veil’, 153

taqahqar ‘return’, 195
taqahqara ‘retreat’, 427
taqahqara ‘decrease’, 139, 192
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taraajc a ‘diminish’, 139, 192

tatabbac a ‘follow’, 431

taraajc a ‘diminish’, 425
taraajac a ‘retreat’, 195

tatarjama ‘translate’, 116, 118
tawaġġala ‘enter’, 195

taraajac a ‘return’, 427

tawaġġala ‘plunge’, 427

taraakada ‘INTR-compete’, 383
˙
taraasala ‘INTR-correspond’, 378
taraasala ‘correpond’, 210

tawaafaqa ‘INTR-agree’, 378

taraawada ‘INTR-flirt’, 378

tawaffaqa ‘succeed’, 225

tarajjaa ‘ask’, 220

tawahhaja ‘flame’, 415

taraka ‘cede’, 301
taraka ‘forfeit’, 299

tawajjasa ‘fear’, 369
tawajjasa ‘fear’, 178, 198, 218, 223, 260

taraka ‘leave’, 428

tawallac a ‘adore’, 260

taraka ‘leave’, 78

tawaqqaa ‘fear’, 369

taraqqaba ‘expect’, 219
tarjama ‘translate’, 346

tawaqqaa ‘beware’, 178, 198, 218, 223,
260

tarjama ‘translate’, 117, 196

tawaqqada ‘flame’, 415

tasahhara ‘eat before daybreak’, 406
˙˙
tasaabaqa ‘INTR-compete’, 383
tasaajala ‘INTR-dispute’, 383

tawassama ‘gaze’, 361

tasaamaa ‘INTR-compete’, 383

tawwaja ‘crown’, 105, 110, 140, 153, 191

tasaawama ‘INTR-negotiate’, 378

tawwaja ‘crown’, 275

tasaayafa ‘INTR-duel’, 383
tasakkac a ‘saunter’, 429

tasallaqa ‘climb’, 429

tawwaqac a ‘expect’, 219
taxattafa ‘steal’, 306
˙˙
taxatrafa ‘limp’, 429
˙
taxattaa ‘overcome’, 194
˙˙
taxattafa ‘steal’, 108, 147, 203
˙˙
taxaasama ‘INTR-feud’, 383
˙
taxaataba ‘INTR-communicate’, 378
˙
taxaalafa ‘INTR-differ’, 383

tasallaqa ‘climb’, 100
tasammac a ‘hear’, 361

taxaalafa ‘INTR-disagrees’, 378
taxaayala ‘strut’, 429

tasarwala ‘wear pants’, 153

taxallaa ‘leave’, 302

tasawwala ‘beg’, 220

taxallaja ‘quiver’, 185

tasallaa ‘INTR-amuse’, 368
tasallafa ‘borrow’, 305
tasallafa ‘borrow’, 108, 147, 203
tasallama ‘obtain’, 305
tasallama ‘obtain’, 108, 147, 203

tawaajaha ‘INTR-confront’, 383
tawaasaa ‘INTR-comfort’, 368

tawaxxaa ‘aim’, 219
tawwaja ‘rown’, 352
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taxammara ‘ferment’, 424
taxayyala ‘imagine’, 353
taxayyala ‘imagine’, 140, 191
taxayyara ‘select’, 306
taxayyara ‘select’, 108, 147, 203
taxxa ‘spoil’, 424
tazawraqa ‘shit’, 189
tazawwaja ‘INTR-marry’, 381
tazawwaja ‘marry’, 379
wacc aa ‘caution’, 93
wac aa ‘comprehend’, 233, 242, 243
waPara ‘affray’, 363
waddaha ‘explain’, 387
˙˙ ˙
wadac a ‘put’, 265
˙
wahhada ‘unite’ , 335
˙˙
wassaa ‘bequeath’, 302
˙˙
wassala ‘bring’, 295
˙˙
wassala ‘communicate’, 387
˙˙
wassala ‘conduct’, 432
˙˙
wassala ‘deliver’, 293
˙˙
wasaa ‘advise’, 394
˙
wasafa ‘wasafa’, 356
˙
˙
wasala ‘arrive’, 427
˙
wasala ‘connect’, 335
˙
wasama ‘flack’, 273
˙
watasa ‘hit’, 321
˙
wac ada ‘advise’, 394
¯
wac aa˙ ‘envisage’, 353
waššaja ‘tie’, 335
wašaja ‘tie’, 335
wašwaša ‘whisper’, 416
wattaqa ‘document’, 180
¯¯

watiqa ‘trust’, 260
¯
waddafa ‘appoint’, 105, 140, 191
¯¯
wad˙ d˙ aha ‘explain’, 80, 104, 232, 240, 241,
˙˙ ˙
243
wadac a ‘put’, 80, 109
˙
wahhada ‘unite’, 77, 119, 120, 201
˙˙
wassala ‘communicate’, 80, 104, 232, 240,
˙˙
241, 243
wassala ‘deliver’, 103, 159
˙˙
wasaa ‘advise’, 93, 226
˙
wasafa ‘describe’, 140, 191
˙
wasala ‘arrive’, 100, 195
˙
wasala ‘communicate’, 91
˙
wasala ‘connect’, 77, 119, 120
˙
wasama ‘flack’, 144
˙
watasa ‘hit’, 157, 158, 207
˙
wataba ‘jump’, 429
¯
waššaja ‘tie’, 77, 119, 120, 201
wašama ‘tattoo’, 125
wašwaša ‘whisper’, 232, 240
waddafa ‘appoint’, 352
¯˙ ¯˙
waafaa
‘provide’, 303
waafaa ‘furnish’, 124
waafaqa ‘agree’, 377
waafaqa ‘agree’, 91, 101
waajaha ‘confront’, 382
waakaba ‘accompany’, 432
waalafa ‘consolidate’, 335
waaraa ‘hide’, 317
waasa ‘console’, 363
waasaa ‘console’, 77, 93, 138, 222
wabbaxa ‘chasten’, 128, 132, 135, 137,
246
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wadda ‘love’, 365
wadda ‘want’, 371

waqasa ‘break’, 158
˙
waqata ‘hit’, 157, 158, 207
˙
waqqafa ‘stand’, 279

wadda ‘want’, 133, 135, 137, 218

waqqara ‘respect’, 365

waddaja ‘cut-a-vein’, 333

warada ‘drink (for animals)’, 403

wafada ‘come’, 427
wafada ‘come’, 195

waffara ‘yield’, 217
wafira ‘abound’, 172

warada ‘drink’ (for animals), 85, 182
warita ‘inherit’, 108, 147, 182, 203
¯
warita ‘inherit’, 306
¯
warrata ‘bequeath’, 78, 103
¯
warrata ‘bequeath’, 301
¯
warrada ‘CAUS-drink (for animal)’, 409

wahaba ‘dedicate’, 297

warrada ‘flower’, 424

wahaba ‘gift’, 103

waSala ‘connect’, 201

wahaja ‘flame’, 415
wahija ‘glow’, 172

wasama ‘imprint’, 125
wasaqa ‘banish’, 282

waja/ila ‘fear’, 369

wasic a ‘contain’, 145

wajaPa ‘hit’, 321

wasic a ‘encircle’, 144

wajaPa ‘hit’, 157, 158, 207
waji/ala ‘fear’, 178, 198, 218, 223, 260

wasic a ‘encircle’, 273
wasina ‘sleep’, 178

wajiza ‘shorten’, 172

wassaxa ‘dirty’, 273

wakafa ‘drip’, 417

wassaxa ‘dirty’, 144

wakafa ‘drip’, 84
wakaza ‘punch’, 321

waswasa ‘whisper’, 232, 240
watada ‘peg’, 337

wakaza ‘punch’, 157, 158, 207

wazaba ‘ooze’, 417

walaġa ‘lip/drink’, 407

wazaba ‘squirt’, 84

walaja ‘enter’, 427
walaja ‘enter’, 100, 195

wazara ‘carry’, 295
wazzac a‘distribute’, 78

wallada ‘engender’, 350

wazzac a ‘distribute’, 299

wallafa ‘consolidate’, 335

wufiiqa ‘succeed’, 225

wadaja ‘cut-a-vein’, 333

waffaa ‘end’, 436
waffaa ‘finish’, 239

wamada ‘twinkle’, 415
˙
wamaPa ‘gesture’, 190
wamaPa ‘wink’, 86
waqata ‘hit’, 321
˙

xaddara ‘green’, 422
˙˙
xahhaba ‘fertilize’, 421
˙˙
xassa ‘trust’, 303
˙˙
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xassasa ‘allot’, 301
˙˙ ˙
xasaa ‘castrate’, 287
˙
xasama ‘subtract’, 281
˙
xasxasa ‘privatize’, 422
˙ ˙
xatta ‘write’, 348
˙˙
xatafa ‘kidnap’, 284
˙
xadafa ‘toss, 318
¯
xašiya ‘fear’, 369
xašxaša ‘rustle’, 416
xadaba ‘paint’, 87, 89
˙
xadila ‘moisten’, 172
˙
xassaba ‘fertilize’, 75, 142
˙˙
xassasa ‘allot’, 78
˙˙ ˙
xasaa ‘castrate’, 154
˙
xasiba ‘fructify’, 172
˙
xasxasa ‘privatize’, 75
˙ ˙
xatta ‘scribble’, 125
˙˙
xattata ‘scribble’, 125
˙˙ ˙
xašiia ‘fear’, 178, 198, 218, 223, 260
xašina ‘roughen’, 172
xaasama ‘feud’, 382
˙
xaata ‘stitch’, 337
˙
xaata ‘tailor’, 342
˙
xaataba ‘communicate’, 377
˙
xaasama ‘conflict’, 91, 101
˙
xaata ‘tailor’, 106, 115, 146, 147, 208
˙
xaataba ‘talk’, 101
˙
xaaba ‘fail’, 225

xaalata ‘intermix’, 77, 119, 120, 201
˙
xaalafa ‘differ’, 382
xaalafa ‘disagree’, 377
xaalafa ‘differ’, 91, 101
xaalafa ‘disagree’, 91, 101
xaara ‘moo’, 179, 185
xaasa ‘deteriorate’, 424
xabata ‘hit’, 321
˙
xabata ‘hit’, 157, 158, 207
˙
xabaza ‘bake’, 342
xabaza ‘feed-bread’, 411
xabaza ‘back’, 106, 115, 146, 147, 208
xabbaPa ‘hide’, 317
xabbara ‘inform’, 391
xabbara ‘inform’, 234, 244
xabira ‘conceive’, 233, 242, 243
xadaša ‘scratch’, 332
xadaša ‘scratch’, 125, 158
xafada ‘lower’, 134
˙
xafaqa ‘beat’, 96
xafaqa ‘cock’, 86
xaffa ‘lighten’, 172
xaffada ‘lower’, 134
˙
xajala ‘INTR-shame’, 368
xaji/ala ‘shame’, 174, 186, 210
xajjala ‘shame’, 363
xalac a ‘discharge’, 111

xaafa ‘fear’, 368, 369

xalata ‘mix’, 335
˙
xalac a ‘remove’, 281

xaafa ‘fear’, 178, 198, 218, 223, 260
xaafa ‘frighten’, 174, 186, 210

xalata ‘mix’, 77, 119, 120, 201
˙
xalaqa ‘create’, 344, 350

xaala ‘imagine’, 355

xalaqa ‘create’, 106, 115, 208

xaalata ‘intermix’, 335
˙

xalasa ‘filch’, 284
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xalasa ‘rob’, 202
xallasa ‘clear’, 288
˙
xallasa ‘liberate’, 284
˙
xallata ‘mix’, 335
˙
xallata ‘mix’, 96
˙
xallaa ‘forfeit’, 299
xallada ‘eternalize’, 422

xarbaša ‘scratch’, 125
xarra ‘purr’, 416
xarraba ‘ruin’, 76, 209
xarraqa ‘perforate’, 332
xarxara ‘purr’, 416
xasaPa ‘banish’, 282, 284
xattana ‘circumcise’, 75, 142

xama/ira ‘ferment’, 172

xattana ‘circumcise’, 422

xamaša ‘scratch’, 158

xawala ‘give’, 297
xawwafa ‘affray’, 363

xamada ‘smolder’, 172
xamara ‘ferment’, 424

xawwala ‘give’, 298

xamija ‘become-reeky’, 426

xawwana ‘qualify-as-betrayer’, 358

xamija ‘molder’, 424

xayyaba ‘disappoint’, 363
xazala ‘truncate’, 329

xamija ‘become stinky’, 173
xamma ‘become-stinky’, 426

xazala ‘truncate’, 76, 98, 131, 196

xamma ‘whisk’, 290

xazama ‘pierce’, 126

xamma ‘become stinky’, 173

xazana ‘store’, 314
xazana ‘warehouse’, 278

xammaša ‘scratch’, 158
xanaqa ‘suffocate’, 79

xazaqa ‘knife’, 323

xanaza ‘become-stinky’, 426

xazaqa ‘pierce’, 332

xanaza ‘become stinky’, 173

xazzana ‘store’, 314
xazzana ‘warehouse’, 278

xandaqa ‘put-in-a-bunker’, 278
xarata ‘weave’, 342
˙
xarata ‘lathe’, 106, 115, 146, 208
˙
xaraja ‘develop’, 349
xaraja ‘generate’, 116
xarama ‘perforate’, 332
xarama ‘hole’, 126

xlawlaqa ‘may, 249
yaPisa ‘INTR-despair’, 368
yaPPasa ‘dispirit’, 363
yaPisa ‘dispirit’, 174, 186, 210
yabisa ‘stiffen’, 172

xaraqa ‘perforate’, 332

zac ala ‘anger’, 174, 186, 210

xaraqa ‘pierce’, 126
xarata ‘carve’, 332

zac zac a ‘destabilize’, 222

xaraza ‘pierce’, 332

zahzaha ‘disloge’, 281
˙ ˙
zac ala ‘anger’, 368

xaraza ‘transfix’, 126

zac zac a ‘distabilize’, 77, 93, 138
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zac aqa ‘scream’, 416
zaPara ‘growl’, 179, 185
zaada ‘add’, 298, 335

zarata ‘gobble’, 406
˙
zarada ‘gobble’, 406
zarra ‘button’, 337

zaada ‘grow’, 134, 139, 192

zarraqa ‘change-to-blue’, 422

zaada ‘increase’, 173

zarrara ‘button, 337

zaada ‘grow’, 425
zaana ‘embellish’, 273

zawwada ‘provision’, 303
zawwada ‘provision’, 90, 124

zaana ‘embellish’, 144

zawwaja ‘pair’, 77, 119, 120, 201

zaAwaja ‘pair’, 201

zawwaja ‘pair’, 335

zaawaja ‘pair’, 77, 119, 120
zaAwaja ‘pair’, 335

zawwala ‘remove’, 281
zawwaqa ‘garnish’, 273

zabaa ‘carry’, 295

zawwaqa ‘garnish’, 144

zabbada ‘make to butter’, 75

zaxama ‘become-stinky’, 426

zabbada ‘make to butter’, 422
zadaa ‘toss’, 318

zaxama ‘become smelly’, 173
zayyaa ‘cover’, 273

zaffata ‘asphalt’, 110, 153

zayyaa ‘cover’, 144

zaffata ‘asphalt’, 275

zayyana ‘garland’, 273

zahara ‘develop’, 349
zahima ‘become-smelly’, 426

zayyana ‘garland’, 144
zayyata ‘oil’, 110, 153

zahima ‘become smelly’, 173

zayyata ‘oil’, 275

zajara ‘rebuke’, 128, 132, 135, 137, 246
zajja ‘throw’, 318
zajja ‘pitch’, 199
zamhaqa ‘become-reeky’, 426
zamhaqa ‘become smelly’, 173
zamjara ‘growl’, 179, 185
zandaqa ‘qualify-as-heretic’, 358
zanna ‘whistle’, 416
zanzana ‘whistle’, 416
zaqzaqa ‘twitter’, 179, 185
zarac a‘implant’, 80, 109
zarac a ‘implant’, 265
zarac a ‘plant’, 271
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